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Paradigms: The Inertia of Language

Marianne Brün

(1980)

When Thomas S. Kuhn published The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions in 1962, his preface, introduction,
and numerous traces in the body of the essay explicitly
conveyed to the reader that the author thought he knew
his readers, their general concept of science, of scientific
questions, experiments, research, and of the universe in
which their search for truth, consistency, and knowledge
takes place. On the basis of this tacit assumption Kuhn
explains his particular use of the word paradigm and de-
velops a theory according to which, in any given period,
some paradigms rule over all scientific endeavors, in-
visibly, unquestioned and tacitly agreed upon, and that
radical change or progress, in any field of research, can
only be registered and accepted if and when the presently
ruling general notions of self-understood truth suddenly
are revealed as being temporary assumptions and beliefs,
respectable for their consistency, but incompatible with
more recent and undeniable insights. In short: its great-
est dynamic power is held by a paradigm while it is
not called paradigm, but called facts, data, truth, nature,
ethics, proper procedures, etc. As soon as a paradigm
is called a paradigm (usually then refered to as a mere
paradigm), its power collapses.

In Galileo’s time any person of integrity, honesty, de-
cency, who was healthy in mind and body, knew that the
sun circles the earth and that the stars are affixed to a
slowly rotating crystal sphere. The philosophers spec-
ulated among themselves about meaning, symbolisms,
teachings, and proofs for the existence of God, implied
by these known and observable phenomena, but never
questioned their universal truth. The scientists diligently
did research, both analytical and synthetical, investigat-
ing the mechanics of the phenomena, and whether the
stars were affixed with crystal screws, silver nails, or
golden chains, and how the earth was held in its central
place. It was a sin and crime, punished by law, church,
and community vigilance, to ask and probe whether the
known was true, whether philosophical thought and sci-
entific research and problem-solving were based on all
one could know.

Today’s philosophers and scientists do not sneer with
contempt at those times. They know that the people
then acted in keeping and in consequential consistency

with all those of their assumptions and beliefs which
they had either accepted or declared to be indisputable
truths, never to be tested and questioned. They never sus-
pected that these obvious truths, which were their stan-
dards for all decision making and judgements of conduct
and ideas, could be erroneous interpretations of accurate
observations or accurate interpretations of faulty obser-
vations. The second aspect of the matter, which hovers
with dampening effect on all philosophical and scientific
endeavors, is the knowledge that we today can not tell,
by definition, within which paradigm we are dwelling,
thinking and acting, unless and until we are able to ob-
serve us and it from the outside, just as we recognize it
and us from outside the times of Galileo.

There are in Kuhn’s essay at least seventeen explana-
tions, definitions, and descriptions of the word paradigm,
as he particularly would use it. Every chapter is an-
other significant variation on that theme. This essay told
me among other things that, if I wish to uncover the
paradigm which conditions my thinking, I might have to
take a leap, to observe with fresh attention the anomalies
in my environment rather than only its predictable loops.
Having learned this from him, I was surprised that Kuhn
consented, for the second edition, to write an immense
postscript answering his critics, reasoning, almost apolo-
gizing, for his leap, as if any leap out of a loop could ever
appear reasonable. I leave him to his dilemma, and, col-
lecting all aspects he mentions with respect to his central
theme, I shall use the word paradigm whenever I wish
to speak of any structural notion and concept which, un-
derlying the development of discourse, is tacitly taken
for granted by all participants in that discourse, taken
to go without saying and left unquestioned, regardless
of whether the discourse leads to an agreement or a dis-
agreement on any issue.

The history of mankind is a composite of many, of-
ten simultaneous histories of different societies, which
retroactively tell the stories of paradigms, their inception,
flourishing, and collapse; and how there always has been
a new paradigm waiting to substitute for the collapsed
one. These stories do not, however, sufficiently empha-
size a recurrent and ubiquitous phenomenon. They occa-
sionally mention it as a deplorable exception, occasion-
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ally as a successful defense of eternal truth. This phe-
nomenon is best described as the inertia of language.

The inertia of language is both a symptom and a dy-
namic force. As a symptom it reflects the slowness with
which the news are disseminated that no longer should
everything be taken for granted that for “time immemo-
rial” has been taken for granted. As a friendly, almost
poetic example, let me mention that our language still
has the sun rise in the east and set in the west, although it
has been known for 2000 years, scientifically proven 400
years ago, recently even admitted by the church, that it
is our horizon which continuously rises in the west and
dips in the east. No poet has yet taught language how to
express these events in consistency with present knowl-
edge as well as language learned it from a previous, now
obsolete, knowledge. With sunrise and sunset, language
preserves and reflects the geocentric paradigm. Due to
this inertia, language stores and offers for communica-
tive usage many remnants of many obsolete paradigms.

As soon, however, as its offer of such remnants, such
outdated golden words of wisdom, worship, and eternal
value, is accepted by us and used in argumentative dis-
course for the description and solution of our problems
today, for our teachings, our protests, our critical com-
ments and proposals—as soon as we thus accept its of-
fer, language turns into an unstoppable avalanche of such
force of inertia that neither thought nor action can keep
clear of it. The old anti-scholastic, anti-dogmatic sen-
tence “actions speak louder than words” has long since
been transformed into a self-deprecating dismissal of
language, directed at itself, but is eagerly used by every
speaker who wishes to promote and justify unspeakable
actions taken to discredit or to silence speech whenever
it might serve thought, ideas, reflections.

In human society language is so powerful that only
violence (and that is not language) can stop it. Where its
power fails to serve my desires, it would be a mistake to
blame such failure on the weakness of language. Rather
I should blame the weakness of my relation to language.
If I fail to notice that I think and speak, under the influ-
ence of language, in patterns and constructs accumulated
and preserved in the junkyards of long since vanished
paradigms, then this shows my lack of consciousness
with regard to just that power with which language can
quickly make me spokesman for ideologies, in which ev-
erybody is almost always “right” at the “wrong” time. I
recognize ideologists when I hear their speaking and read
their writing. Their convincing language was already
convincing before they use it. It could be used, just as
well, for the presentation of other contents, other ideolo-

gies. The language of ideology insists that its statements
are what it calls true, namely not only consistent with one
another but also with the ruling paradigm of supporting
evidence, logic, and all the taken for granted premises.
At the same time, this language shows and deplores the
untenability of its consistencies and how the observed
evidence is a betrayal of its believed premises. To get
out of this absurd dilemma, the convincing second-hand
language proposes to provide the good old premises with
more desirable consequences. Hostile to any critique of
this language, its speakers accuse those wishing to inves-
tigate language of “playing with words” or “indulging in
mere semantics”, of elitist tendencies and of contempt
for communication. They believe in the power of lan-
guage but fail to recognize it. The language of the ide-
ologists and their friends, followers, and believers car-
ries, at the expense of the intended messages, many un-
intended messages, but also the indignant sentences “I
didn’t say that! That’s not what I mean! You know what
I mean!” or simply and thoughtlessly “you know”; in
addition that language offers a lot of initial withdrawals,
such as “It seems to me. . . ; It appears that. . . ; It has
been said. . . ; The truth of the matter is, of course. . . ;
My personal own opinion is. . . ;” and many more, all of
which hint at unquestioned assumptions with regard to
unquestioned notions such as subjectivity (to be apolo-
getically conceded), objectivity (that’s where true judge-
ment beckons), truth (helplessly delivered to integrity).

The list is too long for me to continue it much fur-
ther. I wish, however, to emphasize a distinction that I
draw between ideologists and ideologies. Ideologies are
the traces left by ideologists. The stuff of which ideolo-
gies are made may originally have been old or new ideas,
ingeniously designed propositions or the pipedreams of
a moron, they may have been notions I should like to
share or to oppose: regardless of content and potential,
both become corrupted by ideologists. The accumulated
language of bygone times, powerful, familiar, and obso-
lete, uses the ideologists and makes them its speakers.
Through them it thwarts those specific human attempts
which we call ideas and which, rebellious against all that
is, would engender new thought and new procedures.

The dilemma is that neither insight nor good inten-
tion, not even syntactic and grammatical care, will pro-
tect me from becoming an ideologist as long as I am un-
able or unwilling to create the suitable language which
speaks as I think and not louder than my thoughts.

This is a problem for everybody, and I shall try now
to briefly describe some of the obstacles to its easy solu-
tion.
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If I learn, gradually or suddenly, that there is far more
human misery and suffering in the world than fairy tales
and schools have let me know; that there are thousands
of explanations why misery cannot be avoided for ev-
ery proposition suggesting how to prevent it; if, in addi-
tion, I notice that these observations increasingly disturb
and haunt me, so that I begin to look with growing con-
tempt on the once (and secretly still) loved treasures of
culture, ethics, morals, beliefs and values, as they, taken
for granted, provide safe conduct and sanctuary for ev-
ery brutality, violence, negligence and malice that can
costume itself in their name; then, finally, feeling help-
less and desperate, I begin looking around for help and
hope and find that for a long time already people have
collected their wits and their wants and assembled, in
small and large groups, in order to find, to generate, to
inveigle, to teach, if need be, to force various solutions
of those problems, which these groups call unnecessary
human suffering inflicted by human beings on human be-
ings, and which others call fate or simply bad luck. So I
attempt to join the problem solvers, I read their writings,
listen to their speaking, study their theories, projects and
strategies, contribute to the discussions in small and large
circles, educating and preparing myself for the day of
change: the day when, at last, the universal paradigm, in
whose invisible and unquestioned embrace human mis-
ery can accurately be named a somehow excusable and
certainly always expected commonplace, will stand ex-
posed and rejected, to be replaced by one that I (from
my present outlook) would prefer or (a radical change in
social consciousness) by none.

All analysis of state and facts and processes tries to
show something to everybody, which, without the anal-
ysis, would not be seen by everybody. All analysis, to-
gether with speculation and experiment, is, therefore, a
small or large step toward the exposure of the unseen
but ruling paradigm. My analysis, skilled and guided
by study, concern, and anti-ideological care, leads me to
conjecture what our most powerful, contemporary, rul-
ing paradigm might be. My conjecture is that we all
live, speak, and act, perceive, judge, and decide under the
unquestioned, untouchable, and firmly established guid-
ance of an image which I call “the reward-oriented hier-
archy”. By calling it so, I may be able to show that par-
ticular dynamic property of language which, undetected,
blocks creative, and thus political, thought processes.

Living organisms, including human beings, have to
obey some natural laws in order to maintain their contin-
ued existence as living organisms. I use the word need
whenever I wish to speak of conditions which must be

met continuously and unconditionally if living organisms
are to be able and to be motivated to maintain them-
selves, their identities, their existence. The conditions
must be met continuously, because the conditions con-
tinue in consequence of having been met. (The living
need food in order to be hungry again.) The conditions
must be met unconditionally, because without the condi-
tions called needs having been met no other conditions
exist. (The dead can’t be social.)

It is, thus, not open to choice or dispute: the satisfac-
tion of needs is the premise for any form of life. In par-
ticular: the satisfaction of all human needs is the premise
for any human society. And every society would have to
understand that in its social conceptual image of itself the
satisfaction of all human needs must be accomplished be-
fore and so that the purpose of society can be envisioned.
The purpose of society is the development of ever more
satisfactory means of production of the necessities that
will meet the needs; the development and use of the free-
dom from need for the enjoyment of diversity and differ-
ence; the appreciation and the application of ideas which
provide new answers to old questions; the invitation and
implementation of inventions which provide new proce-
dures for the solution of old and recurrent problems. The
purpose of society is, thus, the justifiedly hopeful pursuit
of all those alternative paths of consequences which, be
they ever so audacious, unheard of, unspeakable, do not
interfere with their indispensable premise: the satisfac-
tion of all human needs.

We do not live in such a human society. The his-
tory of our society began when people discovered that
the premise can be treated, through actions and words,
as a consequence. Under this treatment our society has
developed an image of itself, according to which the sat-
isfaction of needs has to be deserved and earned, so that
it be understood as a reward. Ever since then, and up
to the present day, we live in a reward-oriented hierar-
chy. In cooperation with natural circumstances and by
fostering cultures and civilizations in which economies
and language supported one another, it became possible
to hide the old natural premise behind the new artifi-
cial one. The premise of the reward-oriented hierarchy
states that the necessities for the satisfaction of human
needs are scarce. This scarcity poses individual and so-
cial problems, in particular, problems of production and
distribution. Finally, the premise declares that the prob-
lems of scarcity can not be solved before individual and
social problems are solved. Thus is generated, consistent
with this premise, a large body of consequences, result-
ing in apparently consistent and reasonable criteria for
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the planning of economics and the teaching of language.
There were times when human ingenuity and technology
indeed could not yet procure the necessities to meet all
human needs of all human beings. These times are past.
Our present knowledge and technology could remove
that scarcity and replace it with abundance. The times
of scarcity as a dictate of nature are over, but its eco-
nomics and language not only linger on, but even have
grown more powerful. Under these economics, scarcity
is maintained and used for temporary solutions of indi-
vidual and social problems. Language, at the same time,
declares scarcity a standard for value and motivation. In
mutual support, economics and language internalize the
reward-oriented hierarchy in order to maintain and jus-
tify only those actions, morals, ethics, religions, ideas,
thoughts and inventions, which are consistent with the
premise of the reward-oriented hierarchy.

This process has been so successful that it is almost
impossible, today, to discuss it. We live in a reward-
oriented hierarchy and we also speak its language. Its
language is consistent with its premise. If we want to dis-
cuss the premise, we also must discuss its language. It is
the communicative language and it will convey thoughts
which are consistent with its accumulated past. If we
wish to convey thoughts that are to show that the reward-
oriented hierarchy is not the only possible human soci-
ety, certainly not the most desirable human society, then
its language can not help us, unless we teach it to ex-
periment with itself in order to discover how it labors
under the paradigm it ought to expose, and how it could,
if changed, continually renewed and cared for, become
consistent and communicative with other premises, long
forgotten ones and some never heard of. In particu-
lar: can we find the language whose grammar, syntax,
and sentence structure would make it consistent with the
premise that all human needs have to be satisfied first, be-
fore and so that individual and social problems can and
will be identified and solved?

Karl Marx wrote in Wage Labour and Capital:

“Capital does not consist in accumulated
labour serving living labour as a means for
new production. It consists in living labour
serving accumulated labour as a means of
maintaining and multiplying the exchange
value of the latter.”

My application of this sentence structure:

Communication does not consist in accumu-
lated language serving living language as a

means for new thinking. It consists in liv-
ing language serving accumulated language
as a means of maintaining and multiplying
the communicative value of the latter.

Neither living labour nor living language can be lib-
erated from serving accumulated labour and accumulated
language by workers, writers, speakers, thinkers, who
fail to identify and to recognize that service. The conjec-
ture that the reward-oriented hierarchy may indeed be the
underlying paradigm of our social process, can be sup-
ported by the observation, that its language is used even
by those workers, writers, speakers, and thinkers, who
object to its manifestations in the structure and system of
our present-day society. One can sooner find an agree-
ment to the statement: “we live in a reward-oriented hier-
archy” than to the statement: “the language we use, ei-
ther to defend or to criticize the obvious reward-oriented
hierarchy we live in, is consistent with and affirmative
of the secret reward-oriented hierarchy which, as an un-
questioned paradigm, rules our language and thus at least
part of our thinking.

Marx wrote an analysis of capitalist economy with
the purpose of showing that an accurate analysis exposes
the contradictions which a capitalist oriented society suf-
fers from, or punishes, or even perpetuates. If a Marxist
writer agrees with that analysis and that purpose, then
she agrees that what Marx wrote was, and is, as far as
it goes, true. It was true in that it described and ana-
lyzed what then was the case, and it is true, in that the
contradictions are still in evidence. But the truth that
there are contradictions is not revolutionary. The contra-
dictions themselves, however, are revolutionary, in that
they generate those antagonisms which the system can
not resolve without disintegrating. If the Marxist now
writes: “only the truth is revolutionary!” then she in-
advertently speaks the language of the reward-oriented
hierarchy (which she opposes) where “the truth” has a
higher status than contradictions, where “the truth” is
consistent with the premise, while the resolution of an-
tagonism is not. It is not revolutionary to encourage
the exploited, under the pretext of communication, to
trust and use and follow the language of the exploiter.
It would certainly be more to the point, although possi-
bly less communicative, if the writer or speaker would
show and explain how the term “the truth” is nearly al-
ways used in order to obscure the view of the consis-
tency of a statement or theory with some premise that
ought to be discussed, but instead, under the spell of
“the truth”, remains taken for granted. So that the re-
lationships between some frequently used words be clar-
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ified and also be available to paradigms other than the
reward-oriented hierarchy, I use the word “truth” when-
ever I wish to speak of the time during which the intent
and content of a person’s statement can not and will not
be accidentally in conflict or accidentally in contradic-
tion with the intent and content of any other statement
which this person would make in response to any situa-
tion, question, or statement presented. The time: because
I refer to the passing presence of a relational event rather
than to the value of timeless forms in formalized logics.
Not: because, were I to write “only” instead, I should
use the words “knowledge and error” instead of the word
“truth”; and were I to write “not only” instead, I should
use the word “belief” instead of “truth” and instead of
the words “knowledge and error”.

The accumulated language of past and present
paradigms denies us that time. Our writers and speakers
must at last recognize its incompetence and become the
creative artists who compose language, so that it teach its
writers and speakers how to be thoughtfully and carefully
inconsistent with undesirable premises, to be incompati-
ble with the morals, the religions, the armed forces, the
arguments of the reward-oriented hierarchy.

It is a symptom of a reward-oriented hierarchy that
it educates and conditions people so that people demand
communicative language not only where it helps to main-
tain the system, but also where it can not help in changing
it.

Communicative language is accumulated language
based on obsolete and present paradigms and can not
speak for those of us who think and dream in another
paradigm.

There may be occasions where communicative lan-
guage is tolerable. Whenever only criticism, reporting,
and complaint is intended, communicative language will
do. It always can accurately tell what is.

It breaks down and turns traitor as soon as its
premises are asked to support a consequence they can
not support.

Far too many political writers and speakers, carried
away by concern, commiseration, inherited and learned
discipline, and particularly by the desire to be under-
stood, to be convincing, have rendered their powerful
and necessary communications indistinguishable from
one another and from the other.

So that language may not become a fossilized fetish,
let it be praised for the thoughts it expresses, but ruth-

lessly criticized for the ideas it fails to articulate. Lan-
guage is not the standard against which thinking is to be
measured; on the contrary: language is to be measured
by a standard it barely reaches, if ever, namely the im-
agery of human doubt and human desire.

To measure language, with imagery as a standard, is
the function of art in society. The arts are a measuring
meta-language about the language that is found wanting.
If the imagery succeeds in containing, anticommunica-
tively, for later, the simulation, the structural analogy to
that which was found wanting, then, who knows, it may
tell us or someone some day with breathtaking eloquence
and in then simple terms what we, today, almost speech-
lessly have wanted so much.

’shades’ by Herbert Brün
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Designing Society

Marianne Brün

(1984)

I
In 1981 and 1984, I offered a class I called “Design-

ing Society” at Unit One (an experimental program for
undergraduate students at the University of Illinois). I
know of no other place where such a course is being of-
fered, although I think it should be part of every curricu-
lum.

Except in utopian and science fiction novels, little
has been written about a future society radically differ-
ent from our own. Even the societies depicted in those
novels, and in the writings of the great socialist vision-
aries of the 19th century, still are based on many of the
same premises and beliefs as is the society in which we
live. And, despite everything we hear from those who
have never read Marx and Engels, neither of them ever
wrote a prescription or left us a blueprint for the society
to come; they devoted their work to an analysis of society
as it was and is, of capitalistic society. Their references
to a future society were fragmentary, except, of course,
to the extent that negation implies also assertion.

When I studied Marx and Engels, and a number of
the political thinkers and economic theorists who fol-
lowed, modified, and newly applied their analysis, I was
unable to comprehend why those analyses, why the un-
derstanding of the structure and functioning of the soci-
ety we live in, did not, and does not, suffice to impel us
to intervene in our collective destiny and to change it.
Is it that fear of the unknown, fear of any change that
deserves that name, even the change of something recog-
nized as disastrous, is so immense that most of us would
rather cynically and despairingly accept society’s return
to barbarism than take a single decisive step toward the
yet untried?

I am sure that it is our moral, ethical and religious
upbringing that stands in our way as well: the glorifica-
tion of poverty and suffering, of hard work, and, above
all, the glorification of renunciation, leads most people
to envision a “just society” as being bleak and gray, as
merely distributing poverty equally among us, requiring
hard labor and a spartanic life style. That image would
not entice me either.

Unfortunately, that image has seemingly been cor-
roborated by the post-capitalist societies that we collo-

quially call “socialist”, although that word can, at best
be used to refer to the socialist origin of the revolutions
that brought them into existence.

The attempts thus far, in the 20th century, to cre-
ate a desirable socialist society have taken place under
impossible circumstances, and have been made by sin-
gle countries in which there existed extreme poverty, and
thus a backwardness in industry, education, technology,
science, and almost everything else. Whether or not they
could have succeeded despite those extreme difficulties,
we will never know, for each revolution, each new soci-
ety, has been attacked at every level, subverted, stifled,
hindered and scorned by just those who now gloat over
the failures they caused.

There is another, an older problem: through all of his-
tory, and up to the present, those ideas for revolutionary
change, for new societies, that were implemented, have
been based on the plans and initiatives of one man, or
a small group of men. And when they died or became
corrupted by power, the whole edifice of the new society,
the ideas of the revolution, and everybody’s hopes and
dreams, crumbled. This story is so old that it can only be
fittingly told in the form of a folk ballad. I am no longer
interested, therefore, in any social structure, however at-
tractive it may sound, that requires, or even allows for,
leaders or permanent hierarchies or, worse, that requires
a reward oriented hierarchy, as we now have it.

The society I want needs every person everywhere
to design it. The “Designing Society” class was a very
small, but not modest, step in that direction.

It began with the assignment:

Under the title “Right or Wrong: My Desires”, and us-
ing the word “desire” to mean something wanted with the
momentary urgency of a need, write a list of statements of
which you would say: “While it is not the case, I desire it
to be the case.”

List the statements in such an order that the fulfillment
of desires earlier in the list may include or, at least, imply
the fulfillment of desires later on the list, but not vice versa.

When the students arrived with a list of desire in
hand, at the beginning of the second class, we formed
five groups of five to six people each. The assignment
then was that each group integrate the desire of all its
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members. The discussions that took place in the group
of which I was a member were some of the most ex-
citing, and most encouraging, in which I have been in-
volved anywhere: nobody wanted to leave a meeting, no-
body minded coming to yet another one. The reports and
results from the other groups indicated they must have
been similarly exciting. I think the impact of the first
assignment fully manifested itself only during these dis-
cussions: the students realized they had really been asked
about their desires, and that they were really spending
a whole two hours in a university class discussing their
desires with one another. I do not think I have seen stu-
dents so intensely and enthusiastically involved in any-
thing. The meetings went on all week and even then
some groups needed more time to come to an agreement
on the formulation and sequence of their integrated de-
sires.

We never made one list out of the five that were com-
pleted, and I am not going to read all those desire on the
five lists here now. There are, however, a few desires
that appear in some form on all of the five lists from both
classes. I will read just those desires, in one of their for-
mulations:

1. We desire the immediate, continuing, and un-
questioned satisfaction of all human needs, where
“need” refers to conditions which must be met for
an organism to be able, and motivated, to maintain
its existence.

2. We desire to live in a world community in which
each person shares in the significant decision-
making processes of the society.

3. We desire that no status and no taboos be attached
to sexual preferences, to forms of relationships, to
living arrangements, and that interaction be based
on an ever increasing abundance of alternatives.

4. We desire that the family be eliminated, at least as
an economic unit.

5. We desire that people develop an affection for, and
competence in, language.

6. We desire that arts as well as science be understood
as essential.

7. We desire that competition be abolished.

8. We desire the end of all violence and violence-
producing behaviors (including, of course, all
forms of sexism, racism, ageism, and all argu-
ments based on biological distinctions).

9. We desire the elimination of the nation state.

10. We desire that belief be distinguished from
thought, arguments be distinguished from report,
and that belief not be used as an argument.

After all five lists had be read and discussed, every-
one in the class wanted to proceed with the designing
of a new society immediately. At that point, however, I
changed the course of events abruptly and, instead, we
embarked on the study and analysis of our present soci-
ety, with the help of the book The Capitalist System by
Edwards, Reich, and Weisskopf.

I did not present the material; the students did. It
was agreed that while everyone in the class would read
the whole book, each chapter would be the particular re-
sponsibility of a group of 3–4 students. These groups
prepared and delivered: 1) a brief written summary of
their chapter; 2) a presentation of whatever in the chap-
ter they wanted to stress (these presentations could be in
the form of skits, stories, songs, lectures, paintings, po-
ems, or whatever means considered appropriate); and, 3)
a discussion with the class about the chapter and about
their presentation of it. We had a wide variety of ex-
cellent, informative, and very entertaining presentations.
While the students were learning about the capitalist sys-
tem, they were also learning how to teach one another,
slowly making me superfluous in my role as a teacher—
at the same time I did not become superfluous at all as a
member of the class.

When we were at last through with the capitalist sys-
tem (it had lasted much too long), we moved briefly on
to utopias. Each of the students read one book dealing
with a utopia from a list I had prepared. Our discussions
of these writings showed that students did not find much
in these utopias that they considered desirable for the so-
ciety they wanted to design.

By this time the semester was almost at an end and
we still had not designed our new society. We hurriedly
formed committees, each of which took on the design of
a specific part of the society. The following categories
were, with some difficulty, agreed upon:

constraints
culture
education
town and country planning
distribution and transportation
science, technology, and research
industrial and agricultural production
health care

As work on designing the new society got underway,
we decided that, in addition to the lists of desires, which
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we had made at the beginning of the class, we now also
needed a list of needs. It was not easy to reach agreement
on this list. The following, although possibly containing
some redundancies, was finally approved by all:

need of food (nourishment)
need of water (for drinking and irrigation, etc.)
need of rest
need of shelter (from exposure, weather, noise)
need of protective clothing (exposure, weather, safety, san-
itation)
need of care (and health care)
need of access to fresh air and sunlight
need of interaction
need of mental stimulation
need of retardation of decay
need of peace and security
need of pleasure (joy, eros, or whatever you prefer to call
it)

The remaining few weeks of the semester were con-
sumed by committee meetings and committees meeting
committees. Our final two classes were devoted to short
papers, from each committee, “statements toward a new
society”, and long discussions. The title “Traces of a Be-
ginning Made by the Designing Society Class.”

The introduction reads:
“The premise of the society shall be the continual

and unconditional satisfaction of all human needs; its
purpose shall be the development of ever more satisfac-
tory means of producing the necessities that will meet
these needs; the development and use of the freedom
from need for the enjoyment of diversity and difference;
the invitation and implementation of ideas and inventions
which provide new procedures for the solution of old and
recurrent problems.

The purpose of the society, thus, shall be the justifi-
ably hopeful pursuit of all those alternative paths of con-
sequences, which, be they ever so audacious, unheard
of, unspeakable, do not interfere with their indispensable
premise: the satisfaction of all human needs.

The society of which we speak is a global society in
which there are no nation states or entities that would
take on the function of the nation state. A great variety
of communities, large and small, will be established, ac-
cording to people’s needs and desires. It is hoped, by us,
that these communities will develop in ways that make
them significantly distinct from one another. The priori-
ties of a community, its organization, the ways of living
there, the design, planning, architecture and landscap-
ing, the kind of work done, the things planted and energy
used, will be decided upon by the members of the com-
munity.

There will be no world government, in the usual

sense of that term; instead there will be a “socially ben-
eficial information processor” to which every person ev-
erywhere will have equal access, thus, having equal ac-
cess to all human knowledge and to the decision-making
process of the entire world system. Never, in this way,
will the world system be maintained at the expense of its
members. The members will be maintained, even at the
expense of the system: that is, whenever the system no
longer meets the needs of all the people, the system will
be changed.”

The term “socially beneficial information processor”
was derived from a presentation I had made at a time
when all the committees designing our society brought
up the need for some kind of computer system, proces-
sor, or similar electronic device. I took that as a cue to
read to the class a two-page description, I had written, of
a processor that Herbert Brün and I had long been dis-
cussing. I will read these same two pages now, to end
this presentation. It is in connection with the computer
system therein described that I am turning to cyberneti-
cians for help. For I suspect that even though the tasks
of this device are described, its realization might require
the invention and generation of hitherto untried methods
and techniques. I understand the proposition of cyber-
netics to be the attempt at solving this class of non-trivial
problems.

II
If I were invited to participate in serious deliberations

meant to arrive at the “Design of a Society” that would
embody an implementable alternative to our present soci-
ety, my initial contribution would consist of the descrip-
tion of a “Computer System” which is so programmed
that its response to any and every user’s input will be
based on the current network generated by all and any
previous users’ inputs.

Temporarily, I will call the computer system a “So-
cially Beneficial Information Processor” or “SBIP”; and
I stipulate that it consists of a large number of intercon-
nected, technically equal components distributed all over
the world, wherever there are people, and that it be ac-
cessible to anyone and everyone who wants to use it.

When first offered to the world, the system if virtu-
ally “empty”: it requires input of various kinds before it
can begin to become responsive and deliver output. This
may take hours or days. Once started, however, its re-
sponsiveness grows rapidly.

An input may be a statement, a question, a piece of
prose or poetry, a set of rules for a game, a logic, a theory,
a computer-program, a spoken sentence, music, a photo-
graph, a film, and so on. Some of the input will be data
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and some will be programs, rules, algorithms, and proce-
dures. The data are entered by users so that they be avail-
able either for retrieval and inspection or for processing.
As the number and variety of entered data increases, the
responsive flexibility of the system also increases. Ev-
ery user can use what all previous users have entered:
a user can ask the system for the solution of a problem
and receive a positive response only if a previous users
has entered, a minute ago or a year ago, a procedure or
program or algorithm which is capable of solving that
kind of problem. Otherwise it will now be the task of the
asking users to create and enter such a procedure. Ev-
ery time someone enters new data or a new procedure,
in short, new input, the system changes. Significant in-
put, thus, enables the system to change its responses, to
update them, and to better serve all users.

I estimate that with intensive user participation from
all walks of life, all fields of interest, all age-groups, all
possible regions of preferred preoccupation, and all pos-
sible regions of the globe, it will take less than a year for
the system to present a more than mere equivalent to cur-
rently available “best” human knowledge, and to serve
as such in all its capacities. If a users wishes to access
the information processor, the users goes to the nearest
terminal space; it may be in the users’ home, or in the
local community center. The terminal space contains in-
teractive audio-visual devices which allow the users to
be heard and seen by SBIP and, in turn, to hear and see
responses from SBIP.

The user now writes and speaks to the processor. If
the input is a question, SBIP responds either by answer-
ing the question, or by modestly stating something like:
“Could not yet find an answer to your question. Can you
help? Can you reformulate? Or, would you rather wait,
while I search and you think, and come back in an hour
or a day?”

If the input is an independent statement (to show or
to tell)—a report, neither demonstrating nor reasoning—
then the response will be: “Thank you. This statement
has been input 732 times verbatim, and 8933 times ap-
proximately containing its sense and intent, the first time
January 1, 1985.”

If the input is a dependent statement (to demon-
strate or to reason)—an argument, formulated whether
as a premise pointing at its consequences, or as a
consequence pointing at its premise and its further
consequences—then SBIP will respond by saying: “This
statement has been argued, consistent with the way you
argue (Logic 5), seven times since 1702, not consistent
(Logic 3, Logic 11, Logic 17) thirty-eight times since

1820. The complete and detailed response requires 12
minutes speaking time, 2 minutes printing time. Please
request: Speak on! or Print! or Cancel!” If the users re-
quest Print!, the answer is printed in the terminal space
for the user to read at leisure (Speak on! will call forth a
spoken response).

To any response that SBIP delivers, the user is invited
in turn to respond, by criticizing the response received,
by reformulating the initial input, by requesting that the
input not be stored yet, and so on. The mutually respon-
sive interaction between the users and the computer sys-
tem is bound to raise issues of concern to the users, and to
enrich (educate) SBIP’s network, so that, gradually, the
user acquires an awareness of the fact that she or he is sit-
ting in the very midst of all current human knowledge, is
a part of it, is having a dialog with it and making a differ-
ence to it. To the extent that SBIP can assist in designing
a society, the user becomes conscious and aware of being
a welcome, needed, yes, an indispensable participant.

If a user’s input is a proposition, a theory, a plan of
solving a stated problem, a suggested way of thinking, or
a suggested strategy for action, then SBIP will respond
by using the entire current network in constructing a fic-
tional prediction of what would ensue, if the input were
true or accurate or implemented, and then present this
construction to the users. If technology will serve, I en-
vision this response to sometimes come in form of a film,
in which the user’s likeness is shown, not so much as
the initiator of the input, but rather as one of the people
to whom the consequences of the input are happening.
I assume that many users, having seen the film, would
modify, qualify, or even withdraw the input in its present
form.

To summarize: Every person everywhere is a poten-
tial user; by logging into the network a person becomes
an active user. The user’s input not only uses the net-
work, it also changes the network. Unless a users with-
draws the input, it is stored in one of the network’s nodes
and there becomes active in SBIP’s construction of its
response. It can happen, and in the beginning will fre-
quently happen, that due to some user’s input on Tues-
day, SBIP’s response to a question posed on Wednesday
is quite different than its response to the same question
on Monday. Thus it can be understood, that both, SBIP
and the user, are always an continuously parts of any cur-
rent human knowledge, both using and changing one an-
other, and that they are actively integrated components
of a self-referentially self-organizing system: a human
society, in which every living person is a member, and
whose structural constraints are continuously influenced,
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established, and again changed by the integrated input of
all its members.

While, as would be the case with any suggestion, my
proposition and its description and promise invite cri-

tique and criticism, I claim, for once, a significant dis-
tinction: all comments can be input to SBIP and thus, re-
gardless of my opinions, will become its content, namely
active components of current human knowledge.

’eyes’ by Herbert Brün
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Perception of the Future and the Future of Perception

Heinz von Foerster

(1971)

“The definition of a problem and the action taken to
solve it largely depend on the view which the individ-
uals or groups that discovered the problem have of the
system to which it refers. A problem may thus find it-
self defined as a badly interpreted output, or as a faulty
output of a faulty output device, or as a faulty output
due to a malfunction in an otherwise faultless system,
or as a correct but undesired output from a faultless and
thus undesirable system. All definitions but the last
suggest corrective action; only the last definition sug-
gests change, and so presents an unsolvable problem to
anyone opposed to change” (Herbert Brün, 1971).

Truisms have the disadvantage that by dulling the
senses they obscure the truth. Almost nobody will be-
come alarmed when told that in times of continuity the
future equals the past. Only a few will become aware that
from this follows that in times of socio-cultural change
the future will not be like the past. Moreover, with a fu-
ture not clearly perceived, we do not know how to act
with only one certainty left: if we don’t act ourselves,
we shall be acted upon. Thus, if we wish to be subjects,

rather than objects, what we see now, that is, our percep-
tion, must be foresight rather than hindsight.

Epidemic
My colleagues and I are, at present, researching the mys-
teries of cognition and perception. When, from time to
time, we look through the windows of our laboratory into
the affairs of this world, we become more and more dis-
tressed by what we now observe. The world appears to be
in the grip of a fast-spreading disease which, by now, has
assumed almost global dimensions. In the individual the
symptoms of the disorder manifest themselves by a pro-
gressive corruption of his faculty to perceive, with cor-
rupted language being the pathogene, that is, the agent
that makes the disease so highly contagious. Worse, in
progressive stages of this disorder, the afflicted become
numb, they become less and less aware of their affliction.

This state of affairs makes it clear why I am concerned
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about perception when contemplating the future, for:

if we can’t perceive,
we can’t perceive of the future
and thus, we don’t know how to act now.

I venture to say that one may agree with the conclu-
sion. If one looks around, the world appears like an
anthill where its inhabitants have lost all sense of di-
rection. They run aimlessly about, chop each other to
pieces, foul their nest, attack their young, spend tremen-
dous energies in building artifices that are either aban-
doned when completed, or when maintained, cause more
disruption than was visible before, and so on. Thus, the
conclusions seem to match the facts. Are the premises
acceptable? Where does perception come in?

Before we proceed, let me first remove some seman-
tic traps, for—as I said before—corrupt language is the
pathogene of the disease. Some simple perversions may
come at once to mind, as when “incursion” is used for
“invasion,” “protective reaction” for “aggression,” “food
denial” for “poisoning men, beasts, and plants,” and oth-
ers. Fortunately, we have developed some immunity
against such insults, having been nourished with syn-
tactic monstrosities as “X is better” without ever saying
“than what.” There are, however, many more profound
semantic confusions, and it is these to which I want to
draw your attention now.

There are three pairs of concepts in which one mem-
ber of these pairs is generally substituted for the other so
as to reduce the richness of our conceptions. It has be-
come a matter of fact to confuse process with substance,
relations with predicates, and quality with quantity. Let
me illustrate this with a few examples out of a potentially
very large catalogue, and let me at the same time show
you the paralytic behavior that is caused by this concep-
tual dysfunction.

Process/Substance
The primordial and most proprietary processes in any
man and, in fact, in any organism, namely “information”
and “knowledge,” are now persistently taken as com-
modities, that is as substance. Information is, of course,
the process by which knowledge is acquired, and knowl-
edge is the processes that integrate past and present ex-
periences to form new activities, either as nervous activ-
ity internally perceived as thought and will, or externally
perceivable as speech and movement (Maturana, 1970,
1971; Von Foerster, 1969,1971).

Neither of these processes can be “passed on” as we

are told in phrases like “. . . Universities are deposito-
ries of Knowledge which is passed on from generation
to generation,” etc., for your nervous activity is just your
nervous activity and, alas, not mine.

No wonder that an educational system that confuses
the process of creating new processes with the dispens-
ing of goods called “knowledge” may cause some disap-
pointment in the hypothetical receivers, for the goods are
just not coming: there are no goods.

Historically, I believe, the confusion by which knowl-
edge is taken as substance comes from a witty broadsheet
printed in Nuremberg in the Sixteenth Century. It shows
a seated student with a hole on top of his head into which
a funnel is inserted. Next to him stands the teacher who
pours into this funnel a bucket full of “knowledge,” that
is, letters of the alphabet, numbers and simple equations.
It seems to me that what the wheel did for mankind, the
Nuremberg Funnel did for education: we can now roll
faster down the hill.

Is there a remedy? Of course, there is one! We only
have to perceive lectures, books, slides and films, etc.,
not as information but as vehicles for potential informa-
tion. Then we shall see that in giving lectures, writing
books, showing slides and films, etc., we have not solved
a problem, we just created one, namely, to find out in
which context can these things be seen so that they create
in their perceivers new insights, thoughts, and actions.

Relation/Predicate
Confusing relations with predicates has become a po-
litical pastime. In the proposition “spinach is green,”
“green” is a predicate; in “spinach is good,” “good” is
a relation between the chemistry of spinach and the ob-
server who tastes it. He may refer to his relation with
spinach as “good.” Our mothers, who are the first politi-
cians we encounter, make use of the semantic ambiguity
of the syntactic operator “is” by telling us “spinach is
good”’ as if they were to say “spinach is green.”

When we grow older we are flooded with this kind
of semantic distortion that could be hilarious if it were
not so far reaching. Aristophanes could have written a
comedy in which the wisest men of a land set out to ac-
complish a job that, in principle, cannot be done. They
wish to establish, once and for all, all the properties that
define an obscene object or act. Of course, “obscenity”
is not a property residing within things, but a subject-
object relationship, for if we show Mr. X a painting and
he calls it obscene, we know a lot about Mr. X but very
little about the painting. Thus, when our lawmakers will
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finally come up with their imaginary list, we shall know
a lot about them, but their laws will be dangerous non-
sense.

“Order” is another concept that we are commanded to
see in things rather than in our perception of things. Of
the two sequences A and B,

A: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
B: 8, 5, 4, 9, 1, 7, 6, 3, 2

sequence A is seen to be ordered while B appears to
be in a mess, until we are told that B has the same beau-
tiful order as A, for B is in alphabetical order (eight, five,
four, . . . ). “Everything has order once it is understood”
says one of my friends, a neurophysiologist, who can see
order in what appears to me at first the most impossible
scramble of cells. My insistence here to recognize “or-
der” as a subject-object relation and not to confuse it with
a property of things may seem too pedantic. However,
when it comes to the issue “law and order” this confu-
sion may have lethal consequences. “Law and order” is
no issue, it is a desire common to all; the issue is “which
laws and what order,” or, in other words, the issue is “jus-
tice and freedom.”

Castration
One may dismiss these confusions as something that can
easily be corrected. One may argue that what I just did
was doing that. However, I fear this is not so; the roots
are deeper than we think. We seem to be brought up in
a world seen through descriptions by others rather than
through our own perceptions. This has the consequence
that instead of using language as a tool with which to ex-
press thoughts and experience, we accept language as a
tool that determines our thoughts and experience.

It is, of course, very difficult to prove this point, for
nothing less is required than to go inside the head and to
exhibit the semantic structure that reflects our mode of
perception and thinking. However, there are now new
and fascinating experiments from which these seman-
tic structures can be inferred. Let me describe one that
demonstrates my point most dramatically.

The method proposed by George Miller (1967) con-
sists of asking independently several subjects to clas-
sify on the basis of similarity of meaning a number of
words printed on cards (Fig. 1). The subject can form
as many classes as he wants, and any number of items
can be placed in each class. The data so collected can
be represented by a “tree” such that the branchpoints fur-
ther away from the “root”’ indicate stronger agreement

among the subjects and hence suggest a measure of sim-
ilarity in the meaning of the words for this particular
group of subjects.

Fig. 1: Example of 36 words printed on cards to be
classified according to similarity in meaning

Fig. 2 shows the result of such a “cluster analysis” of
the 36 words of Fig. I by 20 adult subjects (“root” on
the left). Clearly, adults classify according to syntactic
categories, putting nouns in one class (bottom tree), ad-
jectives in another (next to bottom tree), then verbs, and
finally those little words one does not know how to deal
with.

Fig. 2: Cluster analysis of the 36 words of Fig. 1 classified
by 20 adult subjects. Note that syntactic categories are

faithfully respected, while semantic relations are
almost completely ignored.

The difference is impressive when the adults’ results
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are compared with the richness of perception and im-
agery of children in the third and fourth grade when given
the same task (Fig. 3). Miller reflects upon these delight-
ful results:

“Children tend to put together words that
might be used in talking about the same
thing—which cuts right across the tidy syn-
tactic boundaries so important to adults.
Thus all twenty of the children agree in
putting the verb ’eat’ with the noun ’apple’;
for many of them ’air’ is ’cold’; the ’foot’
is used to ’jump’—You ’live’ in a ’house’;
’sugar’ is ’sweet’, and the cluster of ’doc-
tor,’ ’needle,’ ’suffer,’ ’weep’ and ’sadly’ is
a small vignette in itself.”

Fig. 3: The sample 36 words of Figs. 1 and 2 classified by
children in the third and fourth grade. Note the emergence
of meaningful cognitive units, while syntactic categories

are almost completely ignored.

What is wrong with our education that castrates our
power over language? Of the many factors that may be
responsible I shall name only one that has a profound
influence on our way of thinking, namely, the misappli-
cation of the “scientific method.”

Scientific Method
The scientific method rests on two fundamental pillars:

(i) Rules observed in the past shall apply to the future.
This is usually referred to as the principle of con-
servation of rules, and I have no doubt that you
are all familiar with it. The other pillar, however,
stands in the shadow of the first and thus is not so
clearly visible:

(ii) Almost everything in the universe shall be irrele-
vant. This is usually referred to as the principle of
the necessary and sufficient cause, and what it de-
mands is at once apparent when one realizes that
“relevance” is a triadic relation that relates a set of
propositions (P1, P2, . . . ) to another set of propo-
sitions (Q1, Q2, . . . ) in the mind (M) of one who
wishes to establish this relation. If P are the causes
that are to explain the perceived effects Q, then the
principle of necessary and sufficient cause forces
us to reduce our perception of effects further and
further until we have hit upon the necessary and
sufficient cause that produces the desired effect:
everything else in the universe shall be irrelevant.

It is easy to show that resting one’s cognitive functions
upon these two pillars is counter-productive in contem-
plating any evolutionary process, be it the growing up of
an individual, or a society in transition. In fact, this was
already known by Aristotle who distinguished two kinds
of cause, one the “efficient cause,” the other the “final
cause,” which provide us with two distinct explanatory
frameworks for either inanimate matter, or else living
organisms, the distinction being that the efficient cause
precedes its effect while the final cause succeeds its ef-
fect. When striking with a match the treated surface of
a matchbook, the striking is the (efficient) cause for tile
match to ignite. However, the cause for my striking the
match is my wish to have it ignited (final cause).

Perhaps, with this distinction, my introductory re-
marks may appear much clearer. Of course, I had in
mind the final cause when I said that if we can perceive
of the future (the match being ignited), we know how to
act now (strike!). This leads me immediately to draw a
conclusion, namely:

At any moment we are free to act toward the
future we desire.

In other words, the future will be as we wish and per-
ceive it to be. This may come as a shock only to those
who let their thinking be governed by the principle that
demands that only the rules observed in the past shall ap-
ply to the future. For those the concept of “change” is
inconceivable, for change is the process that obliterates
the rules of the past.
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Quality/Quantity
In order to protect society from the dangerous conse-
quences of change, not only a whole branch of busi-
ness has emerged, but also the Government has estab-
lished several offices that busy themselves in predicting
the future by applying the rules of the past. These are
the Futurists. Their job is to confuse quality with quan-
tity, and their products are “’future scenarios” in which
the qualities remain the same, only the quantities change:
more cars, wider highways, faster planes, bigger bombs,
etc. While these “future scenarios” are meaningless in
a changing world, they have become a lucrative busi-
ness for entrepreneurs who sell them to corporations that
profit from designing for obsolescence.

With the diagnosis of the deficiency to perceive qual-
itative change, that is, a change of our subject-object
and subject-subject relationships, we are very close to
the root of the epidemic that I mentioned in my opening
remarks. An example in neurophysiology may help to
comprehend the deficiency that now occurs on the cog-
nitive level.

Dysgnosis
The visual receptors in the retina, the cones and the rods,
operate optimally only under certain conditions of illu-
mination. Beyond or below this condition we suffer a
loss in acuity or in color discrimination. However, in
the vertebrate eye the retina almost always operates un-
der these optimal conditions, because of the iris that con-
tracts or dilates so as to admit under changing conditions
of brightness the same amount of light to the receptors.
Hence, the scenario “seen” by the optic nerve has always
the same illumination independent of whether we are in
bright sunshine or in a shaded room. How, then, do we
know whether it is bright or shady?

The information about this datum resides in the reg-
ulator that compares the activity in the optic nerve with
the desired standard and causes the iris to contract when
the activity is too high, and to dilate when it is too small.
Thus, the information of brightness does not come from
inspecting the scenario—it appears always to be of simi-
lar brightness—it comes from an inspection of the regu-
lator that suppresses the perception of change.

There are subjects who have difficulties in assessing
the state of their regulator, and thus they are weak in
discriminating different levels of brightness. They are
called “dysphotic.” They are the opposite of photog-
raphers, who may be called “photic,” for they have a

keen sense of brightness discrimination. There are sub-
jects who have difficulties in assessing the regulators that
maintain their identity in a changing world. I shall call
individuals suffering from this disorder “dysgnostic,” for
they have no way of knowing themselves. Since this dis-
order has assumed extraordinary dimensions, it has in-
deed been recognized at the highest national level.

As you all know, it has been observed that the ma-
jority of the American people cannot speak. This is in-
terpreted by saying that they are “silent”; I say they are
mute. However, as you all know very well, there is noth-
ing, wrong with the vocal tract of those who are mute:
the cause of their muteness is deafness. Hence, the so-
called “silent majority” is de facto a “deaf majority.”

However, the most distressing thing in this observation
is that there is again nothing wrong with their auditory
system; they could hear if they wanted to: but they don’t
want to. Their deafness is voluntary, and in others it is
their blindness.

At this point proof will be required for these outra-
geous propositions. TIME Magazine (1970) provides it
for me in its study of Middle America.

There is the wife of a Glencoe, Illinois lawyer, who
worries about the America in which her four children are
growing up: “I want my children to live and grow up in
an America as I knew it,” [note the principle of conserva-
tion of rule where the future equals the past] “where we
were proud to be citizens of this country. I’m damned
sick and tired of listening to all this nonsense about how
awful America is.” [Note voluntary deafness.]

Another example is a newspaper librarian in Pittsfield,
Massachusetts, who is angered by student unrest: “Ev-
ery time I see protestors, I say, ’Look at those creeps.’”
[Note reduction of visual acuity.] “But then my 12-year
old son says, ’They’re not creeps. They have a perfect
right to do what they want’” [Note the un-adult-erated
perceptual faculty in the young.]

The tragedy in these examples is that the victims of
“dysgnosis” not only do not know that they don’t see,
hear, or feel, they also do not want to.

How can we rectify this situation?

Trivialization
I have listed so far several instances of perceptual disor-
ders that block our vision of the future. These symptoms
collectively constitute the syndrome of our epidemic dis-
ease. It would be the sign of a poor physician if he were
to go about relieving the patient of these symptoms one
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by one, for the elimination of one may aggravate another.
Is there a single common denominator that would iden-
tify the root of the entire syndrome?

To this end, let me introduce two concepts, they are the
concepts of the “trivial” and the “non-trivial” machine.
The term “machine” in this context refers to well-defined
functional properties of an abstract entity rather than to
an assembly of cogwheels, buttons and levers, although
such assemblies may represent embodiments of these ab-
stract functional entities.

A trivial machine is characterized by a one-to-one re-
lationship between its “input” (stimulus, cause) and its
“output” (response, effect). This invariable relationship
is “the machine.” Since this relationship is determined
once and for all, this is a deterministic system; and since
an output once observed for a given input will be the
same for the same input given later, this is also a pre-
dictable system.

Non-trivial machines, however, are quite different
creatures. Their input-output relationship is not invari-
ant, but is determined by the machine’s previous output.
In other words, its previous steps determine its present
reactions. While these machines are again deterministic
systems, for all practical reasons they are unpredictable:
an output once observed for a given input will most likely
be not the same for the same input given later.

In order to grasp the profound difference between
these two kinds of machines it may be helpful to envision
“internal states” in these machines. While in the triv-
ial machine only one internal state participates always in
its internal operation, in the non-trivial machine it is the
shift from one internal state to another that makes it so
elusive.

One may interpret this distinction as the Twentieth
Century version of Aristotle’s distinction of explanatory
frameworks for inanimate matter and living organisms.

All machines we construct and buy are, hopefully, triv-
ial machines. A toaster should toast, a washing ma-
chine wash, a motorcar should predictably respond to its
driver’s operations. In fact, all our efforts go into one
direction, to create trivial machines or, if we encounter
non-trivial machines, to convert them into trivial ma-
chines. The discovery of agriculture is the discovery that
some aspects of Nature can be trivialized: If I till today,
I shall have bread tomorrow.

Granted, that in some instances we may be not com-
pletely successful in producing ideally trivial machines.
For example, one morning turning the starter key to our
car, the beast does not start. Apparently it changed its
internal state, obscure to us, as a consequence of previ-

ous outputs (it may have exhausted its gasoline supply)
and revealed for a moment its true nature of being a non-
trivial machine. But this is, of course, outrageous and
this state of affairs should be remedied at once.

While our pre-occupation with the trivialization of our
environment may be in one domain useful and construc-
tive, in another domain it is useless and destructive. Triv-
ialization is a dangerous panacea when man applies it to
himself,

Consider, for instance, the way our system of educa-
tion is set up. The student enters school as an unpre-
dictable “non-trivial machine.” We don’t know what an-
swer he will give to a question. However, should he suc-
ceed in this system the answers he gives to our questions
must be known. They are the “right” answers:

Q: “When was Napoleon born?”
A: “1769”
Right!
Student = Student

but

Q: “When was Napoleon born?”
A: “Seven years before the Declaration of Indepen-

dence.”
Wrong!
Student = Non-student

Tests are devices to establish a measure of trivializa-
tion. A perfect score in a test is indicative of perfect triv-
ialization: the student is completely predictable and thus
can be admitted into society. He will cause neither any
surprises nor any trouble.

Future
I shall call a question to which the answer is known an
“illegitimate question.” Wouldn’t it be fascinating to con-
template an educational system that would ask of its stu-
dents to answer “legitimate questions” that is questions
to which the answers are unknown (H. Brün in a personal
communication). Would it not be even more fascinating
to conceive of a society that would establish such an ed-
ucational system? The necessary condition for such an
utopia is that its members perceive one another as au-
tonomous, non-trivial beings. Such a society shall make,
I predict, some of the most astounding discoveries. Just
for the record, I shall list the following three:

1. “Education is neither a right nor a privilege: it is a
necessity.”

2. “Education is learning to ask legitimate questions.”
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A society who has made these two discoveries will ul-
timately be able to discover the third and most utopian
one:

3. “A is better off when B is better off.”

From where we stand now, anyone who seriously
makes just one of those three propositions is bound to
get into trouble. Maybe you remember the story Ivan
Karamazov makes up in order to intellectually needle his
younger brother Alyosha. The story is that of the Great
Inquisitor. As you recall, the Great Inquisitor walks on a
very pleasant afternoon through his town, I believe it is
Salamanca; he is in good spirits. In the morning he has
burned at the stakes about a hundred and twenty heretics,
he has done a good job, everything is fine. Suddenly
there is a crowd of people in front of him, he moves
closer to see what’s going on, and he sees a stranger who
is putting his hand onto a lame person, and that lame one
can walk. Then a blind girl is brought before him, the
stranger is putting his hand on her eyes, and she can see.
The Great Inquisitor knows immediately who He is, and
he says to his henchmen: “Arrest this man.” They jump
and arrest this man and put Him into jail. In the night
the Great Inquisitor visits the stranger in his cell and he
says: “Look, I know who You are, troublemaker. It took
us one thousand and five hundred years to straighten out
the troubles you have sown. You know very well that
people can’t make decisions by themselves. You know
very well people can’t be free. We have to make their
decisions. We tell them who they are to be. You know
that very well. Therefore, I shall burn You at the stakes
tomorrow.” The stranger stands up, embraces the Great
Inquisitor and kisses him. The Great Inquisitor walks
out, but, as he leaves the cell, he does not close the door,
and the stranger disappears in the darkness of the night.

Let us remember this story when we meet those trou-
blemakers, and let us keep the door open for them. We
shall recognize them by an act of creation:

“Let there be vision: and there was light.”
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Ethics and Second-Order Cybernetics

Heinz von Foerster

(1991)

Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am touched by the generosity of the organizers of

Figure 1: Heinz von Foerster

this conference who not
only invited me to come
to your glorious city of
Paris, but also gave me
the honor of opening the
Plenary sessions with my
presentation. And I am
impressed by the ingenu-
ity of the organizers who
suggested to me the ti-
tle of my presentation.
They wanted me to ad-
dress myself to “Ethics
and Second-Order Cyber-

netics.” To be honest, I would have never dared to pro-
pose such an outrageous title, but I must say that I am
delighted that this title was chosen for me.

Before I left California for Paris, others asked me full
of envy, what am I going to do in Paris, what will I talk
about? When I answered “I shall talk about Ethics and
Second-Order Cybernetics” almost all of them looked at
me in bewilderment and asked, “What is second-order
cybernetics?” as if there were no questions about ethics.
I am relieved when people ask me about second-order
cybernetics and not about ethics, because it is much eas-
ier to talk about second-order cybernetics than it is to talk
about ethics. In fact it is impossible to talk about ethics.
But let me explain that later, and let me now say a few
words about cybernetics, and of course, the cybernetics
of cybernetics, or second-order cybernetics.

As you all know, cybernetics arises when effectors
(say, a motor, an engine, our muscles, etc.) are connected
to a sensory organ which in turn acts with its signals
upon the effectors. It is this circular organization which
sets cybernetic systems apart from others that are not so
organized. Here is Norbert Wiener, who re-introduced
the term “Cybernetics” into scientific discourse. He ob-
served, “The behavior of such systems may be inter-
preted as directed toward the attainment of a goal.” That
is, it looks as if these systems pursued a purpose!

That sounds very bizarre indeed! But let me give you

other paraphrases of what cybernetics is all about by in-
voking the spirit of women and men who rightly could be
considered the mamas and papas of cybernetic thought
and action. First there is Margaret Mead, whose name
I am sure is familiar to all of you. In an address to the
American Society of Cybernetics she remarked:

As an anthropologist, I have been interested
in the effects that the theories of Cybernet-
ics have within our society. I am not refer-
ring to computers or to the electronic revo-
lution as a whole, or to the end of depen-
dence on script for knowledge, or to the way
that dress has succeeded the mimeographing
machine as a form of communication among
the dissenting young. Let me repeat that, I
am not referring to the way that dress has
succeeded the mimeographing machine as a
form of communication among the dissent-
ing young.

And she then continues:

I specifically want to consider the signifi-
cance of the set of cross-disciplinary ideas
which we first called “feed-back” and then
called “teleological mechanisms” and then
called it “cybernetics,” a form of cross-
disciplinary thought which made it possible
for members of many disciplines to commu-
nicate with each other easily in a language
which all could understand.

And here is the voice of her third husband, the episte-
mologist, anthropologist, cybernetician, and as some say,
the papa of family therapy, Gregory Bateson, “Cybernet-
ics is a branch of mathematics dealing with problems of
control, recursiveness and information.

And here is the organizational philosopher and man-
agerial wizard Stafford Beer, “Cybernetics is the science
of effective organization.”

And finally, here the poetic reflection of “Mister Cy-
bernetics,” as we fondly call him, the Cybernetician’s cy-
bernetician; Gordon Pask, “Cybernetics is the science of
defensible metaphors.”
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It seems that cybernetics is many different things to
many different people. But this is because of the rich-
ness of its conceptual base; and I believe that this is very
good, otherwise cybernetics would become a somewhat
boring exercise. However, all of those perspectives arise
from one central theme; that of circularity. When, per-
haps a half century ago, the fecundity of this concept
was seen, it was sheer euphoria to philosophize, epis-
temologize, and theorize about its unifying power and its
consequences and ramification on various fields. While
this was going on, something strange evolved among the
philosophers, the epistemologists and, the theoreticians.
They began to see themselves more and more as being
included in a larger circularity; maybe within the circu-
larity of their family; or that of their society and culture;
or even being included in a circularity of cosmic propor-
tions!

What appears to us today as being most natural to see
and think, was then not only difficult to see, but wasn’t
even allowed to be thought. Why? Because it would vi-
olate the basic principle of scientific discourse which de-
mands the separation of the observer from the observed.
It is the principle of objectivity. The properties of the ob-
server shall not enter the description of his observations.

I present this principle here, in its most brutal form,
to demonstrate its non-sensicality. If the properties of
the observer (namely to observe and describe) are elim-
inated, there is nothing left; no observation, no descrip-
tion. However, there was a justification for adhering to
this principle, and this justification was fear; fear that
paradoxes would arise when the observers were allowed
to enter the universe of their observations. And you know
the threat of paradoxes. To steal their way into a theory
is like having the cloven-hoofed foot of the devil stuck in
the door of orthodoxy.

Clearly when cyberneticians were thinking of partner-
ship in the circularity of observing and communicating,
they were entering into a forbidden land. In the general
case of circular closure, A implies B; B implies C; and
(Oh, horror!) C implies A! Or in the reflexive case, A
implies B, and (Oh, shock!) B implies A! And now the
devil’s cloven-hoof in its purest form, the form of self-
reference; A implies A (Outrage!)

I would like to invite you now to join me in a land
where it is not forbidden; rather, where one is encouraged
to speak about oneself. What else can one do anyway?
This turn from looking at things “out there” to looking at
“looking itself,” arose I think, from significant advances
in neurophysiology and neuropsychiatry. It appeared that
one could now dare to ask the question of how the brain

works. One could dare to write a theory of the brain.
It may be argued that over the centuries since Aristo-

tle, physicians and philosophers again and again devel-
oped theories of the brain. So, what’s new of today’s
cyberneticians? What is new is the profound insight that
a brain is required to write a theory of a brain. From this
follows that a theory of the brain, that has any aspirations
for completeness, has to account for the writing of this
theory. And even more fascinating, the writer of this the-
ory has to account for her or himself. Translated into the
domain of cybernetics; the cybernetician, by entering his
own domain, has to account for his or her own activity.
Cybernetics then becomes cybernetics of cybernetics, or
second-order cybernetics.

Ladies and Gentlemen, this perception represents a
fundamental change, not only in the way we conduct sci-
ence, but also how we perceive teaching, learning, the
therapeutic process, organizational management, and so
on and so forth; and I would say, of how we perceive rela-
tionships in our daily life. One may see this fundamental
epistemological change if one first considers oneself to
be an independent observer who watches the world go
by; as opposed to a person who considers oneself to be
a participant actor in the drama of mutual interaction of
the give and take in the circularity of human relations.

In the case of the first example, as a result of my inde-
pendence, I can tell others how to think and act, “Thou
shalt . . . ” “Thou shalt not . . . ” This is the origin of moral
codes. In the case of the second example, because of my
interdependence, I can only tell myself how to think and
act, “I shall . . . ” “I shall not . . . ” This is the origin of
ethics.

This was the easy part of my presentation. Now comes
the difficult part. I am supposed to talk about ethics. How
to go about this? Where to begin?

In my search for a beginning I came across the lovely
poem by Yveline Rey and Bernard Prieur that embel-
lishes the first page of our program. Let me read to you
the first few lines:

“Vous avez dit Ethique?”
Déjà le murmur s’amplifie en
rumeur.
Soudain les roses ne montrent
plus des épines.
Sans doute le sujet est-il brûlant.
Il est aussi d’actualité.

“You said Ethics?”
Already the murmur develops in
rumour.
Suddenly the roses do not show
any more of the thorns.
No doubt the subject is extreme.
It is also so of reality.

Let me begin with épines—with the thorns—and I
hope, a rose will emerge. The thorns I begin with
are Ludwig Wittgenstein’s reflections upon ethics in his
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. If I were to provide a
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title for this tractatus, I would call it Tractatus Ethico-
Philosophicus. However, I am not going to defend this
choice, I rather tell you what prompts me to refer to
Wittgenstein’s reflections in order to present my own.

I’m referring to point Number 6 in his Tractatus where
he discusses the general form of propositions. Near the
end of this discussion he turns to the problem of values
in the world and their expression in propositions. In his
famous point Number 6.421 he comes to a conclusion
which I will read to you in the original German, “Es ist
Klar, daß sich Ethik nicht außprechen läßt.” I wish I knew
a French translation. I only know two English transla-
tions which are both incorrect. Therefore, I will present
my translation into English, with my conviction that the
simultaneous translators will do a superb job of present-
ing Wittgenstein’s point in French. Here is my English
version of 6.421, “It is clear that ethics cannot be articu-
lated.”

Now you understand why earlier I said, ”My begin-
ning will be thorns.” Here is an International Congress
on Ethics, and the first speaker says something to the ef-
fect that it is impossible to speak about ethics! But please
be patient for a moment. I quoted Wittgenstein’s thesis
in isolation. Therefore it is not yet clear what he wanted
to say.

Fortunately, the next point 6.422, which I will read in a
moment, provides a larger context for 6.421. To prepare
for what you are about to hear, you should remember that
Wittgenstein was a Viennese. So am I. Therefore there is
a kind of underground understanding which I sense you
Parisians will share with us Viennese. Let me try to ex-
plain. Here now is point 6.422 in the English translation
by Pears and McGuinness; “When an ethical law of the
form “Thou shalt. . . ” is laid down, one’s first thought is,
‘And what if I do not do it?’” When I first read this, my
thought was that not everybody will share Wittgenstein’s
view. I think that this reflects his cultural background.

Let me continue with Wittgenstein, “It is clear how-
ever, that ethics has nothing to do with punishment and
reward in the usual sense of the terms. Nevertheless,
there must indeed be some kind of ethical reward and
punishment, but they must reside in the action itself.”

They must reside in the action itself! You may re-
member, we came across such self-referential notions
earlier with the example, “A implies A” and its recur-
sive relatives of second-order cybernetics. Can we take a
hint from these comments for how to go about reflecting
about ethics, and at the same time adhere to Wittgen-
stein’s criterion? I think we can. I myself try to adhere to
the following rule; to master the use of my language so

that ethics is implicit in any discourse I may have. (e.g.,
in science, philosophy, epistemology, therapy, etc.)

What do I mean by that? By that I mean to let language
and action ride on an underground river of ethics, and to
make sure that one is not thrown off. This insures that
ethics does not become explicit and that language does
not degenerate into moralizations. How can one accom-
plish this? How can one hide ethics from all eyes and
still let her determine language and action? Fortunately,
ethics has two sisters who allow her to remain unseen.
They create for us a visible framework; a tangible tissue
within which and upon which we may weave the gob-
lins of our life. And who are these two sisters? One is
Metaphysics, the other is Dialogics.

My job now is to talk about these two ladies, and how
they manage to allow ethics to become manifest without
becoming explicit.

Metaphysics
Let me first talk about Metaphysics. In order to let you
see at once the delightful ambiguity that surrounds her,
let me quote from a superb article, “The Nature of Meta-
physics” by the British scholar W.H. Walsh. He begins
his article with the following sentence, “Almost every-
thing in metaphysics is controversial, and it is there-
fore not surprising that there is little agreement among
those who call themselves metaphysicians about what
precisely it is they are attempting.”

Today, when I invoke Metaphysics, I do not seek
agreement with anybody else about her nature. This is
because I want to say precisely what it is when we be-
come metaphysicians, whether or not we call ourselves
metaphysicians. I say that we become a metaphysician
any time we decide upon in principle undecidable ques-
tions. For instance, here is a decidable question, “Is the
number 3,396,714 divisible by 2?” It will take you less
than two seconds to decide that indeed this number is di-
visible by two. The interesting thing here is that it will
take you exactly the same short time to decide if the num-
ber has not 7, but 7000 or 7 million digits. I could of
course invent questions that are slightly more difficult;
for instance, “Is 3,396,714 divisible by three?”, or even
more difficult ones. But there are also problems that are
extraordinarily difficult to decide, some of them having
been posed more than 200 years ago and remain unan-
swered.

Think of Fermat’s “Last Theorem” to which the most
brilliant heads have put their brilliant minds and have
not yet come up with an answer. Or think of Gold-
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bach’s “Conjecture” which soulds so simple that it seems
a proof cannot be too far away, “All even numbers can
be composed as the sum of two primes.” For example,
12 is the sum of the two prime numbers 5 and 7; or
20 = 17 + 3; or 24 = 13 + 11, and so on and so forth.
So far, no counterexample to Goldbach’s conjecture has
been found. And even if all further tests would not re-
fute Goldbach, it still would remain a conjecture until
a sequence of mathematical steps is found that decides
in favor of his good sense of numbers. There is a justi-
fication for not giving up and for continuing the search
for finding a sequence of steps that would prove Gold-
bach. It is that the problem is posed in a framework of
logico-mathematical relations which guarantees that one
can climb from any node of this complex crystal of con-
nections to any other node.

One of the most remarkable examples of such a crystal
of thought is Bertrand Russell’s and Alfred North Whit-
head’s monumental Principia Mathematica which they
wrote over a 10 year period between 1900 and 1910. This
3 volume magnum opus of more than 1500 pages was
to establish once and for all a conceptual machinery for
flawless deductions. A conceptual machinery that would
contain no ambiguities, no contradictions and no unde-
cidables.

Nevertheless, in 1931, Kurt Gödel, then 25 years of
age, published an article whose significance goes far be-
yond the circle of logicians and mathematicians. The ti-
tle of this article I will give you now in English, “On for-
mally undecidable propositions in the Principia Mathe-
matica and related systems.” What Gödel does in his pa-
per is to demonstrate that logical systems, even those so
carefully constructed by Russell and Whitehead, are not
immune to undecidables sneaking in.

However, we do not need to go to Russell and White-
head, Gödel, or any other giants to learn about in prin-
ciple undecidable questions. We can easily find them all
around. For instance, the question about the origin of the
universe is one of those in principle undecidable ques-
tions. Nobody was there to watch it. Moreover, this is
apparent by the many different answers that are given to
this question. Some say it was a single act of creation
some 4 or 5,000 years ago. Others say there was never
a beginning and that there will never be an end; because
the universe is a system in perpetual equilibrium. Then
there are those who claim that approximately 10 or 20
billion years ago the universe came into being with a
“Big Bang” whose remnants one is able to hear over large
radio antennas. But I am most inclined to trust Chuang
Tse’s report, because he is the oldest and was therefore

the closest to the event. He says:

Heaven does nothing, this nothing-doing is dignity;
Earth does nothing, this nothing-doing is rest;
From the union of these two nothing-doings arise all

action And all things are brought forth.

I could go on and on with other examples, because I
have not yet told you what the Burmese, the Australians,
the Eskimos, the Bushmen, the Ibos, etc., would tell you
about their origins. In other words, tell me how the uni-
verse came about, and I will tell you who you are.

I hope that I have made the distinction between de-
cidable and, in principle, undecidable questions suffi-
ciently clear so that I may present the following proposi-
tion which I call the “metaphysical postulate:”

Only those questions that are in principle undecidable,
we can decide.

Why? Simply because the decidable questions are al-
ready decided by the choice of the framework in which
they are asked, and by the choice of the rules used to
connect what we label “the question” with what we take
for an “answer.” In some cases it may go fast, in others
it may take a long, long time. But ultimately we arrive
after a long sequence of compelling logical steps at an
irrefutable answer; a definite “yes,” or a definite “no.”

But we are under no compulsion, not even under that
of logic, when we decide on in principle undecidable
questions. There is no external necessity that forces us to
answer such questions one way or another. We are free!
The compliment to necessity is not chance, it is choice!
We can choose who we wish to become when we have
decided on an in principle undecidable question.

That is the good news, as American journalists would
say, now comes the bad news. With this freedom of
choice we are now responsible for the choice we make.
For some, this freedom of choice is a gift from heaven.
For others such responsibility is an unbearable burden.
How can one escape it? How can one avoid it? How can
one pass it on to somebody else?

With much ingenuity and imagination, mechanisms
have been contrived by which one could bypass this awe-
some burden. Through hierarchies, entire institutions
have been built where it is impossible to localize re-
sponsibility. Everyone in such a system can say, “I was
told to do ’X.’” On the political stage, we hear more and
more the phrase of Pontius Pilate, “I have no choice but
’X.’” In other words, “Don’t hold me responsible for ’X.’
Blame someone else.” This phrase apparently replaces,
“Among the many choices I had, I decided on’X.’”

I mentioned objectivity before, and I mention it here
again as a popular device for avoiding responsibility. As
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you may remember, objectivity requires that the prop-
erties of the observer be left out of any descriptions of
his observations. With the essence of observing (namely
the processes of cognition) having been removed, the ob-
server is reduced to a copying machine with the notion of
responsibility successfully juggled away.

Objectivity, Pontius Pilate, hierarchies, and other de-
vices are all derivations of a choice between a pair of in
principle undecidable questions which are, “Am I apart
from the universe?” Meaning whenever I look, I’m look-
ing as if through a peephole upon an unfolding universe;
or, “Am I part of the universe?” Meaning whenever I act,
I’m changing myself and the universe as well.

Whenever I reflect on these two alternatives, I’m sur-
prised by the depth of the abyss that separates the two
fundamentally different worlds that can be created by
such a choice. That is to see myself as a citizen of an
independent universe, whose regulations, rules and cus-
toms I may eventually discover; or to see myself as a
participant in a conspiracy, whose customs, rules, and
regulations we are now inventing.

Whenever I speak to those who have made their deci-
sion to be either discovers or inventors, I’m impressed by
the fact that neither of them realizes that they have ever
made that decision. Moreover, when challenged to jus-
tify their position, a conceptual framework is constructed
which itself turns out to be the result of a decision upon
an in principle undecidable question.

It seems as though I’m telling you a detective story
while keeping quiet about who is the good guy and who
is the bad guy; or who is sane and who is insane; or who
is right and who is wrong. Since these are in principle
undecidable questions, it is for each of us to decide, and
then take responsibility for. There is a murderer. I submit
that it is unknowable whether he is or was insane. The
only thing we know is what I say, what you say, or what
the expert says he is. And what I say, what you say, and
what the expert says about his sanity or insanity is my, is
your, and is the expert’s responsibility. Again, the point
here is not the question “Who’s right and who’s wrong?”
This is an in principle undecidable question. The point
here freedom; freedom of choice. It is José Ortega y Gas-
set’s point:

Man does not have a nature, but a history.
Man is nothing but a drama. His life is
something that has to be chosen, made up as
he goes along. And a human consists in that
choice and invention. Each human being is
the novelist of himself, and though he may
choose between being an original writer and

a plagiarist, he cannot escape choosing. He
is condemned to be free.

You may have become suspicious of me qualifying
all questions as being in principle undecidable questions.
This is by no means the case. I was once asked how the
inhabitants of such different worlds as I sketched before,
(the inhabitants of the world they discover, and the in-
habitants of a world they invent) can ever live together.
Answering that is not a problem. The discovers will most
likely become astronomers, physicists and engineers; the
inventors family therapists, poets, and biologists. And
living together won’t be a problem either, as long as the
discoverers discover inventors, and the inventors invent
discoverers. Should difficulties develop, fortunately we
have this full house of family therapists who may help to
bring sanity to the human family.

I have a dear friend who grew up in Marakesh. The
house of his family stood on the street that divides the
Jewish and the Arabic quarters. As a boy, he played with
all the others, listened to what they thought and said, and
learned of their fundamentally different views. When I
asked him once who was right he said, “They are both
right.”

“But this cannot be,” I argued from an Aristotelian
platform, “Only one of them can have the truth!”

“The problem is not truth,” he answered, “The prob-
lem is trust.”

I understood. The problem is understanding. The
problem is understanding understanding! The problem
is making decisions upon in principle undecidable ques-
tions.

At that point Metaphysics appeared and asked her
younger sister Ethics, “What would you recommend I
bring back to my proteges, the metaphysicians, regard-
less of whether or not they refer to themselves as such?”
Ethics answered, “Tell them they should always try to act
so as to increase the number of choices. Yes, increase the
number of choices!”

Dialogics
Now I would like to turn to Ethics’ sister, Dialogics.
What are the means at her disposal to insure that Ethics
can manifest herself without becoming explicit? You
may already have guessed that it is, of course, language. I
am not referring here in the sense of the noises produced
by pushing air past our vocal cords; or language in the
sense of grammar, syntax, semantics, semiotics; nor the
machinery of phrases, verb phrases, noun phrases, deep
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structure, etc. When I refer here to language, I refer to
language the “dance.” Similar to when we say “It takes
two to Tango,” I am saying, “It takes two to language.”

When it comes to the dance of language, you the
family therapists are of course the masters, while I can
only speak as an amateur. Since “amateur”, comes from
“amour,” you’ll know at once that I love to dance this
dance. In fact, what little I know of this dance I learned
from you. My first lesson came when I was invited to
sit in an observation room and observe through, the one
way mirror a therapeutic session in progress with a fam-
ily of four. For a moment my colleagues had to leave,
and I was by myself. I was curious as to what I would
see when I couldn’t hear what was said, so I turned off
the sound.

I recommend that you perform this experiment your-
self. Perhaps you will be as fascinated as I was. What
I saw then, the silent pantomime, the parting and clos-
ing of lips, the body movements, the boy who only once
stopped biting his nails . . . what I saw then were the
dance steps of language, the dance steps alone, without
the disturbing effects of the music. Later I heard from the
therapist that this session was very successful indeed. I
thought, what magic must sit in the noises these people
produced by pushing air past their vocal cords and by
parting and closing their lips. Therapy! What magic in-
deed! And to think that the only medicine at your dis-
posal are the dance steps of language and its accompany-
ing music. Language! What magic indeed!

It is left to the naive to believe that magic can be ex-
plained. Magic cannot be explained. Magic can only be
practiced, as you all well know. Reflecting on the magic
of language is similar to reflecting upon a theory of the
brain. As much as one needs a brain to reflect upon a the-
ory of the brain, one needs the magic of language to re-
flect upon the magic of language. It is the magic of those
notions that they need themselves to come into being.
They are of second-order. It is also the way language pro-
tects itself against explanation by always speaking about
itself

There is a word for language, namely “language.”
There is a word for word, namely “word.” If you don’t
know what word means, you can look it up in a dictio-
nary. I did that. I found it to be an “utterance.” I asked
myself, “What is an utterance?” I looked it up in the dic-
tionary. The dictionary said that it means “to express
through words.” So here we are back where we started.
Circularity; A implies A.

But this is not the only way language protects itself
against explanation. In order to confuse her explorer she

always runs on two different tracks. If you chase lan-
guage up one track, she jumps to the other. If you follow
her there, she is back on the first. What are these two
tracks? One track is the track of appearance. It runs
through a land that appears stretched out before us; the
land we are looking at as though through a peephole. The
other track is the track of function. It runs through the
land that is as much a part of us as we are a part of it; the
land that functions like an extension of our body.

When language is on the track of appearance it is a
monologue. There are noises produced by pushing air
past vocal cords. There are the words, the grammar, the
syntax, the well formed sentences. Along with these
noises goes the denotative pointing. Point to a table,
make the noise “table”; point to a chair, make the noise
“chair.”

Sometimes it does not work. Margaret Mead quickly
learned the colloquial language of many tribes by point-
ing to things and waiting for the appropriate noises. She
told me that once she came to a particular tribe, pointed
to different things, but always got the same noises, “chu-
mulu.” A primitive language she thought, only one word!
Later she learned that “chu mulu” means “pointing with
finger.”

When language switches to the track of function it
is dialogic. There are, of course, these noises; some
of them may sound like “table,” others like “chair.” But
there need not be any tables or chairs because nobody
is pointing at tables or chairs. These noises are invi-
tations to the other to make some dance steps together.
The noises “table” and “chair” bring to resonance those
strings in the mind of the other which, when brought to
vibration, would produce noises like “table” and “chair.”
Language in its function is connotative.

In its appearance, language is descriptive. When you
tell your story, you tell it as it was; the magnificent ship,
the ocean, the big sky, and the flirt you had that made the
whole trip a delight. But for whom do you tell it? That’s
the wrong question. The right question is; with whom are
you going to dance your story, so that your partner will
float with you over the decks of your ship, will smell the
salt of the ocean, will let the soul expand over the sky?
And there will be a flash of jealousy when you come to
the point of your flirt.

In its function, language is constructive because no-
body knows the source of your story. Nobody knows,
nor ever will know how it was, because “as it was” is
gone forever.

You remember René Descartes as he was sitting in
his study, not only doubting that the was sitting in his
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study, but also doubting his existence. He asked himself,
“Am I, or am I not?” “Am I, or am I not?” He answered
this rhetorical question with the solipsistic monologue,
“Je pense, donc je suis” or in the famous Latin version,
“Cogito ergo sum.” As Descartes knew very well, this is
language in its appearance, otherwise he would not have
quickly published his insight for the benefit of others in
his “Discourse de la méthode.” Since he understood the
function of language as well, in all fairness he should
have exclaimed, “Je pense, donc nous sommes”, “Cogito
ergo sumus” or, “I think, therefore we are.”

In its appearance, the language I speak is my language.
It makes me aware of myself. This is the root of con-
sciousness. In its function, my language reaches out for
the other. This is the root of conscience. And this is
where Ethics invisibly manifests itself through dialogue.
Permit me to read to you what Martin Buber says in the
last few lines of his book Das Problem des Menschen:

Contemplate the human with the human,
and you will see the dynamic duality, the
essence together. Here is the giving and the
receiving, here is the aggressive and the de-
fensive power, here the quality of searching
and of responding, always both in one, mu-
tually complementing in alternating action,
demonstrating together what it is; human.
Now you can turn to the single one and you
can recognize him as human for his potential
of relating. We may come closer to answer-
ing the question, “What is human?” when
we come to understand him as the being in
whose dialogic, in his mutually present two-
getherness, the encounter of the one with the
other is realized and recognized at all times.

Since I cannot add anything to Buber’s words, this is
all I can say about ethics, and about second-order cyber-
netics.

Thank you very much.

Yveline Rey: Interview with Heinz von Foerster

Yveline: The first time I heard your name mentioned, it
was accompanied by the term “cybernetician.” How does
one become a cybernetician? Why this choice at the be-
ginning? What were the influential steps throughout the
course of your life?

Heinz: Yes. How does one become a cybernetician? Or,
perhaps you want me to tell you how I became a cyber-
netician.

You may remember the point I made in my address; that
we all are metaphysicians, whether we call ourselves
such, whenever we decide upon inprinciple undecidable
questions. To answer your question, I could also say we
are all cyberneticians (whether or not we call ourselves
such) whenever we justify our actions without using the
words “because of . . . ” or “A cause de . . . ” but with the
phrase in English “in order to . . . ” which in French is
much more Aristotelian, “A fin de . . . ”

Yveline: Why Aristotelian?

Heinz: In his Metaphysics, Aristotle distinguished four
different kinds of causes or, as I would say, four different
excuses; two of which have temporal character, “causa
efficientis” and “causa finalis.” Physicists love the for-
mer, where causes in the past determine the effects in
the present: “Because she did turn the switch, the lights
go on now.” Psychologists prefer the latter: “In order to
have the lights on, she turns the switch now.” Causes in
the future, “to have the room lit,” determine actions in
the present, “turn the switch now.”

Yveline: Very interesting, but where does cybernetics
come in?

Heinz: Physicists explore the connection between the po-
sitions of the switch, making or breaking contact, and
the electrical processes that heat the wires in the lamp
to temperatures that are high enough to radiate electro-
magnetical waves in the visible spectrum, etc., etc. Cy-
berneticians explore the connection between the little
girl’s wish to enter a lit as opposed to a dark room, as
well as the senso-motoric processes and the emerging
eye-hand correlation that bring her hand along an unpre-
dictable path, but with a predictable outcome, closer and
closer to the switch which she then turns in the right di-
rection, etc. If one were to watch this girl, one might
be tempted to say as did Norbert Wiener, “. . . her be-
havior may be interpreted as directed to the attainment
of a goal.” In the early cybernetic literature you will find
again and again reference to the notion of “goal,” “pur-
pose,” “end,” etc. Since the Greek word for “end” is “te-
los,” our pre-cyberneticians used “teleology” for identi-
fying their activity.

Yveline: But, Heinz, you said before that we are all cy-
berneticians, whether or not we call ourselves such, but
when I go to turn on a light switch I am not “exploring
the senso-motoric connections. . . ” et cetera. I just go and
turn on the switch. Where is the cybernetician?

Heinz: [Laughing] This is one more reason why I love
women! You look through all the scientific verbal haze
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and go straight to the essential points. Now . . . Hmm . . .
What can I say?

I think I can extricate myself from this dilemma by in-
venting a new category of cybernetics: “Zero-order Cy-
bernetics.” I suggest we have a case of zero-order cyber-
netics when activity becomes structured; when “behav-
ior” emerges, but one doesn’t reflect upon the “why” and
the “how” of this behavior. One just acts. This is when
cybernetics is implicit.

Yveline: I see. But what is now “First-order cybernet-
ics?”

Heinz: This is when one reflects upon one’s behav-
ior, upon the “how” and the “why.” Then cybernetics
becomes explicit, and one develops notions like “feed-
back,” “amount of information,” “circularity,” “recur-
sion,” “control” “homeostasis,” “dynamic stability,” “dy-
namic instability or chaos,” “fixed points,” “attractors,”
“equi-finality,” “purpose,” “goal,” etc., etc. In other
words, one arrives at the whole conceptual machinery of
“early” cybernetics, first-order cybernetics; or as I would
say, the cybernetics of observed systems.

Yveline: Let me come back to my first question. How
did you come upon cybernetics?

Heinz: Very simple. Cybernetics came upon me; because
my English vocabulary was at most 25 words.

Yveline: This makes no sense, dear Heinz. You’ll have
to explain that a bit better.

Heinz: Okay. Then we have to go back to a time when
you, dear Yveline, were not yet born. We have to go
back to the year 1948, when parts of Austria were still
occupied by Russian troops, and the world was slowly
recovering from the wounds of the war. In Novem-
ber of that year, in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Norbert
Wiener published a book entitled Cybernetics, with the
subtitle Communication and Control in the Animal and
the Machine. Also that November, Heinz von Foerster
in Vienna, Austria, published a book entitled Das Ged-
dchtnis [The memory] with the subtitle Eine quanten-
physikalische Untersuchung, [An investigation in quan-
tum physics]. I am originally a physicist, and what I tried
to do in this investigation was to connect observations in
experimental psychology and neurophysiology with the
physics of the large (biological) molecules. I think that I
didn’t do a bad job of it.

Now I have to switch to another track. My wife’s dear-
est friend, Ilse, had escaped from Germany when Hitler
came into power. By 1948 she was well established in
New York and she invited me to come to the United

States in the hope that I could establish a beachhead in
order to make it easier for the rest of my family to follow.
In February of 1949 1 crossed a very stormy Atlantic on
the Queen Mary. Since I don’t get seasick, (most of the
other passengers were) I always had 6 waiters serving me
in an empty dining room.

A few days after my arrival in New York, one of
America’s leading neuropsychiatrist, Warren McCulloch
(who, by an amazing combination of miraculous cir-
cumstances, had gotten hold of my book) invited me to
present my theory of memory at a meeting in New York
that was to take place a few days later. He also recom-
mended that I find a book entitled Cybernetics in order
to prepare myself a bit for this meeting. I did that, and
with the little English at my disposal at that time, I tried
hard to understand some of its basic points.

Somewhat ill prepared in concepts and language, I came
to this meeting whose title was more or less an enigma
as well: “Circular Causal and Feedback Mechanisms in
Biological and Social Systems.” To my surprise, it was
a small meeting of about 20 participants, but to my even
greater surprise, this was an assembly of the créme de la
créme of American scientists. There was, of course, War-
ren McCulloch who was chairman of the conference, and
whose works in 4 volumes have recently been published.
There was Norbert Wiener himself, of whom a lovely bi-
ography by P. Masani appeared last year. There was John
von Neuman, the man who started the computer revo-
lution. Then there were Gregory Bateson and his wife
Margaret Mead, or should I say Margaret Mead and her
husband Gregory Bateson, who brought to anthropology
wisdom, profundity and humor; both in different ways.

These are but a few, whose names I believe would be
familiar to my European friends. I don’t know who in-
vented the notion of “interdisciplinarity,” but this meet-
ing was its manifestation. If you were to begin with
Anthropology in an alphabetical list of academic profes-
sions, and end with Zoology, my guess would be that al-
most every one of these disciplines had a representative
present.

I was called upon relatively early to present my story, and
I wrestled valiantly with my 20 English words to make
myself understood. The whole thing would have turned
into a catastrophe if it weren’t for the presence of Ger-
hard von Bonin, Heinrich Klüver and others who spoke
fluently German and who rescued me by translating some
of my arguments.

That evening, the group had a business meeting. Before
it was over, I was invited to come in. “Heinz,” began
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the chairman, “we listened to your molecular theory of
memory, and your theory agrees with many observations
which other theories cannot account for. What you had
to say was very interesting. However, how you said it
was abominable! Because we want you to learn English
fast, we have decided to appoint you to be the editor of
the transactions of this conference.”

I was of course speechless. How could I edit articles
by such superb writers as Wiener, Mead, Bateson, etc.?
How could I organize material of which I, at best, un-
derstood only half? But, I thought “Why not try?”. So I
accepted the appointment. I immediately proposed that,
“Since the title of this conference is so long, it is hard
to remember, and for me, hard to pronounce; ’circular-
causal-and-feedback-mechanisms. . . ’ I propose to call
this conference ’Cybernetics.’”

Everybody looked at Norbert Wiener, who sat next to me,
and applauded in his honor and in acceptance of my pro-
posal. Deeply touched by the recognition of his peers,
tears came to his eyes, and he left the room to hide his
emotions.

The sponsor of this, and four more conferences on this
topic, was the Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation of New York,
who asked me to edit each of the 5 volumes. Since all
of that took place in the remote past, aficionados of cy-
bernetics refer to these books as the “legendary Macy
meetings on cybernetics.”

Here ends, dear Yveline, my story of how cybernetics
came upon me.

Yveline: Throughout the course of the conference, in the
conference rooms as well as the corridors of the Cité de
la Villette, there was much discussion about first-order
cybernetics and second-order cybernetics; mostly to put
them opposite each other. For instance, “But you see my
dear, in my view this is from first-order cybernetics. . . ”
or, “I tell you, one really feels the difference; this time we
are in the second-order cybernetics.” Would you attempt
to clarify for the people here, what are the fundamental
distinctions for first-order and second-order cybernetics?
Which change in direction or observation signify second-
order cybernetics? Or to paraphrase G. Spencer-Brown,
whom you like to cite, “Design me a resemblance!” or,
“Design me a distinction!”

Heinz: Let me draw the distinction for you. You fol-
lowed me when I moved from zero-order to first-order
cybernetics. What did I do? I let the underlying circular-
ity of processes of emergence, of manifestation, of struc-
turization, of organization, etc., become explicit. By that

I mean that we now reflect about these circular processes
which generate structure, order, behavior, etc., in those
things we observe. Now Yveline, you can easily guess
how to move from first-order to second-order cybernet-
ics.

Yveline: I think so. Let me try. In second-order you re-
flect upon your reflections.

Heinz: Of course!

Yveline: And now, can I go on to third-order cybernetics?

Heinz: Yes, you could. But it would not create anything
new, because by ascending into “second-order,” as Aris-
totle would say, one has stepped into the circle that closes
upon itself. One has stepped into the domain of concepts
that apply to themselves.

Yveline: Do you mean to say that a second-order cyber-
netics is a cybernetics of cybernetics?

Heinz: Yes, precisely!

Yveline: Can you give me other examples?

Heinz: Yes of course. For instance, compare a typical
first-order cybernetics concept such as “purpose,” (as be-
ing the equivalent of “why”) with a second-order ques-
tion, “What is the purpose of ’purpose’?” (asking why
the notion of “purpose” is used in the first place; i.e.
how does it influence discourse, explanations, argumen-
tations, etc.?)

One nice feature of this notion is that it relieves one of
the need to account for the way things are done which are
intended. Every time I tie my shoelaces, or you slip into
your pumps, we do it differently. We do it in thousands of
unpredictable variations, but the outcome is predictable;
my shoelaces are tied, your shoes are on your feet.

On the other hand, it is quite impossible for a physicist
to invent the “Laws of Nature” with which to compute
our behavior from the initial conditions of my united
shoelaces or your pumps in your wardrobe; that is to
compute the paths, the “trajectories” and the movements
that our bodies and our limbs are taking, which tie my
laces or put shoes on your feet. The physicist’s “causa
efficientis” is impotent. But the cyberneticist’s “causa fi-
nalis” does it all. If the intentions are clear, (independent
of the initial conditions) the sensorimotor loops will ad-
just and readjust our movements until my laces are tied;
your shoes are on your feet.

Yveline: Thank you. I feel much better with my shoes
on. I see now the purpose of using the notion of pur-
pose. One does not need to know how to get there; one
needs only to know the there. This is a very nice feature
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indeed! Is there a bad feature too?

Heinz: Yes there is. The ugly feature of the notions of
“purpose,” “goal,” “end,” is that they can be used to jus-
tify the specific ways of getting there; “The end justified
the means.” And as we know now, the means can be very
ugly indeed. The question should be, “Do the means jus-
tify the end?”

Yveline: If we would remember to ask the question this
way, the world could be a very different place. But now
Heinz, to use your language, tell me how did second-
order cybernetics “come upon” you?

Heinz: Through a woman, of course. It was Margaret
Mead. You remember the quote I cited in my address?
It came from a speech she gave, I think in 1968. Since
she rarely uses titles for her talks and almost never reads
from a script, I sent her the transcript from a recording
asking for her corrections and a title. There was no reply.
I urged by telegram; still no answer. Finally, I tried to
reach her by telephone at the Museum of Natural History
In New York where she was a curator. I was told she was
with the Papuas, or the Trobrianders, or the Samoans,
and could not be reached. So, I had to edit her speech and
invent a title. What struck me was her speaking about cy-
bernetics in a cybernetical way. Thus I chose for her the
title, “Cybernetics of Cybernetics.”

It appears to me today that the interest in the peculiar
properties of concepts that apply to themselves, (or even
need themselves to come into being) must then have been
floating in the air. Francisco Varela, the Chilean neu-
rophilosopher referred to them as “self-referential,” the
Swedish logico-mathematician Lars Lofgren as “auto-
logical.”

Yveline: If I were to ask you to give me the shortest de-
scription of the distinction between first-order cybernet-
ics and second-order cybernetics, what would you say?

Heinz: I would say, first-order cybernetics is the cyber-
netics of observed systems, while second-order cybernet-
ics is the cybernetics of observing systems.

Yveline: Very short indeed! Would you like to expand on
this?

Heinz: Perhaps only briefly, because my “shortest de-
scription” is nothing else but a paraphrase of the de-
scription I made in my address, where I juxtaposed the
two fundamentally different epistemological, even ethi-
cal, positions where one considers oneself: on the one
hand, as an independent observer who watches the world
go by; or on the other hand, as a participant actor in the
circularity of human relations.

When taking the latter position, (the position I be-
lieve taken by systemic family therapists) one develops
notions like “closure,” “self-organization,” “self- refer-
ence,” “self,” “auto-poiesis,” “autonomy,” “responsibil-
ity,” etc., etc. In other words, one arrives at the whole
conceptual machinery of contemporary cybernetics, the
cybernetics of observing systems, and thus one comes
very close to the theme of your Congress: “Ethics, Ide-
ologies, New Methods.”

Yveline: At the conclusion of your paper, On Construct-
ing a Reality, which was published in Paul Watzlawick’s
book The Invented Reality, you ask, “What are the con-
sequences of all this in ethics and aesthetics?” You also
wrote, “The ethical imperative: Act always so as to in-
crease the number of choices.” And, “The aesthetical im-
perative: If you desire to see, learn how to act.” Can you
add something to the connections between ethics, aes-
thetics and change; which from my point of view, are the
three basic coordinates in family therapy?

Heinz: I like your three coordinates, because all three
have a second-order flavor. And, of course, I am de-
lighted that two of my imperatives correspond to two of
your coordinates. However, I feel some uneasiness that
your third coordinate “change” is not yet accompanied
by an appropriate imperative. Let me remedy this situa-
tion at once by inventing an imperative for you; the thera-
peutic imperative: “If you want to be yourself, change!”
Is this paradoxical? Of course! What else would you
expect from change?

Yveline: You say with so much self assurance, “Para-
doxical, of course!” How can you connect change with
paradox?

Heinz: Easily! You remember paradox? It yields one
meaning when apprehended one way, and one meaning
when apprehended the other. What do you do when I
say “I am a liar,” do you believe me? If you do, then I
must have spoken the truth; but if I had spoken the truth,
I must have lied, etc., etc. What is the problem here? Ly-
ing? No, the problem is “I,” the shortest self-referential
loop. When speaking about oneself, using “I,” magic is
performed. One creates oneself by creating oneself. “I”
is the operator who is the result of the operation.

Yveline: This is all magic to me. Were does ”change”
come in?

Heinz: The paradoxical nature of change is much richer
than the orthodox “paradox of the liar” which switches
from “true” to “false,” and from “false” to “true,” and so
on and so forth in dynamic stability. The unorthodox na-
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ture of change arises when you apprehend “change” any
way you wish to apprehend it, and it will yield some-
thing else, otherwise it wouldn’t be “change.” This is, I
believe, its therapeutic force.

Yveline: But you said, “If you want to be yourself;
change!” How can you be yourself and change?

Heinz: I wanted to appeal to ancient wisdom. It is 2600
years old and comes from the I Ching. Under the 58th
symbol “Fu,” or “The Turning Point,” it says, “The ulti-
mate frame for change is the unchanging.”

Yveline: [Smiling] This conversation with you, Heinz,
has been a joyful and exciting day of learning. It seems
to have mirrored the theme of our conference; ethics and

family therapy. It feels as though I’ve discovered a new
freedom within a precise and rigorous framework. This
framework, clearly definedby the fundamental guidelines
of therapeutic practice, encourages co nmunication with
another, thereby creating a new space. Does this not
broaden our possibilities by redrawing the line of the
horizon? If rigor were combined with creativity, the
ethics of choice could also be the ethics of change!

At least that is the very personal understanding which I
have gained from our encounter. I now have an exquisite
diffused feeling of a door which opens onto another door,
which opens onto another door, which opens onto an-
other door . . .

’mutatis mutandis 242’ by Herbert Brün
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Disorder/Order: Discovery or Invention?

Heinz von Foerster

(1984)

Ladies and Gentlemen: This is a great symposium. I
enjoy every minute of it. However, I feel there is a blem-
ish, and this is that Gregory Bateson is not with us. The
reason why I, in particular, am sad he is not among us
is not only because he would have enjoyed tremendously
being here, and you would have enjoyed him very much
as well, but because I need his help to put to rest one of
the questions which has continually recurred during this
conference. Here is the question: Are the states of order
and disorder states of affairs that have been discovered,
or are these states of affairs that are invented?

As I tend to say they are invented, I need all the help
I can muster in order to defend this position, and so in-
voke the spirit of Gregory Bateson to stand on my side
and to help me now for my defense. I will ask him to
give us one of his very charming vignettes which pre-
tend to be dialogues between a fictitious daughter and a
fictitious father. (I do not think these fictions are too fic-
titious, indeed.) These dialogues he called Metalogues,
and I will read you one now with a few comments on my
side. This one is entitled Metalogue: What is an Instinct?
It begins with daughter asking father, “Daddy, what is an
instinct?” Now, if my daughter, or my son, had asked
me, “Daddy, what is an instinct?” I, most likely, would
have fallen into the trap of giving a learned, lexical def-
inition. I, for instance, would have said: “An instinct,
my dear, is the innate behavior of animals which is un-
learned, has a certain complexity, etc.,” or something like
that. However, Bateson does not fall into that trap and,
for an answer to “Daddy, what is an instinct?” he says:
“An instinct, my dear, is an explanatory principle.” That
is not good enough for her; therefore, daughter immedi-
ately asks, “But what does it explain?” And he replies
(now watch!) “Anything, almost anything at all, any-
thing you want it to explain.” Now, please realize, that
something which explains “anything you want it to ex-
plain” of course explains nothing. But daughter imme-
diately senses something, and she says, “Don’t be silly.
It doesn’t explain gravity!” The father: “No, but that
is because nobody wants instinct to explain gravity. If
they did, it would explain it. We could simply say, ”The
moon has an instinct whose strength varies inversely as
the square of the distance. . . ” Daughter: ”But this is non-

sense, Daddy!”—“Yes, surely, but it was you who men-
tioned instinct, not I.”—”All right, but what does then ex-
plain gravity?”—“Nothing, my dear. Because gravity is
an explanatory principle.” “Oh,” says the daughter, “now,
do you mean you cannot use one explanatory principle to
explain another principle, never?” Father: “Hardly ever.
That is what Newton meant when he said, hypotheses
non fingo.”—“And what does that mean, please?” asks
daughter. (Now I would like to draw your attention to
the fact that when the father gives his answer, everything
that he says is put in the descriptive domain. It is always
associated with saying or with pointing.) Again, daugh-
ter: “What does that mean, please?” Father: “Well, you
know what hypotheses are. Any statement linking to-
gether two descriptive statements is a hypothesis. If you
say there was a full moon on February 1, and another
on March 1, and then you link these two descriptions to-
gether in any way, the statement which links them is a
hypothesis.”—“Yes, and I know what non means. But
what is fingo?”—“Well, fingo is a late Latin word for
’make’. It forms a verbal noun, fictio, from which we get
the word ’fiction’.”—“Daddy, do you mean that Sir Isaac
Newton thought that all hypotheses were just made up,
like stories?” Father: “Yes, precisely that.”—“But didn’t
he discover gravity? With the apple?”—“No, dear, he
invented it!”

With this Batesonian dialogue I have, as it were, set
the stage for what I am going to say. My original plan
was to make some historical remarks in regard to the no-
tion of disorder and order; however, during the develop-
ment of this conference, I realized I should indeed shift
my emphasis. There were two points which persuaded
me to do this: one, I realized that we have the tremen-
dous pleasure of having Michel Serres here, who is one
of the eminent historians and could of course say much
better anything historical than I could ever invent; the
second point is that I am not the last speaker, and since
I feel that this conference has historical significance and
what I will say today will be obliterated tomorrow, I am
very happy that, in their wisdom, the organizers of this
conference have put Michel Serres as the last speaker;
moreover, I hope he will satisfy Edgar Morin’s request
that the observer include himself in the observation, for
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he would then also be a contributor to the history of this
conference.

To what, then, am I to address myself when I am not
addressing myself to history? I shall shift from the his-
torical to the epistemological, because I have the feeling
that many of the questions that have been raised during
this conference have an epistemological root. Neverthe-
less, with your permission, I will make two points, where
I will have osculations with historical events regarding
the notions of disorder and order, and this is when our
topic touches a certain branch of poetry, namely, thermo-
dynamics. These points I shall discuss because I have
seen that, again and again during this symposium, no-
tions which developed from an interaction between peo-
ple in the scientific fields let us say, the thermodynami-
cists and others, a lingo, a language, a notation, evolved,
which is being used here, alas, in a somewhat loose fash-
ion, and I would like to recall for you the occasion on
which these notions arose. After I have made these brief
contacts with history just to see the perspectives, I will
then try to show that the notions of disorder, order, and
organization are conceptually linked to a general notion
of computation. This will give me a platform, first to
talk in quantitative terms about order and complexity,
hence of those processes by which order, or complex-
ity, is increased or decreased; but secondly—and this is
the essential justification for my tying these notions to
computation—to show that these measures are fully de-
pendent upon the chosen framework (which turns out to
be the language) in which these computations are carried
out. In other words, the amount of order, or of complex-
ity, is unavoidably tied to the language in which we talk
about these phenomena. That is, in changing language,
different orders and complexities are created, and this is
the main point I would like to make.

Since a free choice is given to us which language
we may use, we have moved this point into a cogni-
tive domain, and I will reflect upon two types of cog-
nition which I already touched upon in my introductory
statement; namely, the problem of whether the states that
we call “disorder and order” are states of affairs that are
discovered or invented. When I take the position of in-
vention, it becomes clear that the one who invents is of
course responsible for his or her invention. At the mo-
ment when the notion of responsibility arises, we have
the notion of ethics. I will then develop the fundamen-
tal notion of an ethics that refutes ordering principles at-
tempting to organize the other by the injunction, “Thou
shalt,” and replace it by the organizational principle, that
is, organizing oneself with the injunction “I shall.” With

this note I have given you a brief outline of my talk. Now,
ladies and gentlemen, I can begin with my presentation!

First, I would like you to come with me to the year
1850. This is approximately the time when the First
Law of Thermodynamics was well established, one un-
derstood the principle of conservation of energy, and the,
Second Law of Thermodynamics was just in the making.
What was observed and what was intriguing people very
much at that time was an interesting experiment. I ask
you to look with me please at the following fascinating
state of affairs. Consider two containers, or reservoirs, of
the same size. One is hot, and the other one is cool. Now
you take these containers, put them together, fuse them,
so to speak, and watch what happens. Spontaneously,
without our doing anything to them, the cold container
will become warmer, and the warmer will become colder.
Now, you may say, “O.K., so what?” But, ladies and gen-
tlemen, if you say, “so what?” to anything, you will not
see anything.

The engineers (and as Mr. Prigogine has so properly
said, thermodynamics was an engineering science), who
were working with steam engines, heat engines, etc.,
were wondering about the efficiency of these machines.
They knew very well that if one has a hot and a cold
container, one can put between these two vessels a heat
engine that will do some work for us, drilling, pump-
ing, pulling, and things like that. But they also knew that
the smaller the temperature difference between these two
containers is, the less the chance of getting a heat engine
going; this means that the possibility of changing heat
into work becomes less and less as the temperatures of
the two containers become more and more alike.

When Clausius thought about that very carefully, he
realized what is going on here: with the decrease in the
difference between the two temperatures, the convertibil-
ity, the change, the turning of heat energy into work, be-
comes less and less possible. Therefore he wanted to
give this possibility of being able to turn or to change
heat into work a good and catchy name. At that time
it was very popular to use Greek for neologisms. So
he went to his dictionary and looked up the Greek for
“change,” and “turn. He found the word trope. “Aha,”
he said, “but I would like to talk about not change, be-
cause, you see, the longer these processes go on, the less
heat can be turned into work.” Now unfortunately, either
he had a lousy dictionary, or he could not speak Greek
very well, or he had friends who did not understand what
he was talking about. Instead of calling it utropy, be-
cause ou is the Greek word for non, as in “Utopia” (no
place)—and utropy is what he should have called his
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new concept—for some reason he called it “entropy,” be-
cause he thought that en is the same as the Latin in and
therefore means “no.” That is why we are stuck with the
wrong terminology. And what is worse, nobody checked
it! An incredible state of affairs! So, in proper lingo,
when these two containers are put together, the utropy
of the two increases, because the possibility for chang-
ing, for transforming the heat into work becomes less and
less.

A couple of years later, two gentlemen, one in Scot-
land, one in Austria, one in Edinburgh, the other in Vi-
enna, one by the name of Clerk Maxwell, and the other
by the name of Ludwig Boltzmann, were intrigued by a
fascinating hypothesis, a hypothesis which was so crazy
that most of their colleagues in the academic community
refused even to talk about that stuff. They were contem-
plating whether it would be possible to think of matter
as not being indefinitely divisible, so that at a particu-
lar level of subdivision, one could not subdivide any fur-
ther. That is, one would be left with small pieces of mass.
“Mass” is moles in Latin, and for a small thing, one puts
on the diminutive suffix, which is -cula, and we get the
hypothetical , “molecules” that would not allow further
division.

Contemplate whether this hypothesis makes any sense
at all. To put you into the perspective of that time, 1871
or 1872, Boltzmann, who was teaching in Vienna, occu-
pied one chair in physics. The other chair belonged to
Ernst Mach, whose name, I believe, is familiar to you.
Mach went into the Boltzmann lectures, sitting in the
last row of the big physics auditorium, and when Boltz-
mann used the word “molecule” in his lectures, Mach
screamed from the last row, “Show me one!” Of course,
at that time one could not show one; they were purely
hypothetical. Anyway, these two gentlemen, Maxwell
and Boltzmann, addressed themselves to the problem of
whether we can indeed interpret some of the fundamen-
tal laws of physics as if matter were composed of ele-
mentary particles, the molecules. They succeeded. They
showed that three fundamental quantities in thermody-
namics could be expressed in terms of molecular proper-
ties. The one is pressure. It is interpreted as a hailstorm
of molecules flying against the walls of a container. The
kinetic energy, or the speed of the molecules, would de-
termine temperature. And then they came to the notion of
entropy, or utropy, as I would say, and here a fascinating
thing happened.

They could not explain utropy in purely molecular
terms, and had to make an appeal to the cognitive func-
tions of the observer. This is the first time when, in

science, the observer enters into his descriptive system.
What was necessary in order to handle the notion of
utropy, was to talk about the distinguishability of states
of affairs. I will give you an example. Take again the
two boxes which can be distinguished by their differ-
ent temperatures: one at a high temperature, the other
at a low temperature. Put them together so that they are
fused. Now the hotter will become colder, and the colder
slowly warmer, and as time goes on their distinction will
be lost: they become more and more “confused.” Better,
the observer becomes “confused” because he will be un-
able to distinguish between the two containers, his con-
fusion increasing with the increase of the utropy. Here
you have one version of the Second Law of Thermody-
namics: utropy increases with confusion. Or, as others
may say: entropy increases with disorder.

Seeing the Fundamental Laws of Thermodynamics,
which were originally formulated so as to account for
a macroscopic phenomenology, to have—in turn—their
foundation in a microscopic mechanics, stimulated ques-
tions about the potential and limits of these Fundamental
Laws.

I can see Clerk Maxwell sitting there, dreaming up
some mischief about how to defeat the Second Law
of Thermodynamics: “Hmm, if I have two containers
at equal temperature, what must go on between them
so that, without external interference, the one gets hot-
ter, while the other gets colder?” Or, if you wish, let-
ting order (discriminability) emerge from disorder (in-
discriminateness), i.e., reducing the entropy of the sys-
tem. Maxwell, indeed, came up with a charming pro-
posal by inventing a demon who would operate accord-
ing to a well-defined rule. This demon is to guard a small
aperture in the wall separating the two containers and to
watch the molecules that come flying toward this aper-
ture. He opens the aperture to let a molecule pass when-
ever a fast one comes from the cool side or a slow one
comes from the hot side. Otherwise he keeps the aper-
ture closed. Obviously, by this maneuver he gets the
cool container cooler (for it loses all its “hot” molecules)
and the hot container hotter (for it loses all its “cool”
molecules), thus apparently upsetting the Second Law of
Thermodynamics. So, Maxwell invented his famous de-
mon, whose name is, of course, “Maxwell’s Demon,”
and for quite a while it was thought he would indeed
have defeated the Second Law. (Later on, however, it
was shown—but that is quite irrelevant to my story—
that indeed, the Second Law of Thermodynamics is up-
held, even with the demon working. Because in order
for the demon to judge whether these molecules are fast
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or slow, he must of course have a flashlight to see these
molecules; but a flashlight has a battery, and batteries run
out, and there of course goes the hope of having defeated
the Second Law of Thermodynamics!)

But there is another point that I would like to make
regarding this demon, and that is that he is the incorpo-
ration par excellence not only of any principle that gen-
erates distinctions and order, but also of a general notion
of computation. One of the most fundamental concepts
of computation, I submit, was developed in the thirties
by the English mathematician Alan Turing. He exem-
plified his notion with the aid of a fictitious machine, a
conceptual device, the internal states of which are con-
trolled by one, and are controlling the other one of the
machine’s two external parts. The first one is a (theo-
retically infinite) long tape that is subdivided into equal-
sized squares on which from a given alphabet (one may
say “language”), erasable symbols can be written. The
other part is a reading/writing head which scans the sym-
bol on the square below it and, depending upon the ma-
chine’s internal state, will either change this symbol or
else leave it unchanged. After this it will move to the next
square, either to the left or to the right, and finally will
change its internal state. When these operations are com-
pleted, a new cycle can begin, with the head now reading
the symbol on the new square. In a famous publication,
Turing proved that this machine can indeed compute all
computable numbers or, as I would say in reference to
our topic, all “conceivable arrangements.”2

What I would like now to demonstrate is that
this machine—whose name is, of course, the “Turing
Machine”—and Maxwell’s demon are functional iso-
morphs or, to put it differently, that the machine’s com-
putational competence and the demon’s ordering talents
are equivalent. The purpose of my bringing up this
equivalence is, as you may remember from my introduc-
tory comments, to associate with the notions of disorder,
order, and complexity, measures that permit us to talk
about different degrees of order, say: “More order here!”
or “Less order there!”, and to watch the processes that
are changing these degrees.

Let us now quickly go through the exercise of this
demonstration by comparing the machine’s M and the
demon’s D actions during the five steps of one complete
cycle. Step (i): M reads symbol, D watches molecule;
(ii): M compares symbol with internal state, D compares
molecule’s speed with internal standard; (iii): M operates
on symbol and tape, D on aperture, opening or closing it;

(iv): M changes its internal states, D its internal standard;
(v): M and D go back to (i). Q.E.D.

Knowing about this equivalence puts us in the posi-
tion of transforming any ordering problem into a compu-
tational one. Consider, for instance, an arbitrary arrange-
ment, A, and its representation on the tape of a Turing
Machine by using a certain alphabet (language). What
Turing showed is that there exists another tape expres-
sion, called the ”description” of A, which, when used as
the initial tape expression will allow the machine to com-
pute from it the arrangement A. Let me now draw your
attention to three measures (numbers). One is the length
L(A) (that is, the number of squares) of the tape that is
taken up by the arrangement A; the second is the length
L(D) of A’s description (the initial tape expression); and
the third figure is N, the number of cycles the machine
has to go through to compute the arrangement A from its
description D.

Now we can collect some fruits from our intellectual
investment into the notions of machines, demons, etc. I
will describe just four:

(i) Order If the initial tape expression, the description,
is short, and what is to be computed, the arrange-
ment, is very long (L(D) < L(A)), then it is quite
obvious that the arrangement possesses lots of or-
der: a few rules will generate A. Take A to be 0,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, . . . , 999,999, 1,000,000. A suit-
able description of this arrangement may be: Each
follower equals its precursor + 1.

(ii) Disorder If the length of the description approxi-
mates the length of the arrangement, it is clear that
we do not understand this arrangement, for the de-
scription just parrots the arrangement. Take A to
be:

8, 5, 4, 9, 1, 7, 6, 3, 2, 0.

I challenge the mathematicians present, or any
puzzle wizard, to come up with a rule other than:
write 8, 5, 4, . . . that generates this arrangement.

(iii) Complexity I propose to use N, the number of cy-
cles for computing an arrangement, as a measure
for the complexity of this arrangement. In other
words, I suggest that we associate with the com-
plexity of an arrangement the time it takes the ma-
chine to compute it. For instance, during this meet-
ing a juxtaposition molecule/man was made with
the suggestion—so I understood—to learn about
the properties of human beings from the known

2“On Computable Numbers with an Application to the Entscheidungsproblem,” in Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society 2, no. 42
(1936), 230–65.
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properties of molecules. In computational jargon
such computations are usually referred to as com-
putations ab ovo or, as in our case ab molecula.
From this point of view it may be not too diffi-
cult to see that N, the number of computational
steps, will be so large (e.g., the age of the uni-
verse being too short to accommodate N) that N
becomes “trans-computational.” That means, we
can just forget about the whole thing, for we shall
never see the end of it!

(iv) Language The choicest of the four fruits I have
left to be the last for you to taste, for it is the
most crucial one in my narrative. It is the obser-
vation that all the three quantities mentioned be-
fore: the length of an arrangement, the length of
its description, and the length of computing this
arrangement, are drastically changed by changing
from one alphabet a to another one, say, b. In
other words, the degree of disorder or order that
can be seen in an arrangement depends in a de-
cisive way upon the choice of language (alpha-
bet) that is used in these operations. Take as an
example my telephone number in Pescadero. It
is 879-0616. Shift to another alphabet, say, the
binary alphabet. In that language my number is
100001100010001001011000. Should you have
difficulties remembering that number, shift back to
the former language!
Take as another example the random number se-
quence 8, 5, 4, etc., I spoke of earlier (point ii).
I suggest shifting from an alphabet that uses Ara-
bic numerals to one that spells out each numeral
in English: 8—eight, 5—five, 4—four, etc., and it
becomes clear that under this alphabet the former
“random sequence” is well determined, hence has
a very short description: it is “alphabetical” (eight,
five, four, nine, one, etc.).

Although I could go on with a wealth of examples that
would drive home again and again the main points of my
argument, in the hope that the foregoing examples suf-
fice I will summarize these points in two propositions.
Number one: A computational metaphor allows us to as-
sociate the degree of order of an arrangement with the
shortness of its description. Number two: The length
of descriptions is language-dependent. From these two
propositions, a third one, my essential clincher, follows:
Since language is not something we discover-it is our
choice, and it is we who invent it disorder and order are
our inventions!3

With this sequence I have come full circle to my intro-
ductory claim that I shall once and for all put to rest the
question of whether disorder and order are discoveries or
our inventions. My answer, I think, is clear.

Let me draw from this constructivist position a few
epistemological consequences that are inaccessible to
would-be discoverers.

One of these is that properties that are believed to re-
side in things turn out to be those of the observer. Take,
for instance, the semantic sisters of Disorder: Noise,
Unpredictability, Chance; or those of Order: Law, Pre-
dictability, Necessity. The last of these two triads,
Chance and Necessity, have been associated until even
recently with Nature’s working. From a constructivist
point of view, Necessity arises from the ability to make
infallible deductions, while Chance arises from the in-
ability to make infallible inductions. That is, Necessity
and Chance reflect some of our abilities and inabilities,
and not those of Nature.

More of that shortly. For the moment, however, let
me entertain the question of whether there exists a bio-
logical backup for these notions. The answer is yes, and
indeed, I am very happy that we have just those people
around who were producing this very backup that allows
me to speak about an organism as an autonomous en-
tity. The original version came from three Chilean neuro-
philosophers, who invented the idea of autopoiesis. One
of them is sitting here, Francisco Varela; another one is
Umberto Maturana, and the third one is Ricardo Uribe,
who is now at the University of Illinois. They wrote the
first paper in English on the notion of autopoiesis, and
in my computer language I would say that autopoiesis
is that organization which computes its own organiza-
tion. I hope that Francisco will not let me down tomor-
row and will address himself to the notion of autopoiesis.
Autopoiesis is a notion that requires systemic closure.
That means organizational, but not necessarily thermo-
dynamic, closure. Autopoietic systems are thermody-
namically open, but organizationally closed.

Without going into details I would like to mention that
the concept of closure has recently become very popu-
lar in mathematics by calling upon a highly developed
branch of it, namely, Recursive Function Theory. One
of its concerns is with operations that iteratively operate
on their outcomes, that is, they are operationally closed.
Some of these results are directly associated with notions
of self-organization, stable, unstable, multiple and dy-
namic equilibria, as well as other concepts that would fit
into the topic of our symposium.

3Except for the Greeks, who believed that it was the Gods who invented language and that we humans are doomed to discover it.
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However, traditionally there have always been logical
problems associated with the concept of closure, hence
the reluctance until recently to take on some of its prob-
lematic aspects. Consider, for example, the relation of
an observer to the system he observes. Under closure, he
would be included in the system of his observation. But
this would be anathema in a science where the rule is
“objectivity.” Objectivity demands that the properties of
the observer shall not enter the descriptions of his obser-
vations. This proscription becomes manifest when you
submit to any scientific journal an article containing a
phrase like “I observed that—.” The editor will return it
with the correction “It can be observed that. . . ” I claim
that this shift from “I”, to “it” is a strategy to avoid re-
sponsibility: “it” cannot be responsible; moreover, “it”
cannot observe!

The aversion to closure, in the sense of the observer
being part of the system he observes, may go deeper.
It may derive from an orthodox apprehension that self-
reference will invite paradox, and inviting paradox is like
making the goat the gardener. How would you take it if I
were to make the following self-referential utterance: “I
am a liar.” Do I speak the truth? Then I lie. But when I
lie, I speak the truth. Apparently, such logical mischief
has no place in a science that hopes to build on a solid
foundation where statements are supposedly either true
or else false.

However, let me say that the problems of the logic of
self-reference have been handled very elegantly by a cal-
culus of self-reference, whose author is sitting on my left
(Varela). I hope he will not let me down and will give me
a bit of self-reference when he speaks tomorrow!

Social theory needs agents that account for the cohe-
siveness of social structure. Traditionally the agents are
seen in sets of proscriptions issued with some dictato-
rial flavor, usually of the form “Thou shalt not. . . ” It is
clear that everything I said tonight not only contradicts,
but even refutes, such views. The three columns, auton-
omy, responsibility, choice, on which my position rests,
are pointing in the opposite direction.

What would be my counter-proposal? Let me con-
clude my presentation with a proposition that may well
serve as a Constructivist Ethical Imperative: “I shall act
always so as to increase the total number of choices.”

Discussion

PAUL WATZLAWICK [STANFORD]. Heinz, would you
say that, in addition to what you call the “ethical imper-
ative,” there is still a further conclusion to be drawn, and
that is that if you realize that you are the constructor of

your own reality, you are then also free, and so the ques-
tion of freedom enters, so there is a deontic quality to
what you were saying?
VON FOERSTER. My response is: Yes, precisely.
KARL H. PRIBRAM [STANFORD MEDICAL SCHOOL].
Heinz, I agree with everything you said, and with what
Francisco says, but I have a problem. And that problem
is, given the kind of framework you have just “invented”
for us, and which I like very much, why is it that when I
go into the laboratory, something happens that surprises
me? When I know how things are supposed to go, and
they don’t.
VON FOERSTER. You are a very inventive character—
you even invent your surprises. For instance, when I
was talking about the two containers that are brought
together and said that a most surprising thing is taking
place, namely, that the hot one is getting cooler, and the
cool one getting hotter, I felt that apparently this was seen
as a joke—of course, everybody knows that, so what?
But my hope was that you would try to see this phe-
nomenon as if for the first time, as something new, some-
thing fascinating. Let me illustrate this point. I don’t
know whether you remember Castaneda and his teacher,
Don Juan. Castaneda wants to learn about things that go
on in the immense expanses of the Mexican chaparral.
Don Juan says, “You see this . . . ?” and Castaneda says
“What? I don’t see anything.” Next time, Don Juan says,
“Look here!” Castaneda looks, and says, “I don’t see a
thing.” Don Juan gets desperate, because he wants really
to teach him how to see. Finally, Don Juan has a solu-
tion. “I see now what your problem is. You can only see
things that you can explain. Forget about explanations,
and you will see.” You were surprised because you aban-
doned your preoccupation with explanations. Therefore,
you could see. I hope you will continue to be surprised.
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On Constructing a Reality

Heinz von Foerster

(1973)

Abstract: “Draw a distinction!”2

The Postulate: I am sure you remember the plain citi-
zen Jourdain in Moliere’s Bourgeois Gentilhomme who,
nouveau riche, travels in the sophisticated circles of the
French aristocracy, and who is eager to learn. On one
occasion with his new friends they speak about poetry
and prose, and Jourdain discovers to his amazement and
great delight that whenever he speaks, he speaks prose.
He is overwhelmed by this discovery: “I am speaking
Prose! I have always spoken Prose! I have spoken Prose
throughout my whole life!”

A similar discovery has been made not so long ago,
but it was neither of poetry nor prose—it was the envi-
ronment that was discovered. I remember when, perhaps
ten or fifteen years ago, some of my American friends
came running to me with the delight and amazement of
having just made a great discovery: “I am living in an
Environment! I have always lived in an Environment! I
have lived in an Environment throughout my whole life!”

However, neither M. Jourdain nor my friends have as
yet made another discovery, and that is when M. Jourdain
speaks, may it be prose or poetry, it is he who invents it,
and likewise when we perceive our environment, it is we
who invent it.

Every discovery has a painful and a joyful side:
painful, while struggling with a new insight; joyful, when
this insight is gained. I see the sole purpose of my pre-
sentation to minimize the pain and maximize the joy for
those who have not yet made this discovery; and for those
who have made it, to let them know they are not alone.
Again, the discovery we all have to make for ourselves is

the following postulate: the environment as we perceive
it is our invention.

The burden is now upon me to support this outrageous
claim. I shall proceed by first inviting you to participate
in an experiment; then I shall report a clinical case and
the results of two other experiments. After this I will give
an interpretation, and thereafter a highly compressed ver-
sion of the neurophysiological basis of these experiments
and my postulate of before. Finally, I shall attempt to
suggest the significance of all that to aesthetical and eth-
ical considerations.
I. Blindspot. Hold [Figure 1] next page with your right
hand, close your left eye and fixate asterisk of Fig. 1 with
your right eye. Move the book slowly back and forth
along line of vision until at an appropriate distance, from
about 12 to 14 inches, the round black spot disappears.
Keeping the asterisk well focused, the spot should re-
main invisible even if the figure is slowly moved parallel
to itself in any direction.

This localized blindness is a direct consequence of the
absence of photo receptors (rods or cones) at that point of
the retina, the “disc”, where all fibers, leading from the
eye’s light sensitive surface, converge to form the optic
nerve. Clearly, when the black spot is projected onto the
disc, it cannot be seen. Note that this localized blindness
is not perceived as a dark blotch in our visual field (see-
ing a dark blotch would imply “seeing”), but this blind-
ness is not perceived at all, that, is, neither as something
present, nor as something absent: whatever is perceived
is perceived “blotch-less”.

Figure 1

2Brown, G. S., Laws of Form. New York, Julian Press, page 3, 1972.
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II. Scotoma. Well localized occipital lesions in the brain,
e.g., injuries from high velocity projectiles, heal rela-
tively fast without the patient’s awareness of any per-
ceptible loss in his vision. However, after several weeks
motor dysfunction in the patient becomes apparent, e.g.,
loss of control of arm or leg movements of one side or
the other, etc. Clinical tests, however, show that there is
nothing wrong with the motor system, but that in some
cases there is substantial loss of a large portion of the vi-
sual field (scotoma) (Fig. 2)3. A successful therapy con-
sists of blindfolding the patient over a period of one to
two months until he regains control over his motor sys-
tem by shifting his “attention” from “non-existent” vi-
sual clues regarding his posture to “fully operative” chan-
nels that give direct postural clues from “Proprioceptive”
sensors embedded in muscles and joints. Note again the
absence of perception of “absence of perception”, and
also the emergence of perception through sensor-motor
interaction. This prompts two metaphors: “Perceiving is
Doing”; and, “If I don’t see I am blind, I am blind; but if
I see I am blind, I see”.

Figure 2

III. Alternates. A single word is spoken once into a tape
recorder and the tape smoothly spliced, without a click,
into a loop. The word is repetitively played back with a
high rather than low volume. After one or two minutes
of listening, from 50 to 150 repetitions, the word clearly
perceived so far abruptly changes into another meaning-
ful and clearly perceived word: an “alternate”. After 10
to 30 repetitions of this first alternate, a sudden switch to
a second alternate is perceived, and so on4.

The following is a small selection of the 758 alternates
reported from a population of about 200 subjects who

were exposed to a repetitive playback of the single word
Cogitate: agitate; annotate; arbitrate; artistry; back and
forth; brevity; ca d’etait; candidate; can’t you see; can’t
you stay; cape cod you say; card estate; cardio tape;
car district; catch a tape; cavitate; cha cha che; cog-
itate; computate; conjugate; conscious state; counter
tape; count to ten; count to three; count yer tape; cut
the steak; entity; fantasy; God to take; God you say; got
a date; got your pay; got your tape; gratitude; grav-
ity; guard the tit; gurgitate; had to take; kinds of tape;
majesty; marmalade.

Figure 3: Trial 1 (no behavioral evidence of learning)
Figure 4: Trial 13 (begins to wait for tones)

3Teuber, H. L., “Neuere Betrachtungen uber Sehstrahlung und Sehrinde” in Jung, R., Kornhuber H. (Eds.) Das Visuelle System, Berlin, Springer,
pages 256–274, 1961.

4Naeser, M. A., and Lilly, J. C., “The Repeating Word Effect: Phonetic Analysis of Reported Alternates”, Journal of Speech and Hearing
Research, 1971.
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Figure 5: Trial 4/20 (hypothesizes) Figure 6: Trial 6/9 (understands)

IV. Comprehension. Literally defined: con ⇒ together;
prehendere ⇒ to seize, grasp. Into the various sta-
tions of the auditory pathways in a cat’s brain, micro-
electrodes are implanted which allow a recording, “Elec-
troencephalogram”, from the nerve cells first to receive
auditory stimuli, Cochlea Nucleus: CN, up to the Au-
ditory Cortex5. The so prepared cat is admitted into a
cage that contains a food box whose lid can be opened
by pressing a lever. However, the lever-lid connection is
operative only when a short single tone (here C6, that is
about 1000 Hz) is repetitively presented6. The cat has to
learn that C6 “means” food. Figures 3 to 6 show the
pattern of nervous activity at eight ascending auditory
stations, and at four consecutive stages of this learning
process7 The cat’s behavior associated with the recorded
neural activity is for Fig. 3: “Random search”; Fig. 4:
“Inspection of lever”; Fig. 5: “Lever pressed at once”;
and for Fig. 6: “Walking straight toward lever (full com-
prehension)”. Note that no tone is perceived as long as
this tone is uninterpretable (Figs. 3, 4; pure noise), but
the whole system swings into action with the appear-
ance of the first “beep” (Figs. 5, 6; noise becomes sig-
nal) when sensation becomes comprehensible, when our
perception of ‘’beep”, “beep”, “beep”, is in the cat’s per-
ception “food”, “food”, “food”.

Interpretation. In these experiments I have cited in-
stances in which we see or hear what is not “there”, or in
which we do not see or hear what is “there”, unless coor-
dination of sensation and movement allows us to “grasp”
what appears to be there. Let me strengthen this obser-
vation by citing now the, “Principle of Undifferentiated
Encoding”:

The response of a nerve cell does not encode
the physical nature of the agents that caused
its response. Encoded is only “how much”
at this point on my body, but not “what”.

Take, for instance, a light sensitive receptor cell in the
retina, a “rod”, which absorbs the electro-magnetic radi-
ation originating from a distant source. This absorption
causes a change in the electrochemical potential in the
rod which will ultimately give rise to a periodic electric
discharge of some cells higher up in the post-retinal net-
works with a period that is commensurate with the inten-
sity of the radiation absorbed, but without a clue that it
was electro-magnetic radiation that caused the rod to dis-
charge. The same is true for any other sensory receptor,
may it be the taste buds, the touch receptors, and all the
other receptors that are associated with the sensations of
smell, heat and cold, sound, etc.: they are all “blind” as
to the quality of their stimulation, responsive only as to
their quantity.

Although surprising, this should not come as a sur-
prise, for indeed “out there” there is no light and no color,
there are only electro-magnetic waves; “out there” there
is no sound and no music, there are only periodic varia-
tions of the air pressure; “out there” there is no heat and
no cold, there are only moving molecules with more or
less mean kinetic energy, and so on. Finally, for sure,
“out there” there is no pain.

Since the physical nature of the stimulus—its
quality—is not encoded into nervous activity, the funda-
mental question arises as to how does our brain conjure
up the tremendous variety of this colorful world as we
experience it any moment while awake, and sometimes
in dreams while asleep. This is the “Problem of Cog-
nition”, the search for an understanding of the cognitive
processes.

The way in which a question is asked determines the
way in which an answer may be found. Thus, it is upon
me to paraphrase the “Problem of Cognition” in such a
way that the conceptual tools that are today at our dis-
posal may become fully effective. To this end let me
paraphrase (→) “cognition” in the following way:

5Worden, F. G., “EEG Studies and.Conditional Reflexes in Man”, in Brazier, Mary A. B., The Central Nervous System and Behavior, New York,
Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation, pages 270–291, 1959.

6“Hz” means 1 cycle per second, is the unit for oscillations named after Heinrich Hertz who generated the first radio signals.
7op cit.
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COGNITION → computing a reality.

With this I anticipate a storm of objections. First, I
appear to replace one unknown term, “cognition” with
three other terms, two of which, “computing” and “re-
ality”, are even more opaque than the definiendum, and
with the only definite word used here being the indefinite
article “a”. Moreover, the use of the indefinite article im-
plies the ridiculous notion of other realities besides “the”
only and one reality, our cherished Environment; and fi-
nally I seem to suggest by “computing” that everything,
from my wristwatch to the Galaxies, is merely computed,
and is not “there”. Outrageous!

Let me take up these objections one by one. First,
let me remove the semantic sting that the term “comput-
ing” may cause in a group of women and men who are
more inclined toward the humanities than to the sciences.
Harmlessly enough, computing (from com-putare) liter-
ally means to reflect, to contemplate (putare) things in
concert (com-), without any explicit reference to numer-
ical quantities. Indeed, I shall use this term in this most
general sense to indicate any operation, not necessarily
numerical, that transforms, modifies, re-arranges, or or-
ders observed physical entities, “objects”, or their repre-
sentations, “symbols”. For instance, the simple permuta-
tion of the three letters A, B, C, in which the last letter
now goes first: C, A, B, I shall call a computation. Sim-
ilarly, the operation that obliterates the commas between
the letters: CAB; and likewise the semantic transforma-
tion that changes CAB into TAXI, and so on.

I shall now turn to the defense of my use of the in-
definite article in the noun-phrase “a reality”. I could,
of course, shield myself behind the logical argument that
solving for the general case, implied by the “a”, I would
also have solved any specific case denoted by the use of
“the”. However, my motivation lies much deeper. In fact,
there is a deep hiatus that separates the “The”-school-of-
thought from the “A”-school-of-thought in which respec-
tively the distinct concepts of “confirmation” and “corre-
lation” are taken as explanatory paradigms for percep-
tions. The “The-School”: My sensation of touch is con-
firmation for my visual sensation that here is a table. The
“A-School”: My sensation of touch in correlation with
my visual sensation generate an experience which I may
describe by “here is a table”.

I am rejecting the THE-position on epistemological
grounds, for in this way the whole Problem of Cogni-
tion is safely put away in one’s own cognitive blind spot:
even its absence can no longer be seen.

Finally one may rightly argue that cognitive processes
do not compute wristwatches or galaxies, but compute at
best descriptions of such entities. Thus I am yielding to
this objection and replace my former paraphrase by:

COGNITION → computing descriptions of a reality.

Neurophysiologists, however, will tell us that a de-
scription computed on one level of neural activi ty, say a
projected image on the retina, will be operated on again
on higher levels, and so on, whereby some motor activ-
ity may be taken by an observer as a “terminal descrip-
tion”, for instance the utterance: “here is a table”8. Con-
sequently, I have to modify this paraphrase again to read:

where the arrow turning back suggests this infinite re-
cursion of descriptions of descriptions . . . etc. This for-
mulation has the advantage that one unknown, namely,
“reality” is successfully eliminated. Reality appears only
implicit as the operation of recursive descriptions. More-
over, we may take advantage of the notion that comput-
ing descriptions is nothing else but computations. Hence:

In summary, I propose to interpret cognitive processes
as never ending recursive processes of computation, and
I hope that in the following tour de force of neurophysi-
ology I can make this interpretation transparent.

Neurophysiology

I. Evolution. In order that the principle of recursive
computation is fully appreciated as being the underlying
principle of all cognitive processes—even of life itself,

8Maturana, H. R., “Neurophysiology of Cognition,” in Garvin, P., Cognition: A Multiple View,. New York, Spartan Press, pages 3–23, 1970.
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as one of the most advanced thinkers in biology assures
me—it may be instructive to go back for a moment to
the most elementary—or as evolutionists would say, to
very “early”—manifestations of this principle(6). These
are the “independent effectors”, or independent sensory-
motor units, found in protozoa and metazoa distributed
over the surface of these animals (Fig. 7). The triangu-
lar portion of this unit, protruding with its tip from the
surface, is the sensory part, the onion-shaped portion the
contractile motor part. A change in the chemical concen-
tration of an agent in the immediate vicinity of the sens-
ing tip, and “perceptible” by it, causes an instantaneous
contraction of this unit. The resulting displacement of
this or any other unit by change of shape of the animal
or its location may, in turn, produce perceptible changes
in the agent’ s concentration in the vicinity of these units
which, in turn, will cause their instantaneous contraction,
etc. Thus, we have the recursion:

Separation of the sites of sensation and action appears
to have been the next evolutionary step (Figure 8). The
sensory and motor organs are now connected by thin fila-
ments, the “axons” (in essence degenerated muscle fibers
having lost their contractility), which transmit the sen-
sor’s perturbations to its effector, thus giving rise to the
concept of a “signal”: see something here, act accord-
ingly there.

The crucial step, however, in the evolution of the com-
plex organization of the mammalian central nervous sys-
tem (CNS) appears to be the appearance of an “inter-
nuncial neuron”, a cell sandwiched between the sensory
and the motor unit (Fig. 9). It is, in essence, a sensory
cell, but specialized so as to respond only to a univer-
sal “agent”, namely, the electrical activity of the afferent
axons terminating in its vicinity. Since its present activ-
ity may affect its subsequent responsivity, it introduces
the element of computation in the animal kingdom, and
gives these organisms the astounding latitude of non triv-
ial behaviors. Having once developed the genetic code
for assembling an internuncial neuron, to add the genetic
command “repeat” is a small burden indeed. Hence, I
believe, it is now easy to comprehend the rapid prolif-
eration of these neurons along additional vertical layers
with growing horizontal connections to form those com-
plex interconnected structures we call “brains”.
II. Neuron. The neuron, of which we have more than
ten billion in our brain, is a highly specialized single

cell with three anatomically distinct features (Fig. 10):
(a) the branch-like ramifications stretching up and to the
side, the “dendrites”; (b) the bulb in the center housing
the cell’s nucleus, the “cell body”; and (c), the “axon”,
the smooth fiber stretching downward. Its various bi-
furcations terminate on dendrites of another (but some-
times [recursively] on the same) neuron. The same mem-
brane which envelopes the cell body forms also the tubu-
lar sheath for dendrites and axon, and causes the inside
of the cell to be electrically charged against the outside
with about one tenth of a volt. If in the dendritic region
this charge is sufficiently perturbed, the neuron “fires”
and sends this perturbation along its axons to their termi-
nations, the synapses.

III. Transmission. Since these perturbations are electri-
cal, they can be picked up by “microprobes”, amplified
and recorded. Fig. 11 shows three examples of periodic
discharges from a touch receptor under continuous stim-
ulation, the low frequency corresponding to a weak, the
high frequency to a strong stimulus. The magnitude of
the discharge is clearly everywhere the same, the pulse
frequency representing the stimulus intensity, but the in-
tensity only.
IV. Synapse. Fig. 12 sketches a synaptic junction. The
afferent axon (Ax), along which the pulses travel, ter-
minates in an end bulb (EB) which is separated from
the spine (sp) of a dendrite (D) of the target neuron by
a minute gap (sy), the “synaptic gap” (Note the many
spines that cause the rugged appearance of the dendrites
in Fig. 10). The chemical composition of the “trans-
mitter substances” filling the synaptic gap is crucial in
determining the effect an arriving pulse may have on the
ultimate response of the neuron: under certain circum-
stances it may produce an “inhibitory effect” (cancella-
tion of another simultaneously arriving pulse); in others
a “facilitory effect”’ (augmenting another pulse to fire
the neuron). Consequently, the synaptic gap can be seen
as the “micro-environment” of a sensitive tip, the spine,
and with this interpretation in mind we may compare
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the sensitivity of the CNS to changes of the internal en-
vironment (the sum-total of all micro-environments) to
those of the external environment (all sensory receptors).
Since there are only a hundred million sensory receptors,
and about ten-thousand billion synapses in our nervous
system, we are 100,000 times more receptive to changes
in our internal than in our external environment.

Figure 12

Figure 13
V. Cortex. In order that one may get at least some per-
spective on the organization of the entire machinery that
computes all perceptual, intellectual and emotional expe-
riences, I have attached Fig. 13 which shows magnified a
section of about 2 square millimeters of a cat’s cortex by
a staining method which stains only cell body and den-
drites, and of those only 1% of all neurons present9.

Although you have to imagine the many connections
among these neurons provided by the (invisible) axons,
and a density of packing that is a hundred times that
shown, the computational power of even this very small
part of a brain may be sensed.

Figure 14
VI. Descartes. This perspective is a far cry from that be-
ing held, say three hundred years ago: “If the fire A is
near the foot B (Fig. 14), the particles of this fire, which
as you know move with great rapidity, have the power to
move the area of the skin of this foot that they touch; and
in this way drawing the little thread, c, that you see to be
attached at the base of toes and on the nerve, at the same
instant they open the entrance of the pore, d, e, at which
this little thread terminates, just as by pulling one end of
a cord, at the same time one causes the bell to sound that
hangs at the other end10.

Now the entrance of the pore or little conduit, d, e, be-
ing thus opened, the animal spirits of the cavity F, enter
within and are carried by it, partly into the muscles that
serve to withdraw this foot from the fire, partly into those
that serve to turn the eyes and the head to look at it, and
partly into those that serve to advance the hands and to
bend the whole body to protect it.”

Note, however, that some behaviorists of today still
cling to the same view with one difference only, namely,
that in the meantime Descartes’ “animal spirit” has gone
into oblivion11.

9Sholl, D. A., The Organization of the Cerebral Cortex, London, Methuen, 1956.
10Descartes, R., L’Homme, Paris, Angot, 1664. Reprinted in Ouevres de Descartes, XI, Paris, Adam and Tannery, pages 119-209, 1957.
11Skinner, B. F., Beyond Freedom and Dignity, New York, Knopf, 1971.
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VII. Computation. The retina of vertebrates with its as-
sociated nervous tissue is a typical case of neural com-
putation. Fig. 15 is a schematic representation of a mam-
malian retina and its post-retinal network. The layer la-
beled #1 represents the array of rods and cones, and layer
#2 the bodies and nuclei of these cells. Layer #3 identi-
fies the general region where the axons of the receptors
synapse with the dendritic ramifications of the “bipo-
lar cells” (#4) which, in turn, synapse in layer #5 with
the dendrites of the ganglion cells (#6) whose activity is
transmitted to deeper regions of the brain via their axons
which are bundled together to form the optic nerve (#7).
Computation takes place within the two layers labeled #3
and #5, that is, where the synapses are located.

Figure 15
As Maturana has shown, it is there where the sensation
of color and some clues as to form are computed12

Form computation: take the two-layered periodic net-
work of Fig. 16, the upper layer representing receptor
cells sensitive to, say, “light”. Each of these recep-
tors is connected to three neurons in the lower (comput-
ing) layer, with two excitatory synapses on the neuron
directly below (symbolized by buttons attached to the
body), and with one inhibitory synapse (symbolized by a
loop around the tip) attached to each of the two neurons,
one to the left and one to the right. It is clear that the
computing layer will not respond to uniform light pro-
jected on the receptive layer, for the two excitatory stim-
uli on a computer neuron will be exactly compensated by
the inhibitory signals coming from the two lateral recep-
tors. This zero-response will prevail under strongest and
weakest stimulation as well as to slow or rapid changes
of the illumination. The legitimate question may now
arise—“Why this complex apparatus that doesn’t do a
thing?”’

Consider now Fig. 17 in which an obstruction is placed
in the light path illuminating the layer of receptors.
Again all neurons of the lower layer will remain silent,
except the one at the edge of the obstruction, for it re-
ceives two excitatory signals from the receptor above, but
only one inhibitory signal from the sensor to the left. We
now understand the important function of this net, for it
computes any spatial variation in the visual field of this
“eye”, independent of intensity of the ambient light and
its temporal variations, and independent of place and ex-
tension of the obstruction.

Although all operations involved in this computation
are elementary, the organization of these operations al-
lows us to appreciate a principle of considerable depth,
namely, that of the computation of abstracts, here the no-
tion of “edge”.

I hope that this simple example is sufficient to suggest
to you the possibility of generalizing this principle in the
sense that “computation” can be seen on at least two lev-
els, namely, (a) the operations actually performed, and
(b) the organization of these operations represented here
by the structure of the nerve net. In computer language
(a) would again be associated with “operations”, but (b)
with the “program”. As we shall see later, in “biolog-
ical computers” the programs themselves may be com-
puted on. This leads to the concepts of “meta-programs”,
“meta-meta-programs”, . . . etc. This, of course, is the
consequence of the inherent recursive organization of
those systems.

12Maturana, H. R., “A Biological Theory of Relativistic Colour Coding in the Primate Retina”, Arch. Biologia y Medicina Exper., Suppl. No. 1,
Soc. Biologia de Chile, Santiago, Universidad de Chile, 1968.
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Figure 18
VIII. Closure. By attending to all the neurophysiolog-
ical pieces, we may have lost the perspective that sees
an organism as a functioning whole. In Fig. 18 I have
put these pieces together in their functional context. The
black squares labeled N represent bundles of neurons that
synapse with neurons of other bundles over the (synap-
tic) gaps indicated by the spaces between squares. The
sensory surface (SS) of the organism is to the left, its
motor surface (MS) to the right, and the neuropituitary
(NP) the strongly innervated mastergland that regulated
the entire endocrinal system, is the stippled lower bound-
ary of the array of squares. Nerve impulses traveling hor-
izontally (from left to right) ultimately act on the motor
surface (MS) whose changes (movements) are immedi-
ately sensed by the sensory surface (SS), as suggested by
the “external” pathway following the arrows.

Impulses traveling vertically (from top to bottom)
stimulate the neuropituitary (NP) whose activity releases
steroids into the synaptic gaps, as suggested by the wig-
gly terminations of the lines following the arrow, and
thus modify the modus operandi of all synaptic junctures,
hence the modus operandi of the system as a whole. Note
the double closure of the system which now recursively
operates not only on what it “sees” but on its opera-
tors as well. In order to make this twofold closure even
more apparent I propose to wrap the diagram of Fig. 18
around its two axes of circular symmetry until the arti-
ficial boundaries disappear and the torus (doughnut) as
in Fig. 19 is obtained. Here the “synaptic gap” between
the motor and sensory surfaces is the striated meridian in
the front center, the neuropituitary the stippled equator.
This, I submit, is the functional organization of a living
organism in a (dough)nut shell. (Fig. 19)

Figure 19
The computations within this torus are subject to a

non-trivial constraint, and this is expressed in the Pos-
tulate of Cognitive Homeostasis:

The nervous system is organized (or orga-
nizes itself) so that it computes a stable real-
ity.

This postulate stipulates “autonomy”, i.e., “self reg-
ulation”, for every living organism. Since the seman-
tic structure of nouns with prefix “self-” becomes more
transparent when this prefix is replaced by the noun, “au-
tonomy” becomes synonymous with “regulation of regu-
lation”. This is precisely what the doubly closed, recur-
sively computing torus does: it regulates its own regula-
tion.
Significance. It may be strange in times like these to stip-
ulate autonomy, for autonomy implies responsibility: If I
am the only one who decides how I act then I am respon-
sible for my action. Since the rule of the most popular
game played today is to make someone else responsible
for my acts—the name of the game is “heteronomy”—
my arguments make, I understand, a most unpopular
claim. One way of sweeping it under the rug is to dis-
miss it as just another attempt to rescue “solipsism”, the
view that this world is only in my imagination and the
only reality is the imagining “I”. Indeed, that was pre-
cisely what I was saying before, but I was talking only
about a single organism. The situation is quite different
when there are two, as I shall demonstrate with the aid of
the gentleman with the bowler hat (Fig. 20).
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Figure 20
He insists that he is the sole reality, while everything

else appears only in his imagination. How ever, he can-
not deny that his imaginary universe is populated with
apparitions that are not unlike himself. Hence, he has to
concede that they themselves may insist that they are the
sole reality and everything else is only a concoction of
their imagination. In that case their imaginary universe
will be populated with apparitions, one of which may be
he, the gentleman with the bowler hat.

According to the Principle of Relativity which rejects
a hypothesis when it does not hold for two instances
together, although it holds for each instance separately
(Earthlings and Venusians may be consistent in claiming
to be in the center of the universe, but their claims fall
to pieces if they should, ever get together), the solipsistic
claim falls to pieces when besides me I invent another
autonomous organism. However, it should be noted that
since the Principle of Relativity is not a logical necessity,

nor is it a proposition that can be proven to be either true
or false, the crucial point to be recognized here is that I
am free to choose either to adopt this principle or to reject
it. If I reject it, I am the center of the universe, my real-
ity are my dreams and my nightmares, my language is
monologue, and my logic mono-logic. If I adopt it, nei-
ther me nor the other can be the center of the universe.
As in the heliocentric system, there must be a third that
is the central reference. It is the relation between Thou
and I, and this relation is IDENTITY:

Reality = Community

What are the consequences of all this in ethics and aes-
thetics?

The Ethical Imperative: Act always so as to increase
the number of choices.

The Aesthetical Imperative: If you desire to see, learn
how to act.

eyes by Herbert Brün
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Invitation to Dance
A Conversation with Heinz von Foerster

Christina Waters
Santa Cruz, California, November 1999

Meeting with Heinz von Foerster last month at his
home nestled in the Santa Cruz Mountains, it was my
hope that he discuss some of the premisses that have un-
derwritten not just his professional life as a cyberneti-
cian, but his personal life extending from youth in Vi-
enna to a variety of entrepreneurial adventures in this
country. Seated with the 88-year-old physicist—his frail
body somehow persistent, eyes flashing with intellectual
vigor—what emerged was a clear commitment to a set
of guiding principles. Famed as a robust raconteur, von
Foerster explicated his dedication to the path that has
led him, with characteristic dignity, to these penultimate
days he enjoys at Rattlesnake Hill in coastal California.
Q: Do you think that in the end, from where you are
right now, that you’ve been an inventor or a discoverer?
A: Always an inventor. A discovery means, you see, this
is to uncover, to take a blanket away. Discover means you
undo a cover from a thing which is already there. Take a
cover off. The inventor is doing something which is new,
which is not already there.

And my position is, we create all the time, when we’re
sitting down and talking with each other. It’s always
something absolutely new, which was never there before.

The discoverer position, which people are very fond
to maintain, is in a sense being not responsible for that
which you are talking about. Because if you are only tak-
ing a cover away from something which is already there,
then you are only telling how it is. With this, you avoid
all the responsibility. This was brought home to me at
a class I had at Stanford University Journalism School.
There was a banner that said “Tell it Like It is”—so I
walk into that class and tell them, “my God gentlemen,
do you want to get rid of the responsibility of being a
writer by telling it like it is?” Nobody knows how it is. It
is how you tell it.

That is very important. Because now you see you cre-
ate the reality which all the people take as it is.

It is as you tell it. This point is so important yet most
people don’t recognize it.
Q: Do you feel that you’ve helped to create reality by

doing the cybernetics you’ve engaged in?
A: I have no idea whether I have. I’m just saying what I
hope somebody will listen to.
Q: Who is doing the real inventing today?
A: Everybody is, only they want not to recognize that.
Everybody who opens his mouth says something, invents
something that has never been said before—because we
are not machines. You say a new thing, even if it’s sim-
ply a question that is clumsy, or as silly or as funny as
you wish. There are no stupid questions-there are only
stupid answers. Ja?
Q: Why do we not want to accept responsibility?
A: Because the most horrible thing is to be responsible
for something. We have invented every trick to avoid re-
sponsibility. One way is to invent a hierarchy if you’re an
institutional organization. In a hierarchy everybody can
say, ‘I didn’t want to do it, I was told to do it.’ That gets
rid of responsibility.

Or there are the famous statements from politicians—
“I had no choice.;” And the moment somebody says that,
they are really saying ‘I refuse the responsibility for what
I’m doing.’ They always have all the choices, Ja?
Q: So it’s hard to accept responsibility.
A: Yes—that’s why we invent things like hierarchy—
and objectivity. Objectivity is one of the great tricks to
get rid of responsibility.

You know what objectivity is all about—it says that
the properties of the observer shall not enter a descrip-
tion of his observation. Now if that’s so, what remains?
No description, no observation. Because these are all
properties of the observer.
Q: Don’t you think that language, however, traps us into
a subject-object orientation?
A: Oh yes, it does that all the time.
Q: How then can we make sense, speak meaningfully to
each other, and yet still avoid reference to objectivity?
Don’t we almost have to reinvent language?
A: No. We can use language as a dance. Language for
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me is an invitation to dance. When we are dancing we
are using language to suggest to each other what steps
we would like to do.

Two partners are dancing out on a big floor—and no-
body leads. Both lead. Both help the other to make the
swing to the right, to the left, etc. These steps are not
prescribed. Steps are only there as a reference to be able
to use them. When we do a waltz we know how to do a
waltz, but whether we do it to the left or the right, for-
ward, backward, is a choice of the couple. And not the
choice of he or she.

So when we are talking with each other, we are in di-
alogue and invent what we both wish the other would
invent with me. Togetherness is the point in a dialogue.
And language is an invitation to dialogue and not an in-
vitation to monologue.
Q: How can someone in the everyday world see this
most easily, this dance metaphor? In poetry?
A: I think it is played out in every way that anybody
talks to each other. If I buy a ticket for the movie, I have
a conversation with the lady behind the window. And I
smile, and she smiles back. And we have become friends
for two seconds. And we have contacted another human
being. And this is probably what makes some people a
little bit queasy about me. This is my personal fun which
I have in life, to contact other people in such a way that
the other is taking notice of me.

You know my funny statement—the hearer and not the
speaker determines the meaning of an utterance. And if
you know that, then you need to determine how you must
speak so that the hearer is dancing with you.
Q: So it makes sense that someone who is a performer—
you—would use some of that body language to help that
dance take place.
A: Yes. But I don’t play the tricks. What I do is, I aim
that way. If I step up to the ticket counter, I know I’m
speaking to a human being.

[He conveys an incident in which he was trying on
shoes and he sensed immediately that something was
wrong with the salesperson.] I said, “What is wrong?”
She said she had destroyed her car today, and she began
crying. And you see, this is what happens. I aim at the
human being.[He relates another story about a huge in-
ternational conference in Hamburg in one of the largest
conference centers in the world.]

So I came to this huge psychiatric conference with all
the most important, great professors of the field. I was
there 2 minutes before starting time. I went to a room
where I could get a cup of coffee. And here were these
giants of social psychiatry, and I started introducing my-

self and then began to look for the coffee. It was on a far
table and next to it was a big leather couch. There was a
woman sitting on the couch who was clearly in distress.
I went over to her and asked if I can help her. No, I have
an extraordinary miserable earache, she tells me. I can’t
even think, I can’t even see. I offer her my Tylenol. I call
someone over to ask whether there’s a doctor who can
help, and ask if he can take the lady to the doctor. As she
went out to see the doctor she thanked me.

I thought this was interesting. You need a physicist
from California for the international conference of social
psychiatrists to find out that the wife of one has earaches
and can’t think.

The point is, it was so obvious to me. In a tenth of a
second, I could see this. And here the great professores
could not even tell that one of them was in distress.
Q: You have very strong diagnostic skills.
A: No I’m just feeling my way around. I always ask,
Who is the other? I always think about the other. The
other is the one who interprets my experience.
Q: Yes, and that I think is why you tell stories. You tell a
great many stories—but it’s never just to talk about your-
self. You are engaging your listener. You have always
told stories have you not?
A: Yes—of course. Our family was a story-telling fam-
ily. My grandmother was telling stories, my uncle was
telling stories, we were all always telling stories. Perhaps
it’s a Viennese habit—it could be a cultural hang-up. [He
laughs.]
Q: It could explain why conversation became so impor-
tant to you.
A: My uncle was in Siberia, my father was in Serbia.
One of my uncle’s co-prisoners escaped, my uncle told
him to contact my mother and tell her that he was still
alive. So he left. Six months later, he had walked from
Siberia and popped up in Vienna. Which was possible
in the year 1916, because it was before the collapse of
the Russian Empire. So he came to my grandmother and
said I have a letter from your son Ervin in Siberia. She
invited him in for a coffee and asked how he had made
it, how he had succeeded in walking for six months from
Siberia to Vienna. And he says, yes it was tough. And
that was the story. That was an example in our family of
good story telling.

Very quick and to the point. [He laughs.]
Q: Why didn’t cybernetics become a mainstream en-
deavor? Why don’t people all over the United States
know what cybernetics is?
A: But look! It is. Cybernetics is in every second word.
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If you open the newspaper there is cyber space, cyber
sex, cyber this and cyber that. Everything is cyberized.
Q: That’s not cybernetics, [We’re both laughing.]
A: No, but “cyber” is there. Look at terms like “feed-
back. ” Everybody knows what feedback is. Cybernetics
did that. Things of that sort. I think cybernetics connects
underneath. It’s implicit. Underneath, it’s completely
alive. But not explicit.

In some cases I find it more important that something
is acting implicitly, than explicitly. Because the implicit
has much more power.
Q: So you think that in a way it has infiltrated the intel-
lectual mainstream?
A: Absolutely! Nobody can talk without at least the
presence of cybernetics being operational. The presence
of these notions is absolutely alive, only not explicitly
referred to.

I find it very powerful that it’s underground. Because
people are unaware of it—and therefore don’t reject it.
[We laugh.]
Q: It’s gone underground and we in fact use it whether
we know it or not.
A: Ja, exactly.
Q: Who is furthering cybernetics today?
A: All the internet people, all computer people today.
They are all cyberneticians whether they like it or not.
Q: In what sense, Heinz?
A: Because they initiate dialogues. Internet dialogues
are initiated and then they expand over and over. You
expand the network’s interaction.
Q: So initiating conversations is critical. Why are con-
versations so important?
A: It’s the humanness which is expressed in the conver-
sation that is so important.
Q: And so conversations multiply the ways in which hu-
manness is expressed?
A: Exactly—and so you find your own. Because in the
reflection, in the eyes of the other, your own humanity
begins to develop. Which you cannot do in a monologue.

You have to dance with somebody else to recognize
who you are.
Q: So you are a humanist?
A: I don’t know that I’m a humanist—I’m entertaining
myself. I enjoy myself—dancing together with some-
body else.
Q: Has this been a goal in your life, this dancing with
somebody else?

A: I don’t know—that I have to leave to my observers.
The wonderful thing is that it crept by itself into

the underground—because of its interesting usefulness.
Look for instance how and understanding of systems,
like teamwork, is used in corporations, teamwork in
building a motor car—having teams who make the whole
car. Twenty people build a car and they cooperate with
each other and they feel very creative and not this passive
trivial, mechanical labor.They can go home at the end of
the day and say, “We built twenty cars. We did it.”
Q: And this is the implicit conversation at work.
A: Absolutely—what they do is converse. Everybody
gives the other something—to hold, or to put together.
So it is a cooperative dance.
Q: Would that apply to making a movie? Or fighting a
war?
A: Of course.
Q: Has your life itself evolved utilizing feedback? Have
you learned, recursively, from the various conversations
and, even mistakes that you made?
A: [He nods his head vigorously] Without them there
wouldn’t be any life at all. The whole thing is based
on interaction. A living organism interacts with the
universe—with every other thing. They are constantly
rolling along and changing each other. And this is how
life can function, because life is indeed a non-trivial sys-
tem, Ja? Any action changes itself and changes all the
rest.

There are two fundamental positions which one can
take when talking about anything. The one is the posi-
tion that I can say, I’m sitting here and looking at the
world as through a peephole at what’s going on in this
universe.

The other position is, I’m a part of the world. I am a
memberof it, not separated from the world. And what-
ever I do I change not only myself, I change the world as
well.

But as far as looking back at my own life, funnily
enough, I’m not reflecting about my life. I’m doing it.
Q: Is self-reflection something you’ve never done?
A: I’m always surprised that I’ve never done that. I don’t
reflect about my life. I can tell you lots of lovely stories
about my life, but that is not reflecting about my life.

It’s probably a cultural affair. We in my family, and
the climate in Vienna—it was a story-telling climate.

I just don’t reflect upon myself. I don’t even reflect
about whether I reflect or not. It’s not my habit.
Q: Would you say that to be within the dance is better?
A: I’d say that it’s a good thing. I would never say that
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anything’s better. Better for whom? No, I don’t see uni-
versal values—I don’t like to play that game. Lots of
people like to—I don’t. I avoid universal judgments. I’d
like to undermine them as much as possible, wherever I
hear them. I was always like that. Yes, as a boy. I was
always the worst student in class. I always understand
that it’s me who sees something a certain way. And that
it’s me who has a responsibility for saying that. I do not
want to drop it and shift to other people. I want to say
my thing and it is my thing.

But I would not make judgments for others. The point
is—and this is a distinction I love to make—in morals
you always tell the other how he has to act—“Thou
shalt not.” It’s always told by someone who’s outside the
moral arena, telling someone else how to behave.

But ethics is when you say, “I shall” or “I shall not,”
when you make a decision how you want to be. We al-
ways have the freedom to decide what we want to be-
come.

We are all free—we are damned to be free, as Ortega y
Gasset said. I always thought this existential insight was
great. Other people might think it’s horrifying to be free.
They would like to be told what to do.

I had several fascinating experiences as a child along
with my cousin Martin—we were always playing to-
gether. We both became very interested in magic. And
we got a gift package bought in one of those fun stores
with lots of wonderful magic tricks for children. So we
opened it and wanted to perform these things, and found
that they were utterly silly. They had nothing to do with
magic—it was just stupidity. So we thought—let’s do
some real magic. We were about 13 or 14—we observed
that magic is exactly the same thing—the hearer, in this
case the audience—interprets or makes the meaning of
what is being shown or talked about. So we have to
think about what the others are experiencing when we
do magic.

The question is: How do you tell a story so that it
transforms? First to see an elephant on the stage and
then suddenly it’s gone. Of course it’s not gone—they
just don’t see it. How do you persuade them that they
don’t see the elephant which is on the stage? That is the
problem for the magician. [He grins.]

What it is of course is pure magic. You can’t explain
it—but you do it.

Magic can’t be explained—it can just be done.
And much of my thinking comes from this period.

Then later on slipping into the Vienna Circle of philoso-
phers, particularly with the work of Ludwig Wittgenstein
whose Tractatus I knew by heart.

He would even talk to his family in terms of specific
propositions in this work. But fortunately a nephew of

Ludwig Wittgenstein was also enamored of this work and
we would test each other about the propositions. So we
knew uncle Ludwig very well.

This influences me very much—magic, Uncle Lud-
wig, and of course the idealistic school of philosophy,
Schopenhauer, Kant, to some extent Nietzsche. The a
priori, what is that except a trick to avoid responsibility.

He admits that he’s still influenced by Wittgenstein and
the rejection of a priori knowledge.

You cannot explain anything, you can only invite to
dance. You don’t reflect, you just do it.
Q: Is that why you have never written a book?
A: I don’t have the breath for writing a book—I can
write short stories, or little articles, this idea or that idea
is illuminated by me, but I don’t have the gigantic, tak-
ing a big breath and exhaling five hundred pages. I can
exhale about 20.

Two difficulties which stop me from writing a book-
the one was the first motto which Wittgenstein uses in
his Tractatus. Everything which you understand you can
say in three words. And the last words of the Tractatus:
“Of which you cannot speak, you must pass over in si-
lence.”
Q: What do you think of people who do write books?
Who go on and on and on?
A: They have never read Wittgenstein. [He laughs.]
They are not ashamed to write a sentence which is four
words long.
Q: You’ve said act so as to always increase choice.
You’ve also said that the purpose of the brain is to com-
pute a stable reality.
A: Yes, It is the function of the brain. The brain keeps
us from exploding—actually I should have long ago ex-
ploded.
Q: How do those two statements work together?
A: The one is choice—the other is about reality. They
don’t conflict.

I have many choices of things even within just this dis-
cussion. And every question you ask me is an invitation
to increase my number of choices, because I could tell
you this, or that, etc. etc.

And what you do in your interview, is keeping me
alive, to maintain the free choice of many other branches
of the stories I’m going to tell you. While we are sitting
here and I’m telling you this story, this reality is abso-
lutely stable because you invited me to give you the story
and here comes the stories. The point is to consider what
kind of a cognitive network there must be in order that
this stability which we experience is maintained.

That is the interesting question.
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Introduction to Information Theory

Heinz Von Foerster

(1972)

The most fundamental step in a mathematical theory
of information is the development of a measure for the
amount of uncertainty of a situation as a whole, or —
as I shall put it — for the uncertainty of a “well-defined
universe.” The definition of this universe under discourse
can be done on several levels. The first step in its defini-
tion is to associate with this universe a finite number of
distinguishable states which are, also, all the states that
the universe can assume. To use some worn-out but illus-
trative examples, a die with its six faces, or a coin with
its two sides, may be considered as such a universe. The
face or the side that comes up after the die or the coin
is tossed, represents a distinguishable state in these re-
spective “universes.” Due to the distinguishability of the
individual states, it is possible to label them, say, S1, S2,
S3, etc. In general, we may call a state Si, where i goes
through all integers from 1 to n, if our universe is defined
by precisely n states. Thus, for the coin:

n = 2;
{

S1 = heads,
S2 = tails,

and, similarly, for the die, n = 6, with the names of
states Si corresponding — for simplicity — to the eyes,
i, shown by the die.

As long as we do not deal with a completely deter-
ministic universe, that is, a universe in which for each
state there exists one, and only one possible successor
state (and our previous examples are certainly not of this
type), we intuitively associate with such indeterminis-
tic universes a certain amount of uncertainty. For in-
stance, in the coin situation we may say that we are un-
able to predict the outcome of a particular toss, but we
are much less uncertain with respect to the situation as
a whole if we compare it with the die situation with its
superior variety of possible outcomes. The question of
how much uncertainty can be associated with these vari-
ous situations leads to the second step in the definition of
our universes. Since, clearly, probability considerations
will determine these uncertainties, I propose to associate
with each state Si in our universe the probability pi of
its occurrence. Since our universe consists of precisely
n states, and hence must be in one of these states at any
instant of time, we have, of course, certainty that it is at

a given instant of time in any one of its states:

p1 + p2 + . . . + pn =
n

∑
1

pi = 1. (1)

In the simple situation of a universe in which all prob-
abilities pi are alike, say, pu — as it is the case for an
“honest” coin or an “honest” die — the equation above
is simply

n× pi = 1,

and the probability for an individual state Si is just the
inverse of the number of states:

pu = pi =
1
n
,

or, for our two examples:

pcoin =
1
2
, and pdie =

1
6
.

If we wish now to associate with each universe a mea-
sure of uncertainty, it appears, at least, to be plausible
that this measure has to take into consideration the prob-
abilities, or the uncertainties, if you wish, of all states
that define this universe. In other words, the measure of
uncertainty — usually denoted by H — of a particular
universe should be a function of all pi:

H = H(p1; p2; p3; . . . pi . . . pn). (2)

Since there are infinitely many functions from which
we may choose one, as, for example,

n

∑
1

pi
2 ;

n

∑
1

epi ;
n

∏
1

log pi ; etc., etc., . . .

we are in a position to introduce certain conditions which
we intuitively like to see fulfilled in our final choice for
a measure of the uncertainty of a universe. It cannot be
stressed strongly enough that the choice of these condi-
tions is more or less arbitrary, their justifications being
solely confined to their implications.

One of these conditions may reasonably be that the
measure of these uncertainties should, in a sense, reflect
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our intuition of the amount of these uncertainties. In
other words, more uncertainty should be represented by
a higher measure of uncertainty.

Another condition may be that the measure of uncer-
tainty should vanish (H = 0) for a deterministic universe,
that is, for a universe in which there are no uncertainties.

Finally, we may propose that the measure of uncer-
tainty for two independent universes, U1 and U2, should
be the sum of the measure of uncertainty of each universe
separately. In mathematical language, this is

H(U1&U2) = H(U1)+H(U2). (3)

From this last condition we may get a hint as to the
form of our measure function. Consider for a moment
our two examples, the coin and the die. We wish that
the measure that expresses the uncertainty of a universe
composed of a coin and a die equals the sum of the mea-
sures that express the uncertainties of the coin-universe
and of the die-universe. Since, in the combined universe,
the number of states nCD is the product of the number of
states of the component universes nC, nD:

nCD = nC ×nD = 2×6 = 12;

and since all probabilities are equal:

pCD =
1

nCD
=

1
nC ×nD

= pC × pD.

we have with a postulated addition theorem of indepen-
dent universes:

H(pCD) = H(pC × pD) = H(pC)+H(pD).

This relation states that the desired measure function, H,
taken of the product of two factors, should [be] equal to
the sum of the measure function of the factors. There is,
essentially, only one mathematical function that fulfills
this condition, namely, the logarithmic function. Conse-
quently, we put tentatively:

H(p) = k× log(p),

with k being an as yet undetermined constant. We verify
the relation above in H(pCD) :

H(pCD) = k log(pCD)

= k log(pC × pD)

= k log(pC)+ k log(pD)

= H(pC)+H(pD).

Q.E.D.2

Since, on the other hand, we intuitively feel that a uni-
verse that can assume more states than another is also
associated with a higher degree of uncertainty, we are
forced to give our as yet undetermined constant k a neg-
ative sign:

H(p) =−k× log(p) =−k× log
(

1
n

)
= k× log(n),

In the simple situation of universes whose states are
equiprobable, we have come to the conclusion that an
adequate function that can be used as a measure of un-
certainty is of logarithmic form:

H(p) = k× log(n) = − k× log(p) (4)

However, situations in which all states are equiproba-
ble are relatively rare, and we have to consider the gen-
eral case in which each state Si is associated with a prob-
ability pi which may or may not be equal to the proba-
bility of other states. Since, in the equiprobable situation
the uncertainty measure turned out to be proportional to
the log of the reciprocal of the probability of a single
state, it is suggestive to assume that, in the general case,
the uncertainty measure is now proportional to the mean
value of the log of the reciprocal of each individual state:

H = − k× log pi (5)

the bar indicating the mean value of log(pi) for all states
n.

The calculation of a mean value is simple. Take N
sticks consisting of n groups, each of which contains
Ni sticks of length ℓi. What is the mean value of their
length? Clearly, the total length of all sticks, divided by
the number of sticks:

ℓ =
∑n

1 Ni ℓi

N

Call pi the probability of the occurrence of a stick with
length ℓi:

pi = Ni/N

and the expression for the mean length becomes
2Q.E.D. is an abbreviation of the Latin phrase quod erat demonstrandum which means literally, “that which was to be demonstrated”. The

phrase is written in its abbreviated form at the end of a mathematical proof or philosophical argument, to signify that the last statement deduced was
the one to be demonstrated, so the proof is complete. [AC]
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ℓ =
n

∑
1

Ni

N
× ℓi =

n

∑
1

pi × ℓi.

In other words, the mean value of a set of values is sim-
ply obtained by the sum of the products of the various
values with the probability of their occurrence. Conse-
quently, the mean value of the various values of log pi is
simply:

log pi =
n

∑
1

pi log pi ,

and the uncertainty measure becomes

H = − k log pi = − k
n

∑
1

pi log pi

This measure function fulfills all that we require it to ful-
fill. It reduces to the simple equation for equiprobable
states, because with

pi =
1
n
,

H = − k
n

∑
1

1
n

log
1
n

= − k× n
n

log
1
n

= k× log n ;

consequently, H increases in a monotonic fashion with
increasing number of equiprobable states. Furthermore it
vanishes for certainty, which we shall express by assum-
ing only one state to appear with certainty, say p1 = 1,
while all others have probability 0. Consequently,

H = − k

[
1× log 1+

n

∑
2

0× log 0

]
= 0.

because

1 log 1 = 0, and also
0 log 0 = 0.

Since the latter expression is not obvious, because
log 0=−∞, we quickly show with l’Hospital’s rule3 that

lim
x→0

(x× log x) = 0 :

lim
x→0

(x× log x) = lim
log x( 1

x

) =

lim
log x( 1

x

) = lim
d log x

dx
d
dx

( 1
x

) =

lim
1/x

−1/x2 = lim
x→0

(−x) = 0

Q.E.D.
Finally, we show that the addition theorem for indepen-
dent universes is preserved, also. Let pi and p j be the
probabilities of states of two universes U1 and U2, re-
spectively. The probabilities of the combined universe
are

pi j = pi × p j.

Let n and m be the number of states corresponding to U1
and U2. For U1 and U2 the number of states is n×m. The
uncertainty of the combined universe is

H( U1 & U2 ) =−k∑
i j

pi j log(pi j)

=−k∑
i j

pi × p j log(pi × p j)

=−k∑
i j

pi × p j log(pi)− k∑
i j

pi × p j log(p j)

=−k∑
j

p j ∑
i

pi log(pi)− k∑
i

pi ∑
j

p j log(p j)

Since ∑n
1 p1 = ∑m

1 p j = 1, the above expression be-
comes

H(U1 & U2) = −k
n

∑
1

pi log(pi)− k
m

∑
1

p j log(p j)

= H(U1) + H(U2).

Q.E.D.
The only point that remains to be settled in our un-

certainty measure H, is an appropriate choice of the as
yet undetermined constant k. Again, we are free to let
our imagination reign in adjusting this constant. The

3In calculus, l’Hôpital’s rule (also called Bernoulli’s rule and sometimes spelled l’Hospital) uses derivatives to help evaluate limits involving
indeterminate forms. Application (or repeated application) of the rule often converts an indeterminate form to a determinate form, allowing easy
evaluation of the limit. The rule is named after the 17th-century French mathematician Guillaume de l’Hôpital, who published the rule in his book
l’Analyse des Infiniment Petits pour l’Intelligence des Lignes Courbes (literal translation: Analysis of the Infinitely Small to Understand Curved
Lines) (1696), the first textbook on differential calculus. [AC]
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proposition now generally accepted is to adjust this con-
stant so that a “single unit of uncertainty,” usually called
“one bit,” is associated with a universe that consists of
an honest coin. A pedestrian interpretation of this choice
may be put forth by suggesting that a universe with just
two equiprobable states is, indeed, a good standard with
some elementary properties of uncertainty. A more so-
phisticated argument in favor of this choice is connected
with problems of optimal coding (11).4 However, in this
framework, I have no justification for elaborating on this
issue. Let us, therefore, accept the previous suggestion
and give H the value of unity for the measure of uncer-
tainty that is associated with a universe consisting of an
honest coin:

Hcoin = 1 = − k
[

1
2

log
1
2

+
1
2

log
1
2

]
= k log 2 .

Hence,

k =
1

log 2
,

and

H = − 1
log 2

n

∑
1

pi log pi ,

or, if we take 2 as the basis of our logarithmic scale:

H = −
n

∑
1

pi log2 pi . (6)

With this expression, we have arrived at the desired
measure of the uncertainty of a universe that is defined
by n states Si, which occur with probability pi. It may be
worth while making a few comments to illustrate some
properties of this measure function. First, I would like
you to appreciate that for a universe with a fixed num-
ber of states, n, the uncertainty measure H is maximum,
if all states occur with equal probability. A shift away
from this uniform probability distribution immediately
reduces the amount of H; in other words, reduces the
uncertainty of the universe. Let me illustrate this with
a die that is born “honest” but “corrupts” as a conse-
quence of its interaction with bad society. My victim is a
die made of a hard cubical shell filled with a highly vis-
cous glue, in the center of which is placed a heavy steel
ball. Since there is perfect symmetry in this arrangement,
when tossed, the die will go with equal probabilities into

its six possible states. However, I am going to teach this
fellow to show a preference for the side with one eye. To
this end, I place under the table an electromagnet and,
whenever one eye comes up, I give the die a short mag-
netic shock. This moves the steel ball slightly toward the
bottom, and gravitation will enhance the chance of its
falling at the same side the next time. Table 16 lists the
probability distribution for the various states as it may
look in succeeding intervals, t0, t1, t2, t3, t4, between
shock treatments. The right hand margin gives the val-
ues of H, the uncertainty of this universe, corresponding
to the probability distribution at successive states. H is
given in “bits,” and is calculated according to Equation
(6).

Table 16

T
IM

E

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 H
bi

ts

t0 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 2.582 = log2 6
t1 1/4 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/12 2.519
t2 1/3 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 0 2.249
t3 2/3 1/12 1/12 1/12 1/12 0 1.582
t4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.000

Another feature of the uncertainty measure H is that
changing from a universe with n equiprobable states to
another universe with twice as many equiprobable states,
2n, the uncertainty increases exactly one bit:

H1 = log2 n .

H2 = log2 2n = log2 2 + log2 n = 1+H1 .

Thus, a universe with 1 million states has an uncertainty
of about 20 bits. Add 1 million states, and this new uni-
verse has about 21 bits uncertainty.

Up to this point, I have referred to our measure func-
tion H always as a measure of uncertainty. However, a
variety of terms are in use which all refer to the same
quantity H as defined in Equation (6). These terms are
“entropy,” “choice”, and “amount of information.”

To call H the entropy of a universe, or of a system, is
justified by the fact that this thermodynamical variable,
when expressed in terms of the probability distribution
of the molecules comprising a thermodynamical system,
is defined by an equation almost identical to our Equa-
tion (6) for H. The importance usually given to the con-
cept of entropy stems from one of the consequences of
the second law of thermodynamics, which postulates that
in a closed thermodynamical system the entropy must
either remain constant (for thermal equilibrium), or go

4Citation missing in the original (Cybernetics of Cybernetics, page 187). [AC]
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up, but it can never decrease. This is an expression of
the fact that, in “natural systems,” the distribution of the
probabilities of states tends to uniformity, as exempli-
fied by a bucket of hot water in a cold room. After a
while, the thermal energy of the bucket will distribute it-
self more or less uniformly over the room (equilibrium;
all pi alike; H is maximum). Consequently, a thermo-
dynamicist, unaware of my magnetic contraption, who
watches my die violating the second law of thermody-
namics as it slowly, but surely, moves from high values
of entropy to smaller and smaller ones, will come to the
conclusion that a Maxwellian demon is at work who al-
ters selectively the internal organization of the system.
And he is so right! I, of course, am the demon who se-
lectively switches on the magnet whenever the die shows
one eye.

Sometimes, H, as defined in Equation (6), is referred
to as the amount of choice one has in a universe consist-
ing of n items, in which one is permitted to pick items
with a probability pi associated with item Si. All the con-
siderations of intuitive nature which helped us to define a
measure function for uncertainty — in particular, the ad-
dition theorem — can as well be applied to a measure
function of choice. Consequently, the resulting func-
tion, expressing a measure of choice, is identical with
the function expressing a measure of uncertainty — even
with regard to the units, if a unit of choice is associated
with a well-balanced temptation between either one of
two choices, as is illustrated so beautifully by Buridan’s
Ass.5

Finally, H is also associated with an “amount of in-
formation” in a situation in which the actual state of a
universe, whose uncertainty is H, is transmitted by an ob-
server to a recipient. Before the recipient is in possession
of the knowledge of the actual state of the universe, his

uncertainty regarding this universe is H. The question
arises as to how much he values the information about
the actual state of the universe when transmitted to him
by the observer. All the considerations of intuitive nature
that helped us to define a measure of uncertainty are ap-
plicable here, too, and the resulting function expressing
a measure of information is identical with H as defined
in Equation (6). Since, in a communication situation, the
“states” in question are usually symbols, H is usually re-
ferred to in bits per symbol. If the observer transmits
symbols at a constant rate, H may also be expressed in
bits per second.

If, in our vocabulary — presumably consisting of
about 8,000 words — we were to use each word with
equal probability, our linguistic universe would have an
uncertainty H of 13 bits (H = log2 8192 = 13). How-
ever, due to our using various words with different fre-
quencies, the uncertainty of our linguistic universe is
somewhat smaller and has been measured to be about
11 bits (12).6 Consequently, whenever I utter a word, I
transmit to you, on the average, 11 bits of information.
Since I utter approximately three words/sec, my rate of
generating information is about 33 bits/sec. (I hope no-
body will tell me that what I generate is not information
but noise.)

I hope that in this short outline I have been able
to show that one and the same expression, namely
−∑ pi log2 pi, represents a measure for various con-
cepts in various situations. This is reflected in the various
names for this expression as, for instance, uncertainty,
entropy, choice, and information. This state of affairs
may well be compared to mechanics, where the product
of a force and a length represents “work” in one context,
but “torque” in another context.

5Buridan’s ass is a figurative description of a man of indecision. It refers to a paradoxical situation wherein an ass, placed exactly in the middle
between two stacks of hay of equal size and quality, will starve to death since it cannot make any rational decision to start eating one rather than the
other. The paradox is named after the 14th century French philosopher Jean Buridan. [AC]

6Citation missing in the original (Cybernetics of Cybernetics, page 189). [AC]
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The Need of Cognition
for the Cognition of Needs

(1972)

Herbert Brün

Cognitive Processes and Societal
Problems

Figure 2: Herbert Brün

We know enough,
today, about so-
cial problems
and cognitive
processes to
make statements:
Social prob-
lems are inter-
connected with
cognitive pro-
cesses.Those
who attempt to
study and to an-
swer the ques-
tions posed by
one, sooner or
later find them-

selves involved with the study of questions raised by the
other.
Answers to so involved a system of interlocked networks
of questions will be found only if it is made possible
to complement existing theories and conjectures with
concrete opportunities for the examination of both, pro-
cesses and problems, for the observation of their real-
time manifestations, and with the still outstanding step
from sophisticated documentation toward effective and
problem-solving explanation.
It is necessary to recognize that we who set out to study,
and to act upon, cognitive processes and social problems
are ourselves members of the set of our objectives. The
time-honored distinctions, therefore, between theory,
practice, fundamental and applicable research, develop-
ment, etc., no longer hold, when the subjects are cog-
nitive processes and social problems. In fact, all active
attitudes, scientific and creative, must move simultane-
ously and together, none emphasized at the expense of

the other, each emphatically appropriate at a given mo-
ment to a given observation or purpose.
The objective is the understanding of cognitive processes
and the solution of social problems. We agree that each
one of us approaches the objective differently. We wish
to pool our capabilities without having to sacrifice this
diversity.

Together with a steadily growing awareness of social
problems the definition of the concept social problem
has broadened considerably. Knowledge about society,
acquired by the natural and the social sciences, could and
should be brought to bear on this state of affairs. Of ur-
gency is, therefore, specifically any work, theoretical and
practical, which will bridge efficiently the wide gap be-
tween idea and implementation.

Current terminology, when referring to social discon-
tent, contains words like alienation, credibility gap, com-
munication break-down, generation gap, brainwashing,
information distortion, etc. These terms, although of-
ten correctly describing observed results, do not, in most
cases, correctly identify the causes. All, however, con-
verge in accusing a phenomenon which might be called:
negative communication. Not communication, but the
message keeps breaking down.

Just as positive communication, so is negative commu-
nication indicative of social relationships, especially as
these realities manifest themselves in language, behavior,
conceptual use of words, articulations of opinions, ex-
pression of emotions, and intuitively preferred positions
on issues like conflict, disagreement, fairness, prejudice,
rights, privileges, power, poverty, justice, etc.

The content of communicative processes — the mes-
sage — is generated by and dependent on numerous
interactions of information with language, with knowl-
edge, with images, with memory, with prediction, and
more, both on the sender’s and on the receiver’s end of
the channel-system. Any malfunction in these interac-
tions produces either unintended or undesired messages:
negative communication. And negative communication
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causes, not only in the emotional domain, an increase of
malfunctions in interactions, thus producing more unin-
tended and undesired messages.

This vicious circle, which indeed threatens to become
a blind alley of life in our society, can be stopped; not
however at the level of messages and communication,
but rather where the interactions tend to malfunction. In-
teractions between individuals, groups of people, sectors
of society, are less vulnerable to misrepresentations of
facts and ensuing disagreements, than to misinterpreta-
tions of images and the ensuing cloud of alienation. It is
for all participants and co-sufferers in the problem a clash
of cognitive structures that had their origin far from any
present conflict, and long before it arose.

More knowledge about the origins of cognitive struc-
tures in human beings will uncover some vital and hith-
erto unknown rules of the game called interactions, and
it promises, therefore, to be the urgently needed but still
missing link that could connect the theories of concerned
science with such practice as would effectively benefit a
very disturbed, if not even seriously damaged society.

Societal problems appear in every society. The society
gives itself and its administrative and executive members
the assignment to solve these problems. The problem
will, however, not be solved

when the assignment is given and taken without confi-
dence;

when the assignment is ill-formulated, open to conflict-
ing interpretations, prone to be misconstrued arbi-
trarily;

when concerned sectors of society, be it in concert or in
independent simultaneity, claim to be left in doubt
as to whether the assignment is taken seriously, is
being mishandled, has been refused, or is beyond
the capability of the assigned members of society;

when for any one, or all, of such reasons mutual alien-
ation separates precisely those strata of society that
ought to be most responsive, mutually, in order to
successfully respond to the assignment of solving
social problems.

If the solution of a particular social problem appears
to be a prerequisite for any attempt at the solution of
many other social problems, then this solution may well
be given the high priority status of a need. For any negli-
gence, procrastination, or refusal—though ever so clev-
erly hidden behind pretexts quoting helplessness, igno-
rance, circumstances of times—will generate, inevitably,
the reactive phenomenon called discontent.

Requirements

Alternatives

Discontent is the manifestation of a conflict between two
images, both, somehow, generated by a human being: my
image of how “things” are (ITA) and my image of how I
would prefer “things” to be (ITB).

Looking at this manifestation as one of mere existence,
we have a report. Looking at it as a desire for some
change, we have a problem.

On this level of discourse it is possible to enumerate
the various procedures that, alternatively or in combina-
tions, will either stop the report (the problem disappears)
or solve the problem (the report disappears):

1. Remove the human being.
2. Change ITA until it fits ITB.
3. Change ITB until it fits ITA.
4. Change “things” so that ITB = ITA.
5. Stop looking.

Combinations that contain the first or last of these pro-
cedures may be implied in projects proposed and funded
elsewhere.

Upon contemplating the three remaining procedures
one immediately faces several requirements:

Image

The concept of “image” requires completion:

1. How are images generated?
2. What and who generates the image?
3. Through what process is an image conserved?
4. How does an image act upon the person in whom

it acts?
5. What does an image do, generate, cause, in and to

the person in whom it acts?
6. What are the necessary and sufficient conditions

under which it would become possible

(a) to conceive of “image” as a process, simulta-
neously caused by preceding processes and
causing subsequent processes?

(b) to create, for use by any observer, an ade-
quate and appropriate formal representation
of such a process, where the formalism al-
lows for and satisfactorily indicates the dy-
namic relations and the flow-ambivalence of
any such process?
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(c) to simulate the process and, eventually, to ex-
tend it, in an interactive man-machine sys-
tem?

The question can no longer be whether images should
be tolerated as arguments for behaviors, actions, deci-
sions. The question is rather whether one can at last
trace the images that unquestionably are accepted as ar-
guments.

“Things”

The concept of “things” requires amplification:
Upon removal of the quotation marks, “things” should

not only be all that is referred to in potentially verifiable
statements, but also all that is referred to in potentially
unverifiable statements.

Anyone’s image of how “things” are (ITA) and the im-
age of how anyone would prefer “things” to be (ITB),
both belong to the “things” that are, regardless of
whether the “things” referred to in the images are, or are
not, referred to in anybody else’s ITA.

Most, if not all, human actions can be interpreted as
statements which manifest in movement, language, ex-
pression, etc., the actual state of the acting person’s ITA
and ITB. This interpretation, however, is made all but
impossible by certain consequences of the human use of
human actions. One consequence is of particular impor-
tance here: underlying all human discourse lurks a no-
tion according to which the effective communicativity of
discourse depends on its compatibility with a “factual re-
ality” which is considered independent of individual im-
ages. Rational reasoning based on this notion tends to
look down upon individual images, conceding to them
a merely marginal and phenomenological placement of
existence in “factual reality”, if any place at all. In a con-
text of cognitive studies for the solution of social prob-
lems such a notion still may generate most necessary, but
no longer the sufficient, conditions for either research or
concrete implementation.

The student of social problems and cognitive pro-
cesses must be capable and be equipped to observe, and
then to present analyzable documentation of, at least,
three “things” and their relations:

1. A person’s ITA and the evidence which it includes
and to which it is compatible at generation time.

2. The process by which (1.) is modified until it be-
comes transferable to some form of manifestation
satisfying the notion of compatibility with “factual
reality”.

3. The result of (2.), in particular with regard to the
traces left in it from (1.).

Such an observer’s capabilities and equipment to-
gether define the “Cognitive Laboratory” necessary and
sufficient for the desired participation in, and the de-
sired experiencing of, any process connecting the cog-
nitive process in human beings with the social reality
wherein the individual sees itself, and with the social re-
ality which sees the individual.

So amplified, the concept of “things” will invite and
encourage people of all walks of life to come to such a
Cognitive Laboratory, to be observed, to observe them-
selves and others, and to learn how to articulate their ITA
and their ITB with less and less compromise. Together,
and as a continuously functioning system, the users and
the Lab form the Interactive Interface which connects,
without representatives, cognitive processes with social
problems, so that this connection becomes accessible to
anyone concerned.

Change

The concept of change is to include its own ambiguity:

a. There are “things” that can neither change, nor be
changed.

b. There are “things” that can change, but not be
changed.

c. There are “things” that cannot change, but can be
changed.

d. There are “things” that can either change, or be
changed.

e. And then there are the “things” that continuously
change, or continuously are being changed, or
both, and simply never stay the same.

In keeping with what has been noted previously con-
cerning “Image” and “Things”, the statements above
may not reflect any knowledge of some “natural” states
of affairs. They certainly, however, reflect part of the
gamut of notions with regard to “change” as manifested
by social human beings in reference to their ITA and ITB.

If my ITB implies to me that something ought to
change or to be changed, I do not necessarily manifest,
thereby, a social problem. A social problem becomes
manifest, however, as soon as I, alone or with a group of
people, begin to hold the society, of which I am a part,
responsible for the impossibility to solve the conflict be-
tween my ITA and my ITB.

A society that knows but refuses to solve its social
problems is a social problem.
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In the attempt of solving social problems society has
established links of communication between its mem-
bers, such that some members represent society, and
some members either are, or represent, the discontent.
The result of any meeting of these two groups depends
on various sets of powerful factors. The set that inter-
ests us here is among the most powerful and refers to the
five statements listed under Change. The meeting will be
fairly successful if the discussion deals with “things” on
whose properties with regard to Change the participants
can agree.

It can be fully successful only if the agreement is not
due to some misunderstanding. If, due to some misun-
derstanding, no agreement can be reached, the meeting
not only will fail in solving the problem, but will actu-
ally amplify it.

Misunderstandings result, where the partners, alterna-
tively or simultaneously, confuse b with c, or, meaning to
speak of d find themselves talking of e or answer with a
to a statement using c, in short: when people are unable
to transfer their images undamaged into the linguistic do-
main.

Such meetings (and, most of the time, misunderstand-
ings) are taking place by the hundred thousand every day,
on all social levels, among any variety of partners one
could name. The thickening cloud (nourished by scenes
in the home, in schools, industrial plants and offices;
propagated by administrative and executive bodies of all
kinds among themselves and when facing the whole or
parts of the public) pollutes the social atmosphere, and
is rightly called the phenomenon of alienation. More
than by anything else alienation is caused by the inabil-
ity of dealing with the concept of change. (Which is not
yet equal to, or equivalent with, the implementation of
change.)

All meetings of this kind ought to discuss at least three
conflicts and their causes, and not just one. A imagines
himself in a conflict caused by B. B imagines herself in a
conflict caused by A. Both have to face up to the conflict
between their images. If, instead of discussing the causes
of all these conflicts, A disputes B’s rights to her conflict
and B retaliates in kind, then this leads to the usual dead-
lock, out of which there lead only two ways: indefinite
postponement with mutual frustration, or mutual display
of power with explicit or implicit violence. Both ways,
unsurprisingly, alienate the participants of the meeting,
not only from one another, but also from the issue which
the meeting was to investigate.

Towards a Cognitive Technology by
way of Heuristic Research

Assignment

Let us, for the sake of cognitive studies, distinguish
between the engineer and the technologist: let the en-
gineer’s assignment be implementability, the technolo-
gist’s assignment be applicability. Both have to study, to
design, and to produce; occasionally even to create.

If scientists wish to examine the validity of a hypoth-
esis, they usually provide a context in which the hypoth-
esis can be shown either to maintain itself or to collapse.
The scientist turns technologist in determining the appli-
cable context. The scientist turns engineer in designing
and implementing the experimental set-up, the context.

Let us now, for the sake of the study of cognition, re-
assemble the assignments of the scientist, the technolo-
gist, and the engineer into one assignment given to one
person: the cognitive technologist. If I am a cognitive
technologist who wishes to examine the validity of a hy-
pothesis, then I shall study the hypothesis until I am able
to provide a description and a design for implementation
of that context, that experimental set-up, in which this
particular hypothesis will maintain itself.

Cognitive Technology

Whatever my role and importance for the rest of the sci-
entific establishment may be: as a cognitive technologist
I am an indispensable member of any team that attempts
to study cognition.7 A few reminders will explain.

Cognition, in order to be studied, is said to be, not the
knowledge acquired, but the process of acquiring knowl-
edge. All knowledge, once acquired, turns up as a hy-
pothesis which, then, either maintains itself or collapses
in a given context. The process, however, by which this
knowledge had been acquired maintains itself, regardless
of the fate of its acquisition.8 Furthermore one may state:
the process by which knowledge was acquired is a con-
text, a biological experimental set-up in which the ac-
quired knowledge was able to maintain itself, until it be-
came a hypothesis to a testing scientist. It is, therefore,
worthwhile investigating the following thesis:

Every hypothesis and, in fact, every statement either
is, or represents, or contains, knowledge that was able to
maintain itself in the context of the process that acquired
it. Cognition, therefore, must be a member of the set of
all contexts in which a given hypothesis or statement can
maintain itself.
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Cognitive Technology is the scientific discipline
which:

1. searches for contexts in which hypotheses and
statements can maintain themselves;

2. designs situations and facilities which allow for
the demonstration and intensive study of such con-
texts;

3. studies the properties of these contexts and con-
structs models reflecting the results of those stud-
ies;

4. compares these models with other models reflect-
ing the studies of biologists, neurophysiologists,
biophysicists, biochemists, yes, even linguists, an-
thropologists and last not least, psychologists and
philosophers;

5. will eventually expose a preferred set of probable
anatomies of cognition.

Heuristic Research

It is now necessary to draw a significant distinction be-
tween the study of cognition and the study of knowl-
edge. In theory, and with the help of carefully struc-
tured formalisms, it is possible to draw this distinction
and to maintain it as rigorously as the theoretical equip-
ment permits.9 In practice, however, this is quite diffi-
cult. There arises a non-trivial problem, whose satisfac-
tory solution may be one important step toward a valid
description of cognitive processes.

The dynamics of a process communicate themselves
to the observer only through the traces which the process
generates in the observer’s domain of perception. The
observer forms an image of the process and its dynam-
ics by “interpreting” the traces it left behind. In order
to be available for interpretation, the traces must be dis-
tinguishable. Traces can be distinguished only if they
are offset against an environment or background which
is void of the kind of traces under study.

The dilemma for the student of cognition lies in a par-
ticular ambiguity of the traces that the student perceives.
Although they were left by a process of cognition, the
student no sooner distinguishes them, and they become
traces of knowledge within the student, or the observed
partner, or both. At the same time, the environment, or
background, against which the traces were to appear in
outline, is not void at all, but full of traces left by pro-
cesses of cognition; only that these traces are indistin-
guishable for the observer and, therefore, face the ob-
server as one distinctive trace of no-knowledge. The con-
sequence of this imagery sounds perturbingly absurd: if

the observer is to study cognition, then the observer has
to turn to the study of knowledge with the determined
effort to search for all that which knowledge and no-
knowledge have in common. This means that the stu-
dent of cognition deals with the same traces as would
the student of knowledge, but interprets them differently.
The student of knowledge will tell us that the traces ex-
ist and why they are still there, maintaining themselves.
The student of cognition will tell us how they got there
in the first place and why, be it successful or not, there is
something that submits itself to the test of survival.

At this point, and in defiance of all apparent absur-
dity, enters the concept of heuristic research conducted
by the cognitive technologist. The cognitive technologist
assumes that every living organism needs to be aware of
the conditions under which it can continue to be a liv-
ing organism, continue to maintain itself. This state of
awareness is sustained by a process that continually tests
for conditions. These tests and their outcome orient the
organism towards its “judgement” of the prevailing con-
ditions. If, according to this “judgement”, something ap-
pears to be amiss, then a search for the missing condition
is initiated. The cognitive technologist, now, experimen-
tally assumes that the process of cognition is either part
or all of this search for the missing condition. The partic-
ular search itself will end as soon as the missing condi-
tion is found and implemented. Knowledge would then
be the network of all traces left by the halts of the process
of cognition. The process itself thus can not be observed
when it has halted, but only when it is in action, when
it is in search, while it generates the conditions which
the organism will accept or reject. In order to study the
process of cognition in living organisms, the investigator
must create an experimental set-up of a model situation,
wherein we can observe the process rather than the traces
of its stops.10

This is a heuristic set-up, and the most applicable com-
patible model that could, by analogy, represent the sub-
ject and the objective of this research. A typical assign-
ment for cognitive technologists is the task of imagining,
designing, and constructing such a model, to teach peo-
ple to use it, to use it themselves, and to apply it to the
solution of problems and to the implementation of these
solutions.

Wants

If a problem wants to be solved then the solution of the
problem wants to be made possible. An analysis of those
two wants frequently leads to an understanding of the
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conditions (effort, time, budget, equipment) and dimen-
sions (quantitative and qualitative) that might allow the
satisfaction of one want to become applicable to the sat-
isfaction of the other.

The process of cognition takes place not only in the
people who study it but also in the people who either are
or have the problems that are to be solved. If the study of
relationships between cognition and problems is to be-
come practically applicable as soon as possible, then the
ranges and the domain of this study must be broad, of
great variety, flexible, and as accessible as possible to all
kinds of proposed solutions, problems, experiments.

What is required here, then, is accessibility in several
senses and directions. The cognitive technological ex-
perimental set-up must be large and flexible in order to
be accessible to the high level of problems and the large
number of people involved; accessible to parallel and si-
multaneous real-time simulations of environmental, psy-
chological, neurophysiological, and social conditions;
accessible to itself in order to actually self-organize into
a crystal, or a network, or a circuit, or a model of a brain,
whatever is wanted, so that crucial questions can be an-
swered quickly, ambitious hypotheses be tested rapidly,
and the vital link between theory and practice be effi-
ciently established as early in the game as possible.

What emerges, indeed, is the need for a highly func-
tional edifice of ample dimensions which, in the eyes of
the cognitive technologist, not only would contain the
modular equipment that is to serve us in an immense va-
riety of constellations, groupings, and interlocking per-
mutations, but which as a whole, would itself be one of
the modules in the experimental research design: a veri-
table house of heuristics (see notes 1 and 4).

It is proposed that careful attention be given to this
emerging need, that a time be set when a first design of
such a project might be met with encouraging comment
and criticism, and that a plan be initiated that foresees
and begins now with the preparation for the eventual re-

alization of this far-reaching project.
Such a plan would be able to draw immediately on

work done, or in progress, at many locations, where
support and coordination combined with practical im-
plementation and real-time observation would bring to
useful fruition, that which would otherwise ineffectively
linger in theoretical limbo. All such work might function
in the context of the mentioned plan as a module, which,
modulated with other modules of different structure and
intent, would reach into regions of questions, answers,
and conjectures, that, standing alone, it could not tackle.

No problem, be it an individual’s, a family’s, a com-
munity’s or a nation’s, no problem can be solved unless
it knows how to state itself. The study of cognition on
cognitive models and people and situations will give to
the problems the voice and the word for the statement of
need, and thus necessity. Knowledge alone is but a loop
leading nowhere. To make it lead somewhere is the as-
signment given Cybernetics by the Cybernetician of the
second order.
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Drawing Distinctions Links Contradictions
Herbert Brün

(1972)

I shall tell what I think while remembering Arnold Schoenberg, rather than tell what
he thought while predicting us. Where he was right, we should be deeply ashamed,
and where he was in error, I, at least, will not gloat. I can hear and understand the
music he desired to compose, and while writing the following pages I thought, not
only, but in particular, of his Trio.

DRAWING

Arnold Schoenberg, just as Karl Kraus and Charles Ives, knew and expressed how
passionately dedicated he was to the society which, as he understood it, he could not
stand, and which, as it understood him, could not stand him. His life and letters and
prose and poetry and theory and composition demonstrate how he tried to distinguish
himself in and from this society. Both. To draw both distinctions at once was his
theme and subject matter, even though this meant courting blatant contradiction while
dealing, apparently, with mere conflicts.

To the understandable horror of all believers in consistency, coherence, commu-
nication, perfect models, and other such comfort providing, distinction removing
paradigms, he successfully drew this distinction; is successfully drawing it.
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DISTINCTIONS

Not many people know how passionately dedicated they are to the society which they
can not stand. Unaware of their living in contradiction they live in conflict.

Not many people know how passionately dedicated they are to the society which can
not stand them. Unaware of their living in conflict they live in contradiction.

Nobody can stand not being stood.

Nobody wishes to admit that.

Everybody, therefore, searching for an admissible degree of relative comfort resorts
to proper English and falsifies the issue, thus: It is difficult to understand why one is
not understood.

This proper English falsification underlies the prose and poetry written about Arnold
Schoenberg by those of his friends and followers who, once his apologetic avowers,
today, equally apologetically, disavow him. It is an underlie, because it is not at all
difficult to understand why one is not understood, and that one is not stood because
one is understood, and that one can not stand that which one understands precisely
because one does.

Not many people know that a discovered contradiction needs to be protected against
apologetic explanations reducing it to mere conflict.

Even fewer people know that conflicts can be resolved within the system in which
they are said to be conflicts, and that contradictions can not.

To turn contradictions into conflicts is the concern of the reformer who criticizes the
flaws in a desired system.

To turn conflicts into contradictions is the concern of the revolutionary who criticizes
the flawlessness of an undesired system.
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LINKS

Anticommunication is an attempt, not a refusal.

The object is its name when called upon to manifest nothing but its mere existence.

Monologues are lonely dialogues.
Response prevents monologues.

Listeners are called upon to manifest more than their mere existence.
Composers are called upon to manifest more than their mere existence.
Nor is music in performance an object.

Anyone can call that, to which one refuses to respond, a monologue.
Anyone can respond to that which one refuses to call a monologue.

Nobody can call upon anything to manifest nothing but the caller’s mere existence.
Anyone can call upon anything to manifest nothing but its mere existence.

Just name it and call it its name.

It is just a matter of disposition.

So disposed, and disposed of, it will leave you alone.
Alone? You do not want to be left alone?

That, then, is a matter of composition.

Our subject is our name when called upon to manifest anything but our mere exis-
tence.
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Anticommunication is the attempt at protecting a message of contemporary relevance
and significance from the unconditional surrender to the addressed receiver.

Every desire can be transformed into a statement which wants to become “true”.

Whenever the maintenance of a system is rated more important than the maintenance
of its elements, then the system will solve the problems which assail it and perpetuate
the problems which maintain it.

Perpetuated problems generate the desire for a change of system. The opposition to
change calls these problems unsolvable in order to reject the fulfillment of desires.

The Composer’s Music solves the problems which maintain it, and perpetuates the
problems that assail it.

To learn how to compose is to learn how to construct systems wherein deliberately
stipulated premises, statements of desires, become “true”.

Given a thesis or statement which intends to condemn present day reality and
facts:

Could you argue for this thesis without using present day reality and facts?

If used as an argument, present day reality and facts will condemn any
thesis which condemns them.

Furthermore, an argument which supports a thesis will in turn appear sup-
ported by the thesis.

Thus it may happen that you support that which you intend to condemn.

How could you, without using present day reality and facts as an argument,
argue for this thesis without becoming a composer?

In the system which perpetuates it, an unsolvable problem is just that.
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Communication uses the order and the law that is meant to be recognized by the
receiver as the receiver’s own; anticommunication creates the order and the law that
is meant to be discovered by the receiver for the first time.

The music you hear is, among other things, also the music composed by the composer.
While you hear what you want to hear, you also hear what the composer wants you
to hear, provided your listening neither starts too late nor stops too early. Otherwise
you will hear what is, at least according to the composition, the wrong piece. If it
matters to a composer that you listen to the right piece the composer will side with
the composition and not permit the listeners to think that it does not matter.

The living organism needs food. When we want to eat, this want follows the
instruction of a need. Nobody, however, needs to be either a composer or a
listener unless that person wants to. Here the want generates the need and the
need for music follows the instruction of a want. Want is the meaningful relation
between needs and music. In one case want is a consequence, in the other the
cause. To disregard and to belittle want in either case is to gloat over the needy,
is to pride oneself on needing nothing.

Spontaneity, at its very best, generates intuitive responses to instructions received.
Even the most brilliant improvisation only embellishes obedience to what is wanted
from, not by, the musician.

Composers, on the other hand, articulate what they want. Not the mere fact that they
want something, but that they articulate it as an instruction, gives music its func-
tion in society and, sometimes, renders music immune to the insidious flatteries of
commercial absorption.

Nobody will be free from want by just hiding it.
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Anticommunication offers more or less decorative garbage to the receiver who wants
to understand, but it explodes or condenses into intended messages to the receiver
who wants to understand.

Composers bring about that which without them cannot happen.

The present brings about that which can happen without composers.

The future leaves no traces.

The past is traces left.

The present is traced in passing and left.

The environment is traces left in passing and left.

The environment is past present.

It can happen without the composer.

The environment happens within but without the composer.

The composer happens within but without the environment.

Composers bring about that which cannot happen without them.

The composer composes the future so that the composition leave the traces of the
future which the future won’t leave.

The future cannot happen.

Left to the future it would never happen, not with and not without com-
posers.

Therefore composers bring about that which with and without them cannot happen.

Music for instants and, for instance, poetry.
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Communication appeals to the individual owners of personal properties like taste,
repertory, language, a past, privileges, beliefs, etc, and problems. Anticommunica-
tion is the problem inviting the attack of all who are intelligently tired of the uncondi-
tional surrender of long since conditioned messages to ultimately adjusted receivers.

Music wants listeners whether listeners want music or not:

if listeners want music, listeners will react to and interact with whatever
listeners think listeners have heard;

if listeners do not want music, listeners cease being listeners and will react
to and interact with whatever listeners neither think nor hear.

As soon as the reader has conveyed to each word in this statement the meaning which
will allow the statement to appear as a “true” statement, the reader has understood the
content of the statement.

Readers who, without thus understanding it, reject the statement as being ‘false’, fail,
in fact, to reject the written statement. They reject only the readers’ reading.

Readers who understand the content of the statement by discovering the conditions
under which it becomes ‘true’ and, then, reject the statement as being ‘false’, fail to
reject only the written statement. They also reject the discovered conditions.

Listeners never accept or reject the music. Listeners sometimes accept only,
and sometimes reject only, what they think they have heard and, if they know
and understand what they have heard, also the composition by which and in
which the music has been and, now, is being generated.

Where listeners consume music, both disappear. Where both appear, the
listener is consumed by the music. Ready to further either and both, appear-
ances and disappearances, almost all music almost always has been experi-
mental. So have almost all listeners.
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If the organization of a system in disorder is attempted with the aim to know all about
the system and to render this information communicable, then it may be considered
a “scientific” project. Here the system does not only offer the means, but also the
contents of communication. It speaks for and about itself.

With a slyly embarrassed, but utterly unapologetic wink of complicity in
the general direction of the sciences:

Uncertainty and ambivalence in a communication system betray, more than any-
thing else, the presence of its only justification of existence, namely the presence
of information. To lose this is the goal of the system under the inhuman and
ruthless dictates of nature. We can but retard this process or gleefully promote
it.

The gleeful promoter is the conservative who reads reality by the flickering light em-
anating from putrid communication systems that have grown sadly safe and certain,
hiding nothing, not the slightest bit of information, and who hopes to bask delightedly
and soon among the lifeless residuals of today’s unanswered questions.

It is the retarders, on the other hand, who regret that life abandons passing things and
configurations, who eagerly learn and study nature’s laws so that they may protect all
and themselves against these laws as long as possible, so that information may live a
little longer before the communicative pit swallows it, before the digestive system of
learned understanding will mutilate meaning for the production of meanings.

All adjectives and adverbs may be removed.

Not removable is the distinction between the conservative who conspires with
nature, and the composer who resists its seduction to decay.
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If the organization of a system in disorder is attempted with the aim of mobilizing
the means for the communication of thoughts which transcend the definition of the
system, then it may be considered a “creative” project. Here the system offers the
means but not the contents of communication.
It speaks for but not about itself.

Whenever I am wanted, I am defined.
Whenever a connection I want wants establishing,
I am wanted.
Thence: rather “whither the statements?” than
“whence?”

Not one of these statements is thought to be true.
If these statements were thought to be true, the consequences of such thinking would
be desirable.
Thus these statements need to be thought of as becoming true.
A program.
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CONTRADICTIONS

Composers wish to bring about that which without them and without human intent
would not happen. In particular, they wish to construct systems, contents, stipulated
universes, wherein selected objects and statements manifest not only more than their
mere existence but have a function or value or sense or meaning which without the
composers’ constructions they would not have.

Occasionally composers bring about that which without them and without human
intent could not have happened.

It was certainly not Schoenberg’s wish to bring about that, which without “those
who applauded his wish” and without “their intentions” would not happen. As soon
as the applause had subsided, as soon as the difference between his intentions and
“theirs” became clear, “their” voices rose protesting that not one of them would have
committed Schoenberg’s error by fulfilling Schoenberg’s wish and his intentions as
Schoenberg had done. This obvious truism has been used ever since as if it were some
kind of contemporary criticism, but has never yet been recognized for the supreme
expression of respect that it is, by confirming that indeed Schoenberg had brought
about that which without him, and with them, and without his intentions, and with
theirs, could not have happened.

Many successful works of art reflect present day reality and facts. Affirmative output
of our society. They are successful in that they allow us to see our society, as it is
embellished and affirmed by the artists and composers whom it favors.

Some successful works of art reflect the problems which maintain the system wherein
they are conflicts. Indignantly contrite output of our society. They are successful in
that they allow us to see our society, as it is heavily armed against change, under a
thin coat of free thought accorded the artists and composers whom it favors.
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A few successful works of art reflect the problems which assail the system wherein
they are contradictions. Affront as input to our society. They are successful in that
they allow us to see our society as if it were also another, different, society and, rather
than its future, that of the artists and composers who favor it.

Even fewer successful works of art reflect the desire for, and the rejection of, our
society as tomorrow’s reality and facts. Utopia as input to our society. They are
successful in that they allow us to see our society as it prevents itself from becoming
what it wants to be, to see another society which helps itself to what it wants to be,
and its future rather than that of the artists and composers who favor it.

No work of art necessarily fits only one of these descriptions. Every work of art,
however, tells composers and their audiences, whether they admit it or not, to which
combination of descriptions it best fits.

No description of a work of art necessarily heeds all of the composer’s intentions.
Most of the composer’s intentions, however, may be quite irrelevant for any descrip-
tion of the composition.

No composer necessarily plans to have the composition fit any particular combination
of descriptions. Every composer does, however, have a share in the responsibility for
that combination of descriptions which fits the composition.
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Thus, Arnold Schoenberg is responsible for what he did and said and claimed in his
own name, as well as for what was done, said, claimed in his name by others. This
does not, however, allow us to confuse him with others. If the claims that were made
in his name are now being withdrawn by those who either initially had, or even had
not, made them, then I wish to redraw the distinction between the statement, musical
or otherwise, made by a composer, and all statements made about this statement by
his audience. And if the others remind me of the evidence which shows that the
accurate meaning of every statement is powerless against its once enthusiastic, now
disavowing, and in many cases inaccurate, interpretations, then I shall change the
evidence rather than live in that mental universe in which others, according to their
evidence, are right.

I can not and will not remember Arnold Schoenberg in anyone’s name but mine.
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my words and where I want them

Herbert Brün

(1986)

1
My words and where I want them.

2
I consider words innocent until proven guilty. Once they
are proven guilty, however, I consider their meaning to
be irredeemable. Thus words form the limits of personal
freedom. While I may be free to express my thoughts in
a free society, the words at my disposal may not be free
at all. Ignorance of this fact is what turns the thoughts of
free people into thoughts of slaves.

3
The briefest construct of words which explicitly states a
thought is long enough.

4
Statement:

It is truly unfortunate that hurricanes occur, that they kill
people, and that they leave destruction in their wake, be-
cause it is unfortunately true that: “we lack protection
against hurricanes”. The statement “hurricanes occur” is
fortunately true, for, if it were not, people would not go
for protection, when a hurricane warning is sounded.

Question:

Is it up to us whether this statement could become “for-
tunately untrue”?

Comment:

But for us, this would not be true.
But for our use of language, this could not be said.

5
If your composition does not implicitly, or even explic-
itly, contradict your verbal statements, then it is, if your
statements are political, political.

6
Story and Statement, both are human inventions.

Nothing written or spoken or said is a lie unless someone

believes it. The believer may be the author or the recip-
ient of a story or a statement: believing, he can not but
turn either into a lie.

There can be no lies without believers and no believers
without lies.

Usage has it otherwise. But why give credit to usage in
times when both credit and usage are being used in de-
fense of war?

Both statements - there is a truth and there is no truth -
fall under their own verdict and fail to survive the above.

7
As long as we do not claim the knowledge of absolute
truth, and while believers can not but make liars, listeners
make storytellers tell stories and make composers com-
pose music.

And they know it.

8
All I am is not objective.
All I am is said by an observer.
I am said observer’s all.
My observer: is it observing me

or is it I observing
or is it I observing me

and does it say what it observed
or am I my observer’s language?

9
If, while a speaker tells what he honestly thinks a lie,
his telling turns true behind his back, he still is honestly
telling a lie and erroneously telling the truth.

10
facts: traces left by unquestioned

though undeniable consistencies
processes: traces left by questioned

and undeniable consistencies
creations: traces left by questioned

and deniable consistencies

11
One happiness, and not the only one, is ’to be in error’.
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Whenever it appears to be impossible to invent the desir-
able solution of a problem, then the impossibility appears
as a signal signaling the possibility of an error in the con-
ceptual framework which unites the view of the problem
with the vision of its desirable solution. This signal raises
the hope that the sacrifice of view and vision at the altar
of impossibility could be avoided by changing the con-
ceptual framework.

That ’truth’ be a variable is a hope which generates the
happiness ’to be in error’.

12
The idealist hopes to find constants, where daily experi-
ence mocks him with variables.

The dialectician hopes to find variables, where daily ex-
perience tortures him with constants.

I do not hope to find either constants nor variables and,
instead, find hope in using the years, weeks, days, hours,
minutes, seconds, of my biological existence for an on-
going ambiguity by manifesting my temporary presence
in tone, color, gesture, movement, and languages, as a
presence superior and prior to any eternal, that is, con-
stant variable or variable constant.

13
Dialectics:

Religions and Philosophies attempt to make humans
aware of “a world”;
dialectics attempt to make humans responsible for a
world.

In Religion and Philosophy “a world” is the standard by
which the exhaustive sufficiency of descriptions is mea-
sured and correspondingly evaluated. The belief in the
existence of “a world” allows for the concept of one most
highly valued description called “reality”.

In Dialectics the most highly valued description called
“happiness of all humans” is the standard by which the
exhaustive sufficiency of Religions and Philosophies is
measured and correspondingly evaluated.

The concept of a world of descriptions allows for the
knowledge of a reality called “human society”.

In Religions and Philosophies the pursuit of goals moti-
vates changes.

In Dialectics the pursuit of change motivates goals.

Religions and Philosophies support a view of History as
being the report on how humans were judged by reality.

Dialectics support the history of a view as it reported and

now reports on how realities were judged by humans.

14
I am forbidden, by law, to describe the activity of our

rulers in those terms which our rulers are forbidden, by
law, to deserve.

Unfortunately for me and fortunately for our rulers they
are permitted, by law, to apply the law to my description
and not to apply the law to their deserts.

So our rulers rise above the law under which I fall.

15
Belief turns everything into lies, even the truth itself.

Many people intend to lie occasionally. However, even
the best intentions and the finest diction can not turn a
statement into a lie unless a believer can be found. No
believers — no liars. And the inverse, astonishingly, also
says what I want it to say.

16
They must sue me for calling them criminals so that I can
not sue them for being criminals.

They can sue me for calling them criminals because I
must not sue them for being criminals.

Note: They must so that I cannot and they
can because I must not!

17
I’ll call all persons ’crook’ who, instead of explaining the
actions which provoked my calling, deny me the right to
call them ’crook’.

There are, after all, only four cases:
those who make laws and are crooks and
those who break laws and are crooks and
those who make laws and are not crooks
and those who break laws and are not crooks.

The crook made law will persecute the not crook law-
maker and the not crook law-breaker.
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18
Whenever a free democratic nation in a free constitu-
tional election elects a crook or a moron for president,
then it enjoys the free democratic constitutional con-
sequence of being run, led, ruled, talked to, talked at,
preached to by a legally protected moron or a legally pro-
tected crook, who will legally protect all the morons or
all the crooks or both if they join the club of the elected.

19
The liberal proposes to share with almost everybody
the liberties he takes but has not.

20
Instead of
finding ourselves
in yesterday’s future we
find ourselves in tomorrow’s
past.

We cannot afford what
we want today
because of
those who can’t buy it and
therefore don’t want it.

What is it?

21
Today’s daily discourse is the punishment for our obedi-
ence to our society’s daily orders.

22
Where words are said to mean what people take them to
mean there things are what is said about them.

23
The need for communication either measures, or is mea-
sured by, the need for messages.

The importance of flawless communication rises and
falls with the importance of the messages that require
flawless communication.

24
The really dumb, stupid, mentally lazy, helplessly de-
livered to belief and gossip and natural language, can be
discerned and distinctly known by the indignant violence
with which this natural moron hates anybody who ques-
tions, discusses, or doubts any tenet which anybody or
the moron take for granted.

25
Due to circumstances beyond my control, (as the saying,
the braying, the playing goes, as many an excuse with
a well fed shrug comes), I stand accused by the circum-
stances beyond my control not only of using their being
beyond my control as an excuse for being under theirs,
but also of respecting instead of despising them.

26
The role that complaint plays:

According to my reflections my age of naivety ended on
the very day on which I became aware of the role of
complaint. Till then I thought, and I did spend a lot of
thought on it, that the complainer wants a change. So,
trying either to impress the complainer or to make the
complainer a happy noncomplainer, I set about to remove
the complainer’s bone of contention. Upon which I was
screamed at, cursed, and asked to mind my own busi-
ness. I quickly understood that not only was I not asked
by a complaint to remove its reasons or causes, but that
in fact I was asked to join the complaint and to cooperate
in substituting the complaint as a fact for the complained
about.

27
And let there be peace and good will among the discon-
tent so that the content be not disturbed.

28
As long as the press is owned by less than all, the slogan
’freedom of the press’ hides the freedom of its owners.
Neither the press nor its owners are free. The owners,
however, have the power and its press and the press and
its power. We can either defend the freedom of the press
or the freedom of its owners, not both.

But who wants news fit to print while news print to fit?

29
Can you imagine a novel or story so constructed that
the reader can find neither, therein, any individual nor,
thereof, any author?

Wouldn’t this have to be the story which language tells
of itself? Disembodied speech told by the disembodied
speaker?

Can the story of human society be anything else than
such a construct, and isn’t all the literature of the past,
to this day, the explicitly pursued opposite?

And, finally, can somebody who considers neither self
nor speech to be disembodied construct such a construct?
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30
The law which you don’t break

will break you.
The language which you don’t speak

will speak you.

31
Everybody’s words played with me
until I learned to play with everybody’s words.

32
The explanation in terms which are consequences of the
explained is a description of itself and not a description
of the process that generated the explained.

Language which speaks about language
on the silent premise that there is language
says nothing about the becoming of language.

33
It has been stated that some words better be avoided,
since they so strongly represent a right now undesired
logic, that the desired logic can not yet find a place for
them.

As long, however, as we are not thinking and speak-
ing within the desired logic, we are still speaking and
thinking (spoken and thought) within the undesired logic.
Thus it may happen that words to be avoided within the
desired logic continue to be unavoidable while speaking
and thinking about the desired logic.

34
It

as long as you don’t learn
the language

speaks louder than you.

35
Teach me my, not your language.
Teach them their, not your language.
Teach us our,

not your or their language.

36
Language is not to be understood
but to make understood
that which is neither language
nor understood.

37
The object
of which I claim to understand nothing
is not the object
of which I claim it,
but is
object
of my claim:
nothing.

Without understanding this
I can know
that I understand nothing
and not know that
of which I claim it.

38
Recently, and at last, I found out that I am often under-
stood, while what I say seldom is, because I do not know
how to speak the language.

39
You see, this time it is different: instead of trying to have
my words fit your skills in communication I am trying to
have your skill of communication fit my words.

40
If A explains her project (a) to B,
and if B is working on his project (b);

and

If B understands (a) to be embedded in (b)
and thus to confirm (b);

and

If B
on the grounds of such understanding
agrees with A on (a)

then

It may therefore become impossible for A
to explain her project (a) to B.
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41
If A proposes a goal (X)

and

if B proposes a method (Y)
of implementing A’s goal

and

if A rejects (Y)
because it doesn’t propose (X)

then

A implies,
falsely,
that B had intended to propose (X),
or that B had intended to reject (X)

and

A implies,
correctly,
that A rejects the implementation of (X),

and

B knows
that A rejects (Y)
because A rejects (X)

and

B thinks of A in terms
which A does not like,
but in which A,
too,
thinks of A,
and in which A knows B
to be thinking of A.

42
need:

I use the word “need” whenever I wish to speak of condi-
tions which must be met continuously and uncondition-
ally if living organisms are to be motivated to maintain
themselves, their identities, their existence.

Continuously: because the conditions continue in
consequence of having been met.

Unconditionally: because without the conditions
called “need” having been met, no other conditions
exist.

43
necessity:

I use the word “necessity” whenever I wish to speak of
something which is to meet the conditions called “need”,
or whenever I wish to emphasize, by metaphorical anal-
ogy, the urgency with which I wish to establish a relation
or a connection found missing.

44
evidence:

I use the word “evidence” whenever I wish to speak of
a configuration (= human made image) of reality used as
an ’argument’ in support of the reality of this configura-
tion.

I use the word “evidence” only rarely, and then with em-
barrassment. Shamefacedly I am forced to admit that I
am a member, and speak the languages, of such societies
as must not yet be encouraged to waive the ’argument’
and to deal directly with the configuration as the only
reality worth dealing with.

Not yet: because “evidence”, now, is reality against
change, and change, now, reality against “evidence”.

Shamefacedly: because, as long as the word which I
wish to define defines me, I can not define it without
defining myself, whom I ’desire’ to be defined quite
differently.

I wish to use the word “evidence” whenever I wish to
speak of ’desires’ fulfilled, and the consequences, as be-
ing ’arguments’ for or against the desirability of the ful-
fillment.

45
argument:

I use the word “argument” whenever I wish to speak of
a deliberately stipulated premise to whose consequences
I wish to attribute the status of ’necessity’ explicitly in
order to confirm the validity of all the ’evidence’ which
supports the attribution.

Deliberately stipulated premise: because its being
itself a consequence is to be considered irrelevant.

Attribute: because I know that I do not speak of a
’need’, but of a want for consistency.

To confirm the validity of supporting ’evidence’: be-
cause an “argument” must become itself valid ’ev-
idence’ before the status of ’necessity’ can be at-
tributed to its consequences.

I use the word “argument” whenever I wish to speak of
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the consistency of just that ’evidence’ whose consistency
raises my ’desire’ for changing the ’evidence’; and when-
ever I wish to demonstrate the contradiction in which I
have to argue:

the ’evidence’ which raises my ’desire’ for change
is always a subset of the ’evidence’ which supports
every “argument” against change.

46
desire:

I use the word “desire” whenever I wish to speak of a
deliberately stipulated premise to whose consequences I
wish to attribute the status of ’necessity’ explicitly in or-
der to question the validity of all the ’evidence’ which
fails to support the attribution.

Deliberately stipulated premise: because its reason-
ability, that is, its being a consequence itself, is to be
considered irrelevant.

Attribute: because I do not know whether I am, or
am not, speaking of a ’need’; and because I know
that I am speaking of an urgency.

To question the validity of non-supporting ’evi-
dence’: because the same configuration of reality
which allows us to correctly state the impossibility
of the fulfillment of a “desire”, may prevent us from
recognizing our ’need’ for a different configuration
of reality.

47
truth:

I use the word “truth” whenever I wish to speak of the
time during which the intent and content of a person’s
statement can not and will not be accidentally in con-
flict or accidentally in contradiction with the intent and
content of any other statement which this person would
make in response to any situation, question, or statement
presented.

The time: because I refer to the passing presence of
a relational event rather than to the value of timeless
forms in formalized logics.

Not: because were I to write ’only’ instead, I should
use the words “knowledge and error” instead of the
word “truth”; and were I to write ’not only’ instead,
I should use the word “belief” instead of “truth” and
instead of the words “knowledge and error”.

48
communication:

I use the word “communication” whenever I wish to
speak of a human relation between persons and things
which emerges and is maintained through messages re-
quired and permitted by already available systems or
mechanisms.

I use the word “anticommunication” whenever I wish to
speak of a human relation between persons and things
which emerges and is maintained through messages re-
quiring and permitting not yet available encoding and de-
coding systems or mechanisms.

“communication” feeds on, and speeds, the decay of in-
formation in systems on which depends the significance
of human relations.

“anticommunication” not only retards this decay, but
even creates systems whose significance depends on hu-
man relations.

Insistence on “communication” ultimately leads to social
and physical violence.

“anticommunication” ultimately leads to the insistence
on ’composition’ and peace.

49
composition:

I use the word “composition” whenever I wish to speak
of the composer’s activity and the traces left by it. The
composer is motivated by a wish of bringing about that
which without him and human intent would not happen.
In particular, the composer’s activity consists in con-
structing contents, systems, stipulated universes, wherein
objects and statements, selected by the composer, not
only manifest more than their mere existence, but have
a function or value or sense or meaning which without
his construction they would not have.

Occasionally the composer’s activity brings about that
which without him and without human intent could not
have happened, leaving traces which nothing else could
have left.

The wish which motivates the composer’s activity is mo-
tivated by an exclusively human property, which thus ex-
haustively and sufficiently defines the term “human”: a
’need’ which is generated by a want. Among all biolog-
ical systems only the human system contains that self-
observing dimension whence comes, beyond the sys-
tem’s ’need’, the system’s want to survive. Thence the
want, beyond the ’need’, of survival, and thus the ex-
clusively human concept of an intent that would or will
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retard decay; in particular the decay of information, the
ordering of a system, any system, stipulated, discovered,
or dreamed of.

50
freedom:

Every social system we know till now grants its members
its freedom. Its freedom consists in the kind and number
of alternatives open for choice to its members.

In all known systems, however, every choice made leads
to a loss of freedom:

the structure of these systems tends, in consequence of
the choice made, to render at least some not chosen alter-
natives, from then on, inaccessible to the members who
made the choice.

The freedom granted by these systems, therefore, re-
duces the freedom of those of its members who use it.

Choice results in loss of freedom.

Loss of freedom can only be prevented by a society so
structured, that it would remain desirable to its members,
even if, therein, the freedom of choice were

never to reduce,
at least to preserve,
and often to increase,

the number of alternatives open for choice.

51
The value of a statement is proportional to the desirabil-
ity of the conditions under which it were a ’true’ state-
ment.

52
The pleasure in composing signs
which bridge the gap of doubt.

The pleasure in having bridged the gap of doubt
by signs composed
rather than by words found true,
or worse,
by mere assertion.

53
Instead of attacking people for their views,
attack, rather, their views for them.

54
What makes those ’liberals’ so sure, that their clients, left
alone, will use their own brains?

Says the artist: I like to keep my work ambiguous be-
cause I like my clients to be free to think about it their
own way.

Says the composer: I have to render my work anticom-
municative so that my clients must think, whether they
like it or not, be it their own or some new and better way.

55
There is to be noted a difference between the two asser-
tions:
I know better than you do.
I know something you don’t.

56
When, while analyzing the currently used communica-
tive language, I construct a formal linguistic convention
which allows me to make our current language its object
of investigation, then this analytical convention presents
a metalanguage speaking about language.

When, however, I use current language in order to de-
scribe and propose a still missing, yet needed, language,
then I turn our current language into the metalanguage
speaking about the current need.

57
Facing justified skepticism the search for temporary
credibility requires initial alienation.

58
You probably cannot understand why I am somewhat sur-
prised, confused, yes even irritated, whenever you attack
the communists by accusing them of actions and inten-
tions, which clearly argue that the accused and attacked
can not possibly be communists.

If you then, after pondering my neat but still negotiable
’trick’, smilingly concede that you ought to have attacked
the Soviets by accusing them of actions and intentions
which clearly argue that Soviets can not possibly be com-
munists, you may at last glimpse the unfortunate enlight-
enment on that issue: Both, the Soviets and the Amer-
icans hate the communists (who do not exist) and use
this competition in hatred to make both war and its pre-
vention, a capitalist profitable murderous enterprise, with
the stockholders’ laughter as culture.

59
Agreements are no arguments.
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60
I should like to remind us all that we are still ruled
by crooks. Neither the terrorists, real or so called, nor
the peaceful democratic attempts, real or so called, nor
the widely disseminated reports of our rulers’ crimes,
hypocrisies, frauds and misdemeanors have liberated us
from that rule. We are just as dumb, credulous, hopeful
and blindly wide eyed as we always were.

Innocently, of course, and in faith and, of course, good
faith too we cooperate neatly, elegantly, and idioti-
cally with our murderers, whose immensely shrewd and
grudgingly Marx-skilled strategies cooperate with our
best intentions at our most unaffordable expense and to
their profit.

61
A

Analysis is a process where one distinction already
drawn is temporarily suspended so that many distinctions
not yet drawn can be drawn. Upon return, the suspended
distinction will be either retraceable or lost. In the lat-
ter case, the memory of its former existence registers the
distinguished label of an indistinguishable whole.

Synthesis is a process where many distinctions already
drawn are temporarily suspended, so that one distinction
not yet drawn can be drawn. Upon return, the suspended
distinctions will be either retraceable or lost. In the latter
case, the memory of their former existence registers the
distinguished labels of indistinguishable parts.

B

In ’a real world’
the analysis of the whole I perceives
is the synthesis of the whole I registers.
Any further analysis of the whole I registers
is conjecture conditioned by the initial analysis.

In composition
the analysis of the whole exposes
the distinct and, now, autonomous
items and processes which compose
the synthesized whole wherein
their distinctions and autonomies
are lost to
its distinction and autonomy.

I always perceives everything and

always registers but preferred segments
of the perceived whole.

In a ’real world’
I registers as synthesis the analysis
I made after perception.

In ’the composed world’
I registers as analysis that which is
part but not all
of the perceived synthesis I made.

Thus, in ’a real world’
I perceives the whole as being
its registered parts.

In ’the composed world’ I does not.

C

I has to face at most five realities:

1) that which, (so I is told (see 2)), happens and exists
with and without humans;

2) that which, (so I says), happens and exists only
with and not without humans and tells and even is
the tale of 1;

3) that which is linked to decisions taken by 2;

4) that which is linked to decisions ordained, (accord-
ing to 2), by 1;

5) that which I manifests facing 1, 2, 3, 4, and in
which at least three of the five realities compose
the expression of a reality between perception and
interpretation.

I can not recognize less than four realities nor dismiss
more than four.

62
To draw a distinction is the gesture which creates distinct
gestures out of general patterns.

63
I am. A real I. A reality. I can be seen, heard, touched,
felt, anticipated, remembered, kept and changed; and I
can be just as found as lost.

64
Between perception and interpretation
whispers, and sometimes rages,
a dialog in which I replies in its name
to what in its name I says.
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65
To confuse the unwanted flawless with the wanted found
in want of repair: on this pervasive ideology is based ev-
ery single failure in the history of social mankind on its
way to an intelligent society.

66
We can not dissociate ourselves from our society with-
out, advertently or not, dissociating ourselves from its
victims.

Nor can we associate with our society without, adver-
tently or not, associating with its rulers. All we can do is
avoid being either its rulers or its victims.

As, however, not being its rulers means being its victims,
and not being its victims means being its rulers, all we
can do is not, and will never be, enough, until its mem-
bers, all of us, will be neither rulers nor victims.

This requires a different structure of our society. We
must understand and make known to all our contempo-
raries who do not understand yet, that it is our society
which requires a different structure, and that this differ-
ent structure will define our society then, as the present
structure defines our society now. It will always be our
society, now composed of rulers and victims, then com-
posed of neither rulers nor victims.

67
I use the word “victim” whenever I wish to speak of a
person who can not avoid a relation to violence and have
his needs satisfied.

68
Violence Done and Violence Suffered
connect in various modes.

I know three:

1) The immediate connection, where the absence of
any link between the two creates the appearance
of a ’causal’ relation: Violence Done causes Vio-
lence Suffered, and Violence Suffered argues for
Violence Done.

2) The linked connection, where the presence of the
link, which may be a consequence caused by Vi-
olence Done, creates the appearance of its having
caused the Violence Suffered. Violence Suffered
finds no Violence Done in the link and is thus de-
prived of argument.

3) The denied connection, where the multitude of
links creates the appearance of no ’causal’ rela-
tionship: every argument used by Violence Suf-
fered can be refuted as mere preference, since
other arguments are equally available; thus Vio-
lence Done can substitute the discussion of argu-
ments for the discussion of its existence. Due to
this discussion Violence Done is joined by Vio-
lence Suffered in dismissing the search for Non
Violence.

These three modes are members of the set OV, observed
violence.

There is also a set UV, unobserved violence.

I speak of observed violence whenever an observing wit-
ness states that there is violence, either done, or suffered,
or both. The observing witness may be either the doer,
or the sufferer, or both, or neither.

69
Years ago I wrote: The victims of capitalism object to
communism because they can not buy it.

Now I must write: The victims of capitalism find out that
what capitalism bought wasn’t communism.

70
I’d prefer that the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. cooperate to-
wards Communism rather than towards Capitalism. Not
only is Communism a far more intelligent challenge to
the most distinctly human potentials than nearly natural
Capitalism can ever be or has ever been, but also it would
be world-wide news.

71
Any power that knows, but refuses to implement, the so-
lutions of problems, knows how to stay in power, but
nothing else: it has a problem of which we, the other
power, know, but refuse to implement, the solution. Thus
we know merely how to stay in the other power.

72
Whichever way I turn: abominable dirt is what I find.
This society, its language, its values, its laws, all of it is
soiled or even irreparably damaged. Whatever appears
to be pleasant, to be a fulfillment to one, is caused by or
results in the misery of another. The concepts of law and
order have been bent to protect the ruling powers, whose
victimizing acts of vandalism incite to riot, against this
riot.
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73
They, the Parents!

Parents???
Them, our sons!

Sons???
When they send

them, they’re proud.
When they sent

them, they’re sad.

74
There are words which will
treacherously
turn empty and cruelly hollow only when
he whom you killed with them suddenly
dies.

For every mother and father who
now that their son is dead
fail to notice that with
him they lost their language
the language which killed him
he died
in their lost language
in vain.

If we desire to solve our problems without violence, then
we have to put all our energy and our confidence in lan-
guage; the language of words and gestures: forming
statements and questions, presenting reports and argu-
ments, carrying itself and our thought as one in metaphor,
analogy, and hint, explicit here, implicit there, but always
intending that degree of accurate resolution upon which
its particular case may rest.

75
While we do not find it possible often
to share our opinions
we have to share the world of their
consequences.

76
It may be difficult (I don’t know how) to avoid the unin-
tended messages sent by every word, sentence, act, and
gesture in the sooner, present, or later presence of wit-
nesses; to tolerate them as acts of fate, however, to hide
behind whenever innocence is the only excuse left for
having allowed a desire to be fulfilled at the expense of
the desirable, is an intended message, and thus, a be-
liever’s compromise: a lie.

If you cannot successfully present, defend, and, by ad-
equate reasoning, prove the desirability of my case and
position,

then your opposition to my case and position is only a
trivial exercise in power, threat, and at least mental vio-
lence.

77
Nothing is like language.

78
The ambiguity of language, mainly when spoken, of-
ten when written, is a consequence not only of cross-
contents, double-meanings, pun-possibilities, etc., but
also of its acoustical, even musical, always audio-gestic
characters.

79
While desperately we use all kinds of language in order
to save our society from revolutionary temptations, our
language itself stands up against us and lets us down.
Once our servants, now the words employ us, ordering
us about to propagate their meaning.

The world of implication is the universe of intended and
unintended messages.

80
Insistence on the accuracy of any statement begins by ar-
guing for the statement with its consistent consequence.
(People who speak, pseudo-apologetically, of their “per-
sonal own opinion”, never know, and never will admit,
the validity of this rule).

81
There are words which will (treacherously) turn empty
and cruelly hollow only when he whom you killed with
them suddenly dies.

For every mother and father who (now that their son is
dead) fail to notice that with him they lost their language
(the language which killed him) he died (in their lost lan-
guage) in vain.

82
A potential murderer is every person who considers the
intent that makes him speak to be more significant than
the implications that his spoken words carry.
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83
Some statements and sentences are such that their distin-
guishing significance rests in the fact that they were made
and uttered, rather than in any possible interpretation of
what they say or are intended to say.

84
You call brainwashing, mere semantics, rhetoric, or
worse, every reasoning which persuades you without be-
ing backed by the violent power you want or have.

85
Beauty is a power failure.

86
How can I answer the recurrent questions, reveal the so-
lutions to repeatedly pointed at problems, without being
accused of performing the frauds of a guru?

87
If the traces left by a committed controversy would be
considered to be attempts at a work of art celebrating
the many alternatives open to the human mind, then they
would not and, thus, could not be used as arguments for,
or causes of, hostility and violence.

88
The confusion between differences (which frequently are
the source of mutual need and thus of happiness) and
conflicts (which frequently are the source of mutual slan-
der and thus of misery) must be avoided, even prevented.

Peace has to be understood as a human need; just as
hunger has to be met by food, tiredness by sleep, weather
by shelter, loneliness by company, desire by love, so
problems and conflicts have to be met by peace.

You must prevent war,
not try to reach peace.

As long as peace is not seen as the solution of a ma-
jor problem of society, peace will be seen as the conse-
quence of the solution of major problems of society and,
thus, not be attained during that society’s lifetime.

89
In the absence of friction, difference, conflict, there is no
need for peace.

In the absence of perfection, obsolescence, eternal val-
ues, there is no need for radical change.

In the absence of violence, thoughtlessness, suppressive
exploitation, there is no need for culture.

In the absence of system-made humans, there is no need
for human-made systems.

In the absence of lies, there is no need for believers. (In
the absence of believers no one can be a liar).

In the absence of believers, there is no need for truth.

90
Instead of uniting all people in order to fight the differ-
ences of their views of one alleged world, it would be a
new effort to try and unite the different views and fight
the allegation.

91
Repeat, if it resists decay, retards it.

92
The projection of many paths leading from simple initial
configuration via complex intermediate configurations to
simple final configurations, so that, and where, the paths
survive the complexities in and on their ways, is the ’dra-
maturgic’ planning supervising the compositional pro-
cess.

93
An analogy is not that to which it is analog:

points are not people;
lines are not human relations;
sets of rules are not preferences;
the locus of a curve is not an individual’s path

through life;
a shape generated by points and lines is not a society

shaped by people.

An analogy is not that to which it is analog:

points are not people;
a set of labeled points is not a set of named people;
a labeled point leaping along a curve is not a named

individual stepping along her or his path through
life;

a curve-generating function associated with one la-
beled point only is not a list of path-generating
preferences associated with one named individ-
ual only;

a point’s curve-fitting leap is not an individual’s
preference-heeding step; lines are not contempla-
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tive looks;
the image of lines linking all leaps of a labeled point

is not the image of a named individual contem-
plating her or his own path through life;

to avoid this image is not a protest against competi-
tive society;

the image of lines linking all differently labeled
points after every leap is not the image of differ-
ently named individuals looking at one another
after each step before contemplating their next;

my emphasis on this image is not my desire for a
non-competitive society;

a shape formed by point linking lines is not a society
formed by preferred relationships.

Therefore:

My graphics are not the society I wish to live in.
An analogy is not that to which it is analog.
It points, however, to that which it is not.
My graphics are analog to the society I wish to live

in.

Therefore:

I should like to see them understood as socio-political
statements.

94
I is not better than you,
only less often worse.

This sentence derives its particular and intended meaning
from contemplating those sentences to which it points
with a rejecting gesture: which it is not.

I is not better than you,
only less often as bad as you.

I am not better than you,
but less often as bad as you.

I am not as bad as you often are.

I am not worse than you and never better.

I am not worse than you but never better.

You is not better than I and often worse.

You are not better than I who am often better.

I who am does I hear someone hiss is often worse than
you as often is but never am better than now I forgot who.

You is not worse than I and never better.

95
When I make a statement, any statement, then it is not an-
other statement, not any other statement. My statement

eloquently states that it is one of the many statements that
I can make, and also not one of the statements which I did
not make. If the statement I did make appears to be sim-
ilar to some of the statements I did not make, then there
are two possibilities to be considered: either I have made
a mistake by confusing the statement I intended to make
with a statement merely similar to it; or I emphatically
intended to make my statement point headshakingly at
all statements similar to it. Mistakes can be corrected,
too late if they are fatal, in good time when they are triv-
ial. Emphatically intended statements, carefully selected
from all similar statements, however, must be heard, lis-
tened to, and what’s more, must be understood.

96
Peace

In the absence of friction there is no need for peace.

Retardation of decay

The retardation of the decay of information is a need
which is an indispensable component of the distinguish-
ing description of humanity.

Argument

The difference between a statement argued for with ’be-
cause’ and a statement arguing with ’so that’, and a
non-arguing statement must be noted, respected, not dis-
missed, but loudly testified to by an alert witness.

Argument

Consistency of presentation in speech or writing, using
words like ’because’, ’so that’, ’therefore’, ’it follows’,
’of course’, ’naturally’, ’easily seen’, etc. is limited, (and
not to be persecuted for its limits), by its premises and
by its punch line. The question whether this premise and
this punch line ought to have been chosen, is to be con-
sidered separately under two headings: does the punch-
line follow consistently the premise; and, is the perfec-
tion of the consistency connecting the premise with the
punch line desirable?

Respondent

The power of the respondent must be recognized, mod-
erated, and, if necessary, temporarily suspended. Not the
response, but its falsification of the responded to, must
be noted and rejected. Again, any violent manifestation
of the respondent’s power must be boldly testified to by
an alert witness.
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Argument

So that my beliefs be respected, I shall not use them,
to the best of my knowledge, as arguments in discourse
with people who do not share my beliefs. I shall, how-
ever, insist that, if once I state and stipulate a premise,
it shall not be attacked for its reasonability as a con-
sequence, but only for its consistency with its conse-
quences: the disputes can only concern desires and de-
sirability.

97
NON SEQUITUR
is the brief Latin for
IT DOES NOT FOLLOW;
an unwarranted conclusion
it is, therefore or thus, a premise.
NON SEQUITUR

98
Ideologists discuss consequences, not premises. This
holds true also when the discussion is between ideolo-
gists representing conflicting, even incompatible ideolo-
gies.

They always speak the same language. For them to dis-
cuss premises means threatening violence and war.

Were they capable of speaking different languages they
might cease being ideologists and might come to an un-
derstanding. Any understanding is preferable to the un-
derstanding.

99
I admit to a point of view and to several associated opin-
ions. Out of many points of view that I have known and
applied and investigated I have chosen one, this one, by
preference.

The associated opinions are either stipulated premises
for, or consequences of, the point of view, and are, by
some logic or some empirical tracing, consistent with the
point of view, consistent enough in most cases to serve
as reasonings for, and defenses of, the tenability of the
point of view.

I also admit to a small and varying number of dissociated
opinions which are not or no longer or not yet reasonable.

100
Diplomacy is a way of hiding the preferred step behind
excuses for the insufficiency of the correct step.

101
’just criticism’

“Criticism”, just or not, or even, or even after all, feeds
on all of us, including those among us who for it get paid,
who on it feed. For too long a time, criticism has enthu-
siastically resigned itself to a language which itself has
renounced all looking after itself. Due to its users, all lan-
guage today rarely, and then but barely, escapes the com-
municative cesspool of convivial slander, self-effacing li-
bel, speaking just for itself so noisily, that nary a thought
dare access it. Such having become its language, criti-
cism today nolens volens violates thought, thus needs to
be denounced or to be rehabilitated, and thus, requires
contritely apologetic discussion.

Contritely apologetic discussion, however cheerfully and
politely it be conducted, is always reaffirming just that
evidence which it deplores, leading the participants from
a state of mere worry into a state of sheer despair, with
cliché-ridden hostility as a last position of defense.

Be it therefore, that is, in order to prevent contritely
apologetic discussion, proposed:

Let us use the word criticism whenever we wish to speak
of an attempt to articulate in language or gesture the re-
sult of an attempt to answer, having been confronted with
a created event, the following questions:

Did I like myself in the presence of the created event?
Did I like the created event in my presence?
Do I, and, why do I, approve or disapprove of the

relations between those two experiences?
Was the created event for me, when it met me, no

longer new, or just now new, or not yet new?
Could I, without familiarity and with explanation,

without plausibility and with distinguishing de-
scription, create a relation between me and the
created event that would change my range of ex-
perience and, thus, my intuitive mode of liking?

Would I permit that to happen?

And let us be concerned with the requirements, socio-
economic, psychologic, and linguistic, that need to be
met, if the answers to those questions are to be given as
offers, to be received as gifts.

102
A question

and those of us who have it and ask it search and wait
and work for its answer;
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A problem

and those of us who have it and, thus,

are it

search and wait and work for its solution

(all of us can never overestimate the vicious power of
those of us who prefer old questions to new answers,
known problems to known solutions, so that both ques-
tions and problems remain profitable).

103
I need people who neither doubt nor like the consistency
of their thinking.

I need people who salute with glee and rebellious enthu-
siasm the formulation and content of a thought that fails
to fit consistently the consistency of their thinking which
they neither doubt nor like.

I need people who neither doubt nor like the consistency
of my thinking.

I need people who invent with glee, care, and rebellious
enthusiasm the formulation and content of a thought that
fails to fit consistently the consistency of my thinking
and that is not merely a rehash of well-known thoughts
everybody, including myself, knows anyway and every-
body, including myself, wishes to depart from, to dis-
agree with, to accuse of obsolescence.

I need people who together with me understand that it
is because of the evidence in our realities that we don’t
doubt but don’t like the consistencies of our thinking.

I need people who together with me undertake to search
for, to bring about, to invent, such realities as will pro-
vide evidence for such consistencies of our thinking as
we shall at least doubt and thus at last like.

104
Two powers run society:
the powers that rule
and
the powers that defend the rule.

105
It appears that only the opposition to violence is culture.

Truism, says my friend.

He is right, but will he join the opposition?

106
The more we know the less we ought to ignore those
who, knowing less than we do, run our lives.

107
If power were built on thought it could argue. As power
is just that which can not argue without losing itself, it
either is, or pretends to be, thoughtless.

108
In order to elicit the current self-description of a system
I wish to understand, I have to grant it the power of the
respondent.

109
The people who ask us
to tell the truth
wouldn’t recognize it
even if we told it.

Those who demand from us to obey the law, order and
decency, know, at best, the ritual of obedience, and not
the first thing about law, order, and decency.

Their actions incite riots, and the rioters then are accused
of incitement.

110
The authoritarian victim accuses power for being the
victim’s authority, and persecutes authority with power
which substitutes for authority whenever authority is
missing.

111
Are men cripples, and do we, the women, have to take
care of cripples?
Or are men cripples, and do we, the women, have to be
cripples too?

Did we, the women, cripple men, so that we now have to
take care of cripples, if we want men?
Or did we, the women, cripple men, so that we now have
to be cripples, if we want men to care?

Did we, the men, cripple women, and do we, the men,
have to take care of cripples?
Or are women cripples, and do we, the men, have to be
cripples too?

Are women cripples, and do we, the men, have to cripple
care so that it be attainable?
Or is care a cripple, and do we, men and women, have to
want cripples so that we have care?
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112
Don’t you see that even pain can not create that which
is needed: the inviting dead silence, (after the excruciat-
ingly concise accusation), which reserves the time for the
escape, out from under the trap set, to become counter-
ing word and distinct deed, before the dead line chokes
necks?

113
Violence is thoughtless action.

I cannot discuss violence with anyone who does not op-
pose violence.

The impact of the creative arts on, within, and beyond,
the community wherein they originate, depends on the
degree to which they support and represent opposition to
violence.

The impact is not identical to and not to be confused
with the waves of success as (washing ashore soul ca-
ressing) they carry with them popularity and heartwarm-
ing money.

As violence is either thoughtless or thought suppressing,
only thoughtfulness can oppose it. Nothing can beat it.
Not to beat it, but to oppose violence is the desire to
think.

114
Both suddenly and gradually acquired insights into the
dynamics of social conventions can turn into blind prej-
udices when, under pressure of habit, fashion, opportu-
nity, and self-interest, they are given up too soon or held
valid for too long a time. Insights are glimpses of passing
consistencies defying the empty promises of stable truth.

115
By not making it one way you can have it both ways.

116
An accurate report remains an accurate report, even if it
is used as a fallacious argument.

The fallacy of an argument does not reflect on its accu-
racy in what it states, but on its adequacy as a link be-
tween two statements.

The valid justification of contempt for clichés and com-
monplace sentenciousness is their role as fallacious ar-
guments.

117
The essence of tautology (a statement that excludes no
logical possibilities) is that it is “true in all possible
worlds”, whence it is a “truth of logic”. As it is a fact
that at least one of all possible worlds is highly undesir-
able to many people, so it is a fact that logic alone will
not help in discerning a desirable one.

118
It,
as we use it,
uses us as we use it:

the story of your life,
told as you would tell it:
at least three times.

119
A truism is a statement which remains ’true’ even if
called either ’truism’ or ’false’ by those who object to
the statement or find fault with it.

120
To take power, have power, give power: the antidote is
not more, but less power.

121
1) For every positive statement there exists at least one
respectable system in which this statement is consistent
with at least one structure possible in that system, and
thus can be a true statement.

2) Let every such system be called a domain of the state-
ment and let every such structure be called a range of the
statement.

3) Multiply the number of domains of a given statement
with the number of its ranges. Call the product the truth
of the potential statement.

4) Divide the truth of the potential statement by the num-
ber of individuals that either made this or an equivalent
statement up to “now”. Call the quotient the index of rel-
ative desirability of the domains and ranges implied by
the statement.

122
As long as one has to push and defend socialism against
capitalism, one can not point at and discuss cogently the
diverse methods to be tried as a postcapitalist experiment
so that socialism emerge.
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123
I is a foray out to whence I speaks am.

Upon return I says “I is thence am.”

“Am I?” asks I.

“I is!” answers I am.

124
If the statement you make is called ’true’ by everybody,

then you can not expect anybody to become interested in
its verification.

If the statement you make is called ’false’ by everybody,

then you can not expect anybody to become interested in
its falsification.

If the statement you make is to be called ’true’ by some
and ’false’ by others so that all become interested in their
calling it ’true’ or ’false’,

then you at least must be neither everybody nor anybody.

How?

The statement must be composed so that you know it to
be, and thus honestly can call it, ’still false’ and ’not yet
true’.

If then, by assembling some who call it ’false’ (which
is easy), you generate their opponents (which is easy)
who call it ’true’ (they must), and if you then introduce
to both the notion that the real issue is neither ’false’ or
’true’ but rather ’still not yet’, you may, with persever-
ance and, of course, a little bit of luck, succeed in having
a few unbearable bores at last discuss the content of your
statement.

125
This year, and maybe next year too, and then, after that,
who knows whether we might not have to again, and,
following that, we may still have to be at it, it being the
righteously displayed triumph of those who fit the way
things are over those who would love to do without the
fit and the things and the way as are, this year, just to
begin with, we shall try, by lots of wayward discussions,
by playing with words, by investigating not only the cur-
rent weaponry of the self-appointed moron, by pleasing
no one, not even those we should like to befriend, nor
those we should hope to be befriended by, but also by
going out on an iridescently well-shaped and graciously
moved limb (Eros, help, and look and see and frolic,
don’t be just touchy!), by getting us spilled all over the
pompously self-assertive it of the credulous suckers, we
shall try to continue the “victoriously” interrupted climb

from commonplace tolerance (virtuous understanding)
towards original intolerance where the created, the con-
structed, appeals to the inexcusable failures of all intelli-
gent interpretations.

126
The language of criticism and critique fails all too often
to turn its full power and rigor to a criticism and critique
of the language.

If this is applied then it becomes understandable why it
is more urgent to provoke our writers and speakers to ac-
cuse our language for its consistent clinging to rejected
premises, for its slanderous honesty and pied piper’s
melody, than to conspire, self-righteously, with this lan-
guage, its religions and its ’free’ press and media by us-
ing it in criticizing our writers and speakers.

127

A reports to B an event.
A thinks that the correct interpretation of the event

depends on five details.
A wishes to prevent B from correctly interpreting the

event.
A omits mentioning two details in his report to B.
B nevertheless arrives at the correct interpretation of

the event although describing it with only three
details.

A tries to deride B’s correct interpretation by accus-
ing B of having based it on an inaccurate descrip-
tion.

Journalists should be surprised that their inaccurate de-
scriptions beget correct interpretations, rather than that
these are based on inaccurate descriptions.

128
It is a cause for frustration if I reject a statement for being
inaccurate and find myself applauded by a person who
rejects that statement for being accurate or by a person
who rejects a statement for being inaccurate when I re-
jected that statement for being accurate.

129
Love affairs without thought being the laughing third are
doomed to commercial success.
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130
The incredible becomes as familiar
as the familiar has become incredible.

131
There will be no free press (whose freedom would be
worth defending) until the law turns rigorously against
libel and slander, with both terms being redefined in an
understanding of their social dynamics.

132
The third has always grinned.

Now, just and reformed, it hollers with laughter.

133
To pay for immortality with one’s life is just as stupid as
it is criminal to pay for it with somebody else’s.

134
The contemporary happy end shows those, who tried to
prevent it, left behind, fading into the distance, shrink-
ing, due to the perspective they always preached, to mere
nothingness.

135
Things are what is said about them.

Everything said is said by an observer.

Not every observer, however, says what the observer ob-
served. Nor must we take for granted, that the observer
to whom the observer said it will admit that it was said.

136
Which justice do you mean:
To each his own
or
To all the same
or
?

137
When is “Composition”?

“When” is composition!

138
Four relationships between music and language:

a) language is modulated by music
b) music emulates linguistic behavior

c) the sounds of language are used as musical mate-
rial

d) music and language move in mutual analogy, de-
pendent on some structure.

139
A person can inspire a sentiment in me,
which might remind me of some music.

A music can inspire a sentiment in me, which might re-
mind me of a person.

140
Your sweet snootapeeps grows, soon to be revealed as
an inflated snoddygrunt who, deftly pricked, will, with a
screaming whistle spewing out of the left, left, wet cor-
ner of a wet mouth, shrink shrinkingly to that size found
adequate for the simple needs of any god-fearing fart.

141
Musicology: Let the dead bury the living.

142
As long as we can hum along with it, death is sweet.

143
’in concert’

It is unfortunate and worthy of great care that the audi-
ence has the power to decide how to talk about the con-
cert. And things are what is said about them.

It is fortunate, however, and worthy of riotous celebra-
tion, if among the things that are what is said about them,
the composers can find their worst enemies having expe-
rienced the worst concert of their life!

144
Today’s daily discourse is our punishment for our obedi-
ence to our society’s daily orders.

145
Current affairs

A good theory is a flawless construct.

A better theory will not attack the flawlessness of con-
struct but rather the conditions under which the construct
is flawless and thus makes a good theory.

To attack conditions requires intelligence.

To attack conditions requires a political stance.

To argue for one’s life by demonstrating a corpse not only
defies intelligence and political stance, but implies mur-
der and, worse, manifests nothing but one’s mere exis-
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tence. One, who needs proof where his embracing wish
should suffice, turns into an object.

For me into an object of contempt.

146
Dear Friend, you say that my project, for which I need re-
search and time and people before I’ll be able to test it in
implementation, is a mere dream, an unrealistic fantasy,
a utopia. I herewith have the great pleasure to invite you
to form and chair a group of 50 composers, scientists and
technologists, whose task it be to prove, to their unani-
mous satisfaction, the impossibility of ever finding a non-
trivial, better-than-token, practically implemented, true-
to-specifications solution of the problems my project is
to overcome. Your group is to match in erudition, hu-
man quality, dedication to the best possible for humanity,
another group of 50 composers, scientists, and technolo-
gists whose goal it is to bring the project to fruition.

So that the two groups be ethically matchable, you will
have one unpleasant task which I do not have: while
in my group the members who think the project could
work use a language used by the members who want the
project to work, you will find in your group, unfortu-
nately, the members who do not want the project to work
dishonestly using the language used by those who hon-
estly think that the project cannot work. Your group,
therefore not only has to prove the hopelessness of the
project but also that your decision was reached without a
single enemy of the project.

147
The concept ’GOAL’ appears most threateningly, but
with some sense, in those moments of a debate, where
two people confuse the idea on which they seem to agree
with the methods of its implementation on which they
disagree.

148
I declare for now:

Composition: to bring about that which without hu-
man intent would not happen.

Art: successful in allowing human society to see it-
self.

Output: the state of a system after involvement with
a structure.

Input: a structure just before involvement with a sys-
tem.

Human intent: I
Human society: not I
Composers: artists and composers
Allow: not guarantee
Utopia: not available in that society which uses the

word correctly.

149
The assumption that the “human” is the only conscious
regulator of “nature” known in nature, is important, be-
cause it includes all desires and all needs.

150
Collaboration with the enemy is an undesirable model
for cooperation.

151
There is something to be said for the Past: it was!

152
Nobody would have chased Adam and Eve from the Gar-
den of Eden had they made love. But they just fucked
and after humans had been created the rest of nature had
turned inhuman: not for making love as humans, but for
fucking like nature Adam and Eve were driven out of the
Garden of Eden, away from the tree of cognition, and the
cursed snake upon its belly did it go and dust did it eat
all the days of its life and mine.

No God, and, in particular, no only lonely single God,
and in general: nobody would have driven Adam and
Eve and the Snake from the Garden of Eden, had they
made love, had they united to retard carefully thought-
fully artfully the urge of nature.

153
Once upon a time a human being became aware that
some of its most ardent desires could only be fulfilled
if the fulfillment of the same desires felt by other human
beings would be refused. On the evening of that time the
aware human being gave birth to the sentence: “What if
everybody would do, want, think this!?”

154
The Old can become new again but never again The New.
The New grows old but must become The Old before it
can become new again.
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155
To the disadvantages of our traditions we are helplessly
doomed as long as upholding our traditions is one of
them.

The advantages of our traditions are among our alterna-
tives as long as upholding either is both of them.

(following Sullivan)
July 10th, 1978

156
I agrees with (adores, loves, admires) the composer Gus-
tav Mahler, who composed a musical universe in which
the components of his social environment were repre-
sented, by analogy, in their mutual affirmations, their
hapless inconsistencies, their intended contradictions,
and in their disastrous mutual negations.

I does not agree with those “aficionados” who love a
Gustav Mahler who, as they slanderously maintain, suf-
fered creatively from these affirmations, inconsistencies,
contradictions, negations.

The consumer’s Gustav Mahler is treacherously the con-
sumer whom Gustav Mahler described. Gustav Mahler,
however, described the consumer who will describe Gus-
tav Mahler.

It does not matter who is right.
But it does matter, which side you prefer.
It will be your portrait.
Your I.

157
About the cliché

It, in the mouth of whoever is stuck with it, becomes the
cliché, which it is not in the mouth of whoever could, at
the crucial moment, avoid it, and still say what wants to
be said and understand why.

158
The translation of one theory and its language, into an-
other theory and its language, requires that a 3rd theory
and its language be found.

159
Whether or not Eastern Culture has always been a culture
of submission to irrational power, it is just that as soon as
it is adopted by Western Culture. Both cultures are based
on a belief in the irrationality of power. That power could
be rational and unbelievable and opposed to culture has
not occurred to either Eastern nor Western mankind.

160
How to avoid offering an argument its predecessor as an
argument.

161
The ’look at the world’ system is found and then looked
at through the ’look at the look at the world’ system,
which is stipulated and to be of higher and increasing
complexity than the former, so that the decrease of infor-
mation in the former be clearly detected. To retard the
decay of the latter is art.

162
I am the argument for my quotations.

163
Thesis One

Every score is specific and determinate in that it defines
the finite set of questions to which it offers answers.

164
The ideal performer arrives at an interpretation of the
score by asking as many of the questions in that finite
set as he can find or invent, and continues looking for
more.

The idealistic performer arrives at an interpretation of
the score by underestimating the finite set of questions
by calling it with a mystifying wink ’really infinite’ and,
asking too few questions, enthusiastically makes do with
but loosely preferred answers.

The ideological performer never arrives at any interpre-
tation of the score; this performer is determinate and spe-
cific in that this performer defines the finite set of ques-
tions to which this performer offers answers. The ide-
ological performer arrives and departs, mockingly sup-
ported by any and every score, at, and for, the performer’s
interpretation of the performer.

Directly to the heart:
Sorry! Wrong score!

165
Reading what others wrote I have to decide: Did they
raise their voices to say what I wish said? If I decide
they did, then I should not complain that they said noth-
ing new to me.
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166
Thesis: For every word there exists at least one sentence
which will not “hold” and will be “false” in all logics ex-
cept the desired logic. In any such sentence the word is
given the function or meaning which makes the sentence
“true” in none but the desired logic.

167
If reality were not condemned to be an agreement on im-
ages, then disagreement would not lead to hostility and
war, but to a wealth of images and a culture of admiring
affection.

168
The fact that we believe, think, suspect something, does
not become less of a fact, when that which we believe,
think, suspect, is not a fact.

169
Every questioner implies with a question a subset of the
set of all possible responses to the question. If the re-
spondent fails to choose the answer from this implied
subset, then the questioner will state:
“That was not my question.”

170
“To want to know it” may mean two distinct wants:

I want to know whether a known ’it’ is in evidence here,
there, or anywhere.

I want to know whether there is evidence for a not yet
known ’it’.

171
Those who prefer questions to answers and problems
to solutions are frequently also those who know, and
have the power to implement, the answers and solutions.
Where either answer or solution would threaten profit,
power, popularity, status, nearly all experts cheerfully
prefer to turn into self-appointed morons.

If though, defeated, they have to admit and promote a
found answer, a found solution, then they scramble to
recover profit, power, popularity, status, by denying that
there ever was a question, a problem, and by selling us
stories of miracles, strokes of genius, accidental illumi-
nations.

When we try to transform a score into its performance
then we consider the score to be answers to yet to be
asked questions, its performance to be solutions of yet to
be discovered problems. Thus meeting Bach’s 250 years
old work today can be as much of an experiment as must

be meeting Sullivan’s; meeting Brün’s 30 years old work
today as much of an experiment as must be meeting En-
slin’s.

To remember an answered question, a solved problem, is
very difficult.

To remember how there once was a question, a problem,
is easy.

172
If an approved and accepted concept of behavior proves
to be impractical or unsuccessful when used as a guide
to daily behavior, then it frequently happens that the dis-
contented user simultaneously elevates the concept to the
status of a standard, and refuses to be guided by it. The
apparent inconsistency of this reaction is precisely that
which causes the phenomenon of ’alienation’ (to resist
any violently trivial explanation).

173
If systems were consistent, then a consistent analysis of
a system could also be consistent with the system ana-
lyzed.

One fallacy to be mentioned is the assumption, that in
case of an inconsistency between system and analysis, it
is the analysis that has to be corrected.

The other fallacy is the assumption that in such a case the
system is to be corrected.

As if consistency were the goal.

174
Inaccurate, incomplete, or set-prejudiced, distinguishing
descriptions of the members of a set, lead, with infalli-
ble consistency, to such abstraction as will present the at
least equally inaccurate, incomplete, and set-prejudiced
distinguishing description of the set.

175
Every composition is art of that environment, commu-
nity, category, class, to which it is new in that it therein
either adds a not yet existent concept or adds connota-
tions to an already existent concept.

176
Strong relationships are generated by turning the ten-
sions of diversity into mutually complementing differ-
ences.
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177
The contemporary problem is:

We no longer discern carrier and modulation, ground and
profile, the given and the taken, the rule and the liberty.

Thus we confuse situations in which alternatives are
scarce and therefore repeatedly taken, with situations in
which alternatives are many and repeatedly not taken.

In a situation with only the alternative of doing some-
thing or not doing something, neither taking is trite.

Trite is the verbal implication of scarcity of alternatives
in a situation with many alternatives of ways of doing
something and ways of not doing something.

The snob behaves choosy where in the absence of alter-
natives, he must.

The schmuck says he must where he refuses to choose
among many.

178
The Object is its name when called upon to manifest
nothing but its mere existence.

The Language is the call upon the name to manifest more
than the object’s mere existence.

179
To distinguish any ’it’ from that which was done with
’it’, from the use of ’it’, from the historical role ’it’
played and ’it’ now plays. For example the opera!

180
Whereas a piano, by definition, holds possibilities un-
used by any composition, every computer composition
exhausts the system of which it is changes of state.

181
If the guy I want to move in with is still the guy I want to
move in with even after I have moved in with him then
he is not the guy I want to have moved in with!

182
The way I listen to a composition is or has or can become
the way in which I see myself.

183
I can’t change people if they do not.

Nor can either you or we.

184
junk is the antisocial object

decay is the antisocial trace of time

185
I goal and keep goaling until it turns into a noun.

186
It is assumed that
an object has a completeness
of which all descriptions are doomed to fall short.

I’ll have it stipulated that
a description is the object
of which all completenesses fell short.

187
Compose a program note containing N sentences com-
menting on a piece of music you wrote.

Mount them on a surface and cover each sentence with
opaque peel-off tape.

At each hearing of the piece commented on, let the lis-
tener peel off just one tape, so that the note grow with the
listener’s competence together.

When the piece has been heard N times and, thus, N sen-
tences (the complete note) have become visible, let the
listener decide, whether an understanding of significant
pleasure has been achieved.

188
I am also all I ever identified with: music, poems, poses,
pictures, friends, situations!

189
Thesis Two

In every work of composed Art something, which does
not yet exist, appears. It, not yet existent, wears a mask.
The mask indeed does exist.

190
rape! rape?

the object is its name when called upon to manifest noth-
ing but its mere existence.

to rape = ver-ge-waltigen

a call, deaf and blind to a subject, to subject.

a call of “I” to “I” without sequel to the “I” turns into “it
wants it”:
causality anonymous.

The significance of the action being zero, the significance
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of the action having taken place becomes infinite. Both
zero and infinite significance manifest nothing but mere
existence and the absence of choice. As only choice is
more than mere existence, and as only humans know
choice, human dignity is absent in the absence of choice.
Thus the difficulty in dealing with the sequence and the
consequence of rape.

191
Affirmative, confirmative: Make up as much mind as sta-
tus consciousness has left of yours.

192
If you insist on truth then you ought to use all your imag-
ination to give it the good name it never gets without you.

193
Hidden behind words lurks meaning.

194
To use a cliché is one of the clichés.

195
If played and heard often enough, every musical struc-
ture is prone to be interpreted by musicians and listeners
as a gesture of musical speech.

The composed context, whose structural coherence
causes its components to adopt temporary meanings, will
thus sooner or later be misunderstood as a temporary
context deriving its coherence from meaningful compo-
nents.

In order to retard this visitation of communicative famil-
iarity for as long as possible I have tried to inhibit, in
several of my compositions, all tendencies that might af-
firm consistency, message, semantics, gesture, plausibil-
ity, form, by using the non-sequitur as structural plot.

196
I am learning.

I am learning cruelty, brutality, teasing, taunting, tragedy,
comedy, tragicomedy, hopelessness, helplessness, con-
tempt, derision, fake, the futility of talent, the profile of
imitators of literature having delineated profiles with per-
sonal problems, so they need their problems for their pro-
file and therefore deride solutions with self-righteous ha-
tred, etc. and, deplorably, I am learning the last I wanted
to learn, and I still do not want to learn it, so I won’t even
give it it’s name.

For I know, were I to learn it, I would immediately turn,
to everybody’s but my delight, and be transformed, into
that useful unusable vegetable which it is the grinful ban-
quet pleasure of my teachers to be themselves.

All that remains for me to do is to generate and to de-
clare that which will make it a matter of choice whether
this learning is to happen or not.

No matter where I turn, to where I am truly or allegedly
loved, my love has been met with derision and contempt,
my offer been turned into a demand, my compliments
into weakness, and my inventiveness into either com-
monplace or arrogance or egocentrics or threats. AND
I stand condemned just because I say that I know it.

197
All that the prominent, published, audible and legible
critic wants, is to be popular with those, with whom
together he can safely step on those, without whom he
would lack subject matter and justified social existence.

198
I use the word “self-appointed moron” whenever I wish
to, or unfortunately have to, speak of a person who, hav-
ing rejected steadfastly over extended periods of time nu-
merous solutions of a problem, now considers himself up
to date and even culturally progressive, when he declares
the problem to be old, obsolete, aged, passe, obviously
unsolvable.

199
If you hurt the feelings of a thoughtful person, this per-
son will think differently of you and, if possible, avoid
you.

If you hurt the feelings of a thoughtless person, this per-
son will continue not thinking of you and, if possible,
persecute you.

200
If you want a person to be a cripple, call the person a
cripple.

If you want a person not to understand you, just call the
person a person that doesn’t understand you.

If you want to be rude, just be that which they call rude.

In everything the rule is: Do that which makes you or
them utter the sentence prepared for all the descriptions
that you desire.

If what you do is not described the way you want it de-
scribed, then you have failed in either one of two ways:
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a) You did not prompt the prepared sentence.
b) You inadvertently prompted a prepared sentence.

You can never, never, under any imaginable circum-
stances, overcome or pierce or transcend the narrow of
interest of your listener, not even when the listener elo-
quently is accusing the listener’s listeners of narrowness.

201
So I sit here, unable to continue my work, assuaged
by the surrounding insufficient kindness, which is the
hallmark of unbeatable dismissal, often spiced with the
apologetic smile of contempt.

202
If words are flies caught in a spiderweb, who wants to be
the spider?

You know what you mean. But do you also know what it
means?

Are you or are you not responsible for whatever you do
or say, even if it does that which you did not intend it to
do?

Unless you know what it is, prefer the sentences “I like”
and “I do not like” to the sentences “I like it” and “I do
not like it”.

Permit your friend to ask you for a definition of it ev-
ery time you use the word it in a statement or question.
Observe how hostile you will become to your friend and
how suspicious of the ubiquitous it always offering itself
just when without it the world would show itself to you
as unspeakable a word as it is.

203
The network makes everybody a spokes-man.

204
In a status conscious society, affirmation is the activity of
one lower on the hierarchic tree than the one the affirma-
tion is addressed to.

It relates cheerful and obedient servants to their superior
equals.

205
Whenever a musician begins to believe that other musi-
cians know how to speak of themselves and their work,
he inevitably begins to imitate them by responding with
inanities, trivialities and rosaries of commonplace.

206
If A and I were present while B answered a question
asked by C, and if neither A nor I commented on the
answer, then I shall have accepted the answer and shall
not ask the question again but shall expect A to ask the
question soon as if never an answer had been heard.

207
The mouth of the eyeless leaves me shameless and I shall
not fake blindness to humor ruthless hypocrites.

208
People can not even be addressed in their language.

209
If I try to discuss the merits of an opinion with a person
who is incapable of holding in the presence of mind more
than one thought or sentence at a time, then the discus-
sion will inevitably end with the statement: “Now don’t
be rude, Herbert!”

210
If you want to paralyze a person whose deeds you do not
understand, just say: “The less you talk, the more you
do, the better!”

211
While I have tenure they have me.

Why should either of us wish to swap?

212
Could not vanity forsake retiring resistance for the sake
of an upsurging embrace?

Could vanity not, upon discerning the craving partner,
rise from its entanglement with sated colleagues?

213
Now, that I have declared the intended meaning of ’truth’
whenever I use the word, I shall attempt to describe (de-
clare eventually) what I wish to substitute for the current
use of the word and which aspects of the current use of
the term I consider so important and indispensable for ra-
tional and erotical discourse, that I shall untiringly search
for that, its, formulation.
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214
Show:

There isn’t a good idea that hasn’t wilted, withered and
miserably passed away under the caressing claws of its
compulsive supporters. There will always be trouble
with the silly lovers.

But — And — So — Therefore — Why not

Show it, this, the aforesaid, the above mentioned and
mentioned above in such form, shape, event, dimension,
medium, construct, composition as will not, at least not
immediately fall under its verdict!

215
Why do I admire my opponents often more than I admire
my friends? Why am I far more surprised at the argu-
ments used by those who do not agree with me, than by
the supporting contributions of those I agree with?

216
In particular by people who never ask any questions other
than “how much?” “how fast?” “what is in it for me?”
“who else?” and “why not?” I have been told in tones
of condescending contempt, tempered by fist-eyed indig-
nation, to kindly refrain from telling stories, reporting
events, relating observations, giving explanations or an-
swers unless explicitly asked. Thus, as they never ask, to
them my presence presents indifferent, sometimes even
annoying noise; to me their blank stare at best, at worst
their vicious hatred, means an intimidating “shut up!”
command to which, without disobedience, I can not re-
ply, so that I can always be accused of sarcasm if I shut
up, of brainwashing if I expose the dynamics, of manip-
ulating kids if witnesses catch on and learn, and of bad
manners every time I use theirs.

Bad manners are mine used by someone I dislike.

217
Truth is, at best, the biological dimension, the life-time,
of any concept, including its own. In times of belief
’truth’ deteriorates to a concept sported by necrophilio-
sophical collectors, itemizing past times for a pastime.

218
I’d rather be, than be called, selfish.

219
The tremendous delight in music at the expense of music

taken in music by people who love music at the expense
of music is bad for music.

220
’you know’ is the grunt you grunt when you feel too re-
laxed for warding off inane pomposity. But you know
you know it helps breathing you know when you know
the air the you know hot air you know air air you know
why do my lips part when all I want is speak you know
now why you know the hot air goes into my speech you
know while my lungs you know air you know choke.

221
Talking as if language were syntax-deductible.

222

They turn an offer into a demand.
They speak of it as if it were known.
They take just that for granted which they criticize.
They do not know the distinguishing description of

humans.
They want to get together but, instead, try to become

alike.
Once they become alike, they begin to

hate themselves as they hate their
neighbors to whom alike they became.

Who are they?

223
To suppress the Press is equivalent to suppressing the im-
provement of the Press under pressure. As the Press has
invented the terminology with which its owners disown
it, and its victims, the readers, own it, it is the Press’ ter-
minology that needs suppressing, not the Press.

224
The answer to the question:

“When is argument?”
will give all of us far more than
itself.

225
Neither is it easy to convey, nor often comfortable to re-
ceive, a compliment.
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226
The believer appeals to my logical thought processes
when he wishes to convince me of his rights to his be-
liefs, but condemns my logical thought processes when I
wish to convince him that he hurts my feelings.

227
Those who are too ’decent’ to borrow, always pay back.

228
It is considered bad form, if you answer a rhetorical ques-
tion as if it were a legitimate one.

229
The substitution of contact for content is beyond being
desired also undesirable.

230
If my opponents were able to be as polite and as elegant
as I am, they would not have to call me rude.

231
either the relation or not the relation,
but in any case the other.
either the other or not the other,
but in any case the relation.
What if the relation turns into the other?

232
There are those who are bearable only because they are
young, and those who are unbearable only because they
are old, and then those who are neither young nor old,
but only those who are there.

233
As long as we do not claim to know any absolute truth,
believers can only make liars, but listeners know that the
story teller tells stories and the composer composes mu-
sic.

234
No person is irreplaceable.

Every person is replaceable.

Replaceability

is the property of a person.

Every replaceable person

is replaceable and a replaced person.

Not the replaceability

but the placeability

and the irreplaceability

of a person are that which are not and,

thus, is the problem.

235
Around me, in a loosely formed circle, elegantly convers-
ing among themselves, their center oriented expectance
barely showing, stand my resignations.

However: Nothing is trivial, for without continuity noth-
ing could be a risk.

236
All and only all I can lose are my friends.

237
The traditional trust in truth betrays a truce with traces!

238
PEACE has to be understood in two distinct ways:

as a human need which has to be met by a composition
of Quiet, Gesture, Touch, Look, Listen, Language, Ex-
pectancy, Presence, Witnesship, Critique, Coming, and
Going

as a necessity which has to meet the human need for
problem and conflict and friction and distinction, just as
food meets hunger, sleep meets exhaustion, shelter and
garment meet weather, company meets loneliness, love
meets desire.

In the absence of human needs, frictions, conflicts, prob-
lems
there is no need for peace.

239
To love beyond

comparison
is in keeping with the image of floating hierarchies,
where the playful dance of centers transcends the rela-
tivity of observed levels.

240
You think it, you say it, you hear it.

Say what you think and then listen whether, having said
what you think, you hear what you thought.

The other, however, says it, you hear it, you think it.

You say what you think but you think what the other says.
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241
The problem of preferred subject matter,
or:
“Let’s rather talk of something else!”

242
nit → nyt → it → yit → other → new

not it,
not yet it,
it,
yet it,
other,
new

243
nit upon repeat turns it.

244
Composition generates whole systems so that there be a
context which can endow trivial ’items’ and meaningless
’materials’ with a sense and a meaning never before as-
sociated with either items or materials.

Be it linguistic art, where the sentence injects meaning-
ful intent into mere lexicographic vocables, thus turning
these into words —

be it visual art, where the configuration injects meaning-
ful intent into mere perceptible data, thus turning these
into spaces, shapes, movements and color patterns —

be it audible art, where the structuring of time and dis-
tance injects meaningful intent into mere acoustical phe-
nomena, thus turning these into musical events —

sooner or later both the profiteering interpreters and the
consuming audience will perversely deny the composers’
competence and, instead, declare the sentence to be
meant by its words, the painting to be meant by its com-
ponents, and the music to be meant by its sounds.

In order to retard this unfortunate and inevitable decay
(too many humans are indistinguishable from laws of na-
ture) for as long as possible, I have contrived to inhibit
such gesture forming tendencies in most of my compo-
sitions by using many a non sequitur as a structural leap
over new gaps avoiding old bridges.

The intent is motivated by my non-malicious desire to
keep not only my music as alienated as possible from
’business as usual’ and to have not only my composition
say something to the interpreter and the listener for the

longer time than it may take them to just repeat their ha-
bitual commonplaces to themselves.

The survival of composition depends on the composer’s
art: anticommunication.

245
If the Inexplicable is treasured for being apparently in-
evitable then it will be called a stroke of genius.

246
model: a conceptual look at an it in a system, where em-
phasis is the distinguishing feature.

247
The artificial paradigm
is that nest
which I have to rebuild
each spring and
it’s all the same to me
if all birds mock me
for having a different
nest every year.

248
“Know thyself!” I was told.

Ever since, I’ve tried to know myself.

I forgot I knew Iself.

Slowly I recovers.

249
To remember a solved problem is nearly impossible; to
remember how there once was one is easy. The story of
the story is the story of how questions begot answers, to
be told at a time when answers, queried for their ques-
tions, fail to answer. So far, so good, so, still, stories
stand in our way to the questions.

250
It is difficult to sustain a commitment while avoiding de-
cisions which lead to irreparable action.

251
Which fails:
the attempt to change reality
(which we admire)
or the reality
(which,
in admiring the attempt,
we condemn)?
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252
That’s it!

The statement: ’That’s it!’ can mean either that one is
in the presence of an object, or state, or a process, or an
event; where ’it’ refers to what one is in the presence of.
Or it can mean all that, but with ’it’ referring only to the
state of ’being in the presence’.

253
In a social system in which thought appears to be impo-
tent it is easy for the thoughtless to claim equal rights. If
thought and thoughtlessness are equally impotent, then
they are also equally potent. Unfortunately, however,
only the thoughtful are capable of this thought. The
thoughtless plead pragmatic innocence. The thoughtful
plead the need for communication with the thoughtless
and use condescending relaxation in order to see them-
selves, and to be seen by the thoughtless, as sympathetic
co-victims suffering, just like everybody else, only in a
better position, under the same conditions inflicted upon
them by a brutally powerful, but here and there imper-
fect, social system.

254
My friends are cursed with the utterly respectable desire
to teach the subject they love, where and when I, who
so much wants to be my friends’ friend, have set out to
teach the students to love the subject they desire.

255
It is that they have a consistency which is not ours which
gives them the power.

256
The two parallel attempts:

let the word survive the time it takes for the context to
attach a meaning to it.

257
I have found what I’ve been looking for.

I am looking for what I’ve found.

258
There are to be observed three actions of that mental pro-
cess called ’common sense’ (with the stress on the first
syllable):

Common sense as it perceives;
Common sense as it concludes;

Common sense as it compromises.

Common sense perceives
solvable and unsolvable problems.

Common sense concludes
that solvable problems ought to be
addressed and solved, while unsolvable
problems ought to be considered a
waste of time.

Common sense compromises
by conceding that unsolvable problems
can disappear thanks to an act of
genius, an act of accident, an act of
divine interference, and by fully
understanding that any undesired
solution of a problem proves the
problem to be unsolvable.

Common sense can not grasp and, thus,
can not accept, the assertion
that the above defines
neither perception nor conclusion
nor compromise nor solvable problem
nor unsolvable problem nor waste of time
nor desirability nor genius nor accident
nor divine interference
but merely and only and accurately
’Common Sense’.

259
I has a relation to its superior:

I is accused

of its superior’s

hypocrisy.

260
I is not better than its contemporaries.

No. Not better.

But I is less frequently as bad as its

contemporaries.

261
I is out of your mind.

262
I always like to see you,

only never now.

263
It is not what It was.
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264
I know everything.

If everything were to know me we could have a chat.

265
So long as public safety will be understood to mean pro-
tection of somebody against everybody, and not of ev-
erybody against anybody, policemen, whether they want
it or not, can not but function as somebody’s executive
arm; anybody can thus, simply by calling the police, tem-
porarily imitate somebody.

266
The legally protected interpretation of the constitution is
made in legally protected language by police protected
people who act in a legally protected position in police
protected offices.

267
If a constitution is so constructed that a set of constitu-
tionally admissible arguments can support a constitution-
ally inadmissible conclusion, then this constitution can
always be used for unconstitutional purposes: our soci-
ety, all of it, has in thousands of years been conditioned,
by commonplace, hypocrisy, religion, and fear, to value
higher the consistency of argument than the desirability
of conclusion.

268
When a young person is, at a crucial moment, given an
answer which has a devastating effect on this person’s
life, then this person will accredit the effect to the power
of the answer, and thus learn to use this answer for its
devastating power over another person’s life. Finally, the
answer will be believed by the no longer young person to
be a truth, a valid argument, a necessary piece of knowl-
edge, just because it was powerful, effective, and devas-
tating.

269
Just because nobody understands himself nobody agrees
with himself.

270
The natural moron does not know that he makes and
takes decisions. When asked, why he made and took the
decisions he made and took, he indignantly asserts that
not he made and took them.

The self-appointed moron knows that he makes and takes
decisions. When asked, why he makes and takes the de-
cisions he makes and takes, he admonishingly submits
that not he makes and takes them.

The oxymoron knows that he neither makes nor takes
decisions. When asked, why he did not make or take de-
cisions he neither made nor took nor makes nor takes, he
gleefully giggles that he is waiting for you to see whether
once you made it you can take it.

271
Everybody is willing to be a liar, thief, criminal, fool,
moron, pest, etc. but nobody is willing to allow for being
called a liar, thief, criminal, fool, moron, pest, etc. —
So you have to show people what you think they are, but
not tell them. That is the reason why people don’t like
talking and telling.

272
Whenever the word ’intellectual’ is pronounced by a
proud would-be non-intellectual, the word carries the in-
tent of insult.

273
Anyone can call that to which he refuses to respond a
monologue.

274
How much dignity can be gained by getting bored stiff
with the repeated occurrence of a traditionally sanctioned
mistake?

275
The Hypocrite affirms a code of ethics and morals which
prevents his competitors from looking good.

276
This year at last shows our decaying buttocks.
The faint sweet stench reminds our noses of dismissed
thoughts.
Those lawful crimes have turned instructive evidence
again.
The match we used to burn a flag with now but picks a
tooth.
The finger, coaxed by bible, memory, and usage
grows nails, proverbials, homilies, sharp claws.
The reinvested profitable righteous
smile at law and order
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once more times twice upon a time grins beam.
The brutal grimace of the victim who adores
the brutal grimace of the victimizing power paints the
latent and incurable cocksurely tolerating bulge
of staring eyes who feast on a crucifixation.
Don’t bank.
Don’t bank on anything
not even on beliefs.
Don’t bank and don’t believe!
Just don’t!
Learn how to think and learn
how to be hind.

When my friend Pat Daugherty, still lovingly and affec-
tionately, proposed the assembly of the stuck,
I now, equally loving, equally affectionate, propose the
conspiracy of the hinds.
Unless you be hind you’ll be but tock.
Lest you be but tock, be hind!

277
Communication is not necessarily social.

Whether something is or is not communicative or com-
munication, is not always, not even usually decided by
social thinkers, speakers, etc.

If a needed message is rejected by an otherwise com-
municative network, then we have to question the desir-
ability of that network, no matter how communicative it
appears to its (sanctimonious) supporters.

Many a question is still with us, because the answers to
it have been rejected by those who prefer the questions.

Just as many an answer is still with us, because the ques-
tions that would render the answer obsolete, have been
rejected by those who prefer the obsolete answers.

278
A Commonplace For Holydays.

They could not understand it.
So they simply agreed,
that they did not understand,
and that “it” was neither plausible
nor really understandable.

279
A, who attacks the stupid for being stupid is just as stupid
as

A, who attacks the thoughtful for being thoughtful.

280
By calling another person an elitist one becomes one.

281
The refusal of sharing with a teacher:

the teacher is the person who considers it her calling to
share all her power with others until all differences be-
tween her and others are greater than the difference be-
tween her power and theirs.

282
The National Need

For any society, and in particular for a society that strug-
gles for its survival as a democratic society, a major prob-
lem presents itself in all cases where the maintenance of
either the whole or any important part of this society’s
system requires the participation in decision taking of ev-
ery single member-citizen. It is one thing to organize a
system in which every member possesses the right, the
privilege, the opportunity to participate in the adminis-
tration of his social environment. It is another thing to
organize a system in which the non-participation of any
number of members is translated according to the admin-
istration of the participating members. It is still a third,
and the most problematic thing, to instill in the members,
who either actually do, or potentially could, participate,
the full consciousness not only of the fact of their partici-
pation but also of the effect of their participation. It is the
last one that most clearly is neglected and most urgently
asserts itself as a national need.

283
For those he hated he became a sacred model; for those
he loved he became a point of departure and out of date.

284
They who tell us something, are good
if they tell us a story and do not imply that we should
believe it.

They who tell us something, are bad
if they tell us a story and do imply that we should believe
it.

285
Whenever and wherever the testers fight the believers,

I am, though being the laughing third, left out!

What we need are neither testers nor believers, but teach-
ers.

Are teachers what testers and believers say teachers are?
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No! — Why not? Because:

A teacher who tests wants to know, since he doesn’t,
what he has taught. But he talks as if he wants to know
what the student learned. The student, however, learns
only what he was taught — so who ought to be tested?

286
Not without trepidation I bow to the demanding suppli-
cations of my readers and, overcoming both shyness and
modesty, I here state and affirm:

In what can be found on the ensuing pages there is noth-
ing stated in unawareness of the arguments that could be
raised against it; it better be fully understood and, where
applicable, be taken to heart that I know what you think
while you do not know what I think. It would, how-
ever, be slander and libel of the most ruthless sort to draw
thence the conclusion accusing me of contempt for your
thoughts: on the contrary, while you fear my attempts at
distinguishing myself from all of you, I strive to effec-
tively and once and for all and irreparably distinguish all
of you from myself.

Let go, I implore you, let go and refrain from reminding
me of the way things are and the truths life proves. Let
go of all hope, that any argument you may raise against
my assertions, may have been unknown to me, may have
been overlooked by me, may not have been a sufficient
reason and motivation for my assertions.

You are not worthy of my trepidation but I am of yours
and, as long as I keep talking, writing, asserting — I can-
not rest in contempt of us.

287
Surrounded by ruthless liars

and their believers

I stand condemned.

288
Reality today is a trap in which even factually correct
assumptions turn into false promises. The only digni-
fied method of counteracting the malignant damage is to
teach and preach doubt.

To teach and preach doubt is the only dignified method in
which we may counteract the malignant damage caused
by all the false promises we are consistently trapped into
making.

289
To be good in the face of evil
is not a virtue

but a virtuosity.

290
The difference between a hero and a composer: one of
them would rather switch than fight.

Guess who?! And what!

291
Arrival and departure: The Enharmonic Change.

292
It, as we use it, uses us as we use it:

The story of your life, told as you would tell it:

at least three times.

293
I am looking all the time for people who care as much as
I do for the many stages of distinction that we can discern
and add when walking up and down the various blind al-
leys closed at their ends by genuine feelings of nonsense
and seeing at their openings genuine feelings of sense.

294
If we say “a society wishes to solve its problems” then
we have to look into the meaning which this statement
has in that society which makes it.

295
Fascist is every ideology that values and gives high pri-
ority to the notion, that a system has to be maintained at
the expense of its elements.

296
An intentionally “false” statement:
Rather Whither the Statement
than Whence.

Whenever I am wanted, my identity is defined.
Whenever a connection I want wants establishing, I am
wanted.
Thence: rather ’whither the statement?’ than ’whence?’.

297
A game is the evaluation of probable events in terms of
certain rules.

A culture is the evaluation of probable rules in terms of
certain events.

A work of art is conceived and initially functions as if
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culture were a game and finally functions and becomes
absorbed as if a game were culture.

Human society is wonderful for having invented culture
and the game. Its ridiculous tragedy is brought about by
a divine mistake. The belief that, being able to treat one
as if it were the other, one also may treat the other as if it
were the one, is unfounded.

298
When they disapprove of something, friend and foe look
alike. But when they approve — what a difference be-
tween them, and their numbers.

299
I have more enemies than they know.

300
The word ’natural’, whenever it is applied to a human
action or reaction, implies a quality uniquely human and
not generally of nature.

301
I always have tried to brag, but
I never made it!

302
The triviality of a statement does not guarantee that my
partner in discourse knows, or even has ever heard the
statement, nor that he appreciates its triviality. To ignore
this possibility is a non-trivial error facing a non-trivial
situation.

303
Learning, learning, learning I never got to teach.

304
If A suspects that B has a personal problem with matters
concerning responsibility

then A implies that matters concerning responsibility
should not be a personal problem

and A implies that A has no personal problem with mat-
ters concerning responsibility

and A is a public problem.

Matters concerning responsibility are personal problems
and a personal problem.

305
Scientific research, if it is to provide implementable so-
lutions of problems related to people, may have to ask
our present day reality and the people for facts, but must
not ask either for interpretations.

306
Wherever those who participate in a disturbance fail
to refrain from disturbing the disturbance, there protest
turns into mere unrest.

307
When they tell me that institutes of higher learning must
strive for excellence I agree and wonder why they don’t.

308
Sales-talk is every sentence which claims the ubiquitous
as a unique feature of its subject or object matter.

309
Dear friends,

I wish to remind you that our disregarding a truism just
because it is one, may maybe raise our intellectual dig-
nity, but also fix our function as fools.

310
None but a believed in God can forsake you.

311
Our average countries are so average
because their survival depended on
the sacrifice of their best,
and, because this competition
brought out its and their worst,
on the sacrifice of their worst,
and thus, are so average
because of the survival of
their neither best nor worst
but their mediocre.

312
The by far most important, most significant context,
overriding in power every other even ever so blatantly
perceivable context, the context decisive in the begin-
ning and in the end, in the speaker and in the receiver,
the context which gives its meaning to a statement, the
context in which a statement is most undebatably made,
is that context which we call “the person who makes the
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statement”. And let the period after the quotation mark
be legal. For to be quoted is not my statement but “the
person who makes the statement” and the context he is,
not I make. The hostility of a system is not that of its
members, its elements. These, stipulated as they are, are
victims, more or more often less conscious of just that.
It, the system, with its existence due to no more than a
preferred look, is always the ruler, unconscious by defi-
nition, always perfect, you take it or leave it, it’s it. Now
you, an element, a member, make a statement. Whom
will it state, show, and tell? —

313
jealousy

the fear of losing that which exclusivity offers.

the fury of the fear finding itself warranted and the loss
irretrievable.

the anticipation of helplessness after the fact.

the emotionally urged rejection of any intellectual insight
conceiving of that which the loss of exclusivity offers.

the self-recrimination for finding oneself having turned
exclusivity into a possession.

the self-recrimination for finding oneself having placed,
contrary to all previous notions, the happiness of the
other second to one’s own.

the terror of finding one’s offer turned into a demand.

the terror of finding the other’s pleasure one’s pain and
the other’s pain no one’s pleasure.

the maddening revelation that the loss irretrievably pre-
cedes all efforts for its prevention, thus dooming the loser
to a losing battle fought by the only casualty.

but

your assertion, that I shall not, by loss of exclusivity, lose
what you think I fear to lose, is callous, if what I fear to
lose is not what you think I fear to lose.

we may not know for which ’loving look at one another’
exclusivity is indispensable.

we may not know which ’loving look at one another’ will
be irretrievably lost with lost exclusivity and in spite of
the offers of lost exclusivity.

we may, both, have all the time rejected that ’loving look
at one another’, which would not be lost with, rather have
gained from, an apparent, a temporary, a total loss of ex-
clusivity.

with exclusivity, listening is a way of speaking to the
speaker;

without exclusivity, listening becomes mute, and speak-
ing becomes the escape from being doomed to mute lis-
tening.

what, then, must be the ’loving look at one another’ that
prepares exclusivity to host inclusivity when it is hope-
less to expect inclusivity to host exclusivity?

how much too late is it to ponder all this when the time
to ponder all this has already come and thus gone?

what to do, if what the other wants to hear the one must
lie, and if what the one wants to say no longer reaches
the other?

314
The word ’revolution’ refers to a conflict between pre-
dictions made by living systems, where none can prove,
but all assert, that only a particular set of predictions will
guarantee the maintenance of the system which encom-
passes them all, and where the particular sets fail to in-
tersect, even to contradict one another.

315
People write down and tell what they know. And what
they know may have happened, may happen, may be
happening.

People also do not write down and tell what they do not
know. And what they do not know may have happened,
may happen, may be happening.

People even write down and tell what they do not know
as well as do not write down and tell what they know.
Neither can prevent that both, what they know and what
they do not know, may have happened, may happen, may
be happening.

In contradistinction to all and everything that may have
happened, may happen, may be happening, the writing
down and telling has happened, will happen, is happen-
ing and is — disguised as a free and critical running com-
mentary — running society.

316
Revolutions without regret fail with.
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317
The human is part of nature.

The human is that part of nature without which nature is
without human.

Nature with human brings about that which nature with-
out human does not bring about.

However vulgarly the juxtaposition of human with na-
ture may be either intended or merely believed: Within
the universe of thinking where the juxtaposition is held as
a paradigm the human mind is defined as bringing about
that which nature does not.

In fact we always know whether an event or a trace of an
event was and is caused by human or by nature.

318
The typology of attributes and properties is not the typol-
ogy of those distinguished by some of them.

319
It is without spying behind forbidding curtains and with-
out peeping into classified closets that I, at this time,
cherish my idea which I am offering to you, because it
embraces yours. The linguistic domain, which manifests
our emergence as observers of that which the linguistic
domain manifests, has to rest its case and ought to freeze
in an attitude of listening. And let us consider as de-
fined, precursively, the desirable meaning of the concept
of “listening”: preparation for a jump into the just “now”
unpredictable future, where the idea will be (that is: is)
a just passing articulation of that present, which will see
no jump, not remember a jump, but, instead, will con-
template the past, the utterly never-jumping articulator,
as manifested by a long since left and foreign-tongued
linguistic domain of which we then, or then we, will have
had understood all except its significant word.

320
I wish to forward a suggestion, to suggest a proposition,
to propose a thesis, which requires that it be argued for
with its consequences rather than with its premises. The
thesis says:

I use the word “human” whenever I wish to speak of a
living organism that (who) manifests more than its mere
existence not only by interfering with threats to its in-

tegrity but also by the desire to retard the decay of se-
lected segments, real or conceptual, of its environment.
The human attempts to let what would pass stay at least
for a while so that death not be merely the cessation of
life but rather the defeat of the attempt. Thus I use the
word culture, whenever I wish to speak of the human
need for the retardation of decay and of the human ways
of meeting that need through learning from the attempts
rather than from the defeats.

321
In order to disarm the hostility of their indifference to
content and desire, we have to use reasoning and lan-
guage.

322
Parasiticipants and Participantrasites carrying their
merely lipserviced wants and bees in their bonnets
singing woe, woe!

Teased, taunted, and trapped among pampernickels and
napkins I am made the blood sucker.

Were I as brutal and as cruel a believer as they are I would
cry out: “The only hell left for me after you is heaven!”

323
Why do I hate to be so utterly disgusted with just those
whose misery disturbs me so much that I have an urge to
liberate them, even at the expense of seeing them, who
disgust me, at liberty to curse me and to slander me?

324
The helplessness of rational thought facing argued mood
requires that rational thought argue through composed
unreasonability.

The thesis to be investigated for its merits proposes that
thoughtful absurdity responding to argued mood might
incite the latter to correct and admonish the former and
thereby loosen the link between mood and argument in
exchange for loosening the link between rationality and
reasonability.

The difference between composed unreasonability and
condescending humoring (therapeutic, well-meaning,
charitable, babying, double-talk) is crucial and must be
understood and rigorously maintained. Unless I diagnose
the argued mood as a mental disease, I have to recognize
it as an argument, to treat it as an argument, albeit both,
the recognizing and the treatment, have to find logic, co-
herence, consistency within, and according to, the uni-
verse wherein the mood resides.
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325
Why do I have to have that pullshit be bullied on me ev-
erytime I try to show that I won’t have that bullshit be
pulled on me?

Do they really have only the exclusive alternative: Either
a heart or a brain?

And do I have to vegetate, with a bad conscience, just be-
cause my brain does not cuddle their heart, and just be-
cause my heart, which they slander, never reaches their
brain?

Not one second of their caring worry is spent on the pain
they inflict, on the bubbles they blow, on the tokenism
they cherish and flaunt into my face.

I never asked anybody to keep my promises. Nor did I
ever promise to keep theirs. And blackmail is not what I
want.

But if their complaint and question bothers me, and if I
provide solution and answer, then I shall respond to con-
tempt with cold fury.

326
If the addicted were to unite, and to write the piece of
prose for which their addictions are amiable substitutes,
then all the deploring advisors would, offended and ac-
cused, consider the prose to be even worse than the ad-
dictions.

327
If those whom poetry no longer reaches were given a
voice, this voice might speak a piece of prose which
reaches poetry.

328
The strength of a socio-linguistic system can be observed
in the extent to which its opponents are forced to share
its points of view in order to express their opposition.

329
To accuse facts of existence

and thus to use the existence of facts

as an excuse for the existence of facts,

isolates facts from existence

for purposes of such justice as accuses

facts of existence.

330
If not shared, knowledge can not be respected, not be
used, not be augmented, not be discussed. Beliefs, on
the other hand, can; and thus beliefs are necessities for
the asocially inclined.

331
As obsolete as these, my words and concepts, will be one
day, so obsolete is today already the language of those
who oppose them.

332
The contamination of discourse with confusion leads to
alienation. Just as every other interpersonal concept
alienation ought to be a privilege and not a destiny. I
wish to control the degree of alienation between myself
and the population of my environment, and I do not wish
any alienation forced upon me.

333
I sat the chair a seating surface,
bottomed it comfortably,
and was said
“thank you.”

334
To understand a composition in the light of the past re-
quires but commonplace classification.

To understand the past in the light of a composition re-
quires distinguishing description.

A composition wishes to be understood as being unlike,
not as being like, other compositions.

Its initial unintelligibility promises worthwhile events
before final communicativity and death.

335
We never know that something is stuck unless we have
seen it moving.

336
If you dislike, or disagree with a statement, do not argue
against it, unless you have answered two questions:

1. Is the statement, according to the speaker’s logic,
consistent with premises you don’t accept?

2. Is the statement, according to your logic, consis-
tent with premises you do accept?

If the answer to the first question is ’yes’, then re-
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frain from disputing the statement, rather challenge the
premises and, if it is of no avail, declare your unwill-
ingness for living in the world in which the speaker is
’right’.

If the answer is ’no’, then the cases are trivial.

If the answer to the second question is ’yes’, then you
have to say: ’In the world in which we are right I do not
wish to live.’

337
Attractive is what I can cast, together with me, in one of
my favorite old stories, without compromising the dream
come true.

338
By way of Definitions I tell my partner not only what is
but also what could be the case.

By way of Declarations I tell my partner not only what
he could do but also what he actually does.

Since things not only are what is said about them but also
what is done to and with them, the universe of definition
derides declarations so that the universe of declaration
may lack definition.

Def makes Dec pay penance for Def’s deeds. Dec knows
how Def did it, but Def denies this to be knowledge. The
question whether Def did it or not, is corrupted into the
question of innocence: whether Dec, and thus Def, and
thus anyone, can know it or not.

339
Things is what is said about them,

or else!

340
The ass you kiss not always sports the lips you serve.

341
About the clichpté

It, in the mouth of whoever is stuck with it, becomes the
cliché, which it is not in the mouth of whoever could, at
the crucial moment, avoid it and still say what want to be
said and still understand why.

342
If, duty bound, I am to obey orders, I shall resent,
and rebel against, reasoning. I might conceivably grant

someone the privilege of restricting my freedom of
choice; in inverse proportion I shall certainly restrict that
someone’s right of boring, yes, insulting me with argu-
ments. If I join an army, I shall do so only if, in exchange,
I shall be protected against ever having to hear, to be told,
why I did.

343
Recognizing nature to be my given condition I am hu-
man by cognizing my need for demonstrating the given
as wanted.

As a human I know need which nature but has.

Nature offers what it has to me to know.

To turn this offer into a demand is equivalent to being
had by nature, to renouncing human cognition, to believ-
ing in the subjunction, rather than knowing the response,
to nature.

344
If in the presence of n alternatives you select one for im-
plementation, then, if asked for your reasons, argue with
your preferences for the selected one without degrading
the rejected ones. Otherwise your selection will lose sig-
nificance and your freedom (freedom = number of alter-
natives) will shrink. Alternatives are not to be weighted
against, but with one another.

345
The history of a person’s decisions is meaningless with-
out the history of this person’s awareness of alternatives.

346
Find an illustrative example for the distinction between a
decision process aiming at the decision for the best alter-
native, and a decision process aiming at the best decision.

Show the fallacy of the counterargument, according to
which the best decision is an alternative.

347
The difficulties of obtaining freedom of choice from
among the concrete offerings of reality are nothing as
compared to the difficulty in imagining an unheard of of-
fering.

348
There is no merit in anyone’s preferring reality when no
imagination has to be overcome.
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349
Why do people so often eagerly try to understand just
that message which is not addressed to them, and thereby
miss the point and the care which is offered to them?

Imagine: I offer a thought whose general acceptance
would remove all misery from our society; a decent, well
educated, gracious, generous friend rightly requests that
the thought be rejected, as it was not presented in this
friend’s words, music, mood, context, consistency.

Know: Just to preserve the decency, the education, the
graciousness, the generosity, the friendship of the friend,
just to honor the righteous request I shall reject my offer,
the thought, which would remove all misery from our
society.

Yes, to please you, dear ones, misery will continue and
be perpetuated, so that there be peace on earth and good
will among friends.

350
It is the difference that makes the difference.

351
The relative freedom of a person becomes manifest and
measurable only during periods preceding and following
the making of a decision.

352
To reject an idea as motivation does not require its rejec-
tion as criterion.

353
If I know all the reasons for and against some decision,
what’s left to be discussed is the question: “Is there any
reasoning to be done?”

354
Gesture under Stress
is an action of consciousness:
The awareness of a link missing
elicits a scream for a leap
toward the yet nowhere.
But under the dying echo again
the noise of stealth becomes audible.
Noisily shuffling, the creep today
will have been
the longed for leap tomorrow.
The consciousness thereof is

manifested by every gesture under
stress.
Not the gesture,
the stress is the music.

355
The composer of music is in a position to effectively ini-
tiate in the system he creates an algorithm analogous to
the algorithm he would like to see initiated in the sys-
tem which contains him. The task of aesthetics, be it
the composer’s or the listener’s, is to determine, specula-
tively, whether the analogy implies, at least structurally,
events of contemporary relevance in the system called
environment: whether the composer was motivated by a
vision of what would be desirable processes in his con-
temporary society. It is not of primary importance for
aesthetics whether everybody or even anybody agrees on
the desirability of the processes implied by a work of art.
This is rather the subject of political considerations. Po-
litical considerations, however, all too often remain with-
out tangible substance because the contemporary signifi-
cance of individual acts and decisions is ignored and thus
never properly evaluated. Any research of an aesthetic
nature that fails to discover what at a given time is be-
lieved to be true and real, and what at the same time is
desired to be or to become true and real instead, fails
to give food to political considerations and, thus, simply
fails.

356
I use the word “creation” whenever I wish to speak of
the intended displacement of an imagined or observed or
stipulated void.

357
A creation (composition)
is to present
an order to future,
chaos to a past.

(while meeting Stefan)

358
It is considered absurd to think that an event in the future
could cause another event in the past. Maybe so. Note
however that every event in the now future will cause an-
other event in the then past; give to future as much time
as you have — it will presently return it, return, turn past,
the past.
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359
A system in which a problem is recognized and artic-
ulated may not be the system in which this problem’s
solution can be recognized and articulated.

360
I is willing to face any problem and willing to try any of
its solutions.
I is not willing to listen to your resenting the problem and
I is not willing to listen to your contempt for any of its
solutions.

361
The desire that a link be missing
precedes
the establishing of connections
which precedes
the naming of relations
which precedes
the appeal to communication
which precedes
the need for anticommunication
which precedes
the discovery of the desire
which precedes
the missing of the link
which precedes
cognition.

362
The sentence

’I love you’
shall be replaced with the sentence

’I love us’ ;
the sentence

’We love oneanother’
shall be replaced with the sentence

’We love us’ .

363
It is still possible, not yet
impossible.

Still possible, merely possible, thus
not yet impossible.

364
Among the sentences I have written, I respect those
most which I had considered ’wrong’ and ’untrue’ un-
til I wrote them.

It merely, therefore, annoys me today to have to listen
to someone who discusses those sentences as if he wrote

them, or as if I did not.

365
What if I know me better than I does?

and

What if I knows me better than I do?

and

Change the mind and mind the change?

366
The imperceptible change is a myth.

The perceived but not registered change keeps the myth
alive.

The kept alive myth pervades supportively a language in
which the non-registered change is called imperceptible
and the imperceptible non-evident.

367
If that which is the case is evidence, then what is that
which is not the case?

368
My desire is to create trust in doubt. The things and
thoughts we have been taught to take for granted have
long since been turned against our desires. We must learn
to trust our doubting the good faith of the powers that
denounce as asocial and antisocial the desires of women
and men. The credibility gap needs not to be bridged
but rather to be widened. Unless we isolate the powers,
mentally as well as physically, we shall find it forever
impossible to either attack, or defend ourselves against,
them. It is of equal urgency to find their identity as our
own. “They” must be named and our language must be
taught to spell the name as an accusation. Our language
must learn to accuse of inciting to riot those who bend
our law to protect their riot inciting actions.

369
People who hate their environment and, instead of try-
ing to change it, kid themselves in and with temporary
substitutions, are it.

370
A system will always try to solve the problems which
assail it, and to perpetuate the problems which maintain
it.
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371
Change:

implementation of an idea or thought inconsistent with
the current logical network of arguments against change.

372
Since reasonable argument in our society always starts
with premises evidenced by our society’s structure now,
it contradicts, of course, reasonable argument based on
premises evidenced by our society’s structure then. This
alone is the unassailable reason for the accurate observa-
tion of all unreasonableness in arguments reasoning on
behalf of change. The observation is accurate. The con-
clusions drawn from the observation are, however, inac-
curate, simply because they fail to account for the human
ability of applying reason in more than just one way.

373
The future is needs out of date.

374
We must assume that lack of imagination is just that. If it
were true that people agree with war for lack of imagina-
tion then it might be true that people would, for the same
lack of imagination, agree with peace. Lack of imagina-
tion is non-selective and thus insignificant. Those who
out of their fullness of imagination and fully aware of
the alternative decide to prefer peace to war will have to
make peace with, not against, lack of imagination. In
fact: any observed lack of imagination is to be the void
into which their fullness shall spill.

375
You must think for the people for
if you don’t they’ll think for you.

376
The evidence which supports a statement
for change is always a subset of the
evidence which supports a statement
against change.

377
The significance of that which is called success can be
measured by the degree to which violence responds to it.

378
Everyone has the right to his views and opinions only
as long as he also claims his right to their consequences
and as long as he also claims and defends his right to my
views and consequences.

379
If you can’t argue for your position without arguing
against mine — forget it.

380
He who publicly insists on wanting something that the
public thinks he cannot get is usually considered ridicu-
lous.

381
That which needs me defines my identity.

382
I am needed whenever a connection I need needs estab-
lishing.

383
A problem is defined by the existence of its solution.

To speak of a problem as having no solution is tanta-
mount to saying that it is not a problem but an unchange-
able state of affairs.

To pronounce something to be an unchangeable state of
affairs is tantamount to stating a preference for a state of
affairs over the solution of a problem.

384
Those deadlined faces and
these deadlocked limbs — !

Note: These texts were written by Herbert Brün during
the late 1970s and the 1980s. In 1986, Annetta Pedretti
typed them all up and printed them out, each one sepa-
rately.

Friends of Herbert’s (among them Susan Parenti, Mark
Enslin, Lesley Olson, Arun Chandra, Keith Johnson,
Sarah Wiseman, Paul Musial, and others) then grouped
these disparate texts, into each grouper’s preferred col-
lections.

These “collections” are separated from one another by
the large square boxes above. Herbert chose the final se-
quencing of the collections.
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The Culture Industry:

Enlightenment as Mass Deception

Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer

(1944)
Footnotes added by Arun

THE sociological theory that the loss of the sup-
port of objectively established religion, the dissolu-

tion of the last remnants of precapitalism, together with
technological and social differentiation or specialization,
have led to cultural chaos is disproved every day; for cul-
ture now impresses the same stamp on everything. Films,
radio and magazines make up a system which is uniform
as a whole and in every part. Even the æsthetic activ-
ities of political opposites are one in their enthusiastic
obedience to the rhythm of the iron system. The dec-
orative industrial management buildings and exhibition
centers in authoritarian countries are much the same as
anywhere else. The huge gleaming towers that shoot up
everywhere are outward signs of the ingenious planning
of international concerns, toward which the unleashed
entrepreneurial system (whose monuments are a mass of
gloomy houses and business premises in grimy, spiritless
cities) was already hastening. Even now the older houses
just outside the concrete city centers look like slums, and
the new bungalows on the outskirts are at one with the
flimsy structures of world fairs in their praise of technical
progress and their built-in demand to be discarded after
a short while like empty food cans. Yet the city housing
projects designed to perpetuate the individual as a sup-
posedly independent unit in a small hygienic dwelling
make him all the more subservient to his adversary —
the absolute power of capitalism. Because the inhabi-
tants, as producers and as consumers, are drawn into the
center in search of work and pleasure, all the living units
crystallize into well-organized complexes. The striking
unity of microcosm and macrocosm presents men with a
model of their culture: the false identity of the general
and the particular. Under monopoly all mass culture is
identical, and the lines of its artificial framework begin
to show through. The people at the top are no longer so
interested in concealing monopoly: as its violence be-
comes more open, so its power grows. Movies and radio
need no longer pretend to be art. The truth that they are
just business is made into an ideology in order to justify

the rubbish they deliberately produce. They call them-
selves industries; and when their directors’ incomes are
published, any doubt about the social utility of the fin-
ished products is removed.

Interested parties explain the culture industry in tech-
nological terms. It is alleged that because millions par-
ticipate in it, certain reproduction processes are neces-
sary that inevitably require identical needs in innumer-
able places to be satisfied with identical goods. The tech-
nical contrast between the few production centers and the
large number of widely dispersed consumption points is
said to demand organization and planning by manage-
ment. Furthermore, it is claimed that standards were
based in the first place on consumers’ needs, and for that
reason were accepted with so little resistance. The re-
sult is the circle of manipulation and retroactive need in
which the unity of the system grows ever stronger. No
mention is made of the fact that the basis on which tech-
nology acquires power over society is the power of those
whose economic hold over society is greatest. A tech-
nological rationale is the rationale of domination itself.
It is the coercive nature of society alienated from itself.
Automobiles, bombs, and movies keep the whole thing
together until their leveling element shows its strength in
the very wrong which it furthered. It has made the tech-
nology of the culture industry no more than the achieve-
ment of standardization and mass production, sacrificing
whatever involved a distinction between the logic of the
work and that of the social system. This is the result not
of a law of movement in technology as such but of its
function in today’s economy. The need which might re-
sist central control has already been suppressed by the
control of the individual consciousness. The step from
the telephone to the radio has clearly distinguished the
roles. The former still allowed the subscriber to play the
role of subject, and was liberal. The latter is democratic:
it turns all participants into listeners and authoritatively
subjects them to broadcast programs which are all ex-
actly the same. No machinery of rejoinder has been de-

2apocryphal: of doubtful authenticity: spurious
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vised, and private broadcasters are denied any freedom.
They are confined to the apocryphal2 field of the “ama-
teur,” and also have to accept organization from above.
But any trace of spontaneity from the public in official
broadcasting is controlled and absorbed by talent scouts,
studio competitions and official programs of every kind
selected by professionals. Talented performers belong to
the industry long before it displays them; otherwise they
would not be so eager to fit in. The attitude of the public,
which ostensibly and actually favors the system of the
culture industry, is a part of the system and not an excuse
for it. If one branch of art follows the same formula as
one with a very different medium and content; if the dra-
matic intrigue of broadcast soap operas becomes no more
than useful material for showing how to master technical
problems at both ends of the scale of musical experience
— real jazz or a cheap imitation; or if a movement from
a Beethoven symphony is crudely “adapted” for a film
sound-track in the same way as a Tolstoy novel is gar-
bled in a film script: then the claim that this is done to
satisfy the spontaneous wishes of the public is no more
than hot air. We are closer to the facts if we explain these
phenomena as inherent in the technical and personnel ap-
paratus which, down to its last cog, itself forms part of
the economic mechanism of selection. In addition there
is the agreement — or at least the determination — of
all executive authorities not to produce or sanction any-
thing that in any way differs from their own rules,their
own ideas about consumers, or above all themselves.

In our age the objective social tendency is incarnate3 in
the hidden subjective purposes of company directors, the
foremost among whom are in the most powerful sectors
of industry — steel, petroleum, electricity, and chem-
icals. Culture monopolies are weak and dependent in
comparison. They cannot afford to neglect their appease-
ment of the real holders of power if their sphere of activ-
ity in mass society (a sphere producing a specific type
of commodity which anyhow is still too closely bound
up with easygoing liberalism and Jewish intellectuals) is
not to undergo a series of purges. The dependence of the
most powerful broadcasting company on the electrical
industry, or of the motion picture industry on the banks,
is characteristic of the whole sphere, whose individual
branches are themselves economically interwoven. All
are in such close contact that the extreme concentration
of mental forces allows demarcation lines between dif-
ferent firms and technical branches to be ignored. The
ruthless unity in the culture industry is evidence of what

will happen in politics. Marked differentiations such as
those of A and B films, or of stories in magazines in dif-
ferent price ranges, depend not so much on subject mat-
ter as on classifying, organizing, and labeling consumers.
Something is provided for all so that none may escape;
the distinctions are emphasized and extended. The public
is catered for with a hierarchical range of mass-produced
products of varying quality, thus advancing the rule of
complete quantification. Everybody must behave (as if
spontaneously) in accordance with his previously deter-
mined and indexed level, and choose the category of
mass product turned out for his type. Consumers appear
as statistics on research organization charts, and are di-
vided by income groups into red, green, and blue areas;
the technique is that used for any type of propaganda.

How formalized the procedure is can be seen when
the mechanically differentiated products prove to be all
alike in the end. That the difference between the Chrysler
range and General Motors products is basically illusory
strikes every child with a keen interest in varieties. What
connoisseurs discuss as good or bad points serve only
to perpetuate the semblance of competition and range of
choice. The same applies to the Warner Brothers and
Metro Goldwyn Mayer productions. But even the differ-
ences between the more expensive and cheaper models
put out by the same firm steadily diminish: for automo-
biles, there are such differences as the number of cylin-
ders, cubic capacity, details of patented gadgets; and for
films there are the number of stars, the extravagant use of
technology, labor, and equipment, and the introduction
of the latest psychological formulas. The universal crite-
rion of merit is the amount of “conspicuous production,”
of blatant cash investment. The varying budgets in the
culture industry do not bear the slightest relation to fac-
tual values, to the meaning of the products themselves.
Even the technical media are relentlessly forced into uni-
formity. Television aims at a synthesis of radio and film,
and is held up only because the interested parties have
not yet reached agreement, but its consequences will be
quite enormous and promise to intensify the impoverish-
ment of æsthetic matter so drastically, that by tomorrow
the thinly veiled identity of all industrial culture prod-
ucts can come triumphantly out into the open, derisively
fulfilling the Wagnerian dream of the Gesamtkunstwerk
— the fusion of all the arts in one work. The alliance
of word, image, and music is all the more perfect than
in Tristan4 because the sensuous elements which all ap-
provingly reflect the surface of social reality are in prin-

3incarnate: put (an idea or other abstract concept) into concrete form.
4Tristan und Isolde: (1859) opera in three acts Richard Wagner
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ciple embodied in the same technical process, the unity
of which becomes its distinctive content. This process
integrates all the elements of the production, from the
novel (shaped with an eye to the film) to the last sound
effect. It is the triumph of invested capital, whose title as
absolute master is etched deep into the hearts of the dis-
possessed in the employment line; it is the meaningful
content of every film, whatever plot the production team
may have selected.

THE man with leisure has to accept what the culture
manufacturers offer him. Kant’s5 formalism still

expected a contribution from the individual, who was
thought to relate the varied experiences of the senses to
fundamental concepts; but industry robs the individual of
his function. Its prime service to the customer is to do his
schematizing6 for him. Kant said that there was a secret
mechanism in the soul which prepared direct intuitions
in such a way that they could be fitted into the system of
pure reason. But today that secret has been deciphered.
While the mechanism is to all appearances planned by
those who serve up the data of experience, that is, by
the culture industry, it is in fact forced upon the latter
by the power of society, which remains irrational, how-
ever we may try to rationalize it; and this inescapable
force is processed by commercial agencies so that they
give an artificial impression of being in command. There
is nothing left for the consumer to classify. Producers
have done it for him. Art for the masses has destroyed
the dream but still conforms to the tenets of that dream-
ing idealism which critical idealism balked at. Every-
thing derives from consciousness: for Malebranche7 and
Berkeley,8 from the consciousness of God; in mass art,
from the consciousness of the production team. Not only
are the hit songs, stars, and soap operas cyclically recur-
rent and rigidly invariable types, but the specific content
of the entertainment itself is derived from them and only
appears to change. The details are interchangeable. The
short interval sequence which was effective in a hit song,
the hero’s momentary fall from grace (which he accepts
as good sport), the rough treatment which the beloved
gets from the male star, the latter’s rugged defiance of the
spoilt heiress, are, like all the other details, ready-made

clichés to be slotted in anywhere; they never do anything
more than fulfill the purpose allotted them in the overall
plan. Their whole raison d’être9 is to confirm it by be-
ing its constituent parts. As soon as the film begins, it
is quite clear how it will end, and who will be rewarded,
punished, or forgotten. In light music, once the trained
ear has heard the first notes of the hit song, it can guess
what is coming and feel flattered when it does come. The
average length of the short story has to be rigidly adhered
to. Even gags, effects, and jokes are calculated like the
setting in which they are placed. They are the respon-
sibility of special experts and their narrow range makes
it easy for them to be apportioned in the office. The de-
velopment of the culture industry has led to the predom-
inance of the effect, the obvious touch, and the technical
detail over the work itself — which once expressed an
idea, but was liquidated together with the idea. When
the detail won its freedom, it became rebellious and, in
the period from Romanticism to Expressionism, asserted
itself as free expression, as a vehicle of protest against
the organization. In music the single harmonic effect
obliterated the awareness of form as a whole; in painting
the individual color was stressed at the expense of pic-
torial composition; and in the novel psychology became
more important than structure. The totality of the cul-
ture industry has put an end to this. Though concerned
exclusively with effects, it crushes their insubordination
and makes them subserve10 the formula, which replaces
the work. The same fate is inflicted on whole and parts
alike. The whole inevitably bears no relation to the de-
tails — just like the career of a successful man into which
everything is made to fit as an illustration or a proof,
whereas it is nothing more than the sum of all those id-
iotic events. The so-called dominant idea is like a file
which ensures order but not coherence. The whole and
the parts are alike; there is no antithesis and no connec-
tion. Their prearranged harmony is a mockery of what
had to be striven after in the great bourgeois works of
art. In Germany the graveyard stillness of the dictator-
ship already hung over the gayest films of the democratic
era.11 The whole world is made to pass through the filter
of the culture industry. The old experience of the movie-
goer, who sees the world outside as an extension of the

5Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) German philosopher; the last major philosopher of the 18th century.
6schematize: arrange or represent in a schematic form.
7Nicolas Malebranche (1638–1714) rationalist French Philosopher.
8George Berkeley (1685–1753) (also known as Bishop Berkeley) Irish philosopher. Created theory (“subjective idealism”) that individuals can

only directly know sensations and ideas of objects, not abstractions such as “matter.”
9raison d’être: reason to be.

10subserve: help to further or promote.
11Meaning the “pre-Nazi” era of the 1920s, the period of the “Weimar” republic.
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film he has just left (because the latter is intent upon re-
producing the world of everyday perceptions), is now the
producer’s guideline. The more intensely and flawlessly
his techniques duplicate empirical objects, the easier it is
today for the illusion to prevail that the outside world is
the straightforward continuation of that presented on the
screen. This purpose has been furthered by mechanical
reproduction since the lightning takeover by the sound
film.

Real life is becoming indistinguishable from the
movies. The sound film, far surpassing the theater of
illusion, leaves no room for imagination or reflection on
the part of the audience, who is unable to respond within
the structure of the film, yet deviate from its precise de-
tail without losing the thread of the story; hence the film
forces its victims to equate it directly with reality. The
stunting of the mass-media consumer’s powers of imagi-
nation and spontaneity does not have to be traced back to
any psychological mechanisms; he must ascribe the loss
of those attributes to the objective nature of the products
themselves, especially to the most characteristic of them,
the sound film. They are so designed that quickness,
powers of observation, and experience are undeniably
needed to apprehend them at all; yet sustained thought
is out of the question if the spectator is not to miss the re-
lentless rush of facts. Even though the effort required for
his response is semi-automatic, no scope is left for the
imagination. Those who are so absorbed by the world of
the movie — by its images, gestures, and words — that
they are unable to supply what really makes it a world,
do not have to dwell on particular points of its mechan-
ics during a screening. All the other films and prod-
ucts of the entertainment industry which they have seen
have taught them what to expect; they react automati-
cally. The might of industrial society is lodged in men’s
minds. The entertainment manufacturers know that their
products will be consumed with alertness even when the
customer is distraught, for each of them is a model of the
huge economic machinery which has always sustained
the masses, whether at work or at leisure — which is
akin to work. From every sound film and every broad-
cast program the social effect can be inferred which is

exclusive to none but is shared by all alike. The culture
industry as a whole has molded men as a type unfailingly
reproduced in every product. All the agents of this pro-
cess, from the producer to the women’s clubs, take good
care that the simple reproduction of this mental state is
not nuanced or extended in any way.

The art historians and guardians of culture who com-
plain of the extinction in the West of a basic style-
determining power are wrong. The stereotyped appropri-
ation of everything, even the inchoate,12 for the purposes
of mechanical reproduction surpasses the rigor and gen-
eral currency of any “real style,” in the sense in which
cultural cognoscenti13 celebrate the organic precapitalist
past. No Palestrina14 could be more of a purist in elim-
inating every unprepared and unresolved discord than
the jazz arranger in suppressing any development which
does not conform to the jargon. When jazzing up Mozart
he changes him not only when he is too serious or too
difficult but when he harmonizes the melody in a dif-
ferent way, perhaps more simply, than is customary now.
No medieval builder can have scrutinized the subjects for
church windows and sculptures more suspiciously than
the studio hierarchy scrutinizes a work by Balzac15 or
Hugo16 before finally approving it. No medieval theolo-
gian could have determined the degree of the torment to
be suffered by the damned in accordance with the ordo17

of divine love more meticulously than the producers of
shoddy epics calculate the torture to be undergone by the
hero or the exact point to which the leading lady’s hem-
line shall be raised. The explicit and implicit, exoteric18

and esoteric19 catalog of the forbidden and tolerated is
so extensive that it not only defines the area of freedom
but is all-powerful inside it. Everything down to the last
detail is shaped accordingly. Like its counterpart, avant-
garde art, the entertainment industry determines its own
language, down to its very syntax and vocabulary, by the
use of anathema20. The constant pressure to produce new
effects (which must conform to the old pattern) serves
merely as another rule to increase the power of the con-
ventions when any single effect threatens to slip through
the net. Every detail is so firmly stamped with sameness
that nothing can appear which is not marked at birth, or

12inchoate: being only partly in existence or operation; imperfectly formed or formulated
13cognoscenti: People especially knowledgeable in a subject: connoisseurs.
14Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina (1525–1594) Italian composer. His compositions are models for “16th century counterpoint.”
15Honoré de Balzac (1799–1850. French novelist and playwright. Wrote La Comédie humain (The Human Comedy)
16Victor Hugo (1802–1885) French novelist. Wrote the novels Les Misérables and The Hunchback of Notre-Dame.
17ordo: An ordinal, directory, or book of rubrics; an office or service with its rubrics.
18exoteric: intended for or likely to be understood by the general public.
19esoteric: intended for or likely to be understood by only a small number of people with a specialized knowledge or interest.
20anathema: a formal curse by a pope or council of the Church, excommunicating a person or denouncing a doctrine.
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does not meet with approval at first sight. And the star
performers, whether they produce or reproduce, use this
jargon as freely and fluently and with as much gusto as
if it were the very language which it silenced long ago.
Such is the ideal of what is natural in this field of ac-
tivity, and its influence becomes all the more powerful,
the more technique is perfected and diminishes the ten-
sion between the finished product and everyday life. The
paradox of this routine, which is essentially travesty, can
be detected and is often predominant in everything that
the culture industry turns out. A jazz musician who is
playing a piece of serious music, one of Beethoven’s sim-
plest minuets, syncopates it involuntarily and will smile
superciliously21 when asked to follow the normal divi-
sions of the beat. This is the “nature” which, complicated
by the ever-present and extravagant demands of the spe-
cific medium, constitutes the new style and is a “system
of non-culture, to which one might even concede a cer-
tain ’unity of style’ if it really made any sense to speak
of stylized barbarity.”22

The universal imposition of this stylized mode can
even go beyond what is quasi-officially sanctioned or
forbidden; today a hit song is more readily forgiven for
not observing the 32 beats or the compass of the ninth
than for containing even the most clandestine melodic or
harmonic detail which does not conform to the idiom.
Whenever Orson Welles23. offends against the tricks of
the trade, he is forgiven because his departures from the
norm are regarded as calculated mutations which serve
all the more strongly to confirm the validity of the sys-
tem. The constraint of the technically-conditioned idiom
which stars and directors have to produce as “nature” so
that the people can appropriate it, extends to such fine nu-
ances that they almost attain the subtlety of the devices
of an avant-garde work as against those of truth. The rare
capacity minutely to fulfill the obligations of the natural
idiom in all branches of the culture industry becomes the
criterion of efficiency. What and how they say it must
be measurable by everyday language, as in logical posi-
tivism. The producers are experts. The idiom demands
an astounding productive power, which it absorbs and
squanders. In a diabolical way it has overreached the
culturally conservative distinction between genuine and
artificial style. A style might be called artificial which
is imposed from without on the refractory impulses of a

form. But in the culture industry every element of the
subject matter has its origin in the same apparatus as that
jargon whose stamp it bears. The quarrels in which the
artistic experts become involved with sponsor and cen-
sor about a lie going beyond the bounds of credibility are
evidence not so much of an inner æsthetic tension as of
a divergence of interests. The reputation of the special-
ist, in which a last remnant of objective independence
sometimes finds refuge, conflicts with the business poli-
tics of the Church, or the concern which is manufactur-
ing the cultural commodity. But the thing itself has been
essentially objectified and made viable before the estab-
lished authorities began to argue about it. Even before
Zanuck24 acquired her, Saint Bernadette25 was regarded
by her latter-day hagiographer26 as brilliant propaganda
for all interested parties. That is what became of the
emotions of the character. Hence the style of the culture
industry, which no longer has to test itself against any
refractory material, is also the negation of style. The rec-
onciliation of the general and particular, of the rule and
the specific demands of the subject matter, the achieve-
ment of which alone gives essential, meaningful content
to style, is futile because there has ceased to be the slight-
est tension between opposite poles: these concordant ex-
tremes are dismally identical; the general can replace the
particular, and vice versa.

Nevertheless, this caricature of style does not amount
to something beyond the genuine style of the past. In the
culture industry the notion of genuine style is seen to be
the æsthetic equivalent of domination. Style considered
as mere æsthetic regularity is a romantic dream of the
past. The unity of style not only of the Christian Mid-
dle Ages but of the Renaissance expresses in each case
the different structure of social power, and not the ob-
scure experience of the oppressed in which the general
was enclosed. The great artists were never those who
embodied a wholly flawless and perfect style, but those
who used style as a way of hardening themselves against
the chaotic expression of suffering, as a negative truth.
The style of their works gave what was expressed that
force without which life flows away unheard. Those very
art forms which are known as classical, such as Mozart’s
music, contain objective trends which represent some-
thing different to the style which they incarnate. As late
as Schoenberg and Picasso, the great artists have retained

21supercilious: behaving or looking as though one thinks one is superior to others.
22Nietzsche, Unzeirgemfisse Betrachtungen, Werke, Vol. I (Leipzig, 1917), p. 187. [Note by Adorno]
23Orson Welles (1915–1985) American actor and director. Wrote, directed, co-produced, and starred in the film Citizen Kane
24Darryl Zanuck (1902–79) Producer, writer, actor and director who played a major part in the Hollywood studio system.
25Saint Bernadette (1844-79) Shepherd girl from Lourdes in France. Canonized as a saint in 1933 by the Roman Catholic Church.
26hagiographer: a writer of an idealizing or idolizing biography.
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a mistrust of style, and at crucial points have subordi-
nated it to the logic of the matter. What Dadaists and Ex-
pressionists called the untruth of style as such triumphs
today in the sung jargon of a crooner, in the carefully
contrived elegance of a film star, and even in the ad-
mirable expertise of a photograph of a peasant’s squalid
hut. Style represents a promise in every work of art. That
which is expressed is subsumed through style into the
dominant forms of generality, into the language of music,
painting, or words, in the hope that it will be reconciled
thus with the idea of true generality. This promise held
out by the work of art that it will create truth by lending
new shape to the conventional social forms is as neces-
sary as it is hypocritical. It unconditionally posits the real
forms of life as it is by suggesting that fulfillment lies in
their æsthetic derivatives. To this extent the claim of art
is always ideology too. However, only in this confronta-
tion with tradition of which style is the record can art
express suffering. That factor in a work of art which en-
ables it to transcend reality certainly cannot be detached
from style; but it does not consist of the harmony actu-
ally realized, of any doubtful unity of form and content,
within and without, of individual and society; it is to be
found in those features in which discrepancy appears: in
the necessary failure of the passionate striving for iden-
tity. Instead of exposing itself to this failure in which
the style of the great work of art has always achieved
self-negation, the inferior work has always relied on its
similarity with others — on a surrogate identity.

In the culture industry this imitation finally becomes
absolute. Having ceased to be anything but style, it re-
veals the latter’s secret: obedience to the social hierarchy.
Today æsthetic barbarity completes what has threatened
the creations of the spirit since they were gathered to-
gether as culture and neutralized. To speak of culture
was always contrary to culture. Culture as a common
denominator already contains in embryo that schemati-
zation and process of cataloging and classification which
bring culture within the sphere of administration. And
it is precisely the industrialized, the consequent, sub-
sumption27 which entirely accords with this notion of
culture. By subordinating in the same way and to the
same end all areas of intellectual creation, by occupying
men’s senses from the time they leave the factory in the
evening to the time they clock in again the next morning
with matter that bears the impress of the labor process
they themselves have to sustain throughout the day, this

subsumption mockingly satisfies the concept of a unified
culture which the philosophers of personality contrasted
with mass culture.

AND so the culture industry, the most rigid of all
styles, proves to be the goal of liberalism, which is

reproached for its lack of style. Not only do its categories
and contents derive from liberalism — domesticated nat-
uralism as well as operetta and revue — but the modern
culture monopolies form the economic area in which, to-
gether with the corresponding entrepreneurial types, for
the time being some part of its sphere of operation sur-
vives, despite the process of disintegration elsewhere. It
is still possible to make one’s way in entertainment, if
one is not too obstinate about one’s own concerns, and
proves appropriately pliable. Anyone who resists can
only survive by fitting in. Once his particular brand of
deviation from the norm has been noted by the industry,
he belongs to it as does the land-reformer to capitalism.
Realistic dissidence28 is the trademark of anyone who
has a new idea in business. In the public voice of mod-
ern society accusations are seldom audible; if they are,
the perceptive can already detect signs that the dissident
will soon be reconciled. The more immeasurable the gap
between chorus and leaders, the more certainly there is
room at the top for everybody who demonstrates his su-
periority by well-planned originality. Hence, in the cul-
ture industry, too, the liberal tendency to give full scope
to its able men survives. To do this for the efficient today
is still the function of the market, which is otherwise pro-
ficiently controlled; as for the market’s freedom, in the
high period of art as elsewhere, it was freedom for the
stupid to starve. Significantly, the system of the culture
industry comes from the more liberal industrial nations,
and all its characteristic media, such as movies, radio,
jazz, and magazines, flourish there. Its progress, to be
sure, had its origin in the general laws of capital. Gau-
mont and Pathé,29 Ullstein and Hugenberg30 followed
the international trend with some success; Europe’s eco-
nomic dependence on the United States after war and
inflation was a contributory factor. The belief that the
barbarity of the culture industry is a result of “cultural
lag,” of the fact that the American consciousness did not
keep up with the growth of technology, is quite wrong.
It was pre-Fascist Europe which did not keep up with
the trend toward the culture monopoly. But it was this

27subsumption: the act or process of including or placing within something larger or more comprehensive.
28dissidence: dissent
29Gaumont and Pathé: two major French film production companies.
30Ullstein and Hugenberg: major German film production companies (Hugenberg better known as UFA).
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very lag which left intellect and creativity some degree
of independence and enabled its last representatives to
exist — however dismally. In Germany the failure of
democratic control to permeate life had led to a paradox-
ical situation. Many things were exempt from the mar-
ket mechanism which had invaded the Western countries.
The German educational system, universities, theaters
with artistic standards, great orchestras, and museums
enjoyed protection. The political powers, state and mu-
nicipalities, which had inherited such institutions from
absolutism, had left them with a measure of the freedom
from the forces of power which dominates the market,
just as princes and feudal lords had done up to the nine-
teenth century. This strengthened art in this late phase
against the verdict of supply and demand, and increased
its resistance far beyond the actual degree of protection.
In the market itself the tribute of a quality for which no
use had been found was turned into purchasing power; in
this way, respectable literary and music publishers could
help authors who yielded little more in the way of profit
than the respect of the connoisseur. But what completely
fettered the artist was the pressure (and the accompany-
ing drastic threats), always to fit into business life as an
æsthetic expert. Formerly, like Kant and Hume,31 they
signed their letters “Your most humble and obedient ser-
vant,” and undermined the foundations of throne and al-
tar. Today they address heads of government by their
first names, yet in every artistic activity they are subject
to their illiterate masters. The analysis Tocqueville32 of-
fered a century ago has in the meantime proved wholly
accurate. Under the private culture monopoly it is a fact
that “tyranny leaves the body free and directs its attack
at the soul. The ruler no longer says: You must think as I
do or die. He says: You are free not to think as I do; your
life, your property, everything shall remain yours, but
from this day on you are a stranger among us.”33 Not to
conform means to be rendered powerless, economically
and therefore spiritually — to be “self-employed.” When
the outsider is excluded from the concern, he can only
too easily be accused of incompetence. Whereas today
in material production the mechanism of supply and de-
mand is disintegrating, in the superstructure34 it still op-
erates as a check in the rulers’ favor. The consumers are
the workers and employees, the farmers and lower mid-
dle class. Capitalist production so confines them, body

and soul, that they fall helpless victims to what is offered
them. As naturally as the ruled always took the morality
imposed upon them more seriously than did the rulers
themselves, the deceived masses are today captivated by
the myth of success even more than the successful are.
Immovably, they insist on the very ideology which en-
slaves them. The misplaced love of the common peo-
ple for the wrong which is done them is a greater force
than the cunning of the authorities. It is stronger even
than the rigorism of the Hays Office,35 just as in certain
great times in history it has inflamed greater forces that
were turned against it, namely, the terror of the tribunals.
It calls for Mickey Rooney in preference to the tragic
Garbo, for Donald Duck instead of Betty Boop. The in-
dustry submits to the vote which it has itself inspired.
What is a loss for the firm which cannot fully exploit a
contract with a declining star is a legitimate expense for
the system as a whole. By craftily sanctioning the de-
mand for rubbish it inaugurates total harmony. The con-
noisseur and the expert are despised for their pretentious
claim to know better than the others, even though cul-
ture is democratic and distributes its privileges to all. In
view of the ideological truce, the conformism of the buy-
ers and the effrontery of the producers who supply them
prevail. The result is a constant reproduction of the same
thing.

A constant sameness governs the relationship to the
past as well. What is new about the phase of mass cul-
ture compared with the late liberal stage is the exclu-
sion of the new. The machine rotates on the same spot.
While determining consumption it excludes the untried
as a risk. The movie-makers distrust any manuscript
which is not reassuringly backed by a bestseller. Yet
for this very reason there is never-ending talk of ideas,
novelty, and surprise, of what is taken for granted but
has never existed. Tempo and dynamics serve this trend.
Nothing remains as of old; everything has to run inces-
santly, to keep moving. For only the universal triumph of
the rhythm of mechanical production and reproduction
promises that nothing changes, and nothing unsuitable
will appear. Any additions to the well-proven culture
inventory are too much of a speculation. The ossified
forms — such as the sketch, short story, problem film,
or hit song — are the standardized average of late lib-
eral taste, dictated with threats from above. The people

31David Hume (1711–76) 18th centry Scottish philosopher.
32Alexis de Tocqueville (1805–59) French political thinker and historian best know for his Democracy in America.
33Alexis de Tocqueville, De la Democracie en Amerique, Vol. II (Paris, 1864), p. 151.
34superstructure: the institutions and culture considered to result from or reflect the economic system underlying a society.
35Hays Office (or Code): a set of industry guidelines governing what was and was not considered morally acceptable in motion pictures for a

public audience.
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at the top in the culture agencies, who work in harmony
as only one manager can with another, whether he comes
from the rag trade or from college, have long since reor-
ganized and rationalized the objective spirit. One might
think that an omnipresent authority had sifted the ma-
terial and drawn up an official catalog of cultural com-
modities to provide a smooth supply of available mass-
produced lines. The ideas are written in the cultural fir-
mament where they had already been numbered by Plato
— and were indeed numbers, incapable of increase and
immutable.

Amusement and all the elements of the culture indus-
try existed long before the latter came into existence.
Now they are taken over from above and brought up to
date. The culture industry can pride itself on having ener-
getically executed the previously clumsy transposition of
art into the sphere of consumption, on making this a prin-
ciple, on divesting amusement of its obtrusive naivetes
and improving the type of commodities. The more abso-
lute it became, the more ruthless it was in forcing every
outsider either into bankruptcy or into a syndicate, and
became more refined and elevated — until it ended up
as a synthesis of Beethoven and the Casino de Paris. It
enjoys a double victory: the truth it extinguishes without
it can reproduce at will as a lie within. “Light” art as
such, distraction, is not a decadent form. Anyone who
complains that it is a betrayal of the ideal of pure ex-
pression is under an illusion about society. The purity of
bourgeois art, which hypostatized36 itself as a world of
freedom in contrast to what was happening in the mate-
rial world, was from the beginning bought with the ex-
clusion of the lower classes — with whose cause, the
real universality, art keeps faith precisely by its freedom
from the ends of the false universality. Serious art has
been withheld from those for whom the hardship and op-
pression of life make a mockery of seriousness, and who
must be glad if they can use time not spent at the produc-
tion line just to keep going. Light art has been the shadow
of autonomous art. It is the social bad conscience of se-
rious art. The truth which the latter necessarily lacked
because of its social premises gives the other the sem-
blance of legitimacy. The division itself is the truth: it
does at least express the negativity of the culture which
the different spheres constitute. Least of all can the an-
tithesis be reconciled by absorbing light into serious art,
or vice versa. But that is what the culture industry at-
tempts. The eccentricity of the circus, peepshow, and
brothel is as embarrassing to it as that of Schoenberg and

Karl Kraus.37 And so the jazz musician Benny Goodman
appears with the Budapest String Quartet, more pedantic
rhythmically than any philharmonic clarinetist, while the
style of the Budapest players is as uniform and sugary as
that of Guy Lombardo. But what is significant is not vul-
garity, stupidity, and lack of polish. The culture industry
did away with yesterday’s rubbish by its own perfection,
and by forbidding and domesticating the amateurish, al-
though it constantly allows gross blunders without which
the standard of the exalted style cannot be perceived. But
what is new is that the irreconcilable elements of culture,
art and distraction, are subordinated to one end and sub-
sumed under one false formula: the totality of the culture
industry. It consists of repetition. That its characteristic
innovations are never anything more than improvements
of mass reproduction is not external to the system. It is
with good reason that the interest of innumerable con-
sumers is directed to the technique, and not to the con-
tents — which are stubbornly repeated, outworn, and by
now half-discredited. The social power which the spec-
tators worship shows itself more effectively in the om-
nipresence of the stereotype imposed by technical skill
than in the stale ideologies for which the ephemeral con-
tents stand in.

Nevertheless the culture industry remains the enter-
tainment business. Its influence over the consumers is
established by entertainment; that will ultimately be bro-
ken not by an outright decree, but by the hostility inher-
ent in the principle of entertainment to what is greater
than itself. Since all the trends of the culture industry are
profoundly embedded in the public by the whole social
process, they are encouraged by the survival of the mar-
ket in this area. Demand has not yet been replaced by
simple obedience. As is well known, the major reorgani-
zation of the film industry shortly before World War I, the
material prerequisite of its expansion, was precisely its
deliberate acceptance of the public’s needs as recorded at
the box-office — a procedure which was hardly thought
necessary in the pioneering days of the screen. The same
opinion is held today by the captains of the film industry,
who take as their criterion the more or less phenomenal
song hits but wisely never have recourse to the judgment
of truth, the opposite criterion. Business is their ideol-
ogy. It is quite correct that the power of the culture in-
dustry resides in its identification with a manufactured
need, and not in simple contrast to it, even if this con-
trast were one of complete power and complete power-
lessness. Amusement under late capitalism is the pro-

36Hypostatized: attributed a real identity to (a concept)
37Karl Kraus (1874–1936) Austrian. One of the foremost satirists of the 20th century.
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longation of work. It is sought after as an escape from
the mechanized work process, and to recruit strength in
order to be able to cope with it again. But at the same
time mechanization has such power over a man’s leisure
and happiness, and so profoundly determines the man-
ufacture of amusement goods, that his experiences are
inevitably after-images of the work process itself. The
ostensible content is merely a faded foreground; what
sinks in is the automatic succession of standardized op-
erations. What happens at work, in the factory, or in the
office can only be escaped from by approximation to it in
one’s leisure time. All amusement suffers from this in-
curable malady. Pleasure hardens into boredom because,
if it is to remain pleasure, it must not demand any effort
and therefore moves rigorously in the worn grooves of
association. No independent thinking must be expected
from the audience: the product prescribes every reaction:
not by its natural structure (which collapses under reflec-
tion), but by signals. Any logical connection calling for
mental effort is painstakingly avoided. As far as pos-
sible, developments must follow from the immediately
preceding situation and never from the idea of the whole.
For the attentive movie-goer any individual scene will
give him the whole thing. Even the set pattern itself still
seems dangerous, offering some meaning — wretched
as it might be — where only meaninglessness is accept-
able. Often the plot is maliciously deprived of the devel-
opment demanded by characters and matter according to
the old pattern. Instead, the next step is what the script
writer takes to be the most striking effect in the particu-
lar situation. Banal though elaborate surprise interrupts
the story-line. The tendency mischievously to fall back
on pure nonsense, which was a legitimate part of popular
art, farce and clowning, right up to Chaplin and the Marx
Brothers, is most obvious in the unpretentious kinds.
This tendency has completely asserted itself in the text of
the novelty song, in the thriller movie, and in cartoons,
although in films starring Greer Garson and Bette Davis
the unity of the socio-psychological case study provides
something approximating a claim to a consistent plot.
The idea itself, together with the objects of comedy and
terror, is massacred and fragmented. Novelty songs have
always existed on a contempt for meaning which, as pre-
decessors and successors of psychoanalysis, they reduce
to the monotony of sexual symbolism. Today detective
and adventure films no longer give the audience the op-
portunity to experience the resolution. In the non-ironic
varieties of the genre, it has also to rest content with the
simple horror of situations which have almost ceased to
be linked in any way.

Cartoons were once exponents of fantasy as opposed
to rationalism. They ensured that justice was done to
the creatures and objects they electrified, by giving the
maimed specimens a second life. All they do today is
to confirm the victory of technological reason over truth.
A few years ago they had a consistent plot which only
broke up in the final moments in a crazy chase, and thus
resembled the old slapstick comedy. Now, however, time
relations have shifted. In the very first sequence a motive
is stated so that in the course of the action destruction can
get to work on it: with the audience in pursuit, the protag-
onist becomes the worthless object of general violence.
The quantity of organized amusement changes into the
quality of organized cruelty. The self-elected censors of
the film industry (with whom it enjoys a close relation-
ship) watch over the unfolding of the crime, which is as
drawn-out as a hunt. Fun replaces the pleasure which
the sight of an embrace would allegedly afford, and post-
pones satisfaction till the day of the pogrom. Insofar as
cartoons do any more than accustom the senses to the
new tempo, they hammer into every brain the old lesson
that continuous friction, the breaking down of all indi-
vidual resistance, is the condition of life in this society.
Donald Duck in the cartoons and the unfortunate in real
life get their thrashing so that the audience can learn to
take their own punishment.

The enjoyment of the violence suffered by the movie
character turns into violence against the spectator, and
distraction into exertion. Nothing that the experts have
devised as a stimulant must escape the weary eye; no
stupidity is allowed in the face of all the trickery; one
has to follow everything and even display the smart re-
sponses shown and recommended in the film. This raises
the question whether the culture industry fulfills the func-
tion of diverting minds which it boasts about so loudly.
If most of the radio stations and movie theaters were
closed down, the consumers would probably not lose so
very much. To walk from the street into the movie the-
ater is no longer to enter a world of dream; as soon as
the very existence of these institutions no longer made
it obligatory to use them, there would be no great urge
to do so. Such closures would not be reactionary ma-
chine wrecking. The disappointment would be felt not so
much by the enthusiasts as by the slow-witted, who are
the ones who suffer for everything anyhow. In spite of
the films which are intended to complete her integration,
the housewife finds in the darkness of the movie theater a
place of refuge where she can sit for a few hours with no-
body watching, just as she used to look out of the window
when there were still homes and rest in the evening. The
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unemployed in the great cities find coolness in summer
and warmth in winter in these temperature-controlled lo-
cations. Otherwise, despite its size, this bloated pleasure
apparatus adds no dignity to man’s lives. The idea of
“fully exploiting” available technical resources and the
facilities for æsthetic mass consumption is part of the
economic system which refuses to exploit resources to
abolish hunger.

The culture industry perpetually cheats its consumers
of what it perpetually promises. The promissory note38

which, with its plots and staging, it draws on pleasure is
endlessly prolonged; the promise, which is actually all
the spectacle consists of, is illusory: all it actually con-
firms is that the real point will never be reached, that the
diner must be satisfied with the menu. In front of the
appetite stimulated by all those brilliant names and im-
ages there is finally set no more than a commendation of
the depressing everyday world it sought to escape. Of
course works of art were not sexual exhibitions either.
However, by representing deprivation as negative, they
retracted, as it were, the prostitution of the impulse and
rescued by mediation what was denied. The secret of
æsthetic sublimation is its representation of fulfillment
as a broken promise. The culture industry does not sub-
limate; it represses. By repeatedly exposing the objects
of desire, breasts in a clinging sweater or the naked torso
of the athletic hero, it only stimulates the unsublimated
forepleasure which habitual deprivation has long since
reduced to a masochistic semblance. There is no erotic
situation which, while insinuating and exciting, does not
fail to indicate unmistakably that things can never go that
far. The Hays Office merely confirms the ritual of Tan-
talus39 that the culture industry has established anyway.
Works of art are ascetic and unashamed; the culture in-
dustry is pornographic and prudish. Love is downgraded
to romance. And, after the descent, much is permitted;
even license as a marketable speciality has its quota bear-
ing the trade description “daring.” The mass production
of the sexual automatically achieves its repression. Be-
cause of his ubiquity, the film star with whom one is
meant to fall in love is from the outset a copy of him-
self. Every tenor voice comes to sound like a Caruso40

record, and the “natural” faces of Texas girls are like

the successful models by whom Hollywood has typecast
them. The mechanical reproduction of beauty, which re-
actionary cultural fanaticism wholeheartedly serves in its
methodical idolization of individuality, leaves no room
for that unconscious idolatry which was once essential to
beauty. The triumph over beauty is celebrated by humor
— the Schadenfreude41 that every successful deprivation
calls forth. There is laughter because there is nothing
to laugh at. Laughter, whether conciliatory or terrible,
always occurs when some fear passes. It indicates lib-
eration either from physical danger or from the grip of
logic. Conciliatory laughter is heard as the echo of an
escape from power; the wrong kind overcomes fear by
capitulating to the forces which are to be feared. It is
the echo of power as something inescapable. Fun is a
medicinal bath. The pleasure industry never fails to pre-
scribe it. It makes laughter the instrument of the fraud
practiced on happiness. Moments of happiness are with-
out laughter; only operettas and films portray sex to the
accompaniment of resounding laughter. But Baudelaire
is as devoid of humor as Holderlin.42 In the false society
laughter is a disease which has attacked happiness and is
drawing it into its worthless totality. To laugh at some-
thing is always to deride it, and the life which, according
to Bergson,43 in laughter breaks through the barrier, is
actually an invading barbaric life, self-assertion prepared
to parade its liberation from any scruple when the social
occasion arises. Such a laughing audience is a parody
of humanity. Its members are monads, all dedicated to
the pleasure of being ready for anything at the expense
of everyone else. Their harmony is a caricature of soli-
darity. What is fiendish about this false laughter is that
it is a compelling parody of the best, which is concil-
iatory. Delight is austere: res severa verum gaudium44.
The monastic theory that not asceticism but the sexual act
denotes the renunciation of attainable bliss receives neg-
ative confirmation in the gravity of the lover who with
foreboding commits his life to the fleeting moment. In
the culture industry, jovial denial takes the place of the
pain found in ecstasy and in asceticism. The supreme law
is that they shall not satisfy their desires at any price; they
must laugh and be content with laughter. In every prod-
uct of the culture industry, the permanent denial imposed

38Promissory Note: a written promise to pay at a fixed future time a sum of money to an individual
39The Ritual of Tantalus: Greek mythology. Tantalus’ punishment (ritual) was to stand in a pool of water beneath a fruit tree with low branches.

Whenever he reached for the fruit, the branches raised his intended meal from his grasp. Whenever he bent down to get a drink, the water receded
before he could get any.

40Enrico Caruso (1873–1921) Italian opera singer, one of the most famous tenors in history.
41Schadenfreude: (German) Malicious glee or gloating.
42Charles Baudelaire (1821–67) French avant-garde poet; Friedrich Hölderlin (1770–1843) German lyric poet.
43Henri Bergson (1859–1941) French philosopher, one of his books was Laughter.
44Res severa verum gaudium: A harsh thing is a real joy.
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by civilization is once again unmistakably demonstrated
and inflicted on its victims. To offer and to deprive them
of something is one and the same. This is what hap-
pens in erotic films. Precisely because it must never take
place, everything centers upon copulation. In films it is
more strictly forbidden for an illegitimate relationship to
be admitted without the parties being punished than for
a millionaire’s future son-in-law to be active in the labor
movement. In contrast to the liberal era, industrialized as
well as popular culture may wax indignant at capitalism,
but it cannot renounce the threat of castration. This is
fundamental. It outlasts the organized acceptance of the
uniformed seen in the films which are produced to that
end, and in reality. What is decisive today is no longer
puritanism, although it still asserts itself in the form of
women’s organizations, but the necessity inherent in the
system not to leave the customer alone, not for a mo-
ment to allow him any suspicion that resistance is pos-
sible. The principle dictates that he should be shown all
his needs as capable of fulfillment, but that those needs
should be so predetermined that he feels himself to be the
eternal consumer, the object of the culture industry. Not
only does it make him believe that the deception it prac-
tices is satisfaction, but it goes further and implies that,
whatever the state of affairs, he must put up with what is
offered. The escape from everyday drudgery which the
whole culture industry promises may be compared to the
daughter’s abduction in the cartoon: the father is holding
the ladder in the dark. The paradise offered by the cul-
ture industry is the same old drudgery. Both escape and
elopement are pre-designed to lead back to the starting
point. Pleasure promotes the resignation which it ought
to help to forget.

Amusement, if released from every restraint, would
not only be the antithesis of art but its extreme role. The
Mark Twain absurdity with which the American culture
industry flirts at times might be a corrective of art. The
more seriously the latter regards the incompatibility with
life, the more it resembles the seriousness of life, its an-
tithesis; the more effort it devotes to developing wholly
from its own formal law, the more effort it demands from
the intelligence to neutralize its burden. In some revue
films, and especially in the grotesque and the funnies, the
possibility of this negation does glimmer for a few mo-
ments. But of course it cannot happen. Pure amusement
in its consequence, relaxed self-surrender to all kinds
of associations and happy nonsense, is cut short by the

amusement on the market: instead, it is interrupted by
a surrogate overall meaning which the culture industry
insists on giving to its products, and yet misuses as a
mere pretext for bringing in the stars. Biographies and
other simple stories patch the fragments of nonsense into
an idiotic plot. We do not have the cap and bells of the
jester but the bunch of keys of capitalist reason, which
even screens the pleasure of achieving success. Every
kiss in the revue film has to contribute to the career of
the boxer, or some hit song expert or other whose rise
to fame is being glorified. The deception is not that
the culture industry supplies amusement but that it ruins
the fun by allowing business considerations to involve it
in the ideological cliches of a culture in the process of
self-liquidation. Ethics and taste cut short unrestrained
amusement as “naive” — naiveté is thought to be as bad
as intellectualism — and even restrict technical possi-
bilities. The culture industry is corrupt; not because it
is a sinful Babylon but because it is a cathedral dedi-
cated to elevated pleasure. On all levels, from Heming-
way to Emil Ludwig,45 from Mrs. Miniver46 to The Lone
Ranger, from Toscanini to Guy Lombardo,47 there is un-
truth in the intellectual content taken ready-made from
art and science. The culture industry does retain a trace
of something better in those features which bring it close
to the circus, in the self-justifying and nonsensical skill
of riders, acrobats and clowns, in the “defense and jus-
tification of physical as against intellectual art.”48 But
the refuges of a mindless artistry which represents what
is human as opposed to the social mechanism are being
relentlessly hunted down by a schematic reason which
compels everything to prove its significance and effect.
The consequence is that the nonsensical at the bottom
disappears as utterly as the sense in works of art at the
top.

The fusion of culture and entertainment that is taking
place today leads not only to a deprivation of culture, but
inevitably to an intellectualization of amusement. This is
evident from the fact that only the copy appears: in the
movie theater, the photograph; on the radio, the record-
ing. In the age of liberal expansion, amusement lived
on the unshaken belief in the future: things would re-
main as they were and even improve. Today this belief
is once more intellectualized; it becomes so faint that it
loses sight of any goal and is little more than a magic-
lantern show for those with their backs to reality. It con-
sists of the meaningful emphases which, parallel to life

45Ernest Hemingway (1899–1961) American writer; Emil Ludwig (1881–1948) German author known for his biographies.
46Mrs. Miniver: A novel by Jan Struther (Joyce Maxtone Graham, 1901–1953), made into a film starring Greer Garson.
47Arturo Toscanini (1867–1957) considered the greatest orchestral conductor of his era; Guy Lombardo (1902–1977) Canadian bandleader.
48Frank Wedekind, Gesammelte Werke, Vol. IX (Munich, 1921), p. 426.
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itself, the screen play puts on the smart fellow, the engi-
neer, the capable girl, ruthlessness disguised as character,
interest in sport, and finally automobiles and cigarettes,
even where the entertainment is not put down to the ad-
vertising account of the immediate producers but to that
of the system as a whole. Amusement itself becomes an
ideal, taking the place of the higher things of which it
completely deprives the masses by repeating them in a
manner even more stereotyped than the slogans paid for
by advertising interests. Inwardness, the subjectively re-
stricted form of truth, was always more at the mercy of
the outwardly powerful than they imagined. The culture
industry turns it into an open lie. It has now become mere
twaddle which is acceptable in religious best-sellers, psy-
chological films, and women’s serials as an embarrass-
ingly agreeable garnish, so that genuine personal emo-
tion in real life can be all the more reliably controlled.
In this sense amusement carries out that purgation of the
emotions which Aristotle once attributed to tragedy and
Mortimer Adler49 now allows to movies. The culture in-
dustry reveals the truth about catharsis50 as it did about
style.

THE stronger the positions of the culture industry be-
come, the more summarily it can deal with con-

sumers’ needs, producing them, controlling them, dis-
ciplining them, and even withdrawing amusement: no
limits are set to cultural progress of this kind. But the
tendency is immanent in the principle of amusement it-
self, which is enlightened in a bourgeois sense. If the
need for amusement was in large measure the creation
of industry, which used the subject as a means of rec-
ommending the work to the masses — the oleograph51

by the dainty morsel it depicted, or the cake mix by a
picture of a cake — amusement always reveals the influ-
ence of business, the sales talk, the quack’s spiel. But the
original affinity of business and amusement is shown in
the latter’s specific significance: to defend society. To be
pleased means to say Yes. It is possible only by insula-
tion from the totality of the social process, by desensiti-
zation and, from the first, by senselessly sacrificing the
inescapable claim of every work, however inane, within
its limits to reflect the whole. Pleasure always means not
to think about anything, to forget suffering even where
it is shown. Basically it is helplessness. It is flight; not,
as is asserted, flight from a wretched reality, but from

the last remaining thought of resistance. The liberation
which amusement promises is freedom from thought and
from negation. The effrontery52 of the rhetorical ques-
tion, “What do people want?” lies in the fact that it is ad-
dressed — as if to reflective individuals — to those very
people who are deliberately to be deprived of this indi-
viduality. Even when the public does — exceptionally
— rebel against the pleasure industry, all it can muster is
that feeble resistance which that very industry has incul-
cated in it. Nevertheless, it has become increasingly dif-
ficult to keep people in this condition. The rate at which
they are reduced to stupidity must not fall behind the rate
at which their intelligence is increasing. In this age of
statistics the masses are too sharp to identify themselves
with the millionaire on the screen, and too slow-witted
to ignore the law of the largest number. Ideology con-
ceals itself in the calculation of probabilities. Not every-
one will be lucky one day — but the person who draws
the winning ticket, or rather the one who is marked out
to do so by a higher power — usually by the pleasure
industry itself, which is represented as unceasingly in
search of talent. Those discovered by talent scouts and
then publicized on a vast scale by the studio are ideal
types of the new dependent average. Of course, the star-
let is meant to symbolize the typist in such a way that
the splendid evening dress seems meant for the actress
as distinct from the real girl. The girls in the audience
not only feel that they could be on the screen, but re-
alize the great gulf separating them from it. Only one
girl can draw the lucky ticket, only one man can win the
prize, and if, mathematically, all have the same chance,
yet this is so infinitesimal for each one that he or she will
do best to write it off and rejoice in the other’s success,
which might just as well have been his or hers, and some-
how never is. Whenever the culture industry still issues
an invitation naively to identify, it is immediately with-
drawn. No one can escape from himself any more. Once
a member of the audience could see his own wedding in
the one shown in the film. Now the lucky actors on the
screen are copies of the same category as every member
of the public, but such equality only demonstrates the
insurmountable separation of the human elements. The
perfect similarity is the absolute difference. The identity
of the category forbids that of the individual cases. Iron-
ically, man as a member of a species has been made a
reality by the culture industry. Now any person signifies
only those attributes by which he can replace everybody

49Mortimer Adler (1902–2001) American Aristotelian philosopher and author.
50catharsis: the process of releasing, and thereby providing relief from, strong or repressed emotions.
51oleograph: a lithographic print textured to resemble an oil painting.
52effrontery: insolent or impertinent behavior.
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else: he is interchangeable, a copy. As an individual he
is completely expendable and utterly insignificant, and
this is just what he finds out when time deprives him of
this similarity. This changes the inner structure of the
religion of success — otherwise strictly maintained. In-
creasing emphasis is laid not on the path per aspera ad
astra53 (which presupposes hardship and effort), but on
winning a prize. The element of blind chance in the rou-
tine decision about which song deserves to be a hit and
which extra a heroine is stressed by the ideology. Movies
emphasize chance. By stopping at nothing to ensure that
all the characters are essentially alike, with the exception
of the villain, and by excluding non-conforming faces
(for example, those which, like Garbo’s, do not look as if
you could say “Hello sister!” to them), life is made eas-
ier for movie-goers at first. They are assured that they are
all right as they are, that they could do just as well and
that nothing beyond their powers will be asked of them.
But at the same time they are given a hint that any effort
would be useless because even bourgeois luck no longer
has any connection with the calculable effect of their own
work. They take the hint. Fundamentally they all recog-
nize chance (by which one occasionally makes his for-
tune) as the other side of planning. Precisely because the
forces of society are so deployed in the direction of ratio-
nality that anyone might become an engineer or manager,
it has ceased entirely to be a rational matter who the one
will be in whom society will invest training or confidence
for such functions. Chance and planning become one and
the same thing, because, given men’s equality, individual
success and failure — right up to the top — lose any eco-
nomic meaning. Chance itself is planned, not because it
affects any particular individual but precisely because it
is believed to play a vital part. It serves the planners as an
alibi, and makes it seem that the complex of transactions
and measures into which life has been transformed leaves
scope for spontaneous and direct relations between man.
This freedom is symbolized in the various media of the
culture industry by the arbitrary selection of average in-
dividuals. In a magazine’s detailed accounts of the mod-
estly magnificent pleasure-trips it has arranged for the
lucky person, preferably a stenotypist (who has probably
won the competition because of her contacts with local
bigwigs), the powerlessness of all is reflected. They are
mere matter — so much so that those in control can take
someone up into their heaven and throw him out again:

his rights and his work count for nothing. Industry is in-
terested in people merely as customers and employees,
and has in fact reduced mankind as a whole and each of
its elements to this all-embracing formula. According to
the ruling aspect at the time, ideology emphasizes plan or
chance, technology or life, civilization or nature. As em-
ployees, men are reminded of the rational organization
and urged to fit in like sensible people. As customers,
the freedom of choice, the charm of novelty, is demon-
strated to them on the screen or in the press by means
of the human and personal anecdote. In either case they
remain objects.

The less the culture industry has to promise, the less it
can offer a meaningful explanation of life, and the empti-
er is the ideology it disseminates. Even the abstract ide-
als of the harmony and beneficence54 of society are too
concrete in this age of universal publicity. We have even
learned how to identify abstract concepts as sales propa-
ganda. Language based entirely on truth simply arouses
impatience to get on with the business deal it is prob-
ably advancing. The words that are not means appear
senseless; the others seem to be fiction, untrue. Value
judgments are taken either as advertising or as empty
talk. Accordingly ideology has been made vague and
noncommittal, and thus neither clearer nor weaker. Its
very vagueness, its almost scientific aversion from com-
mitting itself to anything which cannot be verified, acts
as an instrument of domination. It becomes a vigorous
and prearranged promulgation55 of the status quo. The
culture industry tends to make itself the embodiment of
authoritative pronouncements, and thus the irrefutable
prophet of the prevailing order. It skillfully steers a
winding course between the cliffs of demonstrable misin-
formation and manifest truth, faithfully reproducing the
phenomenon whose opaqueness blocks any insight and
installs the ubiquitous and intact phenomenon as ideal.
Ideology is split into the photograph of stubborn life and
the naked lie about its meaning — which is not expressed
but suggested and yet drummed in. To demonstrate its
divine nature, reality is always repeated in a purely cyn-
ical way. Such a photological56 proof is of course not
stringent,57 but it is overpowering. Anyone who doubts
the power of monotony is a fool. The culture industry
refutes the objection made against it just as well as that
against the world which it impartially duplicates. The
only choice is either to join in or to be left behind: those

53Per aspera ad astra: From dust to the stars.
54beneficent: resulting in good.
55promulgate: promote or make widely known (an idea or cause).
56photological: logic based on the science of light and vision.
57stringent: (of regulations, requirements, or conditions) strict, precise, and exacting.
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provincials who have recourse to eternal beauty and the
amateur stage in preference to the cinema and the radio
are already — politically — at the point to which mass
culture drives its supporters. It is sufficiently hardened to
deride as ideology, if need be, the old wish-fulfillments,
the father-ideal and absolute feeling. The new ideology
has as its objects the world as such. It makes use of the
worship of facts by no more than elevating a disagree-
able existence into the world of facts in representing it
meticulously. This transference makes existence itself
a substitute for meaning and right. Whatever the cam-
era reproduces is beautiful. The disappointment of the
prospect that one might be the typist who wins the world
trip is matched by the disappointing appearance of the
accurately photographed areas which the voyage might
include. Not Italy is offered, but evidence that it ex-
ists. A film can even go so far as to show the Paris in
which the American girl thinks she will still her desire
as a hopelessly desolate place, thus driving her the more
inexorably into the arms of the smart American boy she
could have met at home anyhow. That this goes on, that,
in its most recent phase, the system itself reproduces the
life of those of whom it consists instead of immediately
doing away with them, is even put down to its credit as
giving it meaning and worth. Continuing and continuing
to join in are given as justification for the blind persis-
tence of the system and even for its immutability. What
repeats itself is healthy, like the natural or industrial cy-
cle. The same babies grin eternally out of the magazines;
the jazz machine will pound away for ever. In spite of
all the progress in reproduction techniques, in controls
and the specialities, and in spite of all the restless indus-
try, the bread which the culture industry offers man is
the stone of the stereotype. It draws on the life cycle, on
the well-founded amazement that mothers, in spite of ev-
erything, still go on bearing children and that the wheels
still do not grind to a halt. This serves to confirm the
immutability of circumstances. The ears of corn blowing
in the wind at the end of Chaplin’s The Great Dictator58

give the lie to the anti-Fascist plea for freedom. They are
like the blond hair of the German girl whose camp life
is photographed by the Nazi film company in the sum-
mer breeze. Nature is viewed by the mechanism of so-
cial domination as a healthy contrast to society, and is
therefore denatured. Pictures showing green trees, a blue

sky, and moving clouds make these aspects of nature into
so many cryptograms59 for factory chimneys and service
stations. On the other hand, wheels and machine com-
ponents must seem expressive, having been degraded to
the status of agents of the spirit of trees and clouds. Na-
ture and technology are mobilized against all opposition;
and we have a falsified memento of liberal society, in
which people supposedly wallowed in erotic plush-lined
bedrooms instead of taking open-air baths as in the case
today, or experiencing breakdowns in prehistoric Benz60

models instead of shooting off with the speed of a rocket
from A (where one is anyhow) to B (where everything is
just the same). The triumph of the gigantic concern over
the initiative of the entrepreneur is praised by the culture
industry as the persistence of entrepreneurial initiative.
The enemy who is already defeated, the thinking individ-
ual, is the enemy fought. The resurrection in Germany of
the anti-bourgeois Haus Sonnenstößer,61 and the plea-
sure felt when watching Life with Father,62 have one and
the same meaning.

IN one respect, admittedly, this hollow ideology is in
deadly earnest: everyone is provided for. “No one

must go hungry or thirsty; if anyone does, he’s for the
concentration camp!” This joke from Hitler’s Germany
might shine forth as a maxim from above all the portals
of the culture industry. With sly naiveté, it presupposes
the most recent characteristic of society: that it can easily
find out who its supporters are. Everybody is guaranteed
formal freedom. No one is officially responsible for what
he thinks. Instead everyone is enclosed at an early age in
a system of churches, clubs, professional associations,
and other such concerns, which constitute the most sen-
sitive instrument of social control. Anyone who wants to
avoid ruin must see that he is not found wanting when
weighed in the scales of this apparatus. Otherwise he
will lag behind in life, and finally perish. In every career,
and especially in the liberal professions, expert knowl-
edge is linked with prescribed standards of conduct; this
can easily lead to the illusion that expert knowledge is the
only thing that counts. In fact, it is part of the irrational
planning of this society that it reproduces to a certain de-
gree only the lives of its faithful members. The standard
of life enjoyed corresponds very closely to the degree to
which classes and individuals are essentially bound up

58The Great Dictator: (1940) Satirical film of Adolf Hitler and Nazism by Charlie Chaplin.
59cryptogram: a symbol or figure with secret or occult significance.
60Benz & Cie. : German automobile manufacturer, founded in 1883, producing the horseless carriage..
61Haus Sonnenstößer (1936) a comedy film made during the early Nazi years. From the book Hans Sonnenstößers Höllenfahrt by Paul Apel.
62Life with Father (1939) Broadway play (movie in 1947), from the 1936 book by Clarence Day, Jr.
63Dagwood Bumstead: fictional character in the American comic strip Blondie (1933).
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with the system. The manager can be relied upon, as can
the lesser employee Dagwood63 — as he is in the comic
pages or in real life. Anyone who goes cold and hun-
gry, even if his prospects were once good, is branded.
He is an outsider; and, apart from certain capital crimes,
the most mortal of sins is to be an outsider. In films he
sometimes, and as an exception, becomes an original, the
object of maliciously indulgent humor; but usually he is
the villain, and is identified as such at first appearance,
long before the action really gets going: hence avoiding
any suspicion that society would turn on those of good
will. Higher up the scale, in fact, a kind of welfare state
is coming into being today. In order to keep their own po-
sitions, men in top posts maintain the economy in which
a highly-developed technology has in principle made the
masses redundant as producers. The workers, the real
bread-winners, are fed (if we are to believe the ideol-
ogy) by the managers of the economy, the fed. Hence
the individual’s position becomes precarious. Under lib-
eralism the poor were thought to be lazy; now they are
automatically objects of suspicion. Anybody who is not
provided for outside should be in a concentration camp,
or at any rate in the hell of the most degrading work and
the slums. The culture industry, however, reflects posi-
tive and negative welfare for those under the administra-
tors’ control as direct human solidarity of men in a world
of the efficient. No one is forgotten; everywhere there are
neighbors and welfare workers, Dr. Gillespies64 and par-
lor philosophers whose hearts are in the right place and
who, by their kind intervention as of man to man, cure in-
dividual cases of socially-perpetuated distress — always
provided that there is no obstacle in the personal deprav-
ity of the unfortunate. The promotion of a friendly atmo-
sphere as advised by management experts and adopted
by every factory to increase output, brings even the last
private impulse under social control precisely because it
seems to relate men’s circumstances directly to produc-
tion, and to reprivatize them. Such spiritual charity casts
a conciliatory shadow onto the products of the culture in-
dustry long before it emerges from the factory to invade
society as a whole. Yet the great benefactors of mankind,
whose scientific achievements have to be written up as
acts of sympathy to give them an artificial human inter-
est, are substitutes for the national leaders, who finally
decree the abolition of sympathy and think they can pre-
vent any recurrence when the last invalid has been exter-
minated.

By emphasizing the “heart of gold,” society admits the
suffering it has created: everyone knows that he is now

helpless in the system, and ideology has to take this into
account. Far from concealing suffering under the cloak
of improvised fellowship, the culture industry takes pride
in looking it in the face like a man, however great the
strain on self-control. The pathos of composure justi-
fies the world which makes it necessary. That is life —
very hard, but just because of that so wonderful and so
healthy. This lie does not shrink from tragedy. Mass
culture deals with it, in the same way as centralized so-
ciety does not abolish the suffering of its members but
records and plans it. That it is why it borrows so persis-
tently from art. This provides the tragic substance which
pure amusement cannot itself supply, but which it needs
if it is somehow to remain faithful to the principle of the
exact reproduction of phenomena. Tragedy made into
a carefully calculated and accepted aspect of the world
is a blessing. It is a safeguard against the reproach that
truth is not respected, whereas it is really being adopted
with cynical regret. To the consumer who — culturally
— has seen better days it offers a substitute for long-
discarded profundities. It provides the regular movie-
goer with the scraps of culture he must have for prestige.
It comforts all with the thought that a tough, genuine hu-
man fate is still possible, and that it must at all costs be
represented uncompromisingly. Life in all the aspects
which ideology today sets out to duplicate shows up all
the more gloriously, powerfully and magnificently, the
more it is redolent of necessary suffering. It begins to
resemble fate. Tragedy is reduced to the threat to destroy
anyone who does not cooperate, whereas its paradoxical
significance once lay in a hopeless resistance to mythic
destiny. Tragic fate becomes just punishment, which is
what bourgeois æsthetics always tried to turn it into. The
morality of mass culture is the cheap form of yesterday’s
children’s books. In a first-class production, for example,
the villainous character appears as a hysterical woman
who (with presumed clinical accuracy) tries to ruin the
happiness of her opposite number, who is truer to reality,
and herself suffers a quite untheatrical death. So much
learning is of course found only at the top. Lower down
less trouble is taken. Tragedy is made harmless without
recourse to social psychology. Just as every Viennese op-
eretta worthy of the name had to have its tragic finale in
the second act, which left nothing for the third except to
clear up misunderstandings, the culture industry assigns
tragedy a fixed place in the routine. The well-known ex-
istence of the recipe is enough to allay any fear that there
is no restraint on tragedy. The description of the dra-
matic formula by the housewife as “getting into trouble

64Dr. Gillespie: fictional character in the American film series about Dr. Kildare (1940), mentor to Dr. Kildare.
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and out again” embraces the whole of mass culture from
the idiotic women’s serial to the top production. Even
the worst ending which began with good intentions con-
firms the order of things and corrupts the tragic force,
either because the woman whose love runs counter to the
laws of the game plays with her death for a brief spell
of happiness, or because the sad ending in the film all
the more clearly stresses the indestructibility of actual
life. The tragic film becomes an institution for moral im-
provement. The masses, demoralized by their life un-
der the pressure of the system, and who show signs of
civilization only in modes of behavior which have been
forced on them and through which fury and recalcitrance
show everywhere, are to be kept in order by the sight of
an inexorable life and exemplary behavior. Culture has
always played its part in taming revolutionary and bar-
baric instincts. Industrial culture adds its contribution. It
shows the condition under which this merciless life can
be lived at all. The individual who is thoroughly weary
must use his weariness as energy for his surrender to the
collective power which wears him out. In films, those
permanently desperate situations which crush the spec-
tator in ordinary life somehow become a promise that
one can go on living. One has only to become aware of
one’s own nothingness, only to recognize defeat and one
is one with it all. Society is full of desperate people and
therefore prey to rackets. In some of the most significant
German novels of the pre-Fascist era such as Döblin’s
Berlin Alexanderplatz and Fallada’s Kleiner Mann, Was
Nun?,65 this trend was as obvious as in the average film
and in the devices of jazz. What all these things have
in common is the self-derision66 of man. The possibility
of becoming a subject in the economy, an entrepreneur
or a proprietor, has been completely liquidated. Right
down to the humblest shop, the independent enterprise,
on the management and inheritance of which the bour-
geois family and the position of its head had rested, be-
came hopelessly dependent. Everybody became an em-
ployee; and in this civilization of employees the dignity
of the father (questionable anyhow) vanishes. The atti-
tude of the individual to the racket, business, profession
or party, before or after admission, the Führer’s gesticu-
lations before the masses, or the suitor’s before his sweet-
heart, assume specifically masochistic traits. The attitude
into which everybody is forced in order to give repeated

proof of his moral suitability for this society reminds one
of the boys who, during tribal initiation, go round in a
circle with a stereotyped smile on their faces while the
priest strikes them. Life in the late capitalist era is a con-
stant initiation rite. Everyone must show that he wholly
identifies himself with the power which is belaboring67

him. This occurs in the principle of jazz syncopation,
which simultaneously derides stumbling and makes it a
rule. The eunuch-like68 voice of the crooner on the radio,
the heiress’s smooth suitor, who falls into the swimming
pool in his dinner jacket, are models for those who must
become whatever the system wants. Everyone can be like
this omnipotent society; everyone can be happy, if only
he will capitulate fully and sacrifice his claim to happi-
ness. In his weakness society recognizes its strength, and
gives him some of it. His defenselessness makes him re-
liable. Hence tragedy is discarded. Once the opposition
of the individual to society was its substance. It glori-
fied “the bravery and freedom of emotion before a pow-
erful enemy, an exalted affliction, a dreadful problem.”69

Today tragedy has melted away into the nothingness of
that false identity of society and individual, whose ter-
ror still shows for a moment in the empty semblance of
the tragic. But the miracle of integration, the permanent
act of grace by the authority who receives the defense-
less person — once he has swallowed his rebelliousness
— signifies Fascism. This can be seen in the humani-
tarianism which Döblin uses to let his Biberkopf70 find
refuge, and again in socially-slanted films. The capac-
ity to find refuge, to survive one’s own ruin, by which
tragedy is defeated, is found in the new generation; they
can do any work because the work process does not let
them become attached to any. This is reminiscent of the
sad lack of conviction of the homecoming soldier with no
interest in the war, or of the casual laborer who ends up
by joining a paramilitary organization. This liquidation
of tragedy confirms the abolition of the individual.

IN the culture industry the individual is an illusion not
merely because of the standardization of the means

of production. He is tolerated only so long as his
complete identification with the generality is unques-
tioned. Pseudo-individuality is rife: from the stan-
dardized jazz improvisation to the exceptional film star

65Alfred Döblin: (1878–1957) German novelist; Hans Fallada (1893–1947) German writer, best known for Little Man, What Now?
66derision: contemptuous ridicule or mockery.
67belabor: attack or assault (someone) physically or verbally.
68eunuch: a man who has been castrated, esp. (in the past) one employed to guard the women’s living areas at an oriental court.
69Nietzsche, Gotzenddämmerung, Werke, Vol. VIII, p. 136. (English: The Twilight of the Gods.)
70Franz Biberkopf: fictional character, a small-time criminal, the protagonist of Berlin Alexanderplatz by Döblin.
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whose hair curls over her eye to demonstrate her orig-
inality. What is individual is no more than the gen-
erality’s power to stamp the accidental detail so firmly
that it is accepted as such. The defiant reserve or el-
egant appearance of the individual on show is mass-
produced like Yale locks, whose only difference can be
measured in fractions of millimeters. The peculiarity of
the self is a monopoly commodity determined by soci-
ety; it is falsely represented as natural. It is no more
than the mustache, the French accent, the deep voice of
the woman of the world, the Lubitsch touch:71 finger-
prints on identity cards which are otherwise exactly the
same, and into which the lives and faces of every single
person are transformed by the power of the generality.
Pseudo-individuality is the prerequisite for comprehend-
ing tragedy and removing its poison: only because indi-
viduals have ceased to be themselves and are now merely
centers where the general tendencies meet, is it possible
to receive them again, whole and entire, into the gen-
erality. In this way mass culture discloses the fictitious
character of the “individual” in the bourgeois era, and
is merely unjust in boasting on account of this dreary
harmony of general and particular. The principle of in-
dividuality was always full of contradiction. Individu-
ation has never really been achieved. Self-preservation
in the shape of class has kept everyone at the stage of
a mere species being. Every bourgeois characteristic, in
spite of its deviation and indeed because of it, expressed
the same thing: the harshness of the competitive society.
The individual who supported society bore its disfigur-
ing mark; seemingly free, he was actually the product of
its economic and social apparatus. Power based itself on
the prevailing conditions of power when it sought the ap-
proval of persons affected by it. As it progressed, bour-
geois society did also develop the individual. Against the
will of its leaders, technology has changed human beings
from children into persons. However, every advance in
individuation of this kind took place at the expense of the
individuality in whose name it occurred, so that nothing
was left but the resolve to pursue one’s own particular
purpose. The bourgeois whose existence is split into a
business and a private life, whose private life is split into
keeping up his public image and intimacy, whose inti-
macy is split into the surly partnership of marriage and
the bitter comfort of being quite alone, at odds with him-
self and everybody else, is already virtually a Nazi, re-

plete both with enthusiasm and abuse; or a modern city-
dweller who can now only imagine friendship as a “so-
cial contact”: that is, as being in social contact with oth-
ers with whom he has no inward contact. The only reason
why the culture industry can deal so successfully with
individuality is that the latter has always reproduced the
fragility of society. On the faces of private individuals
and movie heroes put together according to the patterns
on magazine covers vanishes a pretense in which no one
now believes; the popularity of the hero models comes
partly from a secret satisfaction that the effort to achieve
individuation has at last been replaced by the effort to
imitate, which is admittedly more breathless. It is idle to
hope that this self-contradictory, disintegrating “person”
will not last for generations, that the system must col-
lapse because of such a psychological split, or that the
deceitful substitution of the stereotype for the individ-
ual will of itself become unbearable for mankind. Since
Shakespeare’s Hamlet, the unity of the personality has
been seen through as a pretense. Synthetically produced
physiognomies72 show that the people of today have al-
ready forgotten that there was ever a notion of what hu-
man life was. For centuries society has been preparing
for Victor Mature and Mickey Rooney.73 By destroying
they come to fulfill.

The idolization of the cheap involves making the av-
erage the heroic. The highest-paid stars resemble pic-
tures advertising unspecified proprietary articles. Not
without good purpose are they often selected from the
host of commercial models. The prevailing taste takes
its ideal from advertising, the beauty in consumption.
Hence the Socratic saying that the beautiful is the useful
has now been fulfilled — ironically. The cinema makes
propaganda for the culture combine as a whole; on radio,
goods for whose sake the cultural commodity exists are
also recommended individually. For a few coins one can
see the film which cost millions, for even less one can
buy the chewing gum whose manufacture involved im-
mense riches — a hoard increased still further by sales.
In absentia,74 but by universal suffrage, the treasure of
armies is revealed, but prostitution is not allowed in-
side the country. The best orchestras in the world —
clearly not so — are brought into your living room free
of charge. It is all a parody of the never-never land, just
as the national society is a parody of the human society.
You name it, we supply it. A man up from the country

71Ernst Lubitsch (1892–1947) German-born film director, made witty and sophisticated movies with a malicious sexuallity: the “Lubitsch Touch.”
72physiognomy: a person’s facial features or expression, esp. when regarded as indicative of character or ethnic origin.
73Victor Mature (1913–1999) and Mickey Rooney (1920–): American film actors.
74in absentia: while not being present at the event being referred to.
75Berlin Metropol: built in 1892, one of Berlin’s most famous and successful variety theaters. Now known as the Komische Oper Berlin.
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remarked at the old Berlin Metropol75 theater that it was
astonishing what they could do for the money; his com-
ment has long since been adopted by the culture industry
and made the very substance of production. This is al-
ways coupled with the triumph that it is possible; but this,
in large measure, is the very triumph. Putting on a show
means showing everybody what there is, and what can be
achieved. Even today it is still a fair, but incurably sick
with culture. Just as the people who had been attracted by
the fairground barkers overcame their disappointment in
the booths with a brave smile, because they really knew
in advance what would happen, so the movie-goer sticks
knowingly to the institution. With the cheapness of mass-
produced luxury goods and its complement, the universal
swindle, a change in the character of the art commodity
itself is coming about. What is new is not that it is a
commodity, but that today it deliberately admits it is one;
that art renounces its own autonomy and proudly takes its
place among consumption goods constitutes the charm
of novelty. Art as a separate sphere was always possi-
ble only in a bourgeois society. Even as a negation of
that social purposiveness which is spreading through the
market, its freedom remains essentially bound up with
the premise of a commodity economy. Pure works of art
which deny the commodity society by the very fact that
they obey their own law were always wares all the same.
In so far as, until the eighteenth century, the buyer’s pa-
tronage shielded the artist from the market, they were
dependent on the buyer and his objectives. The purpose-
lessness of the great modern work of art depends on the
anonymity of the market. Its demands pass through so
many intermediaries that the artist is exempt from any
definite requirements — though admittedly only to a cer-
tain degree, for throughout the whole history of the bour-
geoisie his autonomy was only tolerated, and thus con-
tained an element of untruth which ultimately led to the
social liquidation of art. When mortally sick, Beethoven
hurled away a novel by Sir Walter Scott76 with the cry:
“Why, the fellow writes for money,” and yet proved a
most experienced and stubborn businessman in disposing
of the last quartets, which were a most extreme renuncia-
tion of the market; he is the most outstanding example of
the unity of those opposites, market and independence,
in bourgeois art. Those who succumb to the ideology are
precisely those who cover up the contradiction instead
of taking it into the consciousness of their own produc-
tion as Beethoven did: he went on to express in music his

anger at losing a few pence, and derived the metaphysical
Es muß sein77 (which attempts an æsthetic banishment of
the pressure of the world by taking it into itself) from the
housekeeper’s demand for her monthly wages. The prin-
ciple of idealistic æsthetics — purposefulness without a
purpose — reverses the scheme of things to which bour-
geois art conforms socially: purposelessness for the pur-
poses declared by the market. At last, in the demand for
entertainment and relaxation, purpose has absorbed the
realm of purposelessness. But as the insistence that art
should be disposable in terms of money becomes abso-
lute, a shift in the internal structure of cultural commodi-
ties begins to show itself. The use which men in this
antagonistic society promise themselves from the work
of art is itself, to a great extent, that very existence of the
useless which is abolished by complete inclusion under
use. The work of art, by completely assimilating itself
to need, deceitfully deprives men of precisely that libera-
tion from the principle of utility which it should inaugu-
rate. What might be called use value in the reception of
cultural commodities is replaced by exchange value; in
place of enjoyment there are gallery-visiting and factual
knowledge: the prestige seeker replaces the connoisseur.
The consumer becomes the ideology of the pleasure in-
dustry, whose institutions he cannot escape. One simply
“has to” have seen Mrs. Miniver,78 just as one “has to”
subscribe to Life and Time. Everything is looked at from
only one aspect: that it can be used for something else,
however vague the notion of this use may be. No object
has an inherent value; it is valuable only to the extent that
it can be exchanged. The use value of art, its mode of
being, is treated as a fetish; and the fetish, the work’s so-
cial rating (misinterpreted as its artistic status) becomes
its use value — the only quality which is enjoyed. The
commodity function of art disappears only to be wholly
realized when art becomes a species of commodity in-
stead, marketable and interchangeable like an industrial
product. But art as a type of product which existed to be
sold and yet to be unsaleable is wholly and hypocritically
converted into “unsaleability” as soon as the transaction
ceases to be the mere intention and becomes its sole prin-
ciple. No tickets could be bought when Toscanini con-
ducted over the radio; he was heard without charge, and
every sound of the symphony was accompanied, as it
were, by the sublime puff that the symphony was not in-
terrupted by any advertising: “This concert is brought to
you as a public service.” The illusion was made possible

76Sir Walter Scott (1771–1832) prolific Scottish historical novelist and poet. Wrote Ivanhoe, Rob Roy, The Lady of the Lake among other novels.
77Es muß sein: “It must be!” (A reference to Beethoven’s last string quartet, in which the last movement begins with the musical motto Es muß

sein!.)
78Mrs. Miniver: Top-grossing MGM film in 1942, starring Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon.
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by the profits of the united automobile and soap manu-
facturers, whose payments keep the radio stations going
— and, of course, by the increased sales of the electri-
cal industry, which manufactures the radio sets. Radio,
the progressive latecomer of mass culture, draws all the
consequences at present denied the film by its pseudo-
market. The technical structure of the commercial radio
system makes it immune from liberal deviations such as
those the movie industrialists can still permit themselves
in their own sphere. It is a private enterprise which re-
ally does represent the sovereign whole and is therefore
some distance ahead of the other individual combines.
Chesterfield is merely the nation’s cigarette, but the radio
is the voice of the nation. In bringing cultural products
wholly into the sphere of commodities, radio does not
try to dispose of its culture goods themselves as com-
modities straight to the consumer. In America it col-
lects no fees from the public, and so has acquired the
illusory form of disinterested, unbiased authority which
suits Fascism admirably. The radio becomes the uni-
versal mouthpiece of the Führer; his voice rises from
street loud-speakers to resemble the howling of sirens an-
nouncing panic — from which modern propaganda can
scarcely be distinguished anyway. The National Social-
ists knew that the wireless gave shape to their cause just
as the printing press did to the Reformation.79 The meta-
physical charisma of the Führer invented by the sociol-
ogy of religion has finally turned out to be no more than
the omnipresence of his speeches on the radio, which are
a demoniacal parody of the omnipresence of the divine
spirit. The gigantic fact that the speech penetrates ev-
erywhere replaces its content, just as the benefaction of
the Toscanini broadcast takes the place of the symphony.
No listener can grasp its true meaning any longer, while
the Führer’s speech is lies anyway. The inherent ten-
dency of radio is to make the speaker’s word, the false
commandment, absolute. A recommendation becomes
an order. The recommendation of the same commodi-
ties under different proprietary names, the scientifically
based praise of the laxative in the announcer’s smooth
voice between the overture from La Traviata and that
from Rienzi80 is the only thing that no longer works, be-
cause of its silliness. One day the edict of production,
the actual advertisement (whose actuality is at present
concealed by the pretense of a choice) can turn into the
open command of the Führer. In a society of huge Fascist

rackets which agree among themselves what part of the
social product should be allotted to the nation’s needs, it
would eventually seem anachronistic to recommend the
use of a particular soap powder. The Führer is more up-
to-date in unceremoniously giving direct orders for both
the holocaust and the supply of rubbish.

Even today the culture industry dresses works of art
like political slogans and forces them upon a resistant
public at reduced prices; they are as accessible for pub-
lic enjoyment as a park. But the disappearance of their
genuine commodity character does not mean that they
have been abolished in the life of a free society, but that
the last defense against their reduction to culture goods
has fallen. The abolition of educational privilege by the
device of clearance sales does not open for the masses
the spheres from which they were formerly excluded,
but, given existing social conditions, contributes directly
to the decay of education and the progress of barbaric
meaninglessness. Those who spent their money in the
19th or the early 20th century to see a play or to go to a
concert respected the performance as much as the money
they spent. The bourgeois who wanted to get something
out of it tried occasionally to establish some rapport with
the work. Evidence for this is to be found in the liter-
ary “introductions” to works, or in the commentaries on
Faust.81 These were the first steps toward the biograph-
ical coating and other practices to which a work of art
is subjected today. Even in the early, prosperous days
of business, exchange-value82 did carry use-value83 as a
mere appendix but had developed it as a prerequisite for
its own existence; this was socially helpful for works of
art. Art exercised some restraint on the bourgeois as long
as it cost money. That is now a thing of the past. Now
that it has lost every restraint and there is no need to pay
any money, the proximity of art to those who are exposed
to it completes the alienation and assimilates one to the
other under the banner of triumphant objectivity. Crit-
icism and respect disappear in the culture industry; the
former becomes a mechanical expertise, the latter is suc-
ceeded by a shallow cult of leading personalities. Con-
sumers now find nothing expensive. Nevertheless, they
suspect that the less anything costs, the less it is being
given them. The double mistrust of traditional culture
as ideology is combined with mistrust of industrialized
culture as a swindle. When thrown in free, the now de-
based works of art, together with the rubbish to which

79Protestant Reformation: 16th century movement to reform the Catholic Church in Western Europe.
80La Traviata and Rienzi: Two 19th century operas by Giuseppi Verdi.
81Faust: (1808) drama by Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1749–1832).
82exchange-value: socially determined — what one can trade for a commodity.
83use-value: materially determined — that aspect of a commodity that allow it to satisfy a human need or want.
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the medium assimilates them, are secretly rejected by
the fortunate recipients, who are supposed to be satis-
fied by the mere fact that there is so much to be seen
and heard. Everything can be obtained. The screenos
and vaudevilles in the movie theater, the competitions
for guessing music, the free books, rewards and gifts of-
fered on certain radio programs, are not mere accidents
but a continuation of the practice obtaining with culture
products. The symphony becomes a reward for listening
to the radio, and — if technology had its way — the film
would be delivered to people’s homes as happens with
the radio. It is moving toward the commercial system.
Television points the way to a development which might
easily enough force the Warner Brothers into what would
certainly be the unwelcome position of serious musicians
and cultural conservatives. But the gift system has al-
ready taken hold among consumers. As culture is repre-
sented as a bonus with undoubted private and social ad-
vantages, they have to seize the chance. They rush in lest
they miss something. Exactly what, is not clear, but in
any case the only ones with a chance are the participants.
Fascism, however, hopes to use the training the culture
industry has given these recipients of gifts, in order to
organize them into its own forced battalions.

CULTURE is a paradoxical commodity. So com-
pletely is it subject to the law of exchange that it

is no longer exchanged; it is so blindly consumed in
use that it can no longer be used. Therefore it amalga-
mates with advertising. The more meaningless the lat-
ter seems to be under a monopoly, the more omnipotent
it becomes. The motives are markedly economic. One
could certainly live without the culture industry, there-
fore it necessarily creates too much satiation and apathy.
In itself, it has few resources itself to correct this. Ad-
vertising is its elixir of life. But as its product never
fails to reduce to a mere promise the enjoyment which
it promises as a commodity, it eventually coincides with
publicity, which it needs because it cannot be enjoyed.
In a competitive society, advertising performed the so-
cial service of informing the buyer about the market; it
made choice easier and helped the unknown but more ef-
ficient supplier to dispose of his goods. Far from costing
time, it saved it. Today, when the free market is coming
to an end, those who control the system are entrenching
themselves in it. It strengthens the firm bond between
the consumers and the big combines. Only those who
can pay the exorbitant rates charged by the advertising
agencies, chief of which are the radio networks them-

selves; that is, only those who are already in a position
to do so, or are co-opted by the decision of the banks and
industrial capital, can enter the pseudo-market as sell-
ers. The costs of advertising, which finally flow back
into the pockets of the combines, make it unnecessary
to defeat unwelcome outsiders by laborious competition.
They guarantee that power will remain in the same hands
— not unlike those economic decisions by which the es-
tablishment and running of undertakings is controlled in
a totalitarian state. Advertising today is a negative prin-
ciple, a blocking device: everything that does not bear
its stamp is economically suspect. Universal publicity is
in no way necessary for people to get to know the kinds
of goods — whose supply is restricted anyway. It helps
sales only indirectly. For a particular firm, to phase out
a current advertising practice constitutes a loss of pres-
tige, and a breach of the discipline imposed by the influ-
ential clique on its members. In wartime, goods which
are unobtainable are still advertised, merely to keep in-
dustrial power in view. Subsidizing ideological media
is more important than the repetition of the name. Be-
cause the system obliges every product to use advertis-
ing, it has permeated the idiom — the “style” — of the
culture industry. Its victory is so complete that it is no
longer evident in the key positions: the huge buildings
of the top men, floodlit stone advertisements, are free of
advertising; at most they exhibit on the rooftops, in mon-
umental brilliance and without any self-glorification, the
firm’s initials. But, in contrast, the nineteenth-century
houses, whose architecture still shamefully indicates that
they can be used as a consumption commodity and are
intended to be lived in, are covered with posters and in-
scriptions from the ground right up to and beyond the
roof: until they become no more than backgrounds for
bills and sign-boards. Advertising becomes art and noth-
ing else, just as Goebbels84 — with foresight — com-
bines them: l’art pour l’art, advertising for its own sake,
a pure representation of social power. In the most in-
fluential American magazines, Life and Fortune, a quick
glance can now scarcely distinguish advertising from ed-
itorial picture and text. The latter features an enthusi-
astic and gratuitous account of the great man (with il-
lustrations of his life and grooming habits) which will
bring him new fans, while the advertisement pages use
so many factual photographs and details that they repre-
sent the ideal of information which the editorial part has
only begun to try to achieve. The assembly-line character
of the culture industry, the synthetic, planned method of
turning out its products (factory-like not only in the stu-

84Joseph Goebbels (1897–1945) Minister for Public Enlightenment and Propaganda throughout the regime of Adolf Hitler.
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dio but, more or less, in the compilation of cheap biogra-
phies, pseudo-documentary novels, and hit songs) is very
suited to advertising: the important individual points, by
becoming detachable, interchangeable, and even techni-
cally alienated from any connected meaning, lend them-
selves to ends external to the work. The effect, the trick,
the isolated repeatable device, have always been used to
exhibit goods for advertising purposes, and today ev-
ery monster close-up of a star is an advertisement for
her name, and every hit song a plug for its tune. Ad-
vertising and the culture industry merge technically as
well as economically. In both cases the same thing can
be seen in innumerable places, and the mechanical rep-
etition of the same culture product has come to be the
same as that of the propaganda slogan. In both cases
the insistent demand for effectiveness makes technology
into psycho-technology, into a procedure for manipulat-
ing men. In both cases the standards are the striking yet
familiar, the easy yet catchy, the skillful yet simple; the
object is to overpower the customer, who is conceived as
absent-minded or resistant.

BY the language he speaks, he makes his own contri-
bution to culture as publicity. The more completely

language is lost in the announcement, the more words are
debased as substantial vehicles of meaning and become
signs devoid of quality; the more purely and transpar-
ently words communicate what is intended, the more im-
penetrable they become. The demythologization of lan-
guage, taken as an element of the whole process of en-
lightenment, is a relapse into magic. Word and essential
content were distinct yet inseparable from one another.
Concepts like melancholy and history, even life, were
recognized in the word, which separated them out and
preserved them. Its form simultaneously constituted and
reflected them. The absolute separation, which makes
the moving accidental and its relation to the object arbi-
trary, puts an end to the superstitious fusion of word and
thing. Anything in a determined literal sequence which
goes beyond the correlation to the event is rejected as un-
clear and as verbal metaphysics. But the result is that the
word, which can now be only a sign without any mean-
ing, becomes so fixed to the thing that it is just a petri-
fied formula. This affects language and object alike. In-
stead of making the object experiential, the purified word
treats it as an abstract instance, and everything else (now
excluded by the demand for ruthless clarity from expres-
sion — itself now banished) fades away in reality. A
left-half at football, a black-shirt, a member of the Hitler

Youth, and so on, are no more than names. If before
its rationalization the word had given rise to lies as well
as to longing, now, after its rationalization, it is a strait-
jacket for longing more even than for lies. The blindness
and dumbness of the data to which positivism reduces
the world pass over into language itself, which restricts
itself to recording those data. Terms themselves become
impenetrable; they obtain a striking force, a power of
adhesion and repulsion which makes them like their ex-
treme opposite, incantations. They come to be a kind
of trick, because the name of the prima donna is cooked
up in the studio on a statistical basis, or because a wel-
fare state is anathematized85 by using taboo terms such
as “bureaucrats” or “intellectuals,” or because base prac-
tice uses the name of the country as a charm. In gen-
eral, the name — to which magic most easily attaches
— is undergoing a chemical change: a metamorphosis
into capricious, manipulable designations, whose effect
is admittedly now calculable, but which for that very rea-
son is just as despotic as that of the archaic name. First
names, those archaic remnants, have been brought up to
date either by stylization as advertising trademarks (film
stars’ surnames have become first names), or by collec-
tive standardization. In comparison, the bourgeois family
name which, instead of being a trademark, once individ-
ualized its bearer by relating him to his own past his-
tory, seems antiquated. It arouses a strange embarrass-
ment in Americans. In order to hide the awkward dis-
tance between individuals, they call one another “Bob”
and “Harry,” as interchangeable team members. This
practice reduces relations between human beings to the
good fellowship of the sporting community and is a de-
fense against the true kind of relationship. Signification,
which is the only function of a word admitted by se-
mantics, reaches perfection in the sign. Whether folk-
songs were rightly or wrongly called upper-class culture
in decay, their elements have only acquired their pop-
ular form through a long process of repeated transmis-
sion. The spread of popular songs, on the other hand,
takes place at lightning speed. The American expression
“fad,” used for fashions which appear like epidemics —
that is, inflamed by highly-concentrated economic forces
— designated this phenomenon long before totalitarian
advertising bosses enforced the general lines of culture.
When the German Fascists decide one day to launch a
word — say, “intolerable” — over the loudspeakers the
next day the whole nation is saying “intolerable.” By
the same pattern, the nations against whom the weight
of the German “blitzkrieg” was thrown took the word

85anathematize: curse; condemn.
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into their own jargon. The general repetition of names
for measures to be taken by the authorities makes them,
so to speak, familiar, just as the brand name on every-
body’s lips increased sales in the era of the free market.
The blind and rapidly spreading repetition of words with
special designations links advertising with the totalitar-
ian watchword. The layer of experience which created
the words for their speakers has been removed; in this
swift appropriation language acquires the coldness which
until now it had only on billboards and in the advertise-
ment columns of newspapers. Innumerable people use
words and expressions which they have either ceased to
understand or employ only because they trigger off con-
ditioned reflexes; in this sense, words are trade-marks
which are finally all the more firmly linked to the things
they denote, the less their linguistic sense is grasped. The
minister for mass education talks incomprehendingly of
“dynamic forces,” and the hit songs unceasingly cele-
brate “reverie” and “rhapsody,” yet base their popular-
ity precisely on the magic of the unintelligible as creat-
ing the thrill of a more exalted life. Other stereotypes,
such as memory, are still partly comprehended, but es-
cape from the experience which might allow them con-
tent. They appear like enclaves in the spoken language.
On the radio of Flesch and Hitler they may be recog-
nized from the affected pronunciation of the announcer
when he says to the nation, “Good night, everybody!” or
“This is the Hitler Youth,” and even intones “the Führer”
in a way imitated by millions. In such clichés the last
bond between sedimentary experience and language is
severed which still had a reconciling effect in dialect in
the nineteenth century. But in the prose of the journal-
ist whose adaptable attitude led to his appointment as an
all-German editor, the German words become petrified,
alien terms. Every word shows how far it has been de-

based by the Fascist pseudo-folk community. By now, of
course, this kind of language is already universal, totali-
tarian. All the violence done to words is so vile that one
can hardly bear to hear them any longer. The announcer
does not need to speak pompously; he would indeed be
impossible if his inflection were different from that of his
particular audience. But, as against that, the language
and gestures of the audience and spectators are colored
more strongly than ever before by the culture industry,
even in fine nuances which cannot yet be explained ex-
perimentally. Today the culture industry has taken over
the civilizing inheritance of the entrepreneurial and fron-
tier democracy — whose appreciation of intellectual de-
viations was never very finely attuned. All are free to
dance and enjoy themselves, just as they have been free,
since the historical neutralization of religion, to join any
of the innumerable sects. But freedom to choose an ide-
ology — since ideology always reflects economic coer-
cion — everywhere proves to be freedom to choose what
is always the same. The way in which a girl accepts and
keeps the obligatory date, the inflection on the telephone
or in the most intimate situation, the choice of words in
conversation, and the whole inner life as classified by
the now somewhat devalued depth psychology, bear wit-
ness to man’s attempt to make himself a proficient appa-
ratus, similar (even in emotions) to the model served up
by the culture industry. The most intimate reactions of
human beings have been so thoroughly reified86 that the
idea of anything specific to themselves now persists only
as an utterly abstract notion: personality scarcely signi-
fies anything more than shining white teeth and freedom
from body odor and emotions. The triumph of advertis-
ing in the culture industry is that consumers feel com-
pelled to buy and use its products even though they see
through them.

86reify: treat an abstraction as if it had living existence and abilities; thingify
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The Work of Art in the Age

of its Mechanical Reproducibility

Walter Benjamin

(1936)

“Our fine arts were developed, their types and uses were
established, in times very different from the present, by
men whose power of action upon things was insignificant
in comparison with ours. But the amazing growth of our
techniques, the adaptability and precision they have at-
tained, the ideas and habits they are creating, make it a cer-
tainty that profound changes are impending in the ancient
craft of The Beautiful. In all the arts there is a physical
component which can no longer be considered or treated
as it used to be, which cannot remain unaffected by our
modern knowledge and power. For the last twenty years
neither matter nor space nor time has been what it was
from time immemorial. We must expect great innovations
to transform the entire technique of the arts, thereby af-
fecting artistic invention itself and perhaps even bringing
about an amazing change in our very notion of art.”
— Paul Valery, Pieces sur L’art, Le Conquete de l’ubiquite2

PREFACE

When Marx undertook his critique of the capitalistic
mode of production, this mode was in its infancy. Marx
directed his efforts in such a way as to give them prog-
nostic3 value. He went back to the basic conditions un-
derlying capitalistic production and through his presen-
tation showed what could be expected of capitalism in
the future. The result was that one could expect it not
only to exploit the proletariat4 with increasing intensity,
but ultimately to create conditions which would make it
possible to abolish capitalism itself.

The transformation of the superstructure,5 which takes
place far more slowly than that of the substructure, has
taken more than half a century to manifest in all areas
of culture the change in the conditions of production.
Only today can it be indicated what form this has taken.
Certain prognostic requirements should be met by these
statements. However, theses about the art of the prole-
tariat after its assumption of power or about the art of

a classless society would have less bearing on these de-
mands than theses about the developmental tendencies of
art under present conditions of production. Their dialec-
tic6 is no less noticeable in the superstructure than in the
economy. It would therefore be wrong to underestimate
the value of such theses as a weapon. They brush aside
a number of outmoded concepts, such as creativity and
genius, eternal value and mystery — concepts whose un-
controlled (and at present almost uncontrollable) appli-
cation would lead to a processing of data in the Fascist
sense. The concepts which are introduced into the the-
ory of art in what follows differ from the more familiar
terms in that they are completely useless for the purposes
of Fascism. They are, on the other hand, useful for the
formulation of revolutionary demands in the politics of
art.

I

In principle a work of art has always been repro-
ducible. Man-made artifacts could always be imitated
by men. Replicas were made by pupils in practice of
their craft, by masters for diffusing their works, and, fi-
nally, by third parties in the pursuit of gain. Mechan-
ical reproduction of a work of art, however, represents
something new. Historically, it advanced intermittently
and in leaps at long intervals, but with accelerated in-
tensity. The Greeks knew only two procedures of tech-
nically reproducing works of art: founding and stamp-
ing. Bronzes, terra cottas,7 and coins were the only art
works which they could produce in quantity. All oth-
ers were unique and could not be mechanically repro-
duced. With the woodcut graphic art became mechan-
ically reproducible for the first time, long before script
became reproducible by print. The enormous changes
which printing, the mechanical reproduction of writing,

2Quoted from Paul Valery (1871–1945), Aesthetics, The Conquest of Ubiquity
3prognostic: something that fortells.
4proletariat: the laboring class; the class of industrial workers who lack their own means of production and hence sell their labor to live.
5superstructure: social institutions (as the law or politics) that are in Marxist theory erected upon the economic base, which is the substructure.
6dialectic: the Hegelian process of change in which a concept or its realization passes over into and is preserved and fulfilled by its opposite.
7terra cotta: a glazed or unglazed fired clay used especially for statuettes and vases.
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has brought about in literature are a familiar story. How-
ever, within the phenomenon which we are here examin-
ing from the perspective of world history, print is merely
a special, though particularly important, case. During
the Middle Ages engraving and etching were added to
the woodcut; at the beginning of the nineteenth century
lithography8 made its appearance.

With lithography the technique of reproduction
reached an essentially new stage. This much more di-
rect process was distinguished by the tracing of the de-
sign on a stone rather than its incision on a block of wood
or its etching on a copperplate and permitted graphic art
for the first time to put its products on the market, not
only in large numbers as hitherto, but also in daily chang-
ing forms. Lithography enabled graphic art to illustrate
everyday life, and it began to keep pace with printing.
But only a few decades after its invention, lithography
was surpassed by photography. For the first time in
the process of pictorial reproduction, photography freed
the hand of the most important artistic functions which
henceforth devolved9 only upon the eye looking into a
lens. Since the eye perceives more swiftly than the hand
can draw, the process of pictorial reproduction was accel-
erated so enormously that it could keep pace with speech.
A film operator shooting a scene in the studio captures
the images at the speed of an actor’s speech. Just as
lithography virtually implied the illustrated newspaper,
so did photography foreshadow the sound film. The tech-
nical reproduction of sound was tackled at the end of
the last century. These convergent endeavors made pre-
dictable a situation which Paul Valery pointed up in this
sentence:

Just as water, gas, and electricity are brought into our
houses from far off to satisfy our needs in response to a
minimal effort, so we shall be supplied with visual or au-
ditory images, which will appear and disappear at a simple
movement of the hand, hardly more than a sign.

Around 1900 technical reproduction had reached a
standard that not only permitted it to reproduce all trans-
mitted works of art and thus to cause the most profound
change in their impact upon the public; it also had cap-
tured a place of its own among the artistic processes. For
the study of this standard nothing is more revealing than
the nature of the repercussions that these two different
manifestations — the reproduction of works of art and
the art of the film — have had on art in its traditional

form.

II

Even the most perfect reproduction of a work of art is
lacking in one element: its presence in time and space,
its unique existence at the place where it happens to be.
This unique existence of the work of art determined the
history to which it was subject throughout the time of
its existence. This includes the changes which it may
have suffered in physical condition over the years as well
as the various changes in its ownership.B The traces of
the first can be revealed only by chemical or physical
analyses which it is impossible to perform on a repro-
duction; changes of ownership are subject to a tradition
which must be traced from the situation of the original.

The presence of the original is the prerequisite to
the concept of authenticity. Chemical analyses of the
patina10 of a bronze can help to establish this, as does
the proof that a given manuscript of the Middle Ages
stems from an archive of the fifteenth century. The
whole sphere of authenticity is outside technical — and,
of course, not only technical — reproducibility.C Con-
fronted with its manual reproduction, which was usually
branded as a forgery, the original preserved all its author-
ity; not so vis à vis technical reproduction. The reason is
twofold. First, process reproduction is more independent
of the original than manual reproduction. For example,
in photography, process reproduction can bring out those
aspects of the original that are unattainable to the naked
eye yet accessible to the lens, which is adjustable and
chooses its angle at will. And photographic reproduc-
tion, with the aid of certain processes, such as enlarge-
ment or slow motion, can capture images which escape
natural vision. Secondly, technical reproduction can put
the copy of the original into situations which would be
out of reach for the original itself. Above all, it enables
the original to meet the beholder halfway, be it in the
form of a photograph or a phonograph record. The cathe-
dral leaves its locale to be received in the studio of a lover
of art; the choral production, performed in an auditorium
or in the open air, resounds in the drawing room.

The situations into which the product of mechanical
reproduction can be brought may not touch the actual
work of art, yet the quality of its presence is always de-
preciated. This holds not only for the art work but also,

8lithography: the process of printing from a plane surface (as a smooth stone or metal plate) on which the image to be printed is ink-receptive
and the blank area ink-repellent.

9devolved: to fall or be passed usually as a responsibility or obligation.
10patina: a usually green film formed naturally on copper and bronze by long exposure or artificially (as by acids) and often valued aesthetically

for its color.
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for instance, for a landscape which passes in review be-
fore the spectator in a movie. In the case of the art object,
a most sensitive nucleus — namely, its authenticity — is
interfered with whereas no natural object is vulnerable on
that score. The authenticity of a thing is the essence of all
that is transmissible from its beginning, ranging from its
substantive duration to its testimony to the history which
it has experienced. Since the historical testimony rests on
the authenticity, the former, too, is jeopardized by repro-
duction when substantive duration ceases to matter. And
what is really jeopardized when the historical testimony
is affected is the authority of the object.D

One might subsume the eliminated element in the term
“aura” and go on to say: that which withers in the age
of mechanical reproduction is the aura of the work of
art. This is a symptomatic11 process whose significance
points beyond the realm of art. One might generalize by
saying: the technique of reproduction detaches the re-
produced object from the domain of tradition. By mak-
ing many reproductions it substitutes a plurality of copies
for a unique existence. And in permitting the reproduc-
tion to meet the beholder or listener in his own particu-
lar situation, it reactivates the object reproduced. These
two processes lead to a tremendous shattering of tradition
which is the obverse12 of the contemporary crisis and re-
newal of mankind. Both processes are intimately con-
nected with the contemporary mass movements. Their
most powerful agent is the film. Its social significance,
particularly in its most positive form, is inconceivable
without its destructive, cathartic13 aspect, that is, the liq-
uidation of the traditional value of the cultural heritage.
This phenomenon is most palpable in the great histori-
cal films. It extends to ever new positions. In 1927 Abel
Gance14 exclaimed enthusiastically:

Shakespeare, Rembrandt, Beethoven will make films. . . all
legends, all mythologies and all myths, all founders of re-
ligion, and the very religions. . . await their exposed resur-
rection, and the heroes crowd each other at the gate.

Presumably without intending it, he issued an invita-
tion to a far-reaching liquidation.

III

During long periods of history, the mode of human
sense perception changes with humanity’s entire mode

of existence. The manner in which human sense per-
ception is organized, the medium in which it is accom-
plished, is determined not only by nature but by histor-
ical circumstances as well. The fifth century, with its
great shifts of population, saw the birth of the late Ro-
man art industry and the Vienna Genesis,15 and there de-
veloped not only an art different from that of antiquity
but also a new kind of perception. The scholars of the
Viennese school, Riegl and Wickhoff, who resisted the
weight of classical tradition under which these later art
forms had been buried, were the first to draw conclusions
from them concerning the organization of perception at
the time. However far-reaching their insight, these schol-
ars limited themselves to showing the significant, formal
hallmark which characterized perception in late Roman
times. They did not attempt — and, perhaps, saw no way
— to show the social transformations expressed by these
changes of perception. The conditions for an analogous
insight are more favorable in the present. And if changes
in the medium of contemporary perception can be com-
prehended as decay of the aura, it is possible to show its
social causes.

The concept of aura which was proposed above with
reference to historical objects may usefully be illustrated
with reference to the aura of natural ones. We define the
aura of the latter as the unique phenomenon of a distance,
however close it may be. If, while resting on a summer
afternoon, you follow with your eyes a mountain range
on the horizon or a branch which casts its shadow over
you, you experience the aura of those mountains, of that
branch. This image makes it easy to comprehend the so-
cial bases of the contemporary decay of the aura. It rests
on two circumstances, both of which are related to the
increasing significance of the masses in contemporary
life. Namely, the desire of contemporary masses to bring
things “closer” spatially and humanly, which is just as
ardent as their bent toward overcoming the uniqueness
of every reality by acceptingE its reproduction. Every
day the urge grows stronger to get hold of an object at
very close range by way of its likeness, its reproduction.
Unmistakably, reproduction as offered by picture maga-
zines and newsreels differs from the image seen by the
unarmed eye. Uniqueness and permanence are as closely
linked in the latter as are transitoriness and reproducibil-
ity in the former. To pry an object from its shell, to de-

11symptomatic: characteristic, indicative.
12obverse: opposite.
13cathartic: of, relating to, or producing catharsis (a purification or purgation of the emotions (as pity and fear) primarily through art.
14Abel Gance (1889–1981): French film director, most famous for his silent films Napoleon, J’accuse, and La Roue.
15Vienna Genesis: an illuminated manuscript, probably produced in Syria in the first half of the 6th Century. It is the oldest well-preserved,

surviving, bibical codex.
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stroy its aura, is the mark of a perception whose “sense
of the universal equality of things” has increased to such
a degree that it extracts it even from a unique object by
means of reproduction. Thus is manifested in the field of
perception what in the theoretical sphere is noticeable in
the increasing importance of statistics. The adjustment
of reality to the masses and of the masses to reality is a
process of unlimited scope, as much for thinking as for
perception.

IV

The uniqueness of a work of art is inseparable from its
being imbedded in the fabric of tradition. This tradition
itself is thoroughly alive and extremely changeable. An
ancient statue of Venus, for example, stood in a differ-
ent traditional context with the Greeks, who made it an
object of veneration, than with the clerics of the Middle
Ages, who viewed it as an ominous idol. Both of them,
however, were equally confronted with its uniqueness,
that is, its aura. Originally the contextual integration of
art in tradition found its expression in the cult. We know
that the earliest art works originated in the service of a
ritual — first the magical, then the religious kind. It is
significant that the existence of the work of art with ref-
erence to its aura is never entirely separated from its rit-
ual function.F In other words, the unique value of the
“authentic” work of art has its basis in ritual, the location
of its original use value. This ritualistic basis, however
remote, is still recognizable as secularized ritual even in
the most profane forms of the cult of beauty.G The secu-
lar cult of beauty, developed during the Renaissance and
prevailing for three centuries, clearly showed that ritual-
istic basis in its decline and the first deep crisis which
befell it. With the advent of the first truly revolution-
ary means of reproduction, photography, simultaneously
with the rise of socialism, art sensed the approaching cri-
sis which has become evident a century later. At the time,
art reacted with the doctrine of l’art pour l’art16, that
is, with a theology of art. This gave rise to what might
be called a negative theology in the form of the idea of
“pure” art, which not only denied any social function of
art but also any categorizing by subject matter. (In po-
etry, Mallarmé17 was the first to take this position.)

An analysis of art in the age of mechanical reproduc-
tion must do justice to these relationships, for they lead
us to an all-important insight: for the first time in world

history, mechanical reproduction emancipates the work
of art from its parasitical dependence on ritual. To an
ever greater degree the work of art reproduced becomes
the work of art designed for reproducibility.H From a
photographic negative, for example, one can make any
number of prints; to ask for the “authentic” print makes
no sense. But the instant the criterion of authenticity
ceases to be applicable to artistic production, the total
function of art is reversed. Instead of being based on rit-
ual, it begins to be based on another practice — politics.

V

Works of art are received and valued on different
planes. Two polar types stand out; with one, the accent is
on the cult value; with the other, on the exhibition value
of the work.I Artistic production begins with ceremo-
nial objects destined to serve in a cult. One may assume
that what mattered was their existence, not their being on
view. The elk portrayed by the man of the Stone Age on
the walls of his cave was an instrument of magic. He did
expose it to his fellow men, but in the main it was meant
for the spirits. Today the cult value would seem to de-
mand that the work of art remain hidden. Certain statues
of gods are accessible only to the priest in the cella;18

certain Madonnas remain covered nearly all year round;
certain sculptures on medieval cathedrals are invisible to
the spectator on ground level. With the emancipation of
the various art practices from ritual go increasing oppor-
tunities for the exhibition of their products. It is easier to
exhibit a portrait bust that can be sent here and there than
to exhibit the statue of a divinity that has its fixed place in
the interior of a temple. The same holds for the painting
as against the mosaic or fresco that preceded it. And even
though the public presentability of a mass originally may
have been just as great as that of a symphony, the latter
originated at the moment when its public presentability
promised to surpass that of the mass.

With the different methods of technical reproduction
of a work of art, its fitness for exhibition increased to
such an extent that the quantitative shift between its two
poles turned into a qualitative transformation of its na-
ture. This is comparable to the situation of the work of
art in prehistoric times when, by the absolute emphasis
on its cult value, it was, first and foremost, an instrument
of magic. Only later did it come to be recognized as a
work of art. In the same way today, by the absolute em-
phasis on its exhibition value the work of art becomes a

16l’art pour l’art: art for art’s sake.
17Stéphane Mallarmé (1864–1898): French poet, writer of L’Aprés Midi D’un Faun (The Aftenoon of a Faun) (1865)
18cella: The body of the temple, as distinct from the portico and other external structures.
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creation with entirely new functions, among which the
one we are conscious of, the artistic function, later may
be recognized as incidental.J This much is certain: to-
day photography and the film are the most serviceable
exemplifications of this new function.

VI

In photography, exhibition value begins to displace
cult value all along the line. But cult value does not
give way without resistance. It retires into an ultimate
retrenchment: the human countenance. It is no accident
that the portrait was the focal point of early photogra-
phy. The cult of remembrance of loved ones, absent or
dead, offers a last refuse for the cult value of the pic-
ture. For the last time the aura emanates from the early
photographs in the fleeting expression of a human face.
This is what constitutes their melancholy, incomparable
beauty. But as man withdraws from the photographic
image, the exhibition value for the first time shows its
superiority to the ritual value. To have pinpointed this
new stage constitutes the incomparable significance of
Atget19, who, around 1900, took photographs of deserted
Paris streets. It has quite justly been said of him that he
photographed them like scenes of crime. The scene of a
crime, too, is deserted; it is photographed for the purpose
of establishing evidence. With Atget, photographs be-
come standard evidence for historical occurrences, and
acquire a hidden political significance. They demand a
specific kind of approach; free-floating contemplation is
not appropriate to them. They stir the viewer; he feels
challenged by them in a new way. At the same time pic-
ture magazines begin to put up signposts for him, right
ones or wrong ones, no matter. For the first time, cap-
tions have become obligatory. And it is clear that they
have an altogether different character than the title of a
painting. The directives which the captions give to those
looking at pictures in illustrated magazines soon become
even more explicit and more imperative in the film where
the meaning of each single picture appears to be pre-
scribed by the sequence of all preceding ones.

VII

The nineteenth-century dispute as to the artistic value
of painting versus photography today seems devious and
confused. This does not diminish its importance, how-
ever; if anything, it underlines it. The dispute was in fact
the symptom of a historical transformation the universal
impact of which was not realized by either of the rivals.
When the age of mechanical reproduction separated art
from its basis in cult, the semblance of its autonomy dis-
appeared forever. The resulting change in the function of
art transcended the perspective of the century; for a long
time it even escaped that of the twentieth century, which
experienced the development of the film.

Earlier much futile thought had been devoted to the
question of whether photography is an art. The primary
question — whether the very invention of photography
had not transformed the entire nature of art — was not
raised. Soon the film theoreticians asked the same ill-
considered question with regard to the film. But the dif-
ficulties which photography caused traditional aesthetics
were mere child’s play as compared to those raised by
the film. Whence the insensitive and forced character of
early theories of the film. Abel Gance, for instance, com-
pares the film with hieroglyphs:

Here, by a remarkable regression, we have come back to
the level of expression of the Egyptians . . . Pictorial lan-
guage has not yet matured because our eyes have not yet
adjusted to it. There is as yet insufficient respect for, insuf-
ficient cult of, what it expresses.

Or, in the words of Séverin-Mars20:
What art has been granted a dream more poetical and more
real at the same time! Approached in this fashion the
film might represent an incomparable means of expression.
Only the most high-minded persons, in the most perfect
and mysterious moments of their lives, should be allowed
to enter its ambience.

Alexandre Arnoux21 concludes his fantasy about the
silent film with the question: “Do not all the bold de-
scriptions we have given amount to the definition of
prayer?”

It is instructive to note how their desire to class the
film among the “arts” forces these theoreticians to read
ritual elements into it — with a striking lack of discre-
tion. Yet when these speculations were published, films
like L’Opinion publiqué and The Gold Rush had already

19Eugene Atget (1857–1927): photographed Paris for 30 years. When he died, he left approximately 2000 eight by ten inches glass plates and
almost 10,000 prints.

20Séverin-Mars: (b. 1873): silent film actor in France.
21Alexandre Arnoux (1884–1973): French author and poet.
22adduce: to offer as example, reason, or proof in discussion or analysis.
23Fra Angelico (1400–55): Florentine painter, a Dominican friar.
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appeared. This, however, did not keep Abel Gance from
adducing22 hieroglyphs for purposes of comparison, nor
Séverin-Mars from speaking of the film as one might
speak of paintings by Fra Angelico23. Characteristically,
even today ultrareactionary authors give the film a sim-
ilar contextual significance — if not an outright sacred
one, then at least a supernatural one. Commenting on
Max Reinhardt’s24 film version of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, Werfel25 states that undoubtedly it was the ster-
ile copying of the exterior world with its streets, interi-
ors, railroad stations, restaurants, motorcars, and beaches
which until now had obstructed the elevation of the film
to the realm of art. “The film has not yet realized its
true meaning, its real possibilities. . . these consist in
its unique faculty to express by natural means and with
incomparable persuasiveness all that is fairylike, mar-
velous, supernatural.”

VIII

The artistic performance of a stage actor is definitely
presented to the public by the actor in person; that of
the screen actor, however, is presented by a camera, with
a two-fold consequence. The camera that presents the
performance of the film actor to the public need not re-
spect the performance as an integral whole. Guided by
the cameraman, the camera continually changes its po-
sition with respect to the performance. The sequence
of positional views which the editor composes from the
material supplied him constitutes the completed film. It
comprises certain factors of movement which are in re-
ality those of the camera, not to mention special camera
angles, close-ups, etc. Hence, the performance of the ac-
tor is subjected to a series of optical tests. This is the
first consequence of the fact that the actor’s performance
is presented by means of a camera. Also, the film ac-
tor lacks the opportunity of the stage actor to adjust to
the audience during his performance, since he does not
present his performance to the audience in person. This
permits the audience to take the position of a critic, with-
out experiencing any personal contact with the actor. The
audience’s identification with the actor is really an iden-
tification with the camera. Consequently the audience
takes the position of the camera; its approach is that of

testing.K This is not the approach to which cult values
may be exposed.

IX

For the film, what matters primarily is that the actor
represents himself to the public before the camera, rather
than representing someone else. One of the first to sense
the actor’s metamorphosis by this form of testing was
Pirandello26. Though his remarks on the subject in his
novel Si Gira27 were limited to the negative aspects of
the question and to the silent film only, this hardly im-
pairs their validity. For in this respect, the sound film
did not change anything essential. What matters is that
the part is acted not for an audience but for a mechanical
contrivance — in the case of the sound film, for two of
them. “The film actor,” wrote Pirandello,

“feels as if in exile — exiled not only from the stage but
also from himself. With a vague sense of discomfort he
feels inexplicable emptiness: his body loses its corpore-
ality, it evaporates, it is deprived of reality, life, voice,
and the noises caused by his moving about, in order to
be changed into a mute image, flickering an instant on the
screen, then vanishing into silence. . . The projector will
play with his shadow before the public, and he himself
must be content to play before the camera.”

This situation might also be characterized as follows: for
the first time — and this is the effect of the film — man
has to operate with his whole living person, yet forgo-
ing its aura. For aura is tied to his presence; there can
be no replica of it. The aura which, on the stage, em-
anates from Macbeth, cannot be separated for the spec-
tators from that of the actor. However, the singularity of
the shot in the studio is that the camera is substituted for
the public. Consequently, the aura that envelops the actor
vanishes, and with it the aura of the figure he portrays.

It is not surprising that it should be a dramatist such
as Pirandello who, in characterizing the film, inadver-
tently touches on the very crisis in which we see the the-
ater. Any thorough study proves that there is indeed no
greater contrast than that of the stage play to a work of art
that is completely subject to or, like the film, founded in,
mechanical reproduction. Experts have long recognized
that in the film “the greatest effects are almost always ob-
tained by ‘acting’ as little as possible . . . ” In 1932 Rudolf

24Max Reinhardt (1973–1943): Austrian theatrical producer and director.
25Franz Werfel (1890–1945): Czech-born poet, playwright, and novelist, whose central themes were religious faith, heroism, and human broth-

erhood. His best-known works are The Forty Days of Musa Dagh (1933), a historical novel that portrays Armenian resistance to the Turks, and The
Song of Bernadette (1941).

26Luigi Pirandello (1867–1936): Italian writer and playwright (Six Characters in Search of an Author), supporter of Mussolini. Awarded Nobel
prize in 1934.

27Si Gira: a novel by Pirandello, translated as Shoot!: The Notebooks of Serafino Gubbio, Cinematograph Operator
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Arnheim28 saw “the latest trend. . . in treating the actor as
a stage prop chosen for its characteristics and. . . inserted
at the proper place.”L With this idea something else is
closely connected. The stage actor identifies himself
with the character of his role. The film actor very often
is denied this opportunity. His creation is by no means
all of a piece; it is composed of many separate perfor-
mances. Besides certain fortuitous considerations, such
as cost of studio, availability of fellow players, decor,
etc., there are elementary necessities of equipment that
split the actor’s work into a series of mountable episodes.
In particular, lighting and its installation require the pre-
sentation of an event that, on the screen, unfolds as a
rapid and unified scene, in a sequence of separate shoot-
ings which may take hours at the studio; not to mention
more obvious montage. Thus a jump from the window
can be shot in the studio as a jump from a scaffold, and
the ensuing flight, if need be, can be shot weeks later
when outdoor scenes are taken. Far more paradoxical
cases can easily be construed. Let us assume that an ac-
tor is supposed to be startled by a knock at the door. If
his reaction is not satisfactory, the director can resort to
an expedient: when the actor happens to be at the studio
again he has a shot fired behind him without his being
forewarned of it. The frightened reaction can be shot
now and be cut into the screen version. Nothing more
strikingly shows that art has left the realm of the “beau-
tiful semblance” which, so far, had been taken to be the
only sphere where art could thrive.

X

The feeling of strangeness that overcomes the actor
before the camera, as Pirandello describes it, is basi-
cally of the same kind as the estrangement felt before
one’s own image in the mirror. But now the reflected
image has become separable, transportable. And where
is it transported? Before the public.M Never for a mo-
ment does the screen actor cease to be conscious of this
fact. While facing the camera he knows that ultimately
he will face the public, the consumers who constitute the
market. This market, where he offers not only his labor
but also his whole self, his heart and soul, is beyond his
reach. During the shooting he has as little contact with
it as any article made in a factory. This may contribute
to that oppression, that new anxiety which, according to
Pirandello, grips the actor before the camera. The film
responds to the shriveling of the aura with an artificial

build-up of the “personality” outside the studio. The cult
of the movie star, fostered by the money of the film in-
dustry, preserves not the unique aura of the person but
the “spell of the personality,” the phony spell of a com-
modity. So long as the movie-makers’ capital sets the
fashion, as a rule no other revolutionary merit can be ac-
credited to today’s film than the promotion of a revolu-
tionary criticism of traditional concepts of art. We do not
deny that in some cases today’s films can also promote
revolutionary criticism of social conditions, even of the
distribution of property. However, our present study is
no more specifically concerned with this than is the film
production of Western Europe.

It is inherent in the technique of the film as well as
that of sports that everybody who witnesses its accom-
plishments is somewhat of an expert. This is obvious to
anyone listening to a group of newspaper boys leaning
on their bicycles and discussing the outcome of a bicy-
cle race. It is not for nothing that newspaper publishers
arrange races for their delivery boys. These arouse great
interest among the participants, for the victor has an op-
portunity to rise from delivery boy to professional racer.
Similarly, the newsreel offers everyone the opportunity
to rise from passer-by to movie extra. In this way any
man might even find himself part of a work of art, as wit-
ness Vertofl’s Three Songs About Lenin or Iven’s Bori-
nage.29 Any man today can lay claim to being filmed.
This claim can best be elucidated by a comparative look
at the historical situation of contemporary literature.

For centuries a small number of writers were con-
fronted by many thousands of readers. This changed
toward the end of the last century. With the increasing
extension of the press, which kept placing new politi-
cal, religious, scientific, professional, and local organs
before the readers, an increasing number of readers be-
came writers — at first, occasional ones. It began with
the daily press opening to its readers space for “letters
to the editor.” And today there is hardly a gainfully em-
ployed European who could not, in principle, find an op-
portunity to publish somewhere or other comments on
his work, grievances, documentary reports, or that sort of
thing. Thus, the distinction between author and public is
about to lose its basic character. The difference becomes
merely functional; it may vary from case to case. At any
moment the reader is ready to turn into a writer. As ex-
pert, which he had to become willy-nilly in an extremely
specialized work process, even if only in some minor re-
spect, the reader gains access to authorship. In the Soviet

28Rudolf Arnheim (1904–): scholar who advanced a psychological approach to aesthetics.
29Joris Iven: Dutch documentary filmmaker.
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Union work itself is given a voice. To present it verbally
is part of a man’s ability to perform the work. Literary
license is now founded on polytechnic rather than spe-
cialized training and thus becomes common property.N

All this can easily be applied to the film, where tran-
sitions that in literature took centuries have come about
in a decade. In cinematic practice, particularly in Russia,
this change-over has partially become established real-
ity. Some of the players whom we meet in Russian films
are not actors in our sense but people who portray them-
selves, and primarily in their own work process. In West-
ern Europe the capitalistic exploitation of the film denies
consideration to modern man’s legitimate claim to being
reproduced. Under these circumstances the film industry
is trying hard to spur the interest of the masses through
illusion — promoting spectacles and dubious specula-
tions.

XI

The shooting of a film, especially of a sound film,
affords a spectacle unimaginable anywhere at any time
before this. It presents a process in which it is impos-
sible to assign to a spectator a viewpoint which would
exclude from the actual scene such extraneous acces-
sories as camera equipment, lighting machinery, staff as-
sistants, etc. — unless his eye were on a line parallel
with the lens. This circumstance, more than any other,
renders superficial and insignificant any possible simi-
larity between a scene in the studio and one on the stage.
In the theater one is well aware of the place from which
the play cannot immediately be detected as illusionary.
There is no such place for the movie scene that is be-
ing shot. Its illusionary nature is that of the second de-
gree, the result of cutting. That is to say, in the studio
the mechanical equipment has penetrated so deeply into
reality that its pure aspect freed from the foreign sub-
stance of equipment is the result of a special procedure,
namely, the shooting by the specially adjusted camera
and the mounting of the shot together with other similar
ones. The equipment-free aspect of reality here has be-
come the height of artifice; the sight of immediate reality
has become an orchid in the land of technology.

Even more revealing is the comparison of these cir-
cumstances, which differ so much from those of the the-
ater, with the situation in painting. Here the question is:
How does the cameraman compare with the painter? To
answer this we take recourse to an analogy with a surgi-
cal operation. The surgeon represents the polar opposite
of the magician. The magician heals a sick person by

the laying on of hands; the surgeon cuts into the patient’s
body. The magician maintains the natural distance be-
tween the patient and himself; though he reduces it very
slightly by the laying on of hands, he greatly increases
it by virtue of his authority. The surgeon does exactly
the reverse; he greatly diminishes the distance between
himself and the patient by penetrating into the patient’s
body, and increases it but little by the caution with which
his hand moves among the organs. In short, in contrast to
the magician — who is still hidden in the medical prac-
titioner — the surgeon at the decisive moment abstains
from facing the patient man to man; rather, it is through
the operation that he penetrates into him.

Magician and surgeon compare to painter and camera-
man. The painter maintains in his work a natural dis-
tance from reality, the cameraman penetrates deeply into
its web.O There is a tremendous difference between the
pictures they obtain. That of the painter is a total one, that
of the cameraman consists of multiple fragments which
are assembled under a new law. Thus, for contemporary
man the representation of reality by the film is incom-
parably more significant than that of the painter, since
it offers, precisely because of the thoroughgoing perme-
ation of reality with mechanical equipment, an aspect of
reality which is free of all equipment. And that is what
one is entitled to ask from a work of art.

XII

Mechanical reproduction of art changes the reaction
of the masses toward art. The reactionary attitude toward
a Picasso painting changes into the progressive reaction
toward a Chaplin movie. The progressive reaction is
characterized by the direct, intimate fusion of visual and
emotional enjoyment with the orientation of the expert.
Such fusion is of great social significance. The greater
the decrease in the social significance of an art form, the
sharper the distinction between criticism and enjoyment
by the public. The conventional is uncritically enjoyed,
and the truly new is criticized with aversion. With re-
gard to the screen, the critical and the receptive attitudes
of the public coincide. The decisive reason for this is
that individual reactions are predetermined by the mass
audience response they are about to produce, and this is
nowhere more pronounced than in the film. The moment
these responses become manifest they control each other.
Again, the comparison with painting is fruitful. A paint-
ing has always had an excellent chance to be viewed by
one person or by a few. The simultaneous contemplation
of paintings by a large public, such as developed in the
nineteenth century, is an early symptom of the crisis of
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painting, a crisis which was by no means occasioned ex-
clusively by photography but rather in a relatively inde-
pendent manner by the appeal of art works to the masses.

Painting simply is in no position to present an object
for simultaneous collective experience, as it was possible
for architecture at all times, for the epic poem in the past,
and for the movie today. Although this circumstance in
itself should not lead one to conclusions about the so-
cial role of painting, it does constitute a serious threat as
soon as painting, under special conditions and, as it were,
against its nature, is confronted directly by the masses. In
the churches and monasteries of the Middle Ages and at
the princely courts up to the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury, a collective reception of paintings did not occur si-
multaneously, but by graduated and hierarchized media-
tion. The change that has come about is an expression of
the particular conflict in which painting was implicated
by the mechanical reproducibility of paintings. Although
paintings began to be publicly exhibited in galleries and
salons, there was no way for the masses to organize and
control themselves in their reception.P Thus the same
public which responds in a progressive manner toward a
grotesque film is bound to respond in a reactionary man-
ner to surrealism.

XIII

The characteristics of the film lie not only in the man-
ner in which man presents himself to mechanical equip-
ment but also in the manner in which, by means of this
apparatus, man can represent his environment. A glance
at occupational psychology illustrates the testing capac-
ity of the equipment. Psychoanalysis illustrates it in a
different perspective. The film has enriched our field
of perception with methods which can be illustrated by
those of Freudian theory. Fifty years ago, a slip of the
tongue passed more or less unnoticed. Only exception-
ally may such a slip have revealed dimensions of depth in
a conversation which had seemed to be taking its course
on the surface. Since the Psychopathology of Everyday
Life30 things have changed. This book isolated and made
analyzable things which had heretofore floated along un-
noticed in the broad stream of perception. For the entire
spectrum of optical, and now also acoustical, perception
the film has brought about a similar deepening of apper-
ception.31 It is only an obverse of this fact that behavior
items shown in a movie can be analyzed much more pre-
cisely and from more points of view than those presented

on paintings or on the stage. As compared with painting,
filmed behavior lends itself more readily to analysis be-
cause of its incomparably more precise statements of the
situation. In comparison with the stage scene, the filmed
behavior item lends itself more readily to analysis be-
cause it can be isolated more easily. This circumstance
derives its chief importance from its tendency to promote
the mutual penetration of art and science. Actually, of a
screened behavior item which is neatly brought out in
a certain situation, like a muscle of a body, it is diffi-
cult to say which is more fascinating, its artistic value or
its value for science. To demonstrate the identity of the
artistic and scientific uses of photography which hereto-
fore usually were separated will be one of the revolution-
ary functions of the film.Q

By close-ups of the things around us, by focusing on
hidden details of familiar objects, by exploring common-
place milieus32 under the ingenious guidance of the cam-
era, the film, on the one hand, extends our comprehen-
sion of the necessities which rule our lives; on the other
hand, it manages to assure us of an immense and unex-
pected field of action. Our taverns and our metropoli-
tan streets, our offices and furnished rooms, our railroad
stations and our factories appeared to have us locked up
hopelessly. Then came the film and burst this prison-
world asunder by the dynamite of the tenth of a second,
so that now, in the midst of its far-flung ruins and de-
bris, we calmly and adventurously go traveling. With the
close-up, space expands; with slow motion, movement is
extended. The enlargement of a snapshot does not simply
render more precise what in any case was visible, though
unclear: it reveals entirely new structural formations of
the subject. So, too, slow motion not only presents famil-
iar qualities of movement but reveals in them entirely un-
known ones “which, far from looking like retarded rapid
movements, give the effect of singularly gliding, float-
ing, supernatural motions.” Evidently a different nature
opens itself to the camera than opens to the naked eye —
if only because an unconsciously penetrated space is sub-
stituted for a space consciously explored by man. Even
if one has a general knowledge of the way people walk,
one knows nothing of a person’s posture during the frac-
tional second of a stride. The act of reaching for a lighter
or a spoon is familiar routine, yet we hardly know what
really goes on between hand and metal, not to mention
how this fluctuates with our moods. Here the camera in-
tervenes with the resources of its lowerings and liftings,

30Psychopathology of Everyday Life: A book by Sigmund Freud.
31apperception: the state or fact of the mind in being conscious of its own consciousness.
32milieu: the physical or social setting in which something occurs or develops.
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its interruptions and isolations, it extensions and accel-
erations, its enlargements and reductions. The camera
introduces us to unconscious optics as does psychoanal-
ysis to unconscious impulses.

XIV

One of the foremost tasks of art has always been
the creation of a demand which could be fully satisfied
only later.R The history of every art form shows crit-
ical epochs in which a certain art form aspires to ef-
fects which could be fully obtained only with a changed
technical standard, that is to say, in a new art form.
The extravagances and crudities of art which thus ap-
pear, particularly in the so-called decadent epochs, ac-
tually arise from the nucleus of its richest historical en-
ergies. In recent years, such barbarisms were abundant
in Dadaism. It is only now that its impulse becomes dis-
cernible: Dadaism attempted to create by pictorial — and
literary — means the effects which the public today seeks
in the film.

Every fundamentally new, pioneering creation of de-
mands will carry beyond its goal. Dadaism did so to the
extent that it sacrificed the market values which are so
characteristic of the film in favor of higher ambitions —
though of course it was not conscious of such intentions
as here described. The Dadaists attached much less im-
portance to the sales value of their work than to its use-
fulness for contemplative immersion. The studied degra-
dation of their material was not the least of their means to
achieve this uselessness. Their poems are “word salad”
containing obscenities and every imaginable waste prod-
uct of language. The same is true of their paintings, on
which they mounted buttons and tickets. What they in-
tended and achieved was a relentless destruction of the
aura of their creations, which they branded as reproduc-
tions with the very means of production. Before a paint-
ing of Arp’s33 or a poem by August Stramm34 it is impos-
sible to take time for contemplation and evaluation as one
would before a canvas of Derain’s or a poem by Rilke35.
In the decline of middle-class society, contemplation be-
came a school for asocial behavior; it was countered by
distraction as a variant of social conduct.S Dadaistic ac-
tivities actually assured a rather vehement distraction by
making works of art the center of scandal. One require-
ment was foremost: to outrage the public.

From an alluring appearance or persuasive structure
of sound the work of art of the Dadaists became an in-
strument of ballistics. It hit the spectator like a bullet, it
happened to him, thus acquiring a tactile quality. It pro-
moted a demand for the film, the distracting element of
which is also primarily tactile, being based on changes
of place and focus which periodically assail the specta-
tor. Let us compare the screen on which a film unfolds
with the canvas of a painting. The painting invites the
spectator to contemplation; before it the spectator can
abandon himself to his associations. Before the movie
frame he cannot do so. No sooner has his eye grasped a
scene than it is already changed. It cannot be arrested.
Duhamel36, who detests the film and knows nothing of
its significance, though something of its structure, notes
this circumstance as follows: “I can no longer think what
I want to think. My thoughts have been replaced by mov-
ing images.” The spectator’s process of association in
view of these images is indeed interrupted by their con-
stant, sudden change. This constitutes the shock effect of
the film, which, like all shocks, should be cushioned by
heightened presence of mind.T By means of its technical
structure, the film has taken the physical shock effect out
of the wrappers in which Dadaism had, as it were, kept it
inside the moral shock effect.U

XV

The mass is a matrix from which all traditional be-
havior toward works of art issues today in a new form.
Quantity has been transmuted into quality. The greatly
increased mass of participants has produced a change
in the mode of participation. The fact that the new
mode of participation first appeared in a disreputable
form must not confuse the spectator. Yet some people
have launched spirited attacks against precisely this su-
perficial aspect. Among these, Duhamel has expressed
himself in the most radical manner. What he objects to
most is the kind of participation which the movie elicits
from the masses. Duhamel calls the movie “a pastime
for helots, a diversion for uneducated, wretched, worn-
out creatures who are consumed by their worries, a spec-
tacle which requires no concentration and presupposes
no intelligence, which kindles no light in the heart and
awakens no hope other than the ridiculous one of some-
day becoming a ‘star’ in Los Angeles.” Clearly, this is
at bottom the same ancient lament that the masses seek

33Hanns Arp (1887–1966): Dadaist painter.
34August Stramm (1874–1915): expressionist poet and dramatist. Killed in WWI, while serving with the German Army on the Eastern Front.
35Rainer Maria Rilke (1875–1926): German poet, early 20th century.
36Georges Duhamel (1884–1966): French physician, poet, playwright
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distraction whereas art demands concentration from the
spectator. That is a commonplace.

The question remains whether it provides a platform
for the analysis of the film. A closer look is needed
here. Distraction and concentration form polar opposites
which may be stated as follows: A man who concentrates
before a work of art is absorbed by it. He enters into this
work of an the way legend tells of the Chinese painter
when he viewed his finished painting. In contrast, the
distracted mass absorbs the work of art. This is most ob-
vious with regard to buildings. Architecture has always
represented the prototype of a work of art the reception
of which is consummated by a collectivity in a state of
distraction. The laws of its reception are most instruc-
tive.

Buildings have been man’s companions since primeval
times. Many art forms have developed and perished.
Tragedy begins with the Greeks, is extinguished with
them, and after centuries its “rules” only are revived. The
epic poem, which had its origin in the youth of nations,
expires in Europe at the end of the Renaissance. Panel
painting is a creation of the Middle Ages, and nothing
guarantees its uninterrupted existence. But the human
need for shelter is lasting. Architecture has never been
idle. Its history is more ancient than that of any other
art, and its claim to being a living force has significance
in every attempt to comprehend the relationship of the
masses to art. Buildings are appropriated in a twofold
manner: by use and by perception — or rather, by touch
and sight. Such appropriation cannot be understood in
terms of the attentive concentration of a tourist before a
famous building. On the tactile side there is no coun-
terpart to contemplation on the optical side. Tactile ap-
propriation is accomplished not so much by attention as
by habit. As regards architecture, habit determines to
a large extent even optical reception. The latter, too,
occurs much less through rapt attention than by notic-
ing the object in incidental fashion. This mode of ap-
propriation, developed with reference to architecture, in
certain circumstances acquires canonical value. For the
tasks which face the human apparatus of perception at
the turning points of history cannot be solved by optical
means, that is, by contemplation, alone. They are mas-
tered gradually by habit, under the guidance of tactile
appropriation.

The distracted person, too, can form habits. More,
the ability to master certain tasks in a state of distrac-
tion proves that their solution has become a matter of

habit. Distraction as provided by art presents a covert
control of the extent to which new tasks have become
soluble by apperception. Since, moreover, individuals
are tempted to avoid such tasks, art will tackle the most
difficult and most important ones where it is able to mo-
bilize the masses. Today it does so in the film. Reception
in a state of distraction, which is increasing noticeably in
all fields of art and is symptomatic of profound changes
in apperception, finds in the film its true means of ex-
ercise. The film with its shock effect meets this mode
of reception halfway. The film makes the cult value re-
cede into the background not only by putting the public
in the position of the critic, but also by the fact that at the
movies this position requires no attention. The public is
an examiner, but an absent-minded one.

EPILOGUE

The growing proletarianization of modern man and the
increasing formation of masses are two aspects of the
same process. Fascism attempts to organize the newly
created proletarian masses without affecting the property
structure which the masses strive to eliminate. Fascism
sees its salvation in giving these masses not their right,
but instead a chance to express themselves.V The masses
have a right to change property relations; Fascism seeks
to give them an expression while preserving property.
The logical result of Fascism is the introduction of aes-
thetics into political life. The violation of the masses,
whom Fascism, with its Führer cult, forces to their knees,
has its counterpart in the violation of an apparatus which
is pressed into the production of ritual values.

All efforts to render politics aesthetic culminate in one
thing: war. War and war only can set a goal for mass
movements on the largest scale while respecting the tra-
ditional property system. This is the political formula
for the situation. The technological formula may be
stated as follows: Only war makes it possible to mobi-
lize all of today’s technical resources while maintaining
the property system. It goes without saying that the Fas-
cist apotheosis37 of war does not employ such arguments.
Still, Marinetti38 says in his manifesto on the Ethiopian
colonial war:

For twenty-seven years we Futurists have rebelled
against the branding of war as anti-aesthetic . . . Accord-
ingly we state: . . . War is beautiful because it establishes
man’s dominion over the subjugated machinery by means
of gas masks, terrifying megaphones, flame throwers, and

37apotheosis: the act of raising a person, thing, or ideal to the status of a god; deification.
38Filippo Tommaso Marinetti (1876–1944): Italian Futurist writer and painter.
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small tanks. War is beautiful because it initiates the dream
— of metalization of the human body. War is beautiful be-
cause it enriches a flowering meadow with the fiery orchids
of machine guns. War is beautiful because it combines
the gunfire, the cannonades, the cease-fire, the scents, and
the stench of putrefaction into a symphony. War is beau-
tiful because it creates new architecture, like that of the
big tanks, the geometrical formation flights, the smoke spi-
rals from burning villages, and many others . . . Poets and
artists of Futurism! . . . remember these principles of an
aesthetics of war so that your struggle for a new literature
and a new graphic art. . . may be illumined by them!

This manifesto has the virtue of clarity. Its formu-
lations deserve to be accepted by dialecticians. To the
latter, the aesthetics of today’s war appears as follows:
If the natural utilization of productive forces is impeded
by the property system, the increase in technical devices,
in speed, and in the sources of energy will press for an
unnatural utilization, and this is found in war. The de-
structiveness of war furnishes proof that society has not
been mature enough to incorporate technology as its or-
gan, that technology has not been sufficiently developed
to cope with the elemental forces of society. The hor-
rible features of imperialistic warfare are attributable to

the discrepancy between the tremendous means of pro-
duction and their inadequate utilization in the process of
production — in other words, to unemployment and the
lack of markets. Imperialistic war is a rebellion of tech-
nology which collects, in the form of “human material,”
the claims to which society has denied its natural mate-
rial. Instead of draining rivers, society directs a human
stream into a bed of trenches; instead of dropping seeds
from airplanes, it drops incendiary bombs over cities;
and through gas warfare the aura is abolished in a new
way.

Fiat ars — pereat mundus,39 says Fascism, and, as
Marinetti admits, expects war to supply the artistic grat-
ification of a sense perception that has been changed by
technology. This is evidently the consummation of l’art
pour l’art40. Mankind, which in Homer’s time was an
object of contemplation for the Olympian gods, now is
one for itself. Its self-alienation has reached such a de-
gree that it can experience its own destruction as an aes-
thetic pleasure of the first order. This is the situation of
politics which Fascism is rendering aesthetic. Commu-
nism responds by politicizing art.

Notes
BOf course, the history of a work of art encompasses more than this.

The history of the “Mona Lisa,” for instance, encompasses the kind and
number of its copies made in the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries.

CPrecisely because authenticity is not reproducible, the intensive
penetration of certain (mechanical) processes of reproduction was in-
strumental in differentiating and grading authenticity. To develop such
differentiations was an important function of the trade in works of art.
The invention of the woodcut may be said to have struck at the root of
the quality of authenticity even before its late flowering. To be sure, at
the time of its origin a medieval picture of the Madonna could not yet
be said to be “authentic.” It became “authentic” only during the suc-
ceeding centuries and perhaps most strikingly so during the last one.

DThe poorest provincial staging of Faust is superior to a Faust film
in that, ideally, it competes with the first performance at Weimar. Be-
fore the screen it is unprofitable to remember traditional contents which
might come to mind before the stage — for instance, that Goethe’s
friend Johann Heinrich Merck is hidden in Mephisto, and the like.

ETo satisfy the human interest of the masses may mean to have
one’s social function removed from the field of vision. Nothing guar-
antees that a portraitist of today, when painting a famous surgeon at
the breakfast table in the midst of his family, depicts his social func-
tion more precisely than a painter of the 17th century who portrayed
his medical doctors as representing this profession, like Rembrandt in
his “Anatomy Lesson.”

FThe definition of the aura as a “unique phenomenon of a distance

however close it may be” represents nothing but the formulation of the
cult value of the work of art in categories of space and time perception.
Distance is the opposite of closeness. The essentially distant object is
the unapproachable one. Unapproachability is indeed a major quality
of the cult image. True to its nature, it remains “distant, however close
it may be.” The closeness which one may gain from its subject matter
does not impair the distance which it retains in its appearance.

GTo the extent to which the cult value of the painting is secular-
ized the ideas of its fundamental uniqueness lose distinctness. In the
imagination of the beholder the uniqueness of the phenomena which
hold sway in the cult image is more and more displaced by the em-
pirical uniqueness of the creator or of his creative achievement. To
be sure, never completely SO; the concept of authenticity always tran-
scends mere genuineness. (This is particularly apparent in the collector
who always retains some traces of the fetishist and who, by owning
the work of art, shares in its ritual power.) Nevertheless, the function
of the concept of authenticity remains determinate in the evaluation of
art; with the secularization of art, authenticity displaces the cult value
of the work.

HIn the case of films, mechanical reproduction is not, as with litera-
ture and painting, an external condition for mass distribution. Mechan-
ical reproduction is inherent in the very technique of film production.
This technique not only permits in the most direct way but virtually
causes mass distribution. It enforces distribution because the produc-
tion of a film is so expensive that an individual who, for instance, might
afford to buy a painting no longer can afford to buy a film. In 1927 it
was calculated that a major film, in order to pay its way, had to reach
an audience of nine million. With the sound film, to be sure, a setback

39Fiat ars — pereat mundus: “Let art exist, though the world perish.”
40l’art pour l’art: art for art’s sake.
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in its international distribution occurred at first: audiences became lim-
ited by language barriers. This coincided with the Fascist emphasis
on national interests. It is more important to focus on this connection
with Fascism than on this setback, which was soon minimized by syn-
chronization. The simultaneity of both phenomena is attributable to the
depression. The same disturbances which, on a larger scale, led to an
attempt to maintain the existing property structure by sheer force led
the endangered film capital to speed up the development of the sound
film. The introduction of the sound film brought about a temporary
relief, not only because it again brought the masses into the theaters
but also because it merged new capital from the electrical industry with
that of the film industry. Thus, viewed from the outside, the sound
film promoted national interests, but seen from the inside it helped to
internationalize film production even more than previously.

IThis polarity cannot come into its own in the aesthetics of Ideal-
ism. Its idea of beauty comprises these polar opposites without differ-
entiating between them and consequendy excludes their polarity. Yet
in Hegel this polarity announces itself as clearly as possible within the
limits of Idealism. We quote from his Philosophy of History:

“Images were known of old. Piety at an early time required
them for worship, but it could do without beautiful images.
These might even be disturbing. In every beautiful paint-
ing there is also something nonspiritual, merely external,
but its spirit speaks to man through its beauty. Worship-
ping, conversely, is concerned with the work as an object,
for it is but a spiritless stupor of the soul. . . . Fine art has
arisen . . . in the church . . . , although it has already gone
beyond its principle as art.”

Likewise, the following passage from The Philosophy of Fine Art indi-
cates that Hegel sensed a problem here.

“We are beyond the stage of reverence for works of art
as divine and objects deserving our worship. The impres-
sion they produce is one of a more reflective kind, and the
emotions they arouse require a higher test . . . ” — G. W. F.
Hegel, The Philosophy of Fine Art, trans., with notes, by F.
P. B. Osmaston, Vol. I, p. 12, London, 1920.

The transition from the first kind of artistic reception to the second
characterizes the history of artistic reception in general. Apart from
that, a certain oscillation between these two polar modes of reception
can be demonstrated for each work of art. Take the Sistine Madonna.
Since Hubert Grimme’s research it has been known that the Madonna
originally was painted for the purpose of exhibition. Grimme’s research
was inspired by the question: What is the purpose of the molding in
the foreground of the painting which the two cupids lean upon? How,
Grimme asked further, did Raphael come to furnish the sky with two
draperies? Research proved that the Madonna had been commissioned
for the public lying-in-state of Pope Sixtus. The Popes lay in state in
a certain side chapel of St. Peter’s. On that occasion Raphael’s picture
had been fastened in a nichelike background of the chapel, supported
by the coffin. In this picture Raphael portrays the Madonna approach-
ing the papal coffin in clouds from the background of the niche, which
was demarcated by green drapes. At the obsequies of Sixtus a pre-
eminent exhibition value of Raphael’s picture was taken advantage of.
Some time later it was placed on the high altar in the church of the
Black Friars at Piacenza. The reason for this exile is to be found in the
Roman rites which forbid the use of paintings exhibited at obsequies as
cult objects on the high altar. This regulation devalued Raphael’s pic-
ture to some degree. In order to obtain an adequate price nevertheless,
the Papal See resolved to add to the bargain the tacit toleration of the
picture above the high altar. To avoid attention the picture was given to

the monks of the far-off provincial town.
JBertolt Brecht, on a different level, engaged in analogous reflec-

tions: “If the concept of ’work of art’ can no longer be applied to the
thing that emerges once the work is transformed into a commodity, we
have to eliminate this concept with cautious care but without fear, lest
we liquidate the function of the very thing as well. For it has to go
through this phase without mental reservation, and not as noncommit-
tal deviation from the straight path; rather, what happens here with the
work of art will change it fundamentally and erase its past to such an
extent that should the old concept be taken up again — and it will, why
not? — it will no longer stir any memory of the thing it once desig-
nated.”

K“The film . . . provides — or could provide — useful insight into
the details of human actions. . . . Character is never used as a source
of motivation; the inner life of the persons never supplies the principal
cause of the plot and seldom is its main result.” (Bertolt Brecht, Ver-
suche, “Der Dreigroschenprozess,” p. 268.) The expansion of the field
of the testable which mechanical equipment brings about for the actor
corresponds to the extraordinary expansion of the field of the testable
brought about for the individual through economic conditions. Thus,
vocational aptitude tests become constandy more important. What mat-
ters in these tests are segmental performances of the individual. The
film shot and the vocational aptitude test are taken before a committee
of experts. The camera director in the studio occupies a place identical
with that of the examiner during aptitude tests.

LRudolf Arnheim, Film als Kunst, Berlin, 1931, pp. 176 f. In this
context certain seemingly unimportant details in which the film direc-
tor deviates from stage practices gain in interest. Such is the attempt to
let the actor play without make-up, as made among others by Dreyer
in his Jeanne d’Arc. Dreyer spent months seeking the forty actors who
constitute the Inquisitors’ tribunal. The search for these actors resem-
bled that for stage properties that are hard to come by. Dreyer made
every effort to avoid resemblances of age, build, and physiognomy. If
the actor thus becomes a stage property, this latter, on the other hand,
frequently functions as actor. At least it is not unusual for the film to
assign a role to the stage property.

Instead of choosing at random from a great wealth of examples, let
us concentrate on a particularly convincing one. A clock that is working
will always be a disturbance on the stage. There it cannot be permitted
its function of measuring time. Even in a naturalistic play, astronom-
ical time would clash with theatrical time. Under these circumstances
it is highly revealing that the film can, whenever appropriate, use time
as measured by a clock. From this more than from many other touches
it may clearly be recognized that under-certain circumstances each and
every prop in a film may assume important functions. From here it
is but one step to Pudovkin’s statement that “the playing of an actor
which is connected with an object and is built around it . . . is always
one of the strongest methods of cinematic construction.” (W. Pudovkin,
Filmregie und Filmmanuskript, Berlin, 1928, p. 126.) The film is the
first art form capable of demonstrating how matter plays tricks on man.
Hence, films can be an excellent means of materialistic representation.

MThe change noted here in the method of exhibition caused by me-
chanical reproduction applies to politics as well. The present crisis of
the bourgeois democracies comprises a crisis of the conditions which
determine the public presentation of the rulers. Democracies exhibit a
member of government directly and personally before the nation’s rep-
resentatives. Parliament is his public. Since the innovations of camera
and recording equipment make it possible for the orator to become au-
dible and visible to an unlimited number of persons, the presentation
of the man of politics before camera and recording equipment becomes
paramount. Parliaments, as much as theaters, are deserted. Radio and
film not only affect the function of the professional actor but likewise
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the function of those who also exhibit themselves before this mechan-
ical equipment, those who govern. Though their tasks may be differ-
ent, the change affects equally the actor and the ruler. The trend is
toward establishing controllable and transferrable skills under certain
social conditions. This results in a new selection, a selection before the
equipment from which the star and the dictator emerge victorious.

NThe privileged character of the respective techniques is lost. Al-
dous Huxley writes:

“Advances in technology have led . . . to vulgarity. . . . Pro-
cess reproduction and the rotary press have made possible
the indefinite multiplication of writing and pictures. Uni-
versal education and relatively high wages have created an
enormous public who know how to read and can afford to
buy reading and pictorial matter. A great industry has been
called into existence in order to supply these commodities.
Now, artistic talent is a very rare phenomenon; whence it
follows . . . that, at every epoch and in all countries, most
art has been bad. But the proportion of trash in the to-
tal artistic output is greater now than at any other period.
That it must be so is a matter of simple arithmetic. The
population of Western Europe has a little more than dou-
bled during the last century. But the amount of reading
— and seeing — matter has increased, I should imagine,
at least twenty and possibly fifty or even a hundred times.
If there were n men of talent in a popula tion of x mil-
lions, there will presumably be 2n men of talent among
2x millions. The situation may be summed up thus. For
every page of print and pictures published a century ago,
twenty or perhaps even a hundred pages are published to-
day. But for every man of talent then living, there are now
only two men of talent. It may be of course that, thanks
to universal education, many potential talents which in the
past would have been still born are now enabled to realize
themselves. Let us assume, then, that there are now three
or even four men of talent to every one of earlier times. It
still remains true to say that the consumption of reading —
and seeing — matter has far outstripped the natural pro-
duction of gifted writers and draughtsmen. It is the same
with hearing-matter. Prosperity, the gramophone and the
radio have created an audience of hearers who consume an
amount of hearing-matter that has increased out of all pro-
portion to the increase of population and the consequent
natural increase of talented musicians. It follows from all
this that in all the arts the output of trash is both absolutely
and relatively greater than it was in the past; and that it
must remain greater for just so long as the world continues
to consume the present inordinate quantities of reading-
matter, seeing-matter, and hearing-matter.”-Aldous Hux-
ley, Beyond the Mexique Bay. A Traveller’s Journal, Lon-
don, 1949, pp. 174 ff. First published in 1934.

This mode of observation is obviously not progressive.
OThe boldness of the cameraman is indeed comparable to that of the

surgeon. Luc Ourtain lists among specific technical sleights of hand
those “which are required in surgery in the case of certain difficult op-
erations. I choose as an example a case from oto-rhinolaryngology; . . .
the so-called endonasal perspective procedure; or I refer to the acro-
batic tricks of larynx surgery which have to be performed following the
reversed picture in the laryngoscope. I might also speak of ear surgery
which suggests the precision work of watchmakers. What range of the
most subtle muscular acrobatics is required from the man who wants

to repair or save the human body! We have only to think of the couch-
ing of a cataract where there is virtually a debate of steel with nearly
fluid tissue, or of the major abdominal operations (laparotomy).” —
Luc Ourtain, op. cit.

PThis mode of observation may seem crude, but as the great theo-
retician Leonardo has shown, crude modes of observation may at times
be usefully adduced. Leonardo compares painting and music as fol-
lows: “Painting is superior to music because, unlike unfortunate music,
it does not have to die as soon as it is born. . . . Music which is con-
sumed in the very act of its birth is inferior to painting which the use of
varnish has rendered eternal.” (Trattato I, 19.)

QRenaissance painting offers a revealing analogy to this situation.
The incomparable development of this art and its significance rested not
least on the integration of a number of new sciences, or at least of new
scientific data. Renaissance painting made use of anatomy and perspec-
tive, of mathematics, meteorology, and chromatology. Valery writes:
“What could be further from us than the strange claim of a Leonardo to
whom painting was a supreme goal and the ultimate demonstration of
knowledge? Leonardo was convinced that painting demanded univer-
sal knowledge, and he did not even shrink from a theoretical analysis
which to us is stunning because of its very depth and precision. . . . ” —
Paul Valery, Pieces sur l’art, “Autour de Corot,” Paris, p. 191.

R“The work of art,” says Andre Breton, “is valuable only in so far as
it is vibrated by the reflexes of the future.” Indeed, every developed art
form intersects three lines of development. Technology works toward
a certain form of art. Before the advent of the film there were photo
booklets with pictures which flitted by the onlooker upon pressure of
the thumb, thus portraying a boxing bout or a tennis match. Then there
were the slot machines in bazaars; their picture sequences were pro-
duced by the turning of a crank.

Secondly, the traditional art forms in certain phases of their de-
velopment strenuously work toward effects which later are effortlessly
attained by the new ones. Before the rise of the movie the Dadaists’
performances tried to create an audience reaction which Chaplin later
evoked in a more natural way.

Thirdly, unspectacular social changes often promote a change in
receptivity which will benefit the new art form. Before the movie had
begun to create its public, pictures that were no longer immobile capti-
vated an assembled audience in the so-called Kaiserpanorama. Here
the public assembled before a screen into which stereoscopes were
mounted, one to each beholder. By a mechanical process individual
pictures appeared briefly before the stereoscopes, then made way for
others. Edison still had to use similar devices in presenting the first
movie strip before the film screen and projection were known. This
strip was presented to a small public which stared into the apparatus
in which the succession of pictures was reeling off. Incidentally, the
institution of the Kaiserpanorama shows very clearly a dialectic of the
development. Shortly before the movie turned the reception of pictures
into a collective one, the individual viewing of pictures in these swiftly
outmoded establishments came into play once more with an intensity
comparable to that of the ancient priest beholding the statue of a divin-
ity in the cella.

SThe theological archetype of this contemplation is the awareness
of being alone with one’s God. Such awareness, in the heyday of the
bourgeoisie, went to strengthen the freedom to shake off clerical tute-
lage. During the decline of the bourgeoisie this awareness had to take
into account the hidden tendency to withdraw from public affairs those
forces which the individual draws upon in his communion with God.

TThe film is the art form that is in keeping with the increased threat
to his life which modern man has to face. Man’s need to expose him-
self to shock effects is his adjustment to the dangers threatening him.
The film corresponds to profound changes in the apperceptive appara-
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tus — changes that are experienced on an individual scale by the man
in the street in big-city traffic, on a historical scale by every present-day
citizen.

UAs for Dadaism, insights important for Cubism and Futurism are
to be gained from the movie. Both appear as deficient attempts of art
to accommodate the pervasion of reality by the apparatus. In contrast
to the film, these schools did not try to use the apparatus as such for
the artistic presentation of reality, but aimed at some sort of alloy in the
joint presentation of reality and apparatus. In Cubism, the premonition
that this apparatus will be structurally based on optics plays a dominant
part; in Futurism, it is the premonition of the effects of this apparatus
which are brought out by the rapid sequence of the film strip.

VOne technical feature is significant here, especially with regard to

newsreels, the propagandist importance of which can hardly be overes-
timated. Mass reproduction is aided especially by the reproduction of
masses. In big parades and monster rallies, in sports events, and in war,
all of which nowadays are captured by camera and sound recording, the
masses are brought face to face with themselves. This process, whose
significance need not be stressed, is intimately connected with the de-
velopment of the techniques of reproduction and photography. Mass
movements are usually discerned more clearly by a camera than by the
naked eye. A bird’s-eye view best captures gatherings of hundreds of
thousands. And even though such a view may be as accessible to the
human eye as it is to the camera, the image received by the eye can-
not be enlarged the way a negative is enlarged. This means that mass
movements, including war, constitute a form of human behavior which
particularly favors mechanical equipment.

’dance’ by Herbert Brün
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The Closing of the Universe of Discourse

Herbert Marcuse

1964

An excerpt from first part of Chapter 4 of Marcuse’s book One-Dimensional Man

In the present state of history, all political writing can
only confirm a police-universe, just as all intellectual writ-
ing can only produce para-literature which does not dare
any longer to tell its name.

— Roland Barthes

The Happy Consciousness — the belief that the real is
rational and that the system delivers the goods — reflects
the new conformism which is a facet of technological ra-
tionality translated into social behavior. It is new because
it is rational to an unprecedented degree. It sustains a so-
ciety which has reduced — and in its most advanced ar-
eas eliminated — the more primitive irrationality of the
preceding stages, which prolongs and improves life more
regularly than before. The war of annihilation has not yet
occurred; the Nazi extermination camps have been abol-
ished. The Happy Consciousness repels the connection.
Torture has been re-introduced as a normal affair, but in
a colonial war which takes place at the margin of the civ-
ilized world2. And there it is practiced with good con-
science for war is war. And this war, too, is at the margin
— it ravages only the “underdeveloped” countries. Oth-
erwise, peace reigns.

The power over man which this society has acquired
is daily absolved by its efficacy and productiveness. If it
assimilates everything it touches, if it absorbs the oppo-
sition, if it plays with the contradiction, it demonstrates
its cultural superiority. And in the same way the destruc-
tion of resources and the proliferation of waste demon-
strate its opulence and the “high levels of well-being”;
the Community is too well off to care3.

The Language of Total Administration
This sort of well-being, the productive superstructure
over the unhappy base of society, permeates the “media”
which mediate between the masters and their dependents.
Its publicity agents shape the universe of communication
in which the one-dimensional behavior expresses itself.
Its language testifies to identification and unification, to
the systematic promotion of positive thinking and doing,

to the concerted attack on transcendent, critical nations.
In the prevailing modes of speech, the contrast appeals
between two-dimensional, dialectical modes of thought
and technological behavior or social “habits of thought.”

In the expression of these habits of thought, the ten-
sion between appearance and reality, fact and factor, sub-
stance and attribute tend to disappear. The elements of
autonomy, discovery, demonstration, and critique recede
before designation, assertion, and imitation. Magical,
authoritarian and ritual elements permeate speech and
language. Discourse is deprived of the mediations which
are the stages of the process of cognition and cognitive
evaluation. The concepts which comprehend the facts
and thereby transcend the facts are losing their authentic
linguistic representation. Without these mediations, lan-
guage tends to express and promote the immediate iden-
tification of reason and fact, truth and established truth,
essence and existence, the thing and its function.

These identifications, which appeared as a feature of
operationalism,4reappear as features of discourse in so-
cial behavior. Here functionalization of language helps
to repel non-conformist elements from the structure and
movement of speech. Vocabulary and syntax are equally
affected. Society expresses its requirements directly in
the linguistic material but not without opposition; the
popular language strikes with spiteful and defiant humor
at the official and semi-official discourse. Slang and col-
loquial speech have rarely been so creative. It is as if
the common man (or his anonymous spokesman) would
in his speech assert his humanity against the powers that
be, as if the rejection and revolt, subdued in the political
sphere, would burst out in the vocabulary that calls things
by their names: “head-shrinker” and “egghead,” “boob
tube,” “think tank,” “beat it” and “dig it,” and “gone,
man, gone.”

However, the defense laboratories and the executive
offices, the governments and the machines, the time-
keepers and managers, the efficiency experts and the po-
litical beauty parlors (which provide the leaders with the

2The Vietnam war (Arun)
3John K. Calbraith, American Capitalism; (Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1956), p. 96.
4From an earlier chapter — Arun
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appropriate make-up) speak a different language and, for
the time being, they seem to have the last word. It is
the word that orders and organizes, that induces people
to do, to buy, and to accept. It is transmitted in a style
which is a veritable linguistic creation; a syntax in which
the structure of the sentence is abridged and condensed
in such a way that no tension, no “space” is left between
the parts of the sentence. This linguistic form militates
against a development of meaning. I shall presently try
to illustrate this style.

The feature of operationalism — to make the concept
synonymous with the corresponding set of operations—
recurs in the linguistic tendency “to consider the names
of things as being indicative at the same time of their
manner of functioning, and the names of properties and
processes as symbolical of the apparatus used to detect or
produce them.”5 This is technological reasoning, which
tends “to identify things and their functions.”6

As a habit of thought outside the scientific and techni-
cal language, such reasoning shapes the expression of a
specific social and political behaviorism. In this behav-
ioral universe, words and concepts tend to coincide, or
rather the concept tends to be absorbed by the word. The
former has no other content than that designated by the
word in the publicized and standardized usage, and the
word is expected to have no other response than the pub-
licized and standardized behavior (reaction). The ward
becomes cliché and, as cliché, governs the speech or the
writing; the communication thus precludes genuine de-
velopment of meaning.

To be sure, any language contains innumerable terms
which do not require development of their meaning, such
as the terms designating the objects and implements of
daily life, visible nature, vital needs and wants. These
terms are generally understood so that their mere appear-
ance produces a response (linguistic or operational) ade-
quate to the pragmatic context in which they are spoken.

The situation is very different with respect to terms
which denote things or occurrences beyond this noncon-
troversial context. Here, the functionalization of lan-
guage expresses an abridgement of meaning which has
a political connotation. The names of things are not only
“indicative of their manner of functioning,” but their (ac-
tual) manner of functioning also defines and “closes” the
meaning of the thing, excluding other manners of func-
tioning. The noun governs the sentence in an authori-
tarian and totalitarian fashion, and the sentence becomes
a declaration to be accepted — it repels demonstration,

qualification, negation of its codified and declared mean-
ing.

At the nodal points of the universe of public dis-
course, self-validating, analytical propositions appear
which function like magic-ritual formulas. Hammered
and re-hammered into the recipient’s mind, they produce
the effect of enclosing it within the circle of the condi-
tions prescribed by the formula.

I have already referred to the self-validating hypoth-
esis as propositional form in the universe of political
discourseSuch nouns as “freedom,” “equality,” “democ-
racy,” and “peace” imply, analytically, a specific set of
attributes which occur invariably when the noun is spo-
ken or written. In the West, the analytic predication is
in such terms as free enterprise, initiative, elections, in-
dividual; in the East in terms of workers and peasants,
building communism or socialism, abolition of hostile
classes. On either side, transgression of the discourse be-
yond the closed analytical structure is incorrect or propa-
ganda, although the means of enforcing the truth and the
degree of punishment are very different. In this universe
of public discourse, speech moves in synonyms and tau-
tologies; actually, it never moves toward the qualitative
difference. The analytic structure insulates the govern-
ing noun from those of its contents which would inval-
idate or at least disturb the accepted use of the noun in
statements of policy and public opinion. The ritualized
concept is made immune against contradiction.

Thus, the fact that the prevailing mode of freedom is
servitude, and that the prevailing mode of equality is
super-imposed inequality is barred from expression by
the closed definition of these concepts in terms of the
powers which shape the respective universe of discourse.
The result is the familiar Orwellian language (“peace is
war” and “war is peace,” etc.), which is by no means that
of terroristic totalitarianism only. Nor is it any less Or-
wellian if the contradiction is not made explicit in the
sentence but is enclosed in the noun. That a political
party which works for the defense and growth of capi-
talism is called “Socialist,” and a despotic government
“democratic,” and a rigged election “free” are familiar
linguistic — and political — features which long predate
Orwell.

Relatively new is the general acceptance of these lies
by public and private opinion, the suppression of their
monstrous content. The spread and the effectiveness of
this language testify to the triumph of society over the
contradictions which it contains; they are reproduced

5Stanley Gerr, Language and Science. in: Philosophy of Science, April 1942, p. 156.
6Ibid.
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without exploding the social system. And it is the out-
spoken, blatant contradiction which is made into a device
of speech and publicity. The syntax of abridgment pro-
claims the reconciliation of opposites by welding them
together in a firm and familiar structure. I shall attempt
to show that the “clean bomb” and the “harmless fall-
out” are only the extreme creations of a normal style.
Once considered the principal offense against logic, the
contradiction now appeals as a principle of the logic of
manipulation — realistic caricature of dialectics. It is the
logic of a society which can afford to dispense with logic
and play with destruction, a society with technological
mastery of mind and matter.

The universe of discourse in which the opposites are
reconciled has a firm basis for such unification — its
beneficial destructiveness. Total commercialization joins
formerly antagonistic spheres of life, and this union ex-
presses itself in the smooth linguistic conjunction of con-
flicting parts of speech. To a mind not yet sufficiently
conditioned, much of the public speaking and printing
appeals utterly surrealistic.

Captions such as “Labor is Seeking Missile Har-
mony,”7 and advertisements such as a “Luxury Fall-Out
Shelter”8 may still evoke the naive reaction that “Labor,”
“Missile,” and “Harmony” are irreconcilable contradic-
tions, and that no logic and no language should be capa-
ble of correctly joining luxury and fall-out. However, the
logic and the language become perfectly rational when
we learn that a “nuclear-powered, ballistic-missile-firing
submarine” “carries a price tag of $120,000,000” and
that “carpeting, scrabble and TV” are provided in the
$1,000 model of the shelter. The validation is not pri-
marily in the fact that this language sells (it seems that
the fall-out business was not so good) but rather that it
promotes the immediate identification of the particular
with the general interest, Business with National Power,
prosperity with the annihilation potential. It is only a slip
of the truth if a theater announces as a “Special Election
Eve Perf., Strindberg’s Dance of Death.”9 The announce-
ment reveals the connection in a less ideological form
than is normally admitted.

The unification of opposites which characterizes the
commercial and political style is one of the many ways
in which discourse and communication make themselves
immune against the expression of protest and refusal.
How can such protest and refusal find the fight word
when the organs of the established order admit and ad-

vertise that peace is really the brink of war, that the ul-
timate weapons carry their profitable price tags, and that
the bomb shelter may spell coziness? In exhibiting its
contradictions as the token of its truth, this universe of
discourse closes itself against any other discourse which
is not on its own terms. And, by its capacity to assimi-
late another’s terms to its own, it offers the prospect of
combining the greatest possible tolerance with the great-
est possible unity. Nevertheless its language testifies
to the repressive character of this unity. This language
speaks in constructions which impose upon the recipient
the slanted and abridged meaning, the blocked develop-
ment of content, the acceptance of that which is offered
in the form in which it is offered.

The analytic predication is such a repressive construc-
tion. The fact that a specific noun is almost always cou-
pled with the same “explicatory” adjectives and attributes
makes the sentence into a hypnotic formula which, end-
lessly repeated, fixes the meaning in the recipient’s mind.
He does not think of essentially different (and possibly
true) explications of the noun. Later we shall examine
other constructions in which the authoritarian character
of this language reveals itself. They have in common a
telescoping and abridgment of syntax which cuts off de-
velopment of meaning by creating fixed images which
impose themselves with an overwhelming and petrified
concreteness. It is the well-known technique of the ad-
vertisement industry, where it is methodically used for
“establishing an image” which sticks to the mind and to
the product, and helps to sell the men and the goods.
Speech and writing are grouped around “impact lines”
and “audience rousers” which convey the image. This
image may be “freedom” or “peace,” or the “nice guy”
or the “communist” or “Miss Rheingold.” The reader or
listener is expected to associate (and does associate) with
them a fixated structure of institutions, attitudes, aspira-
tions, and he is expected to react in a fixated, specific
manner.

Beyond the relatively harmless sphere of merchandis-
ing, the consequences are rather serious, for such lan-
guage is at one and the same time “intimidation and glo-
rification.”10 Propositions assume the form of suggestive
commands — they are evocative rather than demonstra-
tive. Predication becomes prescription; the whole com-
munication has a hypnotic character. At the same time
it is tinged with a false familiarity — the result of con-
stant repetition, and of the skillfully managed popular di-

7New York Tlmes, December 1,1960
8Ibid., November 7, 1960.
9Ibid., November 7, 1960.

10Roland Barthes, Writing Degree Zero, (Paris, Editions du Seuil, 1953), p. 33.
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rectness of the communication. This relates itself to the
recipient immediately — without distance of status, ed-
ucation, and office — and hits him or her in the informal
atmosphere of the living room, kitchen, and bedroom.

The same familiarity is established through personal-
ized language, which plays a considerable role in ad-
vanced communication11. It is “your” congressman,
“your” highway, “your” favorite drugstore, “your” news-
paper; it is brought “to you,” it invites “you,” etc. In this
manner, superimposed, standardized, and general things
and functions are presented as “especially for you,” It
makes little difference whether or not the individuals thus
addressed believe it. Its success indicates that it promotes
the self-identification of the individuals with the func-
tions which they and the others perform.

In the most advanced sectors of functional and manip-
ulated communication, language imposes in truly strik-
ing constructions the authoritarian identification of per-
son and function. Time magazine may serve as an ex-
treme example of this trend. Its use of the inflectional
genitive makes individuals appeal to be mere appendices
or properties of their place, their job, their employer,
or enterprise. They are introduced as Virginia’s Byrd,
U.S. Steel’s Blough, Egypt’s Nasser. A hyphenated at-
tributive construction creates a fixed syndrome:

“Georgia’s high-handed, low-browed gover-
nor . . . had the stage all set for one of his
wild political rallies last week.”

The governor12, his function, his physical features,
and his political practices are fused together into one in-
divisible and immutable structure which, in its natural in-
nocence and immediacy, overwhelms the reader’s mind.
The structure leaves no space for distinction, develop-
ment, differentiation of meaning: it moves and lives only
as a whole. Dominated by such personalized and hyp-
notic images, the article can then proceed to give even es-
sential information. The narrative remains safely within
the well-edited framework of a more or less human inter-
est story as defined by the publisher’s policy.

Use of the hyphenized abridgment is widespread.
For example, “brush-browed” Teller, the “father of
the H-bomb,” “bull-shouldered missileman von Braun,”
“science-military dinner”13 and the “nuclear-powered,

ballistic-missile-firing” submarine. Such constructions
are, perhaps not accidentally, particularly frequent in
phrases joining technology, politics, and the military.
Terms designating quite different spheres or qualities are
forced together into a solid, overpowering whole.

The effect is again a magical and hypnotic one — the
projection of images which convey irresistible unity, har-
mony of contradictions. Thus the loved and feared Fa-
ther, the spender of life, generates the H-bomb for the
annihilation of life; “science-military” joins the efforts to
reduce anxiety and suffering with the job of creating anx-
iety and suffering. Or, without the hyphen, the Freedom
Academy of cold war specialists14, and the “clean bomb”
— attributing to destruction moral and physical integrity.
People who speak and accept such language seem to be
immune to everything — and susceptible to everything.
Hyphenation (explicit or not) does not always reconcile
the irreconcilable; frequently, the combine is quite gentle
— as in the case of the “bull-shouldered missileman” —
or it conveys a threat, or an inspiring dynamic. But the
effect is similar. The imposing structure unites the actors
and actions of violence, power, protection, and propa-
ganda in one lightning flash. We see the man or the thing
in operation and only in operation — it cannot be other-
wise.

Note on abridgment. NATO, SEATO, UN, AFL-CIO,
AEC, but also USSR, DDR, etc.

Most of these abbreviations are perfectly reasonable and
justified by the length of the unabbreviated designata.
However, one might venture to see in same of them a
“cunning of Reason” — the abbreviation may help to re-
press undesired questions. NATO does not suggest what
North Atlantic Treaty Organization says, namely, a treaty
among the nations on the North-Atlantic — in which
case one might ask questions about the membership of
Greece and Turkey. USSR abbreviates Socialism and
Soviet; DDR: democratic. UN dispenses with undue em-
phasis on “united”; SEATO with those Southeast-Asian
countries which do not belong to it. AFL-CIO entombs
the radical political differences which once separated the
two organizations, and AEC is just one administrative
agency among many others. The abbreviations denote

11See Leo Lowenthal, Literature, Popular Culture, and Society (Prentice-Hall, 1961), p. 109ff. and Richard Hoggart, The Uses of Literacy
Boston, Beacon Press, 1961), p. 161 ff.

12The statement refers, not to the current Governor, but to Mr. Talmadge.
13The last three items quoted in The Nation, Feb. 22, 1958.
14A suggestion of Life magazine, quoted in The Nation, August 20, 1960. According to David Sarnoff, a bill to establish such an Academy is

before Congress. See John K. Jessup, Adlai Stevenson, and others, The National Purpose (produced under the supervision and with the help of the
editorial staff of Life magazine, New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960), p. 58.
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that and only that which is institutionalized in such a war
that the transcending connotation is cut off. The meaning
is fixed, doctored, loaded. Once it has become an offi-
cial vocable, constantly repeated in general usage, “sanc-
tioned” by the intellectuals, it has lost all cognitive value
and serves merely for recognition of an unquestionable
fact.

This style is of an overwhelming concreteness. The
“thing identified with its function” is more real than the
thing distinguished from its function, and the linguistic
expression of this identification (in the functional noun,
and in the many forms of syntactical abridgment) cre-
ates a basic vocabulary and syntax which stand in the
way of differentiation, separation, and distinction. This
language, which constantly imposes images, militates
against the development and expression of concepts.
In its immediacy and directness, it impedes conceptual
thinking; thus, it impedes thinking. For the concept does
not identify the thing and its function. Such identifica-
tion may well be the legitimate and perhaps even the only
meaning of the operational and technological concept,
but operational and technological definitions are specific
usages of concepts for specific purposes. Moreover, they
dissolve concepts in operations and exclude the concep-
tual intent which is opposed to such dissolution. Prior
to its operational usage, the concept denies the identifi-
cation of the thing with its function; it distinguishes that
which the thing is from the contingent functions of the
thing in the established reality.

The prevalent tendencies of speech, which repulse
these distinctions, are expressive of the changes in the
modes of thought discussed in the earlier chapters —
the functionalized, abridged and unified language is the
language of one-dimensional thought. In order to illus-
trate its novelty, I shall contrast it briefly with a classical
philosophy of grammar which transcends the behavioral
universe and relates linguistic to ontological categories.

According to this philosophy, the grammatical subject
of a sentence is first a “substance” and remains such in
the various states, functions, and qualities which the sen-
tence predicates of the subject. It is actively or passively
related to its predicates but remains different from them.
If it is not a proper noun, the subject is more than a noun:
it names the concept of a thing, a universal which the
sentence defines as in a particular state or function. The
grammatical subject thus carries a meaning in excess of
that expressed in the sentence.

In the words of Wilhelm von Humboldt: the noun
as grammatical subject denotes something that “can en-
ter into certain relationships,”15 but is not identical with
these relationships. Moreover, it remains what it is in
and “against” these relationships; it is their “universal”
and substantive core. The propositional synthesis links
the action (or state) with the subject in such a manner
that the subject is designated as the actor (or bearer) and
thus is distinguished from the state or function in which it
happens to be. In saying: “lightning strikes,” one “thinks
not merely of the striking lightning, but of the lightning
itself which strikes,” of a subject which “passed into ac-
tion.” And if a sentence gives a definition of its subject,
it does not dissolve the subject in its states and functions,
but defines it as being in this state, or exercising this func-
tion. Neither disappearing in its predicates not existing
as an entity before and outside its predicates, the subject
constitutes itself in its predicates — the result of a pro-
cess of mediation which is expressed in the sentence16.

I have alluded to the philosophy of grammar in order
to illuminate the extent to which the linguistic abridg-
ments indicate an abridgment of thought which they in
turn fortify and promote. Insistence on the philosophical
elements in grammar, on the link between the grammati-
cal, logical, and ontological “subject,” points up the con-
tents which are suppressed in the functional language,
barred from expression and communication. Abridgment
of the concept in fixed images; arrested development
in self-validating, hypnotic formulas; immunity against
contradiction; identification of the thing (and of the per-
son) with its function — these tendencies reveal the one-
dimensional mind in the language it speaks.

If the linguistic behavior blocks conceptual develop-
ment, if it militates against abstraction and mediation, if
it surrenders to the immediate facts, it repels recognition
of the factors behind the facts, and thus repels recogni-
tion of the facts, and of their historical content. In and for
the society, this organization of functional discourse is
of vital importance; it serves as a vehicle of coordination
and subordination. The unified, functional language is an
irreconcilably anti-critical and anti-dialectical language.
In it, operational and behavioral rationality absorbs the
transcendent, negative, oppositional elements of Reason.

I shall discuss17these elements in terms of the ten-
sion between the “is” and the “ought,” between essence
and appearance, potentiality and actuality — ingression
of the negative in the positive determinations of logic.

15W.v.Humboldt, Über die Verschiedenheit des menschlichen Sprachbaues, reprint Berlin 1936, p. 254.
16See for this philosophy of grammar in dialectical logic Hegel’s concept of the “substance as subject” and of the “specu1ative sentence in the

Preface to the Phaenomenology of the Spirit.
17In a following chapter — Arun
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This sustained tension permeates the two-dimensional
universe of discourse which is the universe of critical,
abstract thought. The two dimensions are antagonistic to
each other; the reality partakes of both of them, and the
dialectical concepts develop the real contradictions. In
its own development, dialectical thought came to com-
prehend the historical character of the contradictions and
the process of their mediation as historical process. Thus
the “other” dimension of thought appeared to be histori-
cal dimension — the potentiality as historical possibility,
its realization as historical event.

The suppression of this dimension in the societal uni-
verse of operational rationality is a suppression of his-
tory, and this is not an academic but a political affair.
It is suppression of the society’s own past — and of its
future, inasmuch as this future invokes the qualitative
change, the negation of the present. A universe of dis-
course in which the categories of freedom have become
interchangeable and even identical with their opposites is
not only practicing Orwellian or Aesopian language but
is repulsing and forgetting the historical reality — the
horror of fascism; the idea of socialism; the precondi-
tions of democracy; the content of freedom. If a bureau-
cratic dictatorship rules and defines communist society,
if fascist regimes are functioning as partners of the Free
World, if the welfare program of enlightened capitalism
is successfully defeated by labeling it “socialism,” if the
foundations of democracy are harmoniously abrogated in
democracy, then the old historical concepts are invali-
dated by up-to-date operational redefinitions. The redef-
initions are falsifications which, imposed by the powers
that be and the powers of fact, serve to transform false-
hood into truth.

The functional language is a radically anti-historical
language: operational rationality has little room and lit-
tle use for historical reason18. Is this fight against history
part of the fight against a dimension of the mind in which
centrifugal faculties and forces might develop — facul-
ties and forces that might hinder the total coordination
of the individual with the society? Remembrance of the
Past may give rise to dangerous insights, and the estab-
lished society seems to be apprehensive of the subversive
contents of memory. Remembrance is a mode of dissoci-
ation from the given facts, a mode of “mediation” which
breaks, for short moments, the omnipresent power of the

given facts. Memory recalls the terror and the hope that
passed. Both come to life again, but whereas in reality,
the former recurs in ever new forms, the latter remains
hope. And in the personal events which reappear in the
individual memory, the fears and aspirations of mankind
assert themselves — the universal in the particular. It
is history which memory preserves. It succumbs to the
totalitarian power of the behavioral universe:

“The spectre of man without memory . . . is more than
an aspect of decline — it is necessarily linked with the
principle of progress in bourgeois society. Economists and
sociologists such as Werner Sombart and Max Weber cor-
related the principle of tradition to feudal, and that of ra-
tionality to bourgeois, forms of society. This means no less
than that the advancing bourgeois society liquidates Mem-
ory, Time, Recollection as irrational leftovers of the past
. . . ”19

If the progressing rationality of advanced industrial so-
ciety tends to liquidate, as an “irrational past,” the dis-
turbing elements of Time and Memory, it also tends to
liquidate the disturbing rationality contained in this ir-
rational past. Recognition and relation to the past as
present counteracts the functionalization of thought by
and in the established reality. It militates against the clos-
ing of the universe of discourse and behavior it renders
possible the development of concepts which destabilize
and transcend the closed universe by comprehending it as
historical universe. Confronted with the given society as
object of its reflection, critical thought becomes histori-
cal consciousness as such, it is essentially judgment.Far
from necessitating an indifferent relativism, it searches
in the real history of man for the criteria of truth and
falsehood, progress and regression.The mediation of the
past with the present discovers the factors which made
the facts, which determined the war of life, which estab-
lished the masters and the servants; it projects the lim-
its and the alternatives. When this critical conscious-
ness speaks, it speaks “le langage de la connaissance”
(Roland Barthes) which breaks open a closed universe of
discourse and its petrified structure. The key terms of
this language are not hypnotic nouns which evoke end-
lessly the same frozen predicates. They rather allow of
an open development; they even unfold their content in
contradictory predicates.

The Communist Manifesto provides a classical exam-
ple. Here the two key terms, Bourgeoisie and Proletariat,

18This does not mean that history, private or general, disappears from the universe of discourse. The past is evoked often enough: be it as the
Founding Fathers, or Marx-Engels-Lenin, or as the humble origins of a presidential candidate. However these too, are ritualized invocations which
do not allow development of the content recalled; frequently, the mere invocation serves to block such development, which would show its historical
impropriety.

19Th. W. Adorno, “Was bedeutet Aufarbeitung der Vergangenheit?”, in: Bericht über die Erzieherkonferenz am 6. und 7. November in Wiesbaden;
Frankfurt 1960, p. 14. The struggle against history will be further discussed in chapter VII.
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each “govern” contrary predicates. The “bourgeoisie” is
the subject of technical progress, liberation, conquest of
nature, creation of social wealth, and of the perversion
and destruction of these achievements. Similarly, the
“proletariat” carries the attributes of total oppression and
of the total defeat of oppression.

Such dialectical relation of opposites in and by the
proposition is rendered possible by the recognition of the
subject as an historical agent whose identity constitutes
itself in and against its historical practice, in and against
its social reality. The discourse develops and states the
conflict between the thing and its function, and this con-
flict finds linguistic expression in sentences which join
contradictory predicates in a logical unit — conceptual
counterpart of the objective reality. In contrast to all
Orwellian language, the contradiction is demonstrated,
made explicit, explained, and denounced.

I have illustrated the contrast between the two lan-
guages by referring to the style of Marxian theory, but
the critical, cognitive qualities are not the exclusive char-
acteristics of the Marxian style. They can also be found
(though in different modes) in the style of the great con-
servative and liberal critique of the unfolding bourgeois
society. For example, the language of Burke and Toc-
queville on the one side, of John Stuart Mill on the
other is a highly demonstrative, conceptual, “open” lan-
guage, which has not yet succumbed to the hypnotic-
ritual. formulas of present-day neo-conservatism and
neo-liberalism.

However, the authoritarian ritualization of discourse
is more striking where it affects the dialectical language
itself. The requirements of competitive industrializa-
tion, and the total subjection of man to the produc-
tive apparatus appears in the authoritarian transformation
of the Marxist into the Stalinist and post-Stalinist lan-
guage. These requirements, as interpreted by the lead-
ership which controls the apparatus, define what is right
and wrong, true and false. They leave no time and no
space for a discussion which would project disruptive al-
ternatives. This language no longer lends itself to “dis-
course” at all, It pronounces and, by virtue of the power
of the apparatus, establishes facts — it is self-validating
enunciation. Here,it must suffice to quote and paraphrase
the passage in which Roland Barthes describes its magic-
authoritarian features: “il n’y a plus aucun sursis entre la
denomination et le jugement, et la cloture du langage est

parfaite. . . ”20

The closed language does not demonstrate and ex-
plain — it communicates decision, dictum, command,
Where it defines, the definition becomes “separation of
good from evil”; it establishes unquestionable fights and
wrongs, and one value as justification of another value. It
moves in tautologies, but the tautologies are terribly ef-
fective “sentences.” They pass judgment in a “prejudged
form”; they pronounce condemnation. For example, the
“objective content,” that is, the definition of such terms
as “deviationist,” “revisionist,” is that of the penal code,
and this soft of validation promotes a consciousness for
which the language of the powers that be is the language
of truth21.

Unfortunately, this is not all. The productive growth of
the established communist society also condemns the lib-
ertarian communist opposition; the language which tries
to recall and preserve the original truth succumbs to its
ritualization. The orientation of discourse (and action)
on terms such as “the proletariat,” “workers’ councils,”
the “dictatorship of the Stalinist apparatus,” becomes ori-
entation on ritual formulas where the “proletariat” no
longer or not yet exists, where direct control “from be-
low” would interfere with the progress of mass produc-
tion, and where the fight against the bureaucracy would
weaken the efficacy of the only real force that can be
mobilized against capitalism on an international scale.
Here the past is rigidly retained but not mediated with the
present. One opposes the concepts which comprehended
a historical situation without developing them into the
present situation — one blocks their dialectic.

The ritual-authoritarian language spreads over the
contemporary world, through democratic and non-
democratic, capitalist and non-capitalist countries22. Ac-
cording to Roland Barthes, it is the language “propre a
tous les régimes d’autorité,” and is there today, in the or-
bit of advanced industrial civilization, a society which
is not under an authoritarian regime? As the substance
of the various regimes no longer appeals in alternative
modes of life, it comes to rest in alternative techniques
of manipulation and control. Language not only reflects
these controls but becomes itself an instrument of control
even where it does not transmit orders but information;
where it demands, not obedience but choice, not submis-
sion but freedom.

This language controls by reducing the linguistic

20“there no longer any delay between the naming and the judgment, and the closing of the language is complete. . . ”
21Roland Barthes, loc. cit., pp. 37–40.
22For West Germany see the intensive studies undertaken by the Institut für Sozialforschung, Frankfurt am Main, in 1950–1951: Gruppen Ex-

periment, ed. F. Pollack (Frankfurt, Europaeische Verlagsanstalt, 1955) esp. p. 545 f. Also Karl Korn, Sprache In der verwalteten Welt (Frankfurt,
Heinrich Scheffler, 1958), for both parts of Germany.
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forms and symbols of reflection, abstraction, develop-
ment, contradiction; by substituting images for concepts.
It denies or absorbs the transcendent vocabulary; it does
not search for but establishes and imposes truth and false-
hood. But this kind of discourse is not terroristic. It
seems unwarranted to assume that the recipients believe,
or are made to believe, what they are being told. The new
touch of the magic-ritual language rather is that people
don’t believe it, or don’t care, and yet act accordingly.
One does not “believe” the statement of an operational
concept but it justifies itself in action — in getting the
job done, in selling and buying, in refusal to listen to
others, etc.

If the language of politics tends to become that of
advertising, thereby bridging the gap between two for-
merly very different realms of society, then this tendency
seems to express the degree to which domination and ad-
ministration have ceased to be a separate and indepen-
dent function in the technological society. This does not

mean that the power of the professional politicians has
decreased. The contrary is the case. The more global
the challenge they build up in order to meet it, the more
normal the vicinity of total destruction, the greater their
freedom from effective popular sovereignty. But their
domination has been incorporated into the daily perfor-
mances and relaxation of the citizens, and the “symbols”
of politics are also those of business, commerce, and fun.

The vicissitudes of the language have their parallel
in the vicissitudes of political behavior. In the sale of
equipment for relaxing entertainment in bomb shelters,
in the television show of competing candidates for na-
tional leadership, the juncture between politics, business,
and fun is complete. But the juncture is fraudulent and
fatally premature — business and fun are still the poli-
tics of domination. This is not the satire-play after the
tragedy; it is not finis tragoediae — the tragedy may just
begin. And again, it will not be the hero but the people
who will be the ritual victims.

’caper’ by Herbert Brün
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Designing Freedom

Stafford Beer

(1973)

The text of six radio broadcasts given in the autumn of 1973 as the thirteenth series of Massey Lectures which were established in
1961 bythe Canadian Broadcasting Corporation to enable distinguished authorities in fields of general interest and importance to
present the results of original study or research.

1. The Real Threat to “All We Hold Most Dear”

The little house where I have come to live alone for a
few weeks sits on the edge of a steep hill in a quiet vil-
lage on the western coast of Chile. Huge majestic waves
roll into the bay and crash magnificently over the rocks,
sparkling white against the green sea under a winter sun.
It is for me a time of peace, a time to clear the head, a
time to treasure.

For after all, such times are rare events for today’s civ-
ilized man. We spend our days boxed in our houses,
swarming in and out of office blocks like tribes of ants,
crammed into trains, canned in aeroplanes, locked solid
in traffic jams on the freeway. Our unbiblical concern
for what we shall eat, what we shall drink, and what
we shall put on is amplified and made obsessional by
the pressure to consume—way, way beyond the natural
need. All this is demanded by the way we have arranged
our economy. And the institutions we have built to op-
erate that economy, to safeguard ourselves, protect our
homes, care for and educate our families, have all grown
into large and powerful pieces of social machinery which
suddenly seem not so much protective as actually threat-
ening.

Mankind has always been in battle with his environ-
ment. But until quite recently in history his battles were
on a reasonable scale, a human scale. He could alter his
house, if he would brave the weather: he did not have to
take on the whole city planning department and the own-
ers of his mortgage and his overdraft. He could dress
his children as he pleased, teaching them what he knew
and how to learn: he was not flattened in this natural en-
terprise by educational authorities, attended by boards of
experts. When he fought with danger, he matched his
strength and skill with another animal of similar size to
his: he was not unexpectedly knocked flying by two tons
of steel travelling at sixty miles an hour. And if he faced
the fact of death, that also was a personal encounter, win

or lose: he did not live under the stress of a remotely
threatened genocide or nuclear extermination. Bur this is
how it is for us. We do not think much about it. When
things go badly, there is all of this to blame, and not our-
selves: perhaps that is some sort of consolation.

Do we indeed even want to think about such things?
I believe that people increasingly do begin to question
the assumptions of our society—and not because of any
characteristic that I have so far mentioned. Most peo-
ple alive today in urban societies settled long ago for the
role of pygmy man amidst the giants of his own institu-
tions, and for the reason that it meant apparent advance—
a higher standard of living, as measured by the gross na-
tional product per head. But in the last decade or two
something has come through to public consciousness. It
is the doubt as to whether the whole apparatus of our
civilization actually works any longer. Is it beginning to
fail?

The evidence for this suspicion is plentiful. I instance
the decay of previously rich and healthy cities from the
centre outwards, creating ghettos and all the social fright-
fulness that goes with them, stark inequalities, private
penury, social squalor, a rise in crime, a rise in violence.
I instance pollution on a world-wide scale: the poison-
ing of the atmosphere, of seas and lakes and rivers. Then
there is the widening chasm between luxury and starva-
tion, whereby we somehow manage to concentrate more
wealth with the already wealthy, and more deprivation
with the already deprived. I will not go on with this bale-
ful list, because conscientious people are already aware
of these problems. The question I would like us to ad-
dress in these lectures is just why? Because if we can
fathom that, maybe we can also conduct a fruitful search
for answers.

The first point to establish is the most difficult; and it
is the most difficult because it sounds so easy. It is to say
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that all these institutions we have been contemplating—
the homes, the offices, the schools, the cities, the firms,
the states, the countries—are not just things, entities we
recognize and label. Theyare instead dynamic and sur-
viving systems. Well, I did say it sounds so easy. Ob-
viously these entities are systems; because they con-
sist of related parts, and the relations—the connexions—
between those parts. Obviously, too, they are dynamic.
No-one believes that these institutions are just sitting
there brooding; they are all “on the go”. Finally, if they
were not surviving, they would not be there. And having
taken the point that we are talking about such systems, it
is too natural to pass it by—to pass over the point, pass
around the point, pass through the point—without ever
grappling with the real meaning of the point at all.

Although we may recognize the systemic nature of the
world, and would agree when challenged that something
we normally think of as an entity is actually a system,
our culture does not propound this insight as particularly
interesting or profitable to contemplate. Let me propose
to you a little exercise, taking the bay I am looking at
now as a convenient example. It is not difficult to recog-
nize that the movement of water in this bay is the visible
behaviour of a dynamic system: after all, the waves are
steadily moving in and dissipating themselves along the
shore. But please consider just one wave. We think of
that as an entity: a wave, we say. What is it doing out
there, why is it that shape, and what is the reason for its
happy white crest? The exercise is to ask yourself in all
honesty not whether you know the answers, because that
would be just a technical exercise, but whether these are
the sorts of question that have ever arisen for you. The
point is that the questions themselves—and not just the
answers—can be understood only when we stop think-
ing of the wave as an entity. As long as it is an entity, we
tend to say well, waves are like that: the facts that our
wave is out there moving across the bay, has that shape
and a happy white crest, are the signs that tell me “It’s
a wave”—just as the fact that a book is red and no other
colour is a sign that tells me “That’s the book I want”.

The truth is, however, that the book is red because
someone gave it a red cover when he might just as well
have made it green; whereas the wave cannot be other
than it is because a wave is a dynamic system. It consists
of flows of water , which are its parts, and the relations
between those flows, which are governed by the natural
laws of systems of water that are investigated by the sci-
ence of hydrodynamics. The appearances of the wave, its
shape and the happy white crest, are actually outputs of
this system. They are what they are because the system

is organized in the way that it is, and this organization
produces an inescapable kind of behaviour. The cross-
section of the wave is parabolic, having two basic forms,
the one dominating at the open-sea stage of the wave,
and the other dominating later. As the second form is
produced from the first, there is a moment when the wave
holds the two forms: it has at this moment a wedge shape
of 120°. And at this point, as the second form takes over,
the wave begins to break—hence the happy white crest.

Now in terms of the dynamic system that we call a
wave, the happy white crest is not at all the pretty sign
by which what we first called an entity signalizes its exis-
tence. For the wave, that crest is its personal catastrophe.
What has happened is that the wave has a systemic con-
flict within it determined by its form of organization, and
that this has produced a phase of instability. The happy
white crest is the mark of doom upon the wave, because
the instability feeds upon itself; and the catastrophic col-
lapse of the wave is an inevitable output of the system.

I am asking “Did you know?” Not “did you know
about theoretic hydrodynamics?” but “did you know that
a wave is a dynamic system in catastrophe, as a result
of its internal organizational instability?” Of course, the
reason for this exercise is to be ready to pose the same
question about the social institutions we were discussing.
If we perceive those as entities, the giant monoliths sur-
rounding pygmy man, then we shall not be surprised
to find the marks of bureaucracy upon them: sluggish
and inaccurate response, and those other warning signs
I mentioned earlier. That is what these entities are like,
we tend to say—and sigh. But in fact these institutions
are dynamic systems, having a particular organization
which produces particular outputs. My contention is that
they are typically moving into unstable phases, for which
catastrophe is the inevitable outcome. And I believe the
growing sense of unease I mentioned at the start derives
from a public intuition that this is indeed the case. For
people to understand this possibility, how it arises, what
the dangers are, and above all what can be done about it,
it is not necessary to master socio-political cybernetics.
This is the science that stands to institutional behaviour
as the science of hydrodynamics stands to the behaviour
of waves. But it is necessary to train ourselves simply
to perceive what was there all the time: not a monolithic
entity, but a dynamic system; not a happy white crest, but
the warning of catastrophic instability.

So far we have spoken a little of the nature of dynamic
systems; but the other qualification that I used at the start
was the word “surviving”. The wave is not a surviving
dynamic system, because its destruction is built into its
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organization. However we certainly regard our institu-
tions as survival-worthy. After all, they have survived
until now, because they are capable of a trick we call
adaptation, which waves are not. So why should there
now be a fuss about instability and impending catastro-
phe?

Our institutions have already proven that they can sur-
vive, says the argument, and we can have confidence that
they will continue to adapt successfully to change. In-
deed, we insist that they must—for our institutions en-
shrine everything we hold most dear. Beginning with the
family unit, based on love and mutual support; extend-
ing through the school—and perhaps that alma mater the
university; bound together in the cohesion of the neigh-
bourhood, the community, and the churches; ramifying
into business and the growth of prosperity for all; ex-
emplified, protected, and projected by the state; this—
our society—is an entity that survives, albeit by adaptive
change. And if this society embodied in its institutions
is threatened by too rapid change, then the answer that
many serious and concerned people give is to reinforce
the rules of the societary game, strengthen the institu-
tions, tighten up the criminal, social, and moral laws, and
weather the storm. That is the conservative attitude. It is
not mine. It is not going to work much longer.

Indeed, we ought to face the fact that this theory does
not work now. People convince themselves that it does,
because they see society as an entity, and its main charac-
teristic is to be held most dear. Then they grit their teeth
and declare that whatever is wrong with it must and can
be put right again. Broken barriers, swept away by per-
missive morality, can be repaired. Departed children can
be summoned home to eat the fatted calf. The majority
of people, who do not attend a church, are still (surely
to goodness?) fundamentally Christian. The starving
two-thirds of the world will eventually be fed (well, not
those two-thirds dying right now, but their descendants).
And somehow a finite planet, with exhaustible resources,
will be made indefinitely to support more and yet more
growth. Oh no: this only even looks possible if we are
dealing with a fixed entity, a society or a way of life that
is held to enshrine eternal values, a golden ideal. If this
has become rather tarnished, then it can be reburnished
with a little elbow grease. So some people, and espe-
cially some politicians, seem to think.

But if society is a dynamic system all these phe-
nomena are not simply blemishes—they are its outputs.
These unpleasing threats to all we hold most dear are
products of a system so organized as to produce them—
to produce them, and not their contraries. These are not

accidental; and they are not mistakes. They are the con-
tinuing output of a systemic conflict which is due to spe-
cific modes of organization. And those modes of organi-
zation have currently arrived at a stage in their inexorable
pattern of behaviour which, like the wedge-shaped wave
of 120°, is incipiently unstable—on the verge of catas-
trophic breakdown. Or so I think.

I hope you will accept my invitation to investigate this
hypothesis with me. And let me be more cheerful right
away. These dire predictions I am making have to come
about, which is why I said they were inexorable, if—but
only if—we continue to support modes of organization
into which these outcomes are inbuilt. We do not have
to do that. We really can change the whole thing. But
to succeed, we must first perceive the nature of dynamic
surviving systems, and the conditions they must meet to
remain stable yet adaptive.

In order to get rid of the concept of an institution as
a fixed entity, we have to get rid of the classical pic-
ture of its organization. You know how this looks. The
institution’s activity is divided into chunks, which are
also perceived as entities; these chunks are divided into
smaller chunks, and so on. In every chunk there is a boss-
man, with lesser bosses reporting to him and running the
smaller chunks. This picture looks like a family tree; and
it is useful for just one purpose. If something has gone
wrong, you can use the picture to trace whose fault it is.
In fact, this whole picture of an institution is just like a
fault-finding chart that shows how an automobile is orga-
nized. Some people, and the channels connecting them,
are shown in red (as if they were the fuel system), others
are shown in blue (as if they were the electrical system),
and so on. But nowhere on the automobile chart can you
find such a thing as speed, which is what the automobile
is all about.

What this orthodox organization chart leaves out of
account, when it comes to understanding institutions, is
that we are not dealing with pistons, pumps, and distrib-
utor arms, but with people; and the connexions between
the parts are not crankshafts, pipes, and electrical wires,
but human relationships. What matters about the institu-
tion is not its set of dependencies but its performance—
if you like, its speed. The organizational forces by
which the whole institutional machinery is held together
include psychological conflict, loyalty and perfidy, in-
tegrity of purpose, hard and lazy work. They also in-
clude all manner of special arrangements making cross-
linkages between the cousins of the family tree, which
are the formal boards and committees, the less formal li-
aison officers and advisory groups, the informal old-pals
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network—and even maybe secret connexions whose ex-
istence will be denied. How can we picture this dynamic
system in our minds, and how contemplate its output and
stability?

I will ask you to think first of a tennis trainer—two
poles held in place by guy-ropes pegged to the ground,
and connected by a piece of elastic from the middle of
which hangs a tennis ball suspended by an elastic thread.
Suppose that an institution has only two members. They
are sitting on the top of the poles—held firmly in place by
the guy-ropes, which define their formal positions. What
they must do between them is the work of the institution,
and for this they need a connexion, which is the elastic
thread. Now the role of the suspended tennis ball in this
example is not too obvious, and it is vital to understand
it. The ball stands for the output state of the system.

However complicated a system may be, there is one
output state that defines it. That state is an output of the
system—not in terms of what special things or detailed
consequences are flowing from the institution’s activity,
but in terms of its total net performance. This is rather
like saying that a human being, characterized as he is by
all manner of detectable outputs, is in the net state of
sleep—or violent effort, or concentration, or fighting. Or
again we might liken the tennis ball to the net state of
a game of chess at the (let’s say) 26th move. There are
all sorts of tensions implicit in the relationships of the
pieces, and if the game were speeded up by cinephotog-
raphy we really should see a dynamic system operating
under its organizational conflicts. But if instead we take
a still photograph of the board at the 26th move, then the
output state is a single state, and it might be called “white
losing”, or “checkmate”.

If the men on top of the poles do their respective jobs
properly, they will pull correctly on the elastic. The
ball—which marks the output state of the system—will
bob about for a bit, and then be still. The dynamic system
is doing its work, and producing stability. If the men are
inefficient, and cannot make up their minds how to pull
on the elastic (especially if they keep passing the buck),
then the ball will bob about for ages, and may never set-
tle. This system is unstable. However: if we assume
goodwill and reasonable efficiency on the part of the two
men, so that they behave like proper elastic connexions,
the ball will soon stop bobbing about. The time it takes
to stop is called the relaxation time of the system.

Well, this picture is a bit too simple for our needs. So
let us erect a lot more poles (try to imagine about forty
of them) arranged in a circle, where our original elas-
tic connexion marks a diameter. Now let us join all the

new men on the top of these poles to the system, by giv-
ing each one a piece of elastic and tying the other end to
the central knot. These new members of the institution
are not all equally proficient, or loyal, or hard-working;
and we can represent that by giving some of them thin
pieces of elastic, and some of them thick pieces. The
ball was disturbed while we did that, and I think we can
bet that the relaxation time will now be extremely long.
In fact, and this is really rather interesting: the harder all
the men try conscientiously to manipulate the system so
that it settles, the more unstable it is likely to become.
Just imagine the chaos. “Hey, George, stop pulling a
minute;” “Harry, you pull a bit harder.” And so on; In
fact if all of forty men are each trying to give instructions
to each of the others, we shall have 1,560 communica-
tion channels trying to speak all the time. You are right:
it isn’t going to work.

The reason is that this system as a whole has too many
possible states. I am not talking now about the solitary
output state, but about the vast number of configurations
which the organization itself can assume. Every one of
those men on the poles may behave in a great many al-
ternative ways; and these are permuted together to reveal
the total richness of possible organizational behaviour.
If we consider the total number of behavioural configu-
rations that are possible, we have a measure of the sys-
tem’s complexity. Let us turn this perception into a for-
mal definition. The number of possible states of a system
is called its variety. This will be a most useful word for
us, so may I repeat: variety means the number of possible
states.

Suppose that each man can do only one of two things,
which is an absurd simplication after all. Then between
them they can produce more than a million million pos-
sible sets of conditions for the system. It is too many;
and the tennis ball will never be able to settle. At least,
it will in theory .But in practice the world is not going
to leave the system alone for long enough. Just imag-
ine those poor men feeling they have almost exhausted
the possibilities after a week’s work, when the cat comes
into the garden, and takes a playful swipe at the ball with
its paw. It is back to square one.

All our major societary institutions are high-variety
systems; all of them need to have a finite relaxation time;
but all of them are subject to constant perturbation—
which is the word to use for the unexpected interference
of the cat’s paw. How do they cope? There is only one
way to cope, and all institutions use it—although they
use it in many forms. They have to reduce the variety of
the system. Here are some of the ways.
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They may put in four more taller poles, and connect
ten of the shorter ones to each. The man on the tall pole
gives instructions to his ten subordinates. That reduces
the total system variety, but it also interferes with the
short-pole men’s freedom to do the best they can. It is
in this way that freedom starts to be subordinated to effi-
ciency; but the only alternative—which we must face—is
total anarchy.

Second, they may put in a lot of rigid connexions,
called rules, between the elastic threads, so that the sys-
tem looks like a spider’s web. That also reduces vari-
ety. But that confounded cat keeps coming around, and
spoiling the whole effort. Or suppose that the child of
the house comes into the garden and takes a tremendous
crack at the ball with a tennis racket. Then the system
may not have the resilience to take the strain, and may
collapse altogether.

A third variety reducing method used by institutions,
for example banks and insurance companies, is to shoot
the cat. This works, but is no fun if you are the cat. In
any case, you had better not shoot the son of the house.

We have no time to go on exploring our model (for
this is the name of our elastic network) but you can do
that yourself. Remember these aspects of our work to-
gether so far. A dynamic system is in constant flux; and
the higher its variety, the greater the flux. Its stability de-
pends upon its net state reaching equilibrium following a
perturbation. The time this process takes is the relaxation
time. The mode of organization adopted for the system
is its variety controller. With these points clearly in our
minds, it is possible to state the contention of this first
lecture with force and I hope with simplicity. Here goes.

Our institutions were set up a long time ago. They
handled a certain amount of variety, and controlled it by
sets of organizational variety reducers. They coped with
a certain range of perturbations, coming along at a certain
average frequency. The system had a characteristic relax-
ation time which was acceptable to society. As time went
by, variety rose—because the relevant population grew,
and more states became accessible both to that popula-
tion and to the institutional system. This meant that more
variety reducers were systematically built into the sys-
tem, until today our institutions are nearly solid with or-
ganizational restrictions. Meanwhile, both the range and
the frequency of the perturbations has increased. But we
just said that the systemic variety has been cut. This pro-
duces a mismatch. The relaxation time of the system is
not geared to the current rate of perturbation. This means
that a new swipe is taken at the ball before it has had time
to settle. Hence our institutions are in an unstable con-

dition. The ball keeps bobbing, and there is no way of
recognizing where an equilibrial outcome is located.

If we cannot recognize the stable state, it follows that
we cannot learn to reach it—there is no reference point.
If we cannot learn how to reach stability, we cannot de-
vise adaptive strategies—because the learning machinery
is missing. If we cannot adapt, we cannot evolve. Then
the instability threatens to be like the wave’s instability—
catastrophic.

I said before that there are solutions, but I have also
shown that they concern organizational modes. They
concern engineering with the variety of dynamic sys-
tems. By continuing to treat our societary institutions as
entities, by thinking of their organizations as static trees,
by treating their failures as aberrations—in these clouded
perceptions of the unfolding facts we rob ourselves of the
only solutions.

In particular: by advocating a new insistence on vari-
ety reducing methods which worked in a bygone epoch,
we advocate precisely the wrong thing, and seal our
doom. THIS is the real threat to all we hold most dear.

NOTES IN SUPPORT OF THE FIRST
LECTURE

Cybernetics

Originally defined by the late Norbert Wiener as

the science of control and communication in
the animal and the machine.

Cybernetics is exactly thirty years old; the name was
added in 1947.

This original definition points to the relationship between
control and communication, and to the existence of gen-
eral laws affecting equally animate and inanimate sys-
tems. The first principle of such general importance to
be recognized was the significance of feedback in all sys-
tems, whatever the fabric of their components.

Thirty years on, this new definition might be preferred:

Cybernetics is the science of effective orga-
nization.

Variety

is the measure of complexity in a system,
defined as the number of its possible states.
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How the wave becomes unstable, and finally moves into
catastrophic collapse.

(after René Thom Stabilité Structurelle et Morphogénèse
[Benjamin, Massachusetts, 1972])

The poles with their guy ropes define the formal posi-
tions that people hold in an institution.

The ball defines a point representing the net output state
of a system.

The relaxation time of a system is the time it takes the
representative point to reach stability after it has been
perturbed (for instance, by the cat—which stands for an
arbitrary interference).

The larger the organization, the longer the relaxation
time is likely to be. . . .

If everyone has complete freedom to do what he thinks
is best, there will (unfortunately) be instability—which
may feed on itself and become catastrophic.

If everyone is trying to communicate with everyone else,
there will be n(n−1) communication channels open.
When n = only 40, n(n−1) = 40×39 = 1560.

Three of the main ways by which institutions reduce their
variety:

1. A boss constrains the freedom of his subordinates,
2. Rigid connexions called rules constrain the inter-

actions of the elastic threads,
3. Someone shoots the cat: the institution does not

accept arbitrary interference, and forces those with
whom it interacts into stereotypes.

Proliferation of Variety

If there are n people in a system, and each of them has
variety x (each can adopt x number of possible states),
then the variety of the total system thus defined will be
xn.

So if there are only forty people (n = 40), each of whom
has only two possible states (x = 2), there are still 240

possible states of the system.

240 = 1,099,511,627,776

In the real world, we find that increased freedom (in-
cluding new opportunities) proliferates variety to a point
where our respected institutions cannot any longer cope
with it.
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Hypotheses

The relaxation time of the institutional system is now on
the average longer than the average interval between per-
turbations, with the result that the institutional system is

permanently unstable.

Since permanent instability feeds on itself (because there
is no recognizable stable condition on which to base
learning and adaptation), this instability is likely to be-
come, like the wave’s instability, catastrophic.

’bundle’ by Herbert Brün
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2. The Disregarded Tools of Modern Man

If you were sitting under an apple tree, and suddenly
an apple fell on your head, to what force would you as-
cribe the event? Is there an apple-throwing monkey in
the tree? Certainly not: the force involved is called grav-
ity. Because we understand this force to be quite general
on the planet, we do not propose to experiment when
asked what would happen if we dropped the glass of wa-
ter we are holding, or what would happen to an aircraft
whose engines suddenly stopped. We reckon we know
what would happen.

And yet the concept of a force which affects every-
thing on the planet, regardless of what that thing is, and
affects it to the same extent (so that a pound of feath-
ers behaves just like a pound of lead, for equal air re-
sistence), is a very difficult concept indeed. How can
there be a force which affects everything, that you cannot
directly experience, that finds expression only in mathe-
matical terms, and that (counter to all intuition) treats
feathers and lead the same?

Come, come, you will say: this is to talk like an ig-
norant savage. Even a child can answer those questions;
and besides you can experience the force of gravity di-
rectly, because it is this force that your body measures
when it senses weight. To this I reply: do you think you
would have answered thus if you had lived around the
corner from Isaac Newton in the year 1687?

Our culture has had nearly 300 years to understand
the problems of Newtonian physics. It has had more
than half a century to get its grip on relativity theory and
the second law of thermodynamics, knowing that it is at
any rate possible to make general statements about the
physics of the universe. Not all of us, I dare say, would
care to answer basic questions about these two, although
one might have supposed that the culture would have im-
bibed them by now. The observed fact is that the culture
takes a long, long time to learn. The observed fact also is
that individuals are highly resistant to changing the pic-
ture of the world that their culture projects to them.

I am trying to display the problem that we face in
thinking about institutions. The culture does not accept
that it is possible to make general scientific statements
about them. Therefore it is extremely difficult for indi-
viduals, however well intentioned, to admit that there are
laws (let’s call them) that govern institutional behaviour,
regardless of the institution. People know that there is
a science of physics; you will not be burnt at the stake
for saying that the earth moves round the sun, or even be
disbarred by physicists for proposing a theory in which

it is mathematically convenient to display the earth as
the centre of the universe after all. That is because peo-
ple in general, and physicists in particular, can handle
such propositions with ease. But people do not know
that there is a science of effective organization, and you
are likely to be disbarred by those who run institutions
for proposing any theory at all. For what these people
say is that their own institution is unique; and that there-
fore an apple-growing company bears no resemblance to
a company manufacturing water glasses or to an airline
flying aeroplanes.

The consequences are bizarre. Our institutions are
failing because they are disobeying laws of effective or-
ganization which their administrators do not know about,
to which indeed their cultural mind is closed, because
they contend that there exists and can exist no science
competent to discover those laws. Therefore they remain
satisfied with a bunch of organizational precepts which
are equivalent to the precept in physics that base metal
can be transmuted into gold by incantation—and with
much the same effect. Therefore they also look at the
tools which might well be used to make the institutions
work properly in a completely wrong light. The main
tools I have in mind are the electronic computer, telecom-
munications, and the techniques of cybernetics. . .

Now, if we seriously want to think about the trans-
mutation of elements in physics, we will recognize that
we have atom-crackers, that they will be required, and
that they must be mobilized. We shall not use the atom-
crackers to crack walnuts, and go on with the incanta-
tions. But in running institutions we disregard our tools
because we do not recognize what they really are. So we
use computers to process data, as if data had a right to
be processed, and as if processed data were necessarily
digestible and nutritious to the institution, and carry on
with the incantations like so many latter-day alchemists.

The invitation to face up to these realities is a nec-
essary one if there is to be any real chance of perceiv-
ing the proper role of currently available tools. For it
is not something scintillatingly clever that I am propos-
ing, not a complicated new extension of mind-blowing
techniques that are already beyond most people’s under-
standing, not a “big brother” that will alienate us still
further from the monstrous electronic machinery that by
now seems to govern our lives.

I am proposing simply that society should use its tools
to redesign its institutions, and to operate those institu-
tions quite differently. You can imagine all the problems.
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But the first and gravest problem is in the mind, screwed
down by all those cultural constraints. You will not need
a lot of learning to understand what I am saying; what
you will need is intellectual freedom. It is a free gift for
all who have the courage to accept it. Remember: our
culture teaches us not intellectual courage, but intellec-
tual conformity.

Let’s get down to work, and recall where we were.
A social institution is not an entity, but a dynamic sys-
tem. The measure we need to discuss it is the measure
of variety. Variety is the number of possible states of the
system, and that number grows daily, for every institu-
tion, because of an ever-increasing range of possibilities
afforded by education, by technology , by communica-
tions, by prosperity, and by the way these possibilities
interact to generate yet more variety. In order to regu-
late a system, we have to absorb its variety. If we fail
in this, the system becomes unstable. Then, at the best,
we cannot control it—as happened with the bobbing ball
on our elaborated tennis trainer; at the worst, there is a
catastrophic collapse—as happened with the wave.

So next to something new. What is it that controls vari-
ety? The answer is dead simple: variety. Variety absorbs
variety, and nothing else can.

Examine first of all the truth of that statement. Con-
sider for example all the customers who are inside a de-
partmental store. From the store’s point of view, this rep-
resents an awful lot of variety that has to be controlled.
You will notice how I use the word “control”. It isn’t that
these ladies and gentlemen have to be told what to do,
and made to do it. It is that when one of them wants to
buy something, the variety of the customer/store system
goes up: a possible state has been made actual. The lady
has chosen a pair of shoes, but she might have chosen
a fruit cake. The store has to absorb this variety: there
had better be someone on hand rather quickly to take the
money, and wrap up the shoes. Moreover, there will also
need to be someone on hand to do the same for the fruit
cake.

But not for nothing is that store called departmental.
There is a shoe salesman, and a cake salesman; that is
what organizational structure is for—to carve up the to-
tal system variety into subsystems of more reasonably
sized variety. The customer who is not clear what com-
modity, if any, will meet her need, represents variety that
cannot be trapped by this departmental arrangement; her
variety will be left over, not absorbed, if the store is not
careful—and we can see how this means that the situa-
tion is out of control. But if the store is careful, it will
have an information bureau—which exists precisely to

absorb this excess variety.
Let us return to the shoe purchaser; we observe that

she is becoming angry .This is because she cannot get
any attention. The shoe salesman is dealing with some-
one else, and four more people are waiting. The other
shoe salesmen are similarly occupied. Temporarily, at
any rate, the situation is out of control, because at this
moment the store has miscalculated the number of shoe
salesmen needed to absorb the variety generated by the
customer. Well, maybe you remember the concept we
need to describe this affair, and its name. The name is
relaxation time. Variety is cropping up faster in this sys-
tem than the system can absorb it, and this is bad from the
customer’s point of view. If it happens all the time, it will
be bad from the store’s point of view as well: the cus-
tomer will desert the store, looking for somewhere with
a shorter relaxation time. So the temporary instability
of service in the store will become permanent, and—at
that very moment—incipiently catastrophic. The trou-
ble with our societary institutions, of course, is that the
citizen has no alternative but to use them.

Only variety can absorb variety. It sounds ridiculous,
but the perfect, undefeatable way to run this store is to
attach a salesman to each customer on arrival. Then we
could forget about those departments, where the shoe
salesmen are run off their feet, while the girls in lin-
gerie are manicuring their fingernails, and absorb the
customers’ variety as we go along. For, you see, not only
do we need variety to absorb variety, but we need exactly
the same amount of variety to do it. We were speaking
just now of the law of gravity in physics: it is perhaps the
dominant law of the physical universe. What we have ar-
rived at in the departmental store is the dominant law of
societary systems, the Law of Requisite Variety—named
Ashby’s Law after its discoverer.

The example is ridiculous, because we cannot afford
to supply requisite variety by this obvious expedient. We
cannot give every departmental store customer a sales-
man, because we cannot afford it; but you may already
have noticed that in very superior (and therefore very ex-
pensive) special-purpose stores, such as those selling au-
tomobiles or hand-made suits, this is exactly what hap-
pens. In fact you cannot shake the fellow off. Nor would
you be able to shake off your personal policeman, if half
the population were enrolled as detectives to spy on the
other half. It is just because this is impracticable that
we have crime. We cannot meet the demands of Ashby’s
Law. But we must come somewhere near it, somehow,
or we are in for catastrophic collapse. How is this done?

When varieties are disbalanced, as they usually are, we
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structure our organizations to cope. Fundamentally there
are two ways, and only two ways, of doing this. Remem-
ber: you cannot repeal the laws of nature, and Ashby’s
Law will exert itself. We met the first way in the last lec-
ture. It is to reduce the variety generated by the system
so that it matches the available supply of regulatory va-
riety. You may recall the men we had sitting on the tall
poles: this was their job. And I made a crack at the fi-
nancial institutions for doing the same thing. I said they
“shot the cat” that was generating variety by swinging
the tennis ball. In other words, there is no way in which
an insurance company can provide requisite variety for
you—the unique human being: your variety must be at-
tenuated, cut down so that your case fits a more general
case. In theory, you can get the entirely personal quota-
tion that corresponds to having your personal salesman
or your personal policeman. Just try it (I have) and see
what the insurance is going to cost. Now that is perfectly
reasonable, because the claim to be able to handle every
citizen’s variety is as ridiculous as I admitted my exam-
ple to be.

One trouble with our institutions is that they do not
admit that the only full solution would be ridiculous and
that therefore it is not done. They should acknowledge,
at least to themselves, that they are satisfying Ashby’s
Law by variety attenuation. And the reason they do not
admit it is that it sounds bad in the ear of our culture.
Our culture insists on the uniqueness of the individual,
but our society cannot live up to that. This is no criti-
cism, it is a scientific fact. Our culture also insists on
the absolute freedom of the individual, but our society
cannot live up to that either. That too is a scientific fact.
Then look at the mess we get into by our pretences. In-
stead of understanding the situation, and using science
to do the best possible job of variety attenuation under
the guidance of the consumer and of the electorate, we
spend vast sums of the nation’s wealth—our wealth—on
phoney claims. On the consumer side, we put on the
advertising pressure to pretend that full account is taken
of the customer’s variety—which is impossible. On the
electoral side, we lose the freedoms we have, when our
variety is attenuated, because we are not asked how the
attenuation should be done. No politician would dare to
ask his electorate that question, because he is too busy
standing for the inalienable rights which it is perfectly
obvious we have not in any case got. Nor can we have
them: let’s look the facts in the face.

The second method of satisfying Ashby’s Law is the
one used by the departmental store. It would be mad-
ness to attenuate the customers’ variety—by stocking

only one kind and one size of shoe, for example, or by
locking her in until she was served. The alternative is
to amplify the variety of the regulatory part of the to-
tal system. You do not appoint a single salesman, but
many, and you do this by departments; in each of them
you try to calculate the statistical relationship between
salesmen and customers, so that the relaxation time is
held steady. There are scientific ways of doing this, but
they are not often used. The amplification of regulatory
variety comes in where one salesman handles many cus-
tomers effectively. In societary systems, this is the prefer-
able way to proceed, because it helps to preserve individ-
ual freedom. We do not do it, for several reasons—but
only one is real. The others are subservient to this; Think
of the outstandingly spurious reason first.

This is the most obvious reason, the cost; and there
are two things I want to say about that. First: the cost
of a societary system is taken as its primary measure in
our society, whereas the valid measure to use is variety.
The cost is not what it claims to be, namely the money
that must necessarily be spent to achieve certain aims. In
fact, the cost is whatever is provided in the way of funds,
and this total available sum operates to constrain what
we shall do—within the framework we already have. If
this framework is merely a joke played on us by history
, so that its structure is outmoded and its relaxation time
is too long, then the system will not work: period. The
thing is unstable. We pour in money to head off catas-
trophic collapse. But that is a silly thing to do. Be-
cause the money will—naturally enough—be spent on
buttressing the framework, feeding in expensive variety
to stop the relaxation time growing longer still, and mak-
ing the instability actually worse (think of all those poles
on the tennis trainer).

Second: the constraint of cost is entirely relative to
the aims of society. The aims of society are of course
a set of variety attenuators. We cannot do everything
we conceive as socially desirable, and our aims—our
programs—cut down the proliferating variety of soci-
etary choice. In so doing, the attenuator allocates the
revenue that the taxpayer will bear. Once again, our cul-
ture prefers us not to look on the matter this way round.
There is a total plausible revenue: come, then, attenuate
variety—choose between developing a vertical take-off
aircraft, fighting a small economic war with the United
States for the ownership of Canadian industry, and dou-
bling the price paid for bureaucracy by having everything
done in two languages.. . .

In the deathly silence I seem to hear following that
solecism, I also seem to hear a faint voice (it must be
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a madwoman) crying: “I would sooner have a twenty-
four hour child care service.” But that would cost money,
and there is none remaining. Don’t be ridiculous madam,
it’s my prerogative! The point is that our variety atten-
uators are built into the system. Freedom of choice has
gone down this particular drain. So what about the anti-
thetical variety amplifiers? If the spurious reason for not
using them is cost, the real reason is that it would mean
redesigning everything—so as to get rid of the built-in
attenuators, and install instead the amplifiers that could
really work to achieve requisite variety, viable relaxation
time, and hence some sort of social stability.

I have already suggested a list of three basic tools
that are available for variety amplification: the computer,
teleprocessing, and the techniques of the science of effec-
tive organization, which is what I call cybernetics. Now
I am saying that we don’t really use them, whereas ev-
eryone can assuredly say: “Oh yes we do.” The trouble
is that we are using them on the wrong side of the vari-
ety equation. We use them without regard to the prolif-
eration of variety within the system, thereby effectively
increasing it, and not, as they should be used, to amplify
regulative variety. As a result, we do not even like the
wretched things.

If one of those unworkable institutions we were dis-
cussing buys a computer, what happens? It uses the
thing, please note at enormous “cost”, to do more elabo-
rately exactly what was done before. And, as we know,
that didn’t work. One famous computer manufacturer ran
an entire sales campaign for its new series of machines
on the slogan that you needed simply to transfer the ex-
isting system whatever it was, lock, stock, and barrel, to
the new miracle machine.

Well, that sounded good to the financial director, who
had learned the hard way that immense costs are involved
(yes, those same costs again) in implementing new hard-
ware in software terms, but had not learned that the ma-
chine to do miracles is not yet invented. The effect on
the institution was inevitable: to make the existing insta-
bility more unstable. It’s obvious really, once the con-
cept of variety and the law of requisite variety are clear.
The computer can generate untold variety; and all of this
is pumped into a system originally designed to handle
the output of a hundred quill pens. The institution’s pro-
cesses overfill, just as the crest of the wave overfills, and
there is a catastrophic collapse. So what do we hear? On
no account do we hear: “Sorry, we did not really under-
stand the role of the computer, so we have spent a ter-
rible lot of money to turn mere instability into catastro-
phe.” What we hear is: “Sorry , but it’s not our fault—the

computer made a mistake.”
Forgive my audacity, please, but I have been “in” com-

puters right from the start. I can tell you flatly that they
do not make mistakes. People make mistakes. People
who program computers make mistakes; systems ana-
lysts who organize the programming make mistakes; but
these men and women are professionals, and they soon
clear up their mistakes. We need to look for the people
hiding behind all this mess; the people who are respon-
sible for the system itself being the way it is, the people
who don’t understand what the computer is really for,
and the people who have turned computers into one of the
biggest businesses of our age, regardless of the societary
consequences. These are the people who make the mis-
takes, and they do not even know it. As to the ordinary
citizen, he is in a fix—and this is why I wax so furious.
It is bad enough that folk should be misled into blam-
ing their undoubted troubles onto machines that cannot
answer back while the real culprits go scot free. Where
the wickedness lies—and wickedness is not too strong a
word—is that ordinary folk are led to think that the com-
puter is an expensive and dangerous failure, a threat to
their freedom and their individuality, whereas it is really
their only hope.

There is no time left in this lecture to analyse the false
roles of the other two variety amplifiers I mentioned—
but we shall get to them later in the series. For the mo-
ment, you may find it tough enough to hear that just as
the computer is used on the wrong side of the variety
equation to make instability more unstable, and possi-
bly catastrophic, so are telecommunications used to raise
expectations but not to satisfy them, and so are the tech-
niques of cybernetics used to make lousy plans more ef-
ficiently lousy.

But enough is enough. I expect that you would be
more interested to hear what can be done about all this,
than to hear more dreadful news. Then: may I tell you
that the next three lectures will consider constructive
policies for handling variety. We shall start with the state
itself. This is rather bold, but you will understand by now
that I believe we are all captives of gigantic systems be-
yond our individual control, and we need to understand
them. Because, as long as we have any semblance of
democracy, they are not beyond our collective control.
Next we shall turn to the only thing that matters: the in-
dividual. He and she—not to mention their son and their
daughter—are enmeshed in all this machinery, and they
have to get out. If science cannot join with politics and
management to do that, I might as well be giving the
Massey Lectures in that ominous year of 1984, instead
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of in the year of 1973. On that reckoning we have eleven
years; and frankly that is about the limit. The third of
these three next sessions will return to the central topic
of the institution.

And so, before I come to my last point, I would ask
you—if you do me the courtesy of staying with these
talks—to think over a crucial question before we meet
again. It is the central importance of the law of requisite
variety. Please think it through. Think of any complex,
dynamic system. How is it regulated? It will certainly be
proliferating variety. Is it not true that only variety can
absorb variety? How is it done? Do you not indeed find
that in successful systems systemic variety is attenuated,
while regulative variety is amplified? It is usually a mix-
ture of the two. I promised you that this stuff is easy, once
you break with the expositions and explanations dished
out by the culture. The thinking I ask of you does not
have to be done on some remote level of abstraction, or
at the highest level of state affairs. Cybernetic laws are
universal.

For instance, you might think over how these concepts
of variety, relaxation time, stability, and potential catas-
trophe, work for and against you on the journey to work.
You can do exactly the same exercise in the course of
putting those high-variety young children to bed. Then
think through how these concepts work in the big institu-
tions of society that govern our lives. Ask yourselves
how telecommunications—the telephone, television—
affect those problems. Contemplate what you surely
know about the role that computers play, and see if they

are working on the right side of the variety equation. Fi-
nally, if it is all so easy, talk over the problem as to how
we managed to get it all so wrong. Then maybe, you will
see why I contend that there have to be some big changes,
and that they have to come fast—before it is too late.

Then I come to the last point, which I hope will help
in these deliberations. If the law of requisite variety is
to be handled intelligently, and not just by leaving nature
to find the variety balance (which of course can be nasty
for us humans), then it follows that the regulative forces
must not only dispose requisite variety—which is a num-
ber of possible states; they must also know the pattern by
which variety in the system is deployed. On the journey
to work we need to have enough options open; we also
need to know the pattern of the highways—where they
run, what the control points are like, what other drivers
habitually do. In the process of putting the children to
bed we need several variety amplifiers at our command;
but we also need to know (as we do, but let’s make it ex-
plicit) the likely behaviour pattern of the children. With-
out these known patterns, proliferating variety looks even
more threatening than it really is, which is bad enough.

What I have been calling a pattern is what a scientist
calls a model. A model is not a load of mathematics, as
some people think; nor is it some unrealizable ideal, as
others believe. It is simply an account—expressed as you
will—of the actual organization of a real system. With-
out a model of the system to be regulated, you cannot
have a regulator. That’s the point. And you can test that
too.
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NOTES IN SUPPORT OF THE SECOND LECTURE
1687 was the year of the completion of Newton’s Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica containing the laws
of force.

The Law of Requisite Variety (Ashby’s Law)
Only variety can absorb variety.
If varieties in a regulatory system are disbalanced, the system cannot attain stability. Assuming that the regulator

has the smaller variety, there are only two ways of meeting the demand of Ashby’s Law. One is to attenuate variety in
the system, the other is to amplify variety in the regulator. These strategies can be mixed.

Examination of institutional systems often reveals that the attenuators and the amplifiers have been installed in the
wrong loops—on the wrong side of the equation.
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Ashby’s Law Operating in a Departmental Store

Unstable: variety of store less than that of custom = in-
adequate service

Unstable: variety of store more that that of custom = un-
profitability

Stable: variety matched on a one-to-one basis Stable: variety matched on a many-to-one times occu-
pancy basis
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How the Abused Computer Replaced the Quill Pen

Year 1773: The public supplies minimal information to
the institution and recieves minimal information in re-
turn. The management receicves minimal information
too.

Year 1873: A larger public is asked for much more infor-
mation, and receives much more in return. Quill pen ad-
ministration continues, although the systems are mecha-
nized. The management is threatened with an excess of
information.

Year 1973: Inordinate demands for information are
made on the public, which receives much less useful in-
formation than before. Quill pen administration contin-
ues, although the systems are computerized. The man-
agement is inundated with indigestible data.
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How To Use the Computer According to Cybernetic Principles

The Public is conceived as a system, a model of which is
contained in the computer. The public supplies minimal
information, which the computer then synthesizes in the
model. This amplifies variety as required to help the pub-
lic, and attenuates variety to help the manager—thereby
meeting the requirement of the law of requisite variety
for each of them.

There is an evident risk in installing a model of the public in the computer, since the return loop might be misused
by a despotic government or an unscrupulous management. In considering this however we need to bear in mind the
cybernetic fact that no regulator can actually work unless it contains a model of whatever is to be regulated. Much of
our institutional failure is due to the inadequacy of the contained models.

It is perhaps more alarming that private concerns are able to build systems of this type, without anyone’s even
knowing about their existence, than that democratically elected governments should build them in open view and with
legal safeguards.
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3. A Liberty Machine in Prototype

The context within which most institutions operate is
still the nation state, although this situation is rapidly
changing. In some ways, national sovereignity is ceded
to supra-national blocs; in other ways, smaller nations
find their affairs profoundly constrained by the behaviour
towards them of the big powers; in yet other ways, na-
tional sovereignity is just by-passed by the world-view
of their own operations taken by the giant multi-national
corporations.

I have no idea what can be done to bring scientific
analysis to bear on the effective organization of this
global mess, unless the United Nations itself determines
it. But it has seemed to me for a long time that any one
nation, thanks to the power of modern communications,
could gather itself together and make that kind of effort
on its own behalf. So I have spoken and written these
many years. In particular, I have expressed the view that
the whole business of government, that gargantuan insti-
tution, is a kind of machine meant to operate the country
in the interests of individual freedom. But, for just the
kinds of reason examined in the first two lectures, it does
not work very well—so that freedom is in question to
a greater or lesser extent in every country of the world.
So, I declared, let us redesign this “liberty machine” to
be, not an entity characterized by more or less constraint,
but a dynamic viable system that has liberty as its output.
The two conceptions, as you know from the first two lec-
tures, are utterly different.

What then is the problem? There is no need to be over-
awed by the pomp and circumstance of the state, once
we have found the scientific way into the problems of
effective organization, and understood the basic laws of
variety. But is it lese-majesty to declare that the state
runs on the same model as a departmental store, and has
the same problems? Perhaps it would sound better to put
it the other way round. Scientifically speaking, it just
doesn’t matter—because the pattern for handling vari-
ety, which last time I called the model, is the same. If
I say that it is precise to express this point by saying that
the two organizations map onto the same model you will
have no trouble. Because fortunately the phrase “map
onto” in mathematics has exactly the meaning you would
expect. A map is the pattern of something, represented
with much attenuation of variety, but with its significant
elements preserved.

Government handles its gigantic task of variety reduc-
tion by departments, just like the store. And like the
store, it needs a supply of information about the on-going

state of affairs. It needs a lot more information than the
store, true; but that is irrelevant, so long as both institu-
tions are deploying requisite variety—and this is where
the mapping holds and the model is the same. The model
also tells us that the relaxation time of the system must
be shorter than the average interval between shocks, oth-
erwise instability will set in. We saw how the departmen-
tal store handles that problem, and noted that if it failed
there would be a catastrophic collapse, signalized by the
desertion of custom. Now if government gets into that
kind of difficulty, it is more difficult to recognize. By
and large, the customers will not desert. That is to say,
the nation’s population will not pack up and emigrate en
masse. That would be a grave decision; besides, to be a
little more cynical, the people may not be able to think
of anywhere else to go that is any more stable than their
homeland. This problem is very general, in fact it is uni-
versal, which is why it is so important.

How do we set about the diagnosis? In government,
variety is handled by attenuation in four main ways.
First, models are made of the country by every govern-
ment department. At least, we just have to dignify the
patterns that government has in its head as models, al-
though in all honesty the mapping onto reality is not very
good. For one thing, the senior departments were cre-
ated long ago, and the national variety generators onto
which they are supposed to map have changed their na-
ture, their emphasis, and their rate. So new departments
have to be set up to handle the excess variety, just as hap-
pened in our store example. But in governments’ case
the results cannot be so good. The store does change
its departments with the change of life’s emphasis, and
the small excess variety is absorbed by the information
counter. Government, however, does not change much;
indeed it is singularly unadaptive, in my opinion because
it has lost recognition of its stable state. So the excess
variety for government turns out to be something really
rather serious. An excellent current example is the to-
tal problem of the environment, a huge aggregation of
unmapped variety. Naturally, the new department falls
between the stools of all its old, component departments:
it happens in every country. What we are witnessing here
is the phenomenon of change that involves no actual al-
teration.

The second variety attenuator is the model that each
department has of the component enterprises for which
it is accountable. Consider the economy. Then, for ex-
ample, there will have to be a model of industries, by in-
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dustry, and models of those industries by product, by in-
vestment, by labour force, and so on. This is fine until we
realize that these models treat the components as if they
were entities, characterized by product, by investment,
by labour force, and so on. But of course they are noth-
ing of the kind. They are all, these component industries
and their component firms, dynamic viable systems; and
the items we were listing are continuously variable inputs
and outputs. In fact, mostly the things that interest us
are best described as outputs of these systems, since the
output determines most of the input. Investment (which
sounds like an input), like raw material (which sounds
like an input), is attracted into the system by the size and
shape of the output. At any rate, these are concepts of
system we are handling now—that much is clear; and
it is also clear that it is not very clever to attenuate va-
riety by freezing the continuous variables into arbitrary
time epochs (such as periods, quarters, years, and five-
year plans) when the essence of the business is the way it
continuously generates its output through time. We need
to observe continuous time trends, that is to say: rates
of change, gradients, step functions, and so on. All that
is necessary because we, as government, have to look
to the interactions of dynamic systems. The models we
have were constructed primarily to inform shareholders
as to the proper custody of their money. No wonder the
models don’t map onto each other.

When data have been generated by these low-variety
models, covering long and static time epochs, within de-
partments which no longer quite fit reality, they are ag-
gregated. So this is the third variety attenuator. There
are two main reasons for this aggregation. In the first
place, a minister for example cannot handle all the raw
information being generated, even though its variety has
already been twice attenuated. His brain does not have
requisite variety to match the data until they have been
aggregated. The other reason is that commercial security
demands aggregation, otherwise it may be easy to spot
what a competitor is up to—if he is big enough, or local-
ized enough, to stand out in the official statistics. Even
so; both these reasons for aggregation of some kind do
not justify aggregation of the kind we have—the total or
the average—which, as I said, kills that subtlety of in-
formation that requisite variety demands from a dynamic
system. Just imagine a doctor calling on his patient in
hospital to be told by the nurse: “Over the last month
his temperature has averaged 98.4°” or: “Yesterday your
thirty patients had an aggregated average temperature of
98.4°.” These statements may be true, indeed it would
be most surprising if they were not; and aggregation of

some kind is needed if the doctor is not to sit all the month
staring at the thermometer. But to decide which aggrega-
tions are the ones to use is a problem in cybernetics, not
economics—and still less in administration.

The fourth variety attenuator of government informa-
tion is by far the most dangerous. It is the delay im-
posed by the methods of collection and variety attenu-
ation. How does delay turn out to be an attenuator of
variety? Well: the situation as it really is today includes
all the information that led up to it, and the most recent
part of that series of data is doubtless the most important.
So delayed information chops off the latest half of the va-
riety implicit in the situation now. That means that gov-
ernment does not have requisite variety. It is very proper
that economic statisticians should talk, as they do, about
the “timeliness” of official information. But I want to
dwell as before on something a little different in concept
from an entity called “the statistical tables for last June”,
characterized by whatever degree of out-of-dateness. I
dwell on the fact that when the government acts, it is
perforce reacting to a situation where the statistical de-
lay often happens to be half a cycle in the economic rise
and fall of prosperity, so that the government may find
itself doing exactly the wrong thing most of the time. (I
said “happens to be” but I believe that these two facts
are actually linked within the system’s dynamics, so that
the machinery for taking decisions locks on to the wrong
part of the economic cycle.)

Then these are some of the problems of the four va-
riety attenuators. Of course, my friends in government
will groan. I am not telling them anything new, and
I know it. But I believe I am explaining this familiar
problem in a new way, a way which enables us to do
something about it. We have fast communications: ah,
but they are not mobilized. We have computers: ah, but
they are busily taking over exactly the old system—and
are actually taking longer than before to do the job. So
look again now at the diagnosis. When the institution
of government was consolidated, we had huge problems
of variety attenuation which had to be solved by very
crude methods. That was because all our facilities were
low-variety facilities—we had no computer with remote
terminals then. Now we do have these tools, but they
are disregarded. These essentially high-variety regula-
tors are used on the wrong side of the equation, not to
cope with the truly high variety generated by the dynamic
system, but to accept much attenuated variety from poor
models with a time lag, and then to generate their own
variety inside government. That is to say, a minister can
always call for an elaborately reorganized set of data, on
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which complicated mathematics have been done; but it is
the computer that generates the variety, and not the real
world. This is quite fundamental nonsense. We are us-
ing our powerful tools to automate and to elaborate the
limited processes that we managed to achieve with the
unaided brain and the quill pen-processes which our new
tools were invented precisely to transcend.

With this diagnosis in our minds, the prescription
for action is not difficult to understand. First of all,
we need better models of the components of the econ-
omy, and they must be dynamic models. That simply
means that we need to see how the parts are inter-related
on a virtually continuous basis, Then instead of the
lawyers’ and shareholders’ balance sheet model, instead
of the accountants’ and managers’ profit-and-loss ac-
count model, instead of the input-output matrix beloved
by economists, think of a model set down in terms of dy-
namic variety. This will be a simple flow chart, in which
variety is symbolized by the relative thickness of the lines
of flow, and the relative size of the boxes that indicate
processes acting on the flow. The time lags in the sys-
tem have to be shown, and this is best done by animating
the flow chart so that the lines of flow move at different
speeds.

All this is very easy to do inside any firm, and it is an
interesting question to ask who ought to do it. Our rather
technocratic culture immediately answers: a team of en-
gineers, or accountants, or operational research men.
Well, I don’t believe it. That just is not necessary; and
besides noone will really be interested in the model they
create. The people who know what the flows are really
like are the people who work in the middle of them: the
work-people themselves. And if their interest can be cap-
tured in putting together the total model of how the firm
really works, we shall have some genuine worker partic-
ipation to replace a lot of talk about worker participation.

Please note the reappearance of that basic distinction
between entities and dynamic processes. By what means
does the firm try to give its people a sense of participa-
tion in the business? We have seen that static entity the
work’s committee, characterized by its standard set of
debating points that arise at every meeting; we have seen
that static entity the house journal; we have seen in each
production department that static showcase in which the
assemblies to which our products contribute pathetically
gather dust. All of this has a certain unreality, because it
freezes the dynamics of living and working in its tracks.

Then contemplate a company that is run from a control
centre, in which the dynamic flow chart, continuously re-
flecting the world outside by teleprocessing data into it,

constantly holds the pattern, and uses the computer con-
stantly to monitor all that variety. We are near to this
concept in running a battle, or a warship, or an electricity
supply system. But for some cultural reason the whole
notion is alien to running the economy. Yes: despite all
this talk about the firm, I have not forgotten that we are
supposed to be discussing the management of the econ-
omy. The fact is that the total picture of industrial activ-
ity held by the government is made up of separate pieces,
just like a jigsaw puzzle. The pieces are representations
of economic sectors, or industries, and if these represen-
tations are not clear, the total picture when completed
will be a total confusion. But there is a jigsaw within
the jigsaw: the pieces of each industry are its component
firms. So we must start in the right place. The picture
of the firm must be sufficiently clear as to contribute to
a clear picture of the industry. The picture of the indus-
try must be sufficiently clear as to contribute to a clear
picture of the industrial economy. And obviously, the
question arises whether an autonomous firm will agree
to collaborate in such a scheme. The reply is that gov-
ernment has many inducements to offer in obtaining the
information it needs, and the greatest of these induce-
ments is the fact that industry cannot expect sympathetic
treatment from government policy if it will not contribute
useful and timely information.

Then we can see what our potential model of the whole
economy looks like. It consists of a dynamic system
of simple models of dynamic systems, fitting into each
other like Chinese boxes. Each box is called a level of
recursion, because what we are doing is to reduplicate a
cybernetic system of regulation recursively, that is over
and over again, using the same components with appro-
priate variety adjustments. The law of requisite variety
has to be satisfied at each level of recursion so that stabil-
ity is induced, and off we go. Information continuously
passes up and down this recursive system, appearing in
its right form in the control room of the level concerned.

Now see what has happened to the problems of time
lag and aggregation. Instead of accepting those prob-
lems, and misusing computers in the attempt to make ad-
justments for them by re-injecting variety on the wrong
side of the equation, we have magically disposed of the
problems altogether. I urge this precept on you: it is
better to dissolve problems than to solve them. If time
lags are a nuisance, don’t have any; use teleprocessing to
eliminate the lag. If aggregation is a nuisance, do away
with it: use computers to attenuate variety more cleverly.

The vision I am trying to create for you is of an econ-
omy that works like our own bodies. There are nerves
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extending from the governmental brain throughout the
country , accepting information continuously. So this is
what is called a real-time control system. Why should
governments be trying to deal today with last summer’s
problems—which are, in any event, settled one way or
another by now? Then does this then mean that govern-
ment will be flooded with masses of data that it cannot
handle? Certainly not. My brain and your brain at this
moment are both accepting all manner of sensory input—
everything in the room is registering there, and that is
good, because we may need to attend to something quite
suddenly. Until that need arises, however, our brains au-
tomatically inspect all this irrelevant input, and filter out
most of it.

This is what I mean by using computers as variety han-
dlers on the right side of the equation. They have to ac-
cept all manner of input, and attenuate its variety auto-
matically. What they will pass on to the control room
is whatever matters. Now we tell our brains what mat-
ters to our bodies by detecting inputs that are deviating
from what would normally be expected. Everything else
maps onto the understood pattern in the model. Inputs
fluctuate of course, but they fluctuate within limits that
can be continuously calculated by probability theory—if
you have a computer. So to recognize what matters the
computer will need to make very very complicated cal-
culations on every item of data coming in, and assess the
chances that something novel is happening. In the huge
majority of cases, nothing will be happening—in which
case the input item can simply be discarded. It does not
need to be stored in those gigantic data banks we keep
hearing about, because it has no significance at all. We
already know from our basic model what the ordinary
variation is, and this input item lies within it. So what?
Unless you have shares in electronic storage equipment,
or are building a career as a bureaucrat, you will see no
reason for keeping it. And if you are particularly inter-
ested in freedom, you will see every reason for throwing
it away.

It now becomes clear why I was making those remarks
earlier about cost. As soon as you think of running the
economy by computer, the culture promptly feeds you an
image of acres of expensive equipment. It is not required.
What is required is an ordinary computer, with telepro-
cessing interfaces between itself and its inputs from the
country and itself and the control room, plus an extraor-
dinarily clever program. The cost is in that software, and
not in acres of hardware, its maintenance and staffing.
But if the regulatory model is the same at every level of
recursion in the economy, because the cybernetic models

map onto each other, only one set of software is required.
So now we may visualize the control room and the de-

cision takers within it acting together in symbiotic rela-
tionships as a brain for running the economy, The nerves
that feed information continuously to that brain pass into
its computing lobes, where the variety filters work. The
basic model appropriate to this level of recursion—which
is in here running as an animated flow chart—is the fo-
cus of all discussion. It is constantly updated by the var-
ious kinds of alerting signal that the computers produce.
These signals will cause the decision takers to call for
more information, and they will use electronic storage to
project that onto screens. Then, if they really wish to get
down to serious decision taking, they will activate their
dynamic systems models with their new data—and try
out alternative policies by simulating them at very fast
speed.

You probably know that it is possible by electronic
simulation to make a ten-year-ahead projection instan-
taneously, and then to change your policy and see what
difference it makes. This is to take an experimental ap-
proach to policy making, doing the experiments in the
laboratory of the control room. So instead of experiment-
ing on the poor old nation, and discovering ten years later
that your policy was wrong, you can test and discard a
dozen wrong policies by lunchtime without hurting any-
one. After lunch maybe you will find a good policy.

Now it is true that much controversy surrounds simu-
lation techniques. But this is mainly because of the in-
adequacy and the belatedness of the data fed into them.
What do you expect with those low-variety models, ag-
gregations, and time lags? But by redesigning the whole
institution (and it is the only way) all those problems are
dissolved, and the data feeding the simulations will be
immediate, significant, and real.

Clearly this is no more than a brief sketch of the advo-
cated approach, which is available in full, but of course
much more lengthy, detail elsewhere. The fundamental
criticisms that it has evoked are four. One says that in-
stead of this being a Liberty Machine it means the death
of individual freedom. I shall talk about this later on, be-
cause it is so important, and ask you to suspend judgment
until you have heard the arguments.

The second criticism is related, but is different none
the less. It says that this whole approach to running a
country presupposes a regime in which the state either
owns industry or intervenes massively in its affairs. This
is based on a misunderstanding; it confuses the machin-
ery of government with government policy. I am not talk-
ing about that policy at all, nor taking a particular pol-
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icy for granted. I am talking only about the machinery
with which any modern state is equipped in the neces-
sary task of government, and I am arguing that it ought
to work. Every government regulates, every government
controls—to some degree or other. In short, it governs.
These arguments have been concerned with the “how” of
governing, not with the extent of intervention.

The third criticism says: it is all too simple. Real life is
much more complicated than this. The only honest reply
to this is a belly laugh. What is proposed here is sim-
ple enough, I hope, to be understood—once you know
some of the laws of cybernetics; and if it is not simple
enough to be understood, then of what conceivable use
is it? Moreover, it is a very great deal more close to real
life than the system we use now, because it is dynamic
instead of static, systemic instead of a collection of enti-
ties, and because it really can handle variety according to
scientific principles, which the existing system cannot.

Please appreciate that once you start to use systems
thinking you need fewer data than before—because the
data are synthesized within the model of the system.
And this relates to the previous criticism, because I by
no means envisage that a private business would sup-
ply more information than it does now: probably less.
Why is it that a doctor does not have to take your body
to pieces, and measure everything in it, when you ar-
rive saying: “I feel rotten”? It is because the doctor
holds a good model of the human body: when he knows
your temperature, pulse rate, and blood pressure, has in-
spected your tongue and observed the rings round your
eyes, he already knows most of the usual stories. By
using good recursive models of the economy we should
achieve the same effect.

Ironically enough, while this third criticism says it
is all too simple, the fourth criticism says it is all too
complicated—you could never do it, or it would take
twenty years. Maybe you have noticed that I have been
describing this approach today with a force and confi-
dence which you may have thought brash in describing a
vision. Indeed, until two years ago I was much more gen-
tle and tentative—even apologetic—in making this de-
scription. But today I am no longer guessing, because all
the basic work has actually been done.

Perhaps you remember my describing how these lec-
tures were prepared in Chile. I was not actually on hol-
iday there, as it may have sounded, rather the reverse.
Two years ago President Allende invited me to create a
system of this kind for the Chilean people. Now Chile
is not a rich country, and we could not afford all the ap-

paratus we should have liked. For instance, we had to
use ordinary Telex instead of teleprocessing. Even so,
we made it. We had everything I have just been describ-
ing available—though not yet running the economy—in
eighteen months.

In the few months that remained to us, we were teach-
ing the workers, for whom this offering of science to
the people was created, how to use the most advanced
tools yet designed for national economic management.
They could sit with their ministers in the economic oper-
ations room in Santiago, watching the animated screens,
and discussing the alerting signals provided daily by that
clever computer program. They had buttons in the arms
of their chairs, so that they could command the appear-
ance on other screens of supporting data—to the capacity
of 1,200 different colour presentations, focused through
sixteen back-projectors. They could also control pre-
liminary experiments in simulation, on a huge, animated
model of the dynamic system. These people, arm in arm
with their science, were intended to become the decision
machine for the economy.

You all know what happened. On 11th September
1973, Salvador Allende died in a bloody business, of
which the consequences for mankind are incalculable to-
day. I tell you solemnly that in Chile the whole of hu-
manity has taken a beating. Of the lessons from my own
work that emerge, I mention four. Firstly, it is actu-
ally possible to redesign the institutions of government
according to the principles and practice of cybernetics.
These are not wild dreams. Secondly, there is a long way
to go in dismantling bureaucracy, and I shall discuss the
problems of effecting change later in these talks. Thirdly,
the possibilities propose an urgent task for our next meet-
ing: to discuss the impact of such scientific advance as
this on the status and freedom of the individual.

So I move to the fourth and final point for today. In-
dividual freedom has been lost, momentarily at least, in
Chile. I think I know how; but it was certainly not be-
cause the people became victims of technocracy. What
is clear is that everything that I have described was ac-
complished (and ended) in two years, and it was not
fast enough. When I drafted these lectures, and out-
lined the hypothesis you heard—that perhaps our insti-
tutions could not react fast enough to avoid catastrophic
collapse—I remember thinking that I should have to de-
fend myself against a charge of sounding a premature and
too scare-mongering an alarm. Do you care to make that
allegation now?
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NOTES IN SUPPORT OF THE THIRD LECTURE

DIFFERENT systems

map onto

the SAME model

by sacrificing whatever variety
is not needed
for the purpose
in hand.

This mapping indicates change without alteration.

1. Models of Nation by Departments of Government:

departmental models

map

(rather loosely)

onto national variety

excess variety generates as things

is caught by some new organization without a proper
structure.

Instead, the original departmental structures should be
redesigned, and made adaptive to further change.
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2. Models of Enterprises Within the Economy:

The arbitrary choice of significant characteristics and of time epochs masks important variety.

3. Aggregation of Statistical Information

4. Time Lages in Registering Information:

Perception (dotted line) of the movement of economic indicators is not only “too late”—it means that at the time of
taking a decision the most relevant variety generated by the already inadequate model is suppressed. We may be led
to do precisely the wrong thing.
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Four Levels of Recursion : One Model: One Computer Program

A full account of this approach to management cybernetics is in the author’s Brain of the Firm (Allen Lane, The
Penguin Press, 1972). An account of the Chilean application comes at the end of Platform for Change (John Wiley,
pending publication).
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4. Science in the Service of Man

The scene is a small airport at a vacation resort where
a week-end conference on automation has been held for
senior businessmen. Everyone is going home. The man
in front of me at the desk finds to his horror that the
flight for which he has a ticket is already full. “I am
so sorry,” says the desk clerk soothingly. “We are having
trouble with all the Flyaway Airline’s flights—something
has gone wrong with their computer.” In the quiet of the
little airport lounge, everyone is listening. A large man
several places back in the queue leans forward and says
loudly: “Excuse me, young man; I am a director of the
Flyaway Airline. We do not have a computer.”

Some people laughed, but the general atmosphere
turned to acute embarrassment. I do not think that this
was because the desk clerk had been caught out in his
white lie. As I argued in the second lecture, the computer
has come to represent a malign influence, and something
of which people are frightened; therefore people are most
unlikely to call on its aid, or to demand its use in the re-
design of society. But the embarrassment attending this
incident also suggested that the great ju-ju none the less
exists, and to deny that was a somehow dangerous act. . .

The title of this lecture is Science in the Service of
Man, and I should be terribly surprised if its announce-
ment caused so much as a blink of scepticism. A
thorough-going job has been done in putting forward the
slogan that science serves mankind, and the time arrives
to examine this proposition with some care. This does
not mean striking a balance between the benefits of nu-
clear power and the risks of atomic war, between germ
control for better medicine and crippling the ecology
with pesticides. Those debates raise apparently insolu-
ble dilemmas for society because they are contradictory
outputs of high-variety dynamic systems whose basic in-
stitutional machinery goes unexamined.

Science has been sold as the servant of man in the
wrong way, and for the wrong reasons. Let us start with
the source of wealth: production. Here science is put
forward as the promoter of efficiency; and I do not have
to trace for you the familiar story of the industrial revo-
lution, of the assembly lines of mass production, of the
resulting fall in unit cost; nor need I point triumphantly
to the widespread availability of its products. But it is
necessary to become conscientiously aware of the alien-
ation that all this has induced in the industrial worker, so
that social scientists are now engaged in frantic attempts
to restore some sense of humanity to the working situ-
ation in which so many find themselves—a situation to

which numberless millions in the Third World stand to
be condemned in future, as their countries struggle for
their share of the earth’s fixed assets. Something has
gone wrong.

Turn secondly, then, to science as the servant of the
consuming man. We have been sold labour-saving de-
vices of every kind as the fruit of science and technology.
The automobile got us out into the countryside—where
we met everyone else in his automobile. The plethora of
automatic devices in the house freed the housewife from
drudgery at home—where she is the victim of their very
efficiency, and of the steadily increasing difficulty (and
steadily increasing cost) of having increasingly tawdry
things put right. And in this same home, for all its appar-
ent desirability, she often comes to feel trapped with her
young children and the television set for company, an all-
too-likely prey to mental states of anxiety or depression.
Again, it would seem, something has gone wrong.

It is against this background at work and at home that
science and technology are driven relentlessly forward
towards a society of conspicuous consumption, since this
is the only development that our economic machinery
can countenance. I mean that growth is the order of the
day. More goods must be brought within the range of
more people, which can be done by more automation,
more standardization, and lower unit costs—coupled un-
fortunately with an increasingly noticeable fall in intrin-
sic worth. Therefore people must be persuaded that this
is what they want, that this constitutes the good life, and
this is science in the service of man. But I believe that
the society of conspicuous consumption is proving to be
the most alienating force the world has ever known, and
that the fantastic consumption of drugs (both legally pre-
scribed and illegally acquired) is a useful index to the de-
gree of alienation now in evidence. By now, something
has gone very wrong indeed.

What does this brief analysis purport to show? It ar-
gues that the sense in which people accept that science
serves man is a false sense, since science is in these typ-
ical ways being used to destroy man—in his humanity
and in his joy of living. Moreover it is getting through
to decent people that on a planet the resources of which
are only now becoming recognized as finite, prosperity
for all is a delusory goal. We buy increasing prosperity
for we few at the expense of the many who can never
attain it. As the alienation grows, there is increasing re-
sistance to the idea of yet more science, with the result
that new proposals for handling old problems by the use
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of computers and telecommunications are often greeted
with something approaching public hysteria. I am think-
ing of electronic files on the citizen, or the kind of gov-
ernmental control system that I described earlier. The
point is that this panic is well justified, so long as soci-
ety continues down the existing path, following its tech-
nological nose. Yet if societary institutions are to escape
the fate of catastrophic instability, we shall very certainly
need new systems of these kinds.

It follows that science has to be handled in a new way.
There is only one solution that I can see. It is to remove
the control of science and technology from those who
alone can finance its development, and to vest its control
in the people. As to scientists and technologists them-
selves, they are truly servants of that public; whereas the
present tendency is to turn them into an elite instrument
of those who have the economic power over scientific
systems themselves. That way lies technocracy, and we
are perilously close to it already.

How realistic can this solution possibly be? After all,
people who have power simply never hand it over to oth-
ers; moreover, in this case vast sums of money are in-
volved. I reply that the solution is realistic in a demo-
cratic society to the extent that the demand to redesign
societary institutions is made articulate. The process can
begin by debunking the mystery surrounding scientific
work. It would make a very good basic postulate for the
ordinary citizen to say something like this to himself, and
to discuss it with others:

“For the first time in the history of man science can do
whatever can be exactly specified. Then, also for the first
time, we do not have to be scientists to understand what
can be done. It follows that we are no longer at the mercy
of a technocracy which alone can tell us what to do, Our
job is to start specifying.”

For this new channels are needed. But of course they
could be set up. What is television for? Is it really a
graveyard for dead movies; or animated wallpaper for
stopping the processes of thought? What is the computer
for? Is it really a machine for making silly mistakes at
incredible expense? What will be done with cybernetics,
the science of effective organization? Should we all stand
by complaining, and wait for someone malevolent to take
it over and enslave us? An electronic mafia lurks around
that corner. These things are all instruments waiting to
be used in creating a new and free society. It is time to
use them.

Then as to cost: who will pay the bills? We do that
already, since it is taxation and inflation that finances the
schemes of governments, and a loading on the prices we
pay that finances the schemes of corporations public and

private. But as far as I can see, the citizens have lost con-
trol entirely of the choice of projects that will be under-
taken on their behalf both as taxpayers and as consumers.
At best, they play a defensive role in attempting to quash
schemes they dislike; and that is a difficult role because it
does not carry requisite variety with it. Anyone who has
had dealings with a public enquiry knows only too well
that the bureaucracy has the power to amplify its variety
indefinitely—in terms of the time, money, and expert ad-
vice it is free to deploy against a little band of citizens
who do not have access to these amplifiers.

Obviously, I am trying to dig beneath the surface layer
of science and technology as we know it in society, to
uncover new strata of scientific potentiality. The soci-
etary use of science we have is threatening; it becomes
oppressive and alienating. The societary use of science
we could have is a liberation. To grapple with that idea,
I well understand, needs courage and resolve; the risk is
that folk who see the very real dangers will turn their
backs on the whole difficult business. But how safe
would our great-grandparents have felt if plunged sud-
denly into a modern home, a modern street?

We have had three or four generations in which to
adapt to a house alive with lethal electricity, a road alive
with lethal trucks. We have had barely twenty years to
adapt to the inventions and discoveries that these lec-
tures discuss. Then no wonder the adaptation is not com-
ing along too well yet. No wonder people feel at ease
with an automobile that they literally dominate, and ill-
at-ease with the computer which they do not. The inter-
esting thing is that a majority (perhaps) of automobile-
dominators do not understand exactly how those ma-
chines of theirs work, and yet use a similar ignorance
of the computer’s viscera to explain their distrust of it.

Be that as it may, the problem of rapid adaptation for
the individual that has now emerged is a similar pattern—
in cybernetic terms—to the problem of rapid adaptation
for the institution. Let us try to analyse the modern in-
dividual’s problems in the language that we have been
learning, because this problem is indeed a problem of ef-
fective organization.

The first thing we have to face up to is quite a tough
proposition for people reared in our culture. It is that
whatever we humans can do is mediated by our brains,
and those brains are finite. We have in the cranium a
slightly alkaline three-pound electrochemical computer
running on glucose at about 25 watts. This computer
contains some ten thousand million (that’s ten to the ten)
logical elements called neurons, operating on a basic
scanning rhythm of ten cycles per second. Then this is
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a high-variety dynamic system all right; but it really is fi-
nite. It follows from Ashby’s Law that we can recognize
patterns up to a certain limit, and not beyond. Thus if
something is going on that involves a higher variety than
the brain commands, we shall not recognize what it is.
This is the old constraint of requisite variety again.

There are practical consequences to this. For instance,
I am sure that the reason why we are making such a hash
of the problems of global ecology is that we cannot un-
derstand them. I don’t just mean that they are awfully
difficult, so that understanding will take a lot of research.
I mean that we can not understand at all, ever. Very likely
this goes for many problems of government too, espe-
cially world government. It may even be true at the level
of recursion where a corporation is managed. May I re-
call that the level of recursion is simply the focus of at-
tention at which we contemplate any viable system, and
that one level is contained within the next. So here is an
unpleasing thought: maybe it is also true at our personal
level of recursion. Perhaps we cannot actually under-
stand our own lives, our own environment, any longer.

Now with or without full understanding, with or with-
out the requisite variety to detect vital patterns, we have
to cope somehow at all these levels. Of course we do it
by making mental models. We simplify, so that the sys-
tem we are considering will map onto our own brains.
But that can be done only by attenuating variety, and we
have no guarantee that we are not throwing the wrong
information away. It is fairly evident that we shall be-
come accustomed to discarding information in set ways,
and to eliminating inputs that do not seem to fit very well
the models we have developed. I think this must mean
that what we all refer to as “reality” is a version of the
universe that is very much cut off at the knees. To be
rude about it, you could say that our humanity exists in
sharing a delusion about the way things are.

At this point I would love to start talking about mys-
ticism, or about psychosis, or about psychedelic drugs—
especially I would like to talk about the relations between
them. Because these three things have this much in com-
mon: they claim to deal with aspects of reality which
our shared delusion filters out. But the point I was re-
ally after is this. The currently explosive rate of change
produces perturbations at intervals that are shorter than
the relaxation time of our institutional system: that was
my earlier hypothesis. I have pointed to its realization in
Chile. I now extend that hypothesis to cover you and me
as individuals. Can it be, perhaps, that we all suffer from
a variety overload that we cannot map onto our models,
and from an ungovernable oscillation in our search for

mental equilibrium? In short, is our species facing the
same threat of catastrophic instability as I earlier argued
that our institutions are?

It could be so. One of the greatest biologists of our
time, Albert Szent-Györgyi (who discovered vitamin C),
believes it—and not at all from the reasoning I am us-
ing here. He calls man “the crazy ape”, and reckons that
we have all gone down an evolutionary blind alley. Well,
I am by nature an optimist. But I do believe in facing
facts. If you suspect that my advocacy in these lectures
of almost revolutionary change in our approach to run-
ning affairs is too extreme; if you consider that I have
overstated the failure of our institutions; if you think that
the remedies I am proposing are more dangerous to hu-
man freedom than the disease itself; then please wonder
about these new and serious thoughts.

They concern the variety engineering to which our cul-
ture subjects our personal input, because for me this is
what freedom is all about. I am tired of being told that
the computer threatens our freedom, that cybernetics is a
tool of the devil, that real-time governmental regulators
are too dangerous to employ. The reason is that I reckon
our existing liberty to be largely illusory: we are fooling
ourselves. There is a new chance, now, to get our free-
dom back, even for us to bestow freedom on those who
are following in our disastrous paths.

Please look at it this way. We all know that a major-
ity of people on this planet are enslaved. I mean this in
the straightforwardly physical sense. Most people alive
do not have enough to eat, and must live under regimes
that tell them what to do. By such standards all of us
who share these broadcasts are incomparably better off,
more free. The fact remains that our own relationship
with our environment is governed by bank upon bank of
variety attenuators, conveniently reducing a world of in-
creasing variety to the requisite variety of our brains. We
have completely lost control of the processes by which
this occurs. Here are the two most evident examples.

The first is education. Every pupil is a high-variety
organism, and the process of education essentially con-
strains variety. In other words, the pupil is capable of
generating many responses to the question: what is six
multiplied by seven; the educator will seek to attenu-
ate this potential variety to the single answer: forty-two.
But if we take a different kind of example, we may find
ourselves saying something significantly different. The
pupil is capable of generating many responses to the
question: how should a national health service be orga-
nized? This time, however, we may hope that the edu-
cator will not attenuate potential variety to the single an-
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swer: like this. No, we say; education is a word coming
from the Latin: e-ducere, “to lead out”. It does not mean
“to push in”. And yet it remains true that in any case
the process of education constrains variety. Anyone who
thinks over this little paradox for a few minutes can see
that, in the second example, the hope is that we can teach
the pupil ways of attenuating his own variety. We want to
offer him ways of finding answers, not of enforcing our
own.

All this is perfectly obvious, you could rightly say. But
do we proceed on the basis of this distinction? Of course
not. Off we go once again, inserting the amplifiers and
attenuators on the wrong sides of the equations. Take
the question I mentioned: How should a national health
service be organized? What happens? People are sent
from under-developed countries to study this matter in
over-developed countries—where in truth they may well
discover how a health service should not be organized,
and be robbed by the experience of the power to devise
better answers. Take the question: How shall we train
the work-people to engage in fully participative manage-
ment, so that the outlook of the shop-floor can be rep-
resented in the board-room? Can you believe that the
answer I hear advocated to this is that selected workers
should be sent to business schools? The variety equa-
tion is overturned once again: here is a recipe to ensure
that on arrival in the board-room the worker’s participa-
tion will be indistinguishable from that of the other direc-
tors. Take the question: What is the theory of relativity?
Because of the cultural myths that all technology is de-
humanizing, and that all great minds are incomprehensi-
ble, we shall prefer to sit a hundred pupils uncomfortably
in front of a human teacher who hopes he understands
relativity, and who roughed out some notes last night,
rather than to give the individual pupil access to video-
tape recordings which he can replay to his hearts content,
of Albert Einstein—who could be as lucid as the day.

Oh yes, I know that Einstein is dead, and did not even
make those recordings. What I should like to know is
how many Einsteins shall we let die, and how many the-
ories of relativity shall we let go improperly explained,
before we recognize where to use our variety amplifiers
and attenuators with good sense?

The problem is nowhere clearer in the field of educa-
tion than in the evolving use of the computer. Here, once
again, the machine could be used as a real liberator. It
is an instrument of colossal variety, to which each pupil
could have ready access. Thanks to parallel processing,
a computer can be interrogated, explored, used, contin-
uously and in different ways by a few hundred pupils at

once—it has requisite variety. So what happens? The
variety is attenuated out of the computer, by making it
operate trivial little programs that actually condition the
pupil to give the right (in quotes) answers to a set of triv-
ial questions.

Which brings me to the second example, namely pub-
lishing. If education begins the process of constraining
our cerebral variety, publishing (whether on paper or by
radio waves) continues it for ever. The editorial decision
is the biggest variety attenuator that our culture knows.
Then the cybernetic answer is to turn over the edito-
rial function to the individual, which may be done by
a combination of computer controlled search procedures
of recorded information made accessible by telecommu-
nications. Cable television has all the potential answers
because it can command eighty channels. This offers
enough capacity to circulate the requisite variety for an
entirely personalized educational system, in which the
subscriber would be in absolute command of his own de-
velopment.

Well, we are frightened of this projection too. Some-
one may get inside the works, we say, and start con-
ditioning us. Maybe we should have eighty alternative
standard channels, thereby “restoring choice to the peo-
ple”. Here is my third and last bit of mathematics: eighty
times nothing is nothing. Meanwhile, we allow pub-
lishers to file away electronically masses of information
about ourselves—who we are, what are our interests—
and to tie that in with mail order schemes, credit systems,
and advertising campaigns that line us all up like a row
of ducks to be picked off in the interests of conspicuous
consumption. I know which prospect frightens me the
more.

As I try to pull together the threads of this, the most
diffuse of the lectures, I would like to remind you that
I have been talking about societary science and the
individual—you and me—and not proposing societary
solutions. I hope that some solutions will begin to appear
in the final lecture, which would be the proper place for
them. However, we cannot even think about finding so-
lutions without correctly recognizing the problems, and
in my opinion it is now commonplace to pose these prob-
lems incorrectly.

Certainly it is common ground that scientific tech-
niques threaten the individual in society; and I have not
used up time in talking about the obvious ones to which
all governments are addressing themselves: the problems
about privacy, credit-worthiness, and blackmail, prob-
lems about urban planning, and so on. Choices are avail-
able in these matters, and we may pray that the best ones
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will be made. The argument of this lecture is very differ-
ent; it has to do with the cybernetics of our own brains,
and I shall now put it together. I am sorry that it assaults
what we all think of as the human prerogative, but it is
best to face the truth.

The brain is a finite instrument that mediates all our
experience. It has high variety, but not necessarily req-
uisite variety for handling an environment of exploding
complexity. It has a relaxation time that was fast enough
to deal with a world in which perturbations came at a par-
ticular rate, but it is not necessarily fast enough to offer a
guarantee of equilibrial response in the current world.

This brain has certain powers, and these are essentially
computational, which make it the most developed regu-
latory system the world knows. But my cybernetic inter-
pretation of the evidence from biology, psychiatry, phar-
macology, and criminology, is that this brain (and again
that just means you and I) is by now seriously threatened
by a possible catastrophic instability. Finally, this brain
simply does not have the powers of untold resilience or
infinite self-improvement to which three thousand years
of pre-scientific culture have laid a spurious claim.

Please now hear me when I add that these considera-
tions make no commentary whatsoever on matters that
may (or may not) lie outside the physical domain. If
mankind can indeed receive the divine afflatus, the point
remains as I rather carefully put it just now—that the
brain is a finite instrument that mediates all our expe-
rience, and is therefore limiting. As a personal aside, let
me say that I am more interested in the fact that I could
not recognize an angel if I met one, because my brain
does not have requisite variety, than I am in the illegiti-
mate scientific argument that angels do not exist because
I have not recognized one yet.

Returning to the main argument about the limitations
of the brain, I have argued that we as individuals are the
unwitting victims of a cultural process which very dras-
tically delimits variety for us. In the first place our eco-
nomic environment points to an increasing use of science
and technology in what is allegedly the service of man—
but which I contend takes this service in a false sense.
As a result, we stand, and the innocent legatees of our
policies in the developing nations yet more vulnerably
stand, to be exploited by whoever wields the power of
science to technocratic ends. In the second place, the in-
struments of variety constraint turn out to be education
and the communications media—both of which we cul-
turally suppose to be variety amplifiers. This belief is as
delusory as the belief that we can fully know reality.

It is entirely possible to take corrective action about
all this—not the biological limitations, but the societary
constraints. To do so requires that people themselves
take control of the use of science, through their demo-
cratic processes. This means furnishing them and their
governments with new channels of communication, and
a new kind of educational system, and a new kind of pub-
lishing system.

Why are these recommendations necessary? The an-
swer is that the necessary attenuation of variety produces
in us a mere model of the world. And insofar as we wish
to control the world, whether as citizens or as individuals
within a personal environment, our powers of regulation
are cybernetically constrained by the model we hold of
what needs to be regulated. Our civilization has led us to
a manifestly dysfunctional model. Then we must equip
ourselves to revise it. The power to do this we certainly
do possess.
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NOTES IN SUPPORT OF THE FOURTH LECTURE

A Key Statement

For the first time in the history of man,
science can do
whatever can be exactly specified.
Then, also for the first time,
we do not have to be scientists
to understand what can be done.
It follows that we are no longer
at the mercy of a technocracy
which alone can tell us what to do.
Our job is to start specifying.

Some Counter-Intuitive Cybernetic Statements

Education constrains variety, because (although it may open new vistas) it leads us to reduce the alternatives that we
are prepared to entertain.

Publishing (“the media”) constrains variety, because (although it too may open new vistas) it decides in practice what
alternatives shall be accessible to us to entertain.

Technology is not of itself dehumanizing, though technocrats may make it so.

Great Minds are not incomprehensible, because the brains behind them have ordinary human variety, but many
institutions have a vested interest in concealing this.

The Brain and Requisite Variety

WE CAN
recognize each other
do mathematics
handle perhaps three quantified

variables in our heads

CAN WE?
recognize ecological systems?
recognize an angel?
undertake world governments?

The Brain Is Finite:

The brain is a slightly alkaline three-pound electrochemical computer, running on glucose at 25 watts. It contains
1010 (that is, ten thousand million) nerve cells or neurons, which are its computing elements, operating on a scanning
rhythm of ten cycles per second.

Why 25 watts?
About a quart of blood (about a seventh of the circulation) flows through the brain every minute, and is heated
about one degree Fahrenheit. That takes about 25 watts.

Why ten cycles per second?
The resting state of the brain, called the alpha state, is characterized by the alpha rhythm, which tends to be
stable at around ten cycles.
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The Risk of an Electronic Mafia

buy these publications, mail orders for these, give this “public opinion”

watch these shows, use this credit card? and this? to buy this

and is therefore exactly like this with. . . certain susceptiblities. . .

Good Morning! Your new life style! New politics! New religion! How can I ever thank you?
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A Better Outlook for Cybernetic Man

• Tell me a whole lot nore about news item six.

• Show me the family tree of King Priam.

• Get Back the work I was doing on my new house.

• Entropy? I don’t understand. Stop all this and explain.

• Record in my tax file that today I bought a dog.

• Tell Jack in Vancouver I’m ready for the chess match

• Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, the composer conducting.
. . . . . . . . . oh I see.

AND DON’T TELL ANYONE ELSE UNLESS I SAY SO.

Book (not related to the above) mentioned in the lecture: Albert Szent-Györgyi, The Crazy Ape, Philosophical Library,
New York, 1970.
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5. The Future That Can Be Demanded Now

A famous summit conference, not to say confronta-
tion, about freedom once occurred about twenty miles
from my home in England. It lasted from 15th to 23rd
June, in the year 1215. During those negotiations be-
tween King John and his barons, the Magna Carta was
signed: a document that spoke for all time of the decen-
tralization of power and of the rights of individuals, and
is still much quoted 750 years later. I remember from
my boyhood a humourous monologue explaining these
events, which ended something like this:

So it’s thanks to that Magna Carta
that was signed with the barons of old
that in England today we can do as we like
—so long as we do as we’re told.

The blatant contradiction embodied in this joke re-
mains the desperate problem that it always has been.
How do we sustain individual liberty and societary co-
hesion at the same time? It is right that this problem
should be incessantly discussed, and it is discussed. But
the discussion always seems to lead straight into the same
disastrous trap; a false dichotomy between the notions of
centralization and decentralization. The vehemence with
which this matter is debated is extraordinary, because the
most cursory consideration of what constitutes a viable
system reveals how false the dichotomy must be.

For example: if you personally were a fully central-
ized system, you would need to remember to tell your
heart to beat. If you paid too much attention to what I
am saying, and forgot, you would collapse on the floor.
That would be dramatic, but it is not what I am trying to
achieve with you. But if you were a fully decentralized
system, you would trot off from this broadcast to inves-
tigate any sound. Neither solution would leave you a vi-
able system for long. Let us analyse the blend of central
and peripheral command and see what happens.

We discovered earlier that viable systems are bom-
barded continuously with high-variety stimuli, the vari-
ety of which has to be attenuated if the system is riot to
be overloaded. The attenuation must be done according
to a pattern, if it is not merely an arbitrary discard. If that
pattern is to have survival-value (which is a necessity for
a viable system) then it must be a regulatory model of
whatever is regulated. Then it follows that this has to be
a central function for the system, because only the sys-
tem as a whole can have a model of its own relationship
with its own environment.

Nonetheless, when the central function of variety at-

tenuation is operating, it is by definition not appropri-
ating to itself the discarded variety. But by Ashby’s
Law we know that variety must be absorbed somewhere.
Therefore whatever variety is not appropriated by the
central function must needs be handled by a decentral-
ized function. This variety handling is by definition au-
tonomous. That is to say that some part of any viable
system does what it likes. But of course the autonomous
part of the system remains part of the system, and to do
that it must take notice of the central regulatory model.
To that extent, then, it does what it is told.

If we make a terrible mess of interpreting these simple
cybernetic discoveries in our society, and I feel that we
do, it is because there is no agreed machinery for settling
clearly which parts of the system are which. To do so is
indeed virtually impossible unless the models in question
are made explicit for each level of recursion. To remind
ourselves: a level of recursion is a level at which a vi-
able system is in operation, as an autonomous part of a
higher-level viable system, and containing within itself
parts which are themselves autonomous viable systems.
We spoke of this set-up before as being like a set of Chi-
nese boxes.

We find the process of settling autonomy going on
continuously within any viable family, for example. As
the children grow older, they exert more and more their
personal freedom of action. But this has to fit into the
family’s general regulatory model, at a higher level of
recursion. Thus a great deal of time will be spent in dis-
cussing the notion of autonomy for the younger mem-
bers, and the time required has to be a great deal because
requisite variety must be attained. In the upshot, fam-
ilies often manage to preserve their model of the fam-
ily, which is centralizing, and the liberty of the younger
people, which is decentralizing—and forget altogether to
consider the right of freedom for the parents, who then
become identified with the centralizing authority. This,
you will note, is not at all to the parents’ advantage (since
they have lost freedom in the process) although it may
appear to be so to the children.

This homely example is repeated, with great force,
in the yet higher levels of societary recursion. A well-
intentioned corporation or national service tries to hang
on to its systemic policy—because this is what makes it
itself, this is what embodies its aims, this structures its
regulatory model. But that policy is centralizing. Then
the corporation and the national service, being well-
intentioned, embark on high-variety negotiations with
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the parts of the system, in order to delineate autonomy—
which they really wish to be maximal. But the tools they
are using are not cybernetic tools, that undertake variety
engineering, but administrative tools which do not. As
we have several times noticed, bureaucracies install am-
plifiers in one loop of the homeostat when they should be
installing attenuators in the other and vice versa.

The upshot now is really quite strange, but nonetheless
extremely common. The parts of the system—subsidiary
companies, sectors of the national service—who have
been in good conscience given maximal autonomy, be-
lieve that they have been totally centralized. This is be-
cause their variety is attenuated by wrongly installed cen-
tral amplifiers. But, on the other hand, the higher man-
agement at the centre, in conceding in good conscience
maximal autonomy, believes that it has somehow been
robbed of any role at all. This is because its variety is
over-attenuated by wrongly installed peripheral attenua-
tors. In the family, given quite a lot of hard work, ev-
eryone can just about hang on to happiness. But in big
institutions, where—we have to remember—the brains
of all the men and women involved are still the same size
as they are in family roles, disenchantment spreads.

I often reflect that our organizations are so constructed
in their typically pyramidal shapes, so that they could
work only if the people in them grew bigger heads as
they became more senior. In that case, of course, there
would at least be a chance that they could maintain req-
uisite variety. However, as we know, everyone’s head
is roughly the same size—except, perhaps, metaphori-
cally. I also reflect upon the device whereby “decentral-
ization” is often advocated as the solution for an institu-
tion’s problems, when it is held to be over-centralized,
while “centralization” is simultaneously prescribed for
another institution on the grounds that it is too diffuse.
And I have seen the two policies advocated alternately,
and what is more alternately adopted for the same insti-
tution by successive groups of consultants. It is a kind of
managerial madness. It leads, as it can only lead, to ex-
acerbated oscillations in the system’s search for stability.

The solutions lie, they can only lie, in good variety
engineering—and here is the key point. We must not
confuse the pattern of the regulatory model with its spe-
cific content. It is enough to attain requisite variety by
specifying the pattern. To specify the content is too
much. Yet this is what endlessly happens, and I have
noted that it usually happens—in those well-intentioned
institutions, in good conscience—for one fundamental
reason. This is called “fairness”. But I believe this kind
of fairness to be an excuse for avoiding responsibility.

Take the example of a big institution that has a salary
policy, or an employee automobile policy, or an inven-
tory policy. We need a way of saying what the policy—
which is to say the variety-attenuating regulator model,
or pattem—really is without specifying its specific con-
tent. We fail. We ought to say: this much can be spent
on salaries, on automobiles, on inventories, and leave
it to managers at lower levels of recursion to apportion
the money. Instead we do the variety engineering in the
wrong place. “This is the salary scale”; “You are entitled
by your job to this range of automobiles”; “All invento-
ries must be cut by ten per cent”. It is done, as I said, in
the name of fairness, but that is delusory.

It is nonsense to say that two men of the same age, with
identical qualifications, with identical commitments, are
necessarily worth the same wage. Obviously not. One
may be useless, and the other a paragon. It is nonsense
to say that my job ought somehow to determine my needs
where automobiles are concerned. How and where I live,
how many children I must push into the automobile—
these are my own affair. It is nonsense to penalize a good
manager who works on a scientifically calculated mini-
mal inventory because his colleague managers are inef-
ficiently tying up the firm’s capital. This is a recipe to
encourage inefficient managers. Why do we blandly ac-
cept so much nonsense?

The variety attenuators to use here are not policy doc-
uments from the centre, but the managers themselves.
That is what managers are for. As to the criterion of
fairness, the manager—or any individual, in whatever
he does—ought to be ready to take responsibility for his
own decisions. Our society militates against that moral-
ity (for that is what it is) with all its force—in the name of
an efficiency which is thoroughly bad cybernetics, in the
name of a fairness that is manifestly unfair. But please
remember the precept: each of us should take respon-
sibility for his own acts. The practice is precisely the
contrary.

As usual, then, we have the amplifiers and attenuators
on the wrong side of the equation. But all of this is now
written into our culture; all of this is now underwritten by
our bureaucratic formulae. That is why I have repeatedly
argued that fundamental change in our modes of organi-
zation is essential. Merely to juggle with existing forms
simply increases the swing of the oscillating pendulum
that never can find its stable state. And, as I have men-
tioned before, this means that the system is robbed of
the crucial reference point without which it cannot learn,
cannot adapt, cannot evolve.

How do we set about making so fundamental a change
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as would bring our ways of working into line with the
scientific rules of this game? To answer this question
it is necessary to understand the nature of resistance to
change. Here is a phrase that is on everybody’s lips—
“there is a resistance to change”—but it is a phrase which
is not analysed according to the principles of effective
organization. People seem to imagine that they are con-
fronted with a psychological hang-up, insofar as men and
women are not supposed to like change.

But pause one moment, is that true? People, consid-
ered as individuals, it seems to me, like change rather
a lot. Don’t you get bored when nothing changes? I
know I do. Then just why do we go around saying that
there is a resistance to change? Of course, the answer is
simple. It is not the living, breathing human who resists
change in his very soul. The problem is that the institu-
tions in which we humans have our stake resist change.
Therefore we feel as individuals that we cannot afford to
embrace it. And this is an extremely sound argument.

If you have spent a lifetime working your way up a
ladder, you literally cannot afford to be robbed of the
prizes when your turn comes to collect them. One of my
earliest experiences in industry was to listen to managers
explaining to senior operatives that they were to be de-
prived of their life-times’ ambitions, because the whole
technology of the process was to be changed. That was
in the steel industry, in which the skills of a first-hand
melter—a job that it took a lifetime to learn—were re-
placed in a year by clever instrumentation. But ten years
later those same managers were themselves confronted
by the computer, which would have made many of their
skills redundant in turn. However managers have power,
and the computer none. It was easier to misuse the com-
puter than to accept the institutional change—because
the consequences would have been quite personal.

Now I have come to what I consider to be the expla-
nation of the abuse of science and technology in our so-
ciety. The power has remained where it resided. The
tools of modern men have been disregarded at this level
of recursion. And there is none left to say a loud NO
to that—until the people themselves say No. So this is
why I contend that we are considering a future that can
be demanded now.

Every time we hear that a possible solution simply
cannot be done, we may be sure on general scientific
grounds that it can. Every time we hear that a solution
is not economic, we ought to ask: “for whom?”—since it
is people, just people, who will have to pay. Every time
we hear that a proposal will destroy society as we know
it, we should have the courage to say: “Thank God; at

last.” And whenever we hear that it will destroy our free-
dom, we should be very cautious indeed. For such free-
dom as we have is our most treasured possession, and we
know how to be vigilant. Yet for that very reason, this
is the simplest method that the powerful have to cling to
power: to convince people that any other concession of
that power would be unsafe.

But I would like to stop philosophizing to you about all
this, at the expense of introducing another technical term.
We have not had a new one for a couple of lectures, and
I hope that the very few that I have introduced make a
useful vocabulary. We are by now used to the notion that
institutions are not just entities, with certain characteris-
tics. They are instead dynamic viable systems, and their
characteristics are in fact outputs of their organizational
behaviour. The variety that is pumped into them is ab-
sorbed by regulating variety, through an arrangement of
amplifiers and attenuators. A system that, through this
kind of exercise in requisite variety, achieves stability
against all perturbations, is called a homeostat.

A homeostat can resist perturbation, not only against
expected disruption, but against unexpected disruption
too. For this reason it is not only stable, but ultrastable.
Whatever happens to it—provided that its relaxation time
is sufficiently short—it will not go into oscillation, and
still less will it explode in catastrophic instability. The
sign of this homeostasis, now so deficient in our ma-
jor institutions (and perhaps, as I said earlier, even in
ourselves) is that critical outputs of the system are held
steady.

Why produce this extra terminology at this late stage?
It is because I want to answer the question about resis-
tance to change in a very precise way. All homeostatic
systems hold a critical output at a steady level. But some
of them have a very special extra feature. It is that the
output they hold steady is their own organization. Hence
every response that they make, every adaptation that they
embody in themselves, and every evolutionary manoeu-
vre that they spawn, is directed to survival. So this spe-
cial trick rather well defines the nature of life itself. It
also rather well explains why we cannot change our in-
stitutions very easily. Their systemic organization is di-
rected, not primarily to our welfare, but to their own sur-
vival.

At this point we need to draw a very careful distinc-
tion. Institutions are supposed to be homeostatic. They
have been driven away from this behaviour by getting
their relaxation times out of phase with explosive change.
That was the argument. Yet buried inside the institution
is a nucleus which retains its homeostasis by ignoring not
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only external change but the primary function of the in-
stitution itself. This nucleus is the special kind of home-
ostat that produces itself. And it is this nucleus that I call
the bureaucracy. By this term I am not simply referring to
paper-pushing, but to an institution within the institution
that exists—narcissus-like—in self-regard.

Bureaucrats assimilate the challenge of explosive
change in an essentially bogus fashion. For many years I
used to make the joke that they would accept every kind
of change, provided it involved no actual alteration. In-
deed, I used that very phrase (but not jocularly) in the
third lecture. In any case, the joke rebounded. Bureau-
cracies do accept change; they do this by acknowledg-
ing novel conditions. They are not so stupid as to pre-
tend that such conditions have not occurred. But what
changes they make are superficial, and they are made so
that organization—which is what makes the system the
system that it is and no other—is completely preserved.
Thus there is no actual alteration, although appearances
may have been changed a great deal. When this is gen-
erally understood, it will no longer be possible to fob
people off with unreal changes, masquerading as real al-
terations. Until then, our institutions will go on produc-
ing the social benefits of their activities simply as by-
products of their major bureaucratic undertaking, which
is to produce themselves.

According to the analysis of centralization and decen-
tralization with which we began, it is clear that there
should be a major devolution of power. I think it should
be open to a community to organize its social services
(education, health, welfare) exactly as it pleases, and to
accept or reject the initiatives of local innovators. I think
that goes for the local branches of national undertakings,
public and private, also. I think that workers should in
general be free to organize their own work, and that stu-
dents (up to the age of death) should be free to organize
their own studies.

The first barrier to doing any of these things is the ab-
sence of money. It is always assumed that because every-
thing has been centralized, and because the centre makes
facilities available, then a community wishing to do “its
own thing” is opting out of the official plan. It may (or
may not) grudgingly be allowed to do so, but it will have
to finance itself. Yet the finances that have been raised at
the centre are raised on behalf of the parts. It is perfectly
clear that this is a monstrous infringement of liberty. The
question however is not so much “how do they get away
with it?”—because I continue with the hypothesis that
everyone is well intentioned. The real question is “How
did the system degenerate to this unviable form?”

We have done enough cybernetic thinking about dy-
namic viable systems by now to draw the distinction that
is required to answer this question. In order to maintain
viability, the total system must have a central regulatory
model. This model ought to be created by democratic
consultation, but we cannot dodge the truth that it will
constrain variety in the parts. Put neutrally like that, all
remains well: for it is essential that variety be attenuated
in any case, and it is essential that services which become
economic only at the total-system recursive level should
be made available. But the vital distinction comes here.
The precise form of variety attenuation is a matter for
local decision.

The critical mistake we are making is to take the va-
riety attenuating decisions—at the wrong level of recur-
sion. Then this is how freedom is lost, and this is what
induces the instability that threatens to become catas-
trophic. For the whole-system model simply does not
have requisite variety to balance the local homeostats.
They in their turn are robbed of the variety they need to
find their own stable points.

With this insight it is possible to redesign any of our
institutional systems. In my own experience of trying
to do this, two major barriers to progress always ap-
pear. The first is that of bureaucracy. Bureaucracies
build around any centralized system in order to admin-
ister its centrality. In decentralizing, the need for the
bureaucracy disappears. But we are already in the trap.
Bureaucracies exist, and are powerful: this is obvious
enough. What is less obvious is the argument I used just
now: they have themselves become viable systems that
produce themselves. Now, a parasitic growth depends on
its host’s continued existence it is true; but the parasite
may flourish at the host’s expense.

There are two lines of approach to evaluating the facts,
and you may try both on any institution you like. The
first is to count heads. How many people employed are,
by these definitions, of the bureaucracy? Official statis-
tics are not collected in a form which will answer that
question, either nationally or within corporations. One
has to do the measuring oneself, and often it is necessary
to divide an individual’s use of time between his work
for the host and his work for the parasite. There is a lot
of room here for self-deception. The answer is often as
high as one-third, and rising. Then we need not be sur-
prised that the bureaucracy has taken on a life of its own.
The second line of approach is to examine the forms in
which the bureaucracy produces itself.

For example, how much of the concern shown by the
bureaucracy inside health, education, and welfare is for
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patients, students, and the deprived, and how much for
the cybernetic machinery by which the medical, teach-
ing, and social professions produce themselves? People
are entitled to ask those questions. In asking them, they
should realize that the need to maintain standards is a
serious need—and also an impregnable excuse.

People are further entitled to ask whether there are not
other ways of maintaining standards than by having bu-
reaucracies. Of course there are. The trouble is that they
would rely heavily on responsibility—on responsibility
for one’s own acts, on responsibility for one’s own col-
leagues. As we have already seen, this morality is not
favoured; it is “unfair”. Besides it leaves people unpro-
tected. Far better, then, to have a bureaucracy, which is
amoral, than to depend on the morality of real human be-
ings. How do you find yourself reacting to that? For me,
it is indefensible.

Then our analysis leads to this clear conclusion. If in-
stitutions really are to be changed, then their fundamental
organization really must be altered; and a major compo-
nent of that alteration will be to dismantle the bureau-
cracy. Changes which do not dismantle the bureaucracy
are unreal; they do not lead to alteration, but to the adap-
tation of the bureaucracy in continuing to produce itself.

You may notice that I have always said that a system
of this kind produces itself, and not that it reproduces it-
self, which sounds much more natural. The reproduction
follows, which is bad, but it is not the central point. To
have the aim to produce itself is the mark of a system that
cannot be dismantled without a death. When we funk the
assassination, we may yet ensure much change—but the
system lives on unaltered. So it has become with our
societary institutions.

A little time ago I said that there were two barriers to
progress, and that the first is bureaucracy. The second is
the availability of money. But I have dealt with this ques-
tion before, and need only summarize my answers now.
Essentially, the costs associated with major projects are
unreal.

• Point One: they usually represent not the actual
costs, but the availability of funds.

• Point Two: the availability of funds is divided into
arbitrary time epochs, which match the require-

ments of accountancy and not the needs of the peo-
ple.

• Point Three: the people are paying for the projects
anyway, one way or another, but this fact is dis-
guised from them.

• Point Four: there is as yet no way in which the
people can decide on which projects their money
should be spent.

• Point Five: there is no reason why spending money
according to the wishes of the people should cost
more than to spend it according to the wishes of the
bureaucracy, provided that the central regulatory
model has been democratically composed, and is
properly understood.

• Point Six: and this is new: the cost of many new
societary projects could be met from savings made
by dismantling the bureaucracy.

So: I am hoping that we may approach the final lec-
ture of this series in the following state of mind. The
human being is limited by his finite brain from assimi-
lating all possible information, and from recognizing all
possible patterns of the world. He is limited by his own
finite resources from doing whatever he likes, and by the
finite resources of the planet from demanding an end-
less growth in material prosperity, for all men. Indeed
the pursuit of his own material prosperity, though possi-
ble, is not something that the affluent part of the world
can any longer maintain as a good, unless it is explicitly
willing to declare that it will be done at the expense of
the less fortunate.

Then the concept of freedom is not meaningful for
any person except within measurable variety constraints:
and the extent to which we have lost freedom is due to
loss of control over the variety attenuators—education,
publishing—and to the centralization of power at the
wrong levels of recursion. This freedom could be re-
claimed, using the new scientific tools at our disposal, but
only if new democratic machinery is established to re-
place existing bureaucracies. As long as these remain cy-
bernetically organized so as to produce themselves, our
societary institutions remain set on courses that lead to
catastrophic instability.
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NOTES IN SUPPORT OF THE FIFTH LECTURE

For a viable system, the classic dichotomy between cen-
tralization and decentralization draws a useless distinc-
tion. Viable systems, which include institutions, require
a complicated blend of central and peripheral regulatory
information.

There is only one kind of information; but

• the way it is gathered and collated,
• the channels it uses,
• the filters it passes through,
• how much is remembered,
• the levels at which it provokes action,

—all these are distinct.

Studies in Neurocybernetics are especially helpful to the
management scientist in designing institutional systems.

Some systems adapt to change in a stable way

—but only to such changes as they were actually de-
signed to accept.
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Most engineering systems are of the kind; and if a change
affects them that the designer did not foresee, they suc-
cumb.

A homeostat holds its critical variables within the lim-
its permitted by its own physiology, whether the form
of the change affecting its performance was foreseen or
not. Homeostasis is a natural property of living systems,
which has been copied by cyberneticians to make insti-
tutional systems ultrastable.

Here is a drawing of an institution:

This drawing looks like an organism, living in its environment, and interacting with it. We may hope that this is a
homeostatic system.

The circle labelled B looks like the nucleus of that cell, which ought to be directing these homeostatic operations. But
it is not.

B stands for Bureaucracy, and that is self-regarding.

Bureaucracy is not concerned, as it should be, and as the cell nucleus would be, with directing the homeostatic
operations, but with producing itself.
Because the institution is a viable system, it is at this level of recursion that the organism should be producing itself.
How can it, if its nucleus is dysfunctional?

The new word for a homeostatic system whose major concern is to produce itself (that is, to hold constant its own
organization) has been given by the man who first penetrated this phenomenon. He is Humberto Maturana, and he calls
this kind of system autopoietic—which is the pure Greek for “making itself”. His definitive book is not yet published.
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6. The Free Man in the Cybernetic World

The continuous process of liberating our minds from
the programs implanted in our brains is a prerequisite of
personal evolution. We can embark on that process of
liberation only by constantly and consciously testing the
ways in which our personal variety has been and is being
constrained by the very things we tend to hold most dear.

But freedom is not pure anarchy. We are not free if
we are dumped in the middle of the Sahara desert, de-
spite the absence of walls and bars on the non-existent
windows. We are free when the doors of our intellec-
tual suite of rooms are unlocked, and we walk outside
to breathe some new and fresher air. But we still need
maps.

The message of hope I have to deliver is that this is
a possible manoeuvre, not only for individuals—many
of whom listening to me now will have discovered these
things for themselves, but for society itself. And here
many people are not so optimistic as I find myself to be,
because the task looks too great for them. As I said at the
very beginning of these talks, a lot of people feel trapped.

But I would like to make sure that you hear the fol-
lowing words, which form a conclusion drawn from his
own cybernetic analysis of the societary condition by Sir
Geoffrey Vickers. He says: “The trap is a function of the
nature of the trapped.” Then I should go on to say that the
failed society that I have depicted to you is not a malevo-
lent society, not a cunning trap—for I agree with Vickers
that the “trappiness” of the trap lies in our own nature. It
may be nearer the mark to speak of a Dinosaur society.

By this epithet I mean to say that the trouble with our
institutions is in their loss of the ability to respond in
time, to learn in time, to adapt and to evolve. Like the
dinosaurs, they cease to be viable systems. I have tried
very hard to lay bare the mechanisms that appear to me
to lead to this disaster, because I think they can well be
understood. What we understand we can control.

“Control”: there goes that word again. I can only hope
that by now you will know how I am using it. When I
say that any system is “in control”, I mean that it is ul-
trastable: capable of adapting smoothly to unpredicted
change. It has within its structure a proper deployment
of requisite variety.

Just now I said: but we shall still need maps. The
societary maps we need are in my view the cybernetic
maps that I have tried to set forth. And so you see why
I have called this series Designing Freedom. The contra-
diction built into this title is the figure of speech called
oxymoron. The freedom we embrace must yet be “in

control”. That means that people must endorse the reg-
ulatory model at the heart of the viable system in which
they partake, at every level of recursion.

Hitherto this could be done by underwriting a consti-
tution, or by declaring a belief in something called the
democratic process. But things have changed. Constitu-
tions, written or unwritten, turn out not to have requisite
variety in a world gone crazy with its own proliferation
of variety. And if the democratic process does not seize
upon and use those disregarded tools of modern man, it
will not itself be viable much longer.

Then all of this becomes an appeal for scientific effi-
ciency, which belongs to the word “designing”, as pro-
viding a regulatory model to give requisite variety to hu-
man joy and fun, which belong to the word “freedom”.

The clash and conflict of these conceptions produce in
all of us, and not least me, a dissonance. The idea jars,
like any oxymoron. Then let us speedily reconnoitre this
trap—which is a function of the nature of the trapped.

There are two things wrong with the role of science
in our society. One is its use as a tool of power, wher-
ever that is concentrated by economic forces. The other
is its elite image. None of us wishes to be manipulated
by power; and if science is the tool of power, to hell with
it. None of us wishes to entrust our liberty to a man in a
white laboratory coat, armed with a computer and a row
of ball-point pens in his pocket, if he does not share in
our humanity.

The contrasting argument is just this (and I have used
a lot of willpower in holding back the argument until this
final lecture). Civilization is being dragged down by its
own inefficiency. We cannot feed the starving; we can-
not stop war; we are in a terrible muddle with education,
transportation, the care of the sick and the old; institu-
tions are failing, and often we feel unsafe in the streets
of our own cities. All this is inefficient. Then it cannot be
correct to say that the only way to preserve liberty is to be
so damned inefficient that freedom is not even threatened.
We have to become efficient in order to solve our prob-
lems; and we have to accept the threat to freedom that
this entails—and handle it. Everything that man can do
contains implicit threats. This is something written into
the law of requisite variety, as far as I can see. Then we
have to be knowledgeable, and we have to be untrapped.

We have to find a way by which to turn science over
to the people. If we can do that, the problem of elitism
disappears. For surely I do not have to convince you
that the man in the white laboratory coat is human af-
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ter all, and would rather use his computer to serve you
than to blow the world apart? Then for God’s sake (I use
the phrase with care) let us create a societary system in
which this kind of service is made even possible for him,
before it is too late. At the moment, the scientist him-
self is trapped by the way in which society employs him.
What proportion of our scientists are employed in death
rather than life, in exploitation rather than liberation? I
tell you: most of them. But that is not their free choice.
It is an output of a dynamic system having a particular
organization. Remember the waves.

And so my first conclusion to these lectures is: effi-
ciency does not entail tyranny—if we can get the system
right. To do so is a top priority, because some version of
efficiency is required to save our dinosaur society.

The next point I would like to tackle also involves an
oxymoron: you could call it “unpredictive prophecy”. It
would not surprise me if I sounded like a prophet, or (to
use a hideous neologism) a futurologist. Let me rid my-
self of any such pretension; because I do not believe that
we can predict the future. I believe instead that we can
describe the present with perspicuity, if we use the proper
instruments, and that this same present constrains future
variety. This is not the same thing and I will take a few
minutes to explain.

If I were to offer you a cigarette, what would happen?
You might take it, or decline it. You might deliver a eu-
logy about the excellence of tobacco; you might read me
a lecture about lung cancer. If you are a director of a
tobacco company, you might insist on giving me your
packet. If you are the chairman of an anti-smoking lobby,
you might punch me on the nose. For all I know, you
might execute a war dance—and we could offer a prize
for the best explanation as to why you might. The fu-
ture, in short, is unpredictable, because there is too much
variety in the air. It is called freedom.

On the other hand, I may have a model of you, I may
have found out how you are, and have a very good idea
of what you will do. This fact does not constrain your
freedom; it constrains the variety of my model of how
you use it. If this distinction had been understood some
time back in history, there would have been less confu-
sion in what used to be very popular discussions of free
will.

Then let us extend the analysis to planning. If I set out
to catch the 8:32 train tomorrow, then maybe you will
find me on it. It would be absurd to say that if I were a
free man I might just as well be at home in bed, or fly-
ing the Atlantic. Planning is a variety attenuator. What
is planned tends to come about—but often rather shakily,

so that perhaps we make a loss when the whole idea was
to make a profit. If so, variety has sneaked back in again,
when we thought we had rid ourselves of it. In either
case, the act of planning does not rob us of free will.

Then why has planning such a bad reputation? For it
has. People talk about “the planners” in a very pejorative
tone of voice. The reason surely is that our plans are not
adaptive, and the institutions charged with making them
grind on with their implementation long after it has be-
come obvious to everyone who will be affected that the
plans are inappropriate. We are back to the unviability
of the institution again. Institutions are stuck with their
ponderous machinery, while the newspapers reflect the
public rage.. . .

Planning should be continuous and adaptive. Soci-
etary plans should continuously abort, and be recast, be-
fore they give birth to a monster. If this is true, there
is no need to base them on the predictions that no-one
can correctly make in any case, but only on the analysis
of an unfolding situation in which every decision con-
strains future variety. In that statement the unpopular no-
tion of planning is turned on its head, and deserves to
become popular again. Because it means that the future
is something we use our freedom to determine, rather
than something that is lurking out there, and will happen
to us, unless we are mighty smart. We can make, rather
than prophesy, the future.

As to variety sneaking back in again, we can keep an
eye on that. Again, this is hardly forecasting. It is an
analysis of current patterns of variety, so as to assess the
probabilities that a system will next move to one state
(indicated by a representative point) rather than another.
This process has no bearing on the problem of freedom
either; it is simply quantified business acumen. Sci-
ence can do something about that, through operational
research. But I must add that I always laugh when I hear
a businessman or a politician talk about “a calculated
risk”, because this invariably means that he is taking a
risk that he cannot calculate.

Then let me sum up my next key points, not as pre-
dictions at all—and therefore not as doom-laden—but as
analyses which indicate firstly where things are wrong
and secondly how they could be put right.

Civilization operates through a set of institutions with
a particular organization. This organization appears to
be an anachronism. It worked well enough in a more
leisurely age; but now its relaxation times no longer
match the rate of perturbation. Therefore these systems
are actually designed to have unstable outputs. There
is evidence that the outputs really are unstable, a fact
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which tends to confirm the hypothesis; and there is no
cybernetic regulation in the design to stop the instability
feeding on itself to the point of catastrophe.

Then we can see what to do. We cannot grab hold of
explosive variables and drag them down to earth again.
If we get tough, and also expensive, and reinforce the
whole machinery (which is what we tend to do) we stand
to lose our freedom. Moreover, and absurdly enough,
this approach simply makes the machinery heading for
catastrophe more efficiently catastrophic. What we do is
to redesign the system itself, so that its outputs are no
longer unstable.

To do this we need much faster communications inside
the machinery, and these are readily available. It means
using telecommunications properly, in high-variety, real-
time, broad-band circuits available to all. To be available
to all, they may very well need to be free of charge—like
the air and the view, on which our humanity and survival
also depend. I see this large expenditure as quite propor-
tional to the threat we have to meet, and far less absurd
than equivalent expenditures on which we needlessly but
cheerfully embark, and which it would be embarrassing
to list.

Next we need to use the computer properly inside this
network; not as a device to make silly mistakes, not as
a calculator to do cheap sums expensively, and not as
an invigilator of the people’s free expression of them-
selves. Those proscriptions would knock out ninety-five
per cent of current applications, and free computer power
so that people could engage in their personal evolution—
by guiding their own learning, and editing their own in-
put.

Very likely computer power should be free of charge
as well. Let us note that it becomes increasingly expen-
sive to monitor charges for high-variety services. Each
consumer absorbs these to a different degree and in a dif-
ferent pattern—and it all has to be logged. If a toll-road is
opened, so that the cost of building the road may be met
by the toll, we shall need an organization of requisite va-
riety to monitor the use of the road; and we may find that
all of that costs more than the toll is raising. If that can
happen in a relatively low-variety system, the situation
is far more ridiculous in the high-variety systems that I
adumbrate.

So we should beware of precedents in these matters.
There is hallowed machinery built into all our institu-
tions which knows how things are paid for from the pub-
lic purse. Well, maybe all that too is out of date. If I lived
in an isolated prairie community, and discovered that no-
one in the capital was taking the question of my isola-

tion seriously, so that my telecommunication circuits and
computer power would have to be paid for as a function
of my distance from the city, I would form a local com-
mittee and propose to charge the city dweller on his hol-
iday for looking at our local view.

Given all this technology, we need new institutions for
handling it; which brings me to summarize what I have
said about freedom. So many people seem to think that
to advance along these necessary paths might cost our
liberty.

To this I have replied that our personal freedom is not
the absolute we take for granted. We are profoundly con-
strained by the limitations of our brains and by the inex-
orable attenuation of our input variety. That is how we
are, and we ought not to start our thinking from a worldly
minded pretence. Secondly, I do not forecast or predict
that such freedom as is our natural right will be imper-
illed: I say with passion that it is imperilled now, but we
are too complaisant to face up to this. We live in too cosy
a world. This is not the real world, uncomfortable and
discomforting, where so many people are enslaved and
dying; it is a variety-attenuated model of the real world,
in which these stark horrors acquire that air of unreality
which our television screens know well how to bestow.

Therefore the argument is that something must be
done to redesign our institutions, boldly using science
in that very cause. Society, in the form of its own institu-
tions, public and private, is making a bold use of science
now—not to redesign, but to reinforce itself in what may
turn out to be its most oppressive aspects.

Conspicuous consumption is an oppressive cause if
it means robbing the Third World. Science is behind
this, primarily because of the way telecommunications
are used. Not only does television serve the cause of spu-
rious growth; it has become little short of optical impe-
rialism. Please contemplate those plays in which “ban-
dits” are trying to overthrow the rightful king, only to
be put down by clean-cut heroes sent in to help by the
First World, from the point of view of men and women
fighting dangerously for their liberation from a tyrannical
dictatorship. I would like to remake one of those plays,
using the same cast, from the standpoint of the so-called
bandits.

Next I draw attention to computer-driven systems that
compile dossiers on the individual, to rob him of his
credit and his good name. That is oppression. If multi-
national companies are allowed to use science on a global
scale to exploit the planet’s dwindling finite resources for
the benefit of the few in whom the power to do this is con-
centrated, then that will be oppressive. And if the might
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of military science is used, or even threatened to be used,
against the democratic choice of any nation, then that
is oppression indeed. This last example, unlike all the
others, is not new; but if we are going to pour so much
science into that oppressive purpose, at least let us use
science in the service of freedom too.

All the oppressive uses of science that I have men-
tioned are in full deployment now. So science is not a
neutral thing, as many scientists themselves try to be-
lieve. As for the public, I sometimes think they just hope
that all this power implanted in our institutions will not
hurt them, if they are quiet as mice. But the mouse trap is
loaded with cheese, called growing prosperity, conspicu-
ous consumption; and the destructive force stored in the
wound-up spring is the economic power that underwrites
technocracy. Then we can lose our freedom . . . snap!

The intuition that this could be the case is there all
right. It is built into that alienation of which I have spo-
ken. But alienation leads to impotent rage, perhaps to
violence; it is an excess of human variety that is blocked
off, and is explosive; alienation of itself does not lead to
new constructions. Nor are we led to new constructions
simply by dismantling the bureaucracies, although I have
advocated this. Besides, how does one do it?

Requisite variety for running the world does not exist
in any man’s headful of ten thousand million badly pro-
grammed neurons. Requisite variety for running things
properly exists with the people who generate the world’s
variety in the first place, and that means everyone. Who-
ever opts out of his or her regulatory role is robbing the
total system of its power to be stable. Therefore it is
not for me to specify the content of the total regulatory
model, but only to point to the need for it. But if this
stricture applies to me, it also applies to you. The requi-
site variety for being messianic belongs only to the gen-
uine Messiah.

I suggest that the first thing to note is that most of
us have done what I just said we should not do: we
have robbed society of regulatory variety by our passiv-
ity. The occasional democratic exercise of a vote is not
a big enough variety amplifier; and besides many of the
most thoughtful people I know have given up voting any-
way. This is on the grounds that to choose between al-
ternatives to which one is indifferent does not increase
regulatory variety at all. Then people will need to aban-
don their cynicism, and become active.

Their accepted course is to get into societary institu-
tions and to try to change them. Again, many thoughtful
people have given that up—because they perceive the ef-
fort as a losing battle. And if the analysis I offered of bu-

reaucracy is correct, they are probably right; especially
if the relaxation time hypothesis is correct as well. The
only conclusion that I am able to draw is that we must
start again. If that is not to result in anarchy, then the in-
stitutions themselves (including of course government)
must take a hand.

That would sound like the kiss of death, to any good
revolutionary. But I persist in that other hypothesis: that
institutions, including government, operate with good in-
tentions, in good conscience. If you and I have under-
stood the problems, why not they?

Then suppose that groups of people draw together to
consider the problems of society, and what kind of so-
ciety they want. I cannot tell you the content of their
deliberations. But the regulatory model will have to do
with the control of variety attenuators and the provision
of variety amplifiers, at various levels of recursion; and
it will have to do with the way in which science should
be harnessed to these ends. I do not think that the prob-
lems of acquiring scientific tools are nearly as difficult
as they sound, despite the expense. The greater prob-
lem is the alienation from science that has already set in,
and needs to be reversed. For I should be quite content
if these groups of which I speak considered my views
about the need for science to be quite wrong, so that they
decided on a craft culture if they reckoned it would work,
but only if they had free minds about it. Knowledge is a
human possession, and that includes science—which is
only ordered knowledge.

Science makes bold use of experiment: I mean the cru-
cial experiment—something that may fail, and thereby
falsify a theory. In attempting social advance, we work
in an evolutionary fashion, testing the route with a toe all
the way. Now of course I believe that this is much too
slow. We do not have that much time. I advocate the
bold experiment, but on condition that it is recognized to
be just that. For here is a key thought: we can very well
afford to pay ourselves for being wrong. To be wrong
slashes variety; one thing the scientist knows full well is
that, in experiments, it is just about as useful to be wrong
as to be right. Both outcomes attenuate variety, until the
search homes onto the answer that we seek.

So I would say that it would pay to set up experimental
institutions, deliberately antithetic to the existing ones—
and with their full support. The objection is immediate
and clear. Just who, and just whose children, would be
the guinea pigs? I tell you that the answer to this is
a great many volunteers, for they could have the safe-
guards. They would design those, like the experiments,
themselves. The reason why I feel so sure about this,
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is that so many people are doing it already—without any
permission, without any safeguards, and also without any
call on funds to which I reckon they are entitled. For this
is liberation.

The rest of the design is simple. If science can do
whatever can be exactly specified, and if people really
do start specifying, then they will need recourse to sci-
ence. It needs only a tiny team, and no bureaucracy of
any kind, to make the links. The levels of recursion must
be got right. But it could easily be done. One team for ev-
ery province, one in Ottawa—and that not to tell anybody
anything at all, but to co-ordinate the efforts, to commu-
nicate (by videotape, of course) the results.

But I have said enough. It is not for me to project my
own imaginings upon the world, although it seems legit-
imate to try to release untapped and perhaps frustrated
variety. These things cannot be forced, but perhaps they
can be freed.

Why freed, you ask? Why do they not happen of their
own accord, if they are good? The answer lies, I think,
in mass effect. Because to use science is expensive, the
little group—however fervent—finds science difficult to
command. When the movement is general, however, the
cost is shared and becomes manageable. This is the rea-
son for my little teams. And who should pay for those?
Come, well-intentioned institutions, in good conscience:
If one of your staff has a natural place in such a team
(and his or her election by the social group would be a
genuine honour), why not let go? Second the person:
you have much to gain. And it is you, after all, you in-
stitutional man, who has tied up this person (perhaps he
is yourself)—with the high salary and the fringe benefits
you pay—and robbed him of mobility. Could you not
make this gesture to freedom, and indeed survival?

But when I speak of mass effect, I could point to
no more potent an example than that of a country, act-
ing through its democratically elected government, that
turns its whole self into an experimental society—and of
course, I am citing Chile once again. In the third lecture
I discussed a system designed for economic regulation;
but this was an almost incidental feature of the Chilean
Experiment. That began with agrarian and industrial re-
form, with making food and clothes available to the poor,
and continued in a surge of enthusiasm for what even
the main opposition party would refer to calmly as the
Chilean Process. It was the middle class who had to pay
for this: they knew it, and pulled a wry face. But they
were mostly well-intentioned people in good conscience,
and mostly they behaved decorously. I knew many who
voted for Allende. They made up jokes about the short-

ages and queues, and carried on.
In the two years of my own work in Chile, I wit-

nessed several attempts to pull the government down:
one very serious attempt was made in October 1972. To
this, which produced high stress and great difficulties, the
Chilean people responded the following March by turn-
ing out to the polls and increasing Allende’s vote by an
amazing seven per cent. But he was still a minority gov-
ernment, a fact which tied his hands; and now he looked
as though he might succeed. It was time to halt the great
experiment.

As I see it, the rich world would not allow a poor coun-
try to use its freedom to design its freedom. The rich
world cut off vital supplies—except for the armaments
that eventually reduced La Moneda to a smoking shell.
The rich world cut off vital credit, so that there was no
hard currency—except for the illegal flows of it that fi-
nanced the contrived paralysis of the distribution system
to justify the coup.

Then let us not say, as we hear said, that Allende re-
duced his country to chaos, and destroyed the economy.
A system of world forces acting upon Chile reduced his
economy to chaos, and destroyed him. Allende under-
stood that his country was losing its freedom in the op-
pressive grip of that external system, and went and said
as much to the United Nations. The free world, as it
likes to call itself, heard what he said, and waited until
his own prophetic words were fulfilled: “They will only
drag me out of La Moneda in wooden pajamas.” At that
point it offered muted protests, and set about recognizing
the military junta.

Thus is freedom lost; not by accident, but as the out-
put of a system designed to curb liberty. My message is
that we must redesign that system, to produce freedom as
an output. If we are inefficient about that, on the grounds
that scientific efficiency threatens liberty, then the institu-
tional machinery that acts in our name will fail to prevent
the spread of tyranny, war, torture, and oppression. We
speak of the growth of prosperity; but the growth of those
four things throughout the world today is yet more real.

Let us use love and compassion. Let us use joy. Let
us use knowledge. These qualities are in us, obscured
though we may let them be by the lethal strategies of our
dinosaur society. And let us use that acquired and or-
dered knowledge: science. This too is in our heritage.
If it has been seized by power, then seize it back. Ex-
pect it of statesmen and politicians who represent us that
they should, on our behalf; or demand a new breed of
statesmen and politicians. Expect it of educators that
they should change the institutions of education not to
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train crazy apes; or start new schools and universities in-
stead.

Above all, let us all expect it of each other that we
find ways to use the power of science in better cause. It
is no more sensible to say that we cannot, because ordi-
nary folk do not understand science, as it would be to say
we cannot sail a boat, because we cannot understand the
wind and the sea and the tide-race.

Men have always navigated those unfathomable wa-

ters. We can do it now.

This is the book reference you need to follow up the
quotation in this lecture: Geoffrey Vickers, Freedom in a
Rocking Boat, Allen Lane, The Penguin Press, London,
1970

’shape’ by Herbert Brün
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Ontology of Observing:
The Biological Foundations of Self-Consciousness

and of The Physical Domain of Existence

Humberto R. Maturana

(1988)
Note: Footnote definitions added by Arun Chandra

1. Purpose
My purpose in this essay is
to explain cognition as a bi-
ological phenomenon, and to
show, in the process, how lan-
guage arises and gives origin
to self consciousness, reveal-
ing the ontological founda-
tions of the physical domain
of existence as a limiting cog-
nitive domain. In order to do
this I shall start from two un-
avoidable experiential condi-
tions that are at the same time Figure 3: Humberto Maturana

my problems and my explanatory instruments, namely:
a) that cognition, as is apparent in the fact that any al-
teration of the biology of our nervous system alters our
cognitive capacities, is a biological phenomenon that
must be explained as such; and b) that we, as is apparent
in this very same essay, exist as human beings in lan-
guage using language for our explanations. These two
experiential conditions are my starting point because I
must be in them in any explanatory attempt; they are
my problems because I choose to explain them, and they
are my unavoidable instruments because I must use cog-
nition and language in order to explain cognition and
language.

In other words, I propose not to take cognition and
language as given unexplainable properties, but to take
them as phenomena of our human domain of experiences
that arise in the praxis of our living, and that as such de-
serve explanation as biological phenomena. At the same
time, it is my purpose to use our condition of existing in
language to show how the physical domain of existence
arises in language as a cognitive domain. That is, I in-

tend to show that the observer and observing, as biolog-
ical phenomena, are ontologically primary with respect
to the object and the physical domain of existence.1

2. The problem
I shall take cognition as the fundamental problem, and I
shall explain language in the process of explaining cog-
nition.

We human beings assess cognition in any domain by
specifying the domain with a question and demanding
adequate behavior or adequate action in that domain. If
what we observe as an answer satisfies us as adequate be-
havior or as adequate action in the domain specified by
the question, we accept it as an expression of cognition
in that domain, and claim that he or she who answers our
query knows. Thus, if some one claims to know algebra
— that is, to be an algebraist — we demand of him or her
to perform in the domain of what we consider algebra to
be, and if according to us she or he performs adequately
in that domain, we accept the claim. If the question asked
is not answered with what we consider to be adequate be-
havior or adequate action in the domain that it specifies,
the being asked to perform (the algebraist) disintegrates
or disappears, it loses its class identity as an entity exist-
ing in the operational domain specified by the question,
and the questioner proceeds henceforth according to its
nonexistence. In these circumstances, since adequate be-
havior (or adequate action) is the only criterion that we
have and can use to assess cognition, I shall take ade-
quate behavior or adequate action in any domain spec-
ified by a question, as the phenomenon to be explained
when explaining cognition.

1ontology: The science or study of being; that branch of metaphysics concerned with the nature or essence of being or existence.
praxis, n.: Action, practice. a. The practice or exercise of a technical subject or art, as distinct from the theory of it; b. Habitual action, accepted
practice, custom.
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3. Nature of the answer
I am a biologist, and it is from my experience as a bi-
ologist that in this essay I am treating the phenomenon
of cognition as a biological phenomenon. Furthermore,
since as a biologist I am a scientist, it is as scientist that I
shall provide a biological explanation of the phenomenon
of cognition. In order to do this: a) I shall make explicit
what I shall consider as an adequate behavior in the con-
text of what I consider is a scientific explanation (section
4), so that all the implications of my explanation may be
apparent to the reader and she or he may know when it
is attained; b) I shall make explicit my epistemological2

standing with respect to the notion of objectivity (section
5), so that the ontological status of my explanation may
be apparent; c) I shall make explicit the notions that I
shall use in my explanation by showing how they belong
to our daily life (section 6), so that it may be apparent
how we are involved as human beings in the explana-
tion that I shall provide; and d) I shall make explicit the
nature of the biological phenomena involved in my ex-
planations (section 7), so that it may be apparent how we
are involved as living system in the explanation as well
as in the phenomenon of cognition itself. Finally, in the
process of explaining the phenomenon of cognition as a
biological phenomenon I shall show how it is that scien-
tific theories arise as free creations of the human mind,
how it is that they explain human experience and not an
independent objective world, and how does the physical
domain of existence arise in the explanation of the praxis
of living of the observer as a feature of the ontology of
observing (sections 8 to 11).

4. The scientific domain

4.0 Praxis of Living and Explanations
We find ourselves as human beings here and now in the
praxis of living, in the happening of being human, in lan-
guage languaging, in an a priori experiential situation in
which everything that is, everything that happens, is and
happens in us as part of our praxis of living. In these cir-
cumstances, whatever we say about how anything hap-
pens takes place in the praxis of our living as a comment,
as a reflexion, as a reformulation, in short, as an expla-
nation of the praxis of our living, and as such it does not
replace or constitute the praxis of living that it purports
to explain. Thus, to say that we are made of matter, or

to say that we are ideas in the mind of God, are both ex-
planations of that which we live as our experience of be-
ing, yet neither matter nor ideas in the mind of God con-
stitute the experience of being that which they are sup-
posed to explain. Explanations take place operationally
in a meta-domain with respect to that which they explain.
Furthermore, in daily life, in the actual dynamics of hu-
man interactions, an explanation is always an answer to a
question about the origin of a given phenomenon, and is
accepted or rejected by a listener who accepts or rejects
it according to whether or not it satisfies a particular im-
plicit or explicit criterion of acceptability that he or she
specifies. Therefore, there are as many different kinds
of explanations as there are different criteria of accept-
ability of reformulation of the happening of living of the
observers that the observers specify. Accordingly, every
domain of explanations as it is defined by a particular
criterion of acceptability, constitutes a closed cognitive
domain as a domain of acceptable statements of actions
for the observers that accept that criterion of acceptabil-
ity. Science, modern science, as a cognitive domain is
not an exception to this. Indeed, modern science is that
particular cognitive domain that takes what is called the
scientific explanation as the criterion of validation (ac-
ceptability) of the statements that pertain to it. Let me
make this explicit.

4.1 Scientific explanations
Scientists usually do not reflect upon the constitutive
conditions of science. Yet, it is possible to abstract, from
what modern scientists do, an operational (and, hence,
experiential) specification of what constitutes a scientific
explanation as the criterion of validation of what they
claim are their scientific statements. Furthermore, it is
possible to describe this criterion of validation of sci-
entific statements as a reformulation of what is usually
called the scientific method.

A. Different domains of human activities entail different
intentions. Thus, as the intention of doing art is to gen-
erate an aesthetic experience, and the intention of doing
technology is to produce, the intention of doing science
is to explain. It is, therefore, in the context of explaining
that the criterion of validation of a scientific explanation
is the conjoined satisfaction in the praxis of living of an
observer, of four operational conditions, one of which,
the proposition of an ad hoc3 mechanism that generates
the phenomenon explained as a phenomenon to be wit-

2epistemology: The theory or science of the method or grounds of knowledge.
3ad hoc: to use ad hoc measures or contrivances, to improvise.
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nessed by the observer in his or her praxis of living, is
the scientific explanation. And, it is in the context of ex-
plaining that it must be understood that the scientific ex-
planation is the criterion of validation of scientific state-
ments. Finally, it is also in the context of explaining that
it must be recognized that a modern scientific community
of observers (henceforth called standard observers) that
use the scientific explanation as the criterion of valida-
tion of their statements. Now, the criterion of validation
of scientific explanations entails four operational condi-
tions:

1. The specification of the phenomenon to be ex-
plained through the stipulation of the operations
that a standard observer must perform in his or her
praxis of living in order to also be a witness of it
in his or her praxis of living.

2. The proposition, in the domain of operational co-
herences of the praxis of living of a standard ob-
server, of a mechanism, a generative mechanism,
which when allowed to operate gives rise as a con-
sequence of its operation to the phenomenon to be
explained, to be witnessed by the observer also in
his or her praxis of living. This generative mecha-
nism, that is usually called the explanatory hypoth-
esis, takes place in the praxis of living of the ob-
server in a different phenomenal domain than the
phenomenal domain in which the phenomenon to
be explained is witnessed, and the latter as a con-
sequence of the former stands in an operational
meta-domain with respect to it. Indeed, the phe-
nomenon to be explained and its generative mech-
anism take place in different non-intersecting phe-
nomenal domains in the praxis of living of the ob-
server.

3. The deduction, that is, the computation, in the do-
main of operational coherences of the praxis of liv-
ing of the standard observer entailed by the gen-
erative mechanism proposed in (b), of other phe-
nomena that the standard observer should be able
to witness in his or her domain of experiences as
a result of the operation of such operational coher-
ences, and the stipulation of the operations that he
or she should perform in order to do so.

4. The actual witnessing, in his or her domain of ex-
periences, of the phenomena deduced in (c) by the
standard observer who actually performs in his or
her praxis of living the operations stipulated also
in (c).

If these four operational conditions are conjointly sat-
isfied in the praxis of living of the standard observer, the
generative mechanism proposed in (b) becomes a scien-
tific explanation of the phenomenon brought forth in (a).
These four operational conditions in the praxis of living
of the observer constitute the criterion of validation of
scientific explanations, and science (modern science) is
a domain of statements directly or indirectly validated
by scientific explanations. Accordingly, it follows that
there are no such things as scientific observations, scien-
tific hypotheses or scientific predictions: there are only
scientific explanations and scientific statements. It also
follows that the standard observer can make scientific
statements in any domain of his or her praxis of living
in which he or she can make scientific explanations.

B. According to A a scientific statement is valid as a sci-
entific statement only within the community of standard
observers that is defined as such because they can real-
ize and accept the scientific explanation as the criterion
of validation of their statements. This makes scientific
statements consensual statements, and the community of
standard observers a scientific community. That in prin-
ciple any human being can belong to the scientific com-
munity is due to two facts of experiences: one is that it is
as a living human being that an observer can realize and
accept the scientific explanation as the criterion of val-
idation of his or her statements and become a standard
observer, the other is that the criterion of validation of
scientific statements is the operational criterion of vali-
dation of actions and statements in daily life, even if it is
not used with the same care in order to avoid confusion
of phenomenal domains. Indeed, these two experiential
facts constitute the fundament for the claim of universal-
ity that scientists make for their statements, but what is
peculiar to scientists is that they are careful to avoid con-
fusion of phenomenal domains when applying the crite-
rion of validation of scientific statements in the praxis of
living.

C. Scientists and philosophers of science usually believe
that the operational effectiveness of science and technol-
ogy reveals an objective independent reality, and that sci-
entific statements reveal the features of an independent
universe, of an objective world. Or, in other words, many
scientists and philosophers of science believe that with-
out the independent existence of an objective reality, sci-
ence could not take place. Yet, if one does, as I have done
above, a constitutive, an ontological, analysis of the cri-
terion of validation of scientific statements, one can see
that scientific explanations do not require the assumption
of objectivity because scientific explanations do not ex-
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plain an independent objective reality. Scientific expla-
nations explain the praxis of living of the observer, and
they do so with the operational coherences brought forth
by the observer in his or her praxis of living. It is this
fact that gives science its biological foundations and that
makes science a cognitive domain bound to the biology
of the observer with characteristics that are determined
by the ontology of observing.

4.2 Science
In conclusion, the operational description of what consti-
tutes a scientific explanation as the criterion of validation
of scientific statements, reveals the following character-
istics of scientific statements in general, and of science
as a domain of scientific statements in particular:

A. Scientific statements are consensual statements valid
only within the community of standard observers that
generates them; and science as the domain of scientific
statements does not need an objective independent real-
ity, nor does it reveal one. Therefore, the operational ef-
fectiveness of science as a cognitive domain rests only on
the operational coherence that takes place in the praxis of
living of the standard observers that generate it as a par-
ticular domain of consensual coordinations of actions in
the praxis of their living together as a scientific commu-
nity. Science is not a manner of revealing an independent
reality, it is a manner of bringing forth a particular one
bound to the conditions that constitute the observer as a
human being.

B. Since the members of a community of standard ob-
servers can generate scientific statements in any phenom-
enal domain of the praxis of living in which they can ap-
ply the criterion of validation of scientific statements, the
universality of a particular body of scientific statements
within the human domain will depend on the universality
in the human domain of the standard observers that can
generate such a body of scientific statements. Finally,
scientific statements are valid only as long as the scien-
tific explanations that support them are valid, and these
are valid only as long as the four operational conditions
that must be conjointly4 satisfied in their constitution are
satisfied for all the phenomena that are deduced in the
praxis of living of the standard observers in the domain

of operational coherences specified by the proposed gen-
erative mechanism.

C. It is frequently said that scientific explanations are
reductionist propositions, adducing5 that they consist in
expressing the phenomena to be explained in more ba-
sic terms. This view is inadequate. Scientific explana-
tions are constitutively non-reductionist explanations be-
cause they consist in generative propositions and not in
expressing the phenomena of one domain in phenomena
of another. This is so because in a scientific explanation
the phenomenon explained must arise as a result of the
operation of the generative mechanism, and cannot be
part of it. In fact, if the latter were the case the explana-
tory proposition would be constitutively inadequate and
would have to be rejected. The phenomenon explained
and the phenomena proper to the generative mecha-
nism constitutively pertain to non-intersecting phenom-
enal domains.

D. The generative mechanism in a scientific explanation
is brought forth by a standard observer from his or her
domain of experience in his or her praxis of living as
an ad hoc proposition that in principle requires no jus-
tification. Therefore, the components of the generative
mechanism, as well as the phenomena proper to their op-
eration, have a foundational character with respect to the
phenomenas to be explained, and as such their validity
is in principle accepted a priori6. Accordingly, every
scientific domain as a domain of scientific statements is
founded on basic experiential premises not justified in it,
and constitutes in the praxis of living of the standard ob-
server a domain of operational coherences brought forth
in the operational coherences entailed in the generative
mechanisms of the scientific explanations that validate
it.

5. Objectivity in parenthesis

5.0 Illusion and Perception: the traditional
approach
If one looks at the two shadows of an object that simul-
taneously partially intercepts the path of two different
lights, one white and one red, and if one has trichro-
matic7 vision, then one sees that the area of the shadow

4conjoint, a.: United, combined. Belonging to, or constituited by, two or more in combination.
5adduce, v.: To bring forward (verbally) for consideration, to cite, to allege.
6a priori, advb. (and adj.): 1. A phrase used to characterize reasoning or arguing from causes to effects, from abstract notions to their conditions

or consequencs, from propositions or assumed axioms (and not from experience); deductive; deductively. 2. Hence loosely: Previous to any special
examination, presumptively, in accordance with one’s previous knowledge or prepossessions.

7trichromatic, a.: Having or relating to the three fundamental color-sensations (red, green, violet) of normal vision.
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from the white light that receives red light looks red, and
that the area of the shadow from the red light that re-
ceives white light looks blue-green. This experience is
compelling and unavoidable, even if one knows that the
area of the shadow from the red light should look white
or gray because it receives only white light. If one asks
how it is that one sees blue-green where there is white
light only, one is told by a reliable authority that the ex-
perience of the blue-green shadow is a chromatic illu-
sion because there is no blue-green shadow to justify it
as a perception. We live numerous experiences in our
daily life that we class like this as illusions or hallucina-
tions and not as perceptions, claiming that they do not
constitute the capture of an independent reality because
we can disqualify them by resorting to the opinion of a
friend whose authority we accept, or by relying upon a
different sensory experience that we consider as a more
acceptable perceptual criterion. In the experience itself,
however, we cannot distinguish between what we call an
illusion, hallucination or a perception: illusion, halluci-
nation, and perception are experientially indistinguish-
able. It is only through the use of a different experience
as a meta-experiential authoritative criterion of distinc-
tion, either of the same observer or of somebody else
subject to similar restrictions, that such a distinction is
socially made. Our incapacity to experientially distin-
guish between what we socially call illusion, hallucina-
tion or perception, is constitutive in us as living systems,
and is not a limitation of our present state of knowledge.
The recognition of this circumstances should lead us to
put a question mark on any perceptual certainty.

5.1 An invitation
The word “perception” comes from the Latin expression
per capire which means “through capture”, and carries
with it the implicit understanding that to perceive is to
capture the features of a world independent of the ob-
server. This view assumes objectivity, and, hence, the
possibility of knowing a world independent of the ob-
server, as the ontological condition on which the distinc-
tion between illusion, hallucination and perception that
it entails is based. Therefore, to question the operational
validity in the biological domain of the distinction be-
tween illusion, hallucination and perception, is to ques-
tion the ontological validity of the notion of objectivity
in the explanation of the phenomenon of cognition. But,
how then to proceed? Any reflexion or comment about
how the praxis of living comes about is an explanation,
a reformulation of what takes place. If this reformula-

tion does not question the properties of the observer, if it
takes for granted cognition and language, then it must as-
sume the independent existence of what is known. If this
reformulation questions the properties of the observer, if
it asks about how cognition and language arise, then it
must accept the experiential indistinguishability between
illusion, hallucination and perception, and take as con-
stitutive that existence is dependent on the biology of
the observer. Most philosophical traditions pertain to the
first case assuming the independent existence of some-
thing, such as matter, energy, ideas, God, mind, spirit, . . .
or reality. I invite the reader to follow the second, and to
take seriously the constitutive condition of the biological
condition of the observer, following all the consequences
that this constitutive condition entails.

5.2 Objectivity in parenthesis
The assumption of objectivity is not needed for the gen-
eration of a scientific explanation. Therefore, in the pro-
cess of being a scientist explaining cognition as a biolog-
ical phenomenon I shall proceed without using the no-
tion of objectivity to validate what I say; that is, I shall
put objectivity in parenthesis. In other words, I shall go
on using an object language because this is the only lan-
guage that we have (and can have), but although I shall
use the experience of being in language as my starting
point while I use language to explain cognition and lan-
guage, I shall not claim that what I say is valid because
there is an independent objective reality that validates it.
I shall speak as a biologist, and as such I shall use the
criterion of validation of scientific statements to validate
what I say, accepting that everything that takes place is
brought forth by the observer in his or her praxis of living
as a primary experiential condition, and that any expla-
nation is secondary.

5.3 The universum versus the multiversa
The assumption of objectivity, objectivity without paren-
thesis, entails the assumption that existence is indepen-
dent of the observer, that there is an independent domain
of existence, the universum, that is the ultimate reference
for the validation of any explanation. With objectivity
without parenthesis, things, entities, exist with indepen-
dency of the observer that distinguishes them, and it is
the independent existence of things (entities, ideas) that
specifies the truth. Objectivity without parenthesis en-
tails unity, and, in the long run, reductionism, because it
entails reality as a single ultimate domain defined by in-
dependent existence. He or she who has access to reality
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is necessarily right in any dispute, and those who do not
have such access are necessarily wrong. In the univer-
sum coexistence demands obedience to knowledge.

Contrary to all this, objectivity with parenthesis en-
tails accepting that existence is brought forth by the dis-
tinctions of the observer, that there are as many domains
of existence as kinds of distinctions the observer per-
forms: objectivity in parenthesis entails the multiversa,
entails that existence is constitutively dependent on the
observer, and that there are as many domains of truths as
domains of existence she or he brings forth in her or his
distinctions. At the same time, objectivity in parenthe-
sis entails that different domains of existence constitu-
tively do not intersect because they are brought forth by
different kinds of operations of distinction, and, there-
fore, it constitutively negates phenomenal reductionism.
Finally, under objectivity in parenthesis each versum of
the multiversa is equally valid if not equally pleasant to
be part of, and disagreements between observers, when
they arise not from trivial logical mistakes within the
same versum but from the observers standing in different
versa, will have to be solved not by claiming a privileged
access to an independent reality, but through the genera-
tion of a common versum through coexistence in mutual
acceptance. In the multiversa coexistence demands con-
sensus, that is, common knowledge.

6. Basic notions
Everything said is said by an observer to another ob-
server that could be him or herself. Since this condition
is my experiential starting point in the praxis of living as
well as my problem, I shall make explicit some of the
notions that I shall use as my tools for explaining the
phenomena of cognition and language, and I shall do so
by revealing the actions in the praxis of living that they
entail in our daily life when we do science. Indeed, by
revealing what we do as observers I am making explicit
the ontology of the observer as a constitutive human con-
dition.

6.1 The observer
An observer is, in general, any being operating in lan-
guage, or in particular, any human being, in the under-
standing that language defines humanity. In our individ-
ual experience as human beings we find ourselves in lan-
guage, we do not see ourselves growing into it: we are
already observers by being in language when we begin
as observers to reflect upon language and the condition

of being observers. In other words, whatever takes place
in the praxis of living of the observer takes place as dis-
tinctions in language through languaging, and this is all
that he or she can do as such. One of my tasks is to show
how the observer arises.

6.2 Unities
The basic operation that an observer performs in the
praxis of living is the operation of distinction. In the
operation of distinction an observer brings forth a unity
(an entity, a whole) as well as the medium in which it is
distinguished, and entails in this latter all the operational
coherences that make the distinction of the unity possible
in his or her praxis of living.

6.3 Simple and composite unities
An observer may distinguish in the praxis of living two
kinds of unities, simple and composite unities. A simple
unity is a unity brought forth in an operation of distinc-
tion that constitutes it as a whole by specifying its prop-
erties as a collection of dimensions of interactions in the
medium in which it is distinguished. Therefore, a simple
unity is exclusively and completely characterized by the
properties through which it is brought forth in the praxis
of living of the observer that distinguishes it, and no fur-
ther explanation is needed for the origin of these proper-
ties. A simple unity arises defined and characterized by
a collection of properties as a matter of distinction in the
praxis of living of the observer.

A composite unity is a unity distinguished as a simple
unity that through further operations of distinction is de-
composed by the observer into components that through
their composition would constitute the original simple
unity in the domain in which it is distinguished. A com-
posite unity, therefore, is operationally distinguished as
a simple unity in a meta-domain with respect to the do-
main in which its components are distinguished because
it results as such from an operation of composition. As a
result, the components of a composite unity and its cor-
related simple unity are in a constitutive relation of mu-
tual specification. Thus, the properties of a composite
unity distinguished as a simple one entail the properties
of a composite unity distinguished as a simple one en-
tail the properties of the components that constitute it as
such, and conversely, the properties of the components
of a composite unity and their manner of composition
determine the properties that characterize it as a simple
unity when distinguished as such. Accordingly, there is
no such thing as the distinction of a component inde-
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pendently of the unity that it integrates, nor can a sim-
ple unity distinguished as a composite one be decom-
posed into an arbitrary set of components disposed in
an arbitrary manner of composition. Indeed, there is no
such thing as a free component floating around indepen-
dently of the composite unity that it integrates. There-
fore, whenever we say that we treat a simple unity as a
composite one, and we claim that we do so by distin-
guishing in it elements that when put together do not re-
generate the original unity, we in fact are not decompos-
ing the unity that we believe that we are decomposing but
another one, and the elements that we distinguish are not
components of the composite unity that we say that they
compose.

6.4 Organization and structure
A particular composite unity is characterized by the com-
ponents and relations between components that consti-
tute it as a composite unity that can be distinguished, in
a meta-domain with respect to its components, as a par-
ticular simple unity of a certain kind. As such, a particu-
lar composite unity has both organization and structure.
These can be characterized as follows:

a) The relations between components in a composite
unity that make it a composite unity of a particular kind,
specifying its class identity as simple unity in a meta-
domain with respect to its components, constitutes its or-
ganization. In other words, the organization of a com-
posite unity is the configuration of static or dynamic re-
lations between its components that specifies its class
identity as a composite unity that can be distinguished
as a simple unity of a particular kind. Therefore, if the
organization of a composite unity changes, the compos-
ite unity loses its class identity, that is, it disintegrates.
The organization of a composite unity is necessarily an
invariant while it conserves its class identity, and vice
versa, the class identify of a composite unity is necessar-
ily an invariant while the composite unity conserves its
organization.

b) In a composite unity, be this static or dynamic, the ac-
tual components plus the actual relations that take place
between them while realizing it as a particular compos-
ite unity characterized by a particular organization, con-
stitute its structure. In other words, the structure of a
particular composite unity is the manner in which it is ac-
tually made by actual static or dynamic components and
relations in a particular space, and a particular composite
unity conserves its class identity only as long as its struc-
ture realizes in it the organization that defines its class

identity. Therefore, in any particular composite unity the
configuration of relations between components that con-
stitutes its organization must be realized in its structure
as a subset of all the actual relations that hold between
its components as actual entities interacting in the com-
position.

It follows from all this, that the characterization of the
organization of a composite unity as a configuration of
relations between components says nothing about the
characteristics or properties of these components other
than that they must satisfy the relations of the organi-
zation of the composite unity through their interactions
in its composition. It also follows that the structure
of a composite unity can change without it losing its
class identity if the configuration of relations that con-
stitutes its organization is conserved through such struc-
tural changes. At the same time, it also follows that if
the organization of a composite unity is not conserved
through its structural changes, the composite unity loses
its class identity, it disintegrates, and something else ap-
pears in its stead. Therefore, a dynamic composite unity
is a composite unity in continuous structural change with
conservation of organization.

6.5 Structure determined systems
Since the structure of a composite unity consists in its
components and their relations, any change in a compos-
ite unity consists in a structural change, and arises in it
at every instant necessarily determined by its structure
at that instant through the operation of the properties of
its components. Furthermore, the structural changes that
a composite unity undergoes as a result of an interac-
tion are also determined by the structure of the compos-
ite unity, and this is so because such structural changes
take place in the interplay of the properties of the com-
ponents of the composite unity as they are involved in
its composition. Therefore, an external agent that inter-
acts with a composite unity only triggers in it a struc-
tural change that it does not determine. Since this is a
constitutive condition for composite unities, nothing ex-
ternal to them can specify what happens in them; there
are no instructive interactions for composite unities. Fi-
nally, and as a result of this latter condition, the structure
of a composite unity also determines with which struc-
tural configuration of the medium it may interact. In gen-
eral, then, everything that happens in a composite unity
is a structural change, and every structural change occurs
in a composite unity determined at every instant by its
structure at that instant. This is so both for static and
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for dynamic composite unities, and the only difference
between these is that dynamic composite unities are in
a continuous structural change generated as part of their
structural constitution in the context of their interactions,
while static ones are not. It follows from all this that
composite unities are structure determined systems in the
sense that everything that happens in them is determined
by their structure. This can be systematically expressed
by saying that the structure of a composite unity deter-
mines in it at every instant:

a) the domain of all the structural changes that it may
undergo with conservation of organization (class iden-
tity) and adaptation at that instant; I call this domain the
instantaneous domain of the possible changes of state of
the composite unity.

b) the domain of all the structural changes that it may
undergo with loss of organization and adaptation at that
instant; I call this domain the instantaneous domain of
the possible disintegrations of the composite unity.

c) the domain of all the different structural configura-
tions of the medium that it admits at that instant in in-
teractions that trigger in it changes of state; I call this
domain the instantaneous domain of the possible pertur-
bations of the composite unity.

d) the domain of all the different structural configura-
tions of the medium that it admits at that instant in in-
teractions that trigger in it its disintegration; I call this
domain the instantaneous domain of the possible destruc-
tive interactions of the composite unity.

These four domains of structural determinism that char-
acterize every structure determined system at every in-
stant are obviously not fixed, and they change as the
structure of the structure determined systems changes in
the flow of its own internal structural dynamics or as a
result of its interactions. These general characteristics
of structure determined systems have several additional
consequences of which I shall mention six. The first is
that during the ontogeny of a structure determined sys-
tem, its four domains of structural determinism change
following a course contingent8 to its interactions and its
own internal structural dynamics. The second is that
some structure determined systems have recurrent do-
mains of structural determinism because they have re-
current structural configurations, while others do not be-
cause their structure changes in a non-recurrent manner.
The third is that although the structure of a structure de-
termined system determines the structural configurations

of the medium with which it may interact, all its inter-
actions arise as coincidences with independent systems,
and these coincidental interactions cannot be predicted
from the structure of the structure determined system
alone. The fourth is that a composite unity exists only
while it moves through the medium in interactions that
are perturbations, and that it disintegrates at the first de-
structive interaction. The fifth is that since the medium
cannot specify what happens in a structure determined
system because it only triggers the structural changes that
occur in the system as a result of the system’s interac-
tions, all that can happen to a composite unity in relation
to its interactions in the medium, is that the course fol-
lowed by its structural changes is contingent to the se-
quence of these interactions. Finally, the sixth is that
since mechanistic systems are structure determined sys-
tems, and since scientific explanations entail the proposi-
tion of mechanistic systems as the systems that generate
the phenomena to be explained, in scientific explanations
we deal, and we can only deal, with structure determined
systems.

6.6 Existence
By putting objectivity in parenthesis we accept that con-
stitutively we cannot claim the independent existence of
things (entities, unities, ideas, etc.), and we recognize
that a unity exists only in its distinction, that is, in the
praxis of living of the observer that brings it forth. But
we also recognize that the distinction takes place in the
praxis of living of the observer in an operation that spec-
ifies simultaneously the class identity of the unity distin-
guished, either as a simple unity or as a composite one,
and its domain of existence as the domain of the oper-
ational coherences in which its distinction makes sense
also as a feature of his or her praxis of living. Since the
class identity of a composite unity is defined by its or-
ganization, and since this can be realized in a composite
unity only while it interacts in a domain of perturbations,
existence in a composite unity entails the conservation of
its organization as well as the conservation of its opera-
tional structural correspondence in the domain of opera-
tional coherences in which it is distinguished. Similarly,
since the class identity of a simple unity is defined by its
properties, and since these are defined in relation to the
operational domain in which the simple unity is distin-
guished, existence in a simple unity entails the conser-
vation of the properties that define it and the operational

8contingent, a.: That does not exist of itself, but in dependence on something else. Dependent for its occurence or character on or upon some
prior occurrence or condition.
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structural correspondence in which these properties are
realized.

6.7 Structural coupling or adaptation
I call structural coupling or adaptation the relation of
dynamic structural correspondence with the medium in
which a unity conserves its class identity (organization in
the case of a composite unity, and operation of its prop-
erties in the case of a simple one), and which is entailed
in its distinction as it is brought forth by the observer in
his or her praxis of living. Therefore, conservation of
class identity and conservation of adaptation are consti-
tutive conditions of existence for any unity (entity, sys-
tem, whole, etc.) in the domain of existence in which it
is brought forth by the observer in his or her praxis of liv-
ing. As constitutive conditions of existence for any unity,
conservation of class identity and conservation of adap-
tation are paired conditions of existence that entail each
other so that if one is lost the other is lost, and the unity
exists no more. When this happens, a composite unity
disintegrates and a simple unity disappears.

6.8 Domain of existence
The operation of distinction that brings forth and spec-
ifies a unity, also brings forth and specifies its domain
of existence as the domain of the operational coherences
entailed by the operation of the properties through which
the unity is characterized in its distinction. In other
words, the domain of existence of a simple unity is the
domain of operational validity of the properties that de-
fine it as such, and the domain of existence of a com-
posite unity is the domain of operational validity of the
properties of the components that constitute it. Further-
more, the constitutive operational coherences of a do-
main of existence as the domain of operational validity
of the properties of the entities that define it, entails all
that such validity requires. Accordingly, a simple unity
exists in a single domain of existence specified by its
properties, and a composite unity exists in two — in the
domain of existence specified by its properties as it is
distinguished as a simple unity, and in the domain of ex-
istence specified by the properties of its components as it
is distinguished as a composite unity. The entailment9 in
the distinction of a unity of its domain of existence as the
domain of all the operational coherences in the praxis of
living of the observer in which it conserves class identity
and adaptation, is a constitutive condition of existence of

every unity. A unity cannot exist outside its domain of
existence, and if we imagine a unity outside its domain
of existence, the unity that we imagine exists in a differ-
ent domain than the unity that we claim that we imagine.

6.9 Determinism
To say that a system is deterministic is to say that it op-
erates according to the operational coherences of its do-
main of existence. And this is so because due to our con-
stitutive inability to experientially distinguish between
what we socially call perception and illusion, we can-
not make any claim about an objective reality. This we
acknowledge by putting objectivity in parenthesis. In
other words, to say that a system is deterministic is to say
that all its changes are structural changes that arise in it
through the operation of the properties of its components
in the interactions that these realize in its composition,
and not through instructive processes in which an exter-
nal agent specifies what happens in it. Accordingly, an
operation or distinction that brings forth a simple unity
brings forth its domain of existence as the domain of op-
erational applicability of its properties, and constitutes
the simple unity and its domain of existence as a deter-
ministic system. At the same time, the operation of dis-
tinction that brings forth a composite unity brings forth
its domain of existence as a domain of determinism in
terms of the operational applicability of the properties
that characterize its components, in the praxis of living
of the observer. Accordingly, the operation of distinction
that brings forth a composite unity brings forth the com-
posite unity as well as its domain of existence as deter-
ministic systems in the corresponding domains of opera-
tional coherences of the praxis of living of the observer.

6.10 Space
The distinction of a unity brings forth its domain of ex-
istence as a space of distinctions whose dimensions are
specified by the properties of the unities whose distinc-
tions entail it as a domain of operational coherences in
the praxis of living of the observer. Thus, a simple unity
exists and operates in a space specified by its properties,
and a composite unity exists and operate in a space spec-
ified by its properties as a simple unity if distinguished
as such, and in a space specified by the properties of its
components if distinguished as a composite one. Accord-
ingly, as a simple unity exists and operates in a single
space, a composite unity exists and operates in two. Fi-

9entailment The strict or logically necessary implication of one proposition by another.
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nally, it follows that without the distinction of a unity
there is no space, and that the notion of a unity out of
space, as well as the notion of an empty space, are non-
sensical. A space is a domain of distinctions.

6.11 Interactions
Two simple unities interact when they, as a result of the
interplay of their properties, and in a manner determined
by such interplay, change their relative position in a com-
mon space or domain of distinctions. A composite unity
interacts when some of its components as a result of their
interactions as simple unities with other simple unities
that are not its components, change their manner of com-
posing it, such that it undergoes a structural change. It
follows that a simple unity interacts in a single space that
its properties define, and that a composite unity interacts
in two, in the space defined by its properties as simple
unity, and in the space that its components define through
their properties, also as simple unities, as they constitute
its structure.

6.12 Phenomenal domains
A space is constituted in the praxis of living of the ob-
server when he or she performs a distinction. The con-
stitution of a space brings forth a phenomenal domain
as the domain of distinctions of the relations and inter-
actions of the unities that the observer distinguishes as
populating that space. A simple unity operates in a sin-
gle phenomenal domain, the phenomenal domain consti-
tuted through the operation of its properties as a simple
unity. A composite unity operates in two phenomenal do-
mains, the phenomenal domain constituted through the
operation of its properties as a simple unity, and the phe-
nomenal domain constituted through the operation of the
properties of its components, which is where its compo-
sition takes place. Furthermore, the two phenomenal do-
mains in which a composite unity operates do not inter-
sect and cannot be reduced one to the other because there
is a generative relation between them. The phenomenal
domain in which a composite unity operates as simple
unity is secondary to the composition of the composite
unity, and constitutes a meta-phenomenal domain with
respect to the phenomenal domain in which the compo-
sition takes place. Due to this circumstance a composite
unity cannot participate as a simple unity in its own com-
position.

6.13 Medium, niche and environment
I call the medium of a unity the containing background
of distinctions, including all that is not involved in its
structure if it is a composite one, with respect to which
an observer distinguishes it in his or her praxis of liv-
ing, and in which it realizes its domain of existence. The
medium includes both that part of the background that is
distinguished by the observer as surrounding the unity,
and that part of the background the observer conceives
as interacting with it, and which it obscures in its oper-
ation in structural coupling (in its domain of existence).
I call this latter part of the medium operationally defined
moment by moment in its encounter with the medium
in structural coupling, the niche10 of the unity. Accord-
ingly, a unity continuously realizes and specifies its niche
by actually operating in its domain of perturbations while
conserving adaptation in the medium. As a consequence,
the niche of a unity is not a fixed part of the medium in
which a unity is distinguished, nor does it exist with in-
dependency of the unity that specifies it; it changes as
the domain of interactions of the unity changes (if it is a
composite one) in its dynamics of structural change (see
part 6.3, page 204). In these circumstances an observer
can distinguish the niche of a unity, regardless of whether
it is simple or composite, only by using the unity as an
indicator of it. Finally, I call the environment of a unity
all that an observer distinguishes as surrounding it. In
other words, while the niche is that part of the medium
that a unity encounters (interacts with) in its operation in
structural coupling, and obscures with its presence from
the view of the observer, the environment is that part of
the medium that an observer sees around a unity. Thus,
a dynamic composite unity (like a living system), as it
is distinguished in the praxis of living of the observer,
is seen by this in an environment as an entity with a
changing niche that it specifies while it slides through
the medium in continuous structural change with con-
servation of class identity and adaptation. A composite
unity in the medium is like a tight rope walker that moves
on a rope in gravitational field, and conserves its balance
(adaptation) while its shape (structure) changes in a man-
ner congruent with the visual and gravitational interac-
tions that it undergoes as it walks (realizing its niche),
and falls when this stops being the case.

10niche: A place or position suited to or intended for the character, capabilities, status, etc., of a person or thing.
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7. Basis for the answer: the living
system
The answer to the question of cognition requires now that
we reflect upon the constitution and operation of living
systems, and that we make some additional epistemolog-
ical and ontological considerations about the conditions
that our understanding of living systems must satisfy.

7.1 Science deals only with structure deter-
mined systems
To the extent that a scientific explanation entails the
proposition of a structure determined system as the
mechanism that generates the phenomenon to be ex-
plained, we as scientists can deal only with structure
determined systems, and we cannot handle systems that
change in a manner specified by the external agents that
impinge upon them. Accordingly, whatever I say about
living systems will be said in the understanding that all
the phenomena to which they give rise arise through their
operation as structure determined systems in a domain
of existence also brought forth as a structure determined
system by the observer’s distinction.

7.2 Regulation and control
As was indicated in section 6.12 (page 208) the distinc-
tion of a composite unity entails the distinction in the
praxis of living of the observer of two phenomenal do-
mains that do not intersect because the operation of a
composite unity as a simple one is secondary to its com-
position. As a result, the whole cannot operate as its own
component, and a component cannot operate in place of
the whole that it integrates. In these circumstances, no-
tions of control or regulation do not connote actual oper-
ations in the composition of a composite unity, because
such operations take place only in the realization in the
present of the properties of the composite unity’s com-
ponents in their actual interactions. Notions of regula-
tion and control only connote relations taking place in
a descriptive domain as the observer relates mappings in
language of his or her distinctions of a whole and its com-
ponents in his or her praxis of living.

7.3 Living systems are structure deter-
mined system
In order to explain the phenomenon of cognition as bio-
logical phenomenon, I must treat living systems as struc-

ture determined systems. I consider that to do so is legit-
imate for several reasons. I shall mention three. The first
is an operational one: we know as a feature of our praxis
of living that any structural change in a living system re-
sults in a change in its characteristics and properties, and
that similar structural changes in different members of
the same species result in similar changes in their char-
acteristics and properties. The second is an epistemolog-
ical one: if we do not treat living systems as structure
determined systems we cannot provide scientific expla-
nations for the phenomena proper to them. The third is
an ontological one: the only systems that we can explain
scientifically are structure determined systems, therefore,
if I provide a scientific explanation of the phenomenon of
cognition in living systems, I provide a proof that living
systems are structure determined systems in our praxis
of living as standard observers, which is where we dis-
tinguish them.

7.4 Determinism and prediction
The fact that a structure determined system is determin-
istic does not mean that an observer should be able to
predict the course of its structural changes. Determin-
ism and predictability pertain to different operational do-
mains in the praxis of living of the observer. Determin-
ism is a feature that characterizes a system in terms of the
operational coherences that constitute it, and its domain
of existence, as it is brought forth in the operations of dis-
tinction of the observer. Accordingly, there are as many
different domains of determinism as domains of differ-
ent operational coherences the observer brings forth in
her or his domain of experience. At difference with this,
a prediction is a computation that an observer makes of
the structural changes of a structure determined system
as she or he follows the consequence of the operation of
the properties of the components of the system in the re-
alization of the domain of determinism that these proper-
ties constitute. As such, a prediction can only take place
after the observer has completely described the system
as a structure determined system in terms of the opera-
tional coherences that constitute it in his or her domain
of experiences. Therefore, the success or failure of a pre-
diction only reflect the ability or inability of an observer
to not confuse phenomenal domains in his or her praxis
of living, and to indeed make the computation that con-
stitutes the prediction in the phenomenal domain where
he or she claims to make it. In these circumstances, there
are two occasions in which an observer who does not
confuse phenomenal domains in dealing with a structure
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determined system will not be able to predict its struc-
tural changes.

One occasion is when an observer knows that she or he
is dealing with a structure determined system by virtue of
experience, in the praxis of living, with its components,
but cannot encompass it in his or her descriptions, and,
thus, cannot effectively treat it as such in its domain of
existence and compute its changes of state. The other
occasion is when an observer in his or her praxis of liv-
ing aims at characterizing the present unknown state of
a system assumed to be structure determined, by inter-
acting with some of its components. By doing this the
observer triggers in the system an unpredictable change
of state that he or she then uses to characterize its ini-
tial state and predict in it a later one within the domain
of determinism specified by the properties of its compo-
nents. Therefore, since the domain of determinism of
a structure determined system as the domain of opera-
tional coherences of its components is brought forth in
its distinction in the praxis of living of the observer, and
since in order to compute a change of state in a system
the observer must determine its present state through an
interaction with its components, any attempt to compute
a change of state in a structure determined system en-
tails a necessary uncertainty due to the manner of deter-
mination of its initial state within the constraints of the
operational coherences of its domain of existence. This
predictive uncertainty may vary in magnitude in differ-
ent domains of distinctions, but it is always present be-
cause it is constitutive of the phenomenon of cognition
as a feature of the ontology of observing and not of an
objective independent reality. With this I am also saying
that the uncertainty principle of physics pertains to the
ontology of observing, and that it does not characterize
an independent universe because, as I shall show further
on, the physical domain of existence is a cognitive do-
main brought forth in the praxis of living of the observer
by the observer as an explanation of his or her praxis of
living.

7.5 Ontogenic structural drift
It is said that a boat is drifting when it slides floating
on the sea without rudder and oars, following a course
that is generated moment after moment in its encounter
with the waves and wind that impinge upon it, and which
lasts as long as it remains floating (conserves adaptation)
and keeps the shape of a boat (conserves organization).
As such a drifting boat follows a course without alter-
natives that is deterministically generated moment after

moment in its encounters with the waves and the wind.
As a consequence of this, a drifting boat is also always,
and at any moment, in the only place where it can be, in a
present that is continuously emerging from the sequence
of its interactions in the drift. The deterministic process
that generates the course followed by a drifting boat takes
place as a feature of the structural dynamics of the struc-
ture determined system constituted by the boat, the wind,
and the waves, as these are brought forth by the observer
in his or her praxis of living. Therefore, if an observer
cannot predict the course of a drifting boat, it is not be-
cause his or her distinction of the boat, the wind, and
the waves, in his or her domain of experiences, does not
entail a structure determined system in which the course
followed by the boat arises in a deterministic manner,
but because he or she cannot encompass in his or her de-
scription of the interactions between the boat, the wind,
and the waves, the whole structure of the structure deter-
mined system in which the course followed by the boat
is a feature of its changes of structure.

What happens with the generation of the course fol-
lowed by a drifting boat, is the general case for the gener-
ation of the course followed by the structural changes of
any structure determined system that the observer distin-
guishes in his or her praxis of living, as it interacts in the
medium as if with an independent entity with conserva-
tion of class identity (organization) and adaptation (struc-
tural coupling). Since living systems are dynamic struc-
ture determined systems, this applies to them, and the
ontogeny of a living system, as its history of structural
changes with conservation of organization and adapta-
tion, is its ontogenic structural drift. All that applies
to the course followed by a drifting boat applies to the
course followed by the structural changes that take place
in the ontogeny of a living system and to the course
followed by the displacement of a living system in the
medium during its ontogeny. Let me make this clear. In
general terms, a drift is the course followed by the struc-
tural changes of a structure determined system that arises
moment after moment[,] generated in the interactions of
the system with another independent system, while its
relation of correspondence (adaptation) with this other
system (medium) and its organization (class identity) re-
main invariant. Accordingly the individual life history
of a living system as a history of continuous structural
changes that follows a course generated moment after
moment in the braiding of its internally generated struc-
tural dynamics with the structural changes triggered in it
by its recurrent interactions with the medium as an inde-
pendent entity, and which lasts as long as its organization
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and adaptation are conserved, takes place as a structural
drift. Similarly, since the course of the displacement of
a living system in the medium is generated moment after
moment as a result of its interactions with the medium as
an independent entity while its organization and adapta-
tion are conserved, the displacement of a living system
in the medium while it realizes its niche takes place as a
drift. Living systems exist in continuous structural and
positional drift (ontogenic drift) while they are alive, as
a matter of constitution.

As in the case of a drifting boat, at any moment a living
system is where it is in the medium, and has the structure
that it has, as the present of its ontogenic drift in a deter-
ministic manner, and could not be anywhere other than
where it is, nor could it have a structure different from
the one that it has. The many different paths that an ob-
server may consider possible for a drifting boat to follow
at any instant, or the many different ontogenic courses
that an observer may consider for a living system at any
moment, are possible only as imagined alternatives in the
description of what would happen in each case if the con-
ditions were different, and not actual alternatives in the
course of the boat or in the ontogeny of the living system.
A drift is a process of change, and as in the case with all
processes of change in structure determined systems, it
follows a course without alternatives in the domain of de-
terminism in which it is brought forth by the distinctions
of the observer. Indeed, such imagined alternatives are
imaginable only from the perspective of the inability of
the observer to treat the boat, the wind, and the waves, (or
the living system and the medium that he or she brings
forth in his or her praxis of living) as a known structure
determined system whose changes of structure he or she
can compute. If we are serious about our explanations
as scientists, then we must accept as an ontological fea-
ture of what we do as observers that every entity that we
bring forth in our distinctions is where it is, and has the
structure that it has, in the only manner that it can be,
given the domain of operational coherences (domain of
determinism) that we also bring forth as its domain of
existence in its distinction.

Finally, let me mention several implications of all this
for the entities that we bring forth as living systems in our
praxis of living: a) Since for a living system a history of
interactions without disintegration can only be a history
of perturbations, that is, a history of interactions in the
niche, a living system while living necessarily slides in
ontogenic drift through the medium in the realization of
its niche. This means that aim, goal, purpose or inten-
tion, do not enter into the realization of a living system

as a structure determined system. b) Since the structure
of a living system is continuously changing, both through
its internal dynamics and through the structural changes
triggered in it in its interactions with operationally inde-
pendent entities, the niche of a living system (the fea-
ture of the medium that it actually encounters in its inter-
actions) is necessarily in continuous change congruent
with the continuous structural drift of the living system
while it remains alive. Furthermore, this is so regardless
of whether the observer considers that the environment
of the living system changes or remains constant. This
means that as an observer brings forth a living system in
her or his praxis of living, it may appear to her or him
as continuously changing in its use of a constant envi-
ronment, or, conversely, as unchanging in a continuously
changing environment, because the observer cannot see
the encounter of a living system and its niche, which is
where conservation of adaptation takes place. c) Conser-
vation of adaptation does not mean that the manner of liv-
ing of a living system remains invariant. It means that a
living system has an ontogeny only while it conserves its
class identity and its dynamic structural correspondence
with the medium as it undergoes its interactions, and that
there is no constitutive restriction about the magnitude of
its moment after moment structural changes other than
that they should take place within the constraints of its
structural determinism and its conservation of organiza-
tion and adaptation. Indeed, I could speak of the laws of
conservation of organization and adaptation as ontolog-
ical conditions for the existence of any structure deter-
mined system in the same manner as physicists speak of
the laws of conservation in physics as ontological condi-
tions for the occurrence of physical phenomena.

Every living system, including us observers, is at any
moment where it is, has the structure that it has, and does
what it does at that moment, always in a structural and re-
lational situation that is the present of an ontogenic drift
that starts at its inception as such in a particular place
with a particular structure, and follows the only course
that it can follow. Different kinds of living systems differ
in the spectrum of ontogenies that an observer can con-
sider possible for each of them in his or her discourse as
a result of their different initial structures and different
starting places, but each ontogeny that takes place takes
place as a unique ontogenic drift in a process without al-
ternatives.
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7.6 Structural intersection
When an observer brings forth a composite unity in his
or her praxis of living, he or she brings forth an entity
in which the configuration of relations between compo-
nents that constitute its organization, is a subset of all
the actual relations that take place between its compo-
nents as these realize its structure and constitute it as
a whole in the domain of existence in which they are
brought forth (see section 6.4, page 205). As such, the
organization of a composite unity does not exhaust the
relations and interactions in which the components that
realize it may participate in their domain of existence.
The result of this circumstance is that in the structural re-
alization of a composite unity, its components may par-
ticipate, through other properties than those that involve
them in the realization of its organization, in the realiza-
tion of the organization of many other composite unities
which, thus, intersect structurally with it. Furthermore,
when the components of a composite unity are them-
selves composite unities, the composite unity may par-
ticipate in structural intersections that take place through
the components of its components. In any case, when an
observer distinguishes two or more structurally intersect-
ing systems, he or she distinguishes two or more different
composite unities realized through the same body.

Structurally intersecting systems exist and operate as
simple unities in different phenomenal domains specified
by their different organizations. Yet, depending on how
their structural intersection takes place, structurally inter-
secting composite unities may exist as such in the same
or different domains of existence. Thus, when two com-
posite unities structurally intersect through their com-
ponents, they share components and have as composite
unities the same domain of existence. But, when two
composite unities structurally intersect through the com-
ponents of the components of one or both, they do not
share components and as composite unities have differ-
ent domains of existence. Nevertheless, since in a struc-
tural intersection there are components or components
of components, or both, that simultaneously participate
in the structure of several systems, structural changes
that take place in one of several structurally intersect-
ing systems as part of its ontogenic drift may give rise to
structural changes in the other intersecting systems and
thus participate in their otherwise independent ontogenic
drifts. In other words, structurally intersecting systems
are structurally interdependent because, either through
the intersection of their domains of structural determin-

ism, or through the intersection of the domains of struc-
tural determinism of their components, or through both,
they affect each other’s structure in the course of their in-
dependently generated structural changes, and although
they may exist as composite unities in different domains
their ontogenic drifts intersect forming a network of co-
ontogenic drifts. Thus, an observer may distinguish in
the structural realization of a human being as a living
system the simultaneous or successive intersection of a
mammal, a person, a woman, a doctor, and a mother, all
of which are different composite unities defined by dif-
ferent organizations that are simultaneously or succes-
sively conserved while they are realized in their differ-
ent domains of existence, with particular characteristics
that result from the continuous braiding of their different
ontogenic drift through the continuous interplay of their
structural changes. Furthermore, these structural inter-
sections result in dependent domains of disintegrations
as well as dependent domains of conservations which
need not be reciprocal, when the conservation of one
class identity entails the conservation of structural fea-
tures that are involved in the conservation of another. For
example, in the structural intersection of a student and
a human being in a living system, the conservation of
the class identity student entails the conservation of the
class identity “human being”, but not the reverse: the
disintegration of the student does not entail the disin-
tegration of the human being, but the disintegration of
the human being carries with it the disintegration of the
student. Also, a particular composite unity may disinte-
grate through different kinds of structural changes, like
disintegrating as a student through failing an examina-
tion or through attaining the final degree, with different
consequences in the network of structural intersections
to which it belongs.

The structural intersection of systems does not mean
that the same system is viewed in different manners from
different perspectives, because due to their different or-
ganizations structurally intersecting systems exist in dif-
ferent phenomenal domains and are realized through dif-
ferent structural dynamics. It only means that the el-
ements that realize a particular composite unity as its
components through some of their properties as simple
unities, participate through other of their properties as
simple unities as components of other unities that exist
as legitimately different ones because they have differ-
ent domains of disintegrations. The interactions and re-
lations in which the components of a system participate
through dimensions other than those through which they

11orthogonal: Relating to or involving right angles; at right angles (to something else)
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constitute it, I call orthogonal11 interactions and rela-
tions, and it is through these that structurally intersecting
systems may exist in non-intersecting phenomenal do-
mains and yet have unidirectional or reciprocal relations
of structural dependency. Finally, it is also through the
orthogonal interactions of their components that struc-
turally independent systems that exist in non-intersecting
phenomenal domains may also have co-ontogenic drifts.

7.7 The living system
My Claim

In 1970 I proposed that living systems are dynamic
systems constituted as autonomous unities through be-
ing closed circular concatenations (closed networks) of
molecular productions in which the different kinds of
molecules that composed them participated in the pro-
duction of each other, and in which everything can
change except the closed circularity of the concatenation
of molecular productions that constitutes them as unities
(see Maturana 1970, in Maturana and Varela 1980). In
1973 Francisco Varela and I expanded this characteriza-
tion of living systems by saying: first, that a composite
unity whose organization can be described as a closed
network of productions of components that through their
interactions constitute the network of productions that
produce them and specify its extension by constituting its
boundaries in their domain of existence, is an autopoietic
system; and second, that a living system is an autopoi-
etic system whose components are molecules. Or, in
other words, we proposed that living systems are molec-
ular autopoietic systems and that as such they exist in
the molecular space as closed networks of molecular pro-
ductions that specify their own limits, (see Maturana and
Varela 1973, in Maturana and Varela 1980; and Matu-
rana 1975). Nothing is said in this description of the
molecular constitution of living systems as autopoietic
systems about thermodynamic constraints, because the
realization of living systems as molecular systems entails
the satisfaction of such constraints. In fact, the statement
that a composite unity exists as such in the domain of ex-
istence of its components, implies the satisfaction of the
conditions of existence of these components.

The recognition that living systems are molecular au-
topoietic systems carries with it several implications and
consequences of which I shall mention a few:

A. Implications

a) Living systems as autopoietic systems are structure
determined systems, and everything that applies to struc-
ture determined systems applies to them. In particular
this means that everything that occurs in a living system
takes place in it in the actual operation of the properties
of its components through relations of neighborhood (re-
lations of contiguity) constituted in these very same op-
erations. Accordingly, notions of regulation and control
do not and cannot reflect actual operations in the struc-
tural realization of a living system because they do not
connote actual relations of neighborhood in it. These no-
tions only reveal relations that the observer establishes
when he or she compares different moments in the course
of transformations in the network of processes that take
place in the structural realization of a particular living
system. Therefore, the only peculiar thing about living
systems as structured determined systems is that they are
molecular autopoietic systems.

b) Autopoiesis is a dynamic process that takes place in
the ongoing flow of its occurrence and cannot be grasped
in a static instantaneous view of distribution of compo-
nents. Therefore, a living system exists only through the
continuous structural transformation entailed in its au-
topoiesis, and only while this is conserved in the consti-
tution of its ontogeny. This circumstance has two basic
results: one is that living systems can be realized through
many different changing dynamic structures, the other is
that in the generation of lineages through reproduction,
living system are constitutively open to continuous phy-
logenic structural change.

c) A living system either exists as a dynamic structure
determined system in structural coupling in the medium
in which it is brought forth by the observer, that is, in
a relation of conservation of adaptation through its con-
tinuous structural change in the realization of its niche,
or it does not exist. Or, in other words, a living system
while living is necessarily in a dynamic relation of cor-
respondence with the medium through its operation in
its domain of existence, and to live is to glide through a
domain of perturbations in an ontogenic drift that takes
place through the realization of an ever changing niche.

d) A living system as a structure determined system op-
erates only in the present — that is, it is determined by
the structure that it has at any instant in the realization
of its autopoiesis in the molecular space — and therefore
it is necessarily open to the flow of molecules through
it. At the same time, a living system as an autopoietic
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system gives rise only to states in autopoiesis: otherwise
it disintegrates. Accordingly, living systems are closed
systems with respect to their dynamics of states.

B. Consequences

a) To the extent that a living system is a structure deter-
mined system, and everything in it takes place through
neighborhood relations between its components in the
present, notions of purpose and goal that imply that at
every instant a later state of a system as a whole operates
as part of its structure in the present do not apply to living
systems and cannot be used to characterize their opera-
tion. A living system may appear to operate as a pur-
poseful or goal-directed system only to an observer who,
having seen the ontogeny of other living systems of the
same kind in the same circumstances in his or her praxis
of living, confuses phenomenal domains by putting the
consequences of its operation as a whole among the pro-
cesses that constitute it.

b) Because they are structure determined systems, for
living systems there is no inside or outside in their op-
eration as autopoietic unities; they are in autopoiesis as
closed wholes in their dynamics of states, or they disin-
tegrate. At the same time, and for the same reason, liv-
ing systems do not use or misuse an environment in their
operation as autopoietic unities, nor do they commit mis-
takes in their ontogenic drifts. In fact, a living system in
its operation in a medium with conservation of organiza-
tion and adaptation as befit it as a structure determined
system, brings forth its ever changing niche as it realizes
itself in its domains of existence, the background of oper-
ational coherences which it does not distinguish and with
which it does not interact, but which the observer sees as
containing it.

c) Living systems necessarily form, through their recur-
rent interactions with each other as well as with the non-
biotic medium, co-ontogenic and co-phylogenic systems
of braided structural drifts that last as long as they con-
serve their autopoiesis through the conservation of their
reciprocal structural couplings. Such is biological evolu-
tion. As a result, every living system, including us human
beings as observers, is always found in its spontaneous

realization in its domain of existence in congruence with
a biotic12 and non-biotic medium. Or, in other words,
every living system is at every instant as it is and where
it is a node of a network of co-ontogenic drifts that nec-
essarily involves all the entities with which it interacts in
the domain in which it is brought forth by the observer
in his or her praxis of living. As a consequence, an ob-
server as a living system can only distinguish an entity as
a node of the network of co-ontogenic drifts to which it
belongs, and where it exists in structural coupling.

d) The only thing peculiar to living systems is that they
are autopoietic systems in the molecular space. In these
circumstances, a given phenomenon is a biological phe-
nomenon only to the extent that its realization entails the
realization of the autopoiesis of at least one autopoietic
system in the molecular space.

e) Modern prokaryotic13 and eukaryotic14 cells are typ-
ical autopoietic systems in the molecular space, and be-
cause their autopoiesis is not the result of their being
composed by more basic autopoietic subsystems, I call
them first order autopoietic systems. I call second or-
der autopoietic systems systems whose autopoiesis is the
result of their being composed of more basic autopoi-
etic unities, organisms as multi-cellular systems are such.
Yet, organisms may also “be”, and I think that most
of them actually are, first order autopoietic systems as
closed networks of molecular productions that involve
intercellular processes as much as intracellular ones. Ac-
cordingly, an organism would exist as such in the struc-
tural intersection of a first order autopoietic system with
a second order one, both realized through the autopoiesis
of the cells that compose the latter. This happened orig-
inally with the eukaryotic cell as this arose through the
endosymbiosis15 of prokaryotic ones (Margulis 1981).

f) An organism as a second order autopoietic system is
an ectocellular symbiont16 composed of cells, usually
of common origin but not always so, that constitute it
through their co-ontogenic drift. An organism as a first
order autopoietic system, however, is not composed of
cells even though its realization depends on the realiza-
tion of the autopoiesis of the cells that intersect struc-
turally with it as they constitute it in their ontogenic drift.
The first and second order autopoietic systems that inter-

12biotic: Of animal life; vital. Also, pertaining to, produced, or influenced by living organisms, esp. in their ecological relations.
13prokaryotic: Having no nuclear membrane in its cell; belonging to the group of organisms so characterized, which comprises bacteria and

blue-green algae.
14eukaryotic: (of a cell) characterized by a nuclear membrane and organelles; (of an organism) composed of such cells, belonging to the group

which includes all higher organisms and some lower ones; of or pertaining to such a cell or organism.
15endosymbiosis:
16symbiont: either of two organisms living in symbiosis; a commensal.
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sect structurally in the realization of an organism, exist
in different non-intersecting phenomenal domains.

7.8 Phylogenic structural drift
Reproduction is a process in which a system gives ori-
gin through its fracture to systems characterized by the
same organization (class identity) that characterized the
original one, but with structures that vary with respect to
it (Maturana 1980). A reproductive phylogeny17 or lin-
eage, then, is a succession of systems generated through
sequential reproductions that conserve a particular orga-
nization. Accordingly, each particular reproductive lin-
eage or phylogeny is defined by the particular organiza-
tion conserved through the sequential reproductions that
constitute it. Therefore, a reproductive phylogeny or lin-
eage lasts only as long as the organization that defines
it is conserved, regardless of how much the structure
that realizes this organization in each successive mem-
ber of the lineage changes with each reproductive step
(see Maturana 1980, and Maturana and Varela 1984).
It follows that a reproductive phylogeny or lineage as a
succession of ontogenic drifts, constitutively occurs as a
drift of the structures that realize the organization con-
served along it. It also follows that each of the repro-
ductive steps that constitute a reproductive phylogeny
is the occasion that opens the possibility for a discrete,
large or small, change in the course of its structural drift.
As such, a reproductive phylogeny or lineage comes to
an end through the structural changes of its members.
And this occurs either because autopoiesis is lost after
the last of them, or because through the conservation of
autopoiesis in the offspring of the last of them, a par-
ticular set of relations of the drifting structure begins to
be conserved through the following sequential reproduc-
tions as the organization that defines and starts a new lin-
eage. This has several general implications of which I
shall mention only a few:

a) A member of a reproductive phylogeny either stays
in structural coupling (conserves adaptation) in its do-
main of existence until its reproduction, and the phy-
logeny continues, or it disintegrates before and then the
phylogeny ends with it.

b) A living system is a member of the reproductive phy-
logeny in which it arises only if it conserves through
its ontogeny the organization that defines the phylogeny,
and continues the phylogeny only if such organization is
conserved through its reproduction.

c) Many different reproductive phylogenies can be con-
served operationally embedded in each other, forming a
system of nested phylogenies, if there is an intersection
of the structural realization of the different organizations
that define them. When this happens there is always a
fundamental reproductive phylogeny whose realization
is necessary for the realization of all the others. This
has occurred in the evolution of living systems in the
form of the phylogenic drift of a system of branching
nested reproductive phylogenies in which the fundamen-
tal reproductive phylogeny is that in which autopoiesis is
conserved (see Maturana 1980, and Maturana and Varela
1984). Thus, the system of branching phylogenies de-
fined by the conservation of autopoiesis through repro-
ductive cells in eukaryotic organisms, has carried em-
bedded in it, through the structural intersection of their
realizations, many staggered nested organizations that
characterize the coincident lineages conserved through
it. This circumstance we recognize in the many nested
taxonomic categories that we distinguish in any organ-
ism when we classify it. For example, a human being is,
a vertebrate, a mammal, a primate, a Homo, and a Homo
sapiens — all different categories corresponding to dif-
ferent systems of partially overlapping phylogenies that
are conserved together through the conservation of the
human being’s autopoiesis.

d) The ontogenic drifts of the members of a reproductive
phylogeny take place in reciprocal structural coupling
with many different, and also continuously changing, liv-
ing and non-living systems that form part of the medium
in which they realize their niches. As a result, every in-
dividual ontogeny in living systems follows a course em-
bedded in a system of co-ontogenies that constitutes a
network of co-phylogenic structural drifts. This can be
generalized by saying that evolution is constitutively a
co-evolution, and that every living system is at any mo-
ment where it is, and has the structure that it has, as an ex-
pression of the present state of the domain of operational
coherences constituted by the network of co-phylogenic
structural drifts to which it belongs. As a result, the op-
erational coherences of every living system at every in-
stant necessarily entail the operational coherences of the
whole biosphere.

e) The observer as a living system is not an exception
to all that has been said above. Accordingly, an ob-
server can only make distinctions that, as operations in
his or her praxis of living, take place as operations within
the present state of the domain of operational coher-

17phylogeny: The genesis and evolution of the phylum, tribe, or species; ancestral or racial evolution of an animal or plant type, or of particular
organs or other components of a plant or an animal (as distinguished from ontogenesis, the evolution of the individual).
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ences constituted by the network of co-ontogenic and co-
phylogenic structural drifts to which he or she belongs.

7.9 Ontogenic possibilities
The ontogeny of every structure determined system starts
with an initial structure that is the structure that realizes
the system at the beginning of its existence in its incep-
tion. In living systems such initial structure is a cellular
unity that may originate either a) as an single cell or as
a small multi-cellular entity through a reproductive frac-
ture from a cellular maternal system whose organization
it conserves, or b) as a single cell de novo18 from non-
cellular elements. In every living system the system’s
initial structure constitutes the structural starting point
that specifies in it what an observer sees as the config-
uration of all the courses of ontogenic drifts that it may
undergo under different circumstances of interactions in
the medium. As a result, what constitutes a lineage in liv-
ing systems is the conservation through their reproduc-
tion of a particular initial structure that specifies a partic-
ular configuration of possible ontogenic drifts; and what
constitutes the organization conserved through reproduc-
tions that specifies the identity of the lineage is that con-
figuration. Accordingly, a lineage comes to an end when
the configuration of possible ontogenic drifts that defines
it stops being conserved. The configuration of possible
ontogenic drifts that specifies a lineage through its con-
servation I call the ontogenic phenotype19 of the lineage.
In each particular living system, however, only one of the
ontogenic courses deemed as possible in the ontogenic
phenotype by the observer, is realized as a result of its in-
ternal dynamics under the contingencies of the particular
perturbations that it undergoes in its domain of existence
with conservation of organization and adaptation. Con-
sequently, and in general, it is only within the domain of
possibilities set by their different or similar initial struc-
tures that different composite unities may have different
or similar ontogenic structural drifts under different or
similar histories of perturbations in their domains of ex-
istence. Indeed, nothing can happen in the ontogeny of
a living system as a composite unity that is not permit-
ted in its initial structure. Or, in other words, and under
the understanding that the initial structure of a living sys-
tem is its genetic constitution, it is apparent that nothing
can happen in the ontogenic structural drift of a living

system that is not allowed in its genetic constitution as
a feature of its possible ontogenies. At the same time,
under this understanding it is also apparent that nothing
is determined in the initial structure or genetic constitu-
tion of a living system, because for anything to occur in
a living system, the living system must undergo an ac-
tual ontogenic structural drift as an actual epigenetic20

structural transformation that take place in an actual his-
tory of interactions in the realization of a domain of ex-
istence. This is so even in the case of those particular
ontogenic features or characters that we call genetically
determined because they can be expected to appear in all
the ontogenic drifts that a living system can possibly un-
dergo up to the moment of its observation, because such
a feature or character will appear only if there is an actual
ontogeny. In these circumstances, a biological system of
lineages, or system of phylogenies, is defined by the on-
togenic phenotype conserved in the living systems that
constitute it through their sequential reproductions. As a
result, all the members of a system of lineages resemble
each other through the ontogenic phenotype that defines
the system of lineages, and not through a common ge-
netic constitution maintained by means of a genetic flow.

7.10 Selection
An observer may claim that the actual ontogenic course
followed by the structural changes of a living system is,
moment by moment, selected by the medium from the
many other ontogenic courses that he or she considers
available to it at every instant along its life history. Yet,
strictly, selection does not take place in the life history
of a living system. The life history of a living system
is the particular course followed by its ontogenic drift
under the contingencies of a particular sequence of inter-
actions. As such, a life history is deterministically gen-
erated instant after instant as the structure of the living
system changes through its own structurally determined
dynamics in its continuous encounter with the medium as
an independent entity, and lasts while the living system
lasts. Each ontogeny therefore, is uniquely generated as
it takes place as a process that follows a course without
actual alternatives or decision points along it. The dif-
ferent ontogenic courses that an observer may describe
as possible for a living system, are alternative ontogenic
courses only for her or him as she or he imagines the

18de novo: anew, afresh, over again from the beginning.
19phenotype: A type of organism distinguishable from others by observable features; the sum total of the observable features of an individual,

regarded as the consequence of the interaction of its genotype with its environment.
20epigenesis: The formation of an organic germ as a new product; theory of opigenesis: the theory that the germ is brought into existence (by

successive accretions), and not merely developed, in the process of reproduction.
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living system in different circumstances in the attempt
to predict the one that will take place while she or he is
unable to compute it by virtue of not being able to treat
the living system and the medium as a known structure
determined system. The same argument applies to what
an observer can say about the phylogenic structural drift,
or about the historic genetic change in the population.
What an observer in fact does when speaking of selec-
tion in relation to living systems, then, is to refer to a
discrepancy between an expected and an actual histor-
ical outcome, and he or she does so by comparing the
actual with the imagined in the phylogenic and the on-
togenic structural drifts of living systems. Selection is
not the mechanism that generates phylogenic structural
change and adaptation. In fact, ontogenic and phylogenic
structural changes and adaptation need not be explained
— they are constitutive features of the condition of ex-
istence of living systems. All that has to be explained is
the course followed by the continuous structural change
that takes place in living systems, both in ontogeny and
phylogeny, and this is explained by the mechanism of
structural drift.

8. The Answer

8.0 Domain of Existence and Praxis
It follows from all that I have said about systems that
they exist only in conservation of organization and con-
servation of adaptation as constitutive conditions of their
existence, and that this applies to the observer as a living
system as well. It also follows that the present state of
any living system, the observer included, or, in general
terms, the present state of any system or entity distin-
guished, is always that of a node in an ongoing network
of co-phylogenic and co-ontogenic structural drifts. At
the same time it also follows that as long as it is distin-
guished, any system is distinguished in conservation of
organization and adaptation in its domains of existence,
and that a domain of existence is a domain of structural
coupling that entails all the operational coherences that
make possible the system that specifies it. Or, in other
words, from all that I have said so far it follows: first, that
every entity that is distinguished is distinguished in oper-
ational correspondence with its domain of existence, and,
therefore, that each living system distinguished is neces-
sarily distinguished in adequate action in its domain of
structural coupling; second, that an observer can only
distinguish that which he or she distinguishes, and that
he or she does so as an expression of the operational co-

herences of the domain of praxis of living in which he
or she makes the description. Let us now consider the
question of cognition with all that I have said in mind.

8.1 Cognition
Since the only criterion with which we assess cognition
is our assessment of adequate action in a domain that we
specify with a question, I proposed, in section 2 of this
article, that my task in explaining cognition as a biologi-
cal phenomenon was to show how adequate action arises
in any domain during the operation of a living system.
This I have done in the previous sections by showing that
a living system is necessarily always engaged in adequate
action in the domain in which it is distinguished as a liv-
ing system in the praxis of living of the observer. And I
have shown that this is so because it is constitutive of the
phenomenon of observing that any system distinguished
should be distinguished both in conservation of organiza-
tion and of structural coupling and as a node in network
of structural drifts. In the distinction of living systems,
their distinction as entities engaged in adequate action
consists in bringing them forth, in the praxis of living
of the observer, both in conservation of autopoiesis and
of adaptation and as a moment in their ontogenic drift
in a medium. In other words, I have shown that for any
particular circumstance of distinction of a living system,
conservation of living (conservation of autopoiesis and
of adaptation) constitutes adequate action in those cir-
cumstances, and, hence, knowledge: living systems are
cognitive systems, and to live is to know. But, by show-
ing this I have also shown that any interaction with a liv-
ing system can be viewed by an observer as a question
posed to it, as a challenge to its life that constitutes a
domain of existence where he or she expects adequate
action of it. And, at the same time, I have also shown,
then, that the actual acceptance by the observer of an an-
swer to a question posed to a living system, entails his
or her recognition of adequate action by the living sys-
tem in the domain specified by the question, and that this
recognition of adequate action consists in the distinction
of the living system in that domain under conditions of
conservation of autopoiesis and adaptation. In what fol-
lows I present this general explanatory proposition under
the guise of a particular scientific explanation:

a) The phenomenon to be explained is adequate action
by a living system at any moment in which an observer
distinguishes it as a living system in action in a particular
domain. And I propose this as the phenomenon to be ex-
plained in the understanding that the adequate actions of
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a living system are its interactions with conservation of
class identity in the domain in which it is distinguished.

b) Given that structural coupling in its domain of exis-
tence (conservation of adaptation) is a condition of exis-
tence for any system distinguished by an observer, the
generative mechanism for adequate action in a living
system as a structurally changing system, is the struc-
tural drift with conservation of adaptation through which
it stays in continuous adequate action while it realizes
its niche, or disintegrates. Since a system is distin-
guished only in structural coupling, when an observer
distinguishes a living system he or she necessarily distin-
guishes it in adequate action in the domain of its distinc-
tion, and distinguishes it as a system that constitutively
remains in structural coupling in its domain of existence
regardless of how much its structure, or the structure of
the medium, or both, change while it stays alive.

c) Given the generative mechanism proposed in (b), the
following phenomena can be deduced to take place in
the domain of experiences of an observer: i) the observer
should see adequate action taking place in the form of
coordinated behavior in living systems that are in co-
ontogenic structural drift while in recurrent interactions
with conservation of reciprocal adaptation; ii) the ob-
server should see that living systems in co-ontogeny sep-
arate or disintegrate, or both, when their reciprocal adap-
tation is lost.

d) The phenomena deduced in (c) are apparent in the
domain of experiences of an observer in the dynamics
of constitution and realization of social systems, and in
all circumstances of recurrent interactions between liv-
ing systems during their ontogenies, in what appears to
us as learning to live together. One of these cases is our
human operation in language.

The satisfaction of these four conditions results: a) in
the validation, as a scientific explanation, of my propo-
sition that cognition as adequate action in living systems
is a consequence of their structural drift with conserva-
tion of organization and adaptation; b) in showing that
adequate action (cognition) is constitutive to living sys-
tems because it is entailed in their existence as such; c) in
entailing that different living systems differ in their do-
mains of adequate actions (domains of cognition) to the
extent that they realize different niches; and d) in show-
ing that the domain of adequate actions (domain of cog-
nition) of a living system changes as its structure, or the
structure of the medium, or both, change while it con-
serves organization and adaptation.

As the same time, it is apparent from all the above that

what I say of cognition as an explanation of the praxis of
living takes place in the praxis of living, and that to the
extent that what I say is effective action in the generation
of the phenomena of cognition, what I say takes place as
cognition. If what I say sounds strange, it is only because
we are in the habit of thinking about cognition in the ex-
planatory pathway of objectivity without parenthesis, as
if the phenomenon connoted by the word cognition en-
tailed pointing to something whose existence can be as-
serted to be independent of the pointing of the observer.
I have shown that this is not and cannot be the case. Cog-
nition cannot be understood as a biological phenomenon
if objectivity is not put in parentheses, nor can it be un-
derstood as such if one is not willing to follow all the
consequences of such an epistemological act.

Let us now treat human operation in language as one
of the phenomena which takes place as a consequence of
the operation of cognition as adequate (or effective) ac-
tion. It is particularly necessary to proceed in this man-
ner because our operation in language as observers in the
praxis of living is, at the same time, our problem and our
instrument for analysis and explanation.

8.2 Language
We human beings are living systems that exist in lan-
guage. This means that although we exist as human
beings in language and although our cognitive domains
(domains of adequate actions) as such take place in
the domain of languaging, our languaging takes place
through our operation as living systems. Accordingly,
in what follows I shall consider what takes place in lan-
guage[,] as language arises as a biological phenomenon
from the operation of living systems in recurrent inter-
actions with conservation of organization and adaptation
through their co-ontogenic structural drift, and thus show
language as a consequence of the same mechanism that
explains the phenomena of cognition:

a) When two or more autopoietic systems interact recur-
rently, and the dynamic structure of each follows a course
of change contingent upon the history of each’s interac-
tions with the others, there is a co-ontogenic structural
drift that gives rise to an ontogenically established do-
main of recurrent interactions between them which ap-
pears to an observer as a domain of consensual coordina-
tions of actions or distinctions in an environment. This
co-ontogenically established domain of recurrent inter-
actions I call a domain of consensual coordinations of
actions or distinctions, or, more generally, a consensual
domain of interactions, because it arises as a particular
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manner of living together contingent upon the unique
history of recurrent interactions of the participants dur-
ing their co-ontogeny. Furthermore, because an observer
can describe such a domain of recurrent interactions in
semantic terms, by referring the different coordinations
of actions (or distinctions) involved to the different con-
sequences that they have in the domain in which they are
distinguished, I also call a consensual domain of inter-
actions a linguistic domain. Finally, I call the behavior
through which an organism participates in an ontogenic
domain of recurrent interactions, consensual or linguistic
according to whether I want to emphasize the ontogenic
origin of the behavior (consensual), or its implications in
the present state of the ongoing interactions (linguistic).
Similarly, I speak of coordinations of actions or coordi-
nations of distinctions, according to whether I want to
emphasize what takes place in the interaction in the rela-
tion to the participants (coordinations of actions), or what
takes place in the interactions in relation to an environ-
ment (coordinations of distinctions).

b) When one or more living systems continue their co-
ontogenic structural drift through their recurrent interac-
tions in a consensual domain, it possible for a recursion
to take place in their consensual behavior resulting in the
production of a consensual coordination of consensual
coordinations of actions. If this were to happen, what
an observer would see would be that the participants of
a consensual domain of interactions would be operating
in their consensual behavior making consensual distinc-
tions upon their consensual distinctions, in a process that
would recursively make a consensual action a consen-
sual token for a consensual distinction that it obscures.
Indeed, this process is precisely what takes place in our
languaging in the praxis of living. Accordingly, I claim
that the phenomenon of language takes place in the co-
ontogeny of living systems when two or more organisms
operate, through their recurrent ontogenic consensual in-
teractions, in an ongoing process of recursive consen-
sual coordinations of consensual coordinations of actions
or distinctions (Maturana, 1978). Or, in other words,
I claim that such recursive consensual coordination of
consensual coordinations of actions or distinctions in any
domain, is the phenomenon of language. Furthermore, I
claim that objects arise in language as consensual coor-
dinations of actions that operationally obscure for further
recursive consensual coordinations of actions by the ob-
servers the consensual coordinations of actions (distinc-
tions) that they coordinate. Objects are, in the process
of languaging, consensual coordinations of actions that
operate as tokens for the consensual coordinations of ac-

tions that they coordinate. Objects do not pre-exist lan-
guage. Finally, I claim that all the phenomena that we as
observers distinguish in our operation in language arise
in the living of living systems, through their co-ontogenic
structural drift when this results in an ongoing process of
consensual coordinations of actions, as a consequence of
the proposed mechanism for the generation of the phe-
nomenon of cognition.

c) Languaging takes place in the praxis of living: we
human beings find ourselves as living systems immersed
in it. In the explanation of language as a biological
phenomenon it becomes apparent that languaging arises,
when it arises, as a manner of coexistence of living sys-
tems. As such, languaging takes place as a consequence
of a co-ontogenic structural drift under recurrent consen-
sual interactions. For this reason, language takes place as
a system of recurrent interactions in a domain of struc-
tural coupling. Interactions in language do not take place
in a domain of abstractions; on the contrary, they take
place in the concreteness of the bodyhoods of the par-
ticipants. Interactions in language are structural interac-
tions. Notions such as transmission of information, sym-
bolization, denotation, meaning, or syntax, are secondary
to the constitution of the phenomenon of languaging in
the living of the living systems that live it. Such notions
arise as reflections in language upon what takes place in
languaging. It is for this reason that what takes place
in language has consequences in our bodyhoods, and the
descriptions and explanations that we make become parts
of our domain of existence. We undergo our ontogenic
and phylogenic drifts as human beings in structural cou-
pling in our domain of existence as languaging systems.
As such, language takes place in the praxis of living of
the observer, and also generates the praxis of living of
the observer.

9. Consequences
The explanation that I have given for the phenomenon of
cognition has several fundamental consequences which I
shall now consider:

9.1 Existence entails cognition in living sys-
tems
To the extent that cognition is the operation of a living
system in its domain of structural coupling, that is, in
its domain of existence, existence of living systems en-
tails cognition in their realization as such, not as a char-
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acterization or as a representation or as a disclosure of
something independent of them. Cognition as a biolog-
ical phenomenon takes place in a living system as it op-
erates in its domain of perturbations, and as such it has
no content and is not “about” anything. Therefore, when
we say that we know some-thing we are not connoting
what happens in the mechanism of the phenomenon of
cognition as a biological phenomenon, we are reflecting
in language upon what we do.

9.2 There are as many cognitive domains
as there are domains of existence
I speak of cognition only in relation to living systems.
This is arbitrary since what I have said in relation to ex-
istence applies to every entity brought forth through an
operation of distinction. Therefore, I make this distinc-
tion only because I am speaking of living systems and
the word cognition is historically bound to them through
us. Within this restriction we as observers can say that
there are as many domains of cognition as there are do-
mains of existence specified by the different identities
that living systems conserve through the realization of
their autopoiesis. These different cognitive domains in-
tersect in the structural realization of a living system as
living systems realize the different identities that define
them as different dimensions of simultaneous or succes-
sive structural couplings, orthogonal to the fundamental
structural coupling in which the living system realizes
its autopoiesis. As a result, these different cognitive do-
mains may appear or disappear simultaneously or inde-
pendently according to whether the different structurally
intersecting unities that specify them integrate or disinte-
grate independently or simultaneously (see section 7.6,
page 212). Thus, when a student graduates, the cog-
nitive domain specified by the operation in the domain
of structural coupling that defines the identity “student”
disappears together with the disintegration of the stu-
dent, or, when a bachelor marries, the cognitive domain
that the identity “bachelor” defines as a domain of op-
erational coherences in structural coupling, disappears
together with the disintegration of the bachelor. Con-
versely, when a student graduates and a bachelor marries,
the identities “graduate” and “husband” appear with the
corresponding cognitive domains specified by the opera-
tional coherences that these entities entail.

It follows, therefore, that a living system may operate
in as many different cognitive domains as there are dif-
ferent identities that the different dimensions of its struc-
tural coupling allow it to realize. It also follows that

the different identities that a living system may realize
are necessarily fluid, and change as the dimensions of its
structural coupling change with its structural drift in the
happening of its living. To have an identity, to operate in
a particular domain of cognition, is to operate in a partic-
ular domain of structural coupling.

9.3 Language is the human cognitive do-
main
Human beings as living systems operating in language
operate in a domain of recursive reciprocal consensual
perturbations that constitutes their domain of existence
as such. Therefore, language as a domain of recursive
consensual coordinations of actions is a domain of exis-
tence, and, as such, a cognitive domain defined by the
recursion of consensual distinctions in a domain of con-
sensual distinctions. Furthermore, human beings as liv-
ing systems operating in language constitute observing,
and become observers, by bringing forth objects as pri-
mary consensual coordinations of actions distinguished
through secondary consensual coordinations of actions
in a process that obscures the actions that they coordi-
nate. Human beings, therefore, exist in the domain of
objects that they bring forth through languaging. At the
same time, human beings by existing as observers in the
domain of objects brought forth through languaging, ex-
ist in a domain that allows them to explain the happen-
ing of their living in language through reference to their
operation in a domain of dynamic reciprocal structural
coupling.

9.4 Objectivity
Objects arise in language as consensual coordinations of
actions that in a domain of consensual distinctions are
tokens for more basic coordinations of actions, which
they obscure. Without language and outside language
there are no objects, because objects only arise as con-
sensual coordinations of actions in the recursion of con-
sensual coordinations of actions that languaging is. For
living systems that do not operate in language there are
no objects; or in other words, objects are not part of their
cognitive domains. Since we human beings are objects
in a domain of objects that we bring forth and operate
upon in language, language is our peculiar domain of ex-
istence and our peculiar cognitive domain. Within these
circumstances, objectivity arises in language as a man-
ner of operating with objects without distinguishing the
actions that they obscure. In this manner of operating,
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descriptions arise as concatenations of consensual coor-
dinations of actions that result in further consensual coor-
dinations of actions which, if performed without distin-
guishing how objects arise, can be distinguished as man-
ners of languaging that take place as if objects existed
outside of language. Objects are operational relations in
languaging.

9.5 Languaging: operation in a domain of
structural coupling
To the extent that language arises as a consensual domain
in the co-ontogenic structural drift of living systems in-
volved in recurrent interactions, the organisms that op-
erate in language operate in a domain of reciprocal co-
ontogenic structural coupling through reciprocal struc-
tural perturbations. Therefore, to operate in language
is not an abstract activity as we usually think. To lan-
guage is to interact structurally. Language takes place in
the domain of relations between organisms in the recur-
sion of consensual coordinations of consensual coordi-
nations of actions, but at the same time language takes
place through structural interactions in the domain of
the bodyhoods of the languaging organisms. In other
words, although languaging takes place in the social do-
main as a dance of recursive relations of coordinations
of actions, interactions in language as structural interac-
tions are orthogonal to that domain, and as such trigger
in the bodyhoods of the participants structural changes
that change as much the physiological background (emo-
tional standing) on which they continue their languaging
as the course that this physiological change follows. The
result is that the social recursive coordinations of actions
that constitute languaging, as elements of a domain of
recursive operation in structural coupling, become part
of the medium in which the participant living systems
conserve organization and adaptation through the struc-
tural changes that they undergo contingent to their par-
ticipation in that domain. Thus, although the domain
of coordinations of actions and the domain of structural
change of the participants in language do not intersect,
their changes are coupled orthogonally through the struc-
tural interactions that take place in language. As the body
changes, languaging changes; and as languaging changes
the body changes. Here resides the power of words.
Words are nodes in coordinations of actions in languag-
ing and as such they arise through structural interactions
between bodyhoods; it is through this interplay of coor-
dinations of actions and changes of bodyhoods that the
world we bring forth in languaging becomes part of the

domain in which our ontogenic and phylogenic structural
drifts take place.

9.6 Language is a domain of descriptions
Language is a system of recursive consensual coordina-
tions of actions in which every consensual coordination
of actions becomes an object through a recursion in the
consensual coordinations of actions, in a process that be-
comes the operation of distinction that distinguishes it
and constitutes the observer. In these circumstances, all
participants in a language domain can be observers with
respect to the sequences of coordinations of actions in
which they participate, constituting a system of recur-
sive distinctions in which systems of distinctions become
objects of distinction. Such recursive distinctions of dis-
tinctions in the happening of living in language that bring
forth systems of objects, constitute the phenomenon of
description. As a result, all that there is in the human do-
main are descriptions in the happening of living in lan-
guage which, as happenings of living in language, be-
come objects of descriptions in language. Descriptions,
however, do not replace the happening of living that they
constitute as descriptions; they only expand it in recur-
sions that follow its operational coherences. Accord-
ingly, scientific explanations, as systems of descriptions,
do not replace the phenomena that they explain in the
domain of happening of living of the observer, but bring
forth operational coherences in that domain that allow for
further descriptions in it.

9.7 Self-consciousness arises with language
For a living system in its operation as a closed system,
there is no inside or outside; it has no way of making the
distinction. Yet, in language such a distinction arises as
a particular consensual coordination of actions in which
the participants are recursively brought forth as distinc-
tions of systems of distinctions. When this happens, self-
consciousness arises as a domain of distinctions in which
the observers participate in the consensual distinctions of
their participations in language through languaging. It
follows from this that the individual exists only in lan-
guage, that the self exists only in language, and that self-
consciousness as a phenomenon of self distinction takes
place only in language. Furthermore, it also follows that
since language as a domain of consensual coordinations
of actions is a social phenomenon, self-consciousness is
a social phenomenon, and as such it does not take place
within the anatomical confines of the bodyhood of the
living systems that generate it; on the contrary, it is ex-
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ternal to them and pertains to their domain of interactions
as a manner of coexistence.

9.8 History
The significance or meaning of any given behavior re-
sides in the circumstances of its enaction, not in the char-
acteristics of the dynamics of states of the behaving liv-
ing system or in any particular feature of the behavior
itself. In other words, it is not the complexity of the in-
ner states of a living system or of its nervous system,
nor any aspect of the behavior itself, that determines the
nature, meaning, relevance or content of any given be-
havior, but rather its placement in the ongoing historical
process in which it arises. The higher human functions
do not take place in the brain; language, abstract think-
ing, love, devotion, reflection, rationality, altruism, etc.,
are not features of the dynamics of states of the human
being as a living system or of its nervous system as a
neuronal network; they are social historical phenomena.
At the same time, history is not part of the dynamics of
states of a living system because this latter takes place
only in the present, instant after instant, in the operation
of its structure in changes that occur out of time. History,
time, future and past — as well as space — exist in lan-
guage as forms of explanation of the happening of living
of the observer, and partake of the involvement of lan-
guage in this happening of living. Therefore, it is in the
explanation of the happening of living through the co-
herences of language that an observer can claim that the
structure of a living system that determines its changes
of state in the present always embodies its history of in-
teractions because it continuously arises in the present in
a structural drift contingent to such history.

9.9 The nervous system expands the do-
main of states of the living system
For living systems to operate in language, the diversity
and plasticity of their internal states must match the di-
versity of the changing circumstances generated in their
recursive consensual coordinations of actions. In other
words, although language does not take place within the
bodyhood of the living system, the structure of the living
system must provide the diversity and plasticity of states
required for language to take place. The nervous system
contributes to the fulfillment of these requirements by ex-
panding the domain of states of the organism through the
richness of its dynamics as a closed network of changing
relations of neuronal activities (see Maturana 1983), and

by expanding in the organism the domain of its changes
of states that follow in it a course contingent upon both its
own changes of states and its interactions in the medium.
And, this the nervous system does: a) by admitting the
interactions of the organism as orthogonal perturbations
from the medium, a condition that makes its structural
drift as a cellular network, as well as the structural drift
of the organism and its participation in the generation of
behavior, contingent upon the history of those interac-
tions; and b) by admitting orthogonal interactions from
the components of the organism, a condition that makes
its structural drifts as a cellular network, as well as the
structural drift of the organism and its participation in
the generation of behavior, recursively contingent upon
the dynamics of structural changes of the organism. The
result of all this for the organism (including its nervous
system) is the possibility of the recursive involvement of
its dynamics of states with the ongoing flow of its own
dynamics of states through its behavior, if it has suffi-
cient plasticity in the nervous system and participates in
a sufficiently large domain of recurrent interactions with
other organisms. Indeed, this recursive involvement is
what permits the production of language as this arises
when the internal recursiveness of the dynamics of states
of the nervous system couples with the recurrence of so-
cial consensual coordinations of actions, giving rise to
the recursion of consensual coordinations as an ongoing
process in the generation of social behavior.

The ongoing recursive coupling of behavioral and
structural changes that give origin to language, is pos-
sible because a structure determined system exists in two
non-intersecting phenomenal domains realized through
orthogonally dependent structures, namely, its domain
of states and its domain of interactions. It is our ba-
sic double existence as structure determined systems in
two non-intersecting but orthogonally coupled phenome-
nal domains that permits us in our operation in language
to generate endless orthogonally interdependent and yet
non-intersecting phenomenal domains in the happening
of our living.

9.10 Observing takes place in languaging
The nervous system is a closed network of interacting
active neuronal elements (neurons, effectors and recep-
tors) that are structurally realized as cellular components
of the organism. As such, it operates as a closed net-
work of changing relations of activity between its com-
ponents; that is, it is constitutive to the organization of
the nervous system that any change of relations of ac-
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tivity between its components leads to further changes
of relations of activity between them, and that in that
sense it operates without inputs or outputs. Therefore,
any action upon an environment that an observer sees as
a result of the operation of the nervous system, is a fea-
ture of the structural changes that take place in the ner-
vous system as a cellular network, and not a feature of
its operation as such. Indeed, the operation of the ner-
vous system and the actions of the organism take place
in non-intersecting phenomenal domains realized by or-
thogonally related structures. Similarly, any perturbation
of the medium impinging upon the organism is a per-
turbation in the structure of the nervous system, not an
input into the nervous system’s dynamics of states, and
if this dynamic of states changes it does so because the
structure of the nervous system changes in a manner con-
tingent to the perturbation, not because it admits an input
to its operation. As a result, all that takes place in the ner-
vous system is a dance of changing relations of neuronal
activities that in the domain of structural coupling where
the observer beholds the organism appears as a dance of
changing configurations of effector-sensor correlations.
An observer that sees an effector-sensor correlation as an
adequate behavior does so because he or she beholds the
organism in the domain of structural coupling in which
the distinguished behavior takes place in the flow of its
conservation of adaptation. The organism in its operation
does not act upon an environment, nor does the nervous
system operate with a representation of an environment
in the generation of the adequate behavior of the organ-
ism; the environment exists only for an observer (see sec-
tion 6.13, page 208), and as such it is a phenomenon of
languaging.

That the nervous system should operate as a closed
network of changing relations of activity between its
components, and not with representations of an environ-
ment, has two fundamental consequences: a) for the op-
eration of the nervous system, everything is the same; or
in other words, all that takes place in the operation of the
nervous system are changes of relations of activity be-
tween its components, and it does not distinguish in its
operation whether its changes of state arise through what
an observer sees as external structural perturbations; b)
for the observer, the organism operates in many differ-
ent domains of structural coupling which intersect op-
erationally in the domain of states of the nervous sys-
tem through the the structural perturbations triggered in
it by the interactions of the organism in these different
domains. As a result of this circumstance several things
happen that are relevant for the things happening that are

relevant for the understanding of the domains of reality
that the observer brings forth (see following sections).
Firstly, an observer can always treat a state of activity
of the nervous system (a configuration of changes of re-
lations of activity) that arises as a result of a particular
interaction of the organism as a representation of that in-
tegration, and can do so by constituting the domain of
descriptions as a meta phenomenal domain in which both
the organism and the circumstance of its interactions are
distinguished together. Secondly, different states of ac-
tivity of the nervous system that for an observer repre-
sent interactions of the organism in non-intersecting phe-
nomenal domains (different domains of structural cou-
pling), can affect each other and give rise to behaviors
of the organism that constitute meta domains of rela-
tions between the phenomena that take place in these
non-intersecting phenomenal domains. Thirdly, the meta
domains of relations established through the operational
intersection in the domain of states of the nervous sys-
tem of otherwise non-intersecting phenomena that arise
in the operation of the organism in its different domains
of structural coupling, constitute, through the behaviors
that these intersections generate, new domains of struc-
tural coupling of the organism that do not intersect with
the others. And, fourthly, the operational intersection of
the different domains of interactions (different domains
of structural coupling) of an organism in the operation of
its nervous system, allows it to operate in recurrent inter-
actions with other organisms in the continuous recursive
generation of meta-domains of relations which become
phenomenal domains in their own right in the ongoing
flow of those recurrent interactions. The result of all this
intersection of domains or relations in the closed opera-
tion of the nervous system through its coupling to the in-
teractions of the organism, is the possibility of the arising
of self observing as the closed operation of the nervous
system becomes recursive when it couples to the dynam-
ics of observing as two or more organisms generate a re-
cursive domain of coordinations of actions. That is, the
operation of the nervous system as a closed network of
interactions (relations of activity) permit observing and
the observer to arise as operations in language brought
forth through the operational coherences of languaging.
Or, in other words, since the operation of the nervous
system appears in the domain of operation of the organ-
ism as sensory-effector correlations, observing is coor-
dination of bodyhoods of observers through their gen-
eration of a choreography of interlaced sensory-effector
correlations, because all that there is for the operation
of the nervous system of the observer in observing is its
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closed dynamics of changing relations between its neu-
ronal components. It is only for an observer who sees
two or more interacting organisms in his or her praxis of
living, that the sensory-effector correlations of these or-
ganisms appear recursively involved with each other in
a network of recursive sensory-effector correlations con-
stituted through the orthogonal interactions of their ner-
vous systems. And, finally, it is only for an observer that
such a network of recursive sensory-effector correlations
becomes language and constitutes a meta domain (with
respect to the operation of the nervous system) where
explanations and observing take place; when the organ-
ism’s recurrent interactions become a recursive system of
consensual coordinations of consensual coordinations of
actions.

10. The domain of physical exis-
tence
A domain of existence is a domain of operational coher-
ences entailed by the distinction of a unity by an observer
in his or her praxis of living. As such, a domain of ex-
istence arises as the domain of the operational validity
of the properties of the unity distinguished if it is a sim-
ple unity, or as the domain of validity of the properties
of the components of the unity distinguished if the unity
distinguished is a composite one. As a consequence, the
distinction of a unity entails its domain of existence as a
composite unity that includes the distinguished unity as
a component. Therefore, there are as many domains of
existence as kinds of unities an observer may bring forth
in his or her operations of distinction. In these circum-
stances, since the notion of determinism applies to the
operation of the properties of the components of a unity
in its composition (see sections 6.9, page 207, and 7.4,
page 209), all domains of existence, as composite entities
that include the unities that specify them, are determinis-
tic systems in the sense indicated above. This has certain
consequences for us living systems existing in language,
and for the explanations that we generate as such beings.
The following are some of these consequences:

i) Our domain of existence as the composite unities that
we are as molecular autopoietic systems, is the domain
of existence of our component molecules, and entails all
the operational coherences proper to the molecular ex-
istence. Therefore, our existence as autopoietic systems
implies the satisfaction of all the constraints that the dis-
tinction of molecules entails, and our operation as molec-
ular systems implies the determinism entailed in the dis-

tinction of molecules.

ii) If we distinguish molecules as composite entities,
they exist in the domain of existence of their components,
and as such their existence implies the satisfaction of the
determinism that the distinction of the latter entails. The
same applies to the decomposition of the components of
molecules, and so on recursively. Since unities and their
domains of existence are brought forth and specified in
their distinction in the happening of living of the ob-
server, the only limit to the recursion in distinctions is
the limit of the diversity of experiences of the observer
in his or her happening of living (praxis).

iii) Since the observer as a living system is a compos-
ite entity, the observer makes distinctions in his or her
interactions as a living system through the operation of
the properties of his or her components. If the observer
uses an instrument, then his or her distinctions take place
through the operation of the properties of the instrument
as if this were one of its components. The result of all
this is that an observer cannot make distinctions outside
its domain of existence as a composite entity.

iv) Descriptions are series of consensual distinctions
subject to recursive consensual distinctions in a com-
munity of observers. Observers operate in language
only through their recursive interactions in the domain
of structural coupling in which they recursively coordi-
nate consensual actions as operations in their domains of
experiences through the praxis of their living. Therefore,
all interactions in language between observers take place
through the operation of the properties of their compo-
nents as living systems in the domain of their reciprocal
structural coupling. Or, in other words, we as human be-
ings operate in language only through our interactions in
our domain of existence as living systems, and we cannot
make descriptions that entail interactions outside this do-
main. As a consequence, although language as a domain
of recursive consensual distinctions is open to unending
recursions, language is a closed operational domain in
the sense that it is not possible to step outside language
through language, and descriptions cannot be characteri-
zations of independent entities.

v) Since everything said is said by an observer to an-
other observer, and since objects (entities, things) arise
in language, we cannot operate with objects (entities or
things) as if they existed outside the distinctions of dis-
tinctions that constitute them. Furthermore, as entities
in language, objects are brought forth as explanatory ele-
ments in the explanation of the operational coherences of
the happening of living in which languaging takes place.
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Without observers nothing exists, and with observers ev-
erything that exists exists in explanations.

vi) As we put objectivity in parenthesis because we rec-
ognize that we cannot experientially distinguish between
what we socially call perception and illusion, we accept
that existence is specified by an operation of distinction:
nothing pre-exists its distinction. In this sense, houses,
persons, atoms or elementary particles, are not differ-
ent. Also in this sense, existence as an explanation of
the praxis of living of the observer, is a cognitive phe-
nomenon that reflects the ontology of observing in such
praxis of living, and not a claim about objectivity. There-
fore, with objectivity in parenthesis, an entity has no con-
tinuity beyond or outside that specified by the coherences
that constitute its domain of existence as this is brought
forth in its distinction. The claim that the house to which
I return every evening from work is the same that I left in
the morning, or that whenever I see my mother I see the
same person that gave birth to me, or that all the points
of the path of an electron in a bubble chamber are traces
left by the same electron, are claims that constitute cog-
nitive statements that define sameness in the distinction
of the unity (house, mother, or electron) as this is spec-
ified in the operation of distinction that brings it forth
together with its domain of existence. Since according
to all that I have said, cognitive statements are not, and
cannot be, statements about the properties of indepen-
dent objects, sameness is necessarily always a reflection
by the observer in the process of observing in the do-
main of existence that he or she brings forth in his or her
distinctions. Furthermore, since no entity can be distin-
guished outside its domain of existence as the domain of
operational coherences in which it is possible, every dis-
tinction specifies a domain of existence as a domain of
possible distinctions; that is, every distinction specifies
a domain of existence as a versum in the multiversa, or
colloquially, every distinction specifies a domain of real-
ity.

vii) A scientific explanation entails the proposition of a
mechanism (or composite entity) that, if realized, would
generate the phenomenon to be explained in the domain
of experiences (praxis or happening of living) of the ob-
server (see section 4, page 200). The generative character
of the scientific explanation is constitutive to it. Indeed,
this ontological condition in science carries with it the le-
gitimacy of the foundational character of the phenomenal
domain in which the generative explanatory mechanism
takes place, as well as the legitimacy of treating every
entity distinguished as a composite unity, asking for the
origin of its properties in its organization and structure.

And because this is also the case for our common sense
explanations in our effective operation in our daily life, it
seems natural to us to ask for a substratum independent
of the observer as the ultimate medium in which every-
thing takes place. Yet, although it is an epistemological
necessity to expect such a substratum, we constitutively
cannot assert its existence through distinguishing it as a
composite entity and thereby characterize it in terms of
components and relations between components. In or-
der to do so, we would have to describe it, that is, we
would have to bring it forth in language and give it form
in the domain of recursive consensual coordinations of
actions in which we exist as human beings. However,
to do so would be tantamount to characterizing the sub-
stratum in terms of entities (things, properties) that arise
through languaging, and which, as consensual distinc-
tions of consensual coordinations of actions, are consti-
tutively not the substratum. Through language we re-
main in language, and we lose the substratum as soon as
we attempt to language it. We need the substratum for
epistemological reasons, but in the substratum there are
no objects, entities or properties; in the substratum there
is nothing (no-thing) because things belong to language.
In other words, nothing exists in the substratum.

viii) Distinctions take place in the domain of experi-
ences, in the happening or praxis of living of the observer
as a human being. For this reason, the domain of opera-
tional coherences that an observer brings forth in the dis-
tinction of a unity as its domain of existence, also occurs
in his or her domain of experiences as a human being as
part of his or her praxis of living. Therefore, since lan-
guage is operations in a domain of recursive consensual
coordinations of consensual coordinations of actions in
the domain of experiences of the observers as human be-
ings, all dimensions of the domains of experiences of the
observers exist in language as coordinations of actions
between observers. As such, all descriptions constitute
configurations of coordinations of actions in some di-
mension of the domains of experiences of the members
of a community of observers in co-ontogenic structural
drift. Physics, biology, mathematics, philosophy, cook-
ing, politics, etc., are all different domains of languaging,
and as such are all different domains of recursive con-
sensual coordinations of consensual coordinations of ac-
tions in the praxis or happening of living of the members
of a community of observers. In other words, it is only
as different domains of languaging that physics, biology,
philosophy, cooking, politics, or any cognitive domain
exists. Yet, this does not mean that all cognitive domains
are the same; it only means that different cognitive do-
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mains exist only as they are brought forth in language,
and that languaging constitutes them. We talk as if things
existed in the absence of the observer, as if the domain of
operational coherences that we bring forth in a distinc-
tion would operate as it operates in our distinctions re-
gardless of them. We now know that this is constitutively
not the case. We talk for example, as if time and matter
were independent dimensions of a physical space. Yet, it
is apparent from my explanation of the phenomenon of
cognition that they are not and cannot be. Indeed, time
and matter are explanations of some of the operational
coherences of the domains of existence brought forth in
the distinctions that constitute the ongoing languaging in
the praxis of living of the members of a community of
observers. Thus, time — with past, present, and future
— arises as a feature of an explanatory mechanism that
would generate what the observer experiences as succes-
sive non-simultaneous phenomena; and matter arises as
a feature of an explanatory mechanism that would gen-
erate what he or she experiences as mutually impenetra-
ble simultaneous distinctions. Without observers noth-
ing can be said, nothing can be explained, nothing can be
claimed, . . . in fact, without observers nothing exists, be-
cause existence is specified in the operation of distinction
of the observer. For epistemological reasons, we ask for
a substratum that could provide an independent ultimate
justification or validation of distinguishability, but, for
ontological reasons, such a substratum remains beyond
our reach as observers. All that we can say ontologically
about the substratum that we need for epistemological
reasons, is that it permits what it permits, and that it per-
mits all the operational coherences that we bring forth in
the happening of living as we exist in language.

ix) As we operate in language we operate in a domain
of reciprocal structural coupling in our domain of ex-
istence as composite unities (molecular autopoietic sys-
tems), that is, we operate in the domain of existence of
our components. Therefore, anything that we say, any
explanation that we propose, can only entail distinctions
that involve the operation of our components in their do-
main of existence as we operate as observers in language.
Accordingly, it is in the domain where we exist as com-
posite entities that we distinguish molecules, atoms, or
elementary particles, as entities that we bring forth in
language through operations of distinction that specify
them as well as the operational coherences of their do-
mains of existence. If what we call the physical domain
of existence is the domain where physicists distinguish
molecules, atoms or elementary particles, then we as liv-
ing systems specify the domain of physical existence as

our limiting cognitive domain as we operate as observers
in language, interacting in the domain of existence of our
components as we bring forth the physical domain of ex-
istence as an explanation of the happening of our living.
We do not exist in a pre-existing domain of physical ex-
istence; we bring it forth and specify is as we exist as ob-
servers. The experience of the physicist, be this in clas-
sic, relativistic or quantum physics, does not reflect the
nature of “the universe”; it reflects the ontology of the
observer as a living system as he or she operates in lan-
guage bringing forth the physical entities and the opera-
tional coherences of their domains of existence. Einstein
made the assertion, that scientific theories (explanations)
are free creations of the human mind; and then, in what
seemed to reveal a paradox, he asked the question, “How
is it, if that is the case, that the universe is intelligible
through them?”. In this article I have shown that there is
no paradox if one reveals the ontology of observing and
the ontology of scientific explanations through putting
objectivity in parenthesis. Indeed, I have shown that a
scientific explanation entails:

a) the proposition of a phenomenon to be explained,
brought forth as such as a priori in the praxis of living
(domain of experiences) of the observer;

b) the proposition of an ad hoc generative mechanism,
also brought forth a priori in the praxis of living of the
observer, that if allowed to operate would generate the
phenomena being explained as a consequence to be wit-
nessed by the observer in her or his praxis of living;

c) the operational coherence of the four operational con-
ditions that constitute its criterion of validation, as they
are realized in the praxis of living of the observer; and

d) the superfluity and impertinence of the assumption of
objectivity.

From all this it follows that the explanatory mechanism
proposed in a scientific explanation is constitutively “a
free creation of the human mind” because it is brought
forth constitutively a priori in the praxis of living of the
observer, that is without any other justification that the ad
hoc generative character of the phenomenon explained.
It also follows from all this, that a scientific explanation
constitutively explains the universe (versum) in which it
takes place because both the explanatory mechanism and
the phenomenon being explained occur, in a generative
relation, as non-intersecting phenomena of the same op-
erational domain of the praxis of living of the observer.
Or, in other words, it also follows from all this that since
the operation of distinction specifies the entity distin-
guished as well as its domain of existence, a scientific
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explanation constitutively explains the universe (versum)
in which it takes place because it brings with it the do-
main of operational coherences (the versum of the multi-
versa) of the praxis of living of the observer that it makes
intelligible. Strictly, then, there is no paradox; scientific
explanations do not explain an independent world or uni-
verse, they explain the praxis of living (the domain of
experiences) of the observer making use of the same op-
erational coherences that constitute the praxis of living
of the observer in languaging. It is here that science is
poetry.

11. Reality
The word “reality” comes from the Latin noun res that
means “object” (thing), and as it is commonly used signi-
fies objectivity without parentheses. The real, and some-
times the really real, is meant to be that which exists
independently of the observer. Now we know that the
concepts entailed in this way of speaking cannot be sus-
tained. Objects, things, arise in language when a con-
sensual coordination of actions, by being consensually
distinguished in a recursion of consensual coordinations
of actions, obscures the actions that it coordinates in the
praxis of living in a consensual domain. Since according
to this circumstance an object, a unity, is brought forth
in language in an operation of distinction that is a con-
figuration of consensual coordinations of actions, when
an object is distinguished in language its domain of exis-
tence as a coherent domain of consensual coordinations
of actions becomes a domain of objects, a domain of re-
ality, a versum of the multiversa such that all that is in it
is all that is entailed in the consensual coordinations of
actions that constitute it. Every domain of existence is a
domain of reality, and all domains of reality are equally
valid domains of existence brought forth by an observer
as domains of coherent consensual actions that specify
all that is in them. Once a domain of reality is brought
forth, the observer can treat the objects or entities that
constitute it both as if they were all that there is and as if
they existed independently of the operations of distinc-
tion that bring them forth. And this is so because a do-
main of reality is brought forth in the praxis of living of
the observer as a domain of operational coherences that
requires no internal justification.

It follows from all this, that an observer operating in
a domain of reality necessarily operates in a domain of
effective actions, and that another observer claims that
the first one commits a mistake or has an illusion only
when the first observer begins to operate in a domain of

reality different from the one that the second observer
expected. Thus, if we specify the operation of distinc-
tion “ghost”, then ghosts exist, are real in the domain
of existence brought forth in their distinction, and we
can do effective actions with them in that domain, but
they are not real in any other domain. Indeed, every-
thing is an illusion outside its domain of existence. In
other words, every domain of reality as a domain of op-
erational coherences brought forth in the happening of
living of the observer in language, is a closed domain of
effective consensual actions, that is, a cognitive domain;
and conversely, every cognitive domain as a domain of
operational coherences is a domain of reality. What is
uncanny, perhaps, is that although different domains of
reality are seen by an observer as different domains of
coordinations of actions in an environment, they are lived
by the observer as different domains of languaging which
differ only through their ongoing transformation in the
different circumstances of recursion in which they arise.
We as observers can explain this now by saying that, as
we operate in language through our consensual interac-
tions in the happening of living of a community of ob-
servers, our structural drift in the happening of our living
becomes contingent upon the course of those consensual
interactions, and that this takes place in a manner that
keeps the transformation of the happening of our living
congruent with the domain of reality that we bring forth
in that community of observers, or we disintegrate as
members of it. It is this that makes us observing sys-
tems systems capable, through language, of an endless
recursive generation of new cognitive domains (new do-
mains of reality) as new domains of praxis of observing
in our continuous structural drifts as living systems.

12. Self consciousness and reality
The self arises in language in the linguistic recursion that
brings forth the observer as an entity in the explanation
of his or her operation in a domain of consensual dis-
tinctions. Self-consciousness arises in language in the
linguistic recursion that brings forth the distinction of
the self as an entity in the explanation of the operation
of the observer in the distinction of the self from other
entities in a consensual domain of distinctions. As a re-
sult, reality arises with self-consciousness in language as
an explanation of the distinction between self and non-
self in the praxis of living of the observer. Self, self-
consciousness and reality exist in language as explana-
tions of the happening of living of the observer. Indeed,
the observer as a human being in language is primary
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with respect to self and self-consciousness, these arise as
he or she operates in language explaining his or her ex-
periences, his or her praxis of living as such. That the
entities brought forth in our explanations should have
an unavoidable presence in our domain of existence, is
because we are realized as observers as we distinguish
these entities, in the domain of operational coherences
that they define as we distinguish them. We do not go
through a wall in the praxis of living because we exist as
living systems in the same domain of operational coher-
ences in which a wall exists as a molecular entity, and a
wall is distinguished as a composite entity in the molec-
ular space as that entity through which we cannot go as
molecular entities.

The observer is primary, not the object. Better, ob-
serving is a given in the praxis of living in language,
and we are already in it when we begin to reflect upon
it. Matter, energy, ideas, notions, mind, spirit, God, . . .
are explanatory propositions about the praxis of living
of the observer. Furthermore, matter, energy, ideas, no-
tions, mind, spirit or God, as explanatory propositions
entail different manners of living of the observer in re-
cursive conservation of adaptation in the domains of op-
erational coherences brought forth in their different dis-
tinctions. Thus, when the observer operates with objec-
tivity without parenthesis, he or she operates in an ex-
planatory avenue that entails neglecting the experiential
indistinguishability between what we call perception and
illusion, and when he or she operates with objectivity in
parentheses he or she operates in an explanatory avenue
that entails accepting this indistinguishability as a start-
ing point. In the explanatory path of objectivity without
parentheses, the observer, language, and perception, can-
not be explained scientifically as biological phenomena
because in this explanatory path it is assumed that the ob-
server can make reference to entities that exist indepen-
dently of what he or she does, an assumption which is
contradictory with the structural determinism of the liv-
ing system and the mechanistic nature of a scientific ex-
planation; while in the explanatory path of objectivity in
parenthesis there is not such a contradiction. At the same
time, when one operates within any given domain of re-
ality one can operate with objectivity without parenthe-
sis without contradiction, but when a disagreement arises
with another observer, and one thinks that it is not a mat-
ter of a simple logical mistake, in that explanatory path
one is forced to claim a privileged access to an objective
reality to resolve it, and to deal with errors as if they were
mistakings of what is. If in similar circumstances one is
operating with objectivity in parenthesis, one finds that
the disagreeing parties operate in different domains of

reality, and that the disagreement disappears only when
they begin to operate in the same one. Furthermore, one
also finds that errors are changes of domain of reality in
the operation of an observer that he or she notices only a
posteriori. Finally, by operating in the explanatory path
of objectivity without parenthesis we cannot explain how
an observer operates in the generation of a scientific ex-
planation because we take for granted the abilities of the
observer. Contrary to this state of affairs, if we operate
in the explanatory path objectivity in parentheses, sci-
entific explanations and the observer appear as compo-
nents in a single closed generative explanatory mecha-
nism, in which the properties or abilities of the observer
are shown to arise in different phenomenal domain than
the one in which its components operate.

We human beings exist only as we exist as self-
consciousness entities in language. It is only as we exist
as self-consciousness entities that the domain of physical
existence exists as our limiting cognitive domain in the
ultimate explanation of the human observer’s happening
of living. The physical domain of existence is secondary
to the happening of living of the human observer, even
though in the explanation of observing the human ob-
server arises from the physical domain of existence. In-
deed, the understanding of the ontological primacy of ob-
serving is basic for the understanding of the phenomenon
of cognition. Human existence is a cognitive existence
and takes place through languaging; yet, cognition has
no content and does not exist outside the effective actions
that constitute it. This why nothing exists outside the dis-
tinctions of the observer. That the physical domain of ex-
istence should be our limiting cognitive domain does not
alter this. Nature, the world, society, science, religion,
the physical space, atoms, molecules, trees . . . , indeed all
things, are cognitive entities, explanations of the praxis
or happening of living of the observer, and as such, as
this very explanation, they only exist as a bubble of hu-
man actions floating on nothing. Every thing is cognitive,
and the bubble of human cognition changes in the con-
tinuous happening of the human recursive involvement
in co-ontogenic and co-phylogenic drifts within the do-
mains of existence that he or she brings forth in the praxis
of living. Every thing is human responsibility.

The atom and the hydrogen bombs are cognitive en-
tities. The big bang, or whatever we claim from our
present praxis of living gave origin to physical versum,
is a cognitive entity, an explanation of the praxis of liv-
ing of the observer bound to the ontology of observing.
Our happening of living takes place regardless of our ex-
planations, but its course becomes contingent upon our
explanations as they become part of the domain of exis-
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tence in which we conserve organization and adaptation
through our structural drifts. Our living takes place in
structural coupling with the world that we bring forth,
and the world that we bring forth is our doing as ob-
servers in language as we operate in structural coupling
in it in the praxis of living. We cannot do anything out-
side our domains of structural coupling; we cannot do
anything outside our domains of cognition; we cannot do
anything outside our domains of languaging. This is why
nothing that we do as human beings is trivial. Everything
that we do becomes part of the world that we live as we
bring it forth as social entities in language. Human re-
sponsibility in the multiversa is total.
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Humberto R. Maturana

(1974)

My purpose in this article is to discuss cognition in rela-
tion to man and the unity of man, in an attempt to show
that any notion that we may have about the unity of man
is bound to our views about knowledge and reality. Since
everything that I say is said as an observer addressing
other observers, I shall consider the statement that “any
human action implies knowledge” as a sufficient expe-
riential characterization of cognition, and let any addi-
tional connotation arise in the course of the article.2

A. The objectivity of knowledge.
Present views about cognition as they are generally held
by scientists, both explicitly and implicitly, are founded
in the following epistemological notions.

Notion 1. We exist in an objective world that can be
known and about which we can make cognitive state-
ments that reveal it as an independent reality whose va-
lidity is, therefore, independent from us as observers.

Comment: Although experientially this notion seems
proven by the very circumstances that generate it, namely
by our day to day manipulative experience and the pre-
dictive success of our operation as physical entities, it is
an a priori notion because a successful prediction does
not prove that the operation through which we make it
reflects an objective reality, or constitutes an expression
of our cognitive access to this reality. A prediction is
a statement of what is the case within a relational ma-
trix. Accordingly, if by some observational procedure
the phenomenon considered is revealed through a projec-

tion onto a relational matrix, any statement of what is the
case in that relational matrix will necessarily be observed
as a state of the matrix onto which the phenomenon con-
sidered can be projected in the act of observation. There-
fore, the success of a prediction only proves that a certain
mapping or projection operation can be made, but does
not reveal the nature of what it is that is mapped or pro-
jected.

Notion 2. We obtain knowledge through our sense or-
gans by a process of mapping the objective external re-
ality onto our nervous system, accomodating our be-
haviour to the structure of the world revealed through
this mapping.

Comment: This notion seems proven by electrophysi-
ological experiments that show that there are nerve cells
that appear to function as filters or detectors of describ-
able environmental configurations such as edges or direc-
tions of movement. To the extent that these cells seem to
reveal an independent reality, they appear as perceptual
operators that represent the external world in the activity

2Source: Heinz von Foerster, Cybernetics of Cybernetics, BCL Report no. 73–38 (Urbana: Biological Computer Laboratory, Department of
Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois, 1974).
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of the nervous system. The objection is rather obvious,
however, that it is a general feature of all filters that their
organization determines what passes through them and,
hence, they can only reveal that certain mapping opera-
tions can be made. So if nerve cells do act as filters, it
would not be possible to distinguish any objective feature
of the outside world through them. This same criticism
also applies to instruments. The genetic argument that
our present day organization is the result of evolution,
although valid with respect to the origin of the structure
and operation of our sense organs as components of our
organism, does not solve the cognitive problem. If our
sense organs function as filters we cannot use them to
make any objective statement about the external world—
unless we possess a Maxwell’s demon with access to ab-
solute knowledge who observes the product of our sense
organs’ operation, and acts on this product as we suppos-
edly do on the outside world.

Notion 3. Information represents an actual physical
magnitude that can be measured objectively as a prop-
erty that characterizes the organization of an observable
system.

Comment: According to this notion, the organization
of any system can be analyzed and described in a non-
trivial manner in terms of its information content. Ac-
cording to this notion, also, living systems are consid-
ered to be systems that process the information that they
gather through their sense organs, and thus are able to
make objective statements about the outside world. The
use of the notion of information for the analysis of bio-
logical systems, is, however, fallacious for the following
reasons:

i) The notion of information is in fact a cognitive no-
tion that refers to the observer’s uncertainty with
respect to the system, situation or phenomenun
under consideration, not a notion that refers to a
physical magnitude, even though the mathemati-
cal expression of its measure is formally similar
to the expression of entropy. In engineering terms
the measure of information is a measure of the fre-
quency of occurence of a given phenomenon as a
function of its probability, and as such constitutes a
cognitive statement. Furthermore, it is a cognitive
statement that can be used to characterize a system
only a posteriori, that is, after the system has been
sufficiently characterized in operational terms so
that its possible states and their probabilities may
be assessed.

ii) Since in order to characterize a system in informa-
tional terms one must know the system completely,
doing so with an already known system is to make
a trivially redundant description, and doing so with
an incompletely known system as if it were known
is a mistake. If, on the contrary, one attempts to
design a system, the use of information concepts
to assess the domain of its possible states is a non-
trivial affair.

iii) Due to his cognitive operation, an observer fre-
quently attaches semantic value to the biological
phenomena considered by him as if this semantic
value participated as a component in the mecha-
nism of their realization, which cannot be the case
because meaning is a contextual relation. This,
for example, occurs in genetic description when
one speaks about the genetic code as if the nucleic
acids constituted signals in a system of commu-
nication, which is obviously not the case because
they are constitutive components of the process of
protein systhesis. Thus, to speak about the cod-
ing of genetic information in the nucleic acids is
acceptable in a situation in which the listener es-
sentially knows what one is talking about, but is a
mistake if one wants to provide a mechanistic rep-
resentation of the genetic phenomena. This prob-
lem is aggravated by a frequent confusion of no-
tions when information and meaning are consid-
ered as equivalent in the attempt to quantify se-
mantic problems.

iv) It is said that living systems obtain information
from the environment and process it to generate
their conduct, and that their organization can be
characterized in terms of this capacity. That this
cannot be properly be done should by now be ob-
vious, yet let me add the following: The states
and the transitions of states of any system is deter-
mined by its organization. Accordingly, the states
of the sense organs and of the organism (nervous
system) as well as their transitions are necessar-
ily determined by their organizations, and the envi-
ronment as a perturbing agent can only act as a his-
torical instance for their occurence, not however
for their determination. Therefore any uncertainty
about the course of change followed by the sense
organs and the organism as a result of an interac-
tion is merely cognitive, belonging to the domain
of observation. The notion of information does not
apply as a characterization of the operation of the
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nervous system.

B. Objective knowledge and the unity
and diversity of man.
Current views about the unity and diversity of man are,
generally, implicitly or explicitly, subordinated to the no-
tions discussed above, and adopt fundamentally three
forms.

Expression 1. Men are genetically equivalent to the ex-
tent that they belong to the same species, and all hu-
man diversity is either due to genetic variability within
this fundamental equivalence, or to up-bringing (cultural
and physical environmental differences during ontogeny)
, or to both.

Comment: The validity of the notion of the fundamen-
tal genetic equivalence of man is not to be questioned. In
fact, human membership in a single species is basic to
any notion of human unity because it constitutes the con-
dition of their possibility: Sexual recognition. Mankind
is defined by the very biological operation through which
men are generated. The cognitive implications, however,
vary according to the notion of reality under which the
biological unity of man is considered. Thus, if one ac-
cepts, as is usually done, the notion of an objective reality
accessible to our cognition, human diversity, whichever
way it arises, would not represent an intrinsic diversity
in the cognitive domains of different men but only a cir-
cumstantial difference in their access to this objective re-
ality. The relation between ontogeny and cognition, or
between experience and cognition, under this view, is
merely contingent, and not determinant.

Expression 2. Cultural differences only reflect a differ-
ent mode of treating an objective reality.

Comment: If there is an objective reality, cultural dif-
ferences can only represent different modes of treating
it, and have no other justification than the historical con-
tingencies of their origin associated with the basic con-
servatism of biological processes. Therefore, under this
view the toleration of cultural differences is, by necessity,
an expression of their acceptance from the perspective of
better knowledge, and not the recognition of their legit-
imacy as expressions of different but valid cognitive do-
mains. Also, cultural change can only be viewed as either
a social transformation towards the proper cultural treat-

ment of the objective reality (that is, towards a society
founded in scientific knowledge), or as a social transfor-
mation away from such a treatment (that is, towards a so-
ciety founded on subjectivism). However, since knowl-
edge of an objective reality could not be denied if we had
it, under this view the course of cultural change can only
be, in the long run, unidirectional, and social strife can
only be the confrontation of truth and falsehood.

Expression 3. The cultural unity of man can only be
obtained through the development of a culture in which
men base their conduct on objective knowledge; that is,
through the development of a culture in which men have
the right way of looking at reality.

Comment: To the extent that we live in an objective
world accessible to our knowledge, it seems legitimate to
expect that all human differences will lose significance if
indeed men learn to look at the world objectively, and to
act accordingly. In fact, the belief in that this is the right
approach is implicitly or explicitly present in all mod-
ern political or sociological strife, and all the parties in-
volved adduce the argument of objectivity in support of
their positions and as a justification for their intolerance
and negation of other views. This is, however, the only
consistent attitude possible to anyone who thinks that he
has access to an objective truth, whether by revelation or
through scientific inquiry.

C. Cognition as a subject dependent
phenomenon.
My criticism of the notion that we have cognitive access
to an objective reality is not new. In fact, philosophers,
psychologists, and biologists have on many diverse occa-
sions argued that the act of cognition is somehow bound
to the knower. Unfortunately, philosophers and scientists
generally feel that recognizing that cognition is a subject
dependent phenomenon leads to idealism and to solip-
sism. I think that this should not be the case and that
there are two basic sources to this fear:

i) It is difficult for us as western thinkers to imagine
cognition as a subject dependent phenomenon be-
cause we live immersed in a denotative linguistic
domain in which even subjective notions are ex-
pressed denotatively, as if their existence were in-
dependent of us as observers.

ii) It seems that a biological mechanism that gives
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rise to an observer with a subject dependent cogni-
tive domain in which he uses a denotative language
with manipulative success is a paradox, and hence,
impossible.

Although I shall not attempt in this presentation a full
discussion of the problem of cognition, I shall endeav-
our to show that, biologically, cognition is constitutively
a subject dependent process, and that solipsism arises as
a problem only if we insist on demanding from a subject
dependent cognitive domain the properties of subject in-
dependent cognitive domain.

Statement 1. Cognition as a process is constitutively
bound to the organization and structure of the knower be-
cause all the states and interactions in which the knower
can enter are determined by his organization and struc-
ture. This statement implies the idea that cognition is a
biological phenomenon.

Comment: The domain of states that a system can
adopt without loss of identity is necessarily determined
by the organization which defines it and the structure
which realizes it. If a system is deformed in a manner
not prescribed by its organization and structure it disin-
tegrates. Accordingly, the problem of understanding the
cognitive domain of a living system as the domain of its
possible states is subordinated to the understanding of its
organization as a living system and its structural realiza-
tion as a particular concrete unity. In relation to this the
following considerations are pertinent:

i) Every unity is either an unanalyzable whole (or
can be treated as such) endowed with properties
that define it, or it is a complex system realized
through the properties of its components. If the
latter is the case, the complex system is defined as
a unity by the relations that its components must
satisfy to constitute it, and its properties as a unity
constitute its organization. Therefore, to character-
ize the organization of any system it is necessary
and sufficient to point to the relations that define
it as a unity. The components and the actual rela-
tions between components that realize a particular
system as a concrete entity constitute its structure.

ii) Present day biological knowledge allows us to
say that a living system considered as a unity in
the physical space, that is, as an entity topologi-
cally and operationally separable from the physi-
cal background, is defined by an organization that

consists of a network of processes of production
and transformation of components, molecular and
otherwise, that through their interactions: a) re-
cursively generate the same network of processes
of production of components that generated them;
and b) constitute the system as a physical unity by
determining its boundaries in the physical space.
This organization I call the autopoietic system.
Due to this organization a living system is an au-
tonomous unity, self-assertive in its dynamic ca-
pacity to withstand deformation under continuous
turnover of matter while remaining invariant in its
organization.

iii) Since a living system is defined as a unity by its
autopoietic organization, all the transformations
that it may undergo without losing its identity are
transformations in which its organization remains
invariant: an autopoietic system is a homeostatic
system that has its own organizaton as the essen-
tial variable that it maintains constant through its
operation. Therefore, all the unitary phenomena
of an autopoietic system are constitutively subor-
dinated to the maintenance of its autopoiesis.

iv) Mechanistic systems (machines) whose organiza-
tion is not autopoietic do not produce the compo-
nents that constitute them as unities, and, hence,
the product of their operation is different from
themselves. The physical unity of these systems is
determined by processes that do not enter in their
organization. These systems or machines, which
I call allopoietic systems, have, by their constitu-
tion, input and output relations as a characteristic
of their organization: their output is the product of
their operation, and their input is what they trans-
form to produce this product. The phenomenology
of an allopoietic machine is the phenomenology
of its input-output relations. In autopoietic sys-
tems the situation is different. For an autopoietic
system as a homeostatic system that has its own
organization as the essential variable that it main-
tains constant all the states that it can adopt with-
out disintegration are equivalent in that they all
necessarily lead to the maintenance of its organi-
zation. The product of the operation of an autopoi-
etic system as autopoietic system is, under all cir-
cumstances, itself. Therefore, autopoietic systems
are, by their constitution, closed systems without
inputs or outputs. They can be perturbed by inde-
pendent events, but the changes that they undergo
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as a result of these perturbations, as well as the re-
lations of autopoiesis that these changes generate,
occur, by their constitution, as internal states of the
system regardless of the nature of the perturbation.
An observer may treat an autopoietic system as if it
were an allopoietic one by considering the perturb-
ing agent as input and the changes that the organ-
ism undergoes while maintaining its autopoiesis as
output. This treatment, however, disregards the or-
ganization that defines the organism as a unity by
putting it in a context in which a part of it can be
defined as an allopoietic subsystem by specifying
in it input and output relations.

From these considerations, it follows that since we are
living systems all our phenomenology as individuals is
subordinated to our autopoiesis, otherwise we disinte-
grate; therefore, as individuals we are closed systems.
It also follows that cognition as a phenomenon of the in-
dividual is subordinated to the autopoiesis of the knower,
and that all cognitive states as states of the knower are de-
termined by the way its autopoiesis is realized, not by the
ambient circumstances in which this takes place. Cogni-
tion is constitutively a subject dependent phenomenon.
The changes of state that the autopoietic system under-
goes while compensating for perturbations can be treated
by an observer, who sees it in a context (environment),
as actions exerted by the organism on the environment,
and he can attach to them operational meaning in relation
to the perturbing circumstances that he sees acting upon
the organism. Such meaning, however, lies exclusively
in the descriptive domain of the observed organism as an
autopoietic system.

Statement 2. The nervous system is a closed network of
lateral, parallel, sequential and recursively interacting
neurons.

Comment: The closed organization of the nervous
system is apparent in its changes of state. In fact, opera-
tionally the nervous system is a closed network of inter-
acting neurons such that a change in the state of relative
activity of a group of neurons always leads to a change
in the state of relative activity of other groups of neu-
rons, either directly through synaptic action, or indirectly
through the participation of some physical or chemical
intervening element. Therefore, the organization of the
nervous system as a finite neuronal network is defined by
relations of closeness in the neuronal interactions gener-
ated in the network. Sensory and effector neurons, as
they would be described by an observer who sees an or-

ganism in an environment, are not an exception to this
because all sensory activity in an organism leads to ac-
tivity in its effector surfaces, and all effector activity in
turn leads to changes in its sensory surfaces. That at this
point an observer should see environmental elements in-
tervening between the effector and the sensory surfaces
of the organism is irrelevant because the nervous system
is defined as a network of neuronal interactions by the
interactions of its component neurons regardless of any
intervening elements. Therefore, as long as the neuronal
network closes onto itself, its phenomenology is the phe-
nomenology of a closed system in which neuronal ac-
tivity always leads to neuronal activity. This is so even
though the ambient can perturb the nervous system and
change its states by coupling to it as an independent agent
at any neuronal receptor surface. The changes that the
nervous system can undergo without disintegration (loss
of defining relations) as a result of these or of any other
perturbations are fully specified by its connectivity, and
the perturbing agent only constitutes a historical deter-
minant for the occurrence of these changes. As a closed
neuronal network the nervous system has no input or out-
put, and there is no intrinsic feature in its organization
that would allow it to discriminate, through the dynam-
ics of its changes of state, between possible internal or
external causes for these changes of state. This has two
fundamental consequences:

i) The phenomenology of the changes of state of the
nervous system is exclusive1y the phenomenology
of the changes of state of a closed neuronal net-
work. This means that for the nervous system as a
neuronal network there is no inside or outside.

ii) The distinction between internal and external
causes in the origin of the changes of state of the
nervous system can only be make by an observer
who sees the organism (or the nervous system) as
a unity and defines its inside and outside by speci-
fying its boundaries.

It follows that it is only with respect to the domain of
interactions of the organism as a unity that the changes
of state of the nervous system may have an internal or
an external origin, and, hence, that the history of causes
for the changes of state of the nervous system lies in a
phenomenological domain different from the changes of
state themselves. To the extent that no distinction can
be made through the activity of the nervous system be-
tween its internally and its externally generated states,
no distinction is possible through the activity of the ner-
vous system between perception and hallucination. Such
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a distinction can only be made by an observer who sees
the organism and its environment, because it is he who
establishes a relation between a change of state of the
nervous system and the environmental circumstances in
which this change of state takes place. Hallucinations
pertain to the domain of observation, not to the domain
of experiences. There are two additional considerations
to be made:

i) Whatever the circumstances under which there is a
change in the neuronal relative activity in the ner-
vous system of an observed organism, all that the
observed nervous system can do is to generate new
states of neuronal relative activity that will recur-
sively generate new states of neuronal relative ac-
tivity and so on.

ii) The nervous system in its operation as a closed
neuronal network does not act upon the environ-
ment. In fact, the environment does not exist for
the operation of the nervous system, it exists only
for an observer, and it is only for him and in his do-
main of description that any action upon the envi-
ronment can take place. It follows that it is only for
an observer that the different states of the nervous
system can be construed as representations of the
environment of the organism, and that representa-
tions play no role in the operation of the nervous
system as a neuronal network. However, although
representations pertain to the domain of observa-
tions only, they reflect in this domain a coupling
of the closed phenomenology of the nervous sys-
tem with the independent (open or closed) phe-
nomenology of the ambient.

Statement 3. The nervous system is coupled to the or-
ganism that it integrates in a manner such that its plastic
connectivity is continuously being determined through its
participation in the autopoiesis of the organism. There-
fore, the connectivity of the nervous system is coupled to
the history of interactions of the organism to which it is
coupled.

Comment: The coupling of the nervous system and the
organism takes place in three ways, all of which result in
the subordination of its connectivity to the ontogeny of
the organism:

i) The organism, including the nervous system, pro-
vides the physical and biochemical environment
for the autopoiesis of the neurons (as well as for

all other cells), and, hence, is a source of phys-
ical and biochemical perturbations that may alter
(even through the control of aenetic expression)
the properties of the neurons and, thus, lead to ii)
or iii).

ii) There are states of the organism (physical and bio-
chemical) that change the state of activity of the
nervous system by acting upon the receptor sur-
faces of some of its component neurons, and, thus
lead to iii).

iii) There are states of the nervous system that change
the states of the organism (physical and biochemi-
cal) and, thus, lead recursively to i) and to ii).

Due to its coupling with the organism, the nervous sys-
tem necessarily participates in the generation of the rela-
tions that constitute the organism as an autopoietic unity.
Also, due to this coupling, the organization of the ner-
vous system is necessarily continuously determined and
realized through the generation of neuronal relations in-
ternally defined with respect to the nervous system itself.
As a consequence, the nervous system necessarily oper-
ates as a homeostatic system that maintains invariant the
relations that define its participation in the autopoiesis of
the organism, and does so by generating neuronal rela-
tions that are historically determined along the ontogeny
of the organism through its participation in this ontogeny.
This has the following implications.

i) The changes that the nervous system undergoes as
a homeostatic system while compensating for de-
formations, which it suffers as a result of the inter-
actions of the organism (itself a homeostatic sys-
tem), cannot be localized to any single point in the
nervous system, but must be distributed through
it in a non-random manner, because any localized
change is, in itself, a source of additional defor-
mations that must be compensated for by further
changes. This process is potentially endless. As
a result, the operation of the nervous system as a
component of the organism is a process of contin-
uous generation of significant neuronal relations,
and all the transformations that it may undergo as
a closed neuronal network are subordinated to this.
If, as a result of a perturbation, the nervous system
fails in the generation of the neuronal relations sig-
nificant for its participation in the autopoiesis of
the organism, the organism disintegrates.

ii) Although the organism and the nervous system are
closed atemporal systems, the fact that the organi-
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zation of the nervous system is determined through
its participation in the ontogeny of the organism
makes this organization a function of the circum-
stances that determine this ontogeny, that is, of the
history of interation of the organism as well as of
its genetic determination. Therefore, the domain
of the possible states that the nervous system can
adopt as an atemporal system is at any moment a
function of this history of interaction, and without
representing it implies it. The result is the coupling
of two constitutively different phenomenologies,
the phenomenology of the nervous system (and or-
ganism) as a closed homeostatic system, and the
phenomenology of the ambient (including the or-
ganism and the nervous system) as an open non-
homeostatic system that are thus woven together
in a manner such that the domain of possible states
of the nervous system continuously becomes com-
mensurate with the domain of possible states of
the ambient. Furthermore, since all the states of
the nervous system are internal states, and the ner-
vous system cannot make a distinction in its pro-
cesses of transformation between its internally and
externally generated changes, the nervous system
is bound to couple its history of transformations
as much to the history of its internally determined
changes as to the history of its externally deter-
mined changes of state. Thus, the transformations
that the nervous system undergoes during its oper-
ation are a constitutive part of its ambient.

iii) The historical coupling of the nervous system to
the transformations of its ambient, however, is ap-
parent only in the domain of observation, not in the
domain of operation of the nervous system, which
remains a closed homeostatic system in which all
states are equivalent to the extent that they all lead
to the generation of the relations that define its par-
ticipation in the autopoiesis of the organism. The
observer can see that a given change in the orga-
nization of the nervous system arises as a result
of a given interaction of the organism, and he can
consider this change as a representation of the cir-
cumstances of the interaction. This representation,
however, as phenomenon, exists only in the do-
main of observation, and has a validity that applies
only to the domain generated by the observer as
he maps the environment onto the behaviour of the
organism by treating it as an allopoietic system.
The change referred to in the organization of the
nervous system constitutes a change in the domain

of its possible states under conditions in which the
representation of the causing circumstances do not
enter as component.

iv) Through this coupling, the ontogeny of the organ-
ism is a function of the operation of the nervous
system, and, since the properties of the neurons
(as determined by their internal organization and
morphology) are a funstion of the ontogeny of the
organism, the nervous system participates in the
specification of its component neurons. Further-
more, since the properties of the neurons deter-
mine the connectivity of the nervous system, this
participates through them in the specification of
its own connectivity. Therefore, through this cou-
pling the connectivity of the nervous system is a
function of the ontogeny of the organism. Finally,
since the closed phenomenology of the organism’s
autopoiesis is coupled to the phenomenology of
the ambiert: through its compensation for pertur-
bations, the ontogeny of the organism is a func-
tion of the organism’s history of interaction, and,
therefore, the connectivity of the nervous system
is a function of this history. It follows that the con-
nectivity of the nervous system changes along the
ontogeny of the organism, coupled to the changes
in the way in which the autopoiesis of the organ-
ism is realized.

v) Since history as a phenomenon is accessible to the
observer only in the domain of descriptions, it is
only in this domain that history participates in the
generation of the observer’s behaviour. This, in
fact, takes place. Descriptions as linguistic be-
haviour constitute a source of deformations of the
nervous system, and, hence, part of its ambient.
Accordingly, the phenomenology of transforma-
tion of the nervous system discussed above also
applies to the interactions of the organism in the
domain of descriptions, and the structure of the
nervous system is also a function of the history of
interaction of the organism in this domain. The im-
plications are obvious. All elements of the domain
of descriptions, even though they do not repre-
sent states of the nervous system, constitute causal
components in the domain of behaviour of the or-
ganism; such is the case, for example, with notions
like beauty, freedom and dignity. They arise, as
dimensions in the domain of behaviour of the or-
ganism through distinctions in this domain, from
the coupling of the phenomenology of the nervous
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system and the domain of interactions of the or-
ganism, and have, therefore, behavioural value.

vi) As an evolutionary consequence of the constitutive
coupling of the nervous system and the organism,
the genetically determined architecture of the ner-
vous systems of different species is different. Yet
due to this same coupling, the actual connectivity
of the nervous system that is realized in each in-
dividual of a species, within its genetically deter-
mined range of possibilities, is specified along its
ontogeny through its history of interaction.

D. Subject dependent knowledge and
the unity and diversity of man.

Conclusion 1. Men as members of a single species par-
take of the same pattern of genetically determined orga-
nization, both in their general mode of autopoiesis and in
the architecture of their nervous systems. This structural
unity constitutes the basis for any cultural unity.

Comment: The genetic unity of man determines the
domain within which are realized the individual varia-
tions in the human mode of autopoiesis and in the human
mode of connectivity of the nervous system. Which par-
ticular autopoiesis and which particular connectivity of
the nervous system are actually realized in each man de-
pends, however, on the particular circumstances of each
ontogeny. Therefore, if the individual histories of differ-
ent men resemble each other, their autopoiesis and neu-
ronal connectivities will undergo transformations that are
commensurate with their similar modes of life. They will
have similar modes of conduct under similar perturba-
tions: their cognitive domains will be similar. A culture,
then, is by necessity a historical system of relations that
constitutes a domain of specification of the cognitive do-
mains of its members by determining their possible his-
tories of interactions.

Conclusion 2. Cultural differences do not represent dif-
ferent modes of treating the same objective reality, but
legitimately different cognitive domains. Culturally dif-
ferent men live in different cognitive realities that are re-
cursively specified through their living in them.

Comment: To the extent that cognition is a subject
dependent process, an individual can only exist in the

cognitive reality specified by his particular mode of au-
topoiesis and neuronal connectivity. It is, therefore, a
mistake to talk of any cultural limitation in the cogni-
tive access to an objective reality. This simply does not
exist. Also, there is no objective notion by which any
culture can be deemed more adequate than another. Val-
ues are necessarily relative to the culture in which they
arise, and cultures are necessarily relative to their own
histories. Furthermore, all cultures are necessarily suc-
cessful in the predictive domain that they define, and to
accuse any one culture of failure from the perspective of
another culture is an error. Cultural differences, then, are
legitimate and must be respected, because they represent
completely. valid cognitive domains, not because they
are human expressions.

Conclusion 3. The problem of the cultural unity of man
is not a problem of learning a single valid cognitive
approach to an objective reality, but is the problem of
generating a common subject dependent behavioural do-
main that defines a common subject dependent reality.

Comment: If there is no possibility of objective
knowledge, this should not be taken as a guide to our
conduct. If human cognitive diversity is the result of
different ontogenies, the problem of human unity is the
problem of generating an experiential domain which will
lead to similar ontogenies. Societies, by constituting the
ambient in which a man lives, restrict and determine his
domain of possible experiences; conversely, men consti-
tute societies and specify their nature through their con-
duct. Thus, men, through the society that they integrate
constitute a cultural system as a homeostatic system that
maintains the unity of the cognitive domains of its mem-
bers by specifying both their concrete and their concep-
tual experiences. Therefore, the problem of the cultural
unity of man is the creation of the conditions that define
a collection of human beings as a cultural unity. This can
be attained in a non-coercive manner only by defining a
fundamental aim valid for all men through their biolog-
ical unity such that its pursuit leads to experiences that
make these men desire its aim.

E. Cognitive strategies.
In coming to the end of this series of considerations, the
statement of our problems seems very similar to what it
would have been at the beginning. Our understanding of
it, however, is, I hope, different. In fact, since we cannot
talk about an objective reality, we must recognize that
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all reality is subject dependent, and if we do that, three
things should be apparent:

1. Science is not a domain of objective knowledge,
but a domain of subject dependent knowledge de-
fined by a methodology that specifies the proper-
ties of the knower. In other words, the validity
of scientific knowledge rests on its methodology,
which specifies the cultural unity of the observers,
not in its being a reflection of an objective reality,
which it is not. The implications are clear:

i) For epistemological reasons that arise in the
culturally unified cognitive domain of our
scientific thought, we need a substratum for
existence, yet we cannot make any objective
statement about this substratum because such
a statement would arise in our subject depen-
dent cognitive domain.

ii) The question of solipsism arises only as a
pseudo-problem, or does not arise at all, be-
cause the necessary condition for our possi-
bility of talking about it is our having a lan-
guage that is a consensual system of inter-
actions in a subject dependent cognitive do-
main, and this condition constitutes the nega-
tion of solipsism.

2. The problem of the cultural unity of man is not a
problem of knowledge but a problem in the use of
knowledge, therefore an ethical problem. Objec-
tive knowledge does not exist, consequently there
is no basis for human cultural unity other than our
desire to have such for reasons having to do with
us as men. The reasons are clear. In our sub-
ject dependent cognitive domain there are grounds
for viewing all men as equivalent: we recognize
each other experientially (sexual recognition) as
members of the same species. This is unavoidably
knowledge because it is bound to our definition as
men. As a result there are some of us who want
this biological unity to be cultural as well as in ref-
erence to the conditions of existence. There are
others whose wants are otherwise, and want the
cultural diversity to represent a biological discon-
tinuity. In either case we make an ethical choice;
which way we choose, however, depends on our
personal history of experiences, and, therefore, on
our individual cognitive domain.

3. A decision is a choice between several alternative
actions that is determined by relations proper to

a domain different (a meta-domain) from the do-
main in which the alternative actions take place,
and from the perspective of which the several pos-
sible actions are not equivalent. Therefore, from
the perspective of the domain in which the actions
take place the choice of one of them is an expres-
sion of preference, an arbitrary action in that do-
main, i.e., an action with a meta-determination.
Yet, reason is compelling. Given a set of premises
as a starting point the outcome of an argument is
determined; no alternative arises and no decision
is ever made along it. If no mistake is committed
the result of the argument can be rejected by an ob-
server only because he does not like it, or because
he does not accept the starting premises, and in ei-
ther case the rejection has a meta-determination.

Ethical decisions are expressions of preference in the
face of alternative actions that affect the lives of other hu-
man beings, and as such they are not determined by the
knowledge of the consequences of the preferred action.
but by the desire that the consequences of that action take
place. Yet, for every human being, his subject dependent
domain of alternatives over which he projects the world
that he wants to validate with his actions. Therefore,
although knowledge does not and cannot determine an
ethic, ethics as a domain of preference determines the use
of knowledge. Thus, we cannot escape the conclusion
that the possibility of cultural unity in man rests exclu-
sively on the possibility that all men may have the same
ethic, and, hence on the possibility of creating for all men
a common domain of experiences that should give rise in
them to similar ethical preferences. The attainment of
cultural (ethical) unity in man, then, is not a problem for
science as we usually understand it, but is a problem in
the art of living.

Many times in the course of human history men have
tried to attain ethical unity through religious and politi-
cal doctrines. These, however, are systems designed to
reduce the individual variability of the human beings as
social members by specifying their domains of experi-
ences and by forcing them through well defined hierar-
chical relations that end with the subordination of men
to men; to acquire the structures that determine in them
the desired modes of conduct (ethics). This has led to
the world of oppression, exploitation and self-delusion
in which we presently live. The question remains, how-
ever, of whether it is possible to obtain in man an ethical
unity that denies human oppression. Which experiences
should we choose for ourselves as well as for other hu-
man beings so that, as a result of them, we all want, con-
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sciously and unconsciously, to generate with our conduct
a society in which no man is systematically restricted by
or subordinated to other men, and to generate such a soci-
ety by means that do not negate this desired end, however
complex and changing this society may be?

The answer is not easy. Due to the nature of our cog-
nitive domain, we can always enlarge or restrict this do-
main through our experiences, and one of the things we
westerners can always do is to conceptually step out of
our social system and look at it. This is in itself an ex-
perience that may change a man’s ethic and transform
him into a revolutionary, that is, into a man whose ethic
is different from that implied by his social system, and
who negates such a social system by validating a differ-
ent one with his conduct. Ethical change leads to revolu-
tion. It is for this reason that coercive societies, through
economic, religious, political and military coercion, deny
their members the possibity of being observers of their
own social system, and, hence, of changing it towards a
more desirable one.

DESIRES
The spontaneous ontogenic course of a biological unity is
always towards the stabilization of the relations that de-
fine it as a unity, that is, towards the stabilization of the
hierarchical relations that hold between its components.
This implies either an ontogenic stabilization of the prop-
erties of the components, or the ontogenic development
of processes that make the components dispensable when
their properties have changed, or both. The first case is
undesirable because it implies the negation of man as an
observer (totalitarian societies), that is, a negation of man
as a social component who can step out of the system that
he integrates and judge it ethically. The second case is
undesirable because it negates our experiential feeling of
being the centers of all cognitive processes (mercantile
society), and makes our individual lives miserably alien-
ated. Both are undesirable because conjointly they deny
man. To believe that the spontaneous course of transfor-
mation of a society as a biological unity may lead to a
non-oppressive system that does not negate the individ-
ual is, biologically, a delusion. Such a social system can
only be obtained as an artifice of human creativity, and
this by considering all individuals significant, through
making the social system that they constitute in their cou-
pling a non-hierarchical allopoietic system, designed to
make their lives humanly desirable. Is this possible? My
answer is yes, it can be done, but only by agreeing to con-
tinuously seek to generate a finite non-hierarchical soci-

ety in a finite ecologically stable earth, by steps which
do not deny the desired end. In other words, I think that
such a society can be obtained by agreeing to continu-
ously seek to generate:

i) a society that continuously negates and destroys
any political, economical or cultural institution for
the subordination of man to man in any possible
form;

ii) a society that seeks to change its institutions fol-
lowing the changing material, aesthetic and spiri-
tual ways in which the biological needs and cul-
tural desires of all human beings are satisfied, be-
cause social institutions are instruments to be used
by men to satisfy their needs and desires, and not
entities to be maintained by them;

iii) a society that continuously seeks to become non-
hierarchical, because its members accept the pos-
sibility of error and recognize that anything that
leads to an increased difference between the
present human hierarchical relations and the de-
sired non-hierarchical ones is a mistake;

iv) a society whose members understand that they live
on a finite earth, and that their biological existence
is coupled to the ecological stability of this finite
earth;

v) a society whose members understand that the nat-
ural course of all plastic biological systems is
towards the stabilization of the hierarchical re-
lations that determine their unity, and that non-
hierarchical society is an artificial biological sys-
tem produced by man that can never be obtained
as a stable system, but which must be continuously
produced as an always regenerated approximation
to that state. Furthermore, I think that such a so-
ciety can only be obtained if the following opera-
tional conditions are fulfilled:

1) Population stability, which is a necessary
condition for an absolute accumulation of
material well-being, uniformly distributed
among all human beings, and for the possi-
bility of agreeing on a common purpose that
is not the individual accumulation of wealth
and power, which by generating hierarchical
relations intrinsically negates the possibility
of a non-hierarchical society.
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2) A population size which is the minimal pop-
ulation that allows for an interesting and di-
versified life for everyone on an ecologically
stable earth, and for a realtime access of ev-
ery member of the society to the information,
knowledge, and possibility of decision that
its operation as a system continuously gener-
ated through the ethical decisions of its mem-
bers requires.

If we indeed desire to generate such a non-hierarchical
society, we must start from our present day societies and
modify them in a manner that does not negate the desired
end, even if we do not know which form it will adopt in
terms of its changing institutions, for a non-hierarchical
society cannot be obtained by processes that increase hi-
erarchical relations. A system can only be destroyed by
denying the relations that constitute it, and, conversely, a
system can be generated only by implementing the re-
lations that do constitute it. There is no other possi-
bility. Therefore, for man to generate a new society he
must generate new interpersonal relations, and to do so
he must change his cognitive domain. Accordingly, only
if men want to live in non-hierarchical society in which
everybody has real-time access to an interesting and sat-
isfactory life will they create it, otherwise they will not.
However, it is not the historical circumstance in which
we now live, nor the laws of nature (for economic laws
are an arbitrary human creation), nor lack of sociologi-
cal imagination that limits us in the effort of creating a
non-hierarchical utopia, it is our reluctance to abandon
our culturally learned and deeply cherished joy of forc-
ing other human beings to accept our pretended superi-
ority. This is why unending discussions about the means
to obtain a given end betray the lack of committment to
obtain that end. An end always specifies means to ob-
tain it that do not negate it, but no agreement about ends
is possible between members of different social systems
if they do not change their ethic so as to coincide in a
meta-level of identity. Social change can only arise from
ethical change, therefore, a social revolution is first of all
a cultural revolution.

Two Remarks
1. The terms “structure” and “organization” are syn-
onyms to the extent that both make reference to relations
existing between components in a system. Yet, there are
some connotational differences between the two terms,
which are linked to their different ethnological origin,

and which are worthwhile emphasizing because they al-
lude to two different aspects of the constitution of a sys-
tem. “Structure” comes from the Latin word struere, a
verb that means to build. Thus, in agreement with this
origin, the work “structure” refers both to that which is
built and to the way in which its particular components
are put together while making it a whole. In other words,
the term “structure” emphasizes the relations between
the parts which as well as the identity of the parts which
constitute a whole. As a consequence, two systems have
the same structure if they have equivalent relations be-
tween equivalent components. Accordingly, the struc-
tural analysis in a given phenomenological domain (cul-
ture, for example), attempts at the discovery of universals
both in the components and in the relations between the
components in different phenomena of the domain. The
word organization has a different ethnological origin; it
comes from the Greek word ϑργαυoυ (organon), which
means instrument, and makes reference to the function or
role that a component has in the constitution of a whole.
Accordingly, the word “organization”, as distinct from
the word “structure”, emphasizes the relations that de-
fine a system as a unity (and thus determine its proper-
ties), with no reference to the nature of the components,
which can be any at all, as long as they satisfy these re-
lations. Therefore, two systems have the same organi-
zation if the relations that define them as unities are the
same, regardless of how these relations are obtained, and,
accordingly, two systems that have the same organization
may have different structures. Also, since two systems
are equivalent only if they have the same organization, it
follows that if the organization of a system changes, the
identity of the system changes and it becomes a different
one, a new unity with different properties. Conversely,
if the organization of a system stays invariant while its
structure changes, the system remains the same and its
identity stays unchanged. Strictly, then, the identity of
a system is determined by its organization and remains
unchanged as long as this remains unchanged, regardless
of whether the system is static or dynamic and regard-
less of whether the structure of the system changes or
not. In the context of this distinction between the two
terms “structure” and “organization”, it is easy to see
that there are two kinds of dynamic (mechanistic) sys-
tems: those whose organization remains invariant as long
as the product they produce remains the same, the al-
lopoietic systems; and those that are the product of their
own operation and whose organization remains invariant
as they produce themselves, the autopoietic systems. It is
also apparent that the organization of a system defines it
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as a unity for any space, while its structure constitutes
it as a concrete entity in the space of its components.
Thus, living systems are autopoietic systems in the phys-
ical space (see Cognitive Strategies), and, as such, the
turn-over of matter that they undergo continuously, and
the change in structure that takes place in them as a re-
sult of development and learning occur without loss of
identity in the physical space. It is interesting to note,
however, that although we make these connotational dis-
tinctions in the use of the terms “structure” and “organi-
zation”, we are usually unaware of them and thus do not
realize that the organization of a system is by necessity
an invariant, and we talk about changes of organization
without realizing that such changes imply a change of
system. This is because as observers we operationally
identify a system in the physical space by perceptual dis-
tinctions that arise from our interactions with its compo-
nents, and not from our recognition of its organization,
and, accordingly, consider the system the same while its
components remain invariant, regardless of whether its
organization changes or not. This confusion of structure
with organization, however, is not a severe operational
problem when dealing with living systems as unities be-
cause these, as autonomous systems, assert their iden-
tity through their autopoietic organization in the physical
space and force us to recognize it as long as they are
alive, even if they are mutilated. Yet, this confusion has
obscured the understanding that a whole is a unity whose
particular properties are generated by the way it is con-
stituted and not by the properties of its components.

2. Although the nervous system is organized as a
closed neuronal network, we can describe it as if it were
an open system when we observe the organism in its in-
teractions with the environment. For the following rea-
sons this contradiction is only an apparent one:

1) Every closed system can be made to appear open
without altering its organization, and, therefore,
without interfering with its operation, by a struc-
tural change that consists in cutting it at some
point and replacing the direct connection between
the two artificially generated ends by an interven-
ing device that allows the continued operation of
the system and the observation of the two artifi-
cial ends as if they were intrinsically disconnected.
When this is done, although the organization of the
system is not changed, the system appears open to
the observer. This is what in fact happens when we
observe the nervous system of an organism, and
we concern ourselves only with the cut ends, be-

cause we stand in the environment that intervenes
between the organisms effector and sensory sur-
faces without altering the relations that define the
nervous system as a closed network. The changes
of state that the nervous system undergoes as a
neuronal network always arise as changes in the
relations of activity of its constituting neurons, and
always give origin to new relations of neuronal ac-
tivity, whatever the environmental circumstances
that allow for the closure of the system at the level
of its effector and sensory surfaces. The fact that
the changes of state of the nervous system are ade-
quate to the environmental circumstances in which
they take place (contribute to the continued au-
topoiesis of the organism) results from the cou-
pling of the structure of the nervous system to the
interactions of the organism, and has nothing to
do with its closed or open organization as a neu-
ronal network. If this were not the case, illusions,
as modes of behavior that the observer considers
inadequate for the environmental circumstances in
which he sees them to take place, would not be
possible. The changes of state of the nervous sys-
tem are determined by its structure, and not by
the features of the environment that only consti-
tute historical determinants for the sequence of
the occurrence of those changes and, through that,
for the structural specification of the nervous sys-
tem. Therefore, the purposefulness that the ob-
server sees in the operation of the nervous sys-
tem, and that seems to justify his treating it as an
open system that gathers information from the en-
vironment, is an artifice arising from his position
as an observer who sees the effector and sensory
surfaces of the organism independently, and treats
them as intrinsically disconnected, by neglecting
the constitutive role of the environment as an in-
terveninq aqent that connects them. Acoordingly,
descriptive terms such as “purpose” or “function”
are inadequate for describing the organization and
operation of the nervous system as a neuronal net-
work, even though the structure of the nervous sys-
tem is coupled to its successful operation. That
the notion of the closed nervous system should ap-
ply to the nervous system of the observer himself
does not create a contradiction. The descriptions
that the observer makes are made in the domain
of consensual observable behavior (linguistic do-
main), developed through a history of successful
orienting interactions between two or more organ-
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isms (human beings in our case), and thus, are sub-
ject to the same artifice of observation. Further-
more, the general case is that any pair of dynamic
(mechanistic) systems with invariant organization
but with plastic structure coupled to the history of
their successive states can develop, through their
mutual interactions, a domain of coupled consen-
sual conduct as a linguistic domain in which they
can converse.

2) A problem is a question. A question is a perturba-
tion that the questioned system must compensate
for by generating a conduct that satisfies certain
criteria specified in the same domain as the per-
turbation. Therefore, to solve a problem is to an-
swer a question in the same domain in which it
is asked. An allopoietic system solves a problem
posed by an observer when it changes its states in
a manner that satisfies the criteria imposed by the
observer through the formulation of his question.
For autopoietic systems the problem solving sit-
uation is different only to the extent that in them
all phenomena are phenomena of autopoiesis, and
any question put to them is necessarily a question
in that domain. This is so notwithstanding the fact
that the observer can treat an autopoietic system
as an allopoietic one, and thus define additional
domains in which he can specify questions and
their solution. These latter domains, however, ex-
ist only in parallel with the autopoietic domain of
the questioned system, and only for the coupled
system that this forms with the observer. Strictly,
then, an autopoietic system solves a problem as a
system if the changes that it undergoes as a result
of the interactions that constitute the problem al-
low it to continue to operate as an autopoietic sys-
tem: that is, without loss of identity. As a con-
sequence, and by constitution, autopoietic systems
always have solutions for the interactions (prob-
lems) that do not destroy them: they cannot but
undergo homeostatic changes that compensate for
the perturbations generated by the interactions, for
otherwise they disintegrate and the problems prove
unsolvable.

It is in this sense only that the nervous system, defined
as a systerm both by its closedness and by its participa-
tion in the autopoiesis of the organism that it integrates,
participates in the solution of the problems that the or-
ganism has to solve. For this to take place, however, it
is not necessary that there should be a representation of
the environment in the nervous system as an operant fac-
tor in the determination of behaviour. In fact, since the
solution to a problem need have validity only for the or-
ganism that faces it, and not for the observer, a given
change of state of the perturbed organism is a solution to
a problem only if it allows the organism to maintain its
identity. Since the changes of state of the organism (the
nervous system included) are determined by its structure,
and not by the environment, a representation, which is a
relation established by the observer, cannot enter as a fac-
tor in the determination of the behaviour of the organism.
However, if the observer treats the nervous system as an
open system (open network) designed to operate upon an
environment, he must view its structure as a representa-
tion of the environment in order to explain the adaptive
behaviour of the organism, and not as a homeostatic sys-
tem that maintains constant certain relations of neuronal
activity that have become specified by the historical cou-
pling of its structure to the autopoiesis of the organism.
With such an approach the observer cannot do otherwise
because he handles the nervous system in terms of de-
sign, and, hence, as isomorphic to his description of his
own operation. Yet, to do this is as gross an error as
to claim that a representation of a road is a causal fac-
tor in the operation of a running automobile. Therefore,
notions of representation and of coding of information
have validity only for describing the interactions of the
observer with the observed organism when he consid-
ers the nervous system as an open system, and not for
the characterization of its organization as a neuronal net-
work. In other words, the observer, who sees the organ-
ism in its interactions with the environment, can treat the
changes that the organism undergoes as representations
of the circumstances of its interactions, and describe it
in these terms, but by doing this he describes a system
different from the one that the organism with its nervous
system is.
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Warren Weaver

(September 1949)

Claude Shannon Warren Weaver

This paper is written in three main sections. In the first and third, W. W. is responsible both for the ideas and the form. The middle
section, namely “2) Communication Problems at Level A” is an interpretation of mathematical papers by Dr. Claude E. Shannon
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories. Dr. Shannon’s work roots back, as von Neumann has pointed out, to Boltzmann’s observation,
in some of his work on statistical physics (1894), that entropy is related to “missing information,” inasmuch as it is related to the
number of alternatives which remain possible to a physical system after all the macroscopically observable information concerning
it has been recorded. L. Szilard (Zsch. f. Phys. Vol. 53, 1925) extended this idea to a general discussion of information in physics,
and von Neumann (Math. Foundation of Quantum Mechanics, Berlin, 1932, Chap. V) treated information in quantum mechanics
and particle physics. Dr. Shannon’s work connects more directly with certain ideas developed some twenty years ago by H. Nyquist
and R. V. L. Hartley, both of the Bell Laboratories; and Dr. Shannon has himself emphasized that communication theory owes
a great debt to Professor Norbert Wiener for much of its basic philosophy. Professor Wiener, on the other hand, points out that
Shannon’s early work on switching and mathematical logic antedated his own interest in this field; and generously adds that Shannon
certainly deserves credit for independent development of such fundamental aspects of the theory as the introduction of entropic ideas.
Shannon has naturally been specially concerned to push the applications to engineering communication, while Wiener has been more
concerned with biological application (central nervous system phenomena, etc.).

1. Introductory Note on the Gen-
eral Setting of the Analytical
Communication Studies

1.1 Communication
The word communication will be used here in a very
broad sense to include all of the procedures by which
one mind may affect another. This, of course, involves
not only written and oral speech, but also music, the pic-
torial arts, the theatre, the ballet, and in fact all human
behavior. In some connections it may be desirable to use
a still broader definition of communication, namely, one
which would include the procedures by means of which

one mechanism (say automatic equipment to track an air-
plane and to compute its probable future positions) af-
fects another mechanism (say a guided missile chasing
this airplane).

The language of this memorandum will often appear
to refer to the special, but still very broad and important,
field of the communication of speech; but practically ev-
erything said applies equally well to music of any sort,
and to still or moving pictures, as in television.
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1.2 Three Levels of Communications Prob-
lems
Relative to the broad subject of communication, there
seem to be problems at three levels. Thus it seems rea-
sonable to ask, serially:

LEVEL A. How accurately can the symbols of commu-
nication be transmitted? (The technical problem.)

LEVEL B. How precisely do the transmitted symbols
convey the desired meaning? (The semantic prob-
lem.)

LEVEL C. How effectively does the received meaning
affect conduct in the desired way? (The effective-
ness problem.)

The technical problems are concerned with the accu-
racy of transference from sender to receiver of sets of
symbols (written speech), or of a continuously varying
signal (telephonic or radio transmission of voice or mu-
sic), or of a continuously varying two-dimensional pat-
tern (television), etc. Mathematically, the first involves
transmission of a finite set of discrete symbols, the sec-
ond the transmission of one continuous function of time,
and the third the transmission of many continuous func-
tions of time or of one continuous function of time and
of two space coordinates.

The semantic problems are concerned with the iden-
tity, or satisfactorily close approximation, in the interpre-
tation of meaning by the receiver, as compared with the
intended meaning of the sender. This is a very deep and
involved situation, even when one deals only with the
relatively simpler problems of communicating through
speech.

One essential complication is illustrated by the remark
that if Mr. X is suspected not to understand what Mr. Y
says, then it is theoretically not possible, by having Mr. Y
do nothing but talk further with Mr. X, completely to
clarify this situation in any finite time. If Mr. Y says “Do
you now understand me?” and Mr. X says “Certainly,
I do,” this is not necessarily a certification that under-
standing has been achieved. It may just be that Mr. X
did not understand the question. If this sounds silly, try
it again as “Czy pafi mnie rozumie?” with the answer
“Hai wakkate imasu.” I think that this basic difficulty3 is,
at least in the restricted field of speech communication,

reduced to a tolerable size (but never completely elimi-
nated) by “explanations” which (a) are presumably never
more than approximations to the ideas being explained,
but which (b) are understandable since they are phrased
in language which has previously been made reasonably
clear by operational means. For example, it does not take
long to make the symbol for “yes” in any language oper-
ationally understandable.

The semantic problem has wide ramifications if one
thinks of communication in general. Consider, for exam-
ple, the meaning to a Russian of a U.S. newsreel picture.

The effectiveness problems are concerned with the
success with which the meaning conveyed to the receiver
leads to the desired conduct on his part. It may seem
at first glance undesirably narrow to imply that the pur-
pose of all communication is to influence the conduct of
the receiver. But with any reasonably broad definition
of conduct, it is clear that communication either affects
conduct or is without any discernible and probable effect
at all.

The problem of effectiveness involves aesthetic con-
siderations in the case of the fine arts. In the case of
speech, written or oral, it involves considerations which
range all the way from the mere mechanics of style,
through all the psychological and emotional aspects of
propaganda theory, to those value judgments which are
necessary to give useful meaning to the words “success”
and “desired” in the opening sentence of this section on
effectiveness.

The effectiveness problem is closely interrelated with
the semantic problem, and overlaps it in a rather vague
way; and there is in fact overlap between all of the sug-
gested categories of problems.

1.3 Comments
So stated, one would be inclined to think that Level A is a
relatively superficial one, involving only the engineering
details of good design of a communication system; while
B and C seem to contain most if not all of the philosoph-
ical content of the general problem of communication.

The mathematical theory of the engineering aspects of
communication, as developed chiefly by Claude Shannon
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, admittedly applies in
the first instance only to problem A, namely, the techni-
cal problem of accuracy of transference of various types

3“When Pfungst (1911) demonstrated that the horses of Elberfeld, who were showing marvelous linguistic and mathematical ability, were merely
reacting.to movements of the trainer’s head, Mr. Krall (1911), their owner, met the criticism in the most direct manner. He asked the horses whether
they could see such small movements and in answer they spelled out an emphatic ‘No.’ Unfortunately we cannot all be so sure that our questions
are understood or obtain such clear answers.” See Lashley, K. S., ”Persistent Problems in the Evolution of Mind” in Quarterly Review of Biology,
v. 24, March, 1949, p. 28.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of a general communication system.

of signals from sender to receiver. But the theory has, I
think, a deep significance which proves that the preced-
ing paragraph is seriously inaccurate. Part of the signifi-
cance of the new theory comes from the fact that levels B
and C, above, can make use only of those signal accura-
cies which turn out to be possible when analyzed at Level
A. Thus any limitations discovered in the theory at Level
A necessarily apply to levels B and C. But a larger part

of the significance comes from the fact that the analysis
at Level A discloses that this level overlaps the other lev-
els more than one could possibly naively suspect. Thus
the theory of Level A is, at least to a significant degree,
also a theory of levels B and C. I hope that the succeed-
ing parts of this memorandum will illuminate and justify
these last remarks.

2. Communication Problems at
Level A

2.1 A Communication System and Its
Problems
The communication system considered may be symbol-
ically represented as shown above (see diagram on this
page).

The information source, selects a desired message out
of a set of possible messages (this is a particularly im-
portant remark, which requires considerable explanation
later). The selected message may consist of written or
spoken words, or of pictures, music, etc.

The transmitter changes this message into the signal
which is actually sent over the communication chan-
nel from the transmitter to the receiver. In the case of
telephony, the channel is a wire, the signal a varying
electrical current on this wire; the transmitter is the set
of devices (telephone transmitter, etc.) which change
the sound pressure of the voice into the varying electri-
cal current. In telegraphy, the transmitter codes written
words into sequences of interrupted currents of varying
lengths (dots, dashes, spaces). In oral speech, the infor-
mation source is the brain, the transmitter is the voice

mechanism producing the varying sound pressure (the
signal) which is transmitted through the air (the chan-
nel). In radio, the channel is simply space (or the aether,
if any one still prefers that antiquated and misleading
word), and the signal is the electromagnetic wave which
is transmitted.

The receiver is a sort of inverse transmitter, changing
the transmitted signal back into a message, and handing
this message on to the destination. When I talk to you,
my brain is the information source, yours the destination;
my vocal system is the transmitter, and your ear and the
associated eighth nerve is the receiver.

In the process of being transmitted, it is unfortunately
characteristic that certain things are added to the sig-
nal which were not intended by the information source.
These unwanted additions may be distortions of sound
(in telephony, for example) or static (in radio), or distor-
tions in shape or shading of picture (television), or er-
rors in transmission (telegraphy or facsimile), etc. All of
these changes in the transmitted signal are called noise.

The kind of questions which one seeks to ask concern-
ing such a communication system are:

a. How does one measure amount of information?

b. How does one measure the capacity of a communi-
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cation channel?

c. The action of the transmitter in changing the mes-
sage into the signal often involves a coding pro-
cess. What are the characteristics of an efficient
coding process? And when the coding is as effi-
cient as possible, at what rate can the channel con-
vey information?

d. What are the general characteristics of noise? How
does noise affect the accuracy of the message fi-
nally received at the destination? How can one
minimize the undesirable effects of noise, and to
what extent can they be eliminated?

e. If the signal being transmitted is continuous (as in
oral speech or music) rather than being formed of
discrete symbols (as in written speech, telegraphy,
etc.), how does this fact affect the problem?

We will now state, without any proofs and with a
minimum of mathematical terminology, the main results
which Shannon has obtained.

2.2 Information
The word information, in this theory, is used in a spe-
cial sense that must not be confused with its ordinary
usage. In particular, information must not be confused
with meaning.

In fact, two messages, one of which is heavily loaded
with meaning and the other of which is pure nonsense,
can be exactly equivalent, from the present viewpoint, as
regards information. It is this, undoubtedly, that Shannon
means when he says that “the semantic aspects of com-
munication are irrelevant to the engineering aspects.”
But this does not mean that the engineering aspects are
necessarily irrelevant to the semantic aspects.

To be sure, this word information in communication
theory relates not so much to what you do say, as to what
you could say. That is, information is a measure of one’s
freedom of choice when one selects a message. If one
is confronted with a very elementary situation where he
has to choose one of two alternative messages, then it is
arbitrarily said that the information, associated with this
situation, is unity. Note that it is misleading (although
often convenient) to say that one or the other message,
conveys unit information. The concept of information
applies not to the individual messages (as the concept of
meaning would), but rather to the situation as a whole,
the unit information indicating that in this situation one

has an amount of freedom of choice, in selecting a mes-
sage, which it is convenient to regard as a standard or
unit amount.

The two messages between which one must choose, in
such a selection, can be anything one likes. One might
be the text of the King James Version of the Bible, and
the other might be “Yes.” The transmitter might code
these two messages so that “zero” is the signal for the
first, and “one” the signal for the second; or so that a
closed circuit (current flowing) is the signal for the first,
and an open circuit (no current flowing) the signal for
the second. Thus the two positions, closed and open, of
a simple relay, might correspond to the two messages.

To be somewhat more definite, the amount of informa-
tion is defined, in the simplest cases, to be measured by
the logarithm of the number of available choices. It being
convenient to use logarithms4 to the base 2, rather than
common or Briggs’ logarithm to the base 10, the infor-
mation, when there are only two choices, is proportional
to the logarithm of 2 to the base 2. But this is unity;
so that a two-choice situation is characterized by infor-
mation of unity, as has already been stated above. This
unit of information is called a “bit,” this word, first sug-
gested by John W. Tukey, being a condensation of “bi-
nary digit.” When numbers are expressed in the binary
system there are only two digits, namely 0 and 1; just as
ten digits, 0 to 9 inclusive, are used in the decimal num-
ber system which employs 10 as a base. Zero and one
may be taken symbolically to represent any two choices,
as noted above; so that “binary digit” or “bit” is natural
to associate with the two-choice situation which has unit
information.

If one has available say 16 alternative messages among
which he is equally free to choose, then since 16 = 24 so
that log216 = 4, one says that this situation is character-
ized by 4 bits of information.

It doubtless seems queer, when one first meets it, that
information is defined as the logarithm of the number of
choices. But in the unfolding of the theory, it becomes
more and more obvious that logarithmic measures are in
fact the natural ones. At the moment, only one indica-
tion of this will be given. It was mentioned above that
one simple on-or-off relay, with its two positions labeled,
say, 0 and 1 respectively, can handle a unit information
situation, in which there are but two message choices. If
one relay can handle unit information, how much can be
handled by say three relays? It seems very reasonable
to want to say that three relays could handle three times
as much information as one. And this indeed is the way

4When mx = y, then x is said to be the logarithm of y to the base m.
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it works out if one uses the logarithmic definition of in-
formation. For three relays are capable of responding to
23 or 8 choices, which symbolically might be written as
000, 001, 011, 010, 100, 110, 101, 111, in the first of
which all three relays are open, and in the last of which
all three relays are closed. And the logarithm to the base
2 of 23 is 3, so that the logarithmic measure assigns three
units of information to this situation, just as one would
wish. Similarly, doubling the available time squares the
number of possible messages, and doubles the logarithm;
and hence doubles the information if it is measured log-
arithmically.

The remarks thus far relate to artificially simple situa-
tions where the information source is free to choose only
between several definite messages—like a man pick-
ing out one of a set of standard birthday greeting tele-
grams. A more natural and more important situation is
that in which the information source makes a sequence
of choices from some set of elementary symbols, the se-
lected sequence then forming the message. Thus a man
may pick out one word after another, these individually
selected words then adding up to form the message.

At this point an important consideration which has
been in the background, so far, comes to the front for ma-
jor attention. Namely, the role which probability plays
in the generation of the message. For as the successive
symbols are chosen, these choices are, at least from the
point of view of the communication system, governed
by probabilities; and in fact by probabilities which are
not independent, but which, at any stage of the process,
depend upon the preceding choices. Thus, if we are con-
cerned with English speech, and if the last symbol cho-
sen is “the,” then the probability that the next word be an
article, or a verb form other than a verbal, is very small.
This probabilistic influence stretches over more than two
words, in fact. After the three words “in the event” the
probability for “that” as the next word is fairly high, and
for “elephant” as the next word is very low.

That there are probabilities which exert a certain de-
gree of control over the English language also becomes
obvious if one thinks, for example, of the fact that in our
language the dictionary contains no words whatsoever in
which the initial letter j is followed by b, c, d, f, g, j, k,
1, q, r, t, v, w, x, or z; so that the probability is actually
zero that an initial j be followed by any of these letters.
Similarly, anyone would agree that the probability is low
for such a sequence of words as “Constantinople fishing
nasty pink.” Incidentally, it is low, but not zero; for it
is perfectly possible to think of a passage in which one
sentence closes with “Constantinople fishing,” and the

next begins with “Nasty pink.” And we might observe in
passing that the unlikely four-word sequence under dis-
cussion has occurred in a single good English sentence,
namely the one above.

A system which produces a sequence of symbols
(which may, of course, be letters or musical notes, say,
rather than words) according to certain probabilities is
called a stochastic process, and the special case of a
stochastic process in which the probabilities depend on
the previous events, is called a Markoff process or a
Markoff chain. Of the Markoff processes which might
conceivably generate messages, there is a special class
which is of primary importance for communication the-
ory, these being what are called ergodic processes. The
analytical details here are complicated and the reasoning
so deep and involved that it has taken some of the best ef-
forts of the best mathematicians to create the associated
theory; but the rough nature of an ergodic process is easy
to understand. It is one which produces a sequence of
symbols which would be a poll-taker’s dream, because
any reasonably large sample tends to be representative
of the sequence as a whole. Suppose that two persons
choose samples in different ways, and study what trends
their statistical properties would show as the samples be-
come larger. If the situation is ergodic, then those two
persons, however they may have chosen their samples,
agree in their estimates of the properties of the whole.
Ergodic systems, in other words, exhibit a particularly
safe and comforting sort of statistical regularity.

Now let us return to the idea of information. When we
have an information source which is producing a mes-
sage by successively selecting discrete symbols (letters,
words, musical notes, spots of a certain size, etc.), the
probability of choice of the various symbols at one stage
of the process being dependent on the previous choices
(i.e., a Markoff process), what about the information as-
sociated with this procedure?

The quantity which uniquely meets the natural re-
quirements that one sets up for “information” turns out
to be exactly that which is known in thermodynamics as
entropy. It is expressed in terms of the various probabil-
ities involved—those of getting to certain stages in the
process of forming messages, and the probabilities that,
when in those stages, certain symbols be chosen next.
The formula, moreover, involves the logarithm of proba-
bilities, so that it is a natural generalization of the loga-
rithmic measure spoken of above in connection with sim-
ple cases.

To those who have studied the physical sciences, it is
most significant that an entropy-like expression appears
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in the theory as a measure of information. Introduced
by Clausius nearly one hundred years ago, closely as-
sociated with the name of Boltzmann, and given deep
meaning by Gibbs in his classic work on statistical me-
chanics, entropy has become so basic and pervasive a
concept that Eddington remarks “The law that entropy
always increases—the second law of thermodynamics—
holds, I think, the supreme position among the laws of
Nature.”

In the physical sciences, the entropy associated with
a situation is a measure of the degree of randomness, or
of ”shuffledness” if you will, in the situation; and the
tendency of physical systems to become less and less or-
ganized, to become more and more perfectly shuffled, is
so basic that Eddington argues that it is primarily this
tendency which gives time its arrow—which would re-
veal to us, for example, whether a movie of the physical
world is being run forward or backward.

Thus when one meets the concept of entropy in com-
munication theory, he has a right to be rather excited—
a right to suspect that one has hold of something that
may turn out to be basic and important. That informa-
tion be measured by entropy is, after all, natural when
we remember that information, in communication the-
ory, is associated with the amount of freedom of choice
we have in constructing messages. Thus for a commu-
nication source one can say, just as he would also say it
of a thermodynamic ensemble, “This situation is highly
organized, it is not characterized by a large degree of ran-
domness or of choice—that is to say, the information (or
the entropy) is low.” We will return to this point later, for
unless I am quite mistaken, it is an important aspect of
the more general significance of this theory.

Having calculated the entropy (or the information, or
the freedom of choice) of a certain information source,
one can compare this to the maximum value this entropy
could have, subject only to the condition that the source
continue to employ the same symbols. The ratio of the
actual to the maximum entropy is called the relative en-
tropy of the source. If the relative entropy of a certain
source is, say .8, this roughly means that this source is,
in its choice of symbols to form a message, about 80 per
cent as free as it could possibly be with these same sym-
bols. One minus the relative entropy is called the redun-
dancy. This is the fraction of the structure of the message
which is determined not by the free choice of the sender,
but rather by the accepted statistical rules governing the
use of the symbols in question. It is sensibly called re-
dundancy, for this fraction of the message is in fact re-

dundant in something close to the ordinary sense; that is
to say, this fraction of the message is unnecessary (and
hence repetitive or redundant) in the sense that if it were
missing the message would still be essentially complete,
or at least could be completed.

It is most interesting to note that the redundancy of
English is just about 50 per cent,5 so that about half of
the letters or words we choose in writing or speaking are
under our free choice, and about half (although we are
not ordinarily aware of it) are really controlled by the
statistical structure of the language. Apart from more se-
rious implications, which again we will postpone to our
final discussion, it is interesting to note that a language
must have at least 50 per cent of real freedom (or relative
entropy) in the choice of letters if one is to be able to con-
struct satisfactory crossword puzzles. If it has complete
freedom, then every array of letters is a crossword puz-
zle. If it has only 20 per cent of freedom, then it would be
impossible to construct crossword puzzles in such com-
plexity and number as would make the game popular.
Shannon has estimated that if the English language had
only about 30 per cent redundancy, then it would be pos-
sible to construct three-dimensional crossword puzzles.

Before closing this section on information, it should
be noted that the real reason that Level A analysis deals
with a concept of information which characterizes the
whole statistical nature of the information source, and is
not concerned with the individual messages (and not at
all directly concerned with the meaning of the individual
messages) is that from the point of view of engineering,
a communication system must face the problem of han-
dling any message that the source can produce. If it is
not possible or practicable to design a system which can
handle everything perfectly, then the system should be
designed to handle well the jobs it is most likely to be
asked to do, and should resign itself to be less efficient
for the rare task. This sort of consideration leads at once
to the necessity of characterizing the statistical nature of
the whole ensemble of messages which a given kind of
source can and will produce. And information, as used
in communication theory, does just this.

Although it is not at all the purpose of this paper to
be concerned with mathematical details, it nevertheless
seems essential to have as good an understanding as pos-
sible of the entropy-like expression which measures in-
formation. If one is concerned, as in a simple case, with
a set of n independent symbols, or a set of n independent
complete messages for that matter, whose probabilities
of choice are p1, p2 . . . pn, then the actual expression for

5The 50 per cent estimate accounts only for statistical structure out to about eight letters, so that the ultimate value is presumably a little higher.
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the information is

H =−[p1 log p1 + p2 log p2 + . . . + pn log pn]

or

H =−∑ pi log pi

where6 the symbol ∑, indicates, as is usual in mathe-
matics, that one is to sum all terms like the typical one,
pilogpi written as a defining sample.

This looks a little complicated; but let us see how this
expression behaves in some simple cases.

Suppose first that we are choosing only between two
possible messages, whose probabilities are then p1 for
the first and p2 = 1− p1 for the other. If one reckons, for
this case, the numerical value of H, it turns out that H has
its largest value, namely one, when the two messages are
equally probable; that is to say when p1 = p2 = 1

2 that
is to say, when one is completely free to choose between
the two messages. Just as soon as one message becomes
more probable than the other (p1 greater than p2, say),
the value of H decreases. And when one message is very
probable (p1 almost one and p2 almost zero, say), the
value of H is very small (almost zero).

In the limiting case where one probability is unity (cer-
tainty) and all the others zero (impossibility), then H is
zero (no uncertainty at all—no freedom of choice—no
information).

Thus H is largest when the two probabilities are equal
(i.e., when one is completely free and unbiased in the
choice), and reduces to zero when one’s freedom of
choice is gone.

The situation just described is in fact typical. If there
are many, rather than two, choices, then H is largest when
the probabilities of the various choices are as nearly
equal as circumstances permit—when one has as much
freedom as possible in making a choice, being as little
as possible driven toward some certain choices which
have more than their share of probability. Suppose, on
the other hand, that one choice has a probability near one
so that all the other choices have probabilities near zero.
This is clearly a situation in which one is heavily influ-
enced toward one particular choice, and hence has little
freedom of choice. And H in such a case does calculate
to have a very small value—the information (the freedom
of choice, the uncertainty) is low.

When the number of cases is fixed, we have just seen
that then the information is the greater, the more nearly

equal are the probabilities of the various cases. There is
another important way of increasing H, namely by in-
creasing the number of cases. More accurately, if all
choices are equally likely, the more choices there are,
the larger H will be; There is more “information” if you
select freely out of a set of fifty standard messages, than
if you select freely out of a set of twenty-five.

2.3 Capacity of a Communication Channel
After the discussion of the preceding section, one is not
surprised that the capacity of a channel is to be described
not in terms of the number of symbols it can transmit, but
rather in terms of the information it transmits. Or better,
since this last phrase lends itself particularly well to a
misinterpretation of the word information, the capacity
of a channel is to be described in terms of its ability to
transmit what is produced out of source of a given infor-
mation.

If the source is of a simple sort in which all symbols
are of the same time duration (which is the case, for ex-
ample, with teletype), if the source is such that each sym-
bol chosen represents s bits of information (being freely
chosen from among 2s symbols), and if the channel can
transmit, say n symbols per second, then the capacity of
C of the channel is defined to be ns bits per second.

In a more general case, one has to take account of the
varying lengths of the various symbols. Thus the general
expression for capacity of a channel involves the loga-
rithm of the numbers of symbols of certain time duration
(which introduces, of course, the idea of information and
corresponds to the factor s in the simple case of the pre-
ceding paragraph); and also involves the number of such
symbols handled (which corresponds to the factor n of
the preceding paragraph). Thus in the general case, ca-
pacity measures not the number of symbols transmitted
per second, but rather the amount of information trans-
mitted per second, using bits per second as its unit.

2.4 Coding
At the outset it was pointed out that the transmitter ac-
cepts the message and turns it into something called the
signal, the latter being what actually passes over the
channel to the receiver.

The transmitter, in such a case as telephony, merely
changes the audible voice signal over into something (the
varying electrical current on the telephone wire) which

6Do not worry about the minus sign. Any probability is a number less than or equal to one, and the logarithms of numbers less than one are
themselves negative. Thus the minus sign is necessary in order that H be in fact positive.
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is at once clearly different but clearly equivalent. But the
transmitter may carry out a much more complex opera-
tion on the message to produce the signal. It could, for
example, take a written message and use some code to
encipher this message into, say a sequence of numbers;
these numbers then being sent over the channel as the
signal.

Thus one says, in general, that the function of the
transmitter is to encode, and that of the receiver to de-
code, the message. The theory provides for very sophis-
ticated transmitters and receivers—such, for example, as
possess “memories,” so that the way they encode a cer-
tain symbol of the message depends not only upon this
one symbol, but also upon previous symbols of the mes-
sage and the way they have been encoded.

We are now in a position to state the fundamental the-
orem, produced in this theory, for a noiseless channel
transmitting discrete symbols. This theorem relates to a
communication channel which has a capacity of C bits
per second, accepting signals from a source of entropy
(or information) of H bits per second. The theorem states
that by devising proper coding procedures for the trans-
mitter it is possible to transmit symbols over the channel
at an average rate7 which is nearly C/H, but which, no
matter how clever the coding, can never be made to ex-
ceed C/H.

The significance of this theorem is to be discussed
more usefully a little later, when we have the more gen-
eral case when noise is present. For the moment, though,
it is important to notice the critical role which coding
plays.

Remember that the entropy (or information) associ-
ated with the process which generates messages or sig-
nals is determined by the statistical character of the
process—by the various probabilities for arriving at mes-
sage situations and for choosing, when in those situations
the next symbols. The statistical nature of messages is
entirely determined by the character of the source. But
the statistical character of the signal as actually transmit-
ted by a channel, and hence the entropy in the channel,
is determined both by what one attempts to feed into the
channel and by the capabilities of the channel to handle
different signal situations. For example, in telegraphy,
there have to be spaces between dots and dots, between
dots and dashes, and between dashes and dashes, or the
dots and dashes would not be recognizable.

Now it turns out that when a channel does have cer-
tain constraints of this sort, which limit complete signal

freedom, there are certain statistical signal characteris-
tics which lead to a signal entropy which is larger than it
would be for any other statistical signal structure, and in
this important case, the signal entropy is exactly equal to
the channel capacity.

In terms of these ideas, it is now possible precisely to
characterize the most efficient kind of coding, The best
transmitter, in fact, is that which codes the message in
such a way that the signal has just those optimum statis-
tical characteristics which are best suited to the channel
to be used—which in fact maximize the signal (or one
may say, the channel) entropy and make it equal to the
capacity C of the channel.

This kind of coding leads, by the fundamental theo-
rem above, to the maximum rate C/H for the transmis-
sion of symbols. But for this gain in transmission rate,
one pays a price. For rather perversely it happens that as
one makes the coding more and more nearly ideal, one
is forced to longer and longer delays in the process of
coding. Part of this dilemma is met by the fact that in
electronic equipment “long” may mean an exceedingly
small fraction of a second, and part by the fact that one
makes a compromise, balancing the gain in transmission
rate against loss of coding time.

2.5 Noise
How does noise affect information? Information is, we
must steadily remember, a measure of one’s freedom of
choice in selecting a message. The greater this free-
dom of choice, and hence the greater the information,
the greater is the uncertainty that the message actually
selected is some particular one. Thus greater freedom of
choice, greater uncertainty, greater information go hand
in hand.

If noise is introduced, then the received message con-
tains certain distortions, certain errors, certain extrane-
ous material, that would certainly lead one to say that the
received message exhibits, because of the effects of the
noise, an increased uncertainty. But if the uncertainty is
increased, the information is increased, and this sounds
as though the noise were beneficial!

It is generally true that when there is noise, the re-
ceived signal exhibits greater information—or better, the
received signal is selected out of a more varied set than
is the transmitted signal. This is a situation which beau-
tifully illustrates the semantic trap into which one can
fall if he does not remember that “information” is used

7We remember that the capacity C involves the idea of information transmitted per second, and is thus measured in bits per second. The entropy
H here measures information per symbol, so that the ratio of C to H measures symbols per second.
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here with a special meaning that measures freedom of
choice and hence uncertainty as to what choice has been
made. It is therefore possible for the word information to
have either good or bad connotations. Uncertainty which
arises by virtue of freedom of choice on the part of the
sender is desirable uncertainty. Uncertainty which arises
because of errors or because of the influence of noise is
undesirable uncertainty.

It is thus clear where the joker is in saying that the re-
ceived signal has more information. Some of this infor-
mation is spurious and undesirable and has been intro-
duced via the noise. To get the useful information in the
received signal we must subtract out this spurious por-
tion.

Before we can clear up this point we have to stop for
a little detour. Suppose one has two sets of symbols,
such as the message symbols generated by the informa-
tion source, and the signal symbols which are actually
received. The probabilities of these two sets of symbols
are interrelated, for clearly the probability of receiving
a certain symbol depends upon what symbol was sent.
With no errors from noise or from other causes, the re-
ceived signals would correspond precisely to the mes-
sage symbols sent; and in the presence of possible error,
the probabilities for received symbols would obviously
be loaded heavily on those which correspond, or closely
correspond, to the message symbols sent.

Now in such a situation one can calculate what is
called the entropy of one set of symbols relative to the
other. Let us, for example, consider the entropy of the
message relative to the signal. It is unfortunate that we
cannot understand the issues involved here without go-
ing into some detail. Suppose for the moment that one
knows that a certain signal symbol has actually been
received. Then each message symbol takes on a cer-
tain probability—relatively large for the symbol identi-
cal with or the symbols similar to the one received, and
relatively small for all others. Using this set of probabil-
ities, one calculates a tentative entropy value. This is the
message entropy on the assumption of a definite known
received or signal symbol. Under any good conditions
its value is low, since the probabilities involved are not
spread around rather evenly on the various cases, but are
heavily loaded on one or a few cases. Its value would be
zero (see page 248) in any case where noise was com-
pletely absent, for then, the signal symbol being known,
all message probabilities would be zero except for one
symbol (namely the one received), which would have a
probability of unity.

For each assumption as to the signal symbol received,

one can calculate one of these tentative message en-
tropies. Calculate all of them, and then average them,
weighting each one in accordance with the probability of
the signal symbol assumed in calculating it. Entropies
calculated in this way, when there are two sets of sym-
bols to consider, are called relative entropies. The par-
ticular one just described is the entropy of the message
relative to the signal, and Shannon has named this also
the equivocation.

From the way this equivocation is calculated, we can
see what its significance is. It measures the average un-
certainty in the message when the signal is known. If
there were no noise, then there would be no uncertainty
concerning the message if the signal is known. If the in-
formation source has any residual uncertainty after the
signal is known, then this must be undesirable uncer-
tainty due to noise.

The discussion of the last few paragraphs centers
around the quantity “the average uncertainty in the mes-
sage source when the received signal is known.” It can
equally well be phrased in terms of the similar quantity
“the average uncertainty concerning the received signal
when the message sent is known.” This latter uncertainty
would, of course, also be zero if there were no noise.

As to the interrelationship of these quantities, it is easy
to prove that

H(x)−Hy(x) = H(y)−Hx(y)

where H(x) is the entropy or information of the source
of messages; H(y) the entropy or information of received
signals; Hy(x) the equivocation, or the uncertainty in the
message source if the signal be known; Hx(y) the un-
certainty in the received signals if the messages sent be
known, or the spurious part of the received signal in-
formation which is due to noise. The right side of this
equation is the useful information which is transmitted
in spite of the bad effect of the noise.

It is now possible to explain what one means by the
capacity C of a noisy channel. It is, in fact, defined to be
equal to the maximum rate (in bits per second) at which
useful information (i.e., total uncertainty minus noise un-
certainty) can be transmitted over the channel.

Why does one speak, here, of a “maximum” rate?
What can one do, that is, to make this rate larger or
smaller? The answer is that one can affect this rate by
choosing a source whose statistical characteristics are
suitably related to the restraints imposed by the nature
of the channel. That is, one can maximize the rate of
transmitting useful information by using proper coding
(see pages 249 to 250).
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And now, finally, let us consider the fundamental theo-
rem for a noisy channel. Suppose that this noisy channel
has, in the sense just described, a capacity C, suppose
it is accepting from an information source characterized
by an entropy of H(x) bits per second, the entropy of
the received signals being H(y) bits per second. If the
channel capacity C is equal to or larger than H(x), then
by devising appropriate coding systems, the output of the
source can be transmitted over the channel with as little
error as one pleases. However small a frequency of er-
ror you specify, there is a code which meets the demand.
But if the channel capacity C is less than H(x), the en-
tropy of the source from which it accepts messages, then
it is impossible to devise codes which reduce the error
frequency as low as one may please.

However clever one is with the coding process, it will
always be true that after the signal is received there re-
mains some undesirable (noise) uncertainty about what
the message was; and this undesirable uncertainty—this
equivocation—will always be equal to or greater than
H(x)−C. Furthermore, there is always at least one code
which is capable of reducing this undesirable uncertainty,
concerning the message, down to a value which exceeds
H(x)−C by an arbitrarily small amount.

The most important aspect, of course, is that the mini-
mum undesirable or spurious uncertainties cannot be re-
duced further, no matter how complicated or appropriate
the coding process. This powerful theorem gives a pre-
cise and almost startlingly simple description of the ut-
most dependability one can ever obtain from a commu-
nication channel which operates in the presence of noise.

One practical consequence, pointed out by Shannon,
should be noted. Since English is about 50 per cent re-
dundant, it would be possible to save about one-half the
time of ordinary telegraphy by a proper encoding pro-
cess, provided one were going to transmit over a noise-
less channel. When there is noise on a channel, how-
ever, there is some real advantage in not using a coding
process that eliminates all of the redundancy. For the
remaining redundancy helps combat the noise. This is
very easy to see, for just because of the fact that the re-
dundancy of English is high, one has, for example, little
or no hesitation about correcting errors in spelling that
have arisen during transmission.

2.6 Continuous Messages
Up to this point we have been concerned with messages
formed out of discrete symbols, as words are formed of
letters, sentences of words, a melody of notes, or a half-

tone picture of a finite number of discrete spots. What
happens to the theory if one considers continuous mes-
sages, such as the speaking voice with its continuous
variation of pitch and energy?

Very roughly one may say that the extended theory
is somewhat more difficult and complicated mathemat-
ically, but not essentially different. Many of the above
statements for the discrete case require no modification,
and others require only minor change.

One circumstance which helps a good deal is the fol-
lowing. As a practical matter, one is always interested in
a continuous signal which is built up of simple harmonic
constituents of not all frequencies, but rather of frequen-
cies which lie wholly within a band from zero frequency
to, say, a frequency of W cycles per second. Thus al-
though the human voice does contain higher frequencies,
very satisfactory communication can be achieved over a
telephone channel that handles frequencies only up to,
say four thousand. With frequencies up to ten or twelve
thousand, high fidelity radio transmission of symphonic
music is possible, etc.

There is a very convenient mathematical theorem
which states that a continuous signal, T seconds in du-
ration and band-limited in frequency to the range from 0
to W , can be completely specified by stating 2TW num-
bers. This is really a remarkable theorem. Ordinarily
a continuous curve can be only approximately character-
ized by stating any finite number of points through which
it passes, and an infinite number would in general be re-
quired for complete information about the curve. But if
the curve is built up out of simple harmonic constituents
of a limited number of frequencies, as a complex sound
is built up out of a limited number of pure tones, then a
finite number of parameters is all that is necessary. This
has the powerful advantage of reducing the character of
the communication problem for continuous signals from
a complicated situation where one would have to deal
with an infinite number of variables to a considerably
simpler situation where one deals with a finite (though
large) number of variables.

In the theory for the continuous case there are devel-
oped formulas which describe the maximum capacity C
of a channel of frequency bandwidth W , when the aver-
age power used in transmitting is P, the channel being
subject to a noise of power N, this noise being “white
thermal noise” of a special kind which Shannon defines.
This white thermal noise is itself band limited in fre-
quency, and the amplitudes of the various frequency con-
stituents are subject to a normal (Gaussian) probability
distribution. Under these circumstances, Shannon ob-
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tains the theorem, again really quite remarkable in its
simplicity and its scope, that it is possible, by the best
coding, to transmit binary digits at the rate of

W log2
P+N

N
bits per second and have an arbitrarily low frequency of
error. But this rate cannot possibly be exceeded, no mat-
ter how clever the coding, without giving rise to a definite
frequency of errors. For the case of arbitrary noise, rather
than the special “white thermal” noise assumed above,
Shannon does not succeed in deriving one explicit for-
mula for channel capacity, but does obtain useful upper
and lower limits for channel capacity. And he also de-
rives limits for channel capacity when one specifies not
the average power of the transmitter, but rather the peak
instantaneous power.

Finally it should be stated that Shannon obtains results
which are necessarily somewhat less specific, but which
are of obviously deep and sweeping significance, which,
for a general sort of continuous message or signal, char-
acterize the fidelity of the received message, and the con-
cepts of rate at which a source generates information, rate
of transmission, and channel capacity, all of these being
relative to certain fidelity requirements.

3. The Interrelationship of the
Three Levels of Communication
Problems

3.1 Introductory
In the first section of this paper it was suggested that there
are three levels at which one may consider the general
communication problem. Namely, one may ask:

LEVEL A. How accurately can the symbols of commu-
nication be transmitted ?

LEVEL B. How precisely do the transmitted symbols
convey the desired meaning?

LEVEL C. How effectively does the received meaning
affect conduct in the desired way?

It was suggested that the mathematical theory of com-
munication, as developed by Shannon, Wiener, and oth-
ers, and particularly the more definitely engineering the-
ory treated by Shannon, although ostensibly applicable
only to Level A problems, actually is helpful and sug-
gestive for the level B and C problems.

We then took a look, in section 2, at what this mathe-
matical theory is, what concepts it develops, what results
it has obtained. It is the purpose of this concluding sec-
tion to review the situation, and see to what extent and
in what terms the original section was justified in indi-
cating that the progress made at Level A is capable of
contributing to levels B and C, was justified in indicating
that the interrelation of the three levels is so considerable
that one’s final conclusion may be that the separation into
the three levels is really artificial and undesirable.

3.2 Generality of the Theory at Level A
The obvious first remark, and indeed the remark that car-
ries the major burden of the argument, is that the mathe-
matical theory is exceedingly general in its scope, funda-
mental in the problems it treats, and of classic simplicity
and power in the results it reaches.

This is a theory so general that one does not need
to say what kinds of symbols are being considered—
whether written letters or words, or musical notes, or
spoken words, or symphonic music, or pictures. The the-
ory is deep enough so that the relationships it reveals in-
discriminately apply to all these and to other forms of
communication. This means, of course, that the theory is
sufficiently imaginatively motivated so that it is dealing
with the real inner core of the communication problem—
with those basic relationships which hold in general, no
matter what special form the actual case may take.

It is an evidence of this generality that the theory con-
tributes importantly to, and in fact is really the basic the-
ory of cryptography which is, of course, a form of cod-
ing. In a similar way, the theory contributes to the prob-
lem of translation from one language to another, although
the complete story here clearly requires consideration of
meaning, as well as of information. Similarly, the ideas
developed in this work connect so closely with the prob-
lem of the logical design of great computers that it is no
surprise that Shannon has just written a paper on the de-
sign of a computer which would be capable of playing a
skillful game of chess. And it is of further direct perti-
nence to the present contention that this paper closes with
the remark that either one must say that such a computer
“thinks,” or one must substantially modify the conven-
tional implication of the verb “to think.”

As a second point, it seems clear that an important
contribution has been made to any possible general the-
ory of communication by the formalization on which the
present theory is based. It seems at first obvious to dia-
gram a communication system as it is done at the outset
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of this theory; but this breakdown of the situation must
be very deeply sensible and appropriate, as one becomes
convinced when he sees how smoothly and generally this
viewpoint leads to central issues. It is almost certainly
true that a consideration of communication on levels B
and C will require additions to the schematic diagram on
page 245, but it seems equally likely that what is required
are minor additions, and no real revision.

Thus when one moves to levels B and C, it may prove
to be essential to take account of the statistical charac-
teristics of the destination. One can imagine, as an ad-
dition to the diagram, another box labeled “Semantic
Receiver” interposed between the engineering receiver
(which changes signals to messages) and the destina-
tion. This semantic receiver subjects the message to a
second decoding, the demand on this one being that it
must match the statistical semantic characteristics of the
message to the statistical semantic capacities of the to-
tality of receivers, or of that subset of receivers which
constitute the audience one wishes to affect.

Similarly one can imagine another box in the diagram
which, inserted between the information source and the
transmitter, would be labeled “semantic noise,” the box
previously labeled as simply “noise” now being labeled
“engineering noise.” From this source is imposed into the
signal the perturbations or distortions of meaning which
are not intended by the source but which inescapably af-
fect the destination. And the problem of semantic de-
coding must take this semantic noise into account. It is
also possible to think of an adjustment of original mes-
sage so that the sum of message meaning plus semantic
noise is equal to the desired total message meaning at the
destination.

Thirdly, it seems highly suggestive for the problem at
all levels that error and confusion arise and fidelity de-
creases, when, no matter how good the coding, one tries
to crowd too much over a channel (i.e., H > C). Here
again a general theory at all levels will surely have to
take into account not only the capacity of the channel
but also (even the words are right!) the capacity of the
audience. If one tries to overcrowd the capacity of the
audience, it is probably true, by direct analogy, that you
do not, so to speak, fill the audience up and then waste
only the remainder by spilling. More likely, and again
by direct analogy, if you overcrowd the capacity of the
audience you force a general and inescapable error and
confusion.

Fourthly, it is hard to believe that levels B and C do not
have much to learn from, and do not have the approach to
their problems usefully oriented by, the development in

this theory of the entropic ideas in relation to the concept
of information.

The concept of information developed in this theory
at first seems disappointing and bizarre—disappointing
because it has nothing to do with meaning, and bizarre
because it deals not with a single message but rather
with the statistical character of a whole ensemble of mes-
sages, bizarre also because in these statistical terms the
two words information and uncertainty find themselves
to be partners.

I think, however, that these should be only temporary
reactions; and that one should say, at the end that this
analysis has so penetratingly cleared the air that one is
now, perhaps for the first time, ready for a real theory of
meaning. An engineering communication theory is just
like a very proper and discreet girl accepting your tele-
gram. She pays no attention to the meaning, whether it
be sad, or joyous, or embarrassing. But she must be pre-
pared to deal with all that come to her desk. This idea
that a communication system ought to try to deal with all
possible messages, and that the intelligent way to try is
to base design on the statistical character of the source,
is surely not without significance for communication in
general. Language must be designed (or developed) with
a view to the totality of things that man may wish to say;
but not being able to accomplish everything, it too should
do as well as possible as often as possible. That is to say,
it too should deal with its task statistically.

The concept of the information to be associated with a
source leads directly, as we have seen, to a study of the
statistical structure of language; and this study reveals
about the English language, as an example, information
which seems surely significant to students of every phase
of language and communication. The idea of utilizing
the powerful body of theory concerning Markoff pro-
cesses seems particularly promising for semantic stud-
ies, since this theory is specifically adapted to handle
one of the most significant but difficult aspects of mean-
ing, namely the influence of context. One has the vague
feeling that information and meaning may prove to be
something like a pair of canonically conjugate variables
in quantum theory, they being subject to some joint re-
striction that condemns a person to the sacrifice of the
one as he insists on having much of the other.

Or perhaps meaning may be shown to be analogous to
one of the quantities on which the entropy of a thermo-
dynamic ensemble depends. The appearance of entropy
in the theory, as was remarked earlier, is surely most
interesting and significant. Eddington has already been
quoted in this connection, but there is another passage in
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“The Nature of the Physical World” which seems partic-
ularly apt and suggestive:

Suppose that we were asked to arrange
the following in two categories—distance,
mass, electric force, entropy, beauty,
melody.

I think there are the strongest grounds
for placing entropy alongside beauty and
melody, and not with the first three. Entropy
is only found when the parts are viewed in
association, and it is by viewing or hear-
ing the parts in association that beauty and
melody are discerned. All three are features
of arrangement. It is a pregnant thought that
one of these three associates should be able
to figure as a commonplace quantity of sci-
ence. The reason why this stranger can pass
itself off among the aborigines of the physi-
cal world is that it is able to speak their lan-
guage, viz., the language of arithmetic.

I feel sure that Eddington would have been willing to
include the word meaning along with beauty and melody;
and I suspect he would have been thrilled to see, in this
theory, that entropy not only speaks the language of arith-
metic; it also speaks the language of language.

Computer graphic by Herbert Brün
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Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State

Friedrich Engels

(1891)

Introduction

Figure 5: Friedrich Engels

After Marx’s death, in ru-
maging through Marx’s
manuscripts, Engels came
upon Marx’s precis of An-
cient Society—a book by
progressive US scholar
Lewis Henry Morgan and
published in London 1877.
The precis was written be-
tween 1880-81 and con-
tained Marx’s numerous re-
marks on Morgan as well
as passages from other

sources.
After reading the precis, Engels set out to write a spe-
cial treatise—which he saw as fulfilling Marx’s will.
Working on the book, he used Marx’s precis, and some
of Morgan’s factual material and conclusions. He also
made use of many and diverse data gleaned in his own
studies of the history of Greece, Rome, Old Ireland, and
the Ancient Germans.
It would, of course, become The Origin of the Family,
Private Property and the State—the first edition of which
was published October 1884 in Hottingen-Zurich.
Engels wrote The Origin of the Family, Private Property
and the State in just two months—beginning toward the
end of March 1884 and completing it by the end of May.
It focuses on early human history, following the disinte-
gration of the primitive community and the emergence
of a class society based on private property. Engels looks
into the origin and essence of the state, and concludes it
is bound to wither away leaving a classless society.
Engels: “Along with (the classes) the state will inevitably
fall. Society, which will reorganise production on the ba-
sis of a free and equal association of the producers, will
put the whole machinery of state where it will then be-
long: into the museum of antiquity, by the side of the
spinning-wheel and the bronze axe.”

In 1890, having gathered new material on the his-
tory of primitive society, Engels set about preparing a
new edition of his book. He studied the latest books on
the subject—including those of Russian historian Maxim
Kovalevsky. (The fourth edition, Stuttgart, 1892, was
dedicated to Kovalevsky.) As a result, he introduced a
number of changes in his original text and also consider-
able insertions.

In 1894, Engels’s book appeared in Russian transla-
tion. It was the first of Engels’s works published legally
in Russia. Lenin would later describe it as “one of the
fundamental works of modern socialism.”

Preface to the First Edition, 1884
The following chapters are, in a sense, the execution of
a bequest. No less a man than Karl Marx had made it
one of his future tasks to present the results of Morgan’s
researches in the light of the conclusions of his own—
within certain limits, I may say our—materialistic ex-
amination of history, and thus to make clear their full
significance. For Morgan in his own way had discov-
ered afresh in America the materialistic conception of
history discovered by Marx forty years ago, and in his
comparison of barbarism and civilization it had led him,
in the main points, to the same conclusions as Marx. And
just as the professional economists in Germany were for
years as busy in plagiarizing Capital as they were per-
sistent in attempting to kill it by silence, so Morgan’s
Ancient Society2 received precisely the same treatment
from the spokesmen of “prehistoric” science in England.
My work can only provide a slight substitute for what my
departed friend no longer had the time to do. But I have
the critical notes which he made to his extensive extracts
from Morgan, and as far as possible I reproduce them
here.

According to the materialistic conception, the deter-
mining factor in history is, in the final instance, the pro-
duction and reproduction of the immediate essentials of

2Ancient Society, or Researches in the Lines of Human Progress from Savagery, through Barbarism to Civilization, by Lewis H. Morgan, Lon-
don, Macmillan & Co., 1877. The book was printed in America and is peculiarly difficult to obtain in London. The author died some years ago.
(For the purposes of this edition, all references to Ancient Society are from the Charles H. Kerr edition, Chicago.—Ed.)
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life. This, again, is of a twofold character. On the one
side, the production of the means of existence, of articles
of food and clothing, dwellings, and of the tools neces-
sary for that production; on the other side, the produc-
tion of human beings themselves, the propagation of the
species. The social organization under which the people
of a particular historical epoch and a particular country
live is determined by both kinds of production: by the
stage of development of labor on the one hand and of the
family on the other.

The lower the development of labor and the more lim-
ited the amount of its products, and consequently, the
more limited also the wealth of the society, the more the
social order is found to be dominated by kinship groups.
However, within this structure of society based on kin-
ship groups the productivity of labor increasingly de-
velops, and with it private property and exchange, dif-
ferences of wealth, the possibility of utilizing the la-
bor power of others, and hence the basis of class an-
tagonisms: new social elements, which in the course
of generations strive to adapt the old social order to the
new conditions, until at last their incompatibility brings
about a complete upheaval. In the collision of the newly-
developed social classes, the old society founded on kin-
ship groups is broken up; in its place appears a new
society, with its control centered in the state, the sub-
ordinate units of which are no longer kinship associa-
tions, but local associations; a society in which the sys-
tem of the family is completely dominated by the system
of property, and in which there now freely develop those
class antagonisms and class struggles that have hitherto
formed the content of all written history.

It is Morgan’s great merit that he has discovered and
reconstructed in its main lines this prehistoric basis of
our written history, and that in the kinship groups of the
North American Indians he has found the key to the most
important and hitherto insoluble riddles of earliest Greek,
Roman and German history. His book is not the work of
a day. For nearly forty years he wrestled with his mate-
rial, until he was completely master of it. But that also
makes his book one of the few epoch-making works of
our time.

In the following presentation, the reader will in general
easily distinguish what comes from Morgan and what
I have added. In the historical sections on Greece and
Rome I have not confined myself to Morgan’s evidence,
but have added what was available to me. The sec-
tions on the Celts and the Germans are in the main my
work; Morgan had to rely here almost entirely on sec-
ondary sources, and for German conditions—apart from

Tacitus—on the worthless and liberalistic falsifications
of Mr. Freeman. The treatment of the economic aspects,
which in Morgan’s book was sufficient for his purpose
but quite inadequate for mine, has been done afresh by
myself. And, finally, I am, of course, responsible for all
the conclusions drawn, in so far as Morgan is not ex-
pressly cited.

Preface to the Fourth Edition, 1891
The earlier large editions of this work have been out of
print now for almost half a year, and for some time the
publisher has been asking me to prepare a new edition.
Until now, more urgent work kept me from doing so.
Since the appearance of the first edition seven years have
elapsed, during which our knowledge of the primitive
forms of the family has made important advances. There
was, therefore, plenty to do in the way of improvements
and additions; all the more so as the proposed stereotyp-
ing of the present text will make any further alterations
impossible for some time.

I have accordingly submitted the whole text to a care-
ful revision and made a number of additions which, I
hope, take due account of the present state of knowledge.
I also give in the course of this preface a short review of
the development of the history of the family from Ba-
chofen to Morgan; I do so chiefly because the chauvin-
istically inclined English anthropologists are still striv-
ing their utmost to kill by silence the revolution which
Morgan’s discoveries have effected in our conception of
primitive history, while they appropriate his results with-
out the slightest compunction. Elsewhere also the exam-
ple of England is in some cases followed only too closely.

My work has been translated into a number of other
languages. First, Italian: L’origine delta famiglia,
delta proprieta privata e dello stato, versions riveduta
dall’autore, di Pasquale Martignetti, Benevento, 1885.
Then, Rumanian: Origina famdei, proprietatei private
si a statului, traducere de Joan Nadeide, in the Yassy
periodical Contemporanul, September, 1885, to May,
1886. Further, Danish: Familjens, Privatejendommens
og Statens Oprindelse, Dansk, af Forfattern gennemgaaet
Udgave, besorget af Gerson Trier, Kobenhavn, 1888. A
French translation by Henri Rave, based on the present
German edition, is on the press.

BEFORE the beginning of the ’sixties, one cannot
speak of a history of the family. In this field, the sci-

ence of history was still completely under the influence
of the five books of Moses. The patriarchal form of the
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family, which was there described in greater detail than
anywhere else, was not only assumed without question to
be the oldest form, but it was also identified—minus its
polygamy—with the bourgeois family of today, so that
the family had really experienced no historical develop-
ment at all; at most it was admitted that in primitive times
there might have been a period of sexual promiscuity. It
is true that in addition to the monogamous form of the
family, two other forms were known to exist—polygamy
in the Orient and polyandry in India and Tibet; but these
three forms could not be arranged in any historical or-
der and merely appeared side by side without any con-
nection. That among some peoples of ancient history, as
well as among some savages still alive today, descent was
reckoned, not from the father, but from the mother, and
that the female line was therefore regarded as alone valid;
that among many peoples of the present day in every con-
tinent marriage is forbidden within certain large groups
which at that time had not been closely studied—these
facts were indeed known and fresh instances of them
were continually being collected. But nobody knew what
to do with them, and even as late as E. B. Tylor’s Re-
searches into the Early History of Mankind, etc. (1865)
they are listed as mere “curious customs,” side by side
with the prohibition among some savages against touch-
ing burning wood with an iron tool and similar religious
mumbo-jumbo.

The history of the family dates from 1861, from the
publication of Bachofen’s Mutterrecht. (Mother-right,
matriarchate—Ed.) In this work the author advances the
following propositions:

(1) That originally man lived in a state of sexual
promiscuity, to describe which Bachofen uses the mis-
taken term “hetaerism”;

(2) that such promiscuity excludes any certainty of pa-
ternity, and that descent could therefore be reckoned only
in the female line, according to mother-right, and that
this was originally the case amongst all the peoples of
antiquity;

(3) that since women, as mothers, were the only par-
ents of the younger generation that were known with cer-
tainty, they held a position of such high respect and honor
that it became the foundation, in Bachofen’s conception,
of a regular rule of women (gynaecocracy);

(4) that the transition to monogamy, where the woman
belonged to one man exclusively, involved a violation of
a primitive religious law (that is, actually a violation of
the traditional right of the other men to this woman), and
that in order to expiate this violation or to purchase in-
dulgence for it the woman had to surrender herself for a

limited period.
Bachofen finds the proofs of these assertions in innu-

merable passages of ancient classical literature, which he
collected with immense industry. According to him, the
development from “hetaerism” to monogamy and from
mother-right to father-right is accomplished, particularly
among the Greeks, as the consequence of an advance in
religious conceptions, introducing into the old hierarchy
of the gods, representative of the old outlook, new di-
vinities, representative of the new outlook, who push the
former more and more into the background. Thus, ac-
cording to Bachofen, it is not the development of men’s
actual conditions of life, but the religious reflection of
these conditions inside their heads, which has brought
about the historical changes in the social position of the
sexes in relation to each other. In accordance with this
view, Bachofen interprets the Oresteia of Aschylus as
the dramatic representation of the conflict between de-
clining mother-right and the new father-right that arose
and triumphed in the heroic age. For the sake of her
paramour, AEgisthus, Clytemnestra slays her husband,
Agamemnon, on his return from the Trojan War; but
Orestes, the son of Agamemnon and herself, avenges his
father’s murder by slaying his mother. For this act he is
pursued by the Furies, the demonic guardians of mother-
right, according to which matricide is the gravest and
most inexpiable crime. But Apollo, who by the voice
of his oracle had summoned Orestes to this deed, and
Athena, who is called upon to give judgment—the two
deities who here represent the new patriarchal order—
take Orestes under their protection; Athena hears both
sides. The whole matter of the dispute is briefly summed
up in the debate which now takes place between Orestes
and the Furies. Orestes contends that Clytemnestra has
committed a double crime; she has slain her husband and
thus she has also slain his father. Why should the Furies
pursue him, and not her, seeing that she is by far the more
guilty? The answer is striking: “She was not kin by blood
to the man she slew.”

The murder of a man not related by blood, even if he
be the husband of the murderess, is expiable and does not
concern the Furies; their office is solely to punish murder
between blood relations, and of such murders the most
grave and the most inexpiable, according to mother-right,
is matricide. Apollo now comes forward in Orestes’ de-
fense; Athena calls upon the Areopagites—the Athenian
jurors—to vote; the votes for Orestes’ condemnation and
for his acquittal are equal; Athena, as president, gives
her vote for Orestes and acquits him. Father-right has tri-
umphed over mother-right, the “gods of young descent,”
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as the Furies themselves call them, have triumphed over
the Furies; the latter then finally allow themselves to be
persuaded to take up a new office in the service of the
new order.

This new but undoubtedly correct interpretation of the
Oresteia is one of the best and finest passages in the
whole book, but it proves at the same time that Ba-
chofen believes at least as much as AEschylus did in
the Furies, Apollo, and Athena; for, at bottom, he be-
lieves that the overthrow of mother-right by father-right
was a miracle wrought during the Greek heroic age by
these divinities. That such a conception, which makes
religion the lever of world history, must finally end in
pure mysticism, is clear. It is therefore a tough and by
no means always a grateful task to plow through Ba-
chofen’s solid tome. But all that does not lessen his
importance as a pioneer. He was the first to replace
the vague phrases about some unknown primitive state
of sexual promiscuity by proofs of the following facts:
that abundant traces survive in old classical literature of
a state prior to monogamy among the Greeks and Asiat-
ics when not only did a man have sexual intercourse with
several women, but a woman with several men, without
offending against morality; that this custom did not dis-
appear without leaving its traces in the limited surren-
der which was the price women had to pay for the right
to monogamy; that therefore descent could originally be
reckoned only in the female line, from mother to mother;
that far into the period of monogamy, with its certain or
at least acknowledged paternity, the female line was still
alone recognized; and that the original position of the
mothers, as the only certain parents of their children, se-
cured for them, and thus for their whole sex, a higher
social position than women have ever enjoyed since. Ba-
chofen did not put these statements as clearly as this, for
he was hindered by his mysticism. But he proved them;
and in 1861 that was a real revolution.

Bachofen’s massive volume was written in German,
the language of the nation which at that time interested
itself less than any other in the prehistory of the modern
family. Consequently, he remained unknown. His first
successor in the same field appeared in 1865, without
ever having heard of Bachofen.

This successor was J. F. McLennan, the exact oppo-
site of his predecessor. Instead of a mystic of genius,
we have the dry-as-dust jurist; instead of the exuber-
ant imagination of a poet, the plausible arguments of a
barrister defending his brief. McLennan finds among
many savage, barbarian, and even civilized peoples of
ancient and modern times a form of marriage in which

the bridegroom, alone or with his friends, must carry off
the bride from her relations by a show of force. This
custom must be the survival of an earlier custom when
the men of one tribe did in fact carry off their wives by
force from other tribes. What was the origin of this “mar-
riage by capture”? So long as men could find enough
women in their own tribe, there was no reason whatever
for it. We find, however, no less frequently that among
undeveloped peoples there are certain groups (which in
1865 were still often identified with the tribes them-
selves) within which marriage is forbidden, so that the
men are obliged to take their wives, and women their
husbands, from outside the group; whereas among other
peoples the custom is that the men of one group must take
their wives only from within their own group. McLen-
nan calls the first peoples “exogamous” and the second
“endogamous”; he then promptly proceeds to construct
a rigid opposition between exogamous and endogamous
“tribes.” And although his own investigations into ex-
ogamy force the fact under his nose that in many, if not
in most or even in all, cases, this opposition exists only in
his own imagination, he nevertheless makes it the basis
of his whole theory. According to this theory, exogamous
tribes can only obtain their wives from other tribes; and
since in savagery there is a permanent state of war be-
tween tribe and tribe, these wives could only be obtained
by capture. McLennan then goes on to ask: Whence this
custom of exogamy? The conception of consanguinity
and incest could not have anything to do with it, for these
things only came much later. But there was another com-
mon custom among savages-the custom of killing female
children immediately after birth. This would cause a sur-
plus of men in each individual tribe, of which the in-
evitable and immediate consequence would be that sev-
eral men possessed a wife in common: polyandry. And
this would have the further consequence that it would be
known who was the mother of a child, but not who its
father was: hence relationship only in the female line,
with exclusion of the male line—mother-right. And a
second consequence of the scarcity of women within a
tribe—a scarcity which polyandry mitigated, but did not
remove—was precisely this systematic, forcible abduc-
tion of women from other tribes.

As exogamy and polyandry are referable to one and
the same cause—a want of balance between the sexes-we
are forced to regard all the exogamous races as- having
originally been polyandrous.... Therefore we must hold
it to be beyond dispute that among exogamous races the
first system of kinship was that which recognized blood-
ties through mothers only.
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(McLennan, Studies in Ancient History, 1886. Primi-
tive Marriage, p. 124)

It is McLennan’s merit to have directed attention to the
general occurrence and great importance of what he calls
exogamy. He did not by any means discover the exis-
tence of exogamous groups; still less did he understand
them. Besides the early, scattered notes of many ob-
servers (these were McLennan’s sources), Latham (De-
scriptive Ethnology, 1859) had given a detailed and ac-
curate description of this institution among the Indian
Magars, and had said that it was very widespread and oc-
curred in all parts of the world—a passage which McLen-
nan himself cites. Morgan, in 1847, in his letters on the
Iroquois (American Review) and in 1851 in The League
of the Iroquois, had already demonstrated the existence
of exogamous groups among this tribe and had given
an accurate account of them; whereas McLennan, as
we shall see, wrought greater confusion here with his
legalistic mind than Bachofen wrought in the field of
mother-right with his mystical fancies. It is also a merit
of McLennan that he recognized matrilineal descent as
the earlier system, though he was here anticipated by
Bachofen, as he later acknowledged. But McLennan is
not clear on this either; he always speaks of “kinship
through females only,” and this term, which is correct
for an earlier stage, he continually applies to later stages
of development when descent and inheritance were in-
deed still traced exclusively through the female line, but
when kinship on the male side was also recognized and
expressed. There you have the pedantic mind of the ju-
rist, who fixes on a rigid legal term and goes on applying
it unchanged when changed conditions have made it ap-
plicable no longer.

Apparently McLennan’s theory, plausible though it
was, did not seem any too well established even to its
author. At any rate, he himself is struck by the fact that
“it is observable that the form of capture is now most
distinctly marked and impressive just among those races
which have male kinship” (should be “descent in the
male line”). (Ibid., p. 140) And again: “It is a curious
fact that nowhere now, that we are aware of, is infanticide
a system where exogamy and the earliest form of kinship
co-exist.” (Ibid., p. 146.) Both these facts flatly con-
tradict his method of explanation, and he can only meet
them with new and still more complicated hypotheses.

Nevertheless, his theory found great applause and sup-
port in England. McLennan was here generally regarded
as the founder of the history of the family and the leading
authority on the subject. However many exceptions and
variations might be found in individual cases, his oppo-

sition of exogamous and endogamous tribes continued to
stand as the recognized foundation of the accepted view,
and to act as blinkers, obstructing any free survey of the
field under investigation and so making any decisive ad-
vance impossible. Against McLennan’s exaggerated rep-
utation in England—and the English fashion is copied
elsewhere—it becomes a duty to set down the fact that
be has done more harm with his completely mistaken
antithesis between exogamous and endogamous “tribes”
than he has done good by his research.

Facts were now already coming to light in increas-
ing number which did not fit into his neat framework.
McLennan knew only three forms of marriage: polyg-
yny, polyandry and monogamy. But once attention had
been directed to the question, more and more proofs
were found that there existed among undeveloped peo-
ples forms of marriage in which a number of men pos-
sessed a number of women in common, and Lubbock
(The Origin of Civilization, 1870) recognized this group
marriage (“communal marriage”) as a historical fact.

Immediately afterwards, in 1871, Morgan came for-
ward with new and in many ways decisive evidence. He
had convinced himself that the peculiar system of con-
sanguinity in force among the Iroquois was common to
all the aboriginal inhabitants of the United States and
therefore extended over a whole continent, although it
directly contradicted the degrees of relationship arising
out of the system of marriage as actually practiced by
these peoples. He then induced the Federal government
to collect information about the systems of consanguin-
ity among the other peoples of the world and to send out
for this purpose tables and lists of questions prepared by
himself. He discovered from the replies: (1) that the sys-
tem of consanguinity of the American Indians was also
in force among numerous peoples in Asia and, in a some-
what modified form, in Africa and Australia; (2) that
its complete explanation was to be found in a form of
group marriage which was just dying out in Hawaii and
other Australasian islands; and (3) that side by side with
this form of marriage a system of consanguinity was in
force in the same islands which could only be explained
through a still more primitive, now extinct, form of group
marriage. He published the collected evidence, together
with the conclusions he drew from it, in his Systems of
Consanguinity and Affinity, 1871, and thus carried the
debate on to an infinitely wider field. By starting from the
systems of consanguinity and reconstructing from them
the corresponding forms of family, he opened a new line
of research and extended our range of vision into the
prehistory of man. If this method proved to be sound,
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McLennan’s pretty theories would be completely demol-
ished.

McLennan defended his theory in a new edition of
Primitive Marriage (Studies in Ancient History, 1876).
Whilst he himself constructs a highly artificial history
of the family out of pure hypotheses, he demands from
Lubbock and Morgan not merely proofs for every one
of their statements, but proofs as indisputably valid as
if they were to be submitted in evidence in a Scottish
court of law. And this is the man who, from Tacitus’
report on the close relationship between maternal uncle
and sister’s son among the Germans (Gernwnia, Chap.
20), from Caesar’s report that the Britons in groups of ten
or twelve possessed their wives in common, from all the
other reports of classical authors on community of wives
among barbarians, calmly draws the conclusion that all
these peoples lived in a state of polyandry! One might be
listening to a prosecuting counsel who can allow himself
every liberty in arguing his own case, but demands from
defending counsel the most formal, legally valid proof
for his every word.

He maintains that group marriage is pure imagination,
and by so doing falls far behind Bachofen. He declares
that Morgan’s systems of consanguinity are mere codes
of conventional politeness, the proof being that the In-
dians also address a stranger or a white man as brother
or father. One might as well say that the terms “father,”
“mother,” “brother,” “sister” are mere meaningless forms
of address because Catholic priests and abbesses are ad-
dressed as “father” and “mother,” and because monks
and nuns, and even freemasons and members of English
trade unions and associations at their full sessions are ad-
dressed as “brother” and “sister.” In a word, McLennan’s
defense was miserably feeble.

But on one point he had still not been assailed. The
opposition of exogamous and endogamous “tribes” on
which his whole system rested not only remained un-
shaken, but was even universally acknowledged as the
keystone of the whole history of the family. McLennan’s
attempt to explain this opposition might be inadequate
and in contradiction with his own facts. But the antithe-
sis itself, the existence of two mutually exclusive types
of self-sufficient and independent tribes, of which the
one type took their wives from within the tribe, while the
other type absolutely forbade it—that was sacred gospel.
Compare, for example, Giraud-Teulon’s 0rigines de la
famille (1874) and even Lubbock’s Origin of Civilization
(fourth edition, 1882).

Here Morgan takes the field with his main work, An-
cient Society (1877), the work that underlies the present

study. What Morgan had only dimly guessed in 1871 is
now developed in full consciousness. There is no antithe-
sis between endogamy and exogamy; up to the present,
the existence of exogamous “tribes” has not been demon-
strated anywhere. But at the time when group marriage
still prevailed—and in all probability it prevailed every-
where at some time—the tribe was subdivided into a
number of groups related by blood on the mother’s side,
gentes, within which it was strictly forbidden to marry,
so that the men of a gens, though they could take their
wives from within the tribe and generally did so, were
compelled to take them from outside their gens. Thus
while each gens was strictly exogamous, the tribe em-
bracing all the gentes was no less endogamous. Which
finally disposed of the last remains of McLennan’s artifi-
cial constructions.

But Morgan did not rest here. Through the gens of
the American Indians, he was enabled to make his sec-
ond great advance in his field of research. In this gens,
organized according to mother-right, he discovered the
primitive form out of which had developed the later gens
organized according to father-right, the gens as we find
it among the ancient civilized peoples. The Greek and
Roman gens, the old riddle of all historians, now found
its explanation in the Indian gens, and a new foundation
was thus laid for the whole of primitive history.

This rediscovery of the primitive matriarchal gens as
the earlier stage of the patriarchal gens of civilized peo-
ples has the same importance for anthropology as Dar-
win’s theory of evolution has for biology and Marx’s the-
ory of surplus value for political economy. It enabled
Morgan to outline for the first time a history of the fam-
ily in which for the present, so far as the material now
available permits, at least the classic stages of develop-
ment in their main outlines are now determined. That this
opens a new epoch in the treatment of primitive history
must be clear to everyone. The matriarchal gens has be-
come the pivot on which the whole science turns; since
its discovery we know where to look and what to look
for in our research, and how to arrange the results. And,
consequently, since Morgan’s book, progress in this field
has been made at a far more rapid speed.

Anthropologists, even in England, now generally ap-
preciate, or rather appropriate, Morgan’s discoveries.
But hardly one of them has the honesty to admit that it
is to Morgan that we owe this revolution in our ideas.
In England they try to kill his book by silence, and dis-
pose of its author with condescending praise for his ear-
lier achievements; they niggle endlessly over details and
remain obstinately silent about his really great discov-
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eries. The original edition of .Ancient Society is out of
print; in America there is no sale for such things; in Eng-
land, it seems, the book was systematically suppressed,
and the only edition of this epochmaking work still cir-
culating in the book trade is—the German translation.

Why this reserve? It is difficult not to see in it a con-
spiracy of silence; for politeness’ sake, our recognized
anthropologists generally pack their writings with quo-
tations and other tokens of camaraderie. Is it, perhaps,
because Morgan is an American, and for the English an-
thropologists it goes sorely against the grain that, de-
spite their highly creditable industry in collecting mate-
rial, they should be dependent for their general points
of view in the arrangement and grouping of this ma-
terial, for their ideas in fact, on two foreigners of ge-
nius, Bachofen and Morgan? They might put up with the
German—but the American? Every Englishman turns
patriotic when he comes up against an American, and
of this I saw highly entertaining instances in the United
States. Moreover, McLennan was, so to speak, the offi-
cially appointed founder and leader of the English school
of anthropology. It was almost a principle of anthropo-
logical etiquette to speak of his artificially constructed
historical series—child-murder, polygyny, marriage by
capture, matriarchal family—in tones only of profound-
est respect. The slightest doubt in the existence of ex-
ogamous and endogamous “tribes” of absolute mutual
exclusiveness was considered rank heresy. Morgan had
committed a kind of sacrilege in dissolving all these hal-
lowed dogmas into thin air. Into the bargain, he had done
it in such a way that it only needed saying to carry im-
mediate conviction; so that the McLennanites, who had
hitherto been helplessly reeling to and fro between ex-
ogamy and endogamy, could only beat their brows and
exclaim: “How could we be such fools as not to think of
that for ourselves long ago?”

As if these crimes had not already left the official
school with the option only of coldly ignoring him, Mor-
gan filled the measure to overflowing by not merely crit-
icizing civilization, the society of commodity produc-
tion, the basic form of present-day society, in a man-
ner reminiscent of Fourier, but also by speaking of a fu-

ture transformation of this society in words which Karl
Marx might have used. He had therefore amply mer-
ited McLennan’s indignant reproach that “the historical
method is antipathetical to Mr. Morgan’s mind,” and its
echo as late as 1884 from Mr. Professor Giraud-Teulon
of Geneva. In 1874 (Origines de la famille) this same
gentleman was still groping helplessly in the maze of the
McLennanite exogamy, from which Morgan had to come
and rescue him!

Of the other advances which primitive anthropology
owes to Morgan, I do not need to speak here; they are
sufficiently discussed in the course of this study. The
fourteen years which have elapsed since the publication
of his chief work have greatly enriched the material avail-
able for the study of the history of primitive human soci-
eties. The anthropologists, travelers and primitive histo-
rians by profession have now been joined by the compar-
ative jurists, who have contributed either new material or
new points of view. As a result, some of Morgan’s minor
hypotheses have been shaken or even disproved. But not
one of the great leading ideas of his work has been ousted
by this new material. The order which he introduced into
primitive history still holds in its main lines today. It is,
in fact, winning recognition to the same degree in which
Morgan’s responsibility for the great advance is carefully
concealed.3

Frederick Engels
London, June 16, 1891

3On the voyage back from New York in September, 1888, I met a former member of Congress for the district of Rochester, who had known
Lewis Morgan. Unfortunately, he could not tell me very much about him. He said that Morgan had lived in Rochester as a private individual,
occupied only with his studies. His brother was a colonel, and had held a post in the War Department in Washington; it was through him that
Morgan had managed to interest the Government in his researches and to get several of his works published at public expense. While he was a
member of Congress, my informant had also on more than one occasion used his influence on Morgan’s behalf.

4Editorial Footnotes: The intent of these footnotes are both to help the modern reader critically assess this work in face of recent scientific
evidence and to show how effective Engels’ dialectical method was that many of his conclusions remain true to this day. The following chapters do
not have editorial footnotes because they are not needed as much as they are in this chapter (and this editor is not as knowledgable on those other
subjects!). It should be noted that Engels predominant focus on European cultures is due to his lack of data on other cultures. These notes were
written by Marxists’ Internet Archive volunteer Brian Basgen (July, 2000).
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1. Stages of Prehistoric Culture
MORGAN4 is the first man who, with expert knowledge,
has attempted to introduce a definite order into the his-
tory of primitive man; so long as no important additional
material makes changes necessary, his classification will
undoubtedly remain in force.

Of the three main epochs—savagery, barbarism, and
civilization—he is concerned, of course, only with the
first two and the transition to the third. He divides both
savagery and barbarism into lower, middle, and upper
stages according to the progress made in the production
of food; for, he says:

Upon their skill in this direction, the whole question of
human supremacy on the earth depended. Mankind are the
only beings who may be said to have gained an absolute
control over the production of food . . . It is accordingly
probable that the great epochs of human progress have
been identified, more or less directly, with the enlargement
of the sources of subsistence.—[Morgan, op. cit., p. 19.
-Ed.]

The development of the family takes a parallel course,
but here the periods have not such striking marks of dif-
ferentiation.

1.1 Savagery
(a.) LOWER STAGE. Childhood of the human race

(Australopithecus). Man still lived in his original
habitat, in tropical or subtropical forests, and was
partially at least a tree-dweller, for otherwise his
survival among huge beasts of prey cannot be ex-
plained. Fruit, nuts and roots served him for food.
The development of articulate speech is the main
result of this period. Of all the peoples known
to history none was still at this primitive level.
Though this period may have lasted thousands of
years, we have no direct evidence to prove its exis-
tence; but once the evolution of man from the ani-
mal kingdom is admitted, such a transitional stage
must necessarily be assumed.5

(b.) MIDDLE STAGE. Begins with the utilization of
fish for food (including crabs, mussels, and other
aquatic animals), and with the use of fire. The two
are complementary, since fish becomes edible only
by the use of fire. With this new source of nour-
ishment, men now became independent of climate
and locality; even as savages, they could, by fol-
lowing the rivers and coasts, spread over most of
the earth. Proof of these migrations is the distri-
bution over every continent of the crudely worked,
unsharpened flint tools of the earlier Stone Age,
known as “palaeoliths,” all or most of which date
from this period. New environments, ceaseless ex-
ercise of his inventive faculty, and the ability to
produce fire by friction, led man to discover new
kinds of food: farinaceous roots and tubers, for in-
stance, were baked in hot ashes or in ground ovens.
With the invention of the first weapons, club and
spear, game could sometimes be added to the fare.
But the tribes which figure in books as living en-
tirely, that is, exclusively, by hunting never existed
in reality; the yield of the hunt was far too precar-
ious. At this stage, owing to the continual uncer-
tainty of food supplies, cannibalism seems to have
arisen, and was practiced from now onwards for
a long time. The Australian aborigines and many
of the Polynesians are still in this middle stage of
savagery today.6

(c.) UPPER STAGE. Begins with the invention of the
bow and arrow, whereby game became a regu-
lar source of food, and hunting a normal form of
work. Bow, string, and arrow already constitute a
very complex instrument, whose invention implies
long, accumulated experience and sharpened intel-
ligence, and therefore knowledge of many other
inventions as well. We find, in fact, that the
peoples acquainted with the bow and arrow but
not yet with pottery (from which Morgan dates
the transition to barbarism) are already making

5In 1880, the evidence for this was astoundingly scarce, yet Engels conclusions (most importantly articulate, not modern, but not ape speech)
remain correct to this day. Throughout the 20th-century, groundbreaking new archeological finds opened up our understanding of this period. These
characteristics are descriptive of the first human genus: Australopithecus (the first fossil evidence was found in 1924 at Taung, SA) who came into
existance 5–6 million years ago on the content of Africa, and became extinct in the Early Pleistocene period (1.6 million to 900,000 years ago).
These humans primarily were dependent on fruits, roots, etc. but likely supplemented this as scavengers. They did not live in caves or dwellings of
their own choosing, but were primarily jungle dwellers, likely residing in trees.

6Engels here describes the practices of homo erectus, and again his conclusions are lucid despite the lack of much evidence in his 19th century.
Collection of their own food was predominant, the use of fire is widely accepted, they hunted animals to some extent, and most importantly these
practices allowed for the migration of humanity. One million years ago homo erectus left Africa and settled in the Middle East (which was later
the cradle of civilization, not surprising considering it was the great crossroads of human migration), splitting up with migrations from Southern
Europe to throughout Southern Asia (the extent of the ice caps had not yet reseeded so settlement of the northern regions was not yet possible).

Engels does however make two mistakes in his conclusions: cannibalism was very likely nonexistent (its practice in human history is question-
able) and Polynesians and Australians are not homo erectus, but homo sapiens.
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some beginnings towards settlement in villages
and have gained some control over the produc-
tion of means of subsistence; we find wooden ves-
sels and utensils, finger-weaving (without looms)
with filaments of bark; plaited baskets of bast or
osier; sharpened (neolithic) stone tools. With the
discovery of fire and the stone ax, dug-out canoes
now become common; beams and planks arc also
sometimes used for building houses. We find all
these advances, for instance, among the Indians of
northwest America, who are acquainted with the
bow and arrow but not with pottery. The bow and
arrow was for savagery what the iron sword was
for barbarism and fire-arms for civilization—the
decisive weapon.7

1.2 Barbarism
(a.) LOWER STAGE. Dates from the introduction of

pottery. In many cases it has been proved, and
in all it is probable, that the first pots originated
from the habit of covering baskets or wooden ves-
sels with clay to make them fireproof; in this way it
was soon discovered that the clay mold answered
the purpose without any inner vessel.

Thus far we have been able to follow a general line
of development applicable to all peoples at a given
period without distinction of place. With the be-
ginning of barbarism, however, we have reached
a stage when the difference in the natural endow-
ments of the two hemispheres of the earth comes
into play. The characteristic feature of the period
of barbarism is the domestication and breeding of
animals and the cultivation of plants. Now, the
Eastern Hemisphere, the so-called Old World, pos-
sessed nearly all the animals adaptable to domesti-
cation, and all the varieties of cultivable cereals ex-
cept one; the Western Hemisphere, America, had
no mammals that could be domesticated except the
llama, which, moreover, was only found in one
part of South America, and of all the cultivable ce-
reals only one, though that was the best, namely,
maize. Owing to these differences in natural con-
ditions, the population of each hemisphere now

goes on its own way, and different landmarks di-
vide the particular stages in each of the two cases.

(b.) MIDDLE STAGE. Begins in the Eastern Hemi-
sphere with domestication of animals; in the West-
ern, with the cultivation, by means of irrigation, of
plants for food, and with the use of adobe (sun-
dried) bricks and stone for building.

We will begin with the Western Hemisphere, as
here this stage was never superseded before the
European conquest.

At the time when they were discovered, the Indi-
ans at the lower stage of barbarism (comprising all
the tribes living east of the Mississippi) were al-
ready practicing some horticulture of maize, and
possibly also of gourds, melons, and other garden
plants, from which they obtained a very consid-
erable part of their food. They lived in wooden
houses in villages protected by palisades. The
tribes in the northwest, particularly those in the re-
gion of the Columbia River, were still at the up-
per stage of savagery and acquainted neither with
pottery nor with any form of horticulture. The so-
called Pueblo Indians of New Mexico, however,
and the Mexicans, Central Americans, and Peru-
vians at the time of their conquest were at the
middle stage of barbarism. They lived in houses
like fortresses, made of adobe brick or of stone,
and cultivated maize and other plants, varying ac-
cording to locality and climate, in artificially irri-
gated plots of ground, which supplied their main
source of food; some animals even had also been
domesticated—the turkey and other birds by the
Mexicans, the llama by the Peruvians. They could
also work metals, but not iron; hence they were
still unable to dispense with stone weapons and
tools. The Spanish conquest then cut short any fur-
ther independent development.

In the Eastern Hemisphere the middle stage of bar-
barism began with the domestication of animals
providing milk and meat, but horticulture seems
to have remained unknown far into this period.8 It
was, apparently, the domestication and breeding of
animals and the formation of herds of considerable

7Characteristics descriptive of homo sapiens, i.e. modern human beings, who first emerged 100,000 years ago, and who very likely had their
origins in Africa (it is thought that the homo erectus became extinct throughout the world, and homo sapiens emerged from the genus of homo
erectus that had survived in Africa).

8D The data of the 1880s has been proved partially inaccurate. While it is true that the Mesopotamians domesticated animals around the same
time they were also the first farmers in world history (in around 10,000 B.C.E.). The exact sequence is unknown.

9It is important to point out Engels coupling of Aryans and Semites. Information on Mesopotamia was limited to biblical text until the mid-
19th-century—it was not until the 1850s onwords when archeology began to explore and gain historical evidence in Mesopotamia. This coupling
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size that led to the differentiation of the Aryans
and Semites9 from the mass of barbarians. The
European and Asiatic Aryans still have the same
names for cattle, but those for most of the culti-
vated plants are already different.

In suitable localities, the keeping of herds led to
a pastoral life: the Semites lived upon the grassy
plains of the Euphrates and Tigris (Mesopotamia),
and the Aryans upon those of India and of the Oxus
and Jaxartes, of the Don and the Dnieper. It must
have been on the borders of such pasture lands that
animals were first domesticated. To later genera-
tions, consequently, the pastoral tribes appear to
have come from regions which, so far from being
the cradle of mankind, were almost uninhabitable
for their savage ancestors and even for man at the
lower stages of barbarism. But having once ac-
customed themselves to pastoral life in the grassy
plains of the rivers, these barbarians of the mid-
dle period would never have dreamed of returning
willingly to the native forests of their ancestors.
Even when they were forced further to the north
and west, the Semites and Aryans could not move
into the forest regions of western Asia and of Eu-
rope until by cultivation of grain they had made it
possible to pasture and especially to winter their
herds on this less favorable land. It is more than
probable that among these tribes the cultivation of
grain originated from the need for cattle fodder and
only later became important as a human food sup-
ply.

The plentiful supply of milk and meat and espe-
cially the beneficial effect of these foods on the
growth of the children account perhaps for the
superior development of the Aryan and Semitic
races. It is a fact that the Pueblo Indians of New
Mexico, who are reduced to an almost entirely
vegetarian diet, have a smaller brain than the Indi-
ans at the lower stage of barbarism, who eat more
meat and fish.10 In any case, cannibalism now
gradually dies out, surviving only as a religious act

or as a means of working magic, which is here al-
most the same thing.

(c.) UPPER STAGE. Begins with the smelting of iron
ore, and passes into civilization with the inven-
tion of alphabetic writing and its use for liter-
ary records [beginning in Mesopotamia in around
3000 B.C.E.]. This stage (as we have seen, only
the Eastern Hemisphere passed through it inde-
pendently) is richer in advances in production than
all the preceding stages together. To it belong the
Greeks of the heroic age, the tribes of Italy shortly
before the foundation of Rome, the Germans of
Tacitus and the Norsemen of the Viking age.11

Above all, we now first meet the iron plowshare
drawn by cattle, which made large-scale agricul-
ture, the cultivation of fields, possible, and thus
created a practically unrestricted food supply in
comparison with previous conditions. This led to
the clearance of forest land for tillage and pasture,
which in turn was impossible on a large scale with-
out the iron ax and the iron spade. Population
rapidly increased in number, and in small areas
became dense. Prior to field agriculture, condi-
tions must have been very exceptional if they al-
lowed half a million people to be united under a
central organization; probably such a thing never
occurred.

We find the upper stage of barbarism at its high-
est in the Homeric poems, particularly in the Iliad.
Fully developed iron tools, the bellows, the hand-
mill, the potter’s wheel, the making of oil and
wine, metal work developing almost into a fine art,
the wagon and the war-chariot, ship-building with
beams and planks, the beginnings of architecture
as art, walled cities with towers and battlements,
the Homeric epic and a complete mythology—
these are the chief legacy brought by the Greeks
from barbarism into civilization. When we com-
pare the descriptions which Caesar and even Tac-
itus give of the Germans, who stood at the begin-

therefore is likely a combination of both biblical text (referring to the biblical peoples Aryans and Semites instead of the region Mesopotamia) and
contemporary archeological work (the data of his conclusions).

Another facet of this combination was Engels lack of prejudice. By the 19th-century Aryans were thought to be a unique human race and were
cited as scientific evidence of racial superiority (even later this would evolve into the theory that the Germans were the most “pure” Aryans).
This popular theory would not be disapproved by anthropologists until the 20th century. The fact that Engels couples them together evidences a
noteworthy lack of the prevailent racism of the time.

10The theory that the larger brain is more intelligent was disproven by the end of the 19th century. Intelligence can be generally compared by
brain size relative to body size. Because the Pueblo Indians were smaller humans, naturally their brains were smaller. The same is true for Africans,
who are larger and so their brains are larger.

11This is mistaken. The Mesopotamian (3500–1000 B.C.E.), Egyptian (3000–500 B.C.E.), Harrapan (2500–1000 B.C.E.), & Chinese (2000
B.C.E.–1800 C.E.) civilizations long preceded the Europeans in this stage: the Greeks were the first in Europe at around 500 B.C.E.
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ning of the cultural stage from which the Homeric
Greeks were just preparing to make the next ad-
vance, we realize how rich was the development
of production within the upper stage of barbarism.

The sketch which I have given here, following Mor-
gan, of the development of mankind through savagery
and barbarism to the beginnings of civilization, is already
rich enough in new features; what is more, they cannot be
disputed, since they are drawn directly from the process
of production. Yet my sketch will seem flat and feeble
compared with the picture to be unrolled at the end of
our travels; only then will the transition from barbarism
to civilization stand out in full light and in all its striking
contrasts. For the time being, Morgan’s division may be
summarized thus:

Savagery the period in which man’s appropriation of
products in their natural state predominates; the
products of human art are chiefly instruments
which assist this appropriation.

Barbarism the period during which man learns to breed
domestic animals and to practice agriculture, and
acquires methods of increasing the supply of natu-
ral products by human activity.

Civilization the period in which man learns a more ad-
vanced application of work to the products of na-
ture, the period of industry proper and of art.

2. The Family
MORGAN, who spent a great part of his life among
the Iroquois Indians—settled to this day in New York
State—and was adopted into one of their tribes (the
Senecas), found in use among them a system of consan-
guinity which was in contradiction to their actual fam-
ily relationships. There prevailed among them a form
of monogamy easily terminable on both sides, which
Morgan calls the “pairing family.” The issue of the mar-
ried pair was therefore known and recognized by every-
body: there could be no doubt about whom to call father,
mother, son, daughter, brother, sister. But these names
were actually used quite differently. The Iroquois calls
not only his own children his sons and daughters, but
also the children of his brothers; and they call him father.
The children of his sisters, however, he calls his nephews
and nieces, and they call him their uncle. The Iroquois
woman, on the other hand, calls her sisters’ children, as
well as her own, her sons and daughters, and they call her

mother. But her brothers’ children she calls her nephews
and nieces, and she is known as their aunt. Similarly, the
children of brothers call one another brother and sister,
and so do the children of sisters. A woman’s own chil-
dren and the children of her brother, on the other hand,
call one another cousins. And these are not mere empty
names, but expressions of actual conceptions of near-
ness and remoteness, of equality and difference in the
degrees of consanguinity: these conceptions serve as the
foundation of a fully elaborated system of consanguin-
ity through which several hundred different relationships
of one individual can be expressed. What is more, this
system is not only in full force among all American Indi-
ans (no exception has been found up to the present), but
also retains its validity almost unchanged among the abo-
rigines of India, the Dravidian tribes in the Deccan and
the Gaura tribes in Hindustan. To this day the Tamils of
southern India and the Iroquois Seneca Indians in New
York State still express more than two hundred degrees
of consanguinity in the same manner. And among these
tribes of India, as among all the American Indians, the
actual relationships arising out of the existing form of
the family contradict the system of consanguinity.

How is this to be explained? In view of the decisive
part played by consanguinity in the social structure of all
savage and barbarian peoples, the importance of a system
so widespread cannot be dismissed with phrases. When
a system is general throughout America and also exists
in Asia among peoples of a quite different race, when
numerous instances of it are found with greater or less
variation in every part of Africa and Australia, then that
system has to be historically explained, not talked out
of existence, as McLennan, for example, tried to do. The
names of father, child, brother, sister are no mere compli-
mentary forms of address; they involve quite definite and
very serious mutual obligations which together make up
an essential part of the social constitution of the peoples
in question.

The explanation was found. In the Sandwich Islands
(Hawaii) there still existed in the first half of the nine-
teenth century a form of family in which the fathers and
mothers, brothers and sisters, sons and daughters, uncles
and aunts, nephews and nieces were exactly what is re-
quired by the American and old Indian system of con-
sanguinity. But now comes a strange thing. Once again,
the system of consanguinity in force in Hawaii did not
correspond to the actual form of the Hawaiian family.
For according to the Hawaiian system of consanguinity
all children of brothers and sisters are without exception
brothers and sisters of one another and are considered to
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be the common children not only of their mother and her
sisters or of their father and his brothers, but of all the
brothers and sisters of both their parents without distinc-
tion. While, therefore, the American system of consan-
guinity presupposes a more primitive form of the family
which has disappeared in America, but still actually ex-
ists in Hawaii, the Hawaiian system of consanguinity, on
the other hand, points to a still earlier form of the family
which, though we can nowhere prove it to be still in exis-
tence, nevertheless must have existed; for otherwise the
corresponding system of consanguinity could never have
arisen.

The family (says Morgan) represents an active princi-
ple. It is never stationary, but advances from a lower to a
higher form as society advances from a lower to a higher
condition.. . . Systems of consanguinity, on the contrary,
are passive; recording the progress made by the family at
long intervals apart, and only changing radically when the
family has radically changed. (Morgan, op. cit., p. 444.—
Ed.)

“And,” adds Marx, “the same is true of the political, ju-
ridical, religious, and philosophical systems in general.”
While the family undergoes living changes, the system
of consanguinity ossifies; while the system survives by
force of custom, the family outgrows it. But just as Cu-
vier could deduce from the marsupial bone of an animal
skeleton found near Paris that it belonged to a marsu-
pial animal and that extinct marsupial animals once lived
there, so with the same certainty we can deduce from the
historical survival of a system of consanguinity that an
extinct form of family once existed which corresponded
to it.

The systems of consanguinity and the forms of the
family we have just mentioned differ from those of to-
day in the fact that every child has more than one father
and mother. In the American system of consanguinity, to
which the Hawaiian family corresponds, brother and sis-
ter cannot be the father and mother of the same child; but
the Hawaiian system of consanguinity, on the contrary,
presupposes a family in which this was the rule. Here
we find ourselves among forms of family which directly
contradict those hitherto generally assumed to be alone
valid. The traditional view recognizes only monogamy,
with, in addition, polygamy on the part of individual
men, and at the very most polyandry on the part of indi-
vidual women; being the view of moralizing philistines,

it conceals the fact that in practice these barriers raised by
official society are quietly and calmly ignored. The study
of primitive history, however, reveals conditions where
the men live in polygamy and their wives in polyandry at
the same time, and their common children are therefore
considered common to them all—and these conditions
in their turn undergo a long series of changes before they
finally end in monogamy. The trend of these changes is
to narrow more and more the circle of people comprised
within the common bond of marriage, which was origi-
nally very wide, until at last it includes only the single
pair, the dominant form of marriage today.

Reconstructing thus the past history of the family,
Morgan, in agreement with most of his colleagues, ar-
rives at a primitive stage when unrestricted sexual free-
dom prevailed within the tribe, every woman belonging
equally to every man and every man to every woman.
Since the eighteenth century there had been talk of such a
primitive state, but only in general phrases. Bachofen—
and this is one of his great merits—was the first to take
the existence of such a state seriously and to search for
its traces in historical and religious survivals. Today we
know that the traces he found do not lead back to a so-
cial stage of promiscuous sexual intercourse, but to a
much later form—namely, group marriage. The prim-
itive social stage of promiscuity, if it ever existed, be-
longs to such a remote epoch that we can hardly expect
to prove its existence directly by discovering its social
fossils among backward savages. Bachofen’s merit con-
sists in having brought this question to the forefront for
examination.12

Lately it has become fashionable to deny the exis-
tence of this initial stage in human sexual life. Humanity
must be spared this “shame.” It is pointed out that all
direct proof of such a stage is lacking, and particular ap-
peal is made to the evidence from the rest of the animal
world; for, even among animals, according to the numer-
ous facts collected by Letourneau (Evolution du manage
et de la faults, 1888), complete promiscuity in sexual in-
tercourse marks a low stage of development. But the only
conclusion I can draw from all these facts, so far as man
and his primitive conditions of life are concerned, is that
they prove nothing whatever. That vertebrates mate to-
gether for a considerable period is sufficiently explained
by physiological causes—in the case of birds, for exam-

12Bachofen proves how little he understood his own discovery, or rather his guess, by using the term “hetaerism” to describe this primitive state.
For the Greeks, when they introduced the word, hetaerism meant intercourse of men, unmarried or living in monogamy, with unmarried women, it
always presupposes a definite form of marriage outside which this intercourse takes place and includes at least the possibility of prostitution. The
word was never used in any other sense, and it is in this sense that I use it with Morgan. Bachofen everywhere introduces into his extremely im-
portant discoveries the most incredible mystifications through his notion that in their historical development the relations between men and women
had their origin in men’s contemporary religious conceptions, not in their actual conditions of life.
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ple, by the female’s need of help during the brooding pe-
riod; examples of faithful monogamy among birds prove
nothing about man, for the simple reason that men are
not descended from birds. And if strict monogamy is the
height of all virtue, then the palm must go to the tape-
worm, which has a complete set of male and female sex-
ual organs in each of its 50–200 proglottides, or sections,
and spends its whole life copulating in all its sections
with itself. Confining ourselves to mammals, however,
we find all forms of sexual life—promiscuity, indications
of group marriage, polygyny, monogamy. Polyandry
alone is lacking—it took human beings to achieve that.
Even our nearest relations, the quadrumana, exhibit ev-
ery possible variation in the grouping of males and fe-
males; and if we narrow it down still more and consider
only the four anthropoid apes, all that Letourneau has
to say about them is that they are sometimes monoga-
mous, sometimes polygamous, while Saussure, quoted
by Giraud-Teulon, maintains that they are monogamous.
The more recent assertions of the monogamous habits
of the anthropoid apes which are cited by Westermarck
(The History of Human Marriage, London, 1891), are
also very far from proving anything. In short, our ev-
idence is such that honest Letourneau admits: “Among
mammals there is no strict relation between the degree
of intellectual development and the form of sexual life.”
And Espinas (Des societes animates, 1877), says in so
many words:

The herd is the highest social group which we can ob-
serve among animals. It is composed, so it appears, of
families, but from the start the family and the herd are in
conflict with one another and develop in inverse propor-
tion.

As the above shows, we know practically nothing
definite about the family and other social groupings of
the anthropoid apes; the evidence is flatly contradictory.
Which is not to be wondered at. The evidence with re-
gard to savage human tribes is contradictory enough, re-
quiring very critical examination and sifting; and ape
societies are far more difficult to observe than human.
For the present, therefore, we must reject any conclusion
drawn from such completely unreliable reports.

The sentence quoted from Espinas, however, provides
a better starting point. Among the higher animals the
herd and the family are not complementary to one an-
other, but antagonistic. Espinas shows very well how the
jealousy of the males during the mating season loosens
the ties of every social herd or temporarily breaks it up.

When the family bond is close and exclusive, herds form
only in exceptional cases. When on the other hand free
sexual intercourse or polygamy prevails, the herd comes

into being almost spontaneously.... Before a herd can be
formed, family ties must be loosened and the individual
must have become free again. This is the reason why or-
ganized flocks are so rarely found among birds.... We find
more or less organized societies among mammals, how-
ever, precisely because here the individual is not merged
in the family.... In its first growth, therefore, the common
feeling of the herd has no greater enemy than the com-
mon feeling of the family. We state it without hesitation:
only by absorbing families which had undergone a radical
change could a social form higher than the family have de-
veloped; at the same time, these families were thereby en-
abled later to constitute themselves afresh under infinitely
more favorable circumstances. (Espinas, op. cit., quoted
by Giraud-Teulon, Origines du mariage et de la famille,
1884, pp. 518–20).

Here we see that animal societies are, after all, of some
value for drawing conclusions about human societies; but
the value is only negative. So far as our evidence goes,
the higher vertebrates know only two forms of family—
polygyny or separate couples; each form allows only one
adult male, only one husband. The jealousy of the male,
which both consolidates and isolates the family, sets the
animal family in opposition to the herd. The jealousy
of the males prevents the herd, the higher social form,
from coming into existence, or weakens its cohesion, or
breaks it up during the mating period; at best, it attests
its development. This alone is sufficient proof that an-
imal families and primitive human society are incom-
patible, and that when primitive men were working their
way up from the animal creation, they either had no fam-
ily at all or a form that does not occur among animals.
In small numbers, an animal so defenseless as evolving
man might struggle along even in conditions of isola-
tion, with no higher social grouping than the single male
and female pair, such as Westermarck, following the re-
ports of hunters, attributes to the gorillas and the chim-
panzees. For man’s development beyond the level of the
animals, for the achievement of the greatest advance na-
ture can show, something more was needed: the power
of defense lacking to the individual had to be made good
by the united strength and co-operation of the herd. To
explain the transition to humanity from conditions such
as those in which the anthropoid apes live today would
be quite impossible; it looks much more as if these apes
had strayed off the line of evolution and were gradually
dying out or at least degenerating. That alone is suffi-
cient ground for rejecting all attempts based on parallels
drawn between forms of family and those of primitive
man. Mutual toleration among the adult males, freedom
from jealousy, was the first condition for the formation
of those larger, permanent groups in which alone animals
could become men. And what, in fact, do we find to be
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the oldest and most primitive form of family whose his-
torical existence we can indisputably prove and which
in one or two parts of the world we can still study to-
day? Group marriage, the form of family in which whole
groups of men and whole groups of women mutually
possess one another, and which leaves little room for
jealousy. And at a later stage of development we find the
exceptional form of polyandry, which positively revolts
every jealous instinct and is therefore unknown among
animals. But as all known forms of group marriage are
accompanied by such peculiarly complicated regulations
that they necessarily point to earlier and simpler forms
of sexual relations, and therefore in the last resort to a
period of promiscuous intercourse corresponding to the
transition from the animal to the human, the references
to animal marriages only bring us back to the very point
from which we were to be led away for good and all.

What, then, does promiscuous sexual intercourse re-
ally mean? It means the absence of prohibitions and re-
strictions which are or have been in force. We have al-
ready seen the barrier of jealousy go down. If there is
one thing certain, it is that the feeling of jealousy de-
velops relatively late. The same is true of the concep-
tion of incest. Not only were brother and sister origi-
nally man and wife; sexual intercourse between parents
and children is still permitted among many peoples to-
day. Bancroft (The Native Races of the Pacific States
of North America, 1875, Vol. I), testifies to it among
the Kadiaks on the Behring Straits, the Kadiaks near
Alaska, and the Tinneh in the interior of British North
America; Letourneau compiled reports of it among the
Chippewa Indians, the Cucus in Chile, the Caribs, the
Karens in Burma; to say nothing of the stories told by
the old Greeks and Romans about the Parthians, Per-
sians, Scythians, Huns, and so on. Before incest was
invented—for incest is an invention, and a very valuable
one, too—sexual intercourse between parents and chil-
dren did not arouse any more repulsion than sexual in-
tercourse between other persons of different generations,
and that occurs today even in the most philistine coun-
tries without exciting any great horror; even “old maids”
of over sixty, if they are rich enough, sometimes marry
young men in their thirties. But if we consider the most
primitive known forms of family apart from their con-
ceptions of incest—conceptions which are totally differ-
ent from ours and frequently in direct contradiction to
them—then the form of sexual intercourse can only be

described as promiscuous—promiscuous in so far as the
restrictions later established by custom did not yet exist.
But in everyday practice that by no means necessarily
implies general mixed mating. Temporary pairings of
one man with one woman were not in any way excluded,
just as in the cases of group marriages today the majority
of relationships are of this character. And when Wester-
marck, the latest writer to deny the existence of such a
primitive state, applies the term “marriage” to every re-
lationship in which the two sexes remain mated until the
birth of the offspring, we must point out that this kind
of marriage can very well occur under the conditions of
promiscuous intercourse without contradicting the prin-
ciple of promiscuity—the absence of any restriction im-
posed by custom on sexual intercourse. Westermarck,
however, takes the standpoint that promiscuity “involves
a suppression of individual inclinations,” and that there-
fore “the most genuine form of it is prostitution.” In my
opinion, any understanding of primitive society is impos-
sible to people who only see it as a brothel. We will re-
turn to this point when discussing group marriage.

According to Morgan, from this primitive state of
promiscuous intercourse there developed, probably very
early:

2.1 The Consanguine Family, The First
Stage of the Family
Here the marriage groups are separated according to gen-
erations: all the grandfathers and grandmothers within
the limits of the family are all husbands and wives of
one another; so are also their children, the fathers and
mothers; the latter’s children will form a third circle of
common husbands and wives; and their children, the
great-grandchildren of the first group, will form a fourth.
In this form of marriage, therefore, only ancestors and
progeny, and parents and children, are excluded from the
rights and duties (as we should say) of marriage with one
another. Brothers and sisters, male and female cousins of
the first, second, and more remote degrees, are all broth-
ers and sisters of one another, and precisely for that rea-
son they are all husbands and wives of one another. At
this stage the relationship of brother and sister also in-
cludes as a matter of course the practice of sexual inter-
course with one another.13 In its typical form, such a
family would consist of the descendants of a single pair,
the descendants of these descendants in each generation

13In a letter written in the spring of 1882, Marx expresses himself in the strongest terms about the complete misrepresentation of primitive times
in Wager’s text to the Nibelangen: “Have such things been heard, that brother embraced sister as a bride?” To Wagner and his “lecherous gods”
who, quite in the modern manner, spice their love affairs with a little incest, Marx replies: “In primitive times the sister was the wife, and that was
moral.”
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being again brothers and sisters, and therefore husbands
and wives, of one another.14

The consanguine family is extinct. Even the most
primitive peoples known to history provide no demon-
strable instance of it. But that it must have existed,
we are compelled to admit: for the Hawaiian system
of consanguinity still prevalent today throughout the
whole of Polynesia expresses degrees of consanguin-
ity which could only arise in this form of family; and
the whole subsequent development of the family presup-
poses the existence of the consanguine family as a nec-
essary preparatory stage.

2.2 The Punaluan Family
If the first advance in organization consisted in the exclu-
sion of parents and children from sexual intercourse with
one another, the second was the exclusion of sister and
brother. On account of the greater nearness in age, this
second advance was infinitely more important, but also
more difficult, than the first. It was effected gradually,
beginning probably with the exclusion from sexual inter-
course of own brothers and sisters (children of, the same
mother) first in isolated cases and then by degrees as a
general rule (even in this century exceptions were found
in Hawaii), and ending with the prohibition of marriage
even between collateral brothers and sisters, or, as we
should say, between first, second, and third cousins. It
affords, says Morgan, “a good illustration of the opera-
tion of the principle of natural selection.” There can be
no question that the tribes among whom inbreeding was
restricted by this advance were bound to develop more
quickly and more fully than those among whom marriage
between brothers and sisters remained the rule and the
law. How powerfully the influence of this advance made
itself felt is seen in the institution which arose directly
out of it and went far beyond it—the gens, which forms
the basis of the social order of most, if not all, barbarian
peoples of the earth and from which in Greece and Rome
we step directly into civilization.

After a few generations at most, every original family

was bound to split up. The practice of living together in a
primitive communistic household, which prevailed with-
out exception till late in the middle stage of barbarism,
set a limit, varying with the conditions but fairly definite
in each locality, to the maximum size of the family com-
munity. As soon as the conception arose that sexual inter-
course between children of the same mother was wrong,
it was bound to exert its influence when the old house-
holds split up and new ones were founded (though these
did not necessarily coincide with the family group). One
or more lines of sisters would form the nucleus of the
one household and their own brothers the nucleus of the
other. It must have been in some such manner as this that
the form which Morgan calls the punaluan family orig-
inated out of the consanguine family. According to the
Hawaiian custom, a number of sisters, own or collateral
(first, second or more remote cousins) were the common
wives of their common husbands, from among whom,
however, their own brothers were excluded; these hus-
bands now no longer called themselves brothers, for they
were no longer necessarily brothers, but punalua—that
is, intimate companion, or partner. Similarly, a line of
own or collateral brothers had a number of women, not
their sisters, as common wives, and these wives called
one another punalua. This was the classic form of a type
of family, in which later a number of variations was pos-
sible, but whose essential feature was: mutually com-
mon possession of husbands and wives within a definite
family circle, from which, however, the brothers of the
wives, first own and later also collateral, and conversely
also the sisters of the husbands, were excluded.

This form of the family provides with the most com-
plete exactness the degrees of consanguinity expressed
in the American system. The children of my mother’s
sisters are still her children, just as the children of my
father’s brothers are also his children; and they are all
my brothers and sisters. But the children of my mother’s
brothers are now her nephews and nieces, the children
of my father’s sisters are his nephews and nieces, and
they are all my male and female cousins. For while the
husbands of my mother’s sisters are still her husbands,

14NOTE in Fourth edition: A French friend of mine who is an admirer of Wagner is not in agreement with this note. He observes that already
in the Elder Edda, on which Wagner based his story, in the OEgisdrekka, Loki makes the reproach to Freya: “In the sight of the gods thou didst
embrace thine own brother.” Marriage between brother and sister, he argues, was therefore forbidden already at that time. The OEgisdrekka is the
expression of a time when belief in the old myths had completely broken down; it is purely a satire on the gods, in the style of Lucian. If Loki
as Mephisto makes such a reproach to Freya, it tells rather against Wagner. Loki also says some lines later to Niordhr: “With thy sister didst thou
breed son.” (vidh systur thinni gaztu slikan mog) Niordhr is not, indeed, an Asa, but a Vana, and says in the Ynglinga saga that marriages between
brothers and sisters are usual in Vanaland, which was not the case among the Asas. This would seem to show that the Vanas were more ancient gods
the Asas. At any rate, Niordhr lives among the OEgisdrekka is rather a proof that at the time when the Norse sagas of the gods arose, marriages
between brothers and sisters, at any rate among the gods, did not yet excite any horror. If one wants to find excuses for Wagner, it would perhaps be
better to cite Goethe instead of the Edda, for in his ballad of the God and the Bayadere Goethe commits a similar mistake in regard to the religious
surrender of women, which he makes far too similar to modern prostitution.
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and the wives of my father’s brothers are still his wives
(in right, if not always in fact), the social ban on sex-
ual intercourse between brothers and sisters has now di-
vided the children of brothers and sisters, who had hith-
erto been treated as own brothers and sisters, into two
classes: those in the one class remain brothers and sis-
ters as before (collateral, according to our system); those
in the other class, the children of my mother’s brother
in the one case and of my father’s sister in the other,
cannot be brothers and sisters any longer, they can no
longer have common parents, neither father nor mother
nor both, and therefore now for the first time the class of
nephews and nieces, male and female cousins becomes
necessary, which in the earlier composition of the fam-
ily would have been senseless. The American system
of consanguinity, which appears purely nonsensical in
any form of family based on any variety of monogamy,
finds, down to the smallest details, its rational explana-
tion and its natural foundation in the punaluan family.
The punaluan family or a form similar to it must have
been at the very least as widespread as this system of
consanguinity.

Evidence of this form of family, whose existence has
actually been proved in Hawaii, would probably have
been received from all over Polynesia if the pious mis-
sionaries, like the Spanish monks of former days in
America, had been able to see in such unchristian con-
ditions anything more than a sheer “abomination.”15

Caesar’s report of the Britons, who were at that time
in the middle stage of barbarism, “every ten or twelve
have wives in common, especially brothers with broth-
ers and parents with children,” is best explained as group
marriage. Barbarian mothers do not have ten or twelve
sons of their own old enough to keep wives in common,
but the American system of consanguinity, which corre-
sponds to the punaluan family, provides numerous broth-
ers, because all a man’s cousins, near and distant, are his
brothers. Caesar’s mention of “parents with children”
may be due to misunderstanding on his part; it is not,
however, absolutely impossible under this system that fa-
ther and son or mother and daughter should be included
in the same marriage group, though not father and daugh-
ter or mother and son. This or a similar form of group
marriage also provides the simplest explanation of the
accounts in Herodotus and other ancient writers about
community of wives among savages and barbarian peo-
ples. The same applies also to the reports of Watson and

Kaye in their book, The People of India, about the Tee-
hurs in Oudh (north of the Ganges): “Both sexes have but
a nominal tie on each other, and they change connection
without compunction; living together, almost indiscrim-
inately, in many large families.”

In the very great majority of cases the institution of
the gens seems to have originated directly out of the
punaluan family. It is true that the Australian classifi-
catory system also provides an origin for it: the Aus-
tralians have gentes, but not yet the punaluan family; in-
stead, they have a cruder form of group marriage. In all
forms of group family it is uncertain who is the father
of a child; but it is certain who its mother is. Though
she calls all the children of the whole family her children
and has a mother’s duties towards them, she nevertheless
knows her own children from the others. It is therefore
clear that in so far as group marriage prevails, descent
can only be proved on the mother’s side and that there-
fore only the female line is recognized. And this is in fact
the case among all peoples in the period of savagery or in
the lower stage of barbarism. It is the second great merit
of Bachofen that he was the first to make this discovery.
To denote this exclusive recognition of descent through
the mother and the relations of inheritance which in time
resulted from it, he uses the term “mother-right,” which
for the sake of brevity I retain. The term is, however, ill-
chosen, since at this stage of society there cannot yet be
any talk of “right” in the legal sense.

If we now take one of the two standard groups of the
punaluan family, namely a line of own and collateral sis-
ters (that is, own sisters’ children in the first, second or
third degree), together with their children and their own
collateral brothers on the mother’s side (who, according
to our assumption, are not their husbands), we have the
exact circle of persons whom we later find as members
of a gens, in the original form of that institution. They all
have a common ancestral mother, by virtue of their de-
scent from whom the female offspring in each generation
are sisters. The husbands of these sisters, however, can
no longer be their brothers and therefore cannot be de-
scended from the same ancestral mother; consequently,
they do not belong to the same consanguine group, the
later gens. The children of these sisters, however, do be-
long to this group, because descent on the mother’s side
alone counts, since it alone is certain. As soon as the ban
had been established on sexual intercourse between all
brothers and sisters, including the most remote collateral

15There can no longer be any doubt that the traces which Bachofen thought he had found of unrestricted sexual intercourse, or what he calls
“spontaneous generation in the slime,” go back to group marriage. “If Bachofen considers these punaluan marriages ’lawless,’ a man of that period
would consider most of the present-day marriages between near and remote cousins on the father’s or mother’s side to be incestuous, as being
marriages between blood brothers and sisters.” (Marx.)
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relatives on the mother’s side, this group transformed it-
self into a gens—that is, it constituted itself a firm circle
of blood relations in the female line, between whom mar-
riage was prohibited; and henceforward by other com-
mon institutions of a social and religious character it in-
creasingly consolidated and differentiated itself from the
other gentes of the same tribe. More of this later. When
we see, then, that the development of the gens follows,
not only necessarily, but also perfectly naturally from the
punaluan family, we may reasonably infer that at one
time this form of family almost certainly existed among
all peoples among whom the presence of gentile insti-
tutions can be proved—that is, practically all barbarians
and civilized peoples.

At the time Morgan wrote his book, our knowledge of
group marriage was still very limited. A little informa-
tion was available about the group marriages of the Aus-
tralians, who were organized in classes, and Morgan had
already, in 1871, published the reports he had received
concerning the punaluan family in Hawaii. The punaluan
family provided, on the one hand, the complete explana-
tion of the system of consanguinity in force among the
American Indians, which had been the starting point of
all Morgan’s researches; on the other hand, the origin
of the matriarchal gens could be derived directly from
the punaluan family; further, the punaluan family rep-
resented a much higher stage of development than the
Australian classificatory system. It is therefore compre-
hensible that Morgan should have regarded it as the nec-
essary stage of development before pairing marriage and
should believe it to have been general in earlier times.
Since then we have become acquainted with a number
of other forms of group marriage, and we now know that
Morgan here went too far. However, in his punaluan fam-
ily he had had the good fortune to strike the highest, the
classic form of group marriage, from which the transition
to a higher stage can be explained most simply.

For the most important additions to our knowledge of
group marriage we are indebted to the English mission-
ary, Lorimer Fison, who for years studied this form of the
family in its classic home, Australia. He found the lowest
stage of development among the Australian aborigines
of Mount Gambier in South Australia. Here the whole
tribe is divided into two great exogamous classes or moi-
eties, Kroki and Kumite. Sexual intercourse within each
of these moieties is strictly forbidden; on the other hand,
every man in the one moiety is the husband by birth of
every woman in the other moiety and she is by birth his
wife. Not the individuals, but the entire groups are mar-
ried, moiety with moiety. And observe that there is no

exclusion on the ground of difference in age or particular
degrees of affinity, except such as is entailed by the divi-
sion of the tribe into two exogamous classes. A Kroki has
every Kumite woman lawfully to wife; but, as his own
daughter according to mother-right is also a Kumite, be-
ing the daughter of a Kumite woman, she is by birth the
wife of every Krold, including, therefore, her father. At
any rate, there is no bar against this in the organization
into moieties as we know it. Either, then, this organiza-
tion arose at a time when, in spite of the obscure impulse
towards the restriction of inbreeding, sexual intercourse
between parents and children was still not felt to be par-
ticularly horrible—in which case the moiety system must
have originated directly out of a state of sexual promiscu-
ity; or else intercourse between parents and children was
already forbidden by custom when the moieties arose,
and in that case the present conditions point back to the
consanguine family and are the first step beyond it. The
latter is more probable. There are not, to my knowledge,
any instances from Australia of sexual cohabitation be-
tween parents and children, and as a rule the later form
of exogamy, the matriarchal gens, also tacitly presup-
poses the prohibition of this relationship as already in
force when the gens came into being.

The system of two moieties is found, not only at
Mount Gambier in South Australia, but also on the Dar-
ling River further to the east and in Queensland in the
northeast; it is therefore widely distributed. It excludes
marriages only between brothers and sisters, between the
children of brothers and between the children of sisters
on the mother’s side, because these belong to the same
moiety; the children of sisters and brothers, however,
may marry. A further step towards the prevention of
inbreeding was taken by the Kamilaroi on the Darling
River in New South Wales; the two original moieties are
split up into four, and again each of these four sections
is married en bloc to another. The first two sections are
husbands and wives of one another by birth; according to
whether the mother belonged to the first or second sec-
tion, the children go into the third or fourth; the children
of these last two sections, which are also married to one
another, come again into the first and second sections.
Thus one generation always belongs to the first and sec-
ond sections, the next to the third and fourth, and the
generation after that to the first and second again. Under
this system, first cousins (on the mother’s side) cannot
be man and wife, but second cousins can. This pecu-
liarly complicated arrangement is made still more intri-
cate by having matriarchal gentes grafted onto it (at any
rate later), but we cannot go into the details of this now.
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What is significant is how the urge towards the preven-
tion of inbreeding asserts itself again and again, feeling
its way, however, quite instinctively, without clear con-
sciousness of its aim.

Group marriage which in these instances from Aus-
tralia is still marriage of sections, mass marriage of an
entire section of men, often scattered over the whole
continent, with an equally widely distributed section of
women-this group marriage, seen close at hand, does not
look quite so terrible as the philistines, whose minds can-
not get beyond brothels, imagine it to be. On the con-
trary, for years its existence was not even suspected and
has now quite recently been questioned again. All that
the superficial observer sees in group marriage is a loose
form of monogamous marriage, here and there polygyny,
and occasional infidelities. It takes years, as it took Fi-
son and Howlett, to discover beneath these marriage cus-
toms, which in their actual practice should seem almost
familiar to the average European, their controlling law:
the law by which the Australian aborigine, wandering
hundreds of miles from bis bome among people whose
language he does not understand, nevertheless often finds
in every camp and every tribe women who give them-
selves to him without resistance and without resentment;
the law by which the man with several wives gives one up
for the night to his guest. Where the European sees im-
morality and lawlessness, strict law rules in reality. The
women belong to the marriage group of the stranger, and
therefore they are his wives by birth; that same law of
custom which gives the two to one another forbids under
penalty of outlawry all intercourse outside the marriage
groups that belong together. Even when wives are cap-
tured, as frequently occurs in many places, the law of the
exogamous classes is still carefully observed.

Marriage by capture, it may be remarked, already
shows signs of the transition to monogamous marriage,
at least in the form of pairing marriage. When the young
man has captured or abducted a girl, with the help of his
friends, she is enjoyed by all of them in turn, but after-
wards she is regarded as the wife of the young man who
instigated her capture. If, on the other hand, the captured
woman runs away from her husband and is caught by an-
other man, she becomes his wife and the first husband
loses his rights. Thus while group marriage continues to
exist as the general form, side by side with group mar-
riage and within it exclusive relationships begin to form,
pairings for a longer or shorter period, also polygyny;
thus group marriage is dying out here, too, and the only
question is which will disappear first under European in-
fluence: group marriage or the Australian aborigines who

practice it. Marriage between entire sections, as it pre-
vails in Australia, is in any case a very low and primitive
form of group marriage, whereas the punaluan family, so
far as we know, represents its highest stage of develop-
ment. The former appears to be the form correspond-
ing to the social level of vagrant savages, while the latter
already presupposes relatively permanent settlements of
communistic communities and leads immediately to the
successive higher phase of development. But we shall
certainly find more than one intermediate stage between
these two forms; here lies a newly discovered field of
research which is still almost completely unexplored.

2.3 The Pairing Family
A certain amount of pairing, for a longer or shorter pe-
riod, already occurred in group marriage or even ear-
lier; the man had a chief wife among his many wives
(one can hardly yet speak of a favorite wife), and for her
he was the most important among her husbands. This
fact has contributed considerably to the confusion of the
missionaries, who have regarded group marriage some-
times as promiscuous community of wives, sometimes
as unbridled adultery. But these customary pairings were
bound to grow more stable as the gens developed and the
classes of “brothers” and “sisters” between whom mar-
riage was impossible became more numerous. The im-
pulse given by the gens to the prevention of marriage be-
tween blood relatives extended still further. Thus among
the Iroquois and most of the other Indians at the lower
stage of barbarism we find that marriage is prohibited
between all relatives enumerated in their system—which
includes several hundred degrees of kinship. The in-
creasing complication of these prohibitions made group
marriages more and more impossible; they were dis-
placed by the pairing family. In this stage, one man
lives with one woman, but the relationship is such that
polygamy and occasional infidelity remain the right of
the men, even though for economic reasons polygamy is
rare, while from the woman the strictest fidelity is gen-
erally demanded throughout the time she lives with the
man, and adultery on her part is cruelly punished. The
marriage tie can, however, be easily dissolved by either
partner; after separation, the children still belong, as be-
fore, to the mother alone.

In this ever extending exclusion of blood relatives
from the bond of marriage, natural selection continues
its work. In Morgan’s words:

The influence of the new practice, which brought un-
related persons into the marriage relation, tended to cre-
ate a more vigorous stock physically and mentally. . . .
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When two advancing tribes, with strong mental and phys-
ical characters, are brought together and blended into one
people by the accidents of barbarous life, the new skull and
brain would widen and lengthen to the sum of the capabil-
ities of both. (Morgan, Op. cit., p. 468.—Ed.)

Tribes with gentile constitution were thus bound to
gain supremacy over more backward tribes, or else to
carry them along by their example.

Thus the history of the family in primitive times con-
sists in the progressive narrowing of the circle, originally
embracing the whole tribe, within which the two sexes
have a common conjugal relation. The continuous ex-
clusion, first of nearer, then of more and more remote
relatives, and at last even of relatives by marriage, ends
by making any kind of group marriage practically impos-
sible. Finally, there remains only the single, still loosely
linked pair, the molecule with whose dissolution mar-
riage itself ceases. This in itself shows what a small
part individual sex-love, in the modern sense of the word,
played in the rise of monogamy. Yet stronger proof is af-
forded by the practice of all peoples at this stage of devel-
opment. Whereas in the earlier forms of the family men
never lacked women, but, on the contrary, had too many
rather than too few, women had now become scarce and
highly sought after. Hence it is with the pairing marriage
that there begins the capture and purchase of women—
widespread symptoms, but no more than symptoms, of
the much deeper change that had occurred. These symp-
toms, mere methods of procuring wives, the pedantic
Scot, McLennan, has transmogrified into special classes
of families under the names of “marriage by capture” and
“marriage by purchase.” In general, whether among the
American Indians or other peoples (at the same stage),
the conclusion of a marriage is the affair, not of the two
parties concerned, who are often not consulted at all,
but of their mothers. Two persons entirely unknown to
each other are often thus affianced; they only learn that
the bargain has been struck when the time for marrying
approaches. Before the wedding the bridegroom gives
presents to the bride’s gentile relatives (to those on the
mother’s side, therefore, not to the father and his rela-
tions), which are regarded as gift payments in return for
the girl. The marriage is still terminable at the desire of
either partner, but among many tribes, the Iroquois, for
example, public opinion has gradually developed against
such separations; when differences arise between hus-
band and wife, the gens relatives of both partners act as
mediators, and only if these efforts prove fruitless does a
separation take place, the wife then keeping the children
and each partner being free to marry again.

The pairing family, itself too weak and unstable to

make an independent household necessary or even desir-
able, in no wise destroys the communistic household in-
herited from. earlier times. Communistic housekeeping,
however, means the supremacy of women in the house;
just as the exclusive recognition of the female parent, ow-
ing to the impossibility of recognizing the male parent
with certainty, means that the women—the mothers—
are held in high respect. One of the most absurd notions
taken over from eighteenth-century enlightenment is that
in the beginning of society woman was the slave of man.
Among all savages and all barbarians of the lower and
middle stages, and to a certain extent of the upper stage
also, the position of women is not only free, but honor-
able. As to what it still is in the pairing marriage, let us
hear the evidence of Ashur Wright, for many years mis-
sionary among the Iroquois Senecas:

As to their family system, when occupying the old long-
houses (communistic households comprising several fam-
ilies), it is probable that some one clan (gens) predomi-
nated, the women taking in husbands, however, from the
other clans (gentes) . . . Usually, the female portion ruled
the house. . . . The stores were in common; but woe to the
luckless husband or lover who was too shiftless to do his
share of the providing. No matter how many children, or
whatever goods he might have in the house, he might at
any time be ordered to pick up his blanket and budge; and
after such orders it would not be healthful for him to at-
tempt to disobey. The house would be too hot for him; and
. . . he must retreat to his own clan (gens); or, as was of-
ten done, go and start a new matrimonial alliance in some
other. The women were the great power among the clans
(gentes), as everywhere else. They did not hesitate, when
occasion required, “to knock off the horns,” as it was tech-
nically called, from the head of a chief, and send him back
to the ranks of the warriors. (Quoted by Morgan, op. cit.,
p. 464.—Ed.)

The communistic household, in which most or all of
the women belong to one and the same gens, while the
men come from various gentes, is the material founda-
tion of that supremacy of the women which was general
in primitive times, and which it is Bachofen’s third great
merit to have discovered. The reports of travelers and
missionaries, I may add, to the effect that women among
savages and barbarians are overburdened with work in
no way contradict what has been said. The division of
labor between the two sexes is determined by quite other
causes than by the position of woman in society. Among
peoples where the women have to work far harder than
we think suitable, there is often much more real respect
for women than among our Europeans. The lady of
civilization, surrounded by false homage and estranged
from all real work, has an infinitely lower social position
than the hard-working woman of barbarism, who was
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regarded among her people as a real lady (lady, frowa,
Frau—mistress) and who was also a lady in character.

Whether pairing marriage has completely supplanted
group marriage in America today is a question to be de-
cided by closer investigation among the peoples still at
the upper stage of savagery in the northwest, and partic-
ularly in South America. Among the latter, so many in-
stances of sexual license are related that one can hardly
assume the old group marriage to have been completely
overcome here. At any rate, all traces of it have not yet
disappeared. In at least forty North American tribes the
man who marries an eldest sister has the right to take
all her other sisters as his wives as soon as they are old
enough-a relic of the time when a whole line of sis-
ters had husbands in common. And Bancroft reports
of the Indians of the California peninsula (upper stage
of savagery) that they have certain festivals when sev-
eral “tribes” come together for the purpose of promiscu-
ous sexual intercourse. These “tribes” are clearly gentes,
who preserve in these feasts a dim memory of the time
when the women of one gens had all the men of the
other as their common husbands, and conversely. The
same custom still prevails in Australia. We find among
some peoples that the older men, the chieftains and the
magician-priests, exploit the community of wives and
monopolize most of the women for themselves; at cer-
tain festivals and great assemblies of the people, how-
ever, they have to restore the old community of women
and allow their wives to enjoy themselves with the young
men. Westermarck (History of Human Marriage, 1891,
Pp. 28, 29) quotes a whole series of instances of such pe-
riodic Saturnalian feasts, when for a short time the old
freedom of sexual intercourse is again restored: exam-
ples are given among the Hos, the Santals, the Punjas
and Kotars in India, among some African peoples, and so
forth. Curiously enough, Westermarck draws the conclu-
sion that these are survivals, not of the group marriage,
which he totally rejects, but of the mating season which
primitive man had in common with the other animals.

Here we come to Bachofen’s fourth great discovery—
the widespread transitional form between group marriage
and pairing. What Bachofen represents as a penance for
the transgression of the old divine laws—the penance
by which the woman purchases the right of chastity—
is in fact only a mystical expression of the penance by
which the woman buys herself out of the old commu-
nity of husbands and acquires the right to give herself to
one man only. This penance consists in a limited surren-
der: the Babylonian women had to give themselves once
a year in the temple of Mylitta; other peoples of Asia

Minor sent their girls for years to the temple of Anaitis,
where they had to practice free love with favorites of their
own choosing before they were allowed to marry. Sim-
ilar customs in religious disguise are common to almost
all Asiatic peoples between the Mediterranean and the
Ganges. The sacrifice of atonement by which the woman
purchases her freedom becomes increasingly lighter in
course of time, as Bachofen already noted:

Instead of being repeated annually, the offering is made
once only; the hetaerism of the matrons is succeeded by the
hetaerism of the maidens; hetaerism during marriage by
hetaerism before marriage; surrender to all without choice
by surrender to some. (Mutterrecht, p. xix.)

Among other peoples the religious disguise is absent.
In some cases—among the Thracians, Celts, and oth-
ers, in classical times, many of the original inhabitants
of India, and to this day among the Malayan peoples,
the South Sea Islanders and many American Indians—
the girls enjoy the greatest sexual freedom up to the time
of their marriage. This is especially the case almost ev-
erywhere in South America, as everyone who has gone
any distance into the interior can testify. Thus Agassiz (A
Journey in Brazil, Boston and New York, 1868, p. 266)
tells this story of a rich family of Indian extraction: when
he was introduced to the daughter, he asked after her fa-
ther, presuming him to be her mother’s husband, who
was fighting as an officer in the war against Paraguay;
but the mother answered with a smile: “Nao tem pai, e
filha da fortuna” (She has no father. She is a child of
chance):

It is the way the Indian or half-breed women here always
speak of their illegitimate children . . . without an intona-
tion of sadness or of blame . . . So far is this from being
an unusual case, that . . . the opposite seems the exception.
Children are frequently quite ignorant of their parentage.
They know about their mother, for all the care and respon-
sibility falls upon her, but they have no knowledge of their
father; nor does it seem to occur to the woman that she or
her children have any claim upon him.

What seems strange here to civilized people is simply
the rule according to mother-right and in group marriage.

Among other peoples, again, the friends and relatives
of the bridegroom, or the wedding guests, claim their
traditional right to the bride at the wedding itself, and
the bridegroom’s turn only comes last; this was the cus-
tom in the Balearic Islands and among the Augilers of
Africa in ancient times; it is still observed among the
Bareas of Abyssinia. In other cases, an official person-
age, the head of the tribe or the gens, cacique, shaman,
priest, prince or whatever he may be called, represents
the community and exercises the right of the first night
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with the bride. Despite all necromantic whitewashing,
this jus prime noctis (Right of first night.—Ed.) still per-
sists today as a relic of group marriage among most of
the natives of the Alaska region (Bancroft, Native Races,
I, p. 8i), the Tahus of North Mexico (Ibid., P. 584) and
other peoples; and at any rate in the countries originally
Celtic, where it was handed down directly from group
marriage, it existed throughout the whole of the middle
ages, for example, in Aragon. While in Castile the peas-
ants were never serfs, in Aragon there was serfdom of the
most shameful kind right up till the decree of Ferdinand
the Catholic in 1486. This document states:

We judge and declare that the aforementioned lords
(senors, barons) . . . when the peasant takes himself a wife,
shall neither sleep with her on the first night; nor shall they
during the wedding-night, when the wife has laid herself
in her bed, step over it and the aforementioned wife as a
sign of lordship; nor shall the aforementioned lords use
the daughter or the son of the peasant, with payment or
without payment, against their will. (Quoted in the origi-
nal Catalan by Sugenheim, Serfdom, Petersburg, 1861, p.
35)

Bachofen is also perfectly right when he consistently
maintains that the transition from what he calls “Het-
aerism” or “Sumpfzeugung” to monogamy was brought
about primarily through the women. The more the tra-
ditional sexual relations lost the native primitive char-
acter of forest life, owing to the development of eco-
nomic conditions with consequent undermining of the
old communism and growing density of population, the
more oppressive and humiliating must the women have
felt them to be, and the greater their longing for the right
of chastity, of temporary or permanent marriage with one
man only, as a way of release. This advance could not in
any case have originated with the men, if only because it
has never occurred to them, even to this day, to renounce
the pleasures of actual group marriage. Only when the
women had brought about the transition to pairing mar-
riage were the men able to introduce strict monogamy—
though indeed only for women.

The first beginnings of the pairing family appear on
the dividing line between savagery and barbarism; they
are generally to be found already at the upper stage of
savagery, but occasionally not until the lower stage of
barbarism. The pairing family is the form characteris-
tic of barbarism, as group marriage is characteristic of
savagery and monogamy of civilization. To develop it
further, to strict monogamy, other causes were required
than those we have found active hitherto. In the single
pair the group was already reduced to its final unit, its
two-atom molecule: one man and one woman. Natural

selection, with its progressive exclusions from the mar-
riage community, had accomplished its task; there was
nothing more for it to do in this direction. Unless new,
social forces came into play, there was no reason why a
new form of family should arise from the single pair. But
these new forces did come into play.

We now leave America, the classic soil of the pairing
family. No sign allows us to conclude that a higher form
of family developed here, or that there was ever perma-
nent monogamy anywhere in America prior to its discov-
ery and conquest. But not so in the Old World.

Here the domestication of animals and the breeding
of herds had developed a hitherto unsuspected source of
wealth and created entirely new social relations. Up to
the lower stage of barbarism, permanent wealth had con-
sisted almost solely of house, clothing, crude ornaments
and the tools for obtaining and preparing food—boat,
weapons, and domestic utensils of the simplest kind.
Food had to be won afresh day by day. Now, with their
herds of horses, camels, asses, cattle, sheep, goats, and
pigs, the advancing pastoral peoples—the Semites on the
Euphrates and the Tigris, and the Aryans in the Indian
country of the Five Streams (Punjab), in the Ganges re-
gion, and in the steppes then much more abundantly wa-
tered of the Oxus and the Jaxartes—had acquired prop-
erty which only needed supervision and the rudest care
to reproduce itself in steadily increasing quantities and to
supply the most abundant food in the form of milk and
meat. All former means of procuring food now receded
into the background; hunting, formerly a necessity, now
became a luxury.

But to whom did this new wealth belong? Originally
to the gens, without a doubt. Private property in herds
must have already started at an early period, however. It
is difficult to say whether the author of the so-called first
book of Moses regarded the patriarch Abraham as the
owner of his herds in his own right as head of a family
community or by right of his position as actual heredi-
tary head of a gens. What is certain is that we must not
think of him as a property owner in the modern sense of
the word. And it is also certain that at the threshold of
authentic history we already find the herds everywhere
separately owned by heads of families, as are the artistic
products of barbarism—metal implements, luxury arti-
cles and, finally, the human cattle—the slaves.

For now slavery had also been invented. To the bar-
barian of the lower stage, a slave was valueless. Hence
the treatment of defeated enemies by the American Indi-
ans was quite different from that at a higher stage. The
men were killed or adopted as brothers into the tribe of
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the victors; the women were taken as wives or other-
wise adopted with their surviving children. At this stage
human labor-power still does not produce any consider-
able surplus over and above its maintenance costs. That
was no longer the case after the introduction of cattle-
breeding, metalworking, weaving and, lastly, agriculture.
just as the wives whom it had formerly been so easy to
obtain had now acquired an exchange value and were
bought, so also with the forces of labor, particularly since
the herds had definitely become family possessions. The
family did not multiply so rapidly as the cattle. More
people were needed to look after them; for this purpose
use could be made of the enemies captured in war, who
could also be bred just as easily as the cattle themselves.

Once it had passed into the private possession of fami-
lies and there rapidly begun to augment, this wealth dealt
a severe blow to the society founded on pairing marriage
and the matriarchal gens. Pairing marriage had brought
a new element into the family. By the side of the natu-
ral mother of the child it placed its natural and attested
father, with a better warrant of paternity, probably, than
that of many a “father” today. According to the division
of labor within the family at that time, it was the man’s
part to obtain food and the instruments of labor necessary
for the purpose. He therefore also owned the instruments
of labor, and in the event of husband and wife separating,
he took them with him, just as she retained her household
goods. Therefore, according to the social custom of the
time, the man was also the owner of the new source of
subsistence, the cattle, and later of the new instruments
of labor, the slaves. But according to the custom of the
same society, his children could not inherit from him. For
as regards inheritance, the position was as follows:

At first, according to mother-right—so long, therefore,
as descent was reckoned only in the female line—and ac-
cording to the original custom of inheritance within the
gens, the gentile relatives inherited from a deceased fel-
low member of their gens. His property had to remain
within the gens. His effects being insignificant, they
probably always passed in practice to his nearest gentile
relations—that is, to his blood relations on the mother’s
side. The children of the dead man, however, did not be-
long to his gens, but to that of their mother; it was from
her that they inherited, at first conjointly with her other
blood relations, later perhaps with rights of priority; they
could not inherit from their father, because they did not
belong to his gens, within which his property had to re-
main. When the owner of the herds died, therefore, his
herds would go first to his brothers and sisters and to his
sister’s children, or to the issue of his mother’s sisters.

But his own children were disinherited.
Thus, on the one hand, in proportion as wealth in-

creased, it made the man’s position in the family more
important than the woman’s, and on the other hand cre-
ated an impulse to exploit this strengthened position in
order to overthrow, in favor of his children, the tradi-
tional order of inheritance. This, however, was impossi-
ble so long as descent was reckoned according to mother-
right. Mother-right, therefore, had to be overthrown, and
overthrown it was. This was by no means so difficult
as it looks to us today. For this revolution—one of the
most decisive ever experienced by humanity—could take
place without disturbing a single one of the living mem-
bers of a gens. All could remain as they were. A sim-
ple decree sufficed that in the future the offspring of the
male members should remain within the gens, but that
of the female should be excluded by being transferred to
the gens of their father. The reckoning of descent in the
female line and the matriarchal law of inheritance were
thereby overthrown, and the male line of descent and the
paternal law of inheritance were substituted for them. As
to how and when this revolution took place among civ-
ilized peoples, we have no knowledge. It falls entirely
within prehistoric times. But that it did take place is
more than sufficiently proved by the abundant traces of
mother-right which have been collected, particularly by
Bachofen. How easily it is accomplished can be seen in a
whole series of American Indian tribes, where it has only
recently taken place and is still taking place under the in-
fluence, partly of increasing wealth and a changed mode
of life (transference from forest to prairie), and partly of
the moral pressure of civilization and missionaries. Of
eight Missouri tribes, six observe the male line of descent
and inheritance, two still observe the female. Among the
Shawnees, Miamis and Delawares the custom has grown
up of giving the children a gentile name of their father’s
gens in order to transfer them into it, thus enabling them
to inherit from him.

Man’s innate casuistry! To change things by changing
their names! And to find loopholes for violating tradition
while maintaining tradition, when direct interest supplied
sufficient impulse. (Marx.)

The result was hopeless confusion, which could only
be remedied and to a certain extent was remedied by the
transition to father-right. “In general, this seems to be the
most natural transition.” (Marx.) For the theories prof-
fered by comparative jurisprudence regarding the man-
ner in which this change was effected among the civi-
lized peoples of the Old World—though they are almost
pure hypothesize M. Kovalevsky, Tableau des origines et
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de l’evolution de la famille et de la propriete. Stockholm,
1890.

The overthrow of mother-right was the world histori-
cal defeat of the female sex. The man took command in
the home also; the woman was degraded and reduced to
servitude, she became the slave of his lust and a mere in-
strument for the production of children. This degraded
position of the woman, especially conspicuous among
the Greeks of the heroic and still more of the classical
age, has gradually been palliated and glozed over, and
sometimes clothed in a milder form; in no sense has it
been abolished.

The establishment of the exclusive supremacy of the
man shows its effects first in the patriarchal family, which
now emerges as an intermediate form. Its essential char-
acteristic is not polygyny, of which more later, but “the
organization of a number of persons, bond and free, into
a family, under paternal power, for the purpose of hold-
ing lands, and for the care of flocks and herds.... (In the
Semitic form) the chiefs, at least, lived in polygamy....
Those held to servitude, and those employed as servants,
lived in the marriage relation.”

(Morgan, Op. cit., p. 474)
Its essential features are the incorporation of unfree

persons, and paternal power; hence the perfect type of
this form of family is the Roman. The original meaning
of the word “family” (familia) is not that compound of
sentimentality and domestic strife which forms the ideal
of the present-day philistine; among the Romans it dl’d
not at first even refer to the married pair and their chil-
dren, but only to the slaves. Famulus means domestic
slave, and familia is the total number of slaves belonging
to one man. As late as the time of Gaius, the familia,
id est patrimonium (family, that is, the patrimony, the
inheritance) was bequeathed by will. The term was in-
vented by the Romans to denote a new social organism,
whose head ruled over wife and children and a number
of slaves, and was invested under Roman paternal power
with rights of life and death over them all.

This term, therefore, is no older than the iron-clad fam-
ily system of the Latin tribes, which came in after field
agriculture and after legalized servitude, as well as after
the separation of Greeks and Latins. (Morgan, Op. cit., p.
478)

Marx adds:
The modern family contains in germ not only slavery

(servitus), but also serfdom, since from the beginning it is
related to agricultural services. It contains in miniature all
the contradictions which later extend throughout society
and its state.

Such a form of family shows the transition of the pair-

ing family to monogamy. In order to make certain of the
wife’s fidelity and therefore of the paternity of the chil-
dren, she is delivered over unconditionally into the power
of the husband; if he kills her, he is only exercising his
rights.

With the patriarchal family, we enter the field of writ-
ten history a field where comparative jurisprudence can
give valuable help. And it has in fact brought an impor-
tant advance in our knowledge. We owe to Maxim Ko-
valevsky (Tableau etc. de la mine et de propriete, Stock-
holm, 1890, pp. 60–100), the proof that the patriarchal
household community, as we still find it today among the
Serbs and the Bulgars under the name of zadruga (which
may be roughly translated “bond of friendship”) or brat-
stvo (brotherhood), and in a modified form among the
Oriental peoples, formed the transitional stage between
the matriarchal family deriving from group marriage and
the single family of the modern world. For the civilized
peoples of the Old World, for the Aryans and Semites at
any rate, this seems to be established.

The Southern Slav zadruga provides the best instance
of such a family community still in actual existence. It
comprises several generations of the descendants of one
father, together with their wives, who all live together
in one homestead, cultivate their fields in common, feed
and clothe themselves from a common stock, and pos-
sess in common the surplus from their labor. The com-
munity is under the supreme direction of the head of the
house (domacin), who acts as its representative outside,
has the right to sell minor objects, and controls the funds,
for which, as for the regular organization of business, he
is responsible. He is elected, and it is not at all neces-
sary that he should be the oldest in the community. The
women and their work are under the control of the mis-
tress of the house (domacica), who is generally the wife
of the domacin. She also has an important and often a
decisive voice in the choice of husbands for the girls.
Supreme power rests, however, with the family council,
the assembly of all the adult members of the household,
women as well as men. To this assembly the master of
the house renders account; it takes all important deci-
sions, exercises jurisdiction over the members, decides
on sales and purchases of any importance, especially of
land and so on.

It is only within the last ten years or so that such great
family communities have been proved to be still in exis-
tence in Russia; it is now generally recognized that they
are as firmly rooted in the customs of the Russian people
as the obshchina or village community. They appear in
the oldest Russian code of laws, the Pravda of Yaroslav,
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under the same name as in the Dalmatian laws (vervj),
and references to them can also be traced in Polish and
Czech historical sources.

Among the Germans also, according to Heusler (Insti-
tutionen des deutschen Rechts), the economic unit was
originally not the single family in the modern sense, but
the “house community,” which consisted of several gen-
erations or several single families, and often enough in-
cluded unfree persons as well. The Roman family is
now also considered to have originated from this type,
and consequently the absolute power of the father of the
house, and the complete absence of rights among the
other members of the family in relation to him, have re-
cently been strongly questioned. It is supposed that sim-
ilar family communities also existed among the Celts in
Ireland; in France, under the name of parconneries, they
survived in Nivernais until the French Revolution, and
in the Franche Comte they have not completely died out
even today (1884). In the district of Louhans (Saone et
Loire) large peasant houses can be seen in which live sev-
eral generations of the same family; the house has a lofty
common hall reaching to the roof, and surrounding it the
sleeping-rooms, to which stairs of six or eight steps give
access.

In India, the household community with common cul-
tivation of the land is already mentioned by Nearchus in
the time of Alexander the Great, and it still exists today
in the same region, in the Punjab and the whole of north-
west India. Kovalevsky was himself able to prove its ex-
istence in the Caucasus. In Algeria it survives among
the Kabyles. It is supposed to have occurred even in
America, and the calpullis which Zurita describes in old
Mexico have been identified with it; on the other hand,
Cunow has proved fairly clearly (in the journal Ausland,
1890, Nos. 42–44) that in Peru at the time of the con-
quest there was a form of constitution based on marks
(called, curiously enough, marca), with periodical allot-
ment of arable land and consequently with individual
tillage. In any case, the patriarchal household commu-
nity with common ownership and common cultivation of
the land now assumes an entirely different significance
than hitherto. We can no longer doubt the important part
it played, as a transitional form between the matriarchal
family and the single family, among civilized and other
peoples of the Old World. Later we will return to the
further conclusion drawn by Kovalevsky that it was also
the transitional form out of which developed the village,
or mark, community with individual tillage and the allot-
ment, first periodical and then permanent, of arable and
pasture land.

With regard to the family life within these communi-
ties, it must be observed that at any rate in Russia the
master of the house has a reputation for violently abus-
ing his position towards the younger women ,of the com-
munity, especially his daughters-in-law, whom he of ten
converts into his harem; the Russian folk-songs have
more than a little to say about this.

Before we go on to monogamy, which developed
rapidly with the overthrow of mother-right, a few words
about polygyny and polyandry. Both forms can only be
exceptions, historical luxury products, as it were, unless
they occur side by side in the same country, which is, of
course, not the case. As the men excluded from polyg-
yny cannot console themselves with the women left over
from polyandry, and as hitherto, regardless of social in-
stitutions, the number of men and women has been fairly
equal, it is obviously impossible for either of these forms
of marriage to be elevated to the general form. Polygyny
on the part of one individual man was, in fact, obviously
a product of slavery and confined to a few people in ex-
ceptional positions. In the Semitic patriarchal family it
was only the patriarch himself, and a few of his sons
at most, who lived in polygyny; the rest had to content
themselves with one wife. This still holds throughout
the whole of the Orient; polygyny is the privilege of the
wealthy and of the nobility, the women being recruited
chiefly through purchase as slaves; the mass of the peo-
ple live in monogamy.

A similar exception is the polyandry of India and
Tibet, the origin of which in group marriage requires
closer examination and would certainly prove interest-
ing. It seems to be much more easy-going in practice
than the jealous harems of the Mohammedans. At any
rate, among the Nairs in India, where three or four men
have a wife in common, each of them can have a sec-
ond wife in common with another three or more men,
and similarly a third and a fourth and so on. It is a won-
der that McLennan did not discover in these marriage
clubs, to several of which one could belong and which
he himself describes, a new class of club marriage! This
marriage-club system, however, is not real polyandry at
all; on the contrary, as Giraud-Teulon has already pointed
out, it is a specialized form of group marriage; the men
live in polygyny, the women in polyandry.

2.4 The Monogamous Family
It develops out of the pairing family, as previously
shown, in the transitional period between the upper and
middle stages of barbarism; its decisive victory is one
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of the signs that civilization is beginning. It is based
on the supremacy of the man, the express purpose be-
ing to produce children of undisputed paternity; such pa-
ternity is demanded because these children are later to
come into their father’s property as his natural heirs. It is
distinguished from pairing marriage by the much greater
strength of the marriage tie, which can no longer be dis-
solved at either partner’s wish. As a rule, it is now only
the man who can dissolve it, and put away his wife. The
right of conjugal infidelity also remains secured to him,
at any rate by custom (the Code Napoleon explicitly ac-
cords it to the husband as long as he does not bring his
concubine into the house), and as social life develops he
exercises his right more and more; should the wife recall
the old form of sexual life and attempt to revive it, she is
punished more severely than ever.

We meet this new form of the family in all its sever-
ity among the Greeks. While the position of the god-
desses in their mythology, as Marx points out, brings
before us an earlier period when the position of women
was freer and more respected, in the heroic age we find
the woman already being humiliated by the domination
of the man and by competition from girl slaves. Note
how Telemachus in the Odyssey silences his mother.
(The reference is to a passage where Telemachus, son
of Odysseus and Penelope, tells his mother to get on
with her weaving and leave the men to mind their own
business—Ed.) In Homer young women are booty and
are handed over to the pleasure of the conquerors, the
handsomest being picked by the commanders in order
of rank; the entire Iliad, it will be remembered, turns
on the quarrel of Achilles and Agamemnon over one
of these slaves. If a hero is of any importance, Homer
also mentions the captive girl with whom he shares his
tent and his bed. These girls were also taken back to
Greece and brought under the same roof as the wife, as
Cassandra was brought by Agamemnon in AEschylus;
the sons begotten of them received a small share of the
paternal inheritance and had the full status of freemen.
Teucer, for instance, is a natural son of Telamon by one
of these slaves and has the right to use his father’s name.
The legitimate wife was expected to put up with all this,
but herself to remain strictly chaste and faithful. In the
heroic age a Greek woman is, indeed, more respected
than in the period of civilization, but to her husband she
is after all nothing but the mother of his legitimate chil-
dren and heirs, his chief housekeeper and the supervi-
sor of his female slaves, whom he can and does take as
concubines if he so fancies. It is the existence of slav-
ery side by side with monogamy, the presence of young,

beautiful slaves belonging unreservedly to the man, that
stamps monogamy from the very beginning with its spe-
cific character of monogamy for the woman only, but not
for the man. And that is the character it still has today.

Coming to the later Greeks, we must distinguish be-
tween Dorians and Ionians. Among the former—Sparta
is the classic example—marriage relations are in some
ways still more archaic than even in Homer. The rec-
ognized form of marriage in Sparta was a pairing mar-
riage, modified according to the Spartan conceptions
of the state, in which there still survived vestiges of
group marriage. Childless marriages were dissolved;
King Anaxandridas (about 650 B.C.), whose first wife
was childless, took a second and kept two households;
about the same time, King Ariston, who had two unfruit-
ful wives, took a third, but dismissed one of the other
two. On the other hand, several brothers could have a
wife in common; a friend who preferred his friend’s wife
could share her with him; and it was considered quite
proper to place one’s wife at the disposal of a sturdy
’stallion,’ as Bismarck would say, even if he was not a
citizen. A passage in Plutarch, where a Spartan woman
refers an importunate wooer to her husband, seems to
indicate, according to Schamann, even greater freedom.
Real adultery, secret infidelity by the woman without the
husband’s knowledge, was therefore unheard of. On the
other hand, domestic slavery was unknown in Sparta, at
least during its best period; the unfree helots were seg-
regated on the estates and the Spartans were therefore
less tempted to take the helots’ wives. Inevitably in these
conditions women held a much more honored position
in Sparta than anywhere else in Greece. The Spartan
women and the elite of the Athenian hetairai are the only
Greek women of whom the ancients speak with respect
and whose words they thought it worth while to record.

The position is quite different among the Ionians; here
Athens is typical. Girls only learned spinning, weav-
ing, and sewing, and at most a little reading and writing.
They lived more or less behind locked doors and had no
company except other women. The women’s apartments
formed a separate part of the house, on the upper floor or
at the back, where men, especially strangers, could not
easily enter, and to which the women retired when men
visited the house. They never went out without being
accompanied by a female slave; indoors they were kept
under regular guard. Aristophanes speaks of Molossian
dogs kept to frighten away adulterers, and, at any rate in
the Asiatic towns, eunuchs were employed to keep watch
over the women-making and exporting eunuchs was an
industry in Chios as early as Herodotus’ time, and, ac-
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cording to Wachsmuth, it was not only the barbarians
who bought the supply. In Euripides a woman is called
an oikourema, a thing (the word is neuter) for looking
after the house, and, apart from her business of bearing
children, that was all she was for the Athenian—his chief
female domestic servant. The man had his athletics and
his public business, from which women were barred; in
addition, he often had female slaves at his disposal and
during the most flourishing days of Athens an extensive
system of prostitution which the state at least favored.
It was precisely through this system of prostitution that
the only Greek women of personality were able to de-
velop, and to acquire that intellectual and artistic culture
by which they stand out as high above the general level
of classical womanhood as the Spartan women by their
qualities of character. But that a woman had to be a het-
aira before she could be a woman is the worst condem-
nation of the Athenian family.

This Athenian family became in time the accepted
model for domestic relations, not only among the Ioni-
ans, but to an increasing extent among all the Greeks of
the mainland and colonies also. But, in spite of locks
and guards, Greek women found plenty of opportunity
for deceiving their husbands. The men, who would have
been ashamed to show any love for their wives, amused
themselves by all sorts of love affairs with hetairai; but
this degradation of the women was avenged on the men
and degraded them also, till they fell into the abominable
practice of sodomy and degraded alike their gods and
themselves with the myth of Ganymede.

This is the origin of monogamy as far as we can trace
it back among the most civilized and highly developed
people of antiquity. It was not in any way the fruit of
individual sex-love, with which it had nothing whatever
to do; marriages remained as before marriages of conve-
nience. It was the first form of the family to be based,
not on natural, but on economic conditions—on the vic-
tory of private property over primitive, natural commu-
nal property. The Greeks themselves put the matter quite
frankly: the sole exclusive aims of monogamous mar-
riage were to make the man supreme in the family, and
to propagate, as the future heirs to his wealth, children in-
disputably his own. Otherwise, marriage was a burden,
a duty which had to be performed, whether one liked it
or not, to gods, state, and one’s ancestors. In Athens the
law exacted from the man not only marriage but also the
performance of a minimum of so-called conjugal duties.

Thus when monogamous marriage first makes its ap-
pearance in history, it is not as the reconciliation of man
and woman, still less as the highest form of such a rec-

onciliation. Quite the contrary. Monogamous marriage
comes on the scene as the subjugation of the one sex by
the other; it announces a struggle between the sexes un-
known throughout the whole previous prehistoric period.
In an old unpublished manuscript, written by Marx and
myself in 1846, (The reference here is to the German
Ideology , published after Engels’ death—Ed.) I find the
words: “The first division of labor is that between man
and woman for the propagation of children.” And today
I can add: The first class opposition that appears in his-
tory coincides with the development of the antagonism
between man and woman in monogamous marriage, and
the first class oppression coincides with that of the fe-
male sex by the male. Monogamous marriage was a great
historical step forward; nevertheless, together with slav-
ery and private wealth, it opens the period that has lasted
until today in which every step forward is also relatively a
step backward, in which prosperity and development for
some is won through the misery and frustration of oth-
ers. It is the cellular form of civilized society, in which
the nature of the oppositions and contradictions fully ac-
tive in that society can be already studied.

The old comparative freedom of sexual intercourse by
no means disappeared with the victory of pairing mar-
riage or even of monogamous marriage:

The old conjugal system, now reduced to narrower lim-
its by the gradual disappearance of the punaluan groups,
still environed the advancing family, which it was to fol-
low to the verge of civilization . . . It finally disappeared in
the new form of hetaerism, which still follows mankind in
civilization as a dark shadow upon the family. (Morgan,
op. cit., p. 511—Ed.)

By ’hetaerism’ Morgan understands the practice, co-
existent with monogamous marriage, of sexual inter-
course between men and unmarried women outside mar-
riage, which, as we know, flourishes in the most varied
forms throughout the whole period of civilization and
develops more and more into open prostitution. This
hetaerism derives quite directly from group marriage,
from the ceremonial surrender by which women pur-
chased the right of chastity. Surrender for money was
at first a religious act; it took place in the temple of
the goddess of love, and the money originally went into
the temple treasury. The temple slaves of Anaitis in
Armenia and of Aphrodite in Corinth, like the sacred
dancing-girls attached to the temples of India, the so-
called bayaderes (the word is a corruption of the Por-
tuguese word bailadeira, meaning female dancer), were
the first prostitutes. Originally the duty of every woman,
this surrender was later performed by these priestesses
alone as representatives of all other women. Among
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other peoples, hetaerism derives from the sexual free-
dom allowed to girls before marriage—again, therefore,
a relic of group marriage, but handed down in a different
way. With the rise of the inequality of property—already
at the upper stage of barbarism, therefore—wage-labor
appears sporadically side by side with slave labor, and
at the same time, as its necessary correlate, the pro-
fessional prostitution of free women side by side with
the forced surrender of the slave. Thus the heritage
which group marriage has bequeathed to civilization is
double-edged, just as everything civilization brings forth
is double-edged, double-tongued, divided against itself,
contradictory: here monogamy, there hetaerism, with its
most extreme form, prostitution. For hetaerism is as
much a social institution as any other; it continues the
old sexual freedom—to the advantage of the men. Ac-
tually not merely tolerated, but gaily practiced, by the
ruling classes particularly, it is condemned in words. But
in reality this condemnation never falls on the men con-
cerned, but only on the women; they are despised and
outcast, in order that the unconditional supremacy of
men over the female sex may be once more proclaimed
as a fundamental law of society.

But a second contradiction thus develops within
monogamous marriage itself. At the side of the husband
who embellishes his existence with hetaerism stands the
neglected wife. And one cannot have one side of this
contradiction without the other, any more than a man
has a whole apple in his hand after eating half. But
that seems to have been the husbands’ notion, until their
wives taught them better. With monogamous marriage,
two constant social types, unknown hitherto, make their
appearance on the scene—the wife’s attendant lover and
the cuckold husband. The husbands had won the victory
over the wives, but the vanquished magnanimously pro-
vided the crown. Together with monogamous marriage
and hetaerism, adultery became an unavoidable social
institution—denounced, severely penalized, but impossi-
ble to suppress. At best, the certain paternity of the chil-
dren rested on moral conviction as before, and to solve
the insoluble contradiction the Code Napoleon, Art- 312,
decreed: “L’enfant confu pendant le marriage a pour pere
le mari,” the father of a child conceived during marriage
is the husband. Such is the final result of three thousand
years of monogamous marriage.

Thus, wherever the monogamous family remains true
to its historical origin and clearly reveals the antagonism
between the man and the woman expressed in the man’s
exclusive supremacy, it exhibits in miniature the same
oppositions and contradictions as those in which society

has been moving, without power to resolve or overcome
them, ever since it split into classes at the beginning of
civilization. I am speaking here, of course, only of those
cases of monogamous marriage where matrimonial life
actually proceeds according to the original character of
the whole institution, but where the wife rebels against
the husband’s supremacy. Not all marriages turn out
thus, as nobody knows better than the German philis-
tine, who can no more assert his rule in the home than
he can in the state, and whose wife, with every right,
wears the trousers he is unworthy of. But, to make up for
it, he considers himself far above his French companion
in misfortune, to whom, oftener than to him, something
much worse happens.

However, monogamous marriage did not by any
means appear always and everywhere in the classically
harsh form it took among the Greeks. Among the Ro-
mans, who, as future world-conquerors, had a larger, if
a less fine, vision than the Greeks, women were freer
and more respected. A Roman considered that his power
of life and death over his wife sufficiently guaranteed
her conjugal fidelity. Here, moreover, the wife equally
with the husband could dissolve the marriage at will.
But the greatest progress in the development of individ-
ual marriage certainly came with the entry of the Ger-
mans into history, and for the reason that the German—
on account of their poverty, very probably—were still
at a stage where monogamy seems not yet to have be-
come perfectly distinct from pairing marriage. We in-
fer this from three facts mentioned by Tacitus. First,
though marriage was held in great reverence—“they con-
tent themselves with one wife, the women live hedged
round with chastity”—polygamy was the rule for the
distinguished members and the leaders of the tribe, a
condition of things similar to that among the Ameri-
cans, where pairing marriage was the rule. Secondly, the
transition from mother-right to father-right could only
have been made a short time previously, for the brother
on the mother’s side—the nearest gentile male relation
according to mother-right—was still considered almost
closer of kin than the father, corresponding again to the
standpoint of the American Indians, among whom Marx,
as he often said, found the key to the understanding
of our own primitive age. And, thirdly, women were
greatly respected among the Germans, and also influ-
ential in public affairs, which is in direct contradiction
to the supremacy of men in monogamy. In almost all
these points the Germans agree with the Spartans, among
whom also, as we saw, pairing marriage had not yet
been completely overcome. Thus, here again an entirely
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new influence came to power in the world with the Ger-
mans. The new monogamy, which now developed from
the mingling of peoples amid the ruins of the Roman
world, clothed the supremacy of the men in milder forms
and gave women a position which, outwardly at any rate,
was much more free and respected than it had ever been
in classical antiquity. Only now were the conditions re-
alized in which through monogamy—within it, parallel
to it, or in opposition to it, as the case might be—the
greatest moral advance we owe to it could be achieved:
modern individual sex-love, which had hitherto been un-
known to the entire world.

This advance, however, undoubtedly sprang from the
fact that the Germans still lived in pairing families and
grafted the corresponding position of women onto the
monogamous system, so far as that was possible. It most
decidedly did not spring from the legendary virtue and
wonderful moral purity of the German character, which
was nothing more than the freedom of the pairing family
from the crying moral contradictions of monogamy. On
the contrary, in the course of their migrations the Ger-
mans had morally much deteriorated, particularly during
their southeasterly wanderings among the nomads of the
Black Sea steppes, from whom they acquired, not only
equestrian skill, but also gross, unnatural vices, as Am-
mianus expressly states of the Taifalians and Procopius
of the Herulians.

But if monogamy was the only one of all the known
forms of the family through which modern sex-love
could develop, that does not mean that within monogamy
modern sexual love developed exclusively or even
chiefly as the love of husband and wife for each other.
That was precluded by the very nature of strictly monog-
amous marriage under the rule of the man. Among
all historically active classes-that is, among all ruling
classes-matrimony remained what it had been since the
pairing marriage, a matter of convenience which was ar-
ranged by the parents. The first historical form of sex-
ual love as passion, a passion recognized as natural to
all human beings (at least if they belonged to the ruling
classes), and as the highest form of the sexual impulse-
and that is what constitutes its specific character-this first
form of individual sexual love, the chivalrous love of
the middle ages, was by no means conjugal. Quite the
contrary. In its classic form among the Proven cals, it
heads straight for adultery, and the poets of love cele-
brated adultery. The flower of Proven cal love poetry are
the Albas (aubades, songs of dawn). They describe in
glowing colors how the knight lies in bed beside his love-
the wife of another man-while outside stands the watch-

man who calls to him as soon as the first gray of dawn
(alba) appears, so that he can get away unobserved; the
parting scene then forms the climax of the poem. The
northern French and also the worthy Germans adopted
this kind of poetry together with the corresponding fash-
ion of chivalrous love; old Wolfram of Eschenbach has
left us three wonderfully beautiful songs of dawn on this
same improper subject, which I like better than his three
long heroic poems.

Nowadays there are two ways of concluding a bour-
geois marriage. In Catholic countries the parents, as be-
fore, procure a suitable wife for their young bourgeois
son, and the consequence is, of course, the fullest de-
velopment of the contradiction inherent in monogamy:
the husband abandons himself to hetaerism and the wife
to adultery. Probably the only reason why the Catholic
Church abolished divorce was because it had convinced
itself that there is no more a cure for adultery than there
is for death. In Protestant countries, on the other hand,
the rule is that the son of a bourgeois family is allowed
to choose a wife from his own class with more or less
freedom; hence there may be a certain element of love in
the marriage, as, indeed, in accordance with Protestant
hypocrisy, is always assumed, for decency’s sake. Here
the husband’s hetaerism is a more sleepy kind of busi-
ness, and adultery by the wife is less the rule. But since,
in every kind of marriage, people remain what they were
before, and since the bourgeois of Protestant countries
are mostly philistines, all that this Protestant monogamy
achieves, taking the average of the best cases, is a conju-
gal partnership of leaden boredom, known as “domestic
bliss.” The best mirror of these two methods of marrying
is the novel-the French novel for the Catholic manner,
the German for the Protestant. In both, the hero “gets”
them: in the German, the young man gets the girl; in
the French, the husband gets the horns. Which of them
is worse off is sometimes questionable. This is why the
French bourgeois is as much horrified by the dullness of
the German novel as the German philistine is by the “im-
morality” of the French. However, now that “Berlin is a
world capital,” the German novel is beginning with a lit-
tle less timidity to use as part of its regular stock-in-trade
the hetaerism and adultery long familiar to that town.

In both cases, however, the marriage is conditioned
by the class position of the parties and is to that extent
always a marriage of convenience. In both cases this
marriage of convenience turns often enough into crassest
prostitution—sometimes of both partners, but far more
commonly of the woman, who only differs from the or-
dinary courtesan in that she does not let out her body
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on piece-work as a wage-worker, but sells it once and
for all into slavery. And of all marriages of convenience
Fourier’s words hold true: “As in grammar two nega-
tives make an affirmative, so in matrimonial morality two
prostitutions pass for a virtue.” (Charles Fourier, Theo-
rie de l’Uniti Universelle. Paris, 1841–45, Vol. III, p.
120.—Ed.) Sex-love in the relationship with a woman
becomes, and can only become, the real rule among
the oppressed classes, which means today among the
proletariat—whether this relation is officially sanctioned
or not. But here all the foundations of typical monogamy
are cleared away. Here there is no property, for the
preservation and inheritance of which monogamy and
male supremacy were established; hence there is no in-
centive to make this male supremacy effective. What is
more, there are no means of making it so. Bourgeois
law, which protects this supremacy, exists only for the
possessing class and their dealings with the proletarians.
The law costs money and, on account of the worker’s
poverty, it has no validity for his relation to his wife.
Here quite other personal and social conditions decide.
And now that large-scale industry has taken the wife
out of the home onto the labor market and into the fac-
tory, and made her often the bread-winner of the family,
no basis for any kind of male supremacy is left in the
proletarian household—except, perhaps, for something
of the brutality towards women that has spread since
the introduction of monogamy. The proletarian family
is therefore no longer monogamous in the strict sense,
even where there is passionate love and firmest loyalty on
both sides, and maybe all the blessings of religious and
civil authority. Here, therefore, the eternal attendants of
monogamy, hetaerism and adultery, play only an almost
vanishing part. The wife has in fact regained the right
to dissolve the marriage, and if two people cannot get
on with one another, they prefer to separate. In short,
proletarian marriage is monogamous in the etymological
sense of the word, but not at all in its historical sense.

Our jurists, of course, find that progress in legislation
is leaving women with no further ground of complaint.
Modern civilized systems of law increasingly acknowl-
edge, first, that for a marriage to be legal, it must be a
contract freely entered into by both partners, and, sec-
ondly, that also in the married state both partners must
stand on a common footing of equal rights and duties. If
both these demands are consistently carried out, say the
jurists, women have all they can ask.

This typically legalist method of argument is exactly
the same as that which the radical republican bourgeois
uses to put the proletarian in his place. The labor con-

tract is to be freely entered into by both partners. But it
is considered to have been freely entered into as soon as
the law makes both parties equal on paper. The power
conferred on the one party by the difference of class po-
sition, the pressure thereby brought to bear on the other
party—the real economic position of both—that is not
the law’s business. Again, for the duration of the labor
contract both parties are to have equal rights, in so far as
one or the other does not expressly surrender them. That
economic relations compel the worker to surrender even
the last semblance of equal rights—here again, that is no
concern of the law.

In regard to marriage, the law, even the most advanced,
is fully satisfied as soon as the partners have formally
recorded that they are entering into the marriage of their
own free consent. What goes on in real life behind the ju-
ridical scenes, how this free consent comes about—that
is not the business of the law and the jurist. And yet the
most elementary comparative jurisprudence should show
the jurist what this free consent really amounts to. In the
countries where an obligatory share of the paternal inher-
itance is secured to the children by law and they cannot
therefore be disinherited—in Germany, in the countries
with French law and elsewhere—the children are obliged
to obtain their parents’ consent to their marriage. In the
countries with English law, where parental consent to a
marriage is not legally required, the parents on their side
have full freedom in the testamentary disposal of their
property and can disinherit their children at their plea-
sure. It is obvious that, in spite and precisely because
of this fact, freedom of marriage among the classes with
something to inherit is in reality not a whit greater in
England and America than it is in France and Germany.

As regards the legal equality of husband and wife in
marriage, the position is no better. The legal inequality
of the two partners, bequeathed to us from earlier social
conditions, is not the cause but the effect of the economic
oppression of the woman. In the old communistic house-
hold, which comprised many couples and their children,
the task entrusted to the women of managing the house-
hold was as much a public and socially necessary indus-
try as the procuring of food by the men. With the pa-
triarchal family, and still more with the single monog-
amous family, a change came. Household management
lost its public character. It no longer concerned society.
It became a private service; the wife became the head
servant, excluded from all participation in social produc-
tion. Not until the coming of modern large-scale industry
was the road to social production opened to her again—
and then only to the proletarian wife. But it was opened
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in such a manner that, if she carries out her duties in
the private service of her family, she remains excluded
from public production and unable to earn; and if she
wants to take part in public production and earn inde-
pendently, she cannot carry out family duties. And the
wife’s position in the factory is the position of women in
all branches of business, right up to medicine and the law.
The modern individual family is founded on the open or
concealed domestic slavery of the wife, and modern so-
ciety is a mass composed of these individual families as
its molecules.

In the great majority of cases today, at least in the pos-
sessing classes, the husband is obliged to earn a living
and support his family, and that in itself gives him a po-
sition of supremacy, without any need for special legal ti-
tles and privileges. Within the family he is the bourgeois
and the wife represents the proletariat. In the industrial
world, the specific character of the economic oppression
burdening the proletariat is visible in all its sharpness
only when all special legal privileges of the capitalist
class have been abolished and complete legal equality of
both classes established. The democratic republic does
not do away with the opposition of the two classes; on
the contrary, it provides the clear field on which the fight
can be fought out. And in the same way, the peculiar
character of the supremacy of the husband over the wife
in the modern family, the necessity of creating real social
equality between them, and the way to do it, will only be
seen in the clear light of day when both possess legally
complete equality of rights. Then it will be plain that the
first condition for the liberation of the wife is to bring the
whole female sex back into public industry, and that this
in turn demands the abolition of the monogamous family
as the economic unit of society.

WE THUS have three principal forms of marriage
which correspond broadly to the three princi-

pal stages of human development. For the period of
savagery, group marriage; for barbarism, pairing mar-
riage; for civilization, monogamy, supplemented by
adultery and prostitution. Between pairing marriage and
monogamy intervenes a period in the upper stage of bar-
barism when men have female slaves at their command
and polygamy is practiced.

As our whole presentation has shown, the progress
which manifests itself in these successive forms is con-
nected with the peculiarity that women, but not men,
are increasingly deprived of the sexual freedom of group
marriage. In fact, for men group marriage actually still
exists even to this day. What for the woman is a crime,
entailing grave legal and social consequences, is consid-

ered honorable in a man or, at the worse, a slight moral
blemish which he cheerfully bears. But the more the het-
aerism of the past is changed in our time by capitalist
commodity production and brought into conformity with
it, the more, that is to say, it is transformed into undis-
guised prostitution, the more demoralizing are its effects.
And it demoralizes men far more than women. Among
women, prostitution degrades only the unfortunate ones
who become its victims, and even these by no means to
the extent commonly believed. But it degrades the char-
acter of the whole male world. A long engagement, par-
ticularly, is in nine cases out of ten a regular preparatory
school for conjugal infidelity.

We are now approaching a social revolution in which
the economic foundations of monogamy as they have ex-
isted hitherto will disappear just as surely as those of
its complement-prostitution. Monogamy arose from the
concentration of considerable wealth in the hands of a
single individuals man—and from the need to bequeath
this wealth to the children of that man and of no other.
For this purpose, the monogamy of the woman was re-
quired, not that of the man, so this monogamy of the
woman did not in any way interfere with open or con-
cealed polygamy on the part of the man. But by trans-
forming by far the greater portion, at any rate, of perma-
nent, heritable wealth—the means of production—into
social property, the coming social revolution will reduce
to a minimum all this anxiety about bequeathing and
inheriting. Having arisen from economic causes, will
monogamy then disappear when these causes disappear?

One might answer, not without reason: far from disap-
pearing, it will, on the contrary, be realized completely.
For with the transformation of the means of produc-
tion into social property there will disappear also wage-
labor, the proletariat, and therefore the necessity for a
certain—statistically calculable—number of women to
surrender themselves for money. Prostitution disap-
pears; monogamy, instead of collapsing, at last becomes
a reality—also for men.

In any case, therefore, the position of men will be
very much altered. But the position of women, of all
women, also undergoes significant change. With the
transfer of the means of production into common own-
ership, the single family ceases to be the economic unit
of society. Private housekeeping is transformed into a
social industry. The care and education of the children
becomes a public affair; society looks after all children
alike, whether they are legitimate or not. This removes
all the anxiety about the “consequences,” which today is
the most essential social—moral as well as economic—
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factor that prevents a girl from giving herself completely
to the man she loves. Will not that suffice to bring about
the gradual growth of unconstrained sexual intercourse
and with it a more tolerant public opinion in regard to
a maiden’s honor and a woman’s shame? And, finally,
have we not seen that in the modern world monogamy
and prostitution are indeed contradictions, but insepara-
ble contradictions, poles of the same state of society?
Can prostitution disappear without dragging monogamy
with it into the abyss?

Here a new element comes into play, an element
which, at the time when monogamy was developing, ex-
isted at most in germ: individual sex-love.

Before the Middle Ages we cannot speak of individual
sex-love. That personal beauty, close intimacy, similarity
of tastes and so forth awakened in people of opposite sex
the desire for sexual intercourse, that men and women
were not totally indifferent regarding the partner with
whom they entered into this most intimate relationship—
that goes without saying. But it is still a very long way
to our sexual love. Throughout the whole of antiquity,
marriages were arranged by the parents, and the partners
calmly accepted their choice. What little love there was
between husband and wife in antiquity is not so much
subjective inclination as objective duty, not the cause of
the marriage, but its corollary. Love relationships in the
modern sense only occur in antiquity outside official so-
ciety. The shepherds of whose joys and sorrows in love
Theocratus and Moschus sing, the Daphnis and Chloe
of Longus are all slaves who have no part in the state,
the free citizen’s sphere of life. Except among slaves,
we find love affairs only as products of the disintegration
of the old world and carried on with women who also
stand outside official society, with hetairai—that is, with
foreigners or freed slaves: in Athens from the eve of its
decline, in Rome under the Caesars. If there were any
real love affairs between free men and free women, these
occurred only in the course of adultery. And to the clas-
sical love poet of antiquity, old Anacreon, sexual love in
our sense mattered so little that it did not even matter to
him which sex his beloved was.

Our sexual love differs essentially from the simple
sexual desire, the Eros, of the ancients. In the first place,
it assumes that the person loved returns the love; to this
extent the woman is on an equal footing with the man,
whereas in the Eros of antiquity she was often not even
asked. Secondly, our sexual love has a degree of inten-
sity and duration which makes both lovers feel that non-
possession and separation are a great, if not the greatest,
calamity; to possess one another, they risk high stakes,

even life itself. In the ancient world this happened only,
if at all, in adultery. And, finally, there arises a new
moral standard in the judgment of a sexual relationship.
We do not only ask, was it within or outside marriage?
But also, did it spring from love and reciprocated love or
not? Of course, this new standard has fared no better in
feudal or bourgeois practice than all the other standards
of morality—it is ignored. But neither does it fare any
worse. It is recognized just as much as they are—in the-
ory, on paper. And for the present it cannot ask anything
more.

At the point where antiquity broke off its advance to
sexual love, the Middle Ages took it up again: in adul-
tery. We have already described the knightly love which
gave rise to the songs of dawn. From the love which
strives to break up marriage to the love which is to be its
foundation there is still a long road, which chivalry never
fully traversed. Even when we pass from the frivolous
Latins to the virtuous Germans, we find in the Nibelun-
genlied that, although in her heart Kriemhild is as much
in love with Siegfried as he is with her, yet when Gunther
announces that he has promised her to a knight he does
not name, she simply replies: “You have no need to ask
me; as you bid me, so will I ever be; whom you, lord,
give me as husband, him will I gladly take in troth.” It
never enters her head that her love can be even consid-
ered. Gunther asks for Brunhild in marriage, and Etzel
for Kriemhild, though they have never seen them. Simi-
larly, in Gutrun, Sigebant of Ireland asks for the Norwe-
gian Ute, whom he has never seen, Hetel of Hegelingen
for Hilde of Ireland, and, finally, Siegfried of Moorland,
Hartmut of Ormany and Herwig of Seeland for Gutrun,
and here Gutrun’s acceptance of Herwig is for the first
time voluntary. As a rule, the young prince’s bride is se-
lected by his parents, if they are still living, or, if not,
by the prince himself, with the advice of the great feudal
lords, who have a weighty word to say in all these cases.
Nor can it be otherwise. For the knight or baron, as for
the prince of the land himself, marriage is a political act,
an opportunity to increase power by new alliances; the
interest of the house must be decisive, not the wishes of
an individual. What chance then is there for love to have
the final word in the making of a marriage?

The same thing holds for the guild member in the
medieval towns. The very privileges protecting him,
the guild charters with all their clauses and rubrics, the
intricate distinctions legally separating him from other
guilds, from the members of his own guild or from his
journeymen and apprentices, already made the circle nar-
row enough within which he could look for a suitable
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wife. And who in the circle was the most suitable was
decided under this complicated system most certainly not
by his individual preference but by the family interests.

In the vast majority of cases, therefore, marriage re-
mained, up to the close of the middle ages, what it had
been from the start—a matter which was not decided
by the partners. In the beginning, people were already
born married ’married to an entire group of the oppo-
site sex. In the later forms of group marriage similar re-
lations probably existed, but with the group continually
contracting. In the pairing marriage it was customary for
the mothers to settle the marriages of their children; here,
too, the decisive considerations are the new ties of kin-
ship, which are to give the young pair a stronger position
in the gens and tribe. And when, with the preponder-
ance of private over communal property and the inter-
est in its bequeathal, father-right and monogamy gained
supremacy, the dependence of marriages on economic
considerations became complete. The form of marriage
by purchase disappears, the actual practice is steadily ex-
tended until not only the woman but also the man ac-
quires a price—not according to his personal qualities,
but according to his property. That the mutual affection
of the people concerned should be the one paramount
reason for marriage, outweighing everything else, was
and always had been absolutely unheard of in the prac-
tice of the ruling classes; that sort of thing only happened
in romance—or among the oppressed classes, who did
not count.

Such was the state of things encountered by capital-
ist production when it began to prepare itself, after the
epoch of geographical discoveries, to win world power
by world trade and manufacture. One would suppose
that this manner of marriage exactly suited it, and so
it did. And yet—there are no limits to the irony of
history—capitalist production itself was to make the de-
cisive breach in it. By changing all things into com-
modities, it dissolved all inherited and traditional rela-
tionships, and, in place of time-honored custom and his-
toric right, it set up purchase and sale, “free” contract.
And the English jurist, H. S. Maine, thought he had made
a tremendous discovery when he said that our whole
progress in comparison with former epochs consisted in
the fact that we had passed ’from status to contract,” from
inherited to freely contracted conditions—which, in so
far as it is correct, was already in The Communist Mani-
festo (Chapter II).

But a contract requires people who can dispose freely
of their persons, actions, and possessions, and meet each
other on the footing of equal rights. To create these ’free’

and ’equal’ people was one of the main tasks of capital-
ist production. Even though at the start it was carried
out only half-consciously, and under a religious disguise
at that, from the time of the Lutheran and Calvinist Ref-
ormation the principle was established that man is only
fully responsible for his actions when he acts with com-
plete freedom of will, and that it is a moral duty to resist
all coercion to an immoral act. But how did this fit in
with the hitherto existing practice in the arrangement of
marriages? Marriage, according to the bourgeois con-
ception, was a contract, a legal transaction, and the most
important one of all, because it disposed of two human
beings, body and mind, for life. Formally, it is true, the
contract at that time was entered into voluntarily: with-
out the assent of the persons concerned, nothing could be
done. But everyone knew only too well how this assent
was obtained and who were the real contracting parties
in the marriage. But if real freedom of decision was re-
quired for all other contracts, then why not for this? Had
not the two young people to be coupled also the right to
dispose freely of themselves, of their bodies and organs?
Had not chivalry brought sex-love into fashion, and was
not its proper bourgeois form, in contrast to chivalry’s
adulterous love, the love of husband and wife? And if it
was the duty of married people to love each other, was
it not equally the duty of lovers to marry each other and
nobody else? Did not this right of the lovers stand higher
than the right of parents, relations, and other traditional
marriage-brokers and matchmakers? If the right of free,
personal discrimination broke boldly into the Church and
religion, how should it halt before the intolerable claim
of the older generation to dispose of the body, soul, prop-
erty, happiness, and unhappiness of the younger genera-
tion?

These questions inevitably arose at a time which was
loosening all the old ties of society and undermining all
traditional conceptions. The world had suddenly grown
almost ten times bigger; instead of one quadrant of a
hemisphere, the whole globe lay before the gaze of the
West Europeans, who hastened to take the other seven
quadrants into their possession. And with the old narrow
barriers of their homeland f ell also the thousand-year-
old barriers of the prescribed medieval way of thought.
To the outward and the inward eye of man opened an in-
finitely wider horizon. What did a young man care about
the approval of respectability, or honorable guild privi-
leges handed down for generations, when the wealth of
India beckoned to him, the gold and the silver mines of
Mexico and Potosi? For the bourgeoisie, it was the time
of knight-errantry; they, too, had their romance and their
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raptures of love, but on a bourgeois footing and, in the
last analysis, with bourgeois aims.

So it came about that the rising bourgeoisie, especially
in Protestant countries, where existing conditions had
been most severely shaken, increasingly recognized free-
dom of contract also in marriage, and carried it into effect
in the manner described. Marriage remained class mar-
riage, but within the class the partners were conceded
a certain degree of freedom of choice. And on paper,
in ethical theory and in poetic description, nothing was
more immutably established than that every marriage is
immoral which does not rest on mutual sexual love and
really free agreement of husband and wife. In short, the
love marriage was proclaimed as a human right, and in-
deed not only as a droit de l’homme, one of the rights of
man, but also, for once in a way, as droit de la fem”, one
of the rights of woman.

This human right, however, differed in one respect
from all other so-called human rights. While the latter, in
practice, remain restricted to the ruling class (the bour-
geoisie), and are directly or indirectly curtailed for the
oppressed class (the proletariat), in the case of the for-
mer the irony of history plays another of its tricks. The
ruling class remains dominated by the familiar economic
influences and therefore only in exceptional cases does it
provide instances of really freely contracted marriages,
while among the oppressed class, as we have seen, these
marriages are the rule.

Full freedom of marriage can therefore only be gen-
erally established when the abolition of capitalist pro-
duction and of the property relations created by it has
removed all the accompanying economic considerations
which still exert such a powerful influence on the choice
of a marriage partner. For then there is no other motive
left except mutual inclination.

And as sexual love is by its nature exclusive—
although at present this exclusiveness is fully realized
only in the woman—the marriage based on sexual love
is by its nature individual marriage. We have seen
how right Bachofen was in regarding the advance from
group marriage to individual marriage as primarily due
to the women. Only the step from pairing marriage to
monogamy can be put down to the credit of the men, and
historically the essence of this was to make the position
of the women worse and the infidelities of the men easier.
If now the economic considerations also disappear which
made women put up with the habitual infidelity of their
husbands—concern for their own means of existence and
still more for their children’s future—then, according to
all previous experience, the equality of woman thereby

achieved will tend infinitely more to make men really
monogamous than to make women polyandrous.

But what will quite certainly disappear from
monogamy are all the features stamped upon it through
its origin in property relations; these are, in the first
place, supremacy of the man, and, secondly, indissolu-
bility. The supremacy of the man in marriage is the sim-
ple consequence of his economic supremacy, and with
the abolition of the latter will disappear of itself. The
indissolubility of marriage is partly a consequence of the
economic situation in which monogamy arose, partly tra-
dition from the period when the connection between this
economic situation and monogamy was not yet fully un-
derstood and was carried to extremes under a religious
form. Today it is already broken through at a thousand
points. If only the marriage based on love is moral, then
also only the marriage in which love continues. But the
intense emotion of individual sex-love varies very much
in duration from one individual to another, especially
among men, and if affection definitely comes to an end
or is supplanted by a new passionate love, separation is
a benefit for both partners as well as for society—only
people will then be spared having to wade through the
useless mire of a divorce case.

What we can now conjecture about the way in which
sexual relations will be ordered after the impending over-
throw of capitalist production is mainly of a negative
character, limited for the most part to what will disap-
pear. But what will there be new? That will be answered
when a new generation has grown up: a generation of
men who never in their lives have known what it is to
buy a woman’s surrender with money or any other social
instrument of power; a generation of women who have
never known what it is to give themselves to a man from
any other considerations than real love, or to refuse to
give themselves to their lover from fear of the economic
consequences. When these people are in the world, they
will care precious little what anybody today thinks they
ought to do; they will make their own practice and their
corresponding public opinion about the practice of each
individual—and that will be the end of it.

Let us, however, return to Morgan, from whom we
have moved a considerable distance. The historical in-
vestigation of the social institutions developed during the
period of civilization goes beyond the limits of his book.
How monogamy fares during this epoch, therefore, only
occupies him very briefly. He, too, sees in the further
development of the monogamous family a step forward,
an approach to complete equality of the sexes, though he
does not regard this goal as attained. But, he says:
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When the fact is accepted that the family has passed
through four successive forms, and is now in a fifth, the
question at once arises whether this form can be permanent
in the future. The only answer that can be given is that it
must advance as society advances, and change as society
changes, even as it has done in the past. It is the creature
of the social system, and will reflect its culture. As the
monogamian family has improved greatly since the com-
mencement of civilization, and very sensibly in modern
times, it is at least supposable that it is capable of still fur-
ther improvement until the equality of the sexes is attained.
Should the monogamian family in the distant future fail to
answer the requirements of society . . . it is impossible to
predict the nature of its successor.

3. The Iroquois Gens
We now come to another discovery made by Morgan,
which is at least as important as the reconstruction of
the family in its primitive form from the systems of con-
sanguinity. The proof that the kinship organizations des-
ignated by animal names in a tribe of American Indians
are essentially identical with the genea of the Greeks and
the gentes of the Romans; that the American is the orig-
inal form and the Greek and Roman forms are later and
derivative; that the whole social organization of the prim-
itive Greeks and Romans into gens, phratry, and tribe
finds its faithful parallel in that of the American Indi-
ans; that the gens is an institution common to all barbar-
ians until their entry into civilization and even afterwards
(so far as our sources go up to the present)—this proof
has cleared up at one stroke the most difficult questions
in the most ancient periods of Greek and Roman his-
tory, providing us at the same time with an unsuspected
wealth of information about the fundamental features of
social constitution in primitive times—before the intro-
duction of the state. Simple as the matter seems once
it is understood, Morgan only made his discovery quite
recently. In his previous work, published in 1871,16 he
had not yet penetrated this secret, at whose subsequent
revelation the English anthropologists, usually so self-
confident, became for a time as quiet as mice.

The Latin word gens, which Morgan uses as a gen-
eral term for such kinship organizations, comes, like its
Greek equivalent, genos, from the common Aryan root
gan (in German, where, following the law17 Aryan g
is regularly replaced by k, kan), which means to beget.
Gens,, Genos, Sanscrit janas, Gothic kuni (following the
same law as above), Old Norse and Anglo-Saxon kyn,
English kin, Middle High German kunne., all signify lin-

eage, descent. Gens in Latin and genos in Greek are,
however, used specifically to denote the form of kin-
ship organization which prides itself on its common de-
scent (in this case from a common ancestral father) and is
bound together by social and religious institutions into a
distinct community, though to all our historians its origin
and character have hitherto remained obscure.

We have already seen, in connection with the punaluan
family (P. 33), what is the composition of a gens in
its original form. It consists of all the persons who in
punaluan marriage, according to the conceptions neces-
sarily prevailing under it, form the recognized descen-
dants of one particular ancestral mother, the founder of
the gens. In this form of family, as paternity is uncer-
tain, only the female line counts. Since brothers may not
marry their sisters but only women of different descent,
the children begotten by them with these alien women
cannot, according to mother-right, belong to the father’s
gens. Therefore only the offspring of the daughters in
each generation remain within the kinship organization;
the offspring of the sons go into the gentes of their moth-
ers. What becomes of this consanguine group when it has
constituted itself a separate group, distinct from similar
groups within the tribe?

As the classic form of this original gens, Morgan takes
the gens among the Iroquois, and especially in the Seneca
tribe. In this tribe there are eight gentes, named after ani-
mals: (1) Wolf, (2) Bear, (3) Turtle, (4) Beaver, (5) Deer,
(6) Snipe, (7) Heron, (8) Hawk. In every gens the fol-
lowing customs are observed:

1. The gens elects its sachem (head of the gens in
peace) and its chief (leader in war). The sachem
had to be chosen from among the members of the
gens, and his office was hereditary within the gens,
in the sense that it had to be filled immediately as
often as a vacancy occurred; the military leader
could be chosen from outside the gens, and for a
time the office might even be vacant. A son was
never chosen to succeed his father as sachem, since
mother-right prevailed among the Iroquois and the
son consequently belonged to a different gens; but
the office might and often did pass to a brother
of the previous sachem or to his sister’s son. All
voted in the elections, both men and women. The
election, however, still required the confirmation
of the seven remaining gentes, and only then was
the new sachem ceremonially invested with his of-
fice by the common council of the whole Iroquois

16Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity of the Human Family, Smithsonian Publications, 1871.—Ed.
17Engels refers here to Grimm’s law of the shifting of consonants in the Indo-European languages.—Ed.
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confederacy. The significance of this will appear
later. The authority of the sachem within the gens
was paternal, and purely moral in character; he
had no means of coercion. By virtue of his office
he was also a member of the tribal council of the
Senecas and also of the federal council of all the
Iroquois. The war-chief could only give orders on
military expeditions.

2. The gens deposes the sachem and war-chief at will.
This also is done by men and women jointly. Af-
ter a sachem or chief had been deposed, they be-
came simple braves, private persons, like the other
members. The tribal council also had the power to
depose sachems, even against the will of the gens.

3. No member is permitted to marry within the gens.
This is the fundamental law of the gens, the bond
which holds it together. It is the negative expres-
sion of the very positive blood relationship, by
virtue of which the individuals it comprises be-
come a gens. By his discovery of this simple fact
Morgan has revealed for the first time the nature of
the gens. How little the gens was understood be-
fore is obvious from the earlier reports about sav-
ages and barbarians, in which the various bodies
out of which the gentile organization is composed
are ignorantly and indiscriminately referred to as
tribe, clan, thum, and so forth, and then sometimes
designated as bodies within which marriage is pro-
hibited. Thus was created the hopeless confusion
which gave Mr. McLennan his chance to appear
as Napoleon, establishing order by his decree: All
tribes are divided into those within which marriage
is prohibited (exogamous) and those within which
it is permitted (endogamous). Having now made
the muddle complete, he could give himself up to
the profoundest inquiries as to which of his two ab-
surd classes was the older exogamy or endogamy.
All this nonsense promptly stopped of itself with
the discovery of the gens and of its basis in con-
sanguinity, involving the exclusion of its members
from intermarriage with one another. It goes with-
out saying that at the stage at which we find the Iro-
quois the prohibition of marriage within the gens
was stringently observed.

4. The property of deceased persons passed to the
other members of the gens; it had to remain in the
gens. As an Iroquois had only things of little value
to leave, the inheritance was shared by his nearest
gentile relations; in the case of a man, by his own

brothers and sisters and maternal uncle; in the case
of a woman, by her children and own sisters, but
not by her brothers. For this reason man and wife
could not inherit from one another, nor children
from their father.

5. The members of the gens owed each other help,
protection, and especially assistance in avenging
injury by strangers. The individual looked for his
security to the protection of the gens, and could
rely upon receiving it; to wrong him was to wrong
his whole gens. From the bonds of blood uniting
the gens sprang the obligation of blood revenge,
which the Iroquois unconditionally recognized. If
any person from outside the gens killed a gentile
member, the obligation of blood revenge rested on
the entire gens of the slain man. First, mediation
was tried; the gens of the slayer sat in council, and
made proposals of settlement to the council of the
gens of the slain, usually offering expressions of
regret and presents of considerable value. If these
were accepted, the matter was disposed of. In the
contrary case, the wronged gens appointed one or
more avengers, whose duty it was to pursue and
kill the slayer. If this was accomplished, the gens
of the slayer had no ground of complaint; accounts
were even and closed.

6. The gens has special names or classes of names,
which may not be used by any other gens in the
whole tribe, so that the name of the individual in-
dicates the gens to which he belongs. A gentile
name confers of itself gentile rights.

7. The gens can adopt strangers and thereby ad-
mit them into the whole tribe. Thus among the
Senecas the prisoners of war who were not killed
became through adoption into a gens members of
the tribe, receiving full gentile and tribal rights.
The adoption took place on the proposal of indi-
vidual members of the gens; if a man adopted,
he accepted the stranger as brother or sister; if
a woman, as son or daughter. The adoption had
to be confirmed by ceremonial acceptance into
the tribe. Frequently a gens which was excep-
tionally reduced in numbers was replenished by
mass adoption from another gens, with its consent.
Among the Iroquois the ceremony of adoption into
the gens was performed at a public council of the
tribe, and therefore was actually a religious rite.

8. Special religious ceremonies can hardly be found
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among the Indian gentes; the religious rites of the
Indians are, however, more or less connected with
the gens. At the six yearly religious festivals of
the Iroquois the sachems and war-chiefs of the dif-
ferent gentes were included ex officio among the
“Keepers of the Faith” and had priestly functions.

9. The gens has a common burial place. Among the
Iroquois of New York State, who are hedged in
on all sides by white people, this has disappeared,
but it existed formerly. It exists still among other
Indians—for example, among the Tuscaroras, who
are closely related to the Iroquois; although they
are Christians, each gens has a separate row in
the cemetery; the mother is therefore buried in the
same row as her children, but not the father. And
among the Iroquois also the whole gens of the de-
ceased attends the burial, prepares the grave, the
funeral addresses, etc.

10. The gens has a council: the democratic assembly
of all male and female adult gentiles, all with equal
votes. This council elected sachems, war-chiefs
and also the other “Keepers of the Faith,” and de-
posed them; it took decisions regarding blood re-
venge or payment of atonement for murdered gen-
tiles; it adopted strangers into the gens. In short,
it was the sovereign power in the gens. Such were
the rights and privileges of a typical Indian gens.

All the members of an Iroquois gens were per-
sonally free, and they were bound to defend each
other’s freedom; they were equal in privileges and
in personal rights, the sachem and chiefs claiming
no superiority; and they were a brotherhood bound
together by the ties of kin. Liberty, equality, and
fraternity, though never formulated, were cardinal
principles of the gens. These facts are material, be-
cause the gens was the unit of a social and govern-
mental system, the foundation upon which Indian
society was organized . . . It serves to explain that
sense of independence and personal dignity uni-
versally an attribute of Indian character. 18

The Indians of the whole of North America at the time
of its discovery were organized in gentes under mother-
right. The gentes had disappeared only in some tribes,
as among the Dakotas; in others, as among the Ojib-
was and the Omahas, they were organized according to
father-right.

Among very many Indian tribes with more than five
or six gentes, we find every three, four, or more gentes
united in a special group, which Morgan, rendering the
Indian name faithfully by its Greek equivalent, calls a
“phratry” (brotherhood). Thus the Senecas have two
phratries: the first comprises gentes 1 to 4, the second
gentes 5 to 8. Closer investigation shows that these phra-
tries generally represent the original gentes into which
the tribe first split up; for since marriage was prohibited
within the gens, there had to be at least two gentes in any
tribe to enable it to exist independently.

In the measure in which the tribe increased, each gens
divided again into two or more gentes, each of which
now appears as a separate gens, while the original gens,
which includes all the daughter gentes, continues as the
phratry. Among the Senecas and most other Indians, the
gentes within one phratry are brother gentes to one an-
other, while those in the other phratry are their cousin
gentes-terms which in the American system of consan-
guinity have, as we have seen, a very real and expressive
meaning. Originally no Seneca was allowed to marry
within his phratry, but this restriction has long since be-
come obsolete and is now confined to the gens. Accord-
ing to Senecan tradition, the Bear and the Deer were the
two original gentes, from which the others branched off.
After this new institution had once taken firm root, it was
modified as required; if the gentes in one phratry died
out, entire gentes were sometimes transferred into it from
other phratries to make the numbers even. Hence we find
gentes of the same name grouped in different phratries in
different tribes.

Among the Iroquois, the functions of the phratry are
partly social, partly religious.

(1) In the ball game one phratry plays against another.
Each phratry puts forward its best players, while
the other members, grouped according to phra-
tries, look on and bet against one another on the
victory of their players.

(2) In the tribal council the sachems and the war-
chiefs of each phratry sit together, the two groups
facing one another; each speaker addresses the
representatives of each phratry as a separate body.

(3) If a murder had been committed in the tribe, and
the slayer and the slain belonged to different phra-
tries, the injured gens often appealed to its brother
gentes; these held a council of the phratry and
appealed in a body to the other phratry that it

18Morgan, Ancient Society, pp. 85–86.-Ed.
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also should assemble its council to effect a settle-
ment. Here the phratry reappears as the original
gens, and with greater prospect of success than the
weaker single gens, its offspring.

(4) At the death of prominent persons the opposite
phratry saw to the interment and the burial cere-
monies, while the phratry of the dead person at-
tended as mourners. If a sachem died, the opposite
phratry reported to the federal council of the Iro-
quois that the office was vacant.

(5) The council of the phratry also played a part in the
election of a sachem. That the election would be
confirmed by the brother gentes was more or less
taken for granted, but the gentes of the opposite
phratry might raise an objection. In this case the
council of the opposite phratry was assembled; if
it maintained the objection, the election was void.

(6) The Iroquois formerly had special religious mys-
teries, called medicine lodges by the white men.
Among the Senecas, these mysteries were cele-
brated by two religious brotherhoods, into which
new members were admitted by formal initiation;
there was one such brotherhood in each of the two
phratries.

(7) If, as is almost certain, the four lineages occupying
the four quarters of Tlascala at the time of the con-
quest were four phratries, we here have proof that
the phratries were also military units, like the phra-
tries among the Greeks and similar kinship organi-
zations among the Germans; these four lineages
went into battle as separate groups, each with its
own uniform and flag, and under its own leader.

As several gentes make up a phratry, so in the classic
form several phratries make up a tribe; in some cases,
when tribes have been much weakened, the intermediate
form, the phratry, is absent. What distinguishes an Indian
tribe in America?

1. Its own territory and name. In addition to its ac-
tual place of settlement, every tribe further pos-
sessed considerable territory for hunting and lash-
ing. Beyond that lay a broad strip of neutral
land reaching to the territory of the neighboring
tribe; it was smaller between tribes related in lan-
guage, larger between tribes not so related. It is
the same as the boundary forest of the Germans,

the waste made by Caesar’s Suevi around their
territory, the isarnholt (in Danish, jarnved, limes
Danicus) between Danes and Germans, the Sach-
senwald (Saxon wood) and branibor (Slav, “pro-
tecting wood”) between Germans and Slavs, from
which Brandenburg takes its name. The territory
delimited by these uncertain boundaries was the
common land of the tribe, recognized as such by
neighboring tribes and defended by the tribe itself
against attacks. In most cases the uncertainty of
the boundaries only became a practical disadvan-
tage when there had been a great increase in pop-
ulation. The names of the tribes seem generally
to have arisen by chance rather than to have been
deliberately chosen; in the course of time it often
happened that a tribe was called by another name
among the neighboring tribes than that which it
used itself, just as the Germans were first called
Germans by the Celts.

2. A distinct dialect peculiar to the tribe alone. Tribe
and dialect are substantially coextensive; the for-
mation through segmentation of new tribes and
dialects was still proceeding in America until
quite recently, and most probably has not entirely
stopped even today. When two weakened tribes
have merged into one, the exceptional case oc-
curs of two closely related dialects being spoken
in the same tribe. The average strength of Ameri-
can tribes is under 2,000 members; the Cherokees,
however, number about 26,000, the greatest num-
ber of Indians in the United States speaking the
same dialect.

3. The right to install into office the Sachems and war-
chiefs elected by the Gentes and the right to depose
them, even against the will of their gens. As these
sachems and war-chiefs are members of the coun-
cil of the tribe, these rights of the tribe in regard
to them explain themselves. Where a confeder-
acy of tribes had been formed, with all the tribes
represented in a federal council, these rights were
transferred to the latter.

4. The possession of common religious conceptions
(Mythology) and ceremonies. “After the fashion of
barbarians the American Indians were a religious
people.”19 Their mythology has not yet been stud-
ied at all critically. They already embodied their
religious ideas—spirits of every kind—in human

19Ibid., p. 117 —Ed.
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form; but the lower stage of barbarism, which they
had reached, still knows no plastic representations,
so-called idols. Their religion is a cult of nature
and of elemental forces, in process of development
to polytheism. The various tribes had their regular
festivals, with definite rites, especially dances and
games. Dancing particularly was an essential part
of all religious ceremonies; each tribe held its own
celebration separately.

5. A tribal council for the common affairs of the tribe. It
was composed of all the sachems and war-chiefs
of the different gentes, who were genuinely rep-
resentative because they could be deposed at any
time. It held its deliberations in public, surrounded
by the other members of the tribe, who had the
right to join freely in the discussion and to make
their views heard. The decision rested with the
council. As a rule, everyone was given a hear-
ing who asked for it; the women could also have
their views expressed by a speaker of their own
choice. Among the Iroquois the final decision had
to be unanimous, as was also the case in regard to
many decisions of the German mark communities.
The tribal council was responsible especially for
the handling of relations with other tribes; it re-
ceived and sent embassies, declared war and made
peace. If war broke out, it was generally carried on
by volunteers. In principle, every tribe was consid-
ered to be in a state of war with every other tribe
with which it had not expressly concluded a treaty
of peace. Military expeditions against such ene-
mies were generally organized by prominent indi-
vidual warriors; they held a war-dance, and who-
ever joined in the dance announced thereby his
participation in the expedition. The column was
at once formed, and started off. The defense of the
tribal territory when attacked was also generally
carried out by volunteers. The departure and return
of such columns were always an occasion of pub-
lic festivities. The consent of the tribal council was
not required f or such expeditions, and was neither
asked nor given. They find their exact counterpart
in the private war expeditions of the German ret-
inues described by Tacitus, only with the differ-
ence that among the Germans the retinues have al-
ready acquired a more permanent character, form-
ing a firm core already organized in peacetime to
which the other volunteers are attached in event
of war. These war parties are seldom large; the
most important expeditions of the Indians, even to

great distances, were undertaken with insignificant
forces. If several such parties united for operations
on a large scale, each was under the orders only of
its own leader. Unity in the plan of campaign was
secured well or ill by a council of these leaders. It
is the same manner of warfare as we find described
by Ammianus Marcellinus among the Alemanni
on the Upper Rhine in the fourth century.

6. Among some tribes we find a head chief, whose pow-
ers, however, are very slight. He is one of the
sachems, and in situations demanding swift ac-
tion he has to take provisional measures, until the
council can assemble and make a definite decision.
His function represents the first feeble attempt at
the creation of an official with executive power,
though generally nothing more came of it; as we
shall see, the executive official developed in most
cases, if not in all, out of the chief military com-
mander.

The great majority of the American Indians did not ad-
vance to any higher form of association than the tribe.
Living in small tribes, separated from one another by
wide tracts between their frontiers, weakened by inces-
sant wars, they occupied an immense territory with few
people. Here and there alliances between related tribes
came into being in the emergency of the moment and
broke up when the emergency had passed. But in certain
districts tribes which were originally related and had then
been dispersed, joined together again in permanent fed-
erations, thus taking the first step towards the formation
of nations. In the United States we find the most devel-
oped form of such a federation among the Iroquois. Em-
igrating from their homes west of the Mississippi, where
they probably formed a branch of the great Dakota fam-
ily, they settled after long wanderings in what is now the
State of New York. They were divided into five tribes:
Senecas, Cayugas, Onondagas, Oneidas and Mohawks.
They subsisted on fish, game, and the products of a crude
horticulture, and lived in villages, which were generally
protected by a stockade. Never more than twenty thou-
sand strong, they had a number of gentes common to
all the five tribes, spoke closely related dialects of the
same language, and occupied a continuous stretch of ter-
ritory which was divided up among the five tribes. As
they had newly conquered this territory, these tribes were
naturally accustomed to stand together against the In-
habitants they had driven out. From this developed, at
the beginning of the fifteenth century at latest, a regular
C(everlasting league,” a sworn confederacy, which in the
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consciousness of its new strength immediately assumed
an aggressive character, and at the height of its power,
about 1675, conquered wide stretches of the surround-
ing country, either expelling the inhabitants or making
them pay tribute. The Iroquois confederacy represents
the most advanced social organization achieved by any
Indians still at the lower stage of barbarism (excluding,
therefore, the Mexicans, New Mexicans and Peruvians).

The main provisions of the confederacy were as fol-
lows:

1. Perpetual federation of the five consanguineous
tribes on the basis of complete equality and inde-
pendence in all internal matters of the tribe. This
bond of kin represented the real basis of the con-
federacy. Of the five tribes, three were known as
father tribes and were brother tribes to one an-
other; the other two were known as son tribes, and
were likewise brother tribes to one another. Three
gentes, the oldest, still had their living representa-
tives in all five tribes, and another three in three
tribes; the members of each of these gentes were
all brothers of one another throughout all the five
tribes. Their common language, in which there
were only variations of dialect, was the expression
and the proof of their common descent.

2. The organ of the confederacy was federal council
of fifty sachems, all equal in rank and authority;
the decisions of this council were final in all mat-
ters relating to the confederacy.

3. The fifty sachems were distributed among the
tribes and gentes at the foundation of the confed-
eracy to hold the new offices specially created for
federal purposes. They were elected by the respec-
tive gentes whenever a vacancy occurred and could
be deposed by the gentes at any time; but the right
of investing them with their office belonged to the
federal council.

4. These federal sachems were also sachems in their
respective tribes, and had a seat and a vote in the
tribal council.

5. All decisions of the federal council had to be unan-
imous.

6. Voting was by tribes, so that for a decision to be
valid every tribe and all members of the council in
every tribe had to signify their agreement.

7. Each of the five tribal councils could convene the
federal council, but it could not convene itself.

8. The meetings of the council were held in the pres-
ence of the assembled people; every Iroquois could
speak; the council alone decided.

9. The confederacy had no official head or chief ex-
ecutive officer.

10. On the other hand, the council had two principal
war-chiefs, with equal powers and equal authority
(the two “kings” of the Spartans, the two consuls
in Rome).

THAT WAS the whole public constitution under
which the Iroquois lived for over four hundred years

and are still living today. I have described it fully, fol-
lowing Morgan, because here we have the opportunity of
studying the organization of a society which still has no
state. The state presupposes a special public power sepa-
rated from the body of the people, and Maurer, who with
a true instinct recognizes that the constitution of the Ger-
man mark is a purely social institution, differing essen-
tially from the state, though later providing a great part
of its basis, consequently investigates in all his writings
the gradual growth of the public power out of, and side
by side with, the primitive constitutions of marks, vil-
lages, homesteads, and towns. Among the North Ameri-
can Indians we see how an originally homogeneous tribe
gradually spreads over a huge continent; how through
division tribes become nations, entire groups of tribes;
how the languages change until they not only become
unintelligible to other tribes, but also lose almost ev-
ery trace of their original identity; how at the same time
within the tribes each gens splits up into several gentes,
how the old mother gentes are preserved as phratries,
while the names of these oldest gentes nevertheless re-
main the same in widely distant tribes that have long been
separated—the Wolf and the Bear are still gentile names
among a majority of all Indian tribes. And the consti-
tution described above applies in the main to them all,
except that many of them never advanced as far as the
confederacy of related tribes.

But once the gens is given as the social unit, we also
see how the whole constitution of gentes, phratries, and
tribes is almost necessarily bound to develop from this
unit, because the development is natural. Gens, phratry,
and tribe are all groups of different degrees of consan-
guinity, each self-contained and ordering its own affairs,
but each supplementing the other. And the affairs which
fall within their sphere comprise all the public affairs of
barbarians of the lower stage. When we find a people
with the gens as their social unit, we may therefore also
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look for an organization of the tribe similar to that here
described; and when there are adequate sources, as in the
case of the Greeks and the Romans, we shall not only find
it, but we shall also be able to convince ourselves that
where the sources fail us, comparison with the American
social constitution helps us over the most difficult doubts
and riddles.

And a wonderful constitution it is, this gentile con-
stitution, in all its childlike simplicity! No soldiers, no
gendarmes or police, no nobles, kings, regents, prefects,
or judges, no prisons, no lawsuits—and everything takes
its orderly course. All quarrels and disputes are set-
tled by the whole of the community affected, by the
gens or the tribe, or by the gentes among themselves;
only as an extreme and exceptional measure is blood re-
venge threatened-and our capital punishment is nothing
but blood revenge in a civilized form, with all the ad-
vantages and drawbacks of civilization. Although there
were many more matters to be settled in common than
today—the household is maintained by a number of fam-
ilies in common, and is communistic, the land belongs to
the tribe, only the small gardens are allotted provision-
ally to the households—yet there is no need for even a
trace of our complicated administrative apparatus with
all its ramifications. The decisions are taken by those
concerned, and in most cases everything has been al-
ready settled by the custom of centuries. There cannot
be any poor or needy—the communal household and the
gens know their responsibilities towards the old, the sick,
and those disabled in war. All are equal and free—the
women included. There is no place yet for slaves, nor, as
a rule, for the subjugation of other tribes. When, about
the year 1651, the Iroquois had conquered the Eries and
the “Neutral Nation,” they offered to accept them into the
confederacy on equal terms; it was only after the defeated
tribes had refused that they were driven from their terri-
tory. And what men and women such a society breeds
is proved by the admiration inspired in all white people
who have come into contact with unspoiled Indians, by
the personal dignity, uprightness, strength of character,
and courage of these barbarians.

We have seen examples of this courage quite recently
in Africa. The Zulus a few years ago and the Nubians
a few months ago—both of them tribes in which gen-
tile institutions have not yet died out—did what no Eu-
ropean army can do. Armed only with lances and spears,
without firearms, under a hail of bullets from the breech-

loaders of the English infantry—acknowledged the best
in the world at fighting in close order—they advanced
right up to the bayonets and more than once threw the
lines into disorder and even broke them, in spite of the
enormous inequality of weapons and in spite of the fact
that they have no military service and know nothing of
drill. Their powers of endurance and performance are
shown by the complaint of the English that a Kaffir trav-
els farther and faster in twenty-four hours than a horse.
His smallest muscle stands out hard and firm like whip-
cord, says an English painter.

That is what men and society were before the divi-
sion into classes. And when we compare their position
with that of the overwhelming majority of civilized men
today, an enormous gulf separates the present-day prole-
tarian and small peasant from the free member of the old
gentile society.

That is the one side. But we must not forget that this
organization was doomed. It did not go beyond the tribe.
The confederacy of tribes already marks the beginning
of its collapse, as will soon be apparent, and was al-
ready apparent in the attempts at subjugation by the Iro-
quois. Outside the tribe was outside the law. Wherever
there was not an explicit treaty of peace, tribe was at war
with tribe, and wars were waged with the cruelty which
distinguishes man from other animals, and which was
only mitigated later by self-interest. The gentile con-
stitution in its best days, as we saw it in America, pre-
supposed an extremely undeveloped state of production
and therefore an extremely sparse population over a wide
area. Man’s attitude to nature was therefore one of al-
most complete subjection to a strange incomprehensible
power, as is reflected in his childish religious concep-
tions. Man was bounded by his tribe, both in relation
to strangers from outside the tribe and to himself; the
tribe, the gens, and their institutions were sacred and in-
violable, a higher power established by nature, to which
the individual subjected himself unconditionally in feel-
ing, thought, and action. However impressive the peo-
ple of this epoch appear to us, they are completely un-
differentiated from one another; as Marx says, they are
still attached to the navel string of the primitive com-
munity.20 The power of this primitive community had
to be broken, and it was broken. But it was broken by
influences which from the very start appear as a degra-
dation, a fall from the simple moral greatness of the old
gentile society. The lowest interests—base greed, brutal

20“Those ancient social organisms of production are, as compared with bourgeois society, extremely simple and transparent. But they are
founded either on the immature development of man individually, who has not yet severed the umbilical cord that unified him with his fellow men
in a primitive tribal community, or upon direct relations of domination and subjection.”—(Karl Marx, Capital Vol. I, p. 51, New York.) Ed.
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appetites, sordid avarice, selfish robbery of the common
wealth—inaugurate the new, civilized, class society. It
is by the vilest means—theft, violence, fraud, treason—
that the old classless gentile society is undermined and
overthrown. And the new society itself, during all the
two and a half thousand years of its existence, has never
been anything else but the development of the small mi-
nority at the expense of the great exploited and oppressed
majority; today it is so more than ever before.

4. The Greek Gens
From prehistoric times Greeks and Pelasgians alike, and
other peoples of kindred stock, had been organized in
the same organic series as the Americans: gens, phra-
try, tribe, confederacy of tribes. The phratry might be
absent, as among the Dorians, and the confederacy of
tribes was not necessarily fully developed everywhere as
yet; but in every case the gens was the unit. At the time
of their entry into history, the Greeks are on the threshold
of civilization; between them and the American tribes, of
whom we spoke above, lie almost two entire great peri-
ods of development, by which the Greeks of the heroic
age are ahead of the Iroquois. The gens of the Greeks is
therefore no longer the archaic gens of the Iroquois; the
impress of group marriage is beginning to be a good deal
blurred. Mother-right has given way to father-right; in-
creasing private wealth has thus made its first breach in
the gentile constitution. A second breach followed natu-
rally from the first. After the introduction of father-right
the property of a rich heiress would have passed to her
husband and thus into another gens on her marriage, but
the foundation of all gentile law was now violated and in
such a case the girl was not only permitted but ordered to
marry within the gens, in order that her property should
be retained for the gens.

According to Grote’s History of Greece, the Athenian
gens, in particular, was held together by the following
institutions and customs:

1. Common religious rites, and the exclusive privi-
lege of priesthood in honor of a particular god, the
supposed ancestral father of the gens, who in this
attribute was designated by a special surname.

2. A common burial place (cf. Demosthenes’ Eubu-
lides).

3. Mutual right of inheritance.

4. Mutual obligations of help, protection, and assis-
tance in case of violence.

5. Mutual right and obligation to marry within the
gens in certain cases, especially for orphan girls
and heiresses.

6. Possession, at least in some cases, of common
property, with a special archon (head man or pres-
ident) and treasurer.

Next, several gentes were united in the phratry, but less
closely; though here also we find mutual rights and obli-
gations of a similar kind, particularly the common cel-
ebration of certain religious ceremonies and the right to
avenge the death of a phrator. Similarly, all the phratries
of a tribe held regularly recurring religious festivals in
common, at which a leader of the tribe (phylobasileus),
elected from the nobility (Eupatridai), officiated.

Thus far Grote. And Marx adds:
“In the Greek gens, the savage (e.g. Iroquois) shows

through unmistakably.” He becomes still more unmistak-
able when we investigate further.

For the Greek gens has also the following characteris-
tics:

7. Descent in the male line.

8. Prohibition of marriage within the gens except in
the case of heiresses. This exception, and its for-
mulation as an ordinance, prove the old rule to be
valid. This is further substantiated by the univer-
sally accepted principle that at her marriage the
woman renounced the religious rites of her gens
and went over to those of her husband, being also
inscribed in his phratry. This custom and a fa-
mous passage in Diccarchus both show that mar-
riage outside the gens was the rule, and Becker
in Charicles directly assumes that nobody might
marry within his own gens.

9. The right of adoption into the gens. This was ex-
ercised through adoption into the family, but re-
quired public formalities and was exceptional.

10. The right to elect chieftains and to depose them.
We know that every gens had its archon; but it
is nowhere stated that the office was hereditary in
certain families. Until the end of barbarism the
probability is always against strict heredity, which
is quite incompatible with conditions in which rich
and poor had completely equal rights within the
gens.

Not only Grote, but also Niebuhr, Mommsen and all
the other historians of classical antiquity, have come to
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grief over the gens. Though they correctly noted many
of its characteristics, they always took it to be a group
of families, thus making it impossible for themselves to
understand the nature and origin of the gens. Under the
gentile constitution, the family was never an organiza-
tional unit, and could not be so, for man and wife neces-
sarily belonged to two different gentes. The whole gens
was incorporated within the phratry, and the whole phra-
try within the tribe; but the family belonged half to the
gens of the man and half to the gens of the woman. In
public law the state also does not recognize the family;
up to this day, the family only exists for private law. And
yet all our histories have hitherto started from the ab-
surd assumption, which, since the eighteenth century in
particular, has become inviolable, that the monogamous
single family, which is hardly older than civilization, is
the core around which society and state have gradually
crystallized.

Mr. Grote will also please note (Marx throws in) that
though the Greeks derive their gentes from mythology, the
gentes are older than the mythology which they themselves
created with all its gods and demigods.

Morgan prefers to quote Grote because he is not only
an impressive but also a trustworthy witness. Grote goes
on to say that every Athenian gens had a name derived
from its supposed ancestor; that it was the general cus-
tom before Solon, and even after Solon, in the absence
of a will, for the property of a deceased person to pass to
the members of his gens (gennetai), and that in the case
of a murder it was the light and the duty, first of the rel-
atives of the murdered man, then of the members of his
gens, and lastly of his phratry, to prosecute the criminal
before the tribunals: “All that we hear of the most ancient
Athenian laws is based upon the gentile and phratric di-
visions.” (Grote.)

The descent of the gentes from common ancestors has
caused the “pedantic philistines,” as Marx calls them, a
lot of brain-racking. As they of course declare the com-
mon ancestors to be pure myths, they are at an utter loss
to explain how the gens originated out of a number of
separate and originally quite unrelated families; yet they
have to perform this feat in order to explain how the
gentes exist at all. So they argue in circles, with floods of
words, never getting any further than the statement: the
ancestral tree is a fairy tale, but the gens is a reality. And
finally Grote declares (interpolations by Marx):

We hear of this genealogy but rarely, because it is only
brought before the public in certain cases pre-eminent and
venerable. But the humbler gentes had their common rites
(this is strange, Mr. Grote!), and common superhuman an-
cestor and genealogy, as well as the more celebrated (this

is most strange, Mr. Grote, among humbler gentes!): the
scheme and ideal basis (my good sir, not ideal, but car-
nal, germanice fleishlich!) was the same in all. (Quoted by
Morgan, op. cit., p. 239.—Ed.)

Marx summarizes Morgan’s reply to this as follows:
“The system of consanguinity corresponding to the

original form of the gens and the Greeks, like other mor-
tals, once possessed such a gens—preserved the knowl-
edge of the mutual relations between all members of a gens
to each other. They learned this, for them decisively impor-
tant, fact by practice from early childhood. This fell into
desuetude with the rise of the monogamian family. The
gentile name created a pedigree beside which that of the
individual family was insignificant. This name was now to
preserve the fact of the common descent of those who bore
it; but the lineage of the gens went so far that its members
could no longer prove teh actual relationship existing be-
tween them, except in a limited number of cases through
recent common ancestors. The name itself was the evi-
dence of a common descent, and conclusive proof, except
in cases of adoptin. The actual denial of all kinship be-
tween gentiles á la Grote and Neibuhr, which transforms
teh gens into a purely fictitious, fanciful creation of the
brain, is, on the other hand, worthy of ’ideal’ scientists, that
is, of cloistered bookworms. Because concatention of the
generations, especially withthe incipience of monogamy, is
removed into the distance, and the reality of the past seems
reflected in mythological fantasy, the good old Philistines
concluded, and still conclude, that the fancied genealogy
created real gentes!”

As among the Americans, the phratry was a mother
gens, split up into several daughter gentes, and uniting
them, often tracing them all to a common ancestor. Thus,
according to Grote,

“all the ciontemporary members of the phratry of
Hekataeus had a common god for their ancestor at the six-
teenth degree.”

Hence, all the gentes of this phratry were literally
brother gentes. The phratry still occurs in Homer as a
military unit in that famous passage where Nestos ad-
vises Aagamemnon: Draw up people by tribes and by
phratries so that phratry may support phratry, and tribe
tribe. The phratry has further the right and the duty of
prosecuting for blood-guilt incurred against a phrator;
hence in earlier times it also had the obligation of blood
revenge. Further, it had common shrines and festivals;
in fact the elaboration of the whole Greek mythology out
of the traditional old Aryan nature-cult was essentially
conditioned by the phratries and gentes, and took place
within them. The phratry also had a chief (the phratri-
archos) and, according to de Coulanges, assemblies. It
could pass binding resolutions, and act as a judicial and
administrative body. Even the later state, while it ignored
the gens, left certain public offices in the hands of the
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phratry.
Several related phratries form a tribe. In Attica there

were four tribes, each consisting of three phratries, each
phratry numbering thirty gentes. Such a rounded sym-
metry of groups presupposes conscious, purposeful in-
terference with the naturally developed order. As to how,
when, and why this occurred,. Greek history is silent;
the historical memory of the Greeks only went back to
the heroic age.

As the Greeks were crowded together in a relatively
small territory, differences of dialect were less developed
than in the wide American forests; yet in Greece also it
was only tribes of the same main dialect that united in a
larger organization, and even Attica, small as it was, had
a dialect of its own, which later, through its general use
as the language of prose, became the dominant dialect.

In the Homeric poems we find most of the Greek tribes
already united into small nations, within which, however,
gentes, phratries, and tribes retained their full indepen-
dence. They already lived in towns fortified with walls;
the population increased with the increase of the herds,
the extension of agriculture and the beginnings of hand-
icraft. The differences in wealth thus became more pro-
nounced, and with them the aristocratic element within
the old primitive democracy. The various small nations
waged incessant wars for the possession of the best land
and doubtless also for booty; the use of prisoners of war
as slaves was already a recognized institution.

The constitution of these tribes and small nations was
as follows:

(1) The permanent authority was the council (boule),
probably composed originally of all the chiefs of
the gentes; later, when their number became too
large, of a selection, whose choice provided an op-
portunity of extending and strengthening the aris-
tocratic element. Dionysius actually speaks of
the council in the heroic age as composed of no-
bles (kratistoi). The ultimate decision in important
matters rested with the council. Thus in AEschy-
lus the council of Thebes makes what is in the cir-
cumstances the vital decision to give Eteocles an
honorable burial, but to throw out the corpse of
Polynices to be devoured by dogs. When the state
was established, this council was merged into the
senate.

(2) The assembly of the people (agora). We saw
among the Iroquois how the people, men and
women, stood round the council when it was hold-
ing its meetings, intervening in an orderly manner

in its deliberations and thus influencing its deci-
sions. Among the Homeric Greeks, this Umstand
(standing round), to use an old German legal ex-
pression, had already developed into a regular as-
sembly of the people, as was also the case among
the Germans in primitive times. It was convened
by the council to decide important questions; every
man bad the right to speak. The decision was given
by a show of hands (AEschylus, The Suppliants)
or by acclamation. The decision of the assem-
bly was supreme and final, for, says Schomann,
in Griechische Altertumer,

“if the matter was one requiring the co-operation
of the people for its execution, Homer does not indi-
cate any means by which the people could be forced
to co-operate against their will.”

For at this time, when every adult male member of
the tribe was a warrior, there was as yet no public
power separate from the people which could have
been used against the people. Primitive democracy
was still in its full strength, and it is in relation to
that fact that the power and the position both of the
council and of the basileus must first be judged.

(3) The leader of the army (basileus). Marx makes the
following comment:

European scholars, born lackeys most of them,
make the basileus into a monarch in the modern
sense. Morgan, the Yankee republican, protests.
Very ironically, but truly, he says of the oily-
tongued Gladstone and his Juventus Mundi:

“Mr. Gladstone, who presents to his readers the
Grecian chiefs of the heroic age as kings and
princes, with the superadded qualities of gentle-
men, is forced to admit that ’on the whole we seem
to have the custom or law of primogeniture suf-
ficiently, but not oversharply defined.’” (Morgan,
op. cit., p. 255 m.—Ed.)

Mr. Gladstone will probably agree that such an
ambiguous law of primogeniture may be “suffi-
ciently, but not oversharply defined” as being just
as good as none at all.

In what sense the offices of sachem and chief-
tain were hereditary among the Iroquois and other
Indians, we have already seen. All offices were
elective, generally within a gens, and to that ex-
tent hereditary to the gens. In the course of time,
preference when filling vacancies was given to the
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nearest gentile relation-brother or sister’s son- un-
less there were reasons for passing him over. The
fact that among the Greeks, under father-right, the
office of basileus generally passed to the son, or
one of the sons, only proves that the probabili-
ties were in favor of the sons succeeding to the
office by popular election; it is no proof at all of
legal hereditary succession without popular elec-
tion. All that we have here is the first beginnings
among the Iroquois and Greeks of distinct noble
families within the gentes and, in the case of the
Greeks, the first beginnings also of a future hered-
itary leadership or monarchy. The probability is,
therefore, that among the Greeks the basileus had
either to be elected by the people or at least con-
firmed in his office by the recognized organs of the
people, the council or agora, as was the case with
the Roman “king” (rex).

In the Iliad, Agamemnon, the ruler of men, does
not appear as the supreme king of the Greeks, but
as supreme commander of a federal army before
a besieged town. It is to this supremacy of com-
mand that Odysseus, after disputes had broken out
among the Greeks, refers in a famous passage:
“Evil is the rule of many; let one be commander,”
etc. (The favorite line about the scepter is a later
addition.)

Odysseus is here not giving a lecture on a form
of government, but demanding obedience to the
supreme commander in war. Since they are ap-
pearing before Troy only as an army, the proceed-
ings in the agora secure to the Greeks all necessary
democracy. When Achilles speaks of presents—
that is, the division of the booty—he always leaves
the division, not to Agamemnon or any other
basileus, but to the “sons of the Achacans,” that
is, the people. Such epithets as “descended from
Zeus,” “nourished by Zeus,” prove nothing, for ev-
ery gens is descended from a god, that of the leader
of the tribe being already descended from a “supe-
rior” god, in this case Zeus. Even those without
personal freedom, such as the swineherd Eumae-
cus and others, are “divine” (dioi and theioi), and
that too in the Odyssey, which is much later than
the Iliad; and again in the Odyssey the name Heros

is given to the herald Mulius as well as to the blind
bard Demodocus. Since, in short, council and as-
sembly of the people function together with the
basileus, the word basileia, which Greek writers
employ to denote the so-called Homeric kingship
(chief command in the army being the principal
characteristic of the office), only means—military
democracy. (Marx.)

In addition to his military functions, the basileus also
held those of priest and judge, the latter not clearly de-
fined, the former exercised in his capacity as supreme
representative of the tribe or confederacy of tribes. There
is never any mention of civil administrative powers; he
seems, however, to be a member of the council ex offi-
cio. It is there fore quite correct etymologically to trans-
late basileus as king, since king (kuning) is derived from
kuni, kunne, and means head of a gens. But the old Greek
basileus does not correspond in any way to the present
meaning of the word “king.” Thucydides expressly refers
to the old basileia as patrike, i.e. derived from gentes, and
says it had strictly defined, and therefore limited, func-
tions. And Aristotle says that the basileia of the heroic
age was a leadership over free men and that the basileus
was military leader, judge and high priest; he thus had no
governmental power in the later sense.21

Thus in the Greek constitution of the heroic age we see
the old gentile order as still a living force. But we also
see the beginnings of its disintegration: father-right, with
transmission of the property to the children, by which ac-
cumulation of wealth within the family was favored and
the family itself became a power as against the gens; re-
action of the inequality of wealth on the constitution by
the formation of the first rudiments of hereditary nobil-
ity and monarchy; slavery, at first only of prisoners of
war, but already preparing the way for the enslavement
of fellow-members of the tribe and even of the gens; the
old wars between tribe and tribe already degenerating
into systematic pillage by land and sea for the acquisi-
tion of cattle, slaves and treasure, and becoming a regular
source of wealth; in short, riches praised and respected
as the highest good and the old gentile order misused
to justify the violent seizure of riches. Only one thing
was wanting: an institution which not only secured the
newly acquired riches of individuals against the commu-
nistic traditions of the gentile order, which not only sanc-

21Like the Greek basileus, so also the Aztec military chief has been made out to be a modern prince. The reports of the Spaniards, which were at
first misinterpretations and exaggerations, and later actual lies, were submitted for the first time to historical criticism by Morgan. He proves that
the Mexicans were at the middle stage of barbarism, though more advanced than the New Mexican Pueblo Indians, and that their constitution, so
far as it can be recognized in the distorted reports, corresponded to this stage: a confederacy of three tribes, which had subjugated a number of other
tribes and exacted tribute from them, and which was governed by a federal council and a federal military leader, out of whom the Spaniards made
an “emperor.”
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tified the private property formerly so little valued, and
declared this sanctification to be the highest purpose of
all human society; but an institution which set the seal
of general social recognition on each new method of ac-
quiring property and thus amassing wealth at continually
increasing speed; an institution which perpetuated, not
only this growing cleavage of society into classes, but
also the right of the possessing class to exploit the non-
possessing, and the rule of the former over the latter.

And this institution came. The state was invented.

5. The Rise of the Athenian State
How the state developed, how the organs of the gen-
tile constitution were partly transformed in this devel-
opment, partly pushed aside by the introduction of new
organs, and at last superseded entirely by real state au-
thorities, while the true “people in arms,” organized for
its self-defense in its gentes, phratries, and tribes, was re-
placed by an armed “public force” in the service of these
state authorities and therefore at their command for use
also against the people—this process, at least in its first
stages, can be followed nowhere better than in ancient
Athens. The changes in form have been outlined by Mor-
gan, but their economic content and cause must largely
be added by myself.

In the Heroic age the four tribes of the Athenians
were still settled in Attica in separate territories; even
the twelve phratries composing them seem still to have
had distinct seats in the twelve towns of Cecrops. The
constitution was that of the heroic age: assembly of the
people, council of the people, basileus. As far as written
history takes us back, we find the land already divided
up and privately owned, which is in accordance with the
relatively advanced commodity production and the cor-
responding trade in commodities developed towards the
end of the upper stage of barbarism. In addition to grain,
wine and oil were produced; to a continually increasing
extent, the sea trade in the Agean was captured from the
Phoenicians, and most of it passed into Athenian hands.
Through the sale and purchase of land, and the progres-
sive division of labor between agriculture and handicraft,
trade, and shipping, it was inevitable that the members of
the different gentes, phratries, and tribes very soon be-
came intermixed, and that into the districts of the phratry
and tribe moved inhabitants, who, although fellow coun-
trymen, did not belong to these bodies and were there-
fore strangers in their own place of domicile. For when
times were quiet, each tribe and each phratry adminis-
tered its own affairs without sending to Athens to consult

the council of the people or the basileus. But anyone not
a member of the phratry or tribe was, of course, excluded
from taking any part in this administration, even though
living in the district.

The smooth functioning of the organs of the gentile
constitution was thus thrown so much out of gear that
even in the heroic age remedies had to be found. The
constitution ascribed to Theseus was introduced. The
principal change which it made was to set up a central
authority in Athens—that is, part of the affairs hitherto
administered by the tribes independently were declared
common affairs and entrusted to the common council sit-
ting in Athens. In taking this step, the Athenians went
further than any native people of America had ever done:
instead of neighboring tribes forming a simple confed-
eracy, they fused together into one single nation. Hence
arose a common Athenian civil law, which stood above
the legal customs of the tribes and gentes.

The Athenian citizen, as such, acquired definite rights
and new protection in law even on territory which was
not that of his tribe. The first step had been taken to-
wards undermining the gentile constitution; for this was
the first step to the later admission of citizens who did not
belong to any tribe in all Attica, but were, and remained,
completely outside the Athenian gentile constitution. By
a second measure ascribed to Theseus, the entire people,
regardless of gens, phratry or tribe, was divided into three
classes: eupatridai, or nobles, geomoroi, or farmers, and
demiourgoi, or artisans, and the right to hold office was
vested exclusively in the nobility. Apart from the tenure
of offices by the nobility, this division remained inoper-
ative, as it did not create any other legal distinctions be-
tween the classes. It is, however, important because it re-
veals the new social elements which had been developing
unobserved. It shows that the customary appointment of
members of certain families to the offices of the gens had
already grown into an almost uncontested right of these
families to office; it shows that these families, already
powerful through their wealth, were beginning to form
groupings outside their gentes as a separate, privileged
class, and that the state now taking form sanctioned this
presumption. It shows further that the division of labor
between peasants and artisans was now firmly enough
established in its social importance to challenge the old
grouping of gentes and tribes. And, finally, it proclaims
the irreconcilable opposition between gentile society and
the state; the first attempt at forming a state consists in
breaking up the gentes by dividing their members into
those with privileges and those with none, and by further
separating the latter into two productive classes and thus
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setting them one against the other.
The further political history of Athens up to the time of

Solon is only imperfectly known. The office of basileus
fell into disuse; the positions at the head of the state
were occupied by archons elected from the nobility. The
power of the nobility continuously increased, until about
the year 600 B.C. it became insupportable. And the prin-
cipal means for suppressing the common liberty were—
money and usury. The nobility had their chief seat in
and around Athens, whose maritime trade, with occa-
sional piracy still thrown in, enriched them and concen-
trated in their hands the wealth existing in the form of
money. From here the growing money economy pen-
etrated like corrosive acid into the old traditional life
of the rural communities founded on natural economy.
The gentile constitution is absolutely irreconcilable with
money economy; the ruin of the Attic small farmers coin-
cided with the loosening of the old gentile bonds which
embraced and protected them. The debtor’s bond and
the lien on property (for already the Athenians had in-
vented the mortgage also) respected neither gens nor
phratry, while the old gentile constitution, for its part,
knew neither money nor advances of money nor debts in
money. Hence the money rule of the aristocracy now in
full flood of expansion also created a new customary law
to secure the creditor against the debtor and to sanction
the exploitation of the small peasant by the possessor of
money. All the fields of Attica were thick with mort-
gage columns bearing inscriptions stating that the land
on which they stood was mortgaged to such and such for
so and so much. The fields not so marked had for the
most part already been sold on account of unpaid mort-
gages or interest, and had passed into the ownership of
the noble usurer; the peasant could count himself lucky
if he was allowed to remain on the land as a tenant and
live on one-sixth of the produce of his labor, while he
paid five-sixths to his new master as rent. And that was
not all. If the sale of the land did not cover the debt,
or if the debt had been contracted without any security,
the debtor, in order to meet his creditor’s claims, had to
sell his children into slavery abroad. Children sold by
their father—such was the first fruit of father-right and
monogamy! And if the blood-sucker was still not satis-
fied, he could sell the debtor himself as a slave. Thus
the pleasant dawn of civilization began for the Athenian
people.

Formerly, when the conditions of the people still cor-
responded to the gentile constitution, such an upheaval
was impossible; now it had happened—nobody knew
how. Let us go back for a moment to our Iroquois,

amongst whom the situation now confronting the Athe-
nians, without their own doing, so to speak, and cer-
tainly against their will, was inconceivable. Their mode
of producing the necessities of life, unvarying from year
to year, could never generate such conflicts as were ap-
parently forced on the Athenians from without; it could
never create an opposition of rich and poor, of exploiters
and exploited. The Iroquois were still very far from con-
trolling nature, but within the limits imposed on them
by natural forces they did control their own production.
Apart from bad harvests in their small gardens, the ex-
haustion of the stocks of fish in their lakes and rivers or
of the game in their woods, they knew what results they
could expect, making their living as they did. The certain
result was a livelihood, plentiful or scanty; but one result
there could never be—social upheavals that no one had
ever intended, sundering of the gentile bonds, division
of gens and tribe into two opposing and warring classes.
Production was limited in the extreme, but—the produc-
ers controlled their product. That was the immense ad-
vantage of barbarian production, which was lost with the
coming of civilization; to reconquer it, but on the basis
of the gigantic control of nature now achieved by man
and of the free association now made possible, will be
the task of the next generations.

Not so among the Greeks. The rise of private prop-
erty in herds and articles of luxury led to exchange be-
tween individuals, to the transformation of products into
commodities. And here lie the seeds of the whole subse-
quent upheaval. When the producers no longer directly
consumed their product themselves, but let it pass out
of their hands in the act of exchange, they lost control
of it. They no longer knew what became of it; the pos-
sibility was there that one day it would be used against
the producer to exploit and oppress him. For this reason
no society can permanently retain the mastery of its own
production and the control over the social effects of its
process of production unless it abolishes exchange be-
tween individuals.

But the Athenians were soon to learn how rapidly the
product asserts its mastery over the producer when once
exchange between individuals has begun and products
have been transformed into commodities. With the com-
ing of commodity production, individuals began to culti-
vate the soil on their own account, which soon led to in-
dividual ownership of land. Money followed, the general
commodity with which all others 101 were exchange-
able. But when men invented money, they did not think
that they were again creating a new social power, the one
general power before which the whole of society must
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bow. And it was this new power, suddenly sprung to life
without knowledge or will of its creators, which now, in
all the brutality of its youth, gave the Athenians the first
taste of its might.

What was to be done? The old gentile constitution
had not only shown itself powerless before the triumphal
march of money; it was absolutely incapable of finding
any place within its framework for such things as money,
creditors, debtors, and forcible collection of debts. But
the new social power was there; pious wishes, and yearn-
ing for the return of the good old days would not drive
money and usury out of the world. Further, a number of
minor breaches had also been made in the gentile consti-
tution. All over Attica, and especially in Athens itself,
the members of the different gentes and phratries be-
came still more indiscriminately mixed with every gen-
eration, although even now an Athenian was only al-
lowed to sell land outside his gens, not the house in
which he lived. The division of labor between the dif-
ferent branches of production—agriculture, handicrafts
(in which there were again innumerable subdivisions),
trade, shipping, and so forth—had been carried further
with every advance of industry and commerce; the pop-
ulation was now divided according to occupation into
fairly permanent groups, each with its new common in-
terests; and since the gens and the phratry made no provi-
sion for dealing with them, new offices had to be created.
The number of slaves had increased considerably, and
even at that time must have far exceeded the number of
free Athenians; the gentile constitution originally knew
nothing of slavery and therefore had no means of keep-
ing these masses of bondsmen in order. Finally, trade
had brought to Athens a number of foreigners who set-
tled there on account of the greater facilities of making
money; they also could claim no rights or protection un-
der the old constitution; and, though they were received
with traditional tolerance, they remained a disturbing and
alien body among the people.

In short, the end of the gentile constitution was ap-
proaching. Society was outgrowing it more every day;
even the worst evils that had grown up under its eyes
were beyond its power to check or remove. But in the
meantime the state had quietly been developing. The
new groups formed by the division of labor, first between
town and country, then between the different branches of
town labor, had created new organs to look after their in-
terests; official posts of all kinds had been set up. And
above everything else the young state needed a power
of its own, which in the case of the seafaring Athenians
could at first only be a naval power, for the purpose of

carrying on small wars and protecting its merchant ships.
At some unknown date before Solon, the naukrariai were
set up, small territorial districts, twelve to each tribe;
each naukratia had to provide, equip and man a warship
and also contribute two horsemen. This institution was
a twofold attack on the gentile constitution. In the first
place, it created a public force which was now no longer
simply identical with the whole body of the armed peo-
ple; secondly, for the first time it divided the people for
public purposes, not by groups of kinship, but by com-
mon place of residence. We shall see the significance of
this.

The gentile constitution being incapable of bringing
help to the exploited people, there remained only the
growing state. And the state brought them its help in
the form of the constitution of Solon, thereby strength-
ening itself again at the expense of the old constitution.
Solon—the manner in which his reform, which belongs
to the year 594 B.C., was carried through does not con-
cern us here—opened the series of so-called political rev-
olutions; and he did so with an attack on property. All
revolutions hitherto have been revolutions to protect one
kind of property against another kind of property. They
cannot protect the one without violating the other. In the
great French Revolution feudal property was sacrificed
to save bourgeois property; in that of Solon, the property
of the creditors had to suffer for the benefit of the prop-
erty of the debtors. The debts were simply declared void.
We do not know the exact details, but in his poems Solon
boasts of having removed the mortgage columns from
the fields and brought back all the people who had fled
or been sold abroad on account of debt. This was only
possible by open violation of property. And, in fact, from
the first to the last, all so-called political revolutions have
been made to protect property—of one kind; and they
have been carried out by confiscating, also called steal-
ing, property—of another kind. The plain truth is that
for two and a half thousand years it has been possible to
preserve private property only by violating property.

But now the need was to protect the free Athenians
against the return of such slavery. The first step was
the introduction of general measures—for example, the
prohibition of debt contracts pledging the person of the
debtor. Further, in order to place at least some check on
the nobles’ ravening hunger for the land of the peasants,
a maximum limit was fixed for the amount of land that
could be owned by one individual. Then changes were
made in the constitution, of which the most important
for us are the following:

The council was raised to four hundred members, one
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hundred for each tribe; here, therefore, the tribe was still
taken as basis. But that was the one and only feature of
the new state incorporating anything from the old con-
stitution. For all other purposes Solon divided the citi-
zens into four classes according to their property in land
and the amount of its yield: five hundred, three hundred
and one hundred fifty medimni of grain (one medimnus
equals about 1.16 bushels) were the minimum yields for
the first three classes; those who owned less land or none
at all were placed in the fourth class. All offices could
be filled only from the three upper classes, and the high-
est offices only from the first. The fourth class only had
the right to speak and vote in the assembly of the people;
but it was in this assembly that all officers were elected,
here they had to render their account, here all laws were
made; and here the fourth class formed the majority. The
privileges of the aristocracy were partially renewed in the
form of privileges of wealth, but the people retained the
decisive power. Further, the four classes formed the ba-
sis of a new military organization. The first two classes
provided the cavalry; the third had to serve as heavy in-
fantry; the fourth served either as light infantry without
armor or in the fleet, for which they probably received
wages.

A completely new element is thus introduced into the
constitution: private ownership. According to the size of
their property in land, the rights and duties of the citizens
of the state are now assessed, and in the same degree to
which the classes based on property gain influence, the
old groups of blood relationship lose it; the gentile con-
stitution had suffered a new defeat.

However, the assessment of political rights on a prop-
erty basis was not an institution indispensable to the exis-
tence of the state. In spite of the great part it has played in
the constitutional history of states, very many states, and
precisely those most highly developed, have not required
it. In Athens also its role was only temporary; from the
time of Aristides all offices were open to every citizen.

During the next eighty years Athenian society gradu-
ally shaped the course along which it developed in the
following centuries. Usury on the security of mortgaged
land, which had been rampant in the period before Solon,
had been curbed, as had also the inordinate concentration
of property in land. Commerce and handicrafts, includ-
ing artistic handicrafts, which were being increasingly
developed on a large scale by the use of slave labor,
became the main occupations. Athenians were grow-
ing more enlightened. Instead of exploiting their fellow
citizens in the old brutal way, they exploited chiefly the
slaves and the non-Athenian customers. Movable prop-

erty, wealth in the form of money, of slaves and ships,
continually increased, but it was no longer a mere means
to the acquisition of landed property, as in the old slow
days: it had become an end in itself. On the one hand
the old power of the aristocracy now had to contend with
successful competition from the new class of rich indus-
trialists and merchants; but, on the other hand, the ground
was also cut away from beneath the last remains of the
old gentile constitution. The gentes, phratries, and tribes,
whose members were now scattered over all Attica and
thoroughly intermixed, had thus become useless as po-
litical bodies; numbers of Athenian citizens did not be-
long to any gens at all; they were immigrants, who had
indeed acquired rights of citizenship, but had not been
adopted into any of the old kinship organizations; in ad-
dition, there was the steadily increasing number of for-
eign immigrants who only had rights of protection.

Meanwhile, the fights went on between parties; the no-
bility tried to win back their former privileges and for a
moment regained the upper hand, until the revolution of
Cleisthenes (509 B.C.) overthrew them finally, but with
them also the last remnants of the gentile constitution.

In his new constitution, Cleisthenes ignored the four
old tribes founded on gentes and phratries. In their place
appeared a completely new organization on the basis of
division of the citizens merely according to their place
of residence, such as had been already attempted in the
naukrariai. Only domicile was now decisive, not mem-
bership of a kinship group. Not the people, but the ter-
ritory was now divided: the inhabitants became a mere
political appendage of the territory.

The whole of Attica was divided into one hundred
communal districts, called “demes,” each of which was
self-governing. The citizens resident in each deme (de-
motes) elected their president (demarch) and treasurer, as
well as thirty judges with jurisdiction in minor disputes.
They were also given their own temple and patron divin-
ity or hero, whose priests they elected. Supreme power
in the deme was vested in the assembly of the demotes.
As Morgan rightly observes, here is the prototype of the
self-governing American township. The modern state,
in its highest development, ends in the same unit with
which the rising state in Athens began.

Ten of these units (demes) formed a tribe, which, how-
ever, is now known as a local tribe to distinguish it from
the old tribe of kinship. The local tribe was not only a
self -governing political body, but also a military body;
it elected its phylarch, or tribal chief, who commanded
the cavalry, the taxiarch commanding the infantry, and
the strategos, who was in command over all the forces
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raised in the tribal area. It further provided five warships
with their crews and commanders, and received as patron
deity an Attic hero, after whom it was named. Lastly, it
elected fifty councilors to the Athenian council.

At the summit was the Athenian state, governed by the
council composed of the five hundred councilors elected
by the ten tribes, and in the last instance by the assem-
bly of the people, at which every Athenian citizen had
the right to attend and to vote; archons and other offi-
cials managed the various departments of administration
and justice. In Athens there was no supreme official with
executive power.

Through this new constitution and the admission to
civil rights of a very large number of protected persons,
partly immigrants, partly freed slaves, the organs of the
gentile constitution were forced out of public affairs;
they sank to the level of private associations and religious
bodies. But the moral influence of the old gentile pe-
riod and its traditional ways of thought were still handed
down for a long time to come, and only died out gradu-
ally. We find evidence of this in another state institution.

We saw that an essential characteristic of the state is
the existence of a public force differentiated from the
mass of the people. At this time, Athens still had only
a people’s army and a fleet provided directly by the peo-
ple; army and fleet gave protection against external en-
emies and kept in check the slaves, who already formed
the great majority of the population. In relation to the
citizens, the public power at first existed only in the form
of the police force, which is as old as the state itself; for
which reason the naive French of the eighteenth century
did not speak of civilized peoples, but of policed peo-
ples (nations policees). The Athenians then instituted
a police force simultaneously with their state, a veri-
table gendarmerie of bowmen, foot and mounted Lan-
didger (the country’s hunters) as they call them in South
Germany and Switzerland. But this gendarmerie con-
sisted of slaves. The free Athenian considered police
duty so degrading that he would rather be arrested by
an armed slave than himself have any hand in such de-
spicable work. That was still the old gentile spirit. The
state could not exist without police, but the state was still
young and could not yet inspire enough moral respect to
make honorable an occupation which, to the older mem-
bers of the gens, necessarily appeared infamous.

Now complete in its main features, the state was per-
fectly adapted to the new social conditions of the Athe-
nians, as is shown by the rapid growth of wealth, com-

merce, and industry. The class opposition on which the
social and political institutions rested was no longer that
of nobility and common people, but of slaves and free
men, of protected persons and citizens. At the time of
their greatest prosperity, the entire free-citizen popula-
tion of Athens, women and children included, numbered
about ninety thousand; besides them there were three
hundred and sixty-five thousand slaves of both sexes and
forty-five thousand protected persons - aliens and freed-
men. There were therefore at least eighteen slaves and
more than two protected persons to every adult male cit-
izen. The reason for the large number of slaves was
that many of them worked together in manufactories, in
large rooms, under overseers. But with the development
of commerce and industry wealth was accumulated and
concentrated in a few hands, and the mass of the free cit-
izens were impoverished. Their only alternatives were to
compete against slave labor with their own labor as hand-
icraftsman, which was considered base and vulgar and
also offered very little prospect of success, or to become
social scrap. Necessarily, in the circumstances, they did
the latter, and, as they formed the majority, they thereby
brought about the downfall of the whole Athenian state.
The downfall of Athens was not caused by democracy, as
the European lickspittle historians assert to flatter their
princes, but by slavery, which banned the labor of free
citizens.

The rise of the state among the Athenians is a partic-
ularly typical example of the formation of a state; first,
the process takes place in a pure form, without any inter-
ference through use of violent force, either from without
or from within (the usurpation by Pisistratus left no trace
of its short duration); second, it shows a very highly de-
veloped form of state, the democratic republic, arising
directly out of gentile society; and lastly we are suffi-
ciently acquainted with all the essential details.

6. The Gens and the State in Rome
According to the legendary account of the foundation of
Rome, the first settlement was established by a number of
Latin gentes22 (one hundred, says the legend), who were
united in a tribe; these were soon joined by a Sabellian
tribe, also said to have numbered a hundred gentes, and
lastly by a third tribe of mixed elements, again said to
have been composed of a hundred gentes. The whole ac-
count reveals at the first glance that very little was still
primitive here except the gens, and that even it was in

22As gentes is here the Latin word used by the Romans, it is printed in italics to distinguish it from the general term “gens” used throughout the
book—Ed.
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some cases only an offshoot from a mother gens still ex-
isting in its original home. The tribes clearly bear the
mark of their artificial composition, even though they are
generally composed out of related elements and after the
pattern of the old tribe, which was not made but grew; it
is, however, not an impossibility that the core of each of
the three tribes was a genuine old tribe. The intermediate
group, the phratry, consisted of ten gentes and was called
a curia; there were therefore thirty curiae.

The Roman gens is recognized to be the same institu-
tion as the Greek gens; and since the Greek gens is a fur-
ther development of the social unit whose original form
is found among the American Indians, this, of course,
holds true of the Roman gens also. Here therefore we
can be more brief.

The Roman gens, at least in the earliest times of Rome,
had the following constitution:

1. Mutual right of inheritance among gentile mem-
bers; the property remained within the gens. Since
father-right already prevailed in the Roman gens as
in the Greek, descendants in the female line were
excluded. According to the Law of the Twelve Ta-
bles, the oldest written Roman law known to us,
the children, as natural heirs, had the first title to
the estate; in default of children, then the agnates
(descendants in the male line); in default of ag-
nates, the gentiles. In all cases the property re-
mained within the gens. Here we see gentile cus-
tom gradually being penetrated by the new legal
provisions springing from increased wealth and
monogamy: the original equal right of inheritance
of all members of the gens is first restricted in prac-
tice to the agnates-probably very early, as already
mentioned—finally, to the children and their issue
in the male line; in the Twelve Tables this appears,
of course, in the reverse order.

2. Possession of a common burial place. On their im-
migration to Rome from Regilli, the patrician gens
of the Claudii received a piece of land for their own
use and also a common burial place in the town.
Even in the time of Augustus, the head of Varus,
who had fallen in the battle of the Teutoburg For-
est, was brought to Rome and interred in the gen-
tilitius tumulusi the gens (Quinctilia) therefore still
had its own burial mound.

3. Common religious rites. These, the sacra gentili-
tia, are well known.

4. Obligation not to marry within the gens. This

seems never to have become written law in Rome,
but the custom persisted. Of all the countless Ro-
man married couples whose names have been pre-
served, there is not one where husband and wife
have the same gentile name. The law of inheri-
tance also proves the observance of this rule. The
woman loses her agnatic rights on marriage and
leaves her gens; neither she nor her children can
inherit from her father or his brothers, because oth-
erwise the inheritance would be lost to the father’s
gens. There is no sense in this rule unless a woman
may not marry a member of her own gens.

5. Common land. In primitive times the gens had al-
ways owned common land, ever since the tribal
land began to be divided up. Among the Latin
tribes, we find the land partly in the possession
of the tribe, partly of the gens, and partly of the
households, which at that time can hardly have
been single families. Romulus is said to have made
the first allotments of land to individuals, about
two and one-half acres (two jugera) to a person.
But later we still find land owned by the gentes,
to say nothing of the state land, round which the
whole internal history of the republic centers.

6. Obligation of mutual protection and help among
members of the gens. Only vestiges remain in
written history; from the very start the Roman state
made its superior power so manifest that the right
of protection against injury passed into its hands.
When Appius Claudius was arrested, the whole of
his gens, even those who were his personal ene-
mies, put on mourning. At the time of the sec-
ond Punic war the gentes joined together to ran-
som their members who had been taken prisoner;
the senate prohibited them from doing so.

7. Right to bear the gentile name. Persisted till the
time of the emperors; freedmen were allowed to
use the gentile name of their former master, but
without gentile rights.

8. Right to adopt strangers into the gens. This was
done through adoption into a family (as among the
Indians), which carried with it acceptance into the
gens.

9. The right to elect the chief and to depose him
is nowhere mentioned. But since in the earliest
days of Rome all offices were filled by election or
nomination, from the elected king downwards, and
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since the priests of the curiae were also elected by
the curiae themselves, we may assume the same
procedure for the presidents (Incises) of the gentes
however firmly established the election from one
and the same family within the gens may have al-
ready become.

Such were the rights of a Roman gens. Apart from the
already completed transition to father-right, they are the
perfect counterpart of the rights and duties in an Iroquois
gens; here again “the Iroquois shows through unmistak-
ably” (p. 90).

The confusion that still exists today, even among our
leading historians, on the subject of the Roman gens,
may be illustrated by one example. In his paper on Ro-
man family names in the period of the Republic and of
Augustus (Romische Forschungen, Berlin, 1864, Vol. I,
pp. 8–11) Mommsen writes:

The gentile name belongs to all the male members of
the gens, excluding, of course, the slaves, but includ-
ing adopted and protected persons; it belongs also to the
women . . . The tribe (as Mommsen here translates gens)
is . . . a communal entity, derived from common lineage
(real, supposed or even pretended) and united by commu-
nal festivities, burial rites and laws of inheritance; to it all
personally free individuals, and therefore all women also,
may and must belong. But it is difficult to determine what
gentile name was borne by married women. So long as
the woman may only marry a member of her own gens,
this problem does not arise; and there is evidence that for a
long period it was more difficult for women to marry out-
side than inside the gens; for instance, so late as the sixth
century (B.C.) the right of gentis enuptio (marriage outside
the gens) was a personal privilege, conceded as a reward
. . . But when such marriages outside the tribe took place,
the wife, in earliest times, must thereby have gone over to
her husband’s tribe. Nothing is more certain than that the
woman, in the old religious marriage, enters completely
into the legal and sacramental bonds of her husband’s com-
munity and leaves her own. Everyone knows that the mar-
ried woman forfeits the right of inheritance and bequest in
relation to members of her own gens but shares rights of
inheritance with her husband and children and the mem-
bers of their gens. And if she is adopted by her husband
and taken into his family, how can she remain apart from
his gens?

Mommsen therefore maintains that the Roman women
who belonged to a gens had originally been permitted to
marry only within the gens, that the gens had therefore
been endogamous, not exogamous. This view, which is
in contradiction to all the evidence from other peoples,
rests chiefly, if not exclusively, on one much disputed
passage from Livy (Book XXXIX, Ch. 19), according to
which the senate in the year 568 after the foundation of
the city, or 186 B.C., decreed: “Uti Feceniae Hispalae

datio deminutio gentis enuptio tutoris optio item esset,
quasi ei vir testaments dedisset; utique ei ingenuo nu-
bere liceret, neu quid ei qui eam duxisset ob id fraudi
ignominiave essee”—that Fecenia Hispala shall have the
right to dispose of her property, to decrease it, to marry
outside the gens, and to choose for herself a guardian,
exactly as if her (deceased) husband had conferred this
right on her by testament; that she may marry a freeman,
and that the man who takes her to wife shall not be con-
sidered to have committed a wrongful or shameful act
thereby.

Without a doubt, Fecenia, a freedwoman, is here
granted the right to marry outside the gens. And equally
without a doubt the husband possessed the right, accord-
ing to this passage, to bequeath to his wife by will the
right to marry outside the gens after his death. But out-
side which gens?

If the woman had to marry within her gens, as Momm-
sen assumes, she remained within this gens also after her
marriage. But in the first place the endogamous character
of the gens which is here asserted is precisely what has to
be proved. And, secondly, if the wife had to marry within
the gens, then, of course, so had the man, for otherwise
he could not get a wife. So we reach the position that
the man could bequeath to his wife by will a right which
he himself, and for himself, did not possess; we arrive at
a legal absurdity. Mommsen also feels this, and hence
makes the assumption: “For a lawful marriage outside
the gens, it was probably necessary to have the consent,
not only of the chief, but of all members of the gens.”
That is a very bold assumption in the first place, and,
secondly, it contradicts the clear wording of the passage.
The senate grants her this right in the place of her hus-
band; it grants her expressly neither more nor less than
her husband could have granted her, but what it grants
her is an absolute right, conditional upon no other re-
striction. Thus it is provided that if she makes use of this
right, her new husband also shall not suffer any disabil-
ity. The senate even directs the present and future consuls
and praetors to see to it that no injurious consequences to
her follow. Mommsen’s assumption therefore seems to
be completely inadmissible.

Or assume that the woman married a man from an-
other gens, but herself remained in the gens into which
she had been born. Then, according to the above pas-
sage, the man would have had the right to allow his wife
to marry outside her own gens. That is, he would have
had the right to make dispositions in the affairs of a gens
to which he did not even belong. The thing is so patently
absurd that we need waste no more words on it.
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Hence there only remains the assumption that in her
first marriage the woman married a man from another
gens, and thereby immediately entered the gens of her
husband, which Mommsen himself actually admits to
have been the practice when the woman married outside
her gens. Then everything at once becomes clear. Sev-
ered from her old gens by her marriage and accepted into
the gentile group of her husband, the woman occupies
a peculiar position in her new gens. She is, indeed, a
member of the gens, but not related by blood. By the
mere manner of her acceptance as a gentile member, she
is entirely excluded from the prohibition against marry-
ing within the gens, for she has just married into it; fur-
ther, she is accepted as one of the married members of
the gens, and on her husband’s death inherits from his
property, the property of a gentile member. What is more
natural than that this property should remain within the
gens and that she should therefore be obliged to marry
a member of her husband’s gens and nobody else? And
if an exception is to be made, who is so competent to
give her the necessary authorization as the man who has
bequeathed her this property, her first husband? At the
moment when he bequeaths to her a part of his property
and at the same time allows her to transfer it into an-
other gens through marriage or in consequence of mar-
riage, this property still belongs to him and he is there-
fore literally disposing of his own property. As regards
the woman herself and her relation to her husband’s gens,
it was he who brought her into the gens by a free act of
will- the marriage; hence it also seems natural that he
should be the proper person to authorize her to leave this
gens by a second marriage. In a word, the matter appears
simple and natural as soon as we abandon the extraor-
dinary conception of the endogamous Roman gens and
regard it, with Morgan, as originally exogamous.

There still remains one last assumption which has also
found adherents, and probably the most numerous. On
this view, the passage only means that “freed servants
(liberty) could not without special permission e gente
enubere (marry out of the gens) or perform any of the
acts, which, involving loss of rights (capitis deminutio
minima), would have resulted in the liberta leaving the
gens.” (Lange, Romische Altertumer, Berlin 1856, I, 195,
where Huschke is cited in connection with our passage
from Livy.) If this supposition is correct, the passage
then proves nothing at all about the position of free Ro-
man women, and there can be even less question of any
obligation resting on them to marry within the gens.

The expression enuptio gentis only occurs in this one
passage and nowhere else in the whole of Latin literature;

the word enubere, to marry outside, only occurs three
times, also in Livy, and then not in reference to the gens.
The fantastic notion that Roman women were only al-
lowed to marry within their gens owes its existence solely
to this one passage. But it cannot possibly be maintained.
For either the passage refers to special restrictions for
freedwomen, in which case it proves nothing about free
women (ingenue,); or it applies also to free women; and
then it proves, on the contrary, that the woman married as
a rule outside her gens, but on her marriage entered into
the gens of her husband; which contradicts Mommsen
and supports Morgan.

Almost three centuries after the foundation of Rome,
the gentile groups were still so strong that a patrician
gens, that of the Fabii, was able to undertake an indepen-
dent campaign, with the permission of the senate, against
the neighboring town of Veii; three hundred and six Fabii
are said to have set out and to have been killed to a man,
in an ambush; according to the story, only one boy who
had remained behind survived to propagate the gens.

As we have said, ten gentes formed a phratry, which
among the Romans was called a curia and had more im-
portant public functions than the Greek phratry. Every
curia had its own religious rites, shrines and priests; the
latter, as a body, formed one of the Roman priestly col-
leges. Ten curiae formed a tribe, which probably, like
the rest of the Latin tribes, originally had an elected
president-military leader and high priest. The three tribes
together formed the Roman people, the Populus Ro-
manus.

Thus no one could belong to the Roman people un-
less he was a member of a gens and through it of a curia
and a tribe. The first constitution of the Roman people
was as follows: Public affairs were managed in the first
instance by the senate, which, as Niebuhr first rightly
saw, was composed of the presidents of the three hun-
dred gentes; it was because they were the elders of the
gens that they were called fathers, patres, and their body,
the senate (council of the elders, from senex, old). Here
again the custom of electing always from the same fam-
ily in the gens brought into being the first hereditary no-
bility; these families called themselves “patricians,” and
claimed for themselves exclusive right of entry into the
senate and tenure of all other offices. The acquiescence
of the people in this claim, in course of time, and its
transformation into an actual right, appear in legend as
the story that Romulus conferred the patriciate and its
privileges on the first senators and their descendants. The
senate, like the Athenian boule, made final decisions in
many matters and held preparatory discussions on those
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of greater importance, particularly new laws. With re-
gard to these, the decision rested with the assembly of
the people, called the comitia curiata (assembly of the
curiae). The people assembled together, grouped in cu-
riae, each curia probably grouped in gentes; each of the
thirty curiae, had one vote in the final decision. The as-
sembly of the curiae accepted or rejected all laws, elected
all higher officials, including the rex (so-called king), de-
clared war (the senate, however, concluded peace), and,
as supreme court, decided, on the appeal of the parties
concerned, all cases involving death sentence on a Ro-
man citizen. Lastly, besides the senate and the assembly
of the people, there was the rex, who corresponded ex-
actly to the Greek basileus and was not at all the almost
absolute king which Mommsen made him out to be.23

He also was military leader, high priest, and president of
certain courts. He had no civil authority whatever, nor
any power over the life, liberty, or property of citizens,
except such as derived from his disciplinary powers as
military leader or his executive powers as president of a
court. The office of rex was not hereditary; on the con-
trary, he was first elected by the assembly of the curiae,
probably on the nomination of his predecessor, and then
at a second meeting solemnly installed in office. That he
could also be deposed is shown by the fate of Tarquinius
Superbus.

Like the Greeks of the heroic age, the Romans in the
age of the so-called kings lived in a military democracy
founded on gentes, phratries, and tribes and developed
out of them. Even if the curiae and tribes were to a cer-
tain extent artificial groups, they were formed after the
genuine, primitive models of the society out of which
they had arisen and by which they were still surrounded
on all sides. Even if the primitive patrician nobility had
already gained ground, even if the reges were endeavor-
ing gradually to extend their power, it does not change
the original, fundamental character of the constitution,
and that alone matters.

Meanwhile, Rome and the Roman territory, which
had been enlarged by conquest, increased in population,
partly through immigration, partly through the addition
of inhabitants of the subjugated, chiefly Latin, districts.
All these new citizens of the state (we leave aside the
question of the clients) stood outside the old gentes, cu-
riae, and tribes, and therefore formed no part of the pop-
ulus Romanus, the real Roman people. They were per-

sonally free, could own property in land, and had to pay
taxes and do military service. But they could not hold
any office, nor take part in the assembly of the curiae,
nor share in the allotment of conquered state lands. They
formed the class that was excluded from all public rights,
the plebs. Owing to their continually increasing num-
bers, their military training and their possession of arms,
they became a powerful threat to the old populus, which
now rigidly barred any addition to its own ranks from
outside. Further, landed property seems to have been
fairly equally divided between populus and plebs, while
the commercial and industrial wealth, though not as yet
much developed, was probably for the most part in the
hands of the plebs.

The great obscurity which envelops the completely
legendary primitive history of Rome - an obscurity con-
siderably deepened by the rationalistically pragmatical
interpretations and accounts given of the subject by later
authors with legalistic minds - makes it impossible to say
anything definite about the time, course, or occasion of
the revolution which made an end of the old gentile con-
stitution. All that is certain is that its cause lay in the
struggles between plebs and populus.

The new constitution, which was attributed to the rex
Servius Tullius and followed the Greek model, particu-
larly that of Solon, created a new assembly of the peo-
ple, in which populus and plebeian without distinction
were included or excluded according to whether they per-
formed military service or not. The whole male popula-
tion liable to bear arms was divided on a property ba-
sis into six classes. The lower limit in each of the five
classes was: (1) 100,000 asses; (2) 75,000 asses; (3)
50,000 asses; (4) 25,000 asses; (5) 11,000 asses; accord-
ing to Dureau de la Malle, the equivalent to about 14,000;
10,500; 7,000; 3,600; and 1,570 marks respectively. The
sixth class, the proletarians, consisted of those with less
property than the lower class and those exempt from mil-
itary service and taxes. In the new popular assembly of
the centuries (comitia centuriata) the citizens appeared in
military formation, arranged by companies in their cen-
turies of a hundred men, each century having one vote.
Now the first class put eighty centuries in the field, the
second twenty-two, the third twenty, the fourth twenty-
two, the fifth thirty, and the sixth also on century for the
sake of appearances. In addition, there was the cavalry,
drawn from the wealthiest men, with eighteen centuries;

23The Latin rex is the same as the Celtic-Irish righ (tribal chief) and the Gothic reiks; that reiks signified head of the gens or tribe, as did also
originally the German word Furst (meaning “first”—cf. English first and Danish forste), is shown by the fact that already in the fourth century the
Goths had a special word for the later “king,” the military leader of the whole people: thiudans. In Ulfilas’ translation of the Bible, Artaxerxes and
Herod are never called reiks, but thiudans, and the empire of the Emperor Tiberius is not called reiki, but thiudinassus. In the name of the Gothic
thiodans or, as we inaccurately translate, “king,” Thiudareik (Theodorich, i.e. Dietrich), both titles coalesce.
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total, 193; ninety-seven votes were thus required for a
clear majority. But the cavalry and the first class alone
had together ninety-eight votes, an therefore the major-
ity; if they were agreed, they did not ask the others; they
made their decision, and it stood.

This new assembly of the centuries now took over all
political rights of the former assembly of the curiae, with
the exception of a few nominal privileges. The curiae
and the gentes of which they were composed were thus
degraded, as in Athens, to mere private and religious as-
sociations and continued to vegetate as such for a long
period while the assembly of the curiae soon became
completely dormant. In order that the three old tribes
of kinship should also be excluded from the state, four
local tribes were instituted, each of which inhabited one
quarter of the city and possessed a number of political
rights.

Thus in Rome also, even before the abolition of the so-
called monarchy, the old order of society based on per-
sonal ties of blood was destroyed and in its place was set
up a new and complete state constitution based on terri-
torial division and difference of wealth. Here the public
power consisted of the body of citizens liable to military
service, in opposition not only to the slaves, but also to
those excluded from service in the army and from pos-
session of arms, the so-called proletarians.

The banishment of the last rex, Tarquinius Superbus,
who usurped real monarchic power, and the replacement
of the office of rex by two military leaders (consuls) with
equal powers (as among the Iroquois) was simply a fur-
ther development of this new constitution. Within this
new constitution, the whole history of the Roman Re-
public runs its course, with all the struggles between pa-
tricians and plebeians for admission to office and share
in the state lands, and the final merging of the patrician
nobility in the new class of the great land and money
owners, who, gradually swallowing up all the land of the
peasants ruined by military service, employed slave la-
bor to cultivate the enormous estates thus formed, de-
populated Italy and so threw open the door, not only to
the emperors, but also to their successors, the German
barbarians.

7. The Gens among Celts and Ger-
mans
Space does not allow us to consider the gentile institu-
tions still existing in greater or lesser degree of purity
among the most various savage and barbarian peoples,

nor the traces of these institutions in the ancient history
of the civilized peoples of Asia. The institutions or their
traces are found everywhere. A few examples will be
enough. Before the gens had been recognized, the man
who took the greatest pains to misunderstand it, McLen-
nan himself, proved its existence, and in the main ac-
curately described it, among the Kalmucks, Circassians,
Samoyeds and three Indian peoples: the Warali, Magars
and Munniporees. Recently it has been discovered and
described by M. Kovalevsky among the Pshavs, Shev-
surs, Svanets and other Caucasian tribes. Here we will
only give some short notes on the occurrence of the gens
among Celts and Germans.

The oldest Celtic laws which have been preserved
show the gens still fully alive: in Ireland, after being
forcibly broken up by the English, it still lives today in
the consciousness of the people, as an instinct at any rate;
in Scotland it was still in full strength in the middle of the
eighteenth century, and here again it succumbed only to
the weapons, laws, and courts of the English.

The old Welsh laws, which were recorded in writing
several centuries before the English conquest, at the lat-
est in the eleventh century, still show common tillage
of the soil by whole villages, even if only as an excep-
tional relic of a once general custom; each family had
five acres for its own cultivation; a piece of land was
cultivated collectively as well and the yield shared. In
view of the analogy of Ireland and Scotland, it cannot be
doubted that these village communities represent gentes
or subdivisions of gentes, even though further examina-
tion of the Welsh laws, which I cannot undertake for lack
of time (my notes date from 1869), should not provide
direct proof. But what is directly proved by the Welsh
sources and by the Irish is that among the Celts in the
eleventh century pairing marriage had not by any means
been displaced by monogamy.

In Wales a marriage only became indissoluble, or
rather it only ceased to be terminable by notification, af-
ter seven years had elapsed. If the time was short of seven
years by only three nights, husband and wife could sepa-
rate. They then shared out their property between them;
the woman divided and the man chose. The furniture was
divided according to fixed and very humorous rules. If it
was the man who dissolved the marriage, he had to give
the woman back her dowry and some other things; if it
was the woman, she received less. Of the children the
man took two and the woman one, the middle child. If
after the separation the woman took another husband and
the first husband came to fetch her back again, she had
to follow him even if she had already one foot in her new
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marriage bed. If, on the other hand, the man and woman
had been together for seven years, they were husband
and wife, even without any previous formal marriage.
Chastity of girls before marriage was not at all strictly
observed, nor was it demanded; the provisions in this re-
spect are of an extremely frivolous character and not at
all in keeping with bourgeois morality. If a woman com-
mitted adultery, the husband had the right to beat her (this
was one of the three occasions when he was allowed to
do so; otherwise he was punished), but not then to de-
mand any other satisfaction, since “for the one offense
there shall be either atonement or vengeance, but not
both.” The grounds on which the wife could demand di-
vorce without losing any of her claims in the subsequent
settlement were very comprehensive; if the husband had
bad breath, it was enough. The money which had to be
paid to the chief of the tribe or king to buy off his right of
the first night (gobr merch, whence the medieval name,
marcheta; French Marquette), plays a large part in the
code of laws. The women had the right to vote in the as-
semblies of the people. When we add that the evidence
shows similar conditions in Ireland; that there, also, tem-
porary marriages were quite usual and that at the separa-
tion very favorable and exactly defined conditions were
assured to the woman, including even compensation for
her domestic services; that in Ireland there was a “first
wife” as well as other wives, and that in the division of
an inheritance no distinction was made between children
born in wedlock or outside it—we then have a picture
of pairing marriage in comparison with which the form
of marriage observed in North America appears strict.
This is not 120 surprising in the eleventh century among
a people who even so late as Caesar’s time were still liv-
ing in group marriage.

The existence of the Irish gens (sept; the tribe was
called clann, clan) is confirmed and described not only
by the old legal codes, but also by the English jurists of
the seventeenth century who were sent over to transform
the clan lands into domains of the English crown. Until
then, the land had been the common property of the clan
or gens, in so far as the chieftains had not already con-
verted it into their private domains. When a member of

the gens died and a household consequently came to an
end, the gentile chief (the English jurists called him capit
cognationis) made a new division of the whole territory
among the remaining households. This must have been
done, broadly speaking, according to the rules in force
in Germany. Forty or fifty years ago village fields were
very numerous, and even today a few of these rundales,
as they are called, may still be found. The peasants of a
rundale, now individual tenants on the soil that had been
the common property of the gens till it was seized by the
English conquerors, pay rent for their respective piece
of land, but put all their shares in arable and meadow-
land together, which they then divide according to posi-
tion and quality into Gewanne, as they are called on the
Moselle, each receiving a share in each Gewann; moor-
land and pasture-land are used in common. Only fifty
years ago new divisions were still made from time to
time, sometimes annually. The field-map of such a vil-
lage looks exactly like that of a German Gehoferschaft
(peasant community) on the Moselle or in the Mittel-
wald. The gens also lives on in the “factions.” The Irish
peasants often divide themselves into parties based ap-
parently on perfectly absurd or meaningless distinctions;
to the English they are quite incomprehensible and seem
to have no other purpose than the favorite ceremony of
two factions hammering one another. They are artifi-
cial revivals, modern substitutes for the dispersed gentes,
manifesting in their own peculiar manner the persistence
of the inherited gentile instinct. In some districts the
members of the gens still live pretty much together on
the old territory; in the ’thirties the great majority of the
inhabitants of County Monaghan still had only four fam-
ily names, that is, they were descended from four gentes
or clans.24

In Scotland the decay of the gentile organization dates
from the suppression of the rising of 1745. The pre-
cise function of the Scottish clan in this organization still
awaits investigation; but that the clan is a gentile body
is beyond doubt. In Walter Scott’s novels the Highland
clan lives before our eyes. It is, says Morgan:

. . . an excellent type of the gens in organization and in
spirit, and an extraordinary illustration of the power of the

24During a few days spent in Ireland, I realized afresh to what an extent the country people still live in the conceptions of the gentile period. The
landed proprietor, whose tenant the farmer is, is still regarded by the latter as a kind of chief of the clan, whose duty it is to manage the land in the
interests of all, while the farmer pays tribute in the form of rent, but has a claim upon him for assistance in times of necessity. Similarly, everyone
who is well off is considered under an obligation to assist his poorer neighbors when they fall on bard times. Such help is not charity; it is what
the poorer member of the clan is entitled to receive from the wealthier member or the chief. One can understand the complaints of the political
economists and jurists about the impossibility of making the Irish peasant grasp the idea of modern bourgeois property; the Irishman simply cannot
get it into his head that there can be property with rights but no duties. But one can also understand that when Irishmen with these naive gentile
conceptions suddenly find themselves in one of the big English or American towns among a population with completely different ideas of morality
and justice, they easily become completely confused about both morality and justice and lose all their bearings, with the result that masses of them
become demoralized. (Note to the Fourth; Edition.)
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gentile life over its members . . . We find in their feuds and
blood revenge, in their localization by gentes, in their use
of lands in common, in the fidelity of the clansman to his
chief and of the members of the clan to each other, the
usual and persistent features of gentile society . . . Descent
was in the male line, the children of the males remain-
ing members of the clan, while the children of its female
members belonged to the clans of their respective fathers.”
(Morgan, op. cit., pp. 368–369.—Ed.)

But that formerly mother-right prevailed in Scotland is
proved by the fact that, according to Bede, in the royal
family of the Picts succession was in the female line.
Among the Scots, as among the Welsh, a relic even of
the punaluan family persisted into the Middle Ages in
the form of the right of the first night, which the head of
the clan or the king, as last representative of the former
community of husbands, had the right to exercise with
every bride, unless it was compounded for money.

THAT THE Germans were organized in gentes until
the time of the migrations is beyond all doubt. They

can have occupied the territory between the Danube,
Rhine, Vistula, and the northern seas only a few cen-
turies before our era; the Cimbri and Teutons were then
still in full migration, and the Suevi did not find any per-
manent habitation until Caesar’s time. Caesar expressly
states of them that they had settled in gentes and kin-
dreds (gentibus cognationtbusque), and in the mouth of
a Roman of the Julian gens the word gentibus has a def-
inite meaning which cannot be argued away. The same
was true of all the Germans; they seem still to have set-
tled by gentes even in the provinces they conquered from
the Romans. The code of laws of the Alemanni confirms
that the people settled by kindreds (genealogiae) in the
conquered territory south of the Danube; genealogia is
used in exactly the same sense as Markgenossenschaft or
Dorfgenossenschaft (Mark or village community – Ed.)
later. Kovalevsky has recently put forward the view that
these genealogia- are the large household communities
among which the land was divided, and from which the
village community only developed later. This would then
probably also apply to the fara, with which expression
the Burgundians and the Lombards—that is, a Gothic
and a Herminonian or High German tribe—designated
nearly, if not exactly, the same thing as the genealogiae
in the Alemannian code of laws. Whether it is really a
gens or a household community must be settled by fur-
ther research.

The records of language leave us in doubt whether all
the Germans had a common expression for gens, and
what that expression was. Etymologically, the Gothic
kuni, Middle High German kunne, corresponds to the

Greek genos and the Latin gens, and is used in the same
sense. The fact that the term for woman comes from the
same root—Greek gyne, Slav zena, Gothic qvino, Old
Norse kona, kuna—points back to the time of mother-
right. Among the Lombards and Burgundians we find,
as already mentioned, the term fara, which Grimm de-
rives from an imaginary root fisan, to beget. I should
prefer to go back to the more obvious derivation from
faran (fahren), to travel or wander; fara would then de-
note a section of the migrating people which remained
permanently together and almost as a matter of course
would be composed of relatives. In the several centuries
of migration, first to the east and then to the west, the
expression came to be transferred to the kinship group
itself. There are, further, the Gothic sibia, Anglo-Saxon
sib, Old High German sippia, sima, kindred. Old Norse
only has the plural sifiar, relatives; the singular only oc-
curs as the name of a goddess, Sif. Lastly, still another
expression occurs in the Hildebrandslied, where Hilde-
brand asks Hadubrand: “Who is thy father among the
men of the people... or of what kin art thou?” (eddo huil-
ihes cnuosies du sis). In as far as there was a common
German name for the gens, it was probably the Gothic
huni that was used; this is rendered probable, not only by
its identity with the corresponding expression in the re-
lated languages, but also by the fact that from it is derived
the word kuning, Konig (king), which originally denotes
the head of a gens or of a tribe. Sibia, kindred, does not
seem to call for consideration; at any rate, sifiar in Old
Norse denotes not only blood relations, but also relations
by marriage; thus it includes the members of at least two
gentes, and hence sif itself cannot have been the term for
the gens.

As among the Mexicans and Greeks, so also among
the Germans, the order of battle, both the cavalry
squadrons and the wedge formations of the infantry, was
drawn up by gentes. Tacitus’ use of the vague expression
“by families and kindreds” is to be explained through the
fact that in his time the gens in Rome had long ceased to
be a living body.

A further passage in Tacitus is decisive. It states that
the maternal uncle looks upon his nephew as his own son,
and that some even regard the bond of blood between the
maternal uncle and the nephew as more sacred and close
than that between father and son, so that when hostages
are demanded the sister’s son is considered a better secu-
rity than the natural son of the man whom it is desired to
bind. Here we have living evidence, described as partic-
ularly characteristic of the Germans, of the matriarchal,
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and therefore primitive, gens.25 If a member of such a
gens gave his own son as a pledge of his oath and the son
then paid the penalty of death for his father’s breach of
faith, the father had to answer for that to himself. But
if it was a sister’s son who was sacrificed, then the most
sacred law of the gens was violated. The member of the
gens who was nearest of kin to the boy or youth, and
more than all others was bound to protect him, was guilty
of his death; either he should not have pledged him or
he should have kept the agreement. Even if we had no
other trace of gentile organization among the Germans,
this one passage would suffice.

Still more decisive, because it comes about eight hun-
dred years later, is a passage from the Old Norse poem
of the twilight of the gods and the end of the world, the
Voluspa. In this “vision of the seeress,” into which Chris-
tian elements are also interwoven, as Bang and Bugge
have now proved, the description of the period of univer-
sal degeneration and corruption leading up to the great
catastrophe contains the following passage:

Broedhr munu berjask ok at bonum verdask,
munu systrungar sifjum spilla.

“Brothers will make war upon one another and be-
come one another’s murderers, the children of sisters
will break kinship.” Systrungar means the son of the
mother’s sister, and that these sisters’ sons should be-
tray the blood-bond between them is regarded by the
poet as an even greater crime than that of fratricide. The
force of the climax is in the word systrungar, which em-
phasizes the kinship on the mother’s side; if the word
had been syskina-born, brothers’ or sisters’ children, or
syskinasynir, brothers’ or sisters’ sons, the second line
would not have been a climax to the first, but would
merely have weakened the effect. Hence even in the
time of the Vikings, when the Voluspa was composed,
the memory of mother-right had not yet been obliterated
in Scandinavia.

In the time of Tacitus, however, mother-right had al-
ready given way to father-right, at least among the Ger-
mans with whose customs he was more familiar. The
children inherited from the father; if there were no chil-
dren, the brothers, and the uncles on the father’s and
the mother’s side. The fact that the mother’s brother
was allowed to inherit is connected with the survivals of

mother-right already mentioned, and again proves how
new father-right still was among the Germans at that
time. Traces of mother-right are also found until late
in the Middle Ages. Apparently even at that time peo-
ple still did not have any great trust in fatherhood, es-
pecially in the case of serfs. When, therefore, a feudal
lord demanded from a town the return of a fugitive serf,
it was required—for example, in Augsburg, Basle and
Kaiserslautern—that the accused person’s status as serf
should be sworn to by six of his nearest blood relations,
and that they should all be relations on the mother’s side.
(Maurer, Stadteverfassung, I, p. 381.)

Another relic of mother-right, which was still only in
process of dying out, was the respect of the Germans
for the female sex, which to the Romans was almost in-
comprehensible. Young girls of noble family were con-
sidered the most binding hostages in treaties with the
Germans. The thought that their wives and daughters
might be taken captive and carried into slavery was ter-
rible to them and more than anything else fired their
courage in battle; they saw in a woman something holy
and prophetic, and listened to her advice even in the most
important matters. Veleda, the priestess of the Bructeri-
ans on the River Lippe, was the very soul of the whole
Batavian rising in which Civilis, at the head of the Ger-
mans and Belgae, shook the foundations of Roman rule
in Gaul. In the home, the woman seems to have held
undisputed sway, though, together with the old people
and the children, she also had to do all the work, while
the man hunted, drank, or idled about. That, at least,
is what Tacitus says; but as he does not say who tilled
the fields, and definitely declares that the serfs only paid
tribute, but did not have to render labor dues, the bulk
of the adult men must have had to do what little work the
cultivation of the land required. The form of marriage, as
already said, was a pairing marriage which was gradually
approaching monogamy. It was not yet strict monogamy,
as polygamy was permitted for the leading members of
the tribe. In general, strict chastity was required of the
girls (in contrast to the Celts), and Tacitus also speaks
with special warmth of the sacredness of the marriage
tie among the Germans. Adultery by the woman is the
only ground for divorce mentioned by him. But there
are many gaps here in his report, and it is also only too

25The peculiar closeness of the bond between maternal uncle and nephew, which derives from the time of mother-right and is found among many
peoples, is only recognized by the Greeks in their mythology of the heroic age. According to Diodorus, IV, 34, Meleager slays the sons of Thestius,
the brothers of his mother Althma. She regards this deed as such an inexpiable crime that she curses the murderer, her own son, and prays for
his death. “The gods heard her wishes,” the story says, “and put an end to Meleager’s life.” Also according to Diodorus (IV, 44), the Argonauts
land in Thrace under Heracles and there find that Phincus, at the instigation of his new wife, is shamefully ill-treating the two sons born to him by
his former wife, the Boread Cleopatra, whom he has put away. But among the Argonauts there are also Boreads, brothers of Cleopatra, therefore
maternal uncles of the maltreated boys. They at once take up their nephews’ cause, free them, and kill their guards.
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apparent that he is holding up a mirror of virtue before
the dissipated Romans. One thing is certain: if the Ger-
mans were such paragons of virtue in their forests, it only
required slight contact with the outside world to bring
them down to the level of the average man in the rest
of Europe. Amidst the Roman world, the last trace of
moral austerity disappeared far more rapidly even than
the German language. For proof, it is enough to read
Gregory of Tours. That in the German primeval forests
there could be no such voluptuous abandonment to all
the refinements of sensuality as in Rome is obvious; the
superiority of the Germans to the Roman world in this re-
spect also is sufficiently great, and there is no need to en-
dow them with an ideal continence in things of the flesh,
such as has never yet been practiced by an entire nation.

Also derived from the gentile organization is the obli-
gation to inherit the enmities as well as the friendships
of the father or the relatives; likewise the wergeld, the
fine for idling or injuring, in place of blood revenge. The
wergeld, which only a generation ago was regarded as a
specifically German institution, has now been shown to
be general among hundreds of peoples as a milder form
of the blood revenge originating out of the gentile or-
ganization. We find it, for example, among the Ameri-
can Indians, who also regard hospitality as an obligation.
Tacitus’ description of hospitality as practiced among the
Germans (Germania, Ch. XXI) is identical almost to the
details with that given by Morgan of his Indians.

The endless, burning controversy as to whether the
Germans of Tacitus’ time had already definitely divided
the land or not, and how the relevant passages are to be
interpreted, now belongs to the past. No more words
need be wasted in this dispute, since it has been estab-
lished that among almost all peoples the cultivated land
was tilled collectively by the gens, and later by commu-
nistic household communities such as were still found
by Caesar among the Suevi, and that after this stage the
land was allotted to individual families with periodical
repartitions, which are shown to have survived as a lo-
cal custom in Germany down to our day. If in the one
hundred and fifty years between Caesar and Tacitus the
Germans had changed from the collective cultivation of
the land expressly attributed by Caesar to the Suevi (they
had no divided or private fields whatever, he says) to indi-
vidual cultivation with annual repartition of the land, that
is surely progress enough. The transition from that stage
to complete private property in land during such a short
period and without any outside interference is a sheer im-
possibility. What I read in Tacitus is simply what he says
in his own dry words: they change (or divide afresh) the

cultivated land every year, and there is enough common
land left over. It is the stage of agriculture and property
relations in regard to the land which exactly corresponds
to the gentile constitution of the Germans at that time.

I leave the preceding paragraph unchanged as it stood
in the former editions. Meanwhile the question has taken
another turn. Since Kovalevsky has shown (cf. pages 51–
52) that the patriarchal household community was a very
common, if not universal, intermediate form between the
matriarchal communistic family and the modern isolated
family, it is no longer a question of whether property
in land is communal or private, which was the point at
issue between Maurer and Waitz, but a question of the
form of the communal property. There is no doubt at
all that the Suevi in Caesar’s time not only owned the
land in common, but also cultivated it in common for
the common benefit. Whether the economic unit was the
gens or the household community or a communistic kin-
ship group intermediate between the two; or whether all
three groups occurred according to the conditions of the
soil—these questions will be in dispute for a long time
to come. Kovalevsky maintains, however, that the condi-
tions described by Tacitus presuppose the existence, not
of the mark or village community, but of the household
community and that the village community only devel-
ops out of the latter much later, as a result of the increase
in population.

According to this view, the settlements of the Germans
in the territory of which they were already in possession
at the time of the Romans, and also in the territory which
they later took from the Romans, were not composed of
villages but of large household communities, which in-
cluded several generations, cultivated an amount of land
proportionate to the number of their members, and had
common use with their neighbors of the surrounding
waste. The passage in Tacitus about changing the cul-
tivated land would then have to be taken in an agronomic
sense: the community cultivated a different piece of land
every year, and allowed the land cultivated the previous
year to lie fallow or run completely to waste; the popu-
lation being scanty, there was always enough waste left
over to make any disputes about land unnecessary. Only
in the course of centuries, when the number of members
in the household communities had increased so much
that a common economy was no longer possible under
the existing conditions of production did the communi-
ties dissolve. The arable and meadow lands which had
hitherto been common were divided in the manner famil-
iar to us, first temporarily and then permanently, among
the single households which were now coming into be-
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ing, while forest, pasture land, and water remained com-
mon.

In the case of Russia this development seems to be
a proved historical fact. With regard to Germany, and,
secondarily, the other Germanic countries, it cannot be
denied that in many ways this view provides a better ex-
planation of the sources and an easier solution to difficul-
ties than that held hitherto, which takes the village com-
munity back to the time of Tacitus. On the whole, the
oldest documents, such as the Codex Laureshamensis,
can be explained much better in terms of the household
community than of the village community. On the other
hand, this view raises new difficulties and new questions,
which have still to be solved. They can only be settled
by new investigations; but I cannot deny that in the case
also of Germany, Scandinavia and England there is very
great probability in favor of the intermediate form of the
household community.

While in Caesar’s time the Germans had only just
taken up or were still looking for settled abodes, in Taci-
tus’ time they already had a full century of settled life be-
hind them; correspondingly, the progress in the produc-
tion of the necessities of life is unmistakable. They live in
log-houses; their clothing is still very much that of prim-
itive people of the forests: coarse woolen mantles, skins;
for women and notable people underclothing of linen.
Their food is milk, meat, wild fruits, and, as Pliny adds,
oatmeal porridge (still the Celtic national food in Ireland
and Scotland). Their wealth consists in cattle and horses,
but of inferior breed; the cows are small, poor in build
and without horns; the horses are ponies, with very little
speed. Money was used rarely and in small amounts; it
was exclusively Roman. They did not work gold or sil-
ver, nor did they value it. Iron was rare, and, at least,
among the tribes on the Rhine and the Danube, seems to
have been almost entirely imported, not mined. Runic
writing (imitated from the Greek or Latin letters) was
a purely secret form of writing, used only for religious
magic. Human sacrifices were still offered. In short, we
here see a people which had just raised itself from the
middle to the upper stage of barbarism. But whereas the
tribes living immediately on the Roman frontiers were
hindered in the development of an independent metal and
textile industry by the facility with which Roman prod-
ucts could be imported, such industry undoubtedly did
develop in the northeast, on the Baltic. The fragments
of weapons found in the Schleswig marshes—long iron
sword, coat of mail, silver helmet, and so forth, together
with Roman coins of the end of the second century—
and the German metal objects distributed by the migra-

tions, show quite a pronounced character of their own,
even when they derive from an originally Roman model.
Emigration into the civilized Roman world put an end to
this native industry everywhere except in England. With
what uniformity this industry arose and developed, can
be seen, for example, in the bronze brooches; those found
in Burgundy, Rumania and on the Sea of Azov might
have come out of the same workshop as those found in
England and Sweden, and are just as certainly of Ger-
manic origin.

The constitution also corresponds to the upper stage
of barbarism. According to Tacitus, there was generally
a council of chiefs (principes), which decided minor mat-
ters, but prepared more important questions for decision
by the assembly of the people; at the lower stage of bar-
barism, so far as we have knowledge of it, as among the
Americans, this assembly of the people still comprises
only the members of the gens, not yet of the tribe or of
the confederacy of tribes. The chiefs (principes) are still
sharply distinguished from the military leaders (duces)
just as they are among the Iroquois; they already subsist
partially on gifts of cattle, corn, etc., from the members
of the tribe; as in America, they are generally elected
from the same family. The transition to father-right fa-
vored, as in Greece and Rome, the gradual transforma-
tion of election into hereditary succession, and hence the
rise of a noble family in each gens. This old so-called
tribal nobility disappeared for the most part during the
migrations or soon afterwards. The military leaders were
chosen without regard to their descent, solely according
to their ability. They had little power and had to rely
on the force of example. Tacitus expressly states that
the actual disciplinary authority in the army lay with the
priests. The real power was in the hands of the assembly
of the people. The king or the chief of the tribe presides;
the people decide: “No” by murmurs; “Yes” by acclama-
tion and clash of weapons. The assembly of the people is
at the same time an assembly of justice; here complaints
are brought forward and decided and sentences of death
passed, the only capital crimes being cowardice, treason
against the people, and unnatural lust. Also in the gentes
and other subdivisions of the tribe all the members sit
in judgment under the presidency of the chief, who, as
in all the early German courts, can only have guided the
proceedings and put questions; the actual verdict was al-
ways given among Germans everywhere by the whole
community.

Confederacies of tribes had grown up since the time
of Caesar; some of them already had kings; the supreme
military commander was already aiming at the position
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of tyrant, as among the Greeks and Romans, and some-
times secured it. But these fortunate usurpers were not by
any means absolute rulers; they were, however, already
beginning to break the fetters of the gentile constitution.
Whereas freed slaves usually occupied a subordinate po-
sition, since they could not belong to any gens, as fa-
vorites of the new kings they often won rank, riches and
honors. The same thing happened after the conquest of
the Roman Empire by these military leaders, who now
became kings of great countries. Among the Franks,
slaves and freedmen of the king played a leading part
first at the court and then in the state; the new nobility
was to a great extent descended from them.

One institution particularly favored the rise of king-
ship: the retinues. We have already seen among the
American Indians how, side by side with the gentile con-
stitution, private associations were formed to carry on
wars independently. Among the Germans, these private
associations had already become permanent. A military
leader who had made himself a name gathered around
him a band of young men eager for booty, whom he
pledged to personal loyalty, giving the same pledge to
them. The leader provided their keep, gave them gifts,
and organized them on a hierarchic basis; a bodyguard
and a standing troop for smaller expeditions and a regular
corps of officers for operations on a larger scale. Weak
as these retinues must have been, and as we in fact find
them to be later—for example, under Odoacer in Italy—
they were nevertheless the beginnings of the decay of the
old freedom of the people and showed themselves to be
such during and after the migrations. For in the first place
they favored the rise of monarchic power. In the sec-
ond place, as Tacitus already notes, they could only be
kept together by continual wars and plundering expedi-
tions. Plunder became an end in itself. If the leader of the
retinue found nothing to do in the neighborhood, he set
out with his men to other peoples where there was war
and the prospect of booty. The German mercenaries who
fought in great numbers under the Roman standard even
against Germans were partly mobilized through these
retinues. They already represent the first form of the sys-
tem of Landsknechte, the shame and curse of the Ger-
mans. When the Roman Empire had been conquered,
these retinues of the kings formed the second main stock,
after the unfree and the Roman courtiers, from which the
later nobility was drawn.

In general, then, the constitution of those German

tribes which had combined into peoples was the same as
had developed among the Greeks of the Heroic Age and
the Romans of the so-called time of the kings: assembly
of the people, council of the chiefs of the gentes, military
leader, who is already striving for real monarchic power.
It was the highest form of constitution which the gentile
order could achieve; it was the model constitution of the
upper stage of barbarism. If society passed beyond the
limits within which this constitution was adequate, that
meant the end of the gentile order; it was broken up and
the state took its place.

8. The Formation of the State
among Germans
According to Tacitus, the Germans were a very numer-
ous people. Caesar gives us an approximate idea of the
strength of the separate German peoples; he places the
number of the Usipetans and the Tencterans who ap-
peared on the left bank of the Rhine at 180,000, women
and children included. That is about 100,000 to one
people,26 already considerably more than, for instance,
the total number of the Iroquois in their prime, when,
no more than 20,000 strong, they were the terror of the
whole country from the Great Lakes to the Ohio and the
Potomac. On the map, if we try to group the better known
peoples settled near the Rhine according to the evidence
of the reports, a single people occupies the space of a
Prussian government districtthat is, about 10,000 square
kilometers or 182 geographical square miles. (About
4,000 square miles—Ed.) Now, the Germania Magna
of the Romans, which reached as far as the Vistula,
had an area of 500,000 square kilometers in round fig-
ures. Reckoning the average number of each people at
100,000, the total population of Germania Magna would
work out at 5,000,000—a considerable figure for a bar-
barian group of peoples, but, compared with our condi-
tions ten persons to the square kilometer, or about 550
to the geographical square mile—extremely low. But
that by no means exhausts the number of the Germans
then living. We know that all along the Carpathians and
down to the south of the Danube there were German peo-
ples descended from Gothic tribes, such as the Bastarni-
ans, Peucinians and others, who were so numerous that
Pliny classes them together as the fifth main tribe of the
Germans. As early as 180 B.C. they make their appear-

26The number assumed here is confirmed by a statement of Diodorus about the Celts of Gaul: “In Gaul dwell many peoples of varying strength.
Among those that are greatest the number is about 200,000, among the smallest, 50,000” (Diodorus Siculus, V, 75). On an average, therefore,
125,000; it can undoubtedly be assumed that, owing to their higher stage of development, the single peoples among the Gauls were rather larger
than among the Germans.
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ance as mercenaries in the service of the Macedonian
King Perseus, and in the first years of Augustus, still ad-
vancing, they almost reached Adrianople. If we estimate
these at only 1,000,000, the probable total number of the
Germans at the beginning of our era must have been at
least 6,000,000.

After permanent settlements had been founded in Ger-
many, the population must have grown with increas-
ing rapidity; the advances in industry we mentioned are
in themselves proof of this. The objects found in the
Schleswig marshes date from the third century, according
to the Roman coins discovered with them. At this time,
therefore, there was already a developed metal and tex-
tile industry on the Baltic, brisk traffic with the Roman
Empire and a certain degree of luxury among the more
wealthy—all signs of denser population. But also at this
time begins the general attack by the Germans along the
whole line of the Rhine, the Roman wall and the Danube,
from the North Sea to the Black Sea—direct proof of
the continual growth and outward thrust of the popula-
tion. For three centuries the fight went on, during which
the whole main body of the Gothic peoples (with the ex-
ception of the Scandinavian Goths and the Burgundians)
thrust south-east, forming the left wing on the long front
of attack, while in the center the High Germans (Hermio-
nians) pushed forward down the upper Danube, and on
the right wing the Ischocvonians, now called Franks, ad-
vanced along the Rhine; the Ingoevonians carried out the
conquest of Britain. By the end of the fifth century an ex-
hausted and bleeding Roman Empire lay helpless before
the invading Germans.

In earlier chapters we were standing at the cradle of
ancient Greek and Roman civilization. Now we stand
at its grave. Rome had driven the leveling plane of its
world rule over all the countries of the Mediterranean
basin, and that for centuries. Except when Greek of-
fered resistance, all natural languages had been forced
to yield to a debased Latin; there were no more na-
tional differences, no more Gauls, Iberians, Ligurians,
Noricans; all had become Romans. Roman administra-
tion and Roman law had everywhere broken up the old
kinship groups, and with them the last vestige of local
and national independence. The half-baked culture of
Rome provided no substitute; it expressed no national-
ity, only the lack of nationality. The elements of new
nations were present everywhere; the Latin dialects of
the various provinces were becoming increasingly dif-
ferentiated; the natural boundaries which once had made
Italy, Gaul, Spain, Africa independent territories, were
still there and still made themselves felt. But the strength

was not there to fuse these elements into new nations;
there was no longer a sign anywhere of capacity for de-
velopment, or power of resistance, to say nothing of cre-
ative energy. The enormous mass of humanity in the
whole enormous territory was held together by one bond
only: the Roman state; and the Roman state had become
in the course of time their worst enemy and oppressor.
The provinces had annihilated Rome; Rome itself had
become a provincial town like the rest—privileged, but
no longer the ruler, no longer the hub of the world em-
pire, not even the seat of the emperors or sub-emperors,
who now lived in Constantinople, Treves, Milan. The
Roman state had become a huge, complicated machine,
exclusively for bleeding its subjects, Taxes, state imposts
and tributes of every kind pressed the mass of the peo-
ple always deeper into poverty; the pressure was intensi-
fied until the exactions of governors, tax-collectors, and
armies made it unbearable. That was what the Roman
state had achieved with its world rule. It gave as the jus-
tification of its existence that it maintained order within
the empire and protected it against the barbarians with-
out. But its order was worse than the worst disorder, and
the citizens whom it claimed to protect against the bar-
barians longed for the barbarians to deliver them.

Social conditions were no less desperate. Already in
the last years of the republic the policy of Roman rule
had been ruthlessly to exploit the provinces; the empire,
far from abolishing this exploitation, had organized it.
The more the empire declined, the higher rose the taxes
and levies, the more shamelessly the officials robbed and
extorted. The Romans had always been too occupied in
ruling other nations to become proficient in trade and
industry; it was only as usurers that they beat all who
came before or after. What commerce had already ex-
isted and still survived was now ruined by official extor-
tion; it struggled on only in the eastern, Greek part of
the empire, which lies outside the present study. General
impoverishment; decline of commerce, handicrafts and
art; fall in the population; decay of the towns; relapse of
agriculture to a lower level-such was the final result of
Roman world rule.

Agriculture, always the decisive branch of production
throughout the ancient world, was now more so than ever.
In Italy, the enormous estates (latifundia) which, since
the end of the republic, occupied I35 almost the whole
country, had been exploited in two different ways. They
had been used either as pastures, the population being
displaced by sheep and cattle, which could be tended by
a few slaves, or as country estates (villae), where large-
scale horticulture was carried on with masses of slaves,
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partly as a luxury for the owner, partly for sale in the
town markets. The great grazing farms had kept going
and had probably even extended; the country estates and
their gardens had been ruined through the impoverish-
ment of their owners and the decay of the towns. The
system of latifundia run by slave labor no longer paid;
but at that time no other form of large-scale agriculture
was possible. Small production had again become the
only profitable form. One country estate after another
was cut up into small lots, which were handed over ei-
ther to tenants, who paid a fixed sum and had hereditary
rights, or to partiarii, stewards rather than tenants, who
received a sixth or even only a ninth of the year’s prod-
uct in return f or their labor. For the most part, however,
these small lots of land were given out to colon;, who
paid for them a definite yearly amount, were tied to the
soil and could be sold together with their lot. True, they
were not slaves, but neither were they free; they could
not marry free persons, and their marriages with one an-
other were not regarded as full marriages, but, like those
of slaves, as mere concubinage (contubernium). They
were the forerunners of the medieval serfs.

The slavery of classical times had outlived itself.
Whether employed on the land in large-scale agricul-
ture or in manufacture in the towns, it no longer yielded
any satisfactory return—the market for its products was
no longer there. But the small-scale agriculture and the
small handicraft production to which the enormous pro-
duction of the empire in its prosperous days was now
shrunk had no room for numbers of slaves. Only for
the domestic and luxury slaves of the wealthy was there
still a place in society. But though it was dying out,
slavery was still common enough to make all produc-
tive labor appear to be work for slaves, unworthy of free
Romans—and everybody was a free Roman now. Hence,
on the one side, increasing manumissions of the superflu-
ous slaves who were now a burden; on the other hand, a
growth in some parts in the numbers of the coloni, and
in other parts of the declassed freemen (like the “poor
whites” in the ex-slave states of America). Christianity is
completely innocent of the gradual dying out of ancient
slavery; it was itself actively involved in the system for
centuries under the Roman Empire, and never interfered
later with slave-trading by Christians: not with the Ger-
mans in the north, or with the Venetians in the Mediter-
ranean, or with the later trade in Negroes.27 Slavery no
longer paid; it was for that reason it died out. But in dy-
ing it left behind its poisoned sting-the stigma attaching

to the productive labor of freemen. This was the blind al-
ley from which the Roman world had no way out: slavery
was economically impossible, the labor of freemen was
morally ostracized. The one could be the basic form of
social production no longer; the other, not yet. Nothing
could help here except a complete revolution.

Things were no better in the provinces. We have most
material about Gaul. Here there was still a free small
peasantry in addition to colon;. In order to be secured
against oppression by officials, judges, and usurers, these
peasants often placed themselves under the protection,
the patronage, of a powerful person; and it was not only
individuals who did so, but whole communities, so that
in the fourth century the emperors frequently prohibited
the practice. But what help was this protection to those
who sought it? Their patron made it a condition that they
should transfer to him the rights of ownership in their
pieces of land, in return for which he guaranteed them
the use of the land for their lifetime-a trick which the
Holy Church took note of and in the ninth and tenth cen-
turies lustily imitated, to the increase of God’s glory and
its own lands. At this time, it is true, about the year 475,
Bishop Salvianus of Marseilles still inveighs indignantly
against such theft. He relates that oppression by Roman
officials and great landlords had become so heavy that
many “Romans” fled into districts already occupied by
the barbarians, and that the Roman citizens settled there
feared nothing so much as a return to Roman rule. That
parents owing to their poverty often sold their children
into slavery at this time is proved by a decree prohibiting
the practice.

In return for liberating the Romans from their own
state, the German barbarians took from them two-thirds
of all the land and divided it among themselves. The di-
vision was made according to the gentile constitution.
The conquerors being relatively few in number, large
tracts of land were left undivided, as the property partly
of the whole people, partly of the individual tribes and
gentes. Within each gens the arable and meadow land
was distributed by lot in equal portions among the in-
dividual households. We do not know whether reallot-
ments of the land were repeatedly carried out at this
time, but in any event they were soon discontinued in the
Roman provinces and the individual lots became alien-
able private property, allodium. Woods and pastures re-
mained undivided for common use; the provisions reg-
ulating their common use, and the manner in which the
divided land was to be cultivated, were settled in accor-

27According to Bishop Liutprand of Cremona, in the tenth century the chief industry of Verdun—in the Holy German Empire, observe—was the
manufacture of eunuchs, who were exported at great profit to Spain for the Moorish harems.
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dance with ancient custom and by the decision of the
whole community. The longer the gens remained set-
tled in its village and the more the Germans and the
Romans gradually merged, the more the bond of union
lost its character of kinship and became territorial. The
gens was lost in the mark community, in which, however,
traces of its origin in the kinship of its members are of-
ten enough still visible. Thus, at least in those countries
where the mark community maintained itself—northern
France, England, Germany and Scandinavia—the gentile
constitution changed imperceptibly into a local constitu-
tion and thus became capable of incorporation into the
state. But it nevertheless retained that primitive demo-
cratic character which distinguishes the whole gentile
constitution, and thus even in its later enforced degen-
eration and up to the most recent times it kept something
of the gentile constitution alive, to be a weapon in the
hands of the oppressed.

This weakening of the bond of blood in the gens fol-
lowed from the degeneration of the organs of kinship also
in the tribe and in the entire people as a result of their
conquests. As we know, rule over subjugated peoples is
incompatible with the gentile constitution. Here we can
see this on a large scale. The German peoples, now mas-
ters of the Roman provinces, had to organize what they
had conquered. But they could neither absorb the mass of
Romans into the gentile bodies nor govern them through
these bodies. At the head of the Roman local govern-
ing bodies, many of which continued for the time being
to function, had to be placed a substitute for the Roman
state, and this substitute could only be another state. The
organs of the gentile constitution had to be transformed
into state organs, and that very idly, for the situation was
urgent. But the immediate representative of the conquer-
ing people was their military leader. To secure the con-
quered territory against attack from within and without,
it was necessary to strengthen his power. The moment
had come to transform the military leadership into kin-
ship: the transformation was made.

Let us take the country of the Franks. Here the victo-
rious Salian people had come into complete possession,
not only of the extensive Roman state domains, but also
of the very large tracts of land which had not been dis-
tributed among the larger and smaller district and mark
communities, in particular all the larger forest areas. On
his transformation from a plain military chief into the
real sovereign of a country, the first thing which the king
of the Franks did was to transform this property of the
people into crown lands, to steal it from the people and
to give it, outright or in fief, to his retainers. This retinue,

which originally consisted of his personal following of
warriors and of the other lesser military leaders, was
presently increased not only by Romans—Romanized
Gauls, whose education, knowledge of writing, familiar-
ity with the spoken Romance language of the country and
the written Latin language, as well as with the country’s
laws, soon made them indispensable to him, but also by
slaves, serfs and freedmen, who composed his court and
from whom he chose his favorites. All these received
their portions of the people’s land, at first generally in
the form of gifts, later of benefices, usually conferred, to
begin with, for the king’s lifetime. Thus, at the expense
of the people the foundation of a new nobility was laid.

And that was not all. The wide extent of the kingdom
could not be governed with the means provided by the
old gentile constitution; the council of chiefs, even if it
had not long since become obsolete, would have been
unable to meet, and it was soon displaced by the perma-
nent retinue of the king; the old assembly of the people
continued to exist in name, but it also increasingly be-
came a mere assembly of military leaders subordinate to
the king, and of the new rising nobility. By the incessant
civil wars and wars of conquest (the latter were particu-
larly frequent under Charlemagne), the free land-owning
peasants, the mass of the Frankish people, were reduced
to the same state of exhaustion and penury as the Ro-
man peasants in the last years of the Republic. Though
they had originally constituted the whole army and still
remained its backbone after the conquest of France, by
the beginning of the ninth century they were so impover-
ished that hardly one man in five could go to the wars.
The army of free peasants raised directly by the king
was replaced by an army composed of the serving-men
of the new nobles, including bondsmen, descendants of
men who in earlier times had known no master save the
king and still earlier no master at all, not even a king.
The internal wars under Charlemagne’s successors, the
weakness of the authority of the crown, and the corre-
sponding excesses of the nobles (including the counts in-
stituted by Charlemagne, who were now striving to make
their office hereditary), had already brought ruin on the
Frankish peasantry, and the ruin was finally completed
by the invasions of the Norsemen. Fifty years after the
death of Charlemagne, the Empire of the Franks lay as
defenseless at the feet of the Norsemen as the Roman
Empire, four hundred years earlier, had lain at the feet of
the Franks.

Not only was there the same impotence against ene-
mies from without, but there was almost the same so-
cial order or rather disorder within. The free Frankish
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peasants were in a plight similar to their predecessors,
the Roman coloni. Plundered, and ruined by wars, they
had been forced to put themselves under the protection
of the new nobles or of the Church, the crown being too
weak to protect them. But they had to pay dearly for it.
Like the Gallic peasants earlier, they had to transfer their
rights of property in land to their protecting lord and re-
ceived the land back from him in tenancies of various
and changing forms, but always only in return for ser-
vices and dues. Once in this position of dependence, they
gradually lost their personal freedom also; after a few
generations most of them were already serfs. How rapid
was the disappearance of the free peasantry’ is shown
by Irminon’s records of the monastic possessions of the
Abbey of Saint Germain des Pris, at that time near, now
in, Paris. On the huge holdings of this Abbey, which
were scattered in the surrounding country, there lived
in Charlemagne’s time 2,788 households, whose mem-
bers were almost without exception Franks with German
names. They included 2,080 coloni, 35 lites (semi-free
peasants—Ed.), 220 slaves, and only eight freehold ten-
ants! The godless practice, as Salvianus had called it, by
which the protecting lord had the peasant’s land trans-
ferred to himself as his own property, and only gave it
back to the peasant for use during life, was now com-
monly employed by the Church against the peasants. The
forced services now imposed with increasing frequency
had had their prototype as much in the Roman angariae,
compulsory labor for the state, as in the services provided
by members of the German marks for bridge and road-
making and other common purposes. To all appearances,
therefore, after four hundred years, the mass of the peo-
ple were back again where they had started.

But that only proved two things: first, that the so-
cial stratification and the distribution of property in the
declining Roman Empire completely correspond to the
level of agricultural and industrial production at that
time, and had therefore been inevitable; secondly, that
this level of production had neither risen nor fallen sig-
nificantly during the following four centuries and had
therefore with equal necessity again produced the same
distribution of property and the same classes in the pop-
ulation. In the last centuries of the Roman Empire the
town had lost its former supremacy over the country, and
in the first centuries of German rule it had not regained
it. This implies a low level of development both in agri-
culture and industry. This general situation necessarily
produces big ruling landowners and a dependent small
peasantry. How impossible it was to graft onto such a
society either the Roman system of latifundia worked by

slave-labor or the newer large-scale agriculture worked
by forced services is proved by Charlemagne’s exper-
iments with the famous imperial country estates (vil-
lae). These experiments were gigantic in scope, but they
left scarcely a trace. They were continued only by the
monasteries, and only for them were they fruitful. But
the monasteries were abnormal social bodies, founded on
celibacy; they could produce exceptional results, but for
that very reason necessarily continued to be exceptional
themselves.

And yet progress was made during these four hun-
dred years. Though at the end we find almost the same
main classes as at the beginning, the human beings who
formed these classes were different. Ancient slavery had
gone, and so had the pauper freemen who despised work
as only fit for slaves. Between the Roman colon-us and
the new bondsman had stood the free Frankish peasant.
The “useless memories and aimless strife” of decadent
Roman culture were dead and buried. The social classes
of the ninth century had been formed, not in the rotten-
ness of a decaying civilization, but in the birth-pangs of a
new civilization. Compared with their Roman predeces-
sors, the new breed, whether masters or servants, was a
breed of men. The relation of powerful landowners and
subject peasants which had meant for the ancient world
the final ruin, from which there was no escape, was for
them the starting-point of a new development. And, fur-
ther, however unproductive these four centuries appear,
one great product they did leave: the modern national-
ities, the new forms and structures through which west
European humanity was to make coming history. The
Germans had, in fact, given Europe new life, and there-
fore the break-up of the states in the Germanic period
ended, not in subjugation by the Norsemen and Sara-
cens, but in the further development of the system of
benefices and protection into feudalism, and in such an
enormous increase of the population that scarcely two
centuries later the severe blood-letting of the Crusades
was borne without injury.

But what was the mysterious magic by which the Ger-
mans breathed new life into a dying Europe? Was it
some miraculous power innate in the Germanic race,
such as our chauvinist historians romance about? Not
a bit of it. The Germans, especially at that time, were a
highly gifted Aryan tribe, and in the full vigor of devel-
opment. It was not, however, their specific national qual-
ities which rejuvenated Europe, but simply—their bar-
barism, their gentile constitution.

Their individual ability and courage, their sense of
freedom, their democratic instinct which in everything
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of public concern felt itself concerned; in a word, all the
qualities which had been lost to the Romans and were
alone capable of forming new states and making new na-
tionalities grow out of the slime of the Roman world-
what else were they than the characteristics of the barbar-
ian of the upper stage, fruits of his gentile constitution?

If they recast the ancient form of monogamy, moder-
ated the supremacy of the man in the family, and gave
the woman a higher position than the classical world had
ever known, what made them capable of doing so if not
their barbarism, their gentile customs, their living her-
itage from the time of mother-right?

If in at least three of the most important countries, Ger-
many, northern France and England, they carried over
into the feudal state a genuine piece of gentile consti-
tution, in the form of mark communities, thus giving
the oppressed class, the peasants, even under the harsh-
est medieval serfdom, a local center of solidarity and a
means of resistance such as neither the slaves of classi-
cal times nor the modern proletariat found ready to their
hand—to what was this due, if not to their barbarism,
their purely barbarian method of settlement in kinship
groups?

Lastly: they were able to develop and make universal
the milder form of servitude they had practiced in their
own country, which even in the Roman Empire increas-
ingly displaced slavery; a form of servitude which, as
Fourier first stressed, gives to the bondsmen the means
of their gradual liberation as a class (“fournit aux cultiva-
teurs des moyens d’affranchissement collectif et Progres-
sif”); a form of servitude which thus stands high above
slavery, where the only possibility is the immediate re-
lease, without any transitional stage, of individual slaves
(abolition of slavery by successful rebellion is unknown
to antiquity), whereas the medieval serfs gradually won
their liberation as a class. And to what do we owe this
if not to their barbarism, thanks to which they had not
yet reached the stage of fully developed slavery, neither
the labor slavery of the classical world nor the domestic
slavery of the Orient?

All the vigorous and creative life which the Germans
infused into the Roman world was barbarism. Only bar-
barians are able to rejuvenate a world in the throes of col-
lapsing civilization. And precisely the highest stage of
barbarism, to which and in which the Germans worked
their way upwards before the migrations, was the most
favorable for this process. That explains everything.

9. Barbarism and Civilization
We, have now traced the dissolution of the gentile con-
stitution in the three great instances of the Greeks, the
Romans, and the Germans. In conclusion, let us exam-
ine the general economic conditions which already un-
dermined the gentile organization of society at the upper
stage of barbarism and with the coming of civilization
overthrew it completely. Here we shall need Marx’s Cap-
ital as much as Morgan’s book.

Arising in the middle stage of savagery, further devel-
oped during its upper stage, the gens reaches its most
flourishing period, so far as our sources enable us to
judge, during the lower stage of barbarism. We begin
therefore with this stage.

Here—the American Indians must serve as our
example—we find the gentile constitution fully formed.
The tribe is now grouped in several gentes, generally
two. With the increase in population, each of these orig-
inal gentes splits up into several daughter gentes, their
mother gens now appearing as the phratry. The tribe it-
self breaks up into several tribes, in each of which we
find again, for the most part, the old gentes. The related
tribes, at least in some cases, are united in a confederacy.
This simple organization suffices completely for the so-
cial conditions out of which it sprang. It is nothing more
than the grouping natural to those conditions, and it is
capable of settling all conflicts that can arise within a so-
ciety so organized. War settles external conflicts; it may
end with the annihilation of the tribe, but never with its
subjugation. It is the greatness, but also the limitation,
of the gentile constitution that it has no place for ruler
and ruled. Within the tribe there is as yet no difference
between rights and duties; the question whether partici-
pation in public affairs, in blood revenge or atonement,
is a right or a duty, does not exist for the Indian; it would
seem to him just as absurd as the question whether it was
a right or a duty to sleep, eat, or hunt. A division of the
tribe or of the gens into different classes was equally im-
possible. And that brings us to the examination of the
economic basis of these conditions.

The population is extremely sparse; it is dense only at
the tribe’s place of settlement, around which lie in a wide
circle first the hunting grounds and then the protective
belt of neutral forest, which separates the tribe from oth-
ers. The division of labor is purely primitive, between the
sexes only. The man fights in the wars, goes hunting and
fishing, procures the raw materials of food and the tools
necessary for doing so. The woman looks after the house
and the preparation of food and clothing, cooks, weaves,
sews. They are each master in their own sphere: the man
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in the forest, the woman in the house. Each is owner of
the instruments which he or she makes and uses: the man
of the weapons, the hunting and fishing implements, the
woman of the household gear. The housekeeping is com-
munal among several and often many families.28 What
is made and used in common is common property—the
house, the garden, the long-boat. Here therefore, and
here alone, there still exists in actual fact that “property
created by the owner’s labor” which in civilized society
is an ideal fiction of the jurists and economists, the last
lying legal pretense by which modern capitalist property
still bolsters itself up.

But humanity did not everywhere remain at this stage.
In Asia they found animals which could be tamed and,
when once tamed, bred. The wild buffalo-cow had to
be hunted; the tame buffalo-cow gave a calf yearly and
milk as well. A number of the most advanced tribes—the
Aryans, Semites, perhaps already also the Turanians—
now made their chief work first the taming of cattle, later
their breeding and tending only. Pastoral tribes separated
themselves from the mass of the rest of the barbarians:
the first great social division of labor. The pastoral tribes
produced not only more necessities of life than the other
barbarians, but different ones. They possessed the ad-
vantage over them of having not only milk, milk prod-
ucts and greater supplies of meat, but also skins, wool,
goat-hair, and spun and woven fabrics, which became
more common as the amount of raw material increased.
Thus for the first time regular exchange became possi-
ble. At the earlier stages only occasional exchanges can
take place; particular skill in the making of weapons and
tools may lead to a temporary division of labor. Thus
in many places undoubted remains of workshops for the
making of stone tools have been found, dating from the
later Stone Age. The artists who here perfected their skill
probably worked for the whole community, as each spe-
cial handicraftsman still does in the gentile communities
in India. In no case could exchange arise at this stage
except within the tribe itself, and then only as an excep-
tional event. But now, with the differentiation of pastoral
tribes, we find all the conditions ripe for exchange be-
tween branches of different tribes and its development
into a regular established institution. Originally tribes
exchanged with tribe through the respective chiefs of the
gentes; but as the herds began to pass into private owner-
ship, exchange between individuals became more com-
mon, and, finally, the only form. Now the chief article
which the pastoral tribes exchanged with their neighbors

was cattle; cattle became the commodity by which all
other commodities were valued and which was every-
where willingly taken in exchange for them—in short,
cattle acquired a money function and already at this stage
did the work of money. With such necessity and speed,
even at the very beginning of commodity exchange, did
the need for a money commodity develop.

Horticulture, probably unknown to Asiatic barbarians
of the lower stage, was being practiced by them in the
middle stage at the latest, as the forerunner of agricul-
ture. In the climate of the Turanian plateau, pastoral life
is impossible without supplies of fodder for the long and
severe winter. Here, therefore, it was essential that land
should be put under grass and corn cultivated. The same
is true of the steppes north of the Black Sea. But when
once corn had been grown for the cattle, it also soon be-
came food for men. The cultivated land still remained
tribal property; at first it was allotted to the gens, later by
the gens to the household communities and finally to in-
dividuals for use. The users may have had certain rights
of possession, but nothing more.

Of the industrial achievements of this stage, two are
particularly important. The first is the loom, the second
the smelting of metal ores and the working of metals.
Copper and tin and their alloy, bronze, were by far the
most important. Bronze provided serviceable tools and
weapons, though it could not displace stone tools; only
iron could do that, and the method of obtaining iron was
not yet understood. Gold and silver were beginning to
be used for ornament and decoration, and must already
have acquired a high value as compared with copper and
bronze.

The increase of production in all branches—cattle-
raising, agriculture, domestic handicrafts—gave human
labor-power the capacity to produce a larger product than
was necessary for its maintenance. At the same time
it increased the daily amount of work to be done by
each member of the gens, household community or sin-
gle family. It was now desirable to bring in new labor
forces. War provided them; prisoners of war were turned
into slaves. With its increase of the productivity of la-
bor, and therefore of wealth, and its extension of the field
of production, the first great social division of labor was
bound, in the general historical conditions prevailing, to
bring slavery in its train. From the first great social divi-
sion of labor arose the first great cleavage of society into
two classes: masters and slaves, exploiters and exploited.

As to how and when the herds passed out of the com-

28Especially on the north-west coast of America—see Bancroft. Among the Haidahs on Queen Charlotte Islands there are households with as
many as 700 persons under one roof. Among the Nootkas whole tribes used to live under one roof.
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mon possession of the tribe or the gens into the owner-
ship of individual heads of families, we know nothing at
present. But in the main it must have occurred during
this stage. With the herds and the other new riches, a
revolution came over the family. To procure the neces-
sities of life had always been the business of the man;
he produced and owned the means of doing so. The
herds were the new means of producing these necessi-
ties; the taming of the animals in the first instance and
their later tending were the man’s work. To him, there-
fore, belonged the cattle, and to him the commodities
and the slaves received in exchange for cattle. All the
surplus which the acquisition of the necessities of life
now yielded fell to the man; the woman shared in its en-
joyment, but had no part in its ownership. The “savage”
warrior and hunter had been content to take second place
in the house, after the woman; the “gentler” shepherd,
in the arrogance of his wealth, pushed himself forward
into the first place and the woman down into the sec-
ond. And she could not complain. The division of labor
within the family had regulated the division of property
between the man and the woman. That division of labor
had remained the same; and yet it now turned the previ-
ous domestic relation upside down, simply because the
division of labor outside the family had changed. The
same cause which had ensured to the woman her previ-
ous supremacy in the house—that her activity was con-
fined to domestic labor—this same cause now ensured
the man’s supremacy in the house: the domestic labor of
the woman no longer counted beside the acquisition of
the necessities of life by the man; the latter was every-
thing, the former an unimportant extra. We can already
see from this that to emancipate woman and make her the
equal of the man is and remains an impossibility so long
as the woman is shut out from social productive labor and
restricted to private domestic labor. The emancipation
of woman will only be possible when woman can take
part in production on a large, social scale, and domes-
tic work no longer claims anything but an insignificant
amount of her time. And only now has that become pos-
sible through modern large-scale industry, which does
not merely permit of the employment of female labor
over a wide range, but positively demands it, while it also
tends towards ending private domestic labor by changing
it more and more into a public industry.

The man now being actually supreme in the house, the
last barrier to his absolute supremacy had fallen. This
autocracy was confirmed and perpetuated by the over-
throw of mother-right, the introduction of father-right,
and the gradual transition of the pairing marriage into

monogamy. But this tore a breach in the old gentile or-
der; the single family became a power, and its rise was a
menace to the gens.

The next step leads us to the upper stage of barbarism,
the period when all civilized peoples have their Heroic
Age: the age of the iron sword, but also of the iron plow-
share and ax. Iron was now at the service of man, the
last and most important of all the raw materials which
played a historically revolutionary role—until the potato.
Iron brought the tillage of large areas, the clearing of
wide tracts of virgin forest; iron gave to the handicrafts-
man tools so hard and sharp that no stone, no other
known metal could resist them. All this came gradually;
the first iron was often even softer than bronze. Hence
stone weapons only disappeared slowly; not merely in
the Hildebrandslied, but even as late as Hastings in 1066,
stone axes were still used for fighting. But progress could
not now be stopped; it went forward with fewer checks
and greater speed. The town, with its houses of stone
or brick, encircled by stone walls, towers and ramparts,
became the central seat of the tribe or the confederacy
of tribes—an enormous architectural advance, but also a
sign of growing danger and need for protection. Wealth
increased rapidly, but as the wealth of individuals. The
products of weaving, metal-work and the other handi-
crafts, which were becoming more and more differenti-
ated, displayed growing variety and skill. In addition to
corn, leguminous plants and fruit, agriculture now pro-
vided wine and oil, the preparation of which had been
learned. Such manifold activities were no longer within
the scope of one and the same individual; the second
great division of labor took place: handicraft separated
from agriculture. The continuous increase of production
and simultaneously of the productivity of labor height-
ened the value of human labor-power. Slavery, which
during the preceding period was still in its beginnings
and sporadic, now becomes an essential constituent part
of the social system; slaves no longer merely help with
production—they are driven by dozens to work in the
fields and the workshops. With the splitting up of pro-
duction into the two great main branches, agriculture
and handicrafts, arises production directly for exchange,
commodity production; with it came commerce, not only
in the interior and on the tribal boundaries, but also al-
ready overseas. All this, however, was still very unde-
veloped; the precious metals were beginning to be the
predominant and general money commodity, but still un-
coined, exchanging simply by their naked weight.

The distinction of rich and poor appears beside that
of freemen and slaves—with the new division of labor, a
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new cleavage of society into classes. The inequalities of
property among the individual heads of families break up
the old communal household communities wherever they
had still managed to survive, and with them the common
cultivation of the soil by and for these communities. The
cultivated land is allotted for use to single families, at
first temporarily, later permanently. The transition to full
private property is gradually accomplished, parallel with
the transition of the pairing marriage into monogamy.
The single family is becoming the economic unit of so-
ciety.

The denser population necessitates closer consolida-
tion both for internal and external action. The confeder-
acy of related tribes becomes everywhere a necessity, and
soon also their fusion, involving the fusion of the sepa-
rate tribal territories into one territory of the nation. The
military leader of the people, res, basileus, thiudans—
becomes an indispensable, permanent official. The as-
sembly of the people takes form, wherever it did not
already exist. Military leader, council, assembly of the
people are the organs of gentile society developed into
military democracy—military, since war and organiza-
tion for war have now become regular functions of na-
tional life. Their neighbors’ wealth excites the greed of
peoples who already see in the acquisition of wealth one
of the main aims of life. They are barbarians: they think
it more easy and in fact more honorable to get riches by
pillage than by work. War, formerly waged only in re-
venge for injuries or to extend territory that had grown
too small, is now waged simply for plunder and becomes
a regular industry. Not without reason the bristling bat-
tlements stand menacingly about the new fortified towns;
in the moat at their foot yawns the grave of the gentile
constitution, and already they rear their towers into civ-
ilization. Similarly in the interior. The wars of plun-
der increase the power of the supreme military leader
and the subordinate commanders; the customary election
of their successors from the same families is gradually
transformed, especially after the introduction of father-
right, into a right of hereditary succession, first toler-
ated, then claimed, finally usurped; the foundation of the
hereditary monarchy and the hereditary nobility is laid.
Thus the organs of the gentile constitution gradually tear
themselves loose from their roots in the people, in gens,
phratry, tribe, and the whole gentile constitution changes
into its opposite: from an organization of tribes for the
free ordering of their own affairs it becomes an organiza-
tion for the plundering and oppression of their neighbors;
and correspondingly its organs change from instruments
of the will of the people into independent organs for the

domination and oppression of the people. That, however,
would never have been possible if the greed for riches
had not split the members of the gens into rich and poor,
if “the property differences within one and the same gens
had not transformed its unity of interest into antagonism
between its members” (Marx), if the extension of slavery
had not already begun to make working for a living seem
fit only for slaves and more dishonorable than pillage.

WE HAVE now reached the threshold of civiliza-
tion. Civilization opens with a new advance in

the division of labor. At the lowest stage of barbarism
men produced only directly for their own needs; any acts
of exchange were isolated occurrences, the object of ex-
change merely some fortuitous surplus. In the middle
stage of barbarism we already find among the pastoral
peoples a possession in the form of cattle which, once
the herd has attained a certain size, regularly produces
a surplus over and above the tribe’s own requirements,
leading to a division of labor between pastoral peoples
and backward tribes without herds, and hence to the ex-
istence of two different levels of production side by side
with one another and the conditions necessary for regu-
lar exchange. The upper stage of barbarism brings us the
further division of labor between agriculture and handi-
crafts, hence the production of a continually increasing
portion of the products of labor directly for exchange, so
that exchange between individual producers assumes the
importance of a vital social function. Civilization consol-
idates and intensifies all these existing divisions of labor,
particularly by sharpening the opposition between town
and country (the town may economically dominate the
country, as in antiquity, or the country the town, as in
the middle ages), and it adds a third division of labor,
peculiar to itself and of decisive importance: it creates a
class which no longer concerns itself with production,
but only with the exchange of the products—the mer-
chants. Hitherto whenever classes had begun to form,
it had always been exclusively in the field of production;
the persons engaged in production were separated into
those who directed and those who executed, or else into
large-scale and small-scale producers. Now for the first
time a class appears which, without in any way partici-
pating in production, captures the direction of production
as a whole and economically subjugates the producers;
which makes itself into an indispensable middleman be-
tween any two producers and exploits them both. Under
the pretext that they save the producers the trouble and
risk of exchange, extend the sale of their products to dis-
tant markets and are therefore the most useful class of the
population, a class of parasites comes into being, “gen-
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uine social icbneumons,” who, as a reward for their ac-
tually very insignificant services, skim all the cream off
production at home and abroad, rapidly amass enormous
wealth and correspondingly social influence, and for that
reason receive under civilization ever higher honors and
ever greater control of production, until at last they also
bring forth a product of their own—the periodical trade
crises.

At our stage of development, however, the young mer-
chants had not even begun to dream of the great des-
tiny awaiting them. But they were growing and mak-
ing themselves indispensable, which was quite suffi-
cient. And with the formation of the merchant class
came also the development of metallic money, the minted
coin, a new instrument for the domination of the non-
producer over the producer and his production. The com-
modity of commodities had been discovered, that which
holds all other commodities hidden in itself, the magic
power which can change at will into everything desir-
able and desired. The man who had it ruled the world of
production—and who had more of it than anybody else?
The merchant. The worship of money was safe in his
hands. He took good care to make it clear that, in face
of money, all commodities, and hence all producers of
commodities, must prostrate themselves in adoration in
the dust. He proved practically that all other forms of
wealth fade into mere semblance beside this incarnation
of wealth as such. Never again has the power of money
shown itself in such primitive brutality and violence as
during these days of its youth. After commodities had
begun to sell for money, loans and advances in money
came also, and with them interest and usury. No legisla-
tion of later times so utterly and ruthlessly delivers over
the debtor to the usurious creditor as the legislation of
ancient Athens and ancient Rome—and in both cities it
arose spontaneously, as customary law, without any com-
pulsion other than the economic.

Alongside wealth in commodities and slaves, along-
side wealth in money, there now appeared wealth in land
also. The individuals’ rights of possession in the pieces
of land originally allotted to them by gens or tribe had
now become so established that the land was their hered-
itary property. Recently they had striven above all to se-
cure their freedom against the rights of the gentile com-
munity over these lands, since these rights had become
for them a fetter. They got rid of the fetter - but soon
afterwards of their new landed property also. Full, free
ownership of the land meant not only power, uncurtailed

and unlimited, to possess the land; it meant also the
power to alienate it. As long as the land belonged to
the gens, no such power could exist. But when the new
landed proprietor shook off once and for all the fetters
laid upon him by the prior right of gens and tribe, he
also cut the ties which had hitherto inseparably attached
him to the land. Money, invented at the same time as
private property in land, showed him what that meant.
Land could now become a commodity; it could be sold
and pledged. Scarcely had private property in land been
introduced than the mortgage was already invented (see
Athens). As hetaerism and prostitution dog the heels
of monogamy, so from now onwards mortgage dogs the
heels of private land ownership. You asked for full, free
alienable ownership of the land and now you have got
it—“tu l’as voulu, Georges Dandin.”

With trade expansion, money and usury, private prop-
erty in land and mortgages, the concentration and cen-
tralization of wealth in the hands of a small class rapidly
advanced, accompanied by an increasing impoverish-
ment of the masses and an increasing mass of impover-
ishment. The new aristocracy of wealth, in so far as it had
not been identical from the outset with the old hereditary
aristocracy, pushed it permanently into the background
(in Athens, in Rome, among the Germans). And simul-
taneous with this division of the citizens into classes ac-
cording to wealth there was an enormous increase, par-
ticularly in Greece, in the number of slaves,29 whose
forced labor was the foundation on which the superstruc-
ture of the entire society was reared.

Let us now see what had become of the gentile con-
stitution in this social upheaval. Confronted by the new
forces in whose growth it had had no share, the gentile
constitution was helpless. The necessary condition for its
existence was that the members of a gens or at least of a
tribe were settled together in the same territory and were
its sole inhabitants. That had long ceased to be the case.
Every territory now had a heterogeneous population be-
longing to the most varied gentes and tribes; everywhere
slaves, protected persons and aliens lived side by side
with citizens. The settled conditions of life which had
only been achieved towards the end of the middle stage
of barbarism were broken up by the repeated shifting and
changing of residence under the pressure of trade, alter-
ation of occupation and changes in the ownership of the
land. The members of the gentile bodies could no longer
meet to look after their common concerns; only unim-
portant matters, like the religious festivals, were still per-

29For the number of slaves in Athens, see above, page 107. In Corinth, at the height of its power, the number of slaves was 460,000; in AEgina,
470,000. In both cases, ten times the population of free citizens.
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functorily attended to. In addition to the needs and in-
terests with which the gentile bodies were intended and
fitted to deal, the upheaval in productive relations and the
resulting change in the social structure had given rise to
new needs and interests, which were not only alien to
the old gentile order, but ran directly counter to it at ev-
ery point. The interests of the groups of handicraftsmen
which had arisen with the division of labor, the special
needs of the town as opposed to the country, called for
new organs. But each of these groups was composed of
people of the most diverse gentes, phratries, and tribes,
and even included aliens. Such organs had therefore to
be formed outside the gentile constitution, alongside of
it, and hence in opposition to it. And this conflict of inter-
ests was at work within every gentile body, appearing in
its most extreme form in the association of rich and poor,
usurers and debtors, in the same gens and the same tribe.
Further, there was the new mass of population outside the
gentile bodies, which, as in Rome, was able to become a
power in the land and at the same time was too numer-
ous to be gradually absorbed into the kinship groups and
tribes. In relation to this mass, the gentile bodies stood
opposed as closed, privileged corporations; the primi-
tive natural democracy had changed into a malign aris-
tocracy. Lastly, the gentile constitution had grown out
of a society which knew no internal contradictions, and
it was only adapted to such a society. It possessed no
means of coercion except public opinion. But here was
a society which by all its economic conditions of life
had been forced to split itself into freemen and slaves,
into the exploiting rich and the exploited poor; a society
which not only could never again reconcile these con-
tradictions, but was compelled always to intensify them.
Such a society could only exist either in the continuous
open fight of these classes against one another, or else un-
der the rule of a third power, which, apparently standing
above the warring classes, suppressed their open conflict
and allowed the class struggle to be fought out at most in
the economic field, in so-called legal form. The gentile
constitution was finished. It had been shattered by the di-
vision of labor and its result, the cleavage of society into
classes. It was replaced by the state.

THE THREE main forms in which the state arises on
the ruins of the gentile constitution have been ex-

amined in detail above. Athens provides the purest, clas-
sic form; here the state springs directly and mainly out
of the class oppositions which develop within gentile so-
ciety itself. In Rome, gentile society becomes a closed

aristocracy in the midst of the numerous plebs who stand
outside it, and have duties but no rights; the victory of
plebs breaks up the old constitution based on kinship, and
erects on its ruins the state, into which both the gentile
aristocracy and the plebs are soon completely absorbed.
Lastly, in the case of the German conquerors of the Ro-
man Empire, the state springs directly out of the conquest
of large foreign territories, which the gentile constitution
provides no means of governing. But because this con-
quest involves neither a serious struggle with the original
population nor a more advanced division of labor; be-
cause conquerors and conquered are almost on the same
level of economic development, and the economic basis
of society remains therefore as before—for these reasons
the gentile constitution is able to survive for many cen-
turies in the altered, territorial form of the mark consti-
tution and even for a time to rejuvenate itself in a feebler
shape in the later noble and patrician families, and indeed
in peasant families, as in Ditmarschen.30

The state is therefore by no means a power imposed
on society from without; just as little is it “the reality
of the moral idea,” “the image and the reality of rea-
son,” as Hegel maintains. Rather, it is a product of soci-
ety at a particular stage of development; it is the admis-
sion that this society has involved itself in insoluble self-
contradiction and is cleft into irreconcilable antagonisms
which it is powerless to exorcise. But in order that these
antagonisms, classes with conflicting economic interests,
shall not consume themselves and society in fruitless
struggle, a power, apparently standing above society, has
become necessary to moderate the conflict and keep it
within the bounds of “order”; and this power, arisen out
of society, but placing itself above it and increasingly
alienating itself from it, is the state.

In contrast to the old gentile organization, the state is
distinguished firstly by the grouping of its members on
a territorial basis. The old gentile bodies, formed and
held together by ties of blood, had, as we have seen, be-
come inadequate largely because they presupposed that
the gentile members were bound to one particular lo-
cality, whereas this had long ago ceased to be the case.
The territory was still there, but the people had become
mobile. The territorial division was therefore taken as
the starting point and the system introduced by which
citizens exercised their public rights and duties where
they took up residence, without regard to gens or tribe.
This organization of the citizens of the state according
to domicile is common to all states. To us, therefore,

30The first historian who had at any rate an approximate conception of the nature of the gens was Niebuhr, and for this he had to thank his
acquaintance with the Ditmarechen families, though he was overhasty in transferring their characteristics to the gens.
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this organization seems natural; but, as we have seen,
hard and protracted struggles were necessary before it
was able in Athens and Rome to displace the old organi-
zation founded on kinship.

The second distinguishing characteristic is the institu-
tion of a public force which is no longer immediately
identical with the people’s own organization of them-
selves as an armed power. This special public force is
needed because a self-acting armed organization of the
people has become impossible since their cleavage into
classes. The slaves also belong to the population: as
against the 365,000 slaves, the 90,000 Athenian citizens
constitute only a privileged class. The people’s army of
the Athenian democracy confronted the slaves as an aris-
tocratic public force, and kept them in check; but to keep
the citizens in check as well, a police-force was needed,
as described above. This public force exists in every
state; it consists not merely of armed men, but also of
material appendages, prisons and coercive institutions of
all kinds, of which gentile society knew nothing. It may
be very insignificant, practically negligible, in societies
with still undeveloped class antagonisms and living in re-
mote areas, as at times and in places in the United States
of America. But it becomes stronger in proportion as the
class antagonisms within the state become sharper and
as adjoining states grow larger and more populous. It is
enough to look at Europe today, where class struggle and
rivalry in conquest have brought the public power to a
pitch that it threatens to devour the whole of society and
even the state itself.

In order to maintain this public power, contributions
from the state citizens are necessary—taxes. These were
completely unknown to gentile society. We know more
than enough about them today. With advancing civiliza-
tion, even taxes are not sufficient; the state draws drafts
on the future, contracts loans, state debts. Our old Eu-
rope can tell a tale about these, too.

In possession of the public power and the right of tax-
ation, the officials now present themselves as organs of
society standing above society. The free, willing respect
accorded to the organs of the gentile constitution is not
enough for them, even if they could have it. Representa-
tives of a power which estranges them from society, they
have to be given prestige by means of special decrees,
which invest them with a peculiar sanctity and inviola-
bility. The lowest police officer of the civilized state has
more “authority” than all the organs of gentile society put
together; but the mightiest prince and the greatest states-
man or general of civilization might envy the humblest
of the gentile chiefs the unforced and unquestioned re-

spect accorded to him. For the one stands in the midst of
society; the other is forced to pose as something outside
and above it.

As the state arose from the need to keep class antag-
onisms in check, but also arose in the thick of the fight
between the classes, it is normally the state of the most
powerful, economically ruling class, which by its means
becomes also the politically ruling class, and so acquires
new means of holding down and exploiting the oppressed
class. The ancient state was, above all, the state of the
slave-owners for holding down the slaves, just as the feu-
dal state was the organ of the nobility for holding down
the peasant serfs and bondsmen, and the modern repre-
sentative state is the instrument for exploiting wage-labor
by capital. Exceptional periods, however, occur when
the warring classes are so nearly equal in forces that the
state power, as apparent mediator, acquires for the mo-
ment a certain independence in relation to both. This
applies to the absolute monarchy of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, which balances the nobility and the
bourgeoisie against one another; and to the Bonapartism
of the First and particularly of the Second French Em-
pire, which played off the proletariat against the bour-
geoisie and the bourgeoisie against the proletariat. The
latest achievement in this line, in which ruler and ruled
look equally comic, is the new German Empire of the
Bismarckian nation; here the capitalists and the work-
ers are balanced against one another and both of them
fleeced for the benefit of the decayed Prussian cabbage
Junkers.

Further, in most historical states the rights conceded
to citizens are graded on a property basis, whereby it
is directly admitted that the state is an organization for
the protection of the possessing class against the non-
possessing class. This is already the case in the Athe-
nian and Roman property classes. Similarly in the me-
dieval feudal state, in which the extent of political power
was determined by the extent of landownership. Simi-
larly, also, in the electoral qualifications in modern par-
liamentary states. This political recognition of property
differences is, however, by no means essential. On the
contrary, it marks a low stage in the development of the
state. The highest form of the state, the democratic re-
public, which in our modern social conditions becomes
more and more an unavoidable necessity and is the form
of state in which alone the last decisive battle between
proletariat and bourgeoisie can be fought out—the demo-
cratic republic no longer officially recognizes differences
of property. Wealth here employs its power indirectly,
but all the more surely. It does this in two ways: by plain
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corruption of officials, of which America is the classic
example, and by an alliance between the government and
the stock exchange, which is effected all the more eas-
ily the higher the state debt mounts and the more the
joint-stock companies concentrate in their hands not only
transport but also production itself, and themselves have
their own center in the stock exchange. In addition to
America, the latest French republic illustrates this strik-
ingly, and honest little Switzerland has also given a cred-
itable performance in this field. But that a democratic
republic is not essential to this brotherly bond between
government and stock exchange is proved not only by
England, but also by the new German Empire, where it
is difficult to say who scored most by the introduction
of universal suffrage, Bismarck or the Bleichroder bank.
And lastly the possessing class rules directly by means
of universal suffrage. As long as the oppressed class—
in our case, therefore, the proletariat—is not yet ripe for
its self-liberation, so long will it, in its majority, recog-
nize the existing order of society as the only possible one
and remain politically the tall of the capitalist class, its
extreme left wing. But in the measure in which it ma-
tures towards its self-emancipation, in the same measure
it constitutes itself as its own party and votes for its own
representatives, not those of the capitalists. Universal
suffrage is thus the gauge of the maturity of the working
class. It cannot and never will be anything more in the
modern state; but that is enough. On the day when the
thermometer of universal suffrage shows boiling-point
among the workers, they as well as the capitalists will
know where they stand.

The state, therefore, has not existed from all eternity.
There have been societies which have managed without
it, which had no notion of the state or state power. At
a definite stage of economic development, which neces-
sarily involved the cleavage of society into classes, the
state became a necessity because of this cleavage. We
are now rapidly approaching a stage in the development
of production at which the existence of these classes has
not only ceased to be a necessity, but becomes a positive
hindrance to production. They will fall as inevitably as
they once arose. The state inevitably falls with them. The
society which organizes production anew on the basis of
free and equal association of the producers will put the
whole state machinery where it will then belong—into
the museum of antiquities, next to the spinning wheel
and the bronze ax.

CIVILIZATION IS, therefore, according to the above
analysis, the stage of development in society at

which the division of labor, the exchange between in-

dividuals arising from it, and the commodity production
which combines them both, come to their full growth and
revolutionizes the whole of previous society.

At all earlier stages of society production was essen-
tially collective, just as consumption proceeded by direct
distribution of the products within larger or smaller com-
munistic communities. This collective production was
very limited; but inherent in it was the producers’ control
over their process of production and their product. They
knew what became of their product: they consumed it; it
did not leave their hands. And so long as production re-
mains on this basis, it cannot grow above the heads of the
producers nor raise up incorporeal alien powers against
them, as in civilization is always and inevitably the case.

But the division of labor slowly insinuates itself into
this process of production. It undermines the collectivity
of production and appropriation, elevates appropriation
by individuals into the general rule, and thus creates ex-
change between individuals—how it does so, we have
examined above. Gradually commodity production be-
comes the dominating form.

With commodity production, production no longer for
use by the producers but for exchange, the products nec-
essarily change hands. In exchanging his product, the
producer surrenders it; he no longer knows what be-
comes of it. When money, and with money the mer-
chant, steps in as intermediary between the producers,
the process of exchange becomes still more complicated,
the final fate of the products still more uncertain. The
merchants are numerous, and none of them knows what
the other is doing. The commodities already pass not
only from hand to hand; they also pass from market to
market; the producers have lost control over the total pro-
duction within their own spheres, and the merchants have
not gained it. Products and production become subjects
of chance.

But chance is only the one pole of a relation whose
other pole is named “necessity.” In the world of nature,
where chance also seems to rule, we have long since
demonstrated in each separate field the inner necessity
and law asserting itself in this chance. But what is true of
the natural world is true also of society. The more a social
activity, a series of social processes, becomes too power-
ful for men’s conscious control and grows above their
heads, and the more it appears a matter of pure chance,
then all the more surely within this chance the laws pe-
culiar to it and inherent in it assert themselves as if by
natural necessity. Such laws also govern the chances of
commodity production and exchange. To the individuals
producing or exchanging, they appear as alien, at first of-
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ten unrecognized, powers, whose nature Must first be la-
boriously investigated and established. These economic
laws of commodity production are modified with the var-
ious stages of this form of production; but in general the
whole period of civilization is dominated by them. And
still to this day the product rules the producer; still to this
day the total production of society is regulated, not by a
jointly devised plan, but by blind laws, which manifest
themselves with elemental violence, in the final instance
in the storms of the periodical trade crises.

We saw above how at a fairly early stage in the de-
velopment of production, human labor-power obtains
the capacity of producing a considerably greater prod-
uct than is required for the maintenance of the producers,
and how this stage of development was in the main the
same as that in which division of labor and exchange be-
tween individuals arise. It was not long then before the
great “truth” was discovered that man also can be a com-
modity; that human energy can be exchanged and put to
use by making a man into a slave. Hardly had men be-
gun to exchange than already they themselves were being
exchanged. The active became the passive, whether the
men liked it or not.

With slavery, which attained its fullest development
under civilization, came the first great cleavage of soci-
ety into an exploiting and an exploited class. This cleav-
age persisted during the whole civilized period. Slavery
is the first form of exploitation, the form peculiar to the
ancient world; it is succeeded by serfdom in the middle
ages, and wage-labor in the more recent period. These
are the three great forms of servitude, characteristic of
the three great epochs of civilization; open, and in recent
times disguised, slavery always accompanies them.

The stage of commodity production with which civi-
lization begins is distinguished economically by the in-
troduction of (1) metal money, and with it money cap-
ital, interest and usury; (2) merchants, as the class of
intermediaries between the producers; (3) private own-
ership of land, and the mortgage system; (4) slave labor
as the dominant form of production The form of fam-
ily corresponding to civilization and coming to definite
supremacy with it is monogamy, the domination of the
man over the woman, and the single family as the eco-
nomic unit of society. The central link in civilized so-

ciety is the state, which in all typical periods is without
exception the state of the ruling class, and in all cases
continues to be essentially a machine for holding down
the oppressed, exploited class. Also characteristic of civ-
ilization is the establishment of a permanent opposition
between town and country as basis of the whole social
division of labor; and, further, the introduction of wills,
whereby the owner of property is still able to dispose
over it even when he is dead. This institution, which is
a direct affront to the old gentile constitution, was un-
known in Athens until the time of Solon; in Rome it
was introduced early, though we do not know the date;31

among the Germans it was the clerics who introduced
it, in order that there might be nothing to stop the pious
German from leaving his legacy to the Church.

With this as its basic constitution, civilization achieved
things of which gentile society was not even remotely ca-
pable. But it achieved them by setting in motion the low-
est instincts and passions in man and developing them at
the expense of all his other abilities. From its first day
to this, sheer greed was the driving spirit of civilization;
wealth and again wealth and once more wealth, wealth,
not of society, but of the single scurvy individual—here
was its one and final aim. If at the same time the pro-
gressive development of science and a repeated flowering
of supreme art dropped into its lap, it was only because
without them modern wealth could not have completely
realized its achievements.

Since civilization is founded on the exploitation of one
class by another class, its whole development proceeds
in a constant contradiction. Every step forward in pro-
duction is at the same time a step backwards in the po-
sition of the oppressed class, that is, of the great ma-
jority. Whatever benefits some necessarily injures the
others; every fresh emancipation of one class is nec-
essarily a new oppression for another class. The most
striking proof of this is provided by the introduction of
machinery, the effects of which are now known to the
whole world. And if among the barbarians, as we saw,
the distinction between rights and duties could hardly be
drawn, civilization makes the difference and antagonism
between them clear even to the dullest intelligence by
giving one class practically all the rights and the other
class practically all the duties.

31The second part of Lassalle’s System der erworbenen Rechte (System of Acquired Rights) turns chiefly on the proposition that the Roman tes-
tament is as old as Rome itself, that there was never in Roman history “a time when there were no testaments”; that, on the contrary, the testament
originated in pre-Roman times out of the cult of the dead. Lassalle, as a faithful Hegelian of the old school, derives the provisions of Roman law not
from the social relations of the Romans, but from the “speculative concept” of the human will, and so arrives at this totally unhistorical conclusion.
This is not to be wondered at in a book which comes to the conclusion, on the ground of the same speculative concept, that the transfer of property
was a purely secondary matter in Roman inheritance. Lassalle not only believes in the illusions of the Roman jurists, particularly of the earlier
periods; he outdoes them.
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But that should not be: what is good for the ruling
class must also be good for the whole of society, with
which the ruling-class identifies itself. Therefore the
more civilization advances, the more it is compelled to
cover the evils it necessarily creates with the cloak of
love and charity, to palliate them or to deny them—in
short, to introduce a conventional hypocrisy which was
unknown to earlier forms of society and even to the first
stages of civilization, and which culminates in the pro-
nouncement: the exploitation of the oppressed class is
carried on by the exploiting class simply and solely in the
interests of the exploited class itself; and if the exploited
class cannot see it and even grows rebellious, that is the
basest ingratitude to its benefactors, the exploiters.32

And now, in conclusion, Morgan’s judgment of civi-
lization:

Since the advent of civilization, the outgrowth of prop-
erty has been so immense, its forms so diversified, its uses
so expanding and its management so intelligent in the in-
terests of its owners, that it has become, on the part of the
people, an unmanageable power. The human mind stands
bewildered in the presence of its own creation. The time
will come, nevertheless, when human intelligence will rise
to the mastery over property, and define the relations of
the state to the property it protects, as well as the obliga-
tions and the limits of the rights of its owners. The inter-
ests of society are paramount to individual interests, and
the two must be brought into just and harmonious rela-
tions. A mere property career is not the final destiny of
mankind, if progress is to be the law of the future as it
has been of the past. The time which has passed away
since civilization began is but a fragment of the past du-
ration of man’s existence; and but a fragment of the ages
yet to come. The dissolution of society bids fair to become
the termination of a career of which property is the end
and aim; because such a career contains the elements of
self-destruction. Democracy in government, brotherhood
in society, equality in rights and privileges, and universal
education, foreshadow the next higher plane of society to
which experience, intelligence and knowledge are steadily
tending. It will be a revival, in a higher form, of the liberty,
equality and fraternity of the ancient gentes. (Morgan, op.
cit., p. 562.—Ed.)

Appendix. A Recently Discovered
Case of Group Marriage

1892
From Die Neue Zeit

Vol. XI, No. I, pp. 373–75

Since it has recently become fashionable among certain
rationalistic ethnographers to deny the existence of group
marriage, the following report is of interest; I translate
it from the Russkiye Vyedomosti, Moscow, October 14,
1892 (Old Style). Not only group marriage, i.e., the
right of mutual sexual intercourse between a number of
men and a number of women, is expressly affirmed to
be in full force, but a form of group marriage which
closely follows the punaluan marriage of the Hawaiians,
the most developed and classic phase of group marriage.
While the typical punaluan family consists of a number
of brothers (own and collateral), who are married to a
number of own and collateral sisters, we here find on the
island of Sakhalin that a man is married to all the wives
of his brothers and to all the sisters of his wife, which
means, seen from the woman’s side, that his wife may
freely practice sexual intercourse with the brothers of her
husband and the husbands of her sisters. It therefore dif-
fers from the typical form of punaluan marriage only in
the fact that the brothers of the husband and the husbands
of the sisters are not necessarily the same persons.

It should further be observed that this report again con-
firms what I said in The Origin of the Family, 4th edition,
pp. 28–29: that group marriage does not look at all like
what our brother-obsessed philistine imagines; that the
partners in group marriage do not lead in public the same
kind of lascivious life as he practices in secret, but that
this form of marriage, at least in the instances still known
to occur today, differs in practice from a loose pairing
marriage or from polygamy only in the fact that custom
permits sexual intercourse in a number of cases where
otherwise it would be severely punished. That the ac-
tual exercise of these rights is gradually dying out only
proves that this form of marriage is itself destined to die
out, which is further confirmed by its infrequency.

The whole description, moreover, is interesting be-
cause it again demonstrates the similarity, even the iden-
tity in their main characteristics, of the social institutions
of primitive peoples at approximately the same stage of
development. Most of what the report states about these
Mongoloids on the island of Sakhalin also holds for the
Dravidian tribes of India, the South Sea Islanders at the
time of their discovery, and the American Indians. The
report runs:

“At the session of October 10 (Old Style; October
22, New Style) of the Anthropological Section of
the Society of the Friends of Natural Science, N.A.

32originally intended to place the brilliant criticism of civilization which is found scattered through the work of Charles Fourier beside that of
Morgan and my own. Unfortunately, I have not the time. I will only observe that Fourier already regards monogamy and private property in land as
the chief characteristics of civilization, and that he calls civilization a war of the rich against the poor. We also find already in his work the profound
recognition that in all societies which are imperfect and split into antagonisms single families (les families incohirentes) are the economic units.
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Yanchuk read an interesting communication from
Mr. Sternberg on the Gilyaks, a little-studied tribe on
the island of Sakhalin, who are at the cultural level
of savagery. The Gilyaks are acquainted neither with
agriculture nor with pottery; they procure their food
chiefly by hunting and fishing; they warm water in
wooden vessels by throwing in heated stones, etc.
Of particular interest are their institutions relating to
the family and to the gens. The Gilyak addresses
as father, not only his own natural father, but also
all the brothers of his father; all the wives of these
brothers, as well as all the sisters of his mother, he
addresses as his mothers; the children of all these
’fathers’ and ’mothers’ he addresses as his broth-
ers and sisters. This system of address also exists,
as is well known, among the Iroquois and other In-
dian tribes of North America, as also among some
tribes of India. But whereas in these cases it has
long since ceased to correspond to the actual con-
ditions, among the Gilyaks it serves to designate a
state still valid today. To this day every Gilyak has
the rights of a husband in regard to the wives of his
brothers and to the sisters of his wife; at any rate,
the exercise of these rights is not regarded as imper-
missible. These survivals of group marriage on the
basis of the gens are reminiscent of the well-known
punaluan marriage, which still existed in the Sand-
wich Islands in the first half of this century. Fam-
ily and gens relations of this type form the basis of
the whole gentile order and social constitution of the
Gilyaks.

“The gens of a Gilyak consists of all-nearer and
more remote, real and nominal-brothers of his fa-
ther, of their fathers and mothers of the children of
his brothers, and of his own children.

One can readily understand that a gens so constituted
may comprise an enormous number of people. Life
within the gens proceeds according to the following prin-
ciples. Marriage within the gens is unconditionally pro-
hibited. When a Gilyak dies, his wife passes by decision
of the gens to one of his brothers, own or nominal. The
gens provides for the maintenance of all of its members
who are unable to work. ’We have no poor,’ said a Gilyak
to the writer. ’Whoever is in need, is fed by the khal
(gens).’ The members of the gens are further united by
common sacrificial ceremonies and festivals, a common
burial place, etc.

“The gens guarantees the life and security of its
members against attacks by non-gentiles; the means
of repression used is blood-revenge, though under

Russian rule the practice has very much declined.
Women are completely excepted from gentile blood-
revenge. In some very rare cases the gens adopts
members of other gentes. It is a general rule that the
property of a deceased member may not pass out of
the gens; in this respect the famous provision of the
Twelve Tables holds literally among the Gilyaks: si
suos heredes non habet, gentiles familiam habento—
if he has no heirs of his own, the members of the
gens shall inherit. No important event takes place
in the life of a Gilyak without participation by the
gens. Not very long ago, about one or two genera-
tions, the oldest gentile member was the head of the
community, the starosta of the gens; today the func-
tions of the chief elder of the gens are restricted al-
most solely to presiding over religious ceremonies.
The gentes are often dispersed among widely dis-
tant places, but even when separated the members
of a gens still remember one another and continue
to give one another hospitality, and to provide mu-
tual assistance and protection, etc. Except under
the most extreme necessity, the Gilyak never leaves
the fellow-members of his gens or the graves of his
gens. Gentile society has impressed a very definite
stamp on the whole mental life of the Gilyaks, on
their character, their customs and institutions. The
habit of common discussion and decision on all mat-
ters, the necessity of continually taking an active
part in all questions affecting the members of the
gens, the solidarity of blood-revenge, the fact of be-
ing compelled and accustomed to live together with
ten or more like himself in great tents (yurtas), and to
be, in short, always with other people—all this has
given the Gilyak a sociable and open character. The
Gilyak is extraordinarily hospitable; he loves to en-
tertain guests and to come himself as a guest. This
admirable habit of hospitality is especially promi-
nent in times of distress. In a bad year, when a
Gilyak has nothing for himself or for his dogs to
eat, he does not stretch out his hand for alms, but
confidently seeks hospitality, and is fed, often for a
considerable time.

“Among the Gilyaks of Sakhalin crimes from mo-
tives of personal gain practically never occur. The
Gilyak keeps his valuables in a storehouse, which is
never locked. He has such a keen sense of shame
that if he is convicted of a disgraceful act, he im-
mediately goes into the forest and hangs himself.
Murder is very rare, and is hardly ever committed
except in anger, never from intentions of gain. In his
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dealings with other people, the Gilyak shows him-
self honest, reliable, and conscientious.

“Despite their long subjection to the Manchuri-
ans, now become Chinese, and despite the corrupt-
ing influence of the settlement of the Amur district,
the Gilyaks still preserve in their moral character
many of the virtues of a primitive tribe. But the
fate awaiting their social order cannot be averted.
One or two more generations, and the Gilyaks on
the mainland will have been completely Russian-
ized, and together with the benefits of culture they
will also acquire its defects. The Gilyaks on the is-
land of Sakhalin, being more or less remote from the
centers of Russian settlement, have some prospect of
preserving their way of life unspoiled rather longer.
But among them, too, the influence of their Rus-

sian neighbors is beginning to make itself felt. The
Gilyaks come into the villages to trade, they go to
Nikolaievsk to look for work; and every Gilyak who
returns from such work to his home brings with
him the same atmosphere which the Russian worker
takes back from the town into his village. And at
the same time, working in the town, with its chances
and changes of fortune, destroys more and more that
primitive equality which is such a prominent feature
of the artlessly simple economic life of these peo-
ples.

“Mr. Sternberg’s article, which also contains in-
formation about their religious views and customs
and their legal institutions, will appear unabridged
in the Etnografitcheskoye Obozrenic (Ethnographi-
cal Review).

’mutatis mutandis 355’ by Herbert Brün
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The Part Played by Labor

in the Transition from Ape to Man

Frederick Engels

Labour is the source of all wealth, the political
economists assert. And it really is the source—next to
nature, which supplies it with the material that it con-
verts into wealth. But it is even infinitely more than this.
It is the prime basic condition for all human existence,
and this to such an extent that, in a sense, we have to say
that labour created man himself.

Many hundreds of thousands of years ago, during an
epoch, not yet definitely determinable, of that period of
the earth’s history known to geologists as the Tertiary
period, most likely towards the end of it, a particularly
highly-developed race of anthropoid apes lived some-
where in the tropical zone—probably on a great con-
tinent that has now sunk to the bottom of the Indian
Ocean.2 Darwin has given us an approximate descrip-
tion of these ancestors of ours. They were completely
covered with hair, they had beards and pointed ears, and
they lived in bands in the trees.

First, owing to their way of living which meant that the
hands had different functions than the feet when climb-
ing, these apes began to lose the habit of using their
hands to walk and adopted a more and more erect pos-
ture. This was the decisive step in the transition from
ape to man.

All extant anthropoid apes can stand erect and move
about on their feet alone, but only in case of urgent need
and in a very clumsy way. Their natural gait is in a half-
erect posture and includes the use of the hands. The ma-
jority rest the knuckles of the fist on the ground and, with
legs drawn up, swing the body through their long arms,
much as a cripple moves on crutches. In general, all the
transition stages from walking on all fours to walking on
two legs are still to be observed among the apes today.
The latter gait, however, has never become more than a
makeshift for any of them.

It stands to reason that if erect gait among our hairy
ancestors became first the rule and then, in time, a ne-
cessity, other diverse functions must, in the meantime,
have devolved upon the hands. Already among the apes
there is some difference in the way the hands and the
feet are employed. In climbing, as mentioned above, the

hands and feet have different uses. The hands are used
mainly for gathering and holding food in the same way
as the fore paws of the lower mammals are used. Many
apes use their hands to build themselves nests in the trees
or even to construct roofs between the branches to pro-
tect themselves against the weather, as the chimpanzee,
for example, does. With their hands they grasp sticks to
defend themselves against enemies, or bombard their en-
emies with fruits and stones. In captivity they use their
hands for a number of simple operations copied from hu-
man beings. It is in this that one sees the great gulf be-
tween the undeveloped hand of even the most man-like
apes and the human hand that has been highly perfected
by hundreds of thousands of years of labour. The number
and general arrangement of the bones and muscles are
the same in both hands, but the hand of the lowest savage
can perform hundreds of operations that no simian hand
can imitate—no simian hand has ever fashioned even the
crudest stone knife.

The first operations for which our ancestors gradually
learned to adapt their hands during the many thousands
of years of transition from ape to man could have been
only very simple ones. The lowest savages, even those in
whom regression to a more animal-like condition with a
simultaneous physical degeneration can be assumed, are
nevertheless far superior to these transitional beings. Be-
fore the first flint could be fashioned into a knife by hu-
man hands, a period of time probably elapsed in compari-
son with which the historical period known to us appears
insignificant. But the decisive step had been taken, the
hand had become free and could henceforth attain ever
greater dexterity; the greater flexibility thus acquired was
inherited and increased from generation to generation.

Thus the hand is not only the organ of labour, it is
also the product of labour. Only by labour, by adaptation
to ever new operations, through the inheritance of mus-
cles, ligaments, and, over longer periods of time, bones
that had undergone special development and the ever-
renewed employment of this inherited finesse in new,
more and more complicated operations, have given the
human hand the high degree of perfection required to

2In the 1870s, when this was written, British zoogeographer Philip Lutley Sclater put forth the theory that a continent (he called “Lemuria”)
existed which reached from modern Madagascar to India and Sumatra—and this continent has since submerged beneath the Indian Ocean.
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conjure into being the pictures of a Raphael, the statues
of a Thorwaldsen, the music of a Paganini.

But the hand did not exist alone, it was only one
member of an integral, highly complex organism. And
what benefited the hand, benefited also the whole body it
served; and this in two ways.

In the first place, the body benefited from the law of
correlation of growth, as Darwin called it. This law states
that the specialised forms of separate parts of an organic
being are always bound up with certain forms of other
parts that apparently have no connection with them. Thus
all animals that have red blood cells without cell nuclei,
and in which the head is attached to the first vertebra by
means of a double articulation (condyles), also without
exception possess lacteal glands for suckling their young.
Similarly, cloven hoofs in mammals are regularly asso-
ciated with the possession of a multiple stomach for ru-
mination. Changes in certain forms involve changes in
the form of other parts of the body, although we cannot
explain the connection. Perfectly white cats with blue
eyes are always, or almost always, deaf. The gradually
increasing perfection of the human hand, and the com-
mensurate adaptation of the feet for erect gait, have un-
doubtedly, by virtue of such correlation, reacted on other
parts of the organism. However, this action has not as yet
been sufficiently investigated for us to be able to do more
here than to state the fact in general terms.

Much more important is the direct, demonstrable in-
fluence of the development of the hand on the rest of
the organism. It has already been noted that our simian
ancestors were gregarious; it is obviously impossible to
seek the derivation of man, the most social of all ani-
mals, from non-gregarious immediate ancestors. Mas-
tery over nature began with the development of the hand,
with labour, and widened man’s horizon at every new ad-
vance. He was continually discovering new, hitherto un-
known properties in natural objects. On the other hand,
the development of labour necessarily helped to bring the
members of society closer together by increasing cases
of mutual support and joint activity, and by making clear
the advantage of this joint activity to each individual. In
short, men in the making arrived at the point where they
had something to say to each other. Necessity created the
organ; the undeveloped larynx of the ape was slowly but
surely transformed by modulation to produce constantly
more developed modulation, and the organs of the mouth
gradually learned to pronounce one articulate sound after
another.

Comparison with animals proves that this explanation
of the origin of language from and in the process of

labour is the only correct one. The little that even the
most highly-developed animals need to communicate to
each other does not require articulate speech. In its nat-
ural state, no animal feels handicapped by its inability to
speak or to understand human speech. It is quite different
when it has been tamed by man. The dog and the horse,
by association with man, have developed such a good ear
for articulate speech that they easily learn to understand
any language within their range of concept. Moreover
they have acquired the capacity for feelings such as af-
fection for man, gratitude, etc., which were previously
foreign to them. Anyone who has had much to do with
such animals will hardly be able to escape the conviction
that in many cases they now feel their inability to speak
as a defect, although, unfortunately, it is one that can no
longer be remedied because their vocal organs are too
specialised in a definite direction. However, where vo-
cal organs exist, within certain limits even this inability
disappears. The buccal organs of birds are as different
from those of man as they can be, yet birds are the only
animals that can learn to speak; and it is the bird with the
most hideous voice, the parrot, that speaks best of all. Let
no one object that the parrot does not understand what it
says. It is true that for the sheer pleasure of talking and
associating with human beings, the parrot will chatter for
hours at a stretch, continually repeating its whole vocab-
ulary. But within the limits of its range of concepts it can
also learn to understand what it is saying. Teach a parrot
swear words in such a way that it gets an idea of their
meaning (one of the great amusements of sailors return-
ing from the tropics); tease it and you will soon discover
that it knows how to use its swear words just as correctly
as a Berlin costermonger. The same is true of begging
for titbits.

First labour, after it and then with it speech—these
were the two most essential stimuli under the influence
of which the brain of the ape gradually changed into
that of man, which’for all its similarity is far larger and
more perfect. Hand in hand with the development of
the brain went the development of its most immediate
instruments—the senses. Just as the gradual develop-
ment of speech is inevitably accompanied by a corre-
sponding refinement of the organ of hearing, so the de-
velopment of the brain as a whole is accompanied by a
refinement of all the senses. The eagle sees much farther
than man, but the human eye discerns considerably more
in things than does the eye of the eagle. The dog has a
far keener sense of smell than man, but it does not dis-
tinguish a hundredth part of the odours that for man are
definite signs denoting different things. And the sense
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of touch, which the ape hardly possesses in its crudest
initial form, has been developed only side by side with
the development of the human hand itself, through the
medium of labour.

The reaction on labour and speech of the development
of the brain and its attendant senses, of the increasing
clarity of consciousness, power of abstraction and of con-
clusion, gave both labour and speech an ever-renewed
impulse to further development. This development did
not reach its conclusion when man finally became dis-
tinct from the ape, but on the whole made further power-
ful progress, its degree and direction varying among dif-
ferent peoples and at different times, and here and there
even being interrupted by local or temporary regression.
This further development has been strongly urged for-
ward, on the one hand, and guided along more definite di-
rections, on the other, by a new element which came into
play with the appearance of fully-fledged man, namely,
society.

Hundreds of thousands of years—of no greater sig-
nificance in the history of the earth than one second in
the life of man3—certainly elapsed before human soci-
ety arose out of a troupe of tree-climbing monkeys. Yet it
did finally appear. And what do we find once more as the
characteristic difference between the troupe of monkeys
and human society? Labour. The ape herd was satisfied
to browse over the feeding area determined for it by ge-
ographical conditions or the resistance of neighbouring
herds; it undertook migrations and struggles to win new
feeding grounds, but it was incapable of extracting from
them more than they offered in their natural state, except
that it unconsciously fertilised the soil with its own ex-
crement. As soon as all possible feeding grounds were
occupied, there could be no further increase in the ape
population; the number of animals could at best remain
stationary. But all animals waste a great deal of food,
and, in addition, destroy in the germ the next generation
of the food supply. Unlike the hunter, the wolf does not
spare the doe which would provide it with the young the
next year; the goats in Greece, that eat away the young
bushes before they grow to maturity, have eaten bare all
the mountains of the country. This “predatory economy”
of animals plays an important part in the gradual trans-
formation of species by forcing them to adapt themselves
to other than the usual food, thanks to which their blood
acquires a different chemical composition and the whole
physical constitution gradually alters, while species that
have remained unadapted die out. There is no doubt

that this predatory economy contributed powerfully to
the transition of our ancestors from ape to man. In a race
of apes that far surpassed all others in intelligence and
adaptability, this predatory economy must have led to a
continual increase in the number of plants used for food
and the consumption of more and more edible parts of
food plants. In short, food became more and more var-
ied, as did also the substances entering the body with it,
substances that were the chemical premises for the transi-
tion to man. But all that was not yet labour in the proper
sense of the word. Labour begins with the making of
tools. And what are the most ancient tools that we find—
the most ancient judging by the heirlooms of prehistoric
man that have been discovered, and by the mode of life
of the earliest historical peoples and of the rawest of con-
temporary savages? They are hunting and fishing imple-
ments, the former at the same time serving as weapons.
But hunting and fishing presuppose the transition from
an exclusively vegetable diet to the concomitant use of
meat, and this is another important step in the process
of transition from ape to man. A meat diet contained
in an almost ready state the most essential ingredients
required by the organism for its metabolism. By short-
ening the time required for digestion, it also shortened
the other vegetative bodily processes that correspond to
those of plant life, and thus gained further time, mate-
rial and desire for the active manifestation of animal life
proper. And the farther man in the making moved from
the vegetable kingdom the higher he rose above the an-
imal. Just as becoming accustomed to a vegetable diet
side by side with meat converted wild cats and dogs into
the servants of man, so also adaptation to a meat diet,
side by side with a vegetable diet, greatly contributed to-
wards giving bodily strength and independence to man in
the making. The meat diet, however, had its greatest ef-
fect on the brain, which now received a far richer flow of
the materials necessary for its nourishment and develop-
ment, and which, therefore, could develop more rapidly
and perfectly from generation to generation. With all due
respect to the vegetarians man did not come into exis-
tence without a meat diet, and if the latter, among all
peoples known to us, has led to cannibalism at some time
or other (the forefathers of the Berliners, the Weletabians
or Wilzians, used to eat their parents as late as the tenth
century), that is of no consequence to us today.

The meat diet led to two new advances of decisive im-
portancethe harnessing of fire and the domestication of
animals. The first still further shortened the digestive

3A leading authority in this respect, Sir William Thomson, has calculated that little more than a hundred million years could have elapsed since
the time when the earth had cooled sufficiently for plants and animals to be able to live on it.
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process, as it provided the mouth with food already, as
it were, half-digested; the second made meat more copi-
ous by opening up a new, more regular source of supply
in addition to hunting, and moreover provided, in milk
and its products, a new article of food at least as valuable
as meat in its composition. Thus both these advances
were, in themselves, new means for the emancipation of
man. It would lead us too far afield to dwell here in de-
tail on their indirect effects notwithstanding the great im-
portance they have had for the development of man and
society.

Just as man learned to consume everything edible, he
also learned to live in any climate. He spread over the
whole of the habitable world, being the only animal fully
able to do so of its own accord. The other animals that
have become accustomed to all climates—domestic ani-
mals and vermin—did not become so independently, but
only in the wake of man. And the transition from the
uniformly hot climate of the original home of man to
colder regions, where the year was divided into summer
and winter, created new requirements—shelter and cloth-
ing as protection against cold and damp, and hence new
spheres of labour, new forms of activity, which further
and further separated man from the animal.

By the combined functioning of hand, speech organs
and brain, not only in each individual but also in society,
men became capable of executing more and more com-
plicated operations, and were able to set themselves, and
achieve, higher and higher aims. The work of each gen-
eration itself became different, more perfect and more
diversified. Agriculture was added to hunting and cat-
tle raising; then came spinning, weaving, metalworking,
pottery and navigation. Along with trade and industry,
art and science finally appeared. Tribes developed into
nations and states. Law and politics arose, and with them
that fantastic reflection of human things in the human
mind—religion. In the face of all these images, which
appeared in the first place to be products of the mind
and seemed to dominate human societies, the more mod-
est productions of the working hand retreated into the
background, the more so since the mind that planned the
labour was able, at a very early stage in the development
of society (for example, already in the primitive family),
to have the labour that had been planned carried out by
other hands than its own. All merit for the swift advance
of civilisation was ascribed to the mind, to the develop-
ment and activity of the brain. Men became accustomed
to explain their actions as arising out of thought instead
of their needs (which in any case are reflected and per-
ceived in the mind); and so in the course of time there

emerged that idealistic world outlook which, especially
since the fall of the world of antiquity, has dominated
men’s minds. It still rules them to such a degree that
even the most materialistic natural scientists of the Dar-
winian school are still unable to form any clear idea of
the origin of man, because under this ideological influ-
ence they do not recognise the part that has been played
therein by labour.

Animals, as has already been pointed out, change the
environment by their activities in the same way, even if
not to the same extent, as man does, and these changes,
as we have seen, in turn react upon and change those
who made them. In nature nothing takes place in isola-
tion. Everything affects and is affected by every other
thing, and it is mostly because this manifold motion
and interaction is forgotten that our natural scientists are
prevented from gaining a clear insight into the simplest
things. We have seen how goats have prevented the re-
generation of forests in Greece; on the island of St. He-
lena, goats and pigs brought by the first arrivals have suc-
ceeded in exterminating its old vegetation almost com-
pletely, and so have prepared the ground for the spread-
ing of plants brought by later sailors and colonists. But
animals exert a lasting effect on their environment un-
intentionally and, as far as the animals themselves are
concerned, accidentally. The further removed men are
from animals, however, the more their effect on nature
assumes the character of premeditated, planned action
directed towards definite preconceived ends. The ani-
mal destroys the vegetation of a locality without realis-
ing what it is doing. Man destroys it in order to sow
field crops on the soil thus released, or to plant trees or
vines which he knows will yield many times the amount
planted. He transfers useful plants and domestic animals
from one country to another and thus changes the flora
and fauna of whole continents. More than this. Through
artificial breeding both plants and animals are so changed
by the hand of man that they become unrecognisable.
The wild plants from which our grain varieties origi-
nated are still being sought in vain. There is still some
dispute about the wild animals from which our very dif-
ferent breeds of dogs or our equally numerous breeds of
horses are descended .

It goes without saying that it would not occur to us to
dispute the ability of animals to act in a planned, pre-
meditated fashion. On the contrary, a planned mode of
action exists in embryo wherever protoplasm, living al-
bumen, exists and reacts, that is, carries out definite, even
if extremely simple, movements as a result of definite
external stimuli. Such reaction takes place even where
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there is yet no cell at all, far less a nerve cell. There is
something of the planned action in the way insect-eating
plants capture their prey, although they do it quite uncon-
sciously. In animals the capacity for conscious, planned
action is proportional to the development of the nervous
system, and among mammals it attains a fairly high level.
While fox-hunting in England one can daily observe how
unerringly the fox makes use of its excellent knowledge
of the locality in order to elude its pursuers, and how well
it knows and turns to account all favourable features of
the ground that cause the scent to be lost. Among our
domestic animals, more highly developed thanks to as-
sociation with man, one can constantly observe acts of
cunning on exactly the same level as those of children.
For, just as the development history of the human em-
bryo in the mother’s womb is only an abbreviated repe-
tition of the history, extending over millions of years, of
the bodily development of our animal ancestors, starting
from the worm, so the mental development of the hu-
man child is only a still more abbreviated repetition of
the intellectual development of these same ancestors, at
least of the later ones. But all the planned action of all
animals has never succeeded in impressing the stamp of
their will upon the earth. That was left for man.

In short, the animal merely uses its environment, and
brings about changes in it simply by its presence; man
by his changes makes it serve his ends, masters it. This
is the final, essential distinction between man and other
animals, and once again it is labour that brings about this
distinction.

Let us not, however, flatter ourselves overmuch on ac-
count of our human victories over nature. For each such
victory nature takes its revenge on us. Each victory, it
is true, in the first place brings about the results we ex-
pected, but in the second and third places it has quite
different, unforeseen effects which only too often can-
cel the first. The people who, in Mesopotamia, Greece,
Asia Minor and elsewhere, destroyed the forests to obtain
cultivable land, never dreamed that by removing along
with the forests the collecting centres and reservoirs of
moisture they were laying the basis for the present for-
lorn state of those countries. When the Italians of the
Alps used up the pine forests on the southern slopes, so
carefully cherished on the northern slopes, they had no
inkling that by doing so they were cutting at the roots
of the dairy industry in their region; they had still less
inkling that they were thereby depriving their mountain
springs of water for the greater part of the year, and mak-
ing it possible for them to pour still more furious torrents

on the plains during the rainy seasons. Those who spread
the potato in Europe were not aware that with these fari-
naceous tubers they were at the same time spreading
scrofula4. Thus at every step we are reminded that we
by no means rule over nature like a conqueror over a for-
eign people, like someone standing outside nature—but
that we, with flesh, blood and brain, belong to nature,
and exist in its midst, and that all our mastery of it con-
sists in the fact that we have the advantage over all other
creatures of being able to learn its laws and apply them
correctly.

And, in fact, with every day that passes we are ac-
quiring a better understanding of these laws and getting
to perceive both the more immediate and the more re-
mote consequences of our interference with the tradi-
tional course of nature. In particular, after the mighty
advances made by the natural sciences in the present
century, we are more than ever in a position to realise,
and hence to control, also the more remote natural con-
sequences of at least our day-to-day production activi-
ties. But the more this progresses the more will men not
only feel but also know their oneness with nature, and
the more impossible will become the senseless and un-
natural idea of a contrast between mind and matter, man
and nature, soul and body, such as arose after the decline
of classical antiquity in Europe and obtained its highest
elaboration in Christianity.

It required the labour of thousands of years for us to
learn a little of how to calculate the more remote natu-
ral effects of our actions in the field of production, but
it has been still more difficult in regard to the more re-
mote social effects of these actions. We mentioned the
potato and the resulting spread of scrofula. But what
is scrofula compared to the effects which the reduction
of the workers to a potato diet had on the living condi-
tions of the popular masses in whole countries, or com-
pared to the famine the potato blight brought to Ireland
in 1847, which consigned to the grave a million Irish-
men, nourished solely or almost exclusively on potatoes,
and forced the emigration overseas of two million more?
When the Arabs learned to distil spirits, it never entered
their heads that by so doing they were creating one of
the chief weapons for the annihilation of the aborigines
of the then still undiscovered American continent. And
when afterwards Columbus discovered this America, he
did not know that by doing so he was giving a new lease
of life to slavery, which in Europe had long ago been
done away with, and laying the basis for the Negro slave
trade. The men who in the seventeenth and eighteenth

4scrofula: tuberculosis of lymph nodes especially in the neck.
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centuries laboured to create the steam-engine had no idea
that they were preparing the instrument which more than
any other was to revolutionise social relations throughout
the world. Especially in Europe, by concentrating wealth
in the hands of a minority and dispossessing the huge ma-
jority, this instrument was destined at first to give social
and political domination to the bourgeoisie, but later, to
give rise to a class struggle between bourgeoisie and pro-
letariat which can end only in the overthrow of the bour-
geoisie and the abolition of all class antagonisms. But in
this sphere too, by long and often cruel experience and by
collecting and analysing historical material, we are grad-
ually learning to get a clear view of the indirect, more
remote social effects of our production activity, and so
are afforded an opportunity to control and regulate these
effects as well.

This regulation, however, requires something more
than mere knowledge. It requires a complete revolution
in our hitherto existing mode of production, and simul-
taneously a revolution in our whole contemporary social
order.

All hitherto existing modes of production have aimed
merely at achieving the most immediately and directly
useful effect of labour. The further consequences, which
appear only later and become effective through gradual
repetition and accumulation, were totally neglected. The
original common ownership of land corresponded, on the
one hand, to a level of development of human beings
in which their horizon was restricted in general to what
lay immediately available, and presupposed, on the other
hand, a certain superfluity of land that would allow some
latitude for correcting the possible bad results of this
primeval type of economy. When this surplus land was
exhausted, common ownership also declined. All higher
forms of production, however, led to the division of the
population into different classes and thereby to the antag-
onism of ruling and oppressed classes. Thus the interests
of the ruling class became the driving factor of produc-
tion, since production was no longer restricted to pro-
viding the barest means of subsistence for the oppressed
people. This has been put into effect most completely
in the capitalist mode of production prevailing today in

Western Europe. The individual capitalists, who domi-
nate production and exchange, are able to concern them-
selves only with the most immediate useful effect of their
actions. Indeed, even this useful effect—inasmuch as it
is a question of the usefulness of the article that is pro-
duced or exchanged—retreats far into the background,
and the sole incentive becomes the profit to be made on
selling.

Classical political economy, the social science of the
bourgeoisie, in the main examines only social effects of
human actions in the fields of production and exchange
that are actually intended. This fully corresponds to the
social organisation of which it is the theoretical expres-
sion. As individual capitalists are engaged in production
and exchange for the sake of the immediate profit, only
the nearest, most immediate results must first be taken
into account. As long as the individual manufacturer or
merchant sells a manufactured or purchased commodity
with the usual coveted profit, he is satisfied and does not
concern himself with what afterwards becomes of the
commodity and its purchasers. The same thing applies
to the natural effects of the same actions. What cared the
Spanish planters in Cuba, who burned down forests on
the slopes of the mountains and obtained from the ashes
sufficient fertiliser for one generation of very highly prof-
itable coffee trees—what cared they that the heavy trop-
ical rainfall afterwards washed away the unprotected up-
per stratum of the soil, leaving behind only bare rock! In
relation to nature, as to society, the present mode of pro-
duction is predominantly concerned only about the im-
mediate, the most tangible result; and then surprise is ex-
pressed that the more remote effects of actions directed
to this end turn out to be quite different, are mostly quite
the opposite in character; that the harmony of supply and
demand is transformed into the very reverse opposite, as
shown by the course of each ten years’ industrial cycle—
even Germany has had a little preliminary experience of
it in the “crash”; that private ownership based on one’s
own labour must of necessity develop into the expropri-
ation of the workers, while all wealth becomes more and
more concentrated in the hands of non-workers; that . . .
the manuscript breaks off here.
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The Economic Bill of Rights

Franklin D. Roosevelt

(Jan. 11, 1944)

Excerpt from 11 January 1944 message to Congress on
the State of the Union.

Source: The Public Papers & Addresses of Franklin
D. Roosevelt (Samuel Rosenman, ed.), Vol XIII (NY:
Harper, 1950), 40–42

It is our duty now to begin to lay the plans and de-
termine the strategy for the winning of a lasting peace
and the establishment of an American standard of living
higher than ever before known. We cannot be content, no
matter how high that general standard of living may be, if
some fraction of our people — whether it be one-third or
one-fifth or one-tenth — is ill-fed, ill-clothed, ill-housed,
and insecure.

This Republic had its beginning, and grew to its
present strength, under the protection of certain inalien-
able political rights — among them the right of free
speech, free press, free worship, trial by jury, freedom
from unreasonable searches and seizures. They were our
rights to life and liberty.

As our nation has grown in size and stature, however
— as our industrial economy expanded — these politi-
cal rights proved inadequate to assure us equality in the
pursuit of happiness.

We have come to a clear realization of the fact that true
individual freedom cannot exist without economic secu-
rity and independence. “Necessitous men are not free
men.”2 People who are hungry and out of a job are the
stuff of which dictatorships are made.

In our day these economic truths have become ac-
cepted as self-evident. We have accepted, so to speak, a
second Bill of Rights under which a new basis of security
and prosperity can be established for all — regardless of
station, race, or creed.

Among these are:r The right to a useful and remunerative job in the
industries or shops or farms or mines of the nation;r The right to earn enough to provide adequate food
and clothing and recreation;r The right of every farmer to raise and sell his prod-
ucts at a return which will give him and his family
a decent living;r The right of every businessman, large and small,
to trade in an atmosphere of freedom from un-
fair competition and domination by monopolies at
home or abroad;r The right of every family to a decent home;r The right to adequate medical care and the oppor-
tunity to achieve and enjoy good health;r The right to adequate protection from the eco-
nomic fears of old age, sickness, accident, and un-
employment;r The right to a good education.

All of these rights spell security. And after this war is
won we must be prepared to move forward, in the imple-
mentation of these rights, to new goals of human happi-
ness and well-being.

America’s own rightful place in the world depends in
large part upon how fully these and similar rights have
been carried into practice for our citizens.

212 How. 152: “Necessitous men,” says the Lord Chancellor, in Vernon v Bethell, 2 Eden 113 (1762), “are not, truly speaking, free men; but, to
answer a present emergency, will submit to any terms that the crafty may impose on them.”
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Wage Labor and Capital

Karl Marx

(1849)

Introduction to Karl Marx’s Wage
Labor and Capital by Frederick En-
gels
This pamphlet first appeared in the form of a series of
leading articles in the Neue Rheinische Zeitung, begin-
ning on April 4th, 1849. The text is made up of from
lectures delivered by Marx before the German Work-
ingmen’s Club of Brussels in 1847. The series was
never completed. The promise “to be continued,” at the
end of the editorial in Number 269 of the newspaper,
remained unfulfilled in consequence of the precipitous
events of that time: the invasion of Hungary by the Rus-
sians [Tsarist troops invaded Hungary in 1849 to keep
the Austrian Hapsburg dynasty in power], and the upris-
ings in Dresden, Iserlohn, Elberfeld, the Palatinate, and
in Baden [Spontaneous uprisings in Germany in May–
July 1849, supporting the Imperial Constitution which
were crushed in mid-July], which led to the suppression
of the paper on May 19th, 1849. And among the papers
left by Marx no manuscript of any continuation of these
articles has been found.

“Wage-Labor and Capital” has appeared as an inde-
pendent publication in several editions, the last of which
was issued by the Swiss Co-operative Printing Associa-
tion, in Hottingen-Zurich, in 1884. Hitherto, the several
editions have contained the exact wording of the original
articles. But since at least 10,000 copies of the present
edition are to be circulated as a propaganda tract, the
question necessarily forced itself upon me, would Marx
himself, under these circumstance, have approved of an
unaltered literal reproduction of the original?

Marx, in the ’40s, had not yet completed his criticism
of political economy. This was not done until toward the
end of the fifties. Consequently, such of his writings as
were published before the first installment of his Critique
of Political Economy was finished, deviate in some points

from those written after 1859, and contain expressions
and whole sentences which, viewed from the standpoint
of his later writings, appear inexact, and even incorrect.
Now, it goes without saying that in ordinary editions, in-
tended for the public in general, this earlier standpoint,
as a part of the intellectual development of the author,
has its place; that the author as well as the public, has an
indisputable right to an unaltered reprint of these older
writings. In such a case, I would not have dreamed of
changing a single word in it. But it is otherwise when the
edition is destined almost exclusively for the purpose of
propaganda. In such a case, Marx himself would unques-
tionably have brought the old work, dating from 1849,
into harmony with his new point of view, and I feel sure
that I am acting in his spirit when I insert in this edition
the few changes and additions which are necessary in or-
der to attain this object in all essential point.

Therefore, I say to the reader at once: this pamphlet is
not as Marx wrote it in 1849, but approximately as Marx
would have written it in 1891. Moreover, so many copies
of the original text are in circulation, that these will suf-
fice until I can publish it again unaltered in a complete
edition of Marx’s works, to appear at some future time.

My alterations centre about one point. According
to the original reading, the worker sells his labor for
wages, which he receives from the capitalist; according
to the present text, he sells his labor-power. And for this
change, I must render an explanation: to the workers,
in order that they may understand that we are not quib-
bling or word-juggling, but are dealing here with one of
the most important points in the whole range of political
economy; to the bourgeois, in order that they may con-
vince themselves how greatly the uneducated workers,
who can be easily made to grasp the most difficult eco-
nomic analyses, excel our supercilious “cultured” folk,
for whom such ticklish problems remain insoluble their
whole life long.

Classical political economy2 borrowed from the in-

2“By classical political economy, I understand that economy which, since the time of W. Petty, has investigated the real relations of production
in bourgeois society, in contradistinction to vulgar economy, which deals with appearances only, ruminates without ceasing on the materials long
since provided by scientific economy, and there seeks plausible explanations of the most obtrusive phenomena for bourgeois daily use, but for the
rest confines itself to systematizing in a pedantic way, and proclaiming for everlasting truths, trite ideas held by the self-complacent bourgeoisie
with regard to their own world, to them the best of all possible worlds.”
(Karl Marx, Capital, Vol.I, p.93f.)
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dustrial practice the current notion of the manufacturer,
that he buys and pays for the labor of his employees. This
conception had been quite serviceable for the business
purposes of the manufacturer, his bookkeeping and price
calculation. But naively carried over into political econ-
omy, it there produced truly wonderful errors and confu-
sions.

Political economy finds it an established fact that the
prices of all commodities, among them the price of the
commodity which it calls “labor,” continually change;
that they rise and fall in consequence of the most diverse
circumstances, which often have no connection whatso-
ever with the production of the commodities themselves,
so that prices appear to be determined, as a rule, by pure
chance. As soon, therefore, as political economy stepped
forth as a science, it was one of its first tasks to search for
the law that hid itself behind this chance, which appar-
ently determined the prices of commodities, and which
in reality controlled this very chance. Among the prices
of commodities, fluctuating and oscillating, now upward,
now downward, the fixed central point was searched for
around which these fluctuations and oscillations were
taking place. In short, starting from the price of com-
modities, political economy sought for the value of com-
modities as the regulating law, by means of which all
price fluctuations could be explained, and to which they
could all be reduced in the last resort.

And so, classical political economy found that the
value of a commodity was determined by the labor in-
corporated in it and requisite to its production. With this
explanation, it was satisfied. And we, too, may, for the
present, stop at this point. But, to avoid misconceptions,
I will remind the reader that today this explanation has
become wholly inadequate. Marx was the first to inves-
tigate thoroughly into the value-forming quality of labor
and to discover that not all labor which is apparently, or
even really, necessary to the production of a commod-
ity, imparts under all circumstances to this commodity a
magnitude of value corresponding to the quantity of la-
bor used up. If, therefore, we say today in short, with
economists like Ricardo, that the value of a commodity
is determined by the labor necessary to its production,
we always imply the reservations and restrictions made
by Marx. Thus much for our present purpose; further
information can be found in Marx’s Critique of Political
Economy, which appeared in 1859, and in the first vol-
ume of Capital.

But, as soon as the economists applied this determina-
tion of value by labor to the commodity “labor”, they fell
from one contradiction into another. How is the value of

“labor” determined? By the necessary labor embodied
in it. But how much labor is embodied in the labor of a
laborer of a day a week, a month, a year. If labor is the
measure of all values, we can express the “value of labor”
only in labor. But we know absolutely nothing about the
value of an hour’s labor, if all that we know about it is
that it is equal to one hour’s labor. So, thereby, we have
not advanced one hair’s breadth nearer our goal; we are
constantly turning about in a circle.

Classical economics, therefore, essayed another turn.
It said: the value of a commodity is equal to its cost of
production. But, what is the cost of production of “la-
bor”? In order to answer this question, the economists
are forced to strain logic just a little. Instead of investi-
gating the cost of production of labor itself, which, un-
fortunately, cannot be ascertained, they now investigate
the cost of production of the laborer. And this latter can
be ascertained. It changes according to time and circum-
stances, but for a given condition of society, in a given
locality, and in a given branch of production, it, too, is
given, at least within quite narrow limits. We live today
under the regime of capitalist production, under which
a large and steadily growing class of the population can
live only on the condition that it works for the owners of
the means of production—tools, machines, raw materi-
als, and means of subsistence—in return for wages. On
the basis of this mode of production, the laborer’s cost
of production consists of the sum of the means of subsis-
tence (or their price in money) which on the average are
requisite to enable him to work, to maintain in him this
capacity for work, and to replace him at his departure, by
reason of age, sickness, or death, with another laborer—
that is to say, to propagate the working class in required
numbers.

Let us assume that the money price of these means of
subsistence averages 3 shillings a day. Our laborer gets,
therefore, a daily wage of 3 shillings from his employer.
For this, the capitalist lets him work, say, 12 hours a day.
Our capitalist, moreover, calculates somewhat in the fol-
lowing fashion: Let us assume that our laborer (a ma-
chinist) has to make a part of a machine which he fin-
ishes in one day. The raw material (iron and brass in the
necessary prepared form) costs 20 shillings. The con-
sumption of coal by the steam-engine, the wear-and-tear
of this engine itself, of the turning-lathe, and of the other
tools with which our laborer works, represent, for one
day and one laborer, a value of 1 shilling. The wages
for one day are, according to our assumption, 3 shillings.
This makes a total of 24 shillings for our piece of a ma-
chine.
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But, the capitalist calculates that, on an average, he
will receive for it a price of 27 shillings from his cus-
tomers, or 3 shillings over and above his outlay.

Whence do they 3 shillings pocketed by the capitalist
come? According to the assertion of classical political
economy, commodities are in the long run sold at their
values, that is, they are sold at prices which correspond to
the necessary quantities of labor contained in them. The
average price of our part of a machine—27 shillings—
would therefore equal its value, i.e., equal the amount
of labor embodied in it. But, of these 27 shillings, 21
shillings were values were values already existing before
the machinist began to work; 20 shillings were contained
in the raw material, 1 shilling in the fuel consumed dur-
ing the work and in the machines and tools used in the
process and reduced in their efficiency to the value of
this amount. There remains 6 shillings, which have been
added to the value of the raw material. But, according
to the supposition of our economists, themselves, these 6
shillings can arise only from the labor added to the raw
material by the laborer. His 12 hours’ labor has created,
according to this, a new value of 6 shillings. Therefore,
the value of his 12 hours’ labor would be equivalent to 6
shillings. So we have at last discovered what the “value
of labor” is.

“Hold on there!” cries our machinist. “Six shillings?
But I have received only 3 shillings! My capitalist swears
high and day that the value of my 12 hours’ labor is no
more than 3 shillings, and if I were to demand 6, he’d
laugh at me. What kind of a story is that?”

If before this we got with our value of labor into a vi-
cious circle, we now surely have driven straight into an
insoluble contradiction. We searched for the value of la-
bor, and we found more than we can use. For the laborer,
the value of the 12 hours’ labor is 3 shillings; for the
capitalist, it is 6 shillings, of which he pays the working-
man 3 shillings as wages, and pockets the remaining 3
shilling himself. According to this, labor has not one but
two values, and, moreover, two very different values!

As soon as we reduce the values, now expressed in
money, to labor-time, the contradiction becomes even
more absurd. By the 12 hours’ labor, a new value of 6
shillings is created. Therefore, in 6 hours, the new value
created equals 3 shillings—the amount which the laborer
receives for 12 hours’ labor. For 12 hours’ labor, the
workingman receives, as an equivalent, the product of 6
hours’ labor. We are, thus, forced to one of two conclu-
sions: either labor has two values, one of which is twice
as large as the other, or 12 equals 6! In both cases, we get
pure absurdities. Turn and twist as we may, we will not

get out of this contradiction as long as we speak of the
buying and selling of “labor” and of the “value of labor.?
And just so it happened to the political economists. The
last offshoot of classical political economy—the Ricar-
dian school—was largely wrecked on the insolubility of
this contradiction. Classical political economy had run
itself into a blind alley. The man who discovered the
way out of this blind alley was Karl Marx.

What the economists had considered as the cost of pro-
duction of “labor” was really the cost of production, not
of “labor,” but of the living laborer himself. And what
this laborer sold to the capitalist was not his labor.

“So soon as his labor really begins,” says Marx, “it
ceases to belong to him, and therefore can no longer be
sold by him.”

At the most, he could sell his future labor—i.e., as-
sume the obligation of executing a certain piece of work
in a certain time. But, in this way, he does not sell labor
(which would first have to be performed), but not for a
stipulated payment he places his labor-power at the dis-
posal of the capitalist for a certain time (in case of time-
wages), or for the performance of a certain task (in case
of piece-wages). He hires out or sells his labor-power.
But this labor-power has grown up with his person and
is inseparable from it. Its cost of production, there-
fore, coincides with his own cost of production; what the
economist called the cost of production of labor is really
the cost of production of the laborer, and therewith of his
labor-power. And, thus, we can also go back from the
cost of production of labor-power to the value of labor-
power, and determine the quantity of social labor that is
required for the production of a labor-power of a given
quantity, as Marx has done in the chapter on “The Buy-
ing and Selling of Labor Power.” [Capital, Vol.I]

Now what takes place after the worker has sold his
labor-power, i.e., after he has placed his labor-power
at the disposal of the capitalist for stipulated-wages—
whether time-wages or piece-wages? The capitalist takes
the laborer into his workshop or factory, where all the
articles required for the work can be found—raw ma-
terials, auxiliary materials (coal, dyestuffs, etc.), tools,
and machines. Here, the worker begins to work. His
daily wages are, as above, 3 shillings, and it makes no
difference whether he earns them as day-wages or piece-
wages. We again assume that in 12 hours the worker adds
by his labor a new value of 6 shillings to the value of the
raw materials consumed, which new value the capitalist
realizes by the sale of the finished piece of work. Out of
this new value, he pays the worker his 3 shillings, and
the remaining 3 shillings he keeps for himself. If, now,
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the laborer creates in 12 hours a value of 6 shilling, in
6 hours he creates a value of 3 shillings. Consequently,
after working 6 hours for the capitalist, the laborer has
returned to him the equivalent of the 3 shillings received
as wages. After 6 hours’ work, both are quits, neither
one owing a penny to the other.

“Hold on there!” now cries out the capitalist. “I have
hired the laborer for a whole day, for 12 hours. But 6
hours are only half-a-day. So work along lively there un-
til the other 6 hours are at an end—only then will we
be even.” And, in fact, the laborer has to submit to the
conditions of the contract upon which he entered of “his
own free will,” and according to which he bound himself
to work 12 whole hours for a product of labor which cost
only 6 hours’ labor.

Similarly with piece-wages. Let us suppose that in
12 hours our worker makes 12 commodities. Each of
these costs a shilling in raw materials and wear-and-tear,
and is sold for 2.5 shillings. On our former assumption,
the capitalist gives the laborer 0.25 of a shilling for each
piece, which makes a total of 3 shillings for 12 pieces.
To earn this, the worker requires 12 hours. The capital-
ist receives 30 shillings for the 12 pieces; deducting 24
shillings for raw materials and wear-and-tear, there re-
mains 6 shillings, of which he pays 3 shillings in wages
and pockets the remaining 3. Just as before! Here, also,
the worker labors 6 hours for himself—i.e., to replace his
wages (half-an-hour in each of the 12 hours), and 6 hours
for the capitalist.

The rock upon which the best economists were
stranded, as long as they started out from the value of
labor, vanishes as soon as we make our starting-point the
value of labor-power. Labor-power is, in our present-day
capitalist society, a commodity like every other commod-
ity, but yet a very peculiar commodity. It has, namely, the
peculiarity of being a value-creating force, the source of
value, and, moreover, when properly treated, the source
of more value than it possesses itself. In the present state
of production, human labor-power not only produces in a
day a greater value than it itself possesses and costs; but
with each new scientific discovery, with each new techni-
cal invention, there also rises the surplus of its daily pro-
duction over its daily cost, while as a consequence there
diminishes that part of the working-day in which the la-
borer produces the equivalent of his day’s wages, and, on
the other hand, lengthens that part of the working-day in
which he must present labor gratis to the capitalist.

And this is the economic constitution of our entire
modern society: the working class alone produces all
values. For value is only another expression for labor,

that expression, namely, by which is designated, in our
capitalist society of today, the amount of socially nec-
essary labor embodied in a particular commodity. But,
these values produced by the workers do not belong to
the workers. They belong to the owners of the raw ma-
terials, machines, tools, and money, which enable them
to buy the labor-power of the working class. Hence, the
working class gets back only a part of the entire mass
of products produced by it. And, as we have just seen,
the other portion, which the capitalist class retains, and
which it has to share, at most, only with the landlord
class, is increasing with every new discovery and inven-
tion, while the share which falls to the working class (per
capita) rises but little and very slowly, or not at all, and
under certain conditions it may even fall.

But, these discoveries and inventions which supplant
one another with ever-increasing speed, this productive-
ness of human labor which increases from day to day
to unheard-of proportions, at last gives rise to a con-
flict, in which present capitalistic economy must go to
ruin. On the one hand, immeasurable wealth and a super-
fluidity of products with which the buyers cannot cope.
On the other hand, the great mass of society proletari-
anized, transformed into wage-laborers, and thereby dis-
abled from appropriating to themselves that superfluidity
of products. The splitting up of society into a small class,
immoderately rich, and a large class of wage-laborers
devoid of all property, brings it about that this society
smothers in its own superfluidity, while the great major-
ity of its members are scarcely, or not at all, protected
from extreme want.

This condition becomes every day more absurd and
more unnecessary. It must be gotten rid of; it can be
gotten rid of. A new social order is possible, in which
the class differences of today will have disappeared, and
in which—perhaps after a short transition period, which,
though somewhat deficient in other respects, will in any
case be very useful morally—there will be the means of
life, of the enjoyment of life, and of the development and
activity of all bodily and mental faculties, through the
systematic use and further development of the enormous
productive powers of society, which exists with us even
now, with equal obligation upon all to work. And that
the workers are growing ever more determined to achieve
this new social order will be proven on both sides of the
ocean on this dawning May Day, and on Sunday, May
3rd. [Engels is refering to the May Day celebrations of
1891]

FREDERICK ENGELS
London, April 30, 1891.
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1. Preliminary
From various quarters we have been reproached for
neglecting to portray the economic conditions which
form the material basis of the present struggles between
classes and nations. With set purpose we have hitherto
touched upon these conditions only when they forced
themselves upon the surface of the political conflicts.

It was necessary, beyond everything else, to follow the
development of the class struggle in the history of our
own day, and to prove empirically, by the actual and daily
newly created historical material, that with the subjuga-
tion of the working class, accomplished in the days of
February and March, 1848, the opponents of that class—
the bourgeois republicans in France, and the bourgeois
and peasant classes who were fighting feudal absolutism
throughout the whole continent of Europe—were simul-
taneously conquered; that the victory of the “moderate
republic” in France sounded at the same time the fall of
the nations which had responded to the February rev-
olution with heroic wars of independence; and finally
that, by the victory over the revolutionary workingmen,
Europe fell back into its old double slavery, into the
English-Russian slavery. The June conflict in Paris, the
fall of Vienna, the tragi-comedy in Berlin in November
1848, the desperate efforts of Poland, Italy, and Hun-
gary, the starvation of Ireland into submission—these
were the chief events in which the European class strug-
gle between the bourgeoisie and the working class was
summed up, and from which we proved that every revo-
lutionary uprising, however remote from the class strug-
gle its object might appear, must of necessity fail until the
revolutionary working class shall have conquered;—that
every social reform must remain a Utopia until the pro-
letarian revolution and the feudalistic counter-revolution
have been pitted against each other in a world-wide war.
In our presentation, as in reality, Belgium and Switzer-
land were tragicomic caricaturish genre pictures in the
great historic tableau; the one the model State of the
bourgeois monarchy, the other the model State of the
bourgeois republic; both of them, States that flatter them-
selves to be just as free from the class struggle as from
the European revolution.

But now, after our readers have seen the class struggle
of the year 1848 develop into colossal political propor-
tions, it is time to examine more closely the economic
conditions themselves upon which is founded the exis-
tence of the capitalist class and its class rule, as well as
the slavery of the workers.

We shall present the subject in three great divisions:

1. The Relation of Wage-Labor to Capital, the Slav-
ery of the Worker, the Rule of the Capitalist.

2. The Inevitable Ruin of the Middle Classes [petty-
bourgeois] and the so-called Commons [peasants]
under the present system.

3. The Commercial Subjugation and Exploitation of
the Bourgeois classes of the various European
nations by the Despot of the World Market—
England.

We shall seek to portray this as simply and popularly
as possible, and shall not presuppose a knowledge of
even the most elementary notions of political economy.
We wish to be understood by the workers. And, more-
over, there prevails in Germany the most remarkable ig-
norance and confusion of ideas in regard to the simplest
economic relations, from the patented defenders of ex-
isting conditions, down to the socialist wonder-workers
and the unrecognized political geniuses, in which divided
Germany is even richer than in duodecimo princelings.
We therefore proceed to the consideration of the first
problem.

2. What are Wages? How are they
Determined?
If several workmen were to be asked: ”How much wages
do you get?”, one would reply, ”I get two shillings a
day”, and so on. According to the different branches of
industry in which they are employed, they would men-
tion different sums of money that they receive from their
respective employers for the completion of a certain task;
for example, for weaving a yard of linen, or for setting
a page of type. Despite the variety of their statements,
they would all agree upon one point: that wages are the
amount of money which the capitalist pays for a certain
period of work or for a certain amount of work.

Consequently, it appears that the capitalist buys their
labour with money, and that for money they sell him their
labour. But this is merely an illusion. What they actu-
ally sell to the capitalist for money is their labour-power.
This labour-power the capitalist buys for a day, a week,
a month, etc. And after he has bought it, he uses it up
by letting the worker labour during the stipulated time.
With the same amount of money with which the capi-
talist has bought their labour-power (for example, with
two shillings) he could have bought a certain amount of
sugar or of any other commodity. The two shillings with
which he bought 20 pounds of sugar is the price of the 20
pounds of sugar. The two shillings with which he bought
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12 hours’ use of labour-power, is the price of 12 hours’
labour. Labour-power, then, is a commodity, no more,
no less so than is the sugar. The first is measured by the
clock, the other by the scales.

Their commodity, labour-power, the workers ex-
change for the commodity of the capitalist, for money,
and, moreover, this exchange takes place at a certain ra-
tio. So much money for so long a use of labour-power.
For 12 hours’ weaving, two shillings. And these two
shillings, do they not represent all the other commodi-
ties which I can buy for two shillings? Therefore, actu-
ally, the worker has exchanged his commodity, labour-
power, for commodities of all kinds, and, moreover, at
a certain ratio. By giving him two shillings, the capital-
ist has given him so much meat, so much clothing, so
much wood, light, etc., in exchange for his day’s work.
The two shillings therefore express the relation in which
labour-power is exchanged for other commodities, the
exchange-value of labour-power.

The exchange value of a commodity estimated in
money is called its price. Wages therefore are only a
special name for the price of labour-power, and are usu-
ally called the price of labour; it is the special name for
the price of this peculiar commodity, which has no other
repository than human flesh and blood.

Let us take any worker; for example, a weaver. The
capitalist supplies him with the loom and yarn. The
weaver applies himself to work, and the yarn is turned
into cloth. The capitalist takes possession of the cloth
and sells it for 20 shillings, for example. Now are the
wages of the weaver a share of the cloth, of the 20
shillings, of the product of the work? By no means. Long
before the cloth is sold, perhaps long before it is fully
woven, the weaver has received his wages. The capital-
ist, then, does not pay his wages out of the money which
he will obtain from the cloth, but out of money already
on hand. Just as little as loom and yarn are the product of
the weaver to whom they are supplied by the employer,
just so little are the commodities which he receives in ex-
change for his commodity — labour-power — his prod-
uct. It is possible that the employer found no purchasers
at all for the cloth. It is possible that he did not get even
the amount of the wages by its sale. It is possible that
he sells it very profitably in proportion to the weaver’s
wages. But all that does not concern the weaver. With
a part of his existing wealth, of his capital, the capitalist
buys the labour-power of the weaver in exactly the same
manner as, with another part of his wealth, he has bought
the raw material — the yarn — and the instrument of
labour — the loom. After he has made these purchases,

and among them belongs the labour-power necessary to
the production of the cloth he produces only with raw
materials and instruments of labour belonging to him.
For our good weaver, too, is one of the instruments of
labour, and being in this respect on a par with the loom,
he has no more share in the product (the cloth), or in the
price of the product, than the loom itself has.

Wages, therefore, are not a share of the worker in the
commodities produced by himself. Wages are that part
of already existing commodities with which the capital-
ist buys a certain amount of productive labour-power.

Consequently, labour-power is a commodity which its
possessor, the wage-worker, sells to the capitalist. Why
does he sell it? It is in order to live.

But the putting of labour-power into action — i.e., the
work — is the active expression of the labourer’s own
life. And this life activity he sells to another person in
order to secure the necessary means of life. His life-
activity, therefore, is but a means of securing his own
existence. He works that he may keep alive. He does not
count the labour itself as a part of his life; it is rather a
sacrifice of his life. It is a commodity that he has auc-
tioned off to another. The product of his activity, there-
fore, is not the aim of his activity. What he produces for
himself is not the silk that he weaves, not the gold that he
draws up the mining shaft, not the palace that he builds.
What he produces for himself is wages; and the silk,
the gold, and the palace are resolved for him into a cer-
tain quantity of necessaries of life, perhaps into a cotton
jacket, into copper coins, and into a basement dwelling.
And the labourer who for 12 hours long, weaves, spins,
bores, turns, builds, shovels, breaks stone, carries hods,
and so on — is this 12 hours’ weaving, spinning, boring,
turning, building, shovelling, stone-breaking, regarded
by him as a manifestation of life, as life? Quite the con-
trary. Life for him begins where this activity ceases, at
the table, at the tavern, in bed. The 12 hours’ work, on
the other hand, has no meaning for him as weaving, spin-
ning, boring, and so on, but only as earnings, which en-
able him to sit down at a table, to take his seat in the tav-
ern, and to lie down in a bed. If the silk-worm’s object
in spinning were to prolong its existence as caterpillar, it
would be a perfect example of a wage-worker.

Labour-power was not always a commodity (merchan-
dise). Labour was not always wage-labour, i.e., free
labour. The slave did not sell his labour-power to the
slave-owner, any more than the ox sells his labour to the
farmer. The slave, together with his labour-power, was
sold to his owner once for all. He is a commodity that can
pass from the hand of one owner to that of another. He
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himself is a commodity, but his labour-power is not his
commodity. The serf sells only a portion of his labour-
power. It is not he who receives wages from the owner of
the land; it is rather the owner of the land who receives a
tribute from him. The serf belongs to the soil, and to the
lord of the soil he brings its fruit. The free labourer, on
the other hand, sells his very self, and that by fractions.
He auctions off eight, 10, 12, 15 hours of his life, one
day like the next, to the highest bidder, to the owner of
raw materials, tools, and the means of life — i.e., to the
capitalist. The labourer belongs neither to an owner nor
to the soil, but eight, 10, 12, 15 hours of his daily life
belong to whomsoever buys them. The worker leaves the
capitalist, to whom he has sold himself, as often as he
chooses, and the capitalist discharges him as often as he
sees fit, as soon as he no longer gets any use, or not the
required use, out of him. But the worker, whose only
source of income is the sale of his labour-power, cannot
leave the whole class of buyers, i.e., the capitalist class,
unless he gives up his own existence. He does not belong
to this or that capitalist, but to the capitalist class; and it
is for him to find his man — i.e., to find a buyer in this
capitalist class.

Before entering more closely upon the relation of cap-
ital to wage-labour, we shall present briefly the most gen-
eral conditions which come into consideration in the de-
termination of wages.

Wages, as we have seen, are the price of a certain com-
modity, labour-power. Wages, therefore, are determined
by the same laws that determine the price of every other
commodity. The question then is, How is the price of a
commodity determined?

3. By what is the price of a com-
modity determined?
By the competition between buyers and sellers, by the
relation of the demand to the supply, of the call to the of-
fer. The competition by which the price of a commodity
is determined is threefold.

The same commodity is offered for sale by various
sellers. Whoever sells commodities of the same quality
most cheaply, is sure to drive the other sellers from the
field and to secure the greatest market for himself. The
sellers therefore fight among themselves for the sales, for
the market. Each one of them wishes to sell, and to sell as
much as possible, and if possible to sell alone, to the ex-
clusion of all other sellers. Each one sells cheaper than
the other. Thus there takes place a competition among

the sellers which forces down the price of the commodi-
ties offered by them.

But there is also a competition among the buyers; this
upon its side causes the price of the proffered commodi-
ties to rise.

Finally, there is competition between the buyers and
the sellers: these wish to purchase as cheaply as possi-
ble, those to sell as dearly as possible. The result of this
competition between buyers and sellers will depend upon
the relations between the two above-mentioned camps
of competitors — i.e., upon whether the competition in
the army of sellers is stronger. Industry leads two great
armies into the field against each other, and each of these
again is engaged in a battle among its own troops in its
own ranks. The army among whose troops there is less
fighting carries of the victory over the opposing host.

Let us suppose that there are 100 bales of cotton in the
market and at the same time purchasers for 1,000 bales
of cotton. In this case, the demand is 10 times greater
than the supply. Competition among the buyers, then,
will be very strong; each of them tries to get hold of one
bale, if possible, of the whole 100 bales. This exam-
ple is no arbitrary supposition. In the history of com-
merce we have experienced periods of scarcity of cot-
ton, when some capitalists united together and sought to
buy up not 100 bales, but the whole cotton supply of the
world. In the given case, then, one buyer seeks to drive
the others from the field by offering a relatively higher
price for the bales of cotton. The cotton sellers, who
perceive the troops of the enemy in the most violent con-
tention among themselves, and who therefore are fully
assured of the sale of their whole 100 bales, will beware
of pulling one another’s hair in order to force down the
price of cotton at the very moment in which their oppo-
nents race with one another to screw it up high. So, all of
a sudden, peace reigns in the army of sellers. They stand
opposed to the buyers like one man, fold their arms in
philosophic contentment and their claims would find no
limit did not the offers of even the most importunate of
buyers have a very definite limit.

If, then, the supply of a commodity is less than the de-
mand for it, competition among the sellers is very slight,
or there may be none at all among them. In the same
proportion in which this competition decreases, the com-
petition among the buyers increases. Result: a more or
less considerable rise in the prices of commodities.

It is well known that the opposite case, with the op-
posite result, happens more frequently. Great excess of
supply over demand; desperate competition among the
sellers, and a lack of buyers; forced sales of commodi-
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ties at ridiculously low prices.
But what is a rise, and what a fall of prices? What

is a high and what a low price? A grain of sand is high
when examined through a microscope, and a tower is low
when compared with a mountain. And if the price is de-
termined by the relation of supply and demand, by what
is the relation of supply and demand determined?

Let us turn to the first worthy citizen we meet. He will
not hesitate one moment, but, like Alexander the Great,
will cut this metaphysical knot with his multiplication
table. He will say to us: “If the production of the com-
modities which I sell has cost me 100 pounds, and out
of the sale of these goods I make 110 pounds — within
the year, you understand — that’s an honest, sound, rea-
sonable profit. But if in the exchange I receive 120 or
130 pounds, that’s a higher profit; and if I should get as
much as 200 pounds, that would be an extraordinary, and
enormous profit.” What is it, then, that serves this citizen
as the standard of his profit? The cost of the production
of his commodities. If in exchange for these goods he
receives a quantity of other goods whose production has
cost less, he has lost. If he receives in exchange for his
goods a quantity of other goods whose production has
cost more, he has gained. And he reckons the falling or
rising of the profit according to the degree at which the
exchange value of his goods stands, whether above or
below his zero — the cost of production.

We have seen how the changing relation of supply and
demand causes now a rise, now a fall of prices; now high,
now low prices. If the price of a commodity rises consid-
erably owing to a failing supply or a disproportionately
growing demand, then the price of some other commod-
ity must have fallen in proportion; for of course the price
of a commodity only expresses in money the proportion
in which other commodities will be given in exchange
for it. If, for example, the price of a yard of silk rises
from two to three shillings, the price of silver has fallen
in relation to the silk, and in the same way the prices of
all other commodities whose prices have remained sta-
tionary have fallen in relation to the price of silk. A
large quantity of them must be given in exchange in or-
der to obtain the same amount of silk. Now, what will
be the consequence of a rise in the price of a particu-
lar commodity? A mass of capital will be thrown into
the prosperous branch of industry, and this immigration
of capital into the provinces of the favored industry will
continue until it yields no more than the customary prof-
its, or, rather until the price of its products, owning to
overproduction, sinks below the cost of production.

Conversely: if the price of a commodity falls below its

cost of production, then capital will be withdrawn from
the production of this commodity. Except in the case of
a branch of industry which has become obsolete and is
therefore doomed to disappear, the production of such a
commodity (that is, its supply), will, owning to this flight
of capital, continue to decrease until it corresponds to the
demand, and the price of the commodity rises again to
the level of its cost of production; or, rather, until the sup-
ply has fallen below the demand and its price has risen
above its cost of production, for the current price of a
commodity is always either above or below its cost of
production.

We see how capital continually emigrates out of the
province of one industry and immigrates into that of an-
other. The high price produces an excessive immigration,
and the low price an excessive emigration.

We could show, from another point of view, how not
only the supply, but also the demand, is determined by
the cost of production. But this would lead us too far
away from our subject.

We have just seen how the fluctuation of supply and
demand always bring the price of a commodity back to
its cost of production. The actual price of a commodity,
indeed, stands always above or below the cost of pro-
duction; but the rise and fall reciprocally balance each
other, so that, within a certain period of time, if the ebbs
and flows of the industry are reckoned up together, the
commodities will be exchanged for one another in accor-
dance with their cost of production. Their price is thus
determined by their cost of production.

The determination of price by the cost of production
is not to be understood in the sense of the bourgeois
economists. The economists say that the average price
of commodities equals the cost of production: that is the
law. The anarchic movement, in which the rise is com-
pensated for by a fall and the fall by a rise, they regard
as an accident. We might just as well consider the fluc-
tuations as the law, and the determination of the price by
cost of production as an accident — as is, in fact, done by
certain other economists. But it is precisely these fluctu-
ations which, viewed more closely, carry the most fright-
ful devastation in their train, and, like an earthquake,
cause bourgeois society to shake to its very foundations
— it is precisely these fluctuations that force the price to
conform to the cost of production. In the totality of this
disorderly movement is to be found its order. In the total
course of this industrial anarchy, in this circular move-
ment, competition balances, as it were, the one extrava-
gance by the other.

We thus see that the price of a commodity is indeed de-
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termined by its cost of production, but in such a manner
that the periods in which the price of these commodities
rises above the costs of production are balanced by the
periods in which it sinks below the cost of production,
and vice versa. Of course this does not hold good for
a single given product of an industry, but only for that
branch of industry. So also it does not hold good for an
individual manufacturer, but only for the whole class of
manufacturers.

The determination of price by cost of production is
tantamount to the determination of price by the labor-
time requisite to the production of a commodity, for
the cost of production consists, first of raw materials
and wear and tear of tools, etc., i.e., of industrial prod-
ucts whose production has cost a certain number of
work-days, which therefore represent a certain amount of
labor-time, and, secondly, of direct labor, which is also
measured by its duration.

4. By what are wages determined?
Now, the same general laws which regulate the price of
commodities in general, naturally regulate wages, or the
price of labor-power. Wages will now rise, now fall, ac-
cording to the relation of supply and demand, according
as competition shapes itself between the buyers of labor-
power, the capitalists, and the sellers of labor-power, the
workers. The fluctuations of wages correspond to the
fluctuation in the price of commodities in general. But
within the limits of these fluctuations the price of labor-
power will be determined by the cost of production, by
the labor-time necessary for production of this commod-
ity: labor-power.

What, then, is the cost of production of labor-power?
It is the cost required for the maintenance of the la-

borer as a laborer, and for his education and training as a
laborer.

Therefore, the shorter the time required for training
up to a particular sort of work, the smaller is the cost of
production of the worker, the lower is the price of his
labor-power, his wages. In those branches of industry in
which hardly any period of apprenticeship is necessary
and the mere bodily existence of the worker is sufficient,
the cost of his production is limited almost exclusively
to the commodities necessary for keeping him in work-
ing condition. The price of his work will therefore be
determined by the price of the necessary means of sub-
sistence.

Here, however, there enters another consideration.
The manufacturer who calculates his cost of production

and, in accordance with it, the price of the product, takes
into account the wear and tear of the instruments of labor.
If a machine costs him, for example, 1,000 shillings, and
this machine is used up in 10 years, he adds 100 shillings
annually to the price of the commodities, in order to be
able after 10 years to replace the worn-out machine with
a new one. In the same manner, the cost of production
of simple labor-power must include the cost of propaga-
tion, by means of which the race of workers is enabled
to multiply itself, and to replace worn-out workers with
new ones. The wear and tear of the worker, therefore, is
calculated in the same manner as the wear and tear of the
machine.

Thus, the cost of production of simple labor-power
amounts to the cost of the existence and propagation of
the worker. The price of this cost of existence and propa-
gation constitutes wages. The wages thus determined are
called the minimum of wages. This minimum wage, like
the determination of the price of commodities in general
by cost of production, does not hold good for the single
individual, but only for the race. Individual workers, in-
deed, millions of workers, do not receive enough to be
able to exist and to propagate themselves; but the wages
of the whole working class adjust themselves, within the
limits of their fluctuations, to this minimum.

Now that we have come to an understanding in regard
to the most general laws which govern wages, as well as
the price of every other commodity, we can examine our
subject more particularly.

5. The Nature and Growth of Cap-
ital
Capital consists of raw materials, instruments of labor,
and means of subsistence of all kinds, which are em-
ployed in producing new raw materials, new instruments,
and new means of subsistence. All these components of
capital are created by labor, products of labor, accumu-
lated labor. Accumulated labor that serves as a means to
new production is capital.

So says the economists.
What is a Negro slave? A man of the black race. The

one explanation is worthy of the other.
A Negro is a Negro. Only under certain conditions

does he become a slave. A cotton-spinning machine is
a machine for spinning cotton. Only under certain con-
ditions does it become capital. Torn away from these
conditions, it is as little capital as gold is itself money, or
sugar is the price of sugar.
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In the process of production, human beings work not
only upon nature, but also upon one another. They pro-
duce only by working together in a specified manner and
reciprocally exchanging their activities. In order to pro-
duce, they enter into definite connections and relations
to one another, and only within these social connections
and relations does their influence upon nature operate —
i.e., does production take place.

These social relations between the producers, and the
conditions under which they exchange their activities and
share in the total act of production, will naturally vary
according to the character of the means of production.
With the discovery of a new instrument of warfare, the
firearm, the whole internal organization of the army was
necessarily altered, the relations within which individ-
uals compose an army and can work as an army were
transformed, and the relation of different armies to an-
other was likewise changed.

We thus see that the social relations within which in-
dividuals produce, the social relations of production, are
altered, transformed, with the change and development
of the material means of production, of the forces of
production. The relations of production in their total-
ity constitute what is called the social relations, society,
and, moreover, a society at a definite stage of historical
development, a society with peculiar, distinctive charac-
teristics. Ancient society, feudal society, bourgeois (or
capitalist) society, are such totalities of relations of pro-
duction, each of which denotes a particular stage of de-
velopment in the history of mankind.

Capital also is a social relation of production. It is a
bourgeois relation of production, a relation of production
of bourgeois society. The means of subsistence, the in-
struments of labor, the raw materials, of which capital
consists — have they not been produced and accumu-
lated under given social conditions, within definite spe-
cial relations? Are they not employed for new produc-
tion, under given special conditions, within definite so-
cial relations? And does not just the definite social char-
acter stamp the products which serve for new production
as capital?

Capital consists not only of means of subsistence, in-
struments of labor, and raw materials, not only as mate-
rial products; it consists just as much of exchange values.
All products of which it consists are commodities. Capi-
tal, consequently, is not only a sum of material products,
it is a sum of commodities, of exchange values, of social
magnitudes. Capital remains the same whether we put
cotton in the place of wool, rice in the place of wheat,
steamships in the place of railroads, provided only that

the cotton, the rice, the steamships — the body of capital
— have the same exchange value, the same price, as the
wool, the wheat, the railroads, in which it was previously
embodied. The bodily form of capital may transform it-
self continually, while capital does not suffer the least
alteration.

But though every capital is a sum of commodities —
i.e., of exchange values — it does not follow that every
sum of commodities, of exchange values, is capital.

Every sum of exchange values is an exchange value.
Each particular exchange value is a sum of exchange val-
ues. For example: a house worth 1,000 pounds is an ex-
change value of 1,000 pounds: a piece of paper worth
one penny is a sum of exchange values of 100 1/100ths
of a penny. Products which are exchangeable for oth-
ers are commodities. The definite proportion in which
they are exchangeable forms their exchange value, or,
expressed in money, their price. The quantity of these
products can have no effect on their character as com-
modities, as representing an exchange value , as having
a certain price. Whether a tree be large or small, it re-
mains a tree. Whether we exchange iron in pennyweights
or in hundredweights, for other products, does this alter
its character: its being a commodity, or exchange value?
According to the quantity, it is a commodity of greater or
of lesser value, of higher or of lower price.

How then does a sum of commodities, of exchange
values, become capital?

Thereby, that as an independent social power — i.e.,
as the power of a part of society — it preserves itself and
multiplies by exchange with direct, living labor-power.

The existence of a class which possess nothing but the
ability to work is a necessary presupposition of capital.

It is only the dominion of past, accumulated, materi-
alized labor over immediate living labor that stamps the
accumulated labor with the character of capital.

Capital does not consist in the fact that accumulated
labor serves living labor as a means for new production.
It consists in the fact that living labor serves accumulated
labor as the means of preserving and multiplying its ex-
change value.

6. Relation of Wage-Labour to
Capital
What is it that takes place in the exchange between the
capitalist and the wage-labor?

The laborer receives means of subsistence in exchange
for his labor-power; the capitalist receives, in exchange
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for his means of subsistence, labor, the productive activ-
ity of the laborer, the creative force by which the worker
not only replaces what he consumes, but also gives to
the accumulated labor a greater value than it previously
possessed. The laborer gets from the capitalist a portion
of the existing means of subsistence. For what purpose
do these means of subsistence serve him? For immedi-
ate consumption. But as soon as I consume means of
subsistence, they are irrevocably lost to me, unless I em-
ploy the time during which these means sustain my life in
producing new means of subsistence, in creating by my
labor new values in place of the values lost in consump-
tion. But it is just this noble reproductive power that the
laborer surrenders to the capitalist in exchange for means
of subsistence received. Consequently, he has lost it for
himself.

Let us take an example. For one shilling a laborer
works all day long in the fields of a farmer, to whom
he thus secures a return of two shillings. The farmer not
only receives the replaced value which he has given to
the day laborer, he has doubled it. Therefore, he has con-
sumed the one shilling that he gave to the day laborer in
a fruitful, productive manner. For the one shilling he has
bought the labor-power of the day-laborer, which creates
products of the soil of twice the value, and out of one
shilling makes two. The day-laborer, on the contrary,
receives in the place of his productive force, whose re-
sults he has just surrendered to the farmer, one shilling,
which he exchanges for means of subsistence, which he
consumes more or less quickly. The one shilling has
therefore been consumed in a double manner — repro-
ductively for the capitalist, for it has been exchanged for
labor-power, which brought forth two shillings; unpro-
ductively for the worker, for it has been exchanged for
means of subsistence which are lost for ever, and whose
value he can obtain again only by repeating the same ex-
change with the farmer. Capital therefore presupposes
wage-labor; wage-labor presupposes capital. They con-
dition each other; each brings the other into existence.

Does a worker in a cotton factory produce only cot-
ton? No. He produces capital. He produces values which
serve anew to command his work and to create by means
of it new values.

Capital can multiply itself only by exchanging itself
for labor-power, by calling wage-labor into life. The
labor-power of the wage-laborer can exchange itself for
capital only by increasing capital, by strengthening that
very power whose slave it is. Increase of capital, there-
fore, is increase of the proletariat, i.e., of the working
class.

And so, the bourgeoisie and its economists maintain
that the interest of the capitalist and of the laborer is the
same. And in fact, so they are! The worker perishes
if capital does not keep him busy. Capital perishes if
it does not exploit labor-power, which, in order to ex-
ploit, it must buy. The more quickly the capital destined
for production — the productive capital — increases, the
more prosperous industry is, the more the bourgeoisie
enriches itself, the better business gets, so many more
workers does the capitalist need, so much the dearer does
the worker sell himself. The fastest possible growth of
productive capital is, therefore, the indispensable condi-
tion for a tolerable life to the laborer.

But what is growth of productive capital? Growth of
the power of accumulated labor over living labor; growth
of the rule of the bourgeoisie over the working class.
When wage-labor produces the alien wealth dominating
it, the power hostile to it, capital, there flow back to it its
means of employment — i.e., its means of subsistence,
under the condition that it again become a part of capital,
that is become again the lever whereby capital is to be
forced into an accelerated expansive movement.

To say that the interests of capital and the interests of
the workers are identical, signifies only this: that capital
and wage-labor are two sides of one and the same rela-
tion. The one conditions the other in the same way that
the usurer and the borrower condition each other.

As long as the wage-laborer remains a wage-laborer,
his lot is dependent upon capital. That is what the
boasted community of interests between worker and cap-
italists amounts to.

If capital grows, the mass of wage-labor grows, the
number of wage-workers increases; in a word, the sway
of capital extends over a greater mass of individuals.

Let us suppose the most favorable case: if productive
capital grows, the demand for labor grows. It therefore
increases the price of labor-power, wages.

A house may be large or small; as long as the neigh-
boring houses are likewise small, it satisfies all social re-
quirement for a residence. But let there arise next to the
little house a palace, and the little house shrinks to a hut.
The little house now makes it clear that its inmate has no
social position at all to maintain, or but a very insignifi-
cant one; and however high it may shoot up in the course
of civilization, if the neighboring palace rises in equal or
even in greater measure, the occupant of the relatively lit-
tle house will always find himself more uncomfortable,
more dissatisfied, more cramped within his four walls.

An appreciable rise in wages presupposes a rapid
growth of productive capital. Rapid growth of produc-
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tive capital calls forth just as rapid a growth of wealth, of
luxury, of social needs and social pleasures. Therefore,
although the pleasures of the laborer have increased, the
social gratification which they afford has fallen in com-
parison with the increased pleasures of the capitalist,
which are inaccessible to the worker, in comparison with
the stage of development of society in general. Our wants
and pleasures have their origin in society; we therefore
measure them in relation to society; we do not measure
them in relation to the objects which serve for their grat-
ification. Since they are of a social nature, they are of a
relative nature.

But wages are not at all determined merely by the sum
of commodities for which they may be exchanged. Other
factors enter into the problem. What the workers directly
receive for their labor-power is a certain sum of money.
Are wages determined merely by this money price?

In the 16th century, the gold and silver circulation
in Europe increased in consequence of the discovery of
richer and more easily worked mines in America. The
value of gold and silver, therefore, fell in relation to other
commodities. The workers received the same amount of
coined silver for their labor-power as before. The money
price of their work remained the same, and yet their
wages had fallen, for in exchange for the same amount of
silver they obtained a smaller amount of other commodi-
ties. This was one of the circumstances which furthered
the growth of capital, the rise of the bourgeoisie, in the
18th century.

Let us take another case. In the winter of 1847, in con-
sequence of bad harvest, the most indispensable means
of subsistence — grains, meat, butter, cheese, etc. —
rose greatly in price. Let us suppose that the workers still
received the same sum of money for their labor-power as
before. Did not their wages fall? To be sure. For the
same money they received in exchange less bread, meat,
etc. Their wages fell, not because the value of silver was
less, but because the value of the means of subsistence
had increased.

Finally, let us suppose that the money price of labor-
power remained the same, while all agricultural and man-
ufactured commodities had fallen in price because of the
employment of new machines, of favorable seasons, etc.
For the same money the workers could now buy more
commodities of all kinds. Their wages have therefore
risen, just because their money value has not changed.

The money price of labor-power, the nominal wages,
do not therefore coincide with the actual or real wages —
i.e., with the amount of commodities which are actually
given in exchange for the wages. If then we speak of a

rise or fall of wages, we have to keep in mind not only
the money price of labor-power, the nominal wages, but
also the real wages.

But neither the nominal wages — i.e., the amount of
money for which the laborer sells himself to the capitalist
— nor the real wages — i.e., the amount of commodities
which he can buy for this money — exhausts the rela-
tions which are comprehended in the term wages.

Wages are determined above all by their relations to
the gain, the profit, of the capitalist. In other words,
wages are a proportionate, relative quantity.

Real wages express the price of labor-power in rela-
tion to the price of commodities; relative wages, on the
other hand, express the share of immediate labor in the
value newly created by it, in relation to the share of it
which falls to accumulated labor, to capital.

7. The General Law that Deter-
mines the Rise and Fall of Wages and
Profits
We have said: “Wages are not a share of the worker in
the commodities produced by him. Wages are that part
of already existing commodities with which the capital-
ist buys a certain amount of productive labor-power.” But
the capitalist must replace these wages out of the price
for which he sells the product made by the worker; he
must so replace it that, as a rule, there remains to him a
surplus above the cost of production expended by him,
that is, he must get a profit.

The selling price of the commodities produced by the
worker is divided, from the point of view of the capitalist,
into three parts:

First, the replacement of the price of the raw materials
advanced by him, in addition to the replacement of
the wear and tear of the tools, machines, and other
instruments of labor likewise advanced by him;

Second, the replacement of the wages advanced; and
Third, the surplus leftover — i.e., the profit of the capi-

talist.

While the first part merely replaces previously existing
values, it is evident that the replacement of the wages and
the surplus (the profit of capital) are as a whole taken out
of the new value, which is produced by the labor of the
worker and added to the raw materials. And in this sense
we can view wages as well as profit, for the purpose of
comparing them with each other, as shares in the product
of the worker.
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Real wages may remain the same, they may even rise,
nevertheless the relative wages may fall. Let us suppose,
for instance, that all means of subsistence have fallen
2/3rds in price, while the day’s wages have fallen but
1/3rd — for example, from three to two shillings. Al-
though the worker can now get a greater amount of com-
modities with these two shillings than he formerly did
with three shillings, yet his wages have decreased in pro-
portion to the gain of the capitalist. The profit of the capi-
talist — the manufacturer’s for instance — has increased
one shilling, which means that for a smaller amount of
exchange values, which he pays to the worker, the latter
must produce a greater amount of exchange values than
before. The share of capitals in proportion to the share
of labor has risen. The distribution of social wealth be-
tween capital and labor has become still more unequal.
The capitalist commands a greater amount of labor with
the same capital. The power of the capitalist class over
the working class has grown, the social position of the
worker has become worse, has been forced down still
another degree below that of the capitalist.

What, then, is the general law that determines the rise
and fall of wages and profit in their reciprocal relation?

They stand in inverse proportion to each other. The
share of (profit) increases in the same proportion in
which the share of labor (wages) falls, and vice versa.
Profit rises in the same degree in which wages fall; it
falls in the same degree in which wages rise.

It might perhaps be argued that the capitalist class can
gain by an advantageous exchange of his products with
other capitalists, by a rise in the demand for his com-
modities, whether in consequence of the opening up of
new markets, or in consequence of temporarily increased
demands in the old market, and so on; that the profit of
the capitalist, therefore, may be multiplied by taking ad-
vantage of other capitalists, independently of the rise and
fall of wages, of the exchange value of labor-power; or
that the profit of the capitalist may also rise through im-
provements in the instruments of labor, new applications
of the forces of nature, and so on.

But in the first place it must be admitted that the result
remains the same, although brought about in an opposite
manner. Profit, indeed, has not risen because wages have
fallen, but wages have fallen because profit has risen.
With the same amount of another man’s labor the cap-
italist has bought a larger amount of exchange values
without having paid more for the labor on that account
— i.e., the work is paid for less in proportion to the net
gain which it yields to the capitalist.

In the second place, it must be borne in mind that,

despite the fluctuations in the prices of commodities,
the average price of every commodity, the proportion
in which it exchanges for other commodities, is deter-
mined by its cost of production. The acts of overreaching
and taking advantage of one another within the capital-
ist ranks necessarily equalize themselves. The improve-
ments of machinery, the new applications of the forces
of nature in the service of production, make it possible to
produce in a given period of time, with the same amount
of labor and capital, a larger amount of products, but in
no wise a larger amount of exchange values. If by the
use of the spinning-machine I can furnish twice as much
yarn in an hour as before its invention — for instance,
100 pounds instead of 50 pounds — in the long run I
receive back, in exchange for this 100 pounds no more
commodities than I did before for 50; because the cost
of production has fallen by 1/2, or because I can furnish
double the product at the same cost.

Finally, in whatsoever proportion the capitalist class,
whether of one country or of the entire world-market,
distribute the net revenue of production among them-
selves, the total amount of this net revenue always con-
sists exclusively of the amount by which accumulated la-
bor has been increased from the proceeds of direct labor.
This whole amount, therefore, grows in the same propor-
tion in which labor augments capital — i.e., in the same
proportion in which profit rises as compared with wages.

8. The Interests of Capital and
Wage-Labour are diametrically op-
posed; Effect of growth of productive
Capital on Wages
We thus see that, even if we keep ourselves within the
relation of capital and wage-labor, the interests of cap-
itals and the interests of wage-labor are diameterically
opposed to each other.

A rapid growth of capital is synonymous with a rapid
growth of profits. Profits can grow rapidly only when
the price of labor — the relative wages — decrease just
as rapidly. Relative wages may fall, although real wages
rise simultaneously with nominal wages, with the money
value of labor, provided only that the real wage does not
rise in the same proportion as the profit. If, for instance,
in good business years wages rise 5 per cent, while prof-
its rise 30 per cent, the proportional, the relative wage
has not increased, but decreased.

If, therefore, the income of the worker increased with
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the rapid growth of capital, there is at the same time
a widening of the social chasm that divides the worker
from the capitalist, and increase in the power of capital
over labor, a greater dependence of labor upon capital.

To say that “the worker has an interest in the rapid
growth of capital”, means only this: that the more speed-
ily the worker augments the wealth of the capitalist, the
larger will be the crumbs which fall to him, the greater
will be the number of workers that can be called into ex-
istence, the more can the mass of slaves dependent upon
capital be increased.

We have thus seen that even the most favorable situa-
tion for the working class, namely, the most rapid growth
of capital, however much it may improve the material life
of the worker, does not abolish the antagonism between
his interests and the interests of the capitalist. Profit and
wages remain as before, in inverse proportion.

If capital grows rapidly, wages may rise, but the profit
of capital rises disproportionately faster. The material
position of the worker has improved, but at the cost of
his social position. The social chasm that separates him
from the capitalist has widened.

Finally, to say that “the most favorable condition for
wage-labor is the fastest possible growth of productive
capital”, is the same as to say: the quicker the working
class multiplies and augments the power inimical to it —
the wealth of another which lords over that class — the
more favorable will be the conditions under which it will
be permitted to toil anew at the multiplication of bour-
geois wealth, at the enlargement of the power of capital,
content thus to forge for itself the golden chains by which
the bourgeoisie drags it in its train.

Growth of productive capital and rise of wages, are
they really so indissolubly united as the bourgeois
economists maintain? We must not believe their mere
words. We dare not believe them even when they claim
that the fatter capital is the more will its slave be pam-
pered. The bourgeoisie is too much enlightened, it keeps
its accounts much too carefully, to share the prejudices
of the feudal lord, who makes an ostentatious display of
the magnificence of his retinue. The conditions of ex-
istence of the bourgeoisie compel it to attend carefully
to its bookkeeping. We must therefore examine more
closely into the following question:

In what manner does the growth of produc-
tive capital affect wages?

If as a whole, the productive capital of bourgeois soci-
ety grows, there takes place a more many-sided accumu-
lation of labor. The individual capitals increase in num-
ber and in magnitude. The multiplications of individual

capitals increases the competition among capitalists. The
increasing magnitude of increasing capitals provides the
means of leading more powerful armies of workers with
more gigantic instruments of war upon the industrial bat-
tlefield.

The one capitalist can drive the other from the field
and carry off his capital only by selling more cheaply.
In order to sell more cheaply without ruining himself, he
must produce more cheaply — i.e., increase the produc-
tive forces of labor as much as possible.

But the productive forces of labor is increased above
all by a greater division of labor and by a more general in-
troduction and constant improvement of machinery. The
larger the army of workers among whom the labor is sub-
divided, the more gigantic the scale upon which machin-
ery is introduced, the more in proportion does the cost of
production decrease, the more fruitful is the labor. And
so there arises among the capitalists a universal rivalry
for the increase of the division of labor and of machin-
ery and for their exploitation upon the greatest possible
scale.

If, now, by a greater division of labor, by the appli-
cation and improvement of new machines, by a more
advantageous exploitation of the forces of nature on a
larger scale, a capitalist has found the means of produc-
ing with the same amount of labor (whether it be direct or
accumulated labor) a larger amount of products of com-
modities than his competitors — if, for instance, he can
produce a whole yard of linen in the same labor-time in
which his competitors weave half-a-yard — how will this
capitalist act?

He could keep on selling half-a-yard of linen at old
market price; but this would not have the effect of driv-
ing his opponents from the field and enlarging his own
market. But his need of a market has increased in the
same measure in which his productive power has ex-
tended. The more powerful and costly means of pro-
duction that he has called into existence enable him, it
is true, to sell his wares more cheaply, but they compel
him at the same time to sell more wares, to get control
of a very much greater market for his commodities; con-
sequently, this capitalist will sell his half-yard of linen
more cheaply than his competitors.

But the capitalist will not sell the whole yard so
cheaply as his competitors sell the half-yard, although
the production of the whole yard costs him no more than
does that of the half-yard to the others. Otherwise, he
would make no extra profit, and would get back in ex-
change only the cost of production. He might obtain a
greater income from having set in motion a larger capi-
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tal, but not from having made a greater profit on his cap-
ital than the others. Moreover, he attains the object he
is aiming at if he prices his goods only a small percent-
age lower than his competitors. He drives them off the
field, he wrests from them at least part of their market,
by underselling them.

And finally, let us remember that the current price al-
ways stands either above or below the cost of production,
according as the sale of a commodity takes place in the
favorable or unfavorable period of the industry. Accord-
ing as the market price of the yard of linen stands above
or below its former cost of production, will the percent-
age vary at which the capitalist who has made use of the
new and more faithful means of production sell above his
real cost of production.

But the privilege of our capitalist is not of long dura-
tion. Other competing capitalists introduce the same ma-
chines, the same division of labor, and introduce them
upon the same or even upon a greater scale. And finally
this introduction becomes so universal that the price of
the linen is lowered not only below its old, but even be-
low its new cost of production.

The capitalists therefore find themselves, in their mu-
tual relations, in the same situation in which they were
before the introduction of the new means of production;
and if they are by these means enabled to offer double the
product at the old price, they are now forced to furnish
double the product for less than the old price. Having
arrived at the new point, the new cost of production, the
battle for supremacy in the market has to be fought out
anew. Given more division of labor and more machin-
ery, and there results a greater scale upon which division
of labor and machinery are exploited. And competition
again brings the same reaction against this result.

9. Effect of Capitalist Competition
on the Capitalist Class the Middle
Class and the Working Class
We thus see how the method of production and the means
of production are constantly enlarged, revolutionized,
how division of labor necessarily draws after it greater
division of labor, the employment of machinery greater
employment of machinery, work upon a large scale work
upon a still greater scale. This is the law that continually
throws capitalist production out of its old ruts and com-
pels capital to strain ever more the productive forces of
labor for the very reason that it has already strained them
— the law that grants it no respite, and constantly shouts

in its ear: March! march! This is no other law than that
which, within the periodical fluctuations of commerce,
necessarily adjusts the price of a commodity to its cost
of production.

No matter how powerful the means of production
which a capitalist may bring into the field, competition
will make their adoption general; and from the moment
that they have been generally adopted, the sole result of
the greater productiveness of his capital will be that he
must furnish at the same price, 10, 20, 100 times as much
as before. But since he must find a market for, perhaps,
1,000 times as much, in order to outweigh the lower sell-
ing price by the greater quantity of the sale; since now a
more extensive sale is necessary not only to gain a greater
profit, but also in order to replace the cost of production
(the instrument of production itself grows always more
costly, as we have seen), and since this more extensive
sale has become a question of life and death not only for
him, but also for his rivals, the old struggle must begin
again, and it is all the more violent the more powerful the
means of production already invented are. The division
of labor and the application of machinery will therefore
take a fresh start, and upon an even greater scale.

Whatever be the power of the means of production
which are employed, competition seeks to rob capital
of the golden fruits of this power by reducing the price
of commodities to the cost of production; in the same
measure in which production is cheapened — i.e., in the
same measure in which more can be produced with the
same amount of labor — it compels by a law which is
irresistible a still greater cheapening of production, the
sale of ever greater masses of product for smaller prices.
Thus the capitalist will have gained nothing more by his
efforts than the obligation to furnish a greater product in
the same labor-time; in a word, more difficult conditions
for the profitable employment of his capital. While com-
petition, therefore, constantly pursues him with its law
of the cost of production and turns against himself ev-
ery weapon that he forges against his rivals, the capitalist
continually seeks to get the best of competition by rest-
lessly introducing further subdivision of labor and new
machines, which, though more expensive, enable him to
produce more cheaply, instead of waiting until the new
machines shall have been rendered obsolete by competi-
tion.

If we now conceive this feverish agitation as it oper-
ates in the market of the whole world, we shall be in a
position to comprehend how the growth, accumulation,
and concentration of capital bring in their train an ever
more detailed subdivision of labor, an ever greater im-
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provement of old machines, and a constant application
of new machine — a process which goes on uninterrupt-
edly, with feverish haste, and upon an ever more gigantic
scale.

But what effect do these conditions, which are insep-
arable from the growth of productive capital, have upon
the determination of wages?

The greater division of labor enables one laborer to
accomplish the work of five, 10, or 20 laborers; it there-
fore increases competition among the laborers fivefold,
tenfold, or twentyfold. The laborers compete not only by
selling themselves one cheaper than the other, but also by
one doing the work of five, 10, or 20; and they are forced
to compete in this manner by the division of labor, which
is introduced and steadily improved by capital.

Furthermore, to the same degree in which the divi-
sion of labor increases, is the labor simplified. The spe-
cial skill of the laborer becomes worthless. He becomes
transformed into a simple monotonous force of produc-
tion, with neither physical nor mental elasticity. His
work becomes accessible to all; therefore competitors
press upon him from all sides. Moreover, it must be re-
membered that the more simple, the more easily learned
the work is, so much the less is its cost to production, the
expense of its acquisition, and so much the lower must
the wages sink — for, like the price of any other com-
modity, they are determined by the cost of production.
Therefore, in the same manner in which labor becomes
more unsatisfactory, more repulsive, do competition in-
crease and wages decrease.

The laborer seeks to maintain the total of his wages for
a given time by performing more labor, either by work-
ing a great number of hours, or by accomplishing more
in the same number of hours. Thus, urged on by want,
he himself multiplies the disastrous effects of division of
labor. The result is: the more he works, the less wages he
receives. And for this simple reason: the more he works,
the more he competes against his fellow workmen, the
more he compels them to compete against him, and to
offer themselves on the same wretched conditions as he
does; so that, in the last analysis, he competes against
himself as a member of the working class.

Machinery produces the same effects, but upon a much
larger scale. It supplants skilled laborers by unskilled,
men by women, adults by children; where newly intro-
duced, it throws workers upon the streets in great masses;
and as it becomes more highly developed and more pro-
ductive it discards them in additional though smaller
numbers.

We have hastily sketched in broad outlines the indus-

trial war of capitalists among themselves. This war has
the peculiarity that the battles in it are won less by re-
cruiting than by discharging the army of workers. The
generals (the capitalists) vie with one another as to who
can discharge the greatest number of industrial soldiers.

The economists tell us, to be sure, that those laborers
who have been rendered superfluous by machinery find
new venues of employment. They dare not assert directly
that the same laborers that have been discharged find sit-
uations in new branches of labor. Facts cry out too loudly
against this lie. Strictly speaking, they only maintain that
new means of employment will be found for other sec-
tions of the working class; for example, for that portion
of the young generation of laborers who were about to
enter upon that branch of industry which had just been
abolished. Of course, this is a great satisfaction to the
disabled laborers. There will be no lack of fresh ex-
ploitable blood and muscle for the Messrs. Capitalists —
the dead may bury their dead. This consolation seems to
be intended more for the comfort of the capitalists them-
selves than their laborers. If the whole class of the wage-
laborer were to be annihilated by machinery, how terri-
ble that would be for capital, which, without wage-labor,
ceases to be capital!

But even if we assume that all who are directly forced
out of employment by machinery, as well as all of the
rising generation who were waiting for a chance of em-
ployment in the same branch of industry, do actually find
some new employment — are we to believe that this new
employment will pay as high wages as did the one they
have lost? If it did, it would be in contradiction to the
laws of political economy. We have seen how modern
industry always tends to the substitution of the simpler
and more subordinate employments for the higher and
more complex ones. How, then, could a mass of work-
ers thrown out of one branch of industry by machinery
find refuge in another branch, unless they were to be paid
more poorly?

An exception to the law has been adduced, namely, the
workers who are employed in the manufacture of ma-
chinery itself. As soon as there is in industry a greater
demand for and a greater consumption of machinery, it
is said that the number of machines must necessarily in-
crease; consequently, also, the manufacture of machines;
consequently, also, the employment of workers in ma-
chine manufacture; — and the workers employed in this
branch of industry are skilled, even educated, workers.

Since the year 1840 this assertion, which even before
that date was only half-true, has lost all semblance of
truth; for the most diverse machines are now applied to
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the manufacture of the machines themselves on quite as
extensive a scale as in the manufacture of cotton yarn,
and the laborers employed in machine factories can but
play the role of very stupid machines alongside of the
highly ingenious machines.

But in place of the man who has been dismissed by the
machine, the factory may employ, perhaps, three chil-
dren and one woman! And must not the wages of the
man have previously sufficed for the three children and
one woman? Must not the minimum wages have sufficed
for the preservation and propagation of the race? What,
then, do these beloved bourgeois phrases prove? Nothing
more than that now four times as many workers’ lives are
used up as there were previously, in order to obtain the
livelihood of one working family.

To sum up: the more productive capital grows, the
more it extends the division of labor and the application
of machinery; the more the division of labor and the ap-
plication of machinery extend, the more does competi-
tion extend among the workers, the more do their wages
shrink together.

In addition, the working class is also recruited from
the higher strata of society; a mass of small business men
and of people living upon the interest of their capitals is
precipitated into the ranks of the working class, and they
will have nothing else to do than to stretch out their arms
alongside of the arms of the workers. Thus the forest of
outstretched arms, begging for work, grows ever thicker,
while the arms themselves grow every leaner.

It is evident that the small manufacturer cannot sur-
vive in a struggle in which the first condition of success
is production upon an ever greater scale. It is evident that
the small manufacturers and thereby increasing the num-
ber of candidates for the proletariat — all this requires
no further elucidation.

Finally, in the same measure in which the capitalists
are compelled, by the movement described above, to ex-
ploit the already existing gigantic means of production
on an ever-increasing scale, and for this purpose to set in
motion all the mainsprings of credit, in the same measure
do they increase the industrial earthquakes, in the midst
of which the commercial world can preserve itself only
by sacrificing a portion of its wealth, its products, and
even its forces of production, to the gods of the lower
world — in short, the crises increase. They become more
frequent and more violent, if for no other reason, than

for this alone, that in the same measure in which the
mass of products grows, and there the needs for exten-
sive markets, in the same measure does the world mar-
ket shrink ever more, and ever fewer markets remain to
be exploited, since every previous crisis has subjected to
the commerce of the world a hitherto unconquered or but
superficially exploited market.

But capital not only lives upon labor. Like a master,
at once distinguished and barbarous, it drags with it into
its grave the corpses of its slaves, whole hecatombs of
workers, who perish in the crises.

We thus see that if capital grows rapidly, competition
among the workers grows with even greater rapidity —
i.e., the means of employment and subsistence for the
working class decrease in proportion even more rapidly;
but, this notwithstanding, the rapid growth of capital is
the most favorable condition for wage-labor.
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The Fetishism of Commodities
and the Secret Thereof

Karl Marx

A commodity appears, at first sight, a very trivial
thing, and easily understood. Its analysis shows that it is,
in reality, a very queer thing, abounding in metaphysical
subtleties and theological niceties. So far as it is a value
in use, there is nothing mysterious about it, whether we
consider it from the point of view that by its properties it
is capable of satisfying human wants, or from the point
that those properties are the product of human labour. It
is as clear as noon-day, that man, by his industry, changes
the forms of the materials furnished by Nature, in such a
way as to make them useful to him. The form of wood,
for instance, is altered, by making a table out of it. Yet,
for all that, the table continues to be that common, every-
day thing, wood. But, so soon as it steps forth as a com-
modity, it is changed into something transcendent. It not
only stands with its feet on the ground, but, in relation to
all other commodities, it stands on its head, and evolves
out of its wooden brain grotesque ideas, far more won-
derful than “table-turning” ever wasB.

The mystical character of commodities does not orig-
inate, therefore, in their use value. Just as little does it
proceed from the nature of the determining factors of
value. For, in the first place, however varied the useful
kinds of labour, or productive activities, may be, it is a
physiological fact, that they are functions of the human
organism, and that each such function, whatever may be
its nature or form, is essentially the expenditure of hu-
man brain, nerves, muscles, etc. Secondly, with regard
to that which forms the ground-work for the quantitative
determination of value, namely, the duration of that ex-
penditure, or the quantity of labour, it is quite clear that
there is a palpable difference between its quantity and
quality. In all states of society, the labour time that it
costs to produce the means of subsistence, must neces-
sarily be an object of interest to mankind, though not of
equal interest in different stages of developmentC. And
lastly, from the moment that men in any way work for
one another, their labour assumes a social form.

Whence, then, arises the enigmatical character of the
product of labour, so soon as it assumes the form of com-
modities? Clearly from this form itself. The equality
of all sorts of human labour is expressed objectively by

their products all being equally values; the measure of
the expenditure of labour power by the duration of that
expenditure, takes the form of the quantity of value of
the products of labour; and finally the mutual relations of
the producers, within which the social character of their
labour affirms itself, take the form of a social relation
between the products.

A commodity is therefore a mysterious thing, simply
because in it the social character of men’s labour appears
to them as an objective character stamped upon the prod-
uct of that labour; because the relation of the producers
to the sum total of their own labour is presented to them
as a social relation, existing not between themselves, but
between the products of their labour. This is the reason
why the products of labour become commodities, social
things whose qualities are at the same time perceptible
and imperceptible by the senses. In the same way the
light from an object is perceived by us not as the sub-
jective excitation of our optic nerve, but as the objective
form of something outside the eye itself. But, in the act
of seeing, there is at all events, an actual passage of light
from one thing to another, from the external object to the
eye. There is a physical relation between physical things.
But it is different with commodities. There, the existence
of the things quaD commodities, and the value relation
between the products of labour which stamps them as
commodities, have absolutely no connection with their
physical properties and with the material relations arising
therefrom. There it is a definite social relation between
men, that assumes, in their eyes, the fantastic form of a
relation between things. In order, therefore, to find an
analogy, we must have recourse to the mist-enveloped
regions of the religious world. In that world the produc-
tions of the human brain appear as independent beings
endowed with life, and entering into relation both with
one another and the human race. So it is in the world
of commodities with the products of men’s hands. This
I call the Fetishism which attaches itself to the products
of labour, so soon as they are produced as commodities,
and which is therefore inseparable from the production
of commodities.

This Fetishism of commodities has its origin, as the
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foregoing analysis has already shown, in the peculiar so-
cial character of the labour that produces them.

As a general rule, articles of utility become commodi-
ties, only because they are products of the labour of pri-
vate individuals or groups of individuals who carry on
their work independently of each other. The sum total
of the labour of all these private individuals forms the
aggregate labour of society. Since the producers do not
come into social contact with each other until they ex-
change their products, the specific social character of
each producer’s labour does not show itself except in
the act of exchange. In other words, the labour of the
individual asserts itself as a part of the labour of soci-
ety, only by means of the relations which the act of ex-
change establishes directly between the products, and in-
directly, through them, between the producers. To the
latter, therefore, the relations connecting the labour of
one individual with that of the rest appear, not as di-
rect social relations between individuals at work, but as
what they really are, material relations between persons
and social relations between things. It is only by being
exchanged that the products of labour acquire, as val-
ues, one uniform social status, distinct from their varied
forms of existence as objects of utility. This division of
a product into a useful thing and a value becomes prac-
tically important, only when exchange has acquired such
an extension that useful articles are produced for the pur-
pose of being exchanged, and their character as values
has therefore to be taken into account, beforehand, dur-
ing production. From this moment the labour of the indi-
vidual producer acquires socially a twofold character. On
the one hand, it must, as a definite useful kind of labour,
satisfy a definite social want, and thus hold its place as
part and parcel of the collective labour of all, as a branch
of a social division of labour that has sprung up spon-
taneously. On the other hand, it can satisfy the manifold
wants of the individual producer himself, only in so far as
the mutual exchangeability of all kinds of useful private
labour is an established social fact, and therefore the pri-
vate useful labour of each producer ranks on an equality
with that of all others. The equalisation of the most dif-
ferent kinds of labour can be the result only of an abstrac-
tion from their inequalities, or of reducing them to their
common denominator, viz. expenditure of human labour
power or human labour in the abstract. The twofold so-
cial character of the labour of the individual appears to
him, when reflected in his brain, only under those forms
which are impressed upon that labour in every-day prac-
tice by the exchange of products. In this way, the charac-
ter that his own labour possesses of being socially useful

takes the form of the condition, that the product must be
not only useful, but useful for others, and the social char-
acter that his particular labour has of being the equal of
all other particular kinds of labour, takes the form that
all the physically different articles that are the products
of labour, have one common quality, viz., that of having
value.

Hence, when we bring the products of our labour into
relation with each other as values, it is not because we
see in these articles the material receptacles of homoge-
neous human labour. Quite the contrary: whenever, by
an exchange, we equate as values our different products,
by that very act, we also equate, as human labour, the dif-
ferent kinds of labour expended upon them. We are not
aware of this, nevertheless we do itE. Value, therefore,
does not stalk about with a label describing what it is.
It is value, rather, that converts every product into a so-
cial hieroglyphic. Later on, we try to decipher the hiero-
glyphic, to get behind the secret of our own social prod-
ucts; for to stamp an object of utility as a value, is just as
much a social product as language. The recent scientific
discovery, that the products of labour, so far as they are
values, are but material expressions of the human labour
spent in their production, marks, indeed, an epoch in the
history of the development of the human race, but, by no
means, dissipates the mist through which the social char-
acter of labour appears to us to be an objective character
of the products themselves. The fact, that in the partic-
ular form of production with which we are dealing, viz.,
the production of commodities, the specific social char-
acter of private labour carried on independently, consists
in the equality of every kind of that labour, by virtue of its
being human labour, which character, therefore, assumes
in the product the form of value — this fact appears to the
producers, notwithstanding the discovery above referred
to, to be just as real and final, as the fact, that, after the
discovery by science of the component gases of air, the
atmosphere itself remained unaltered.

What, first of all, practically concerns producers when
they make an exchange, is the question, how much of
some other product they get for their own? in what pro-
portions the products are exchangeable? When these pro-
portions have, by custom, attained a certain stability, they
appear to result from the nature of the products, so that,
for instance, one ton of iron and two ounces of gold ap-
pear as naturally to be of equal value as a pound of gold
and a pound of iron in spite of their different physical
and chemical qualities appear to be of equal weight. The
character of having value, when once impressed upon
products, obtains fixity only by reason of their acting and
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re-acting upon each other as quantities of value. These
quantities vary continually, independently of the will,
foresight and action of the producers. To them, their
own social action takes the form of the action of objects,
which rule the producers instead of being ruled by them.
It requires a fully developed production of commodities
before, from accumulated experience alone, the scientific
conviction springs up, that all the different kinds of pri-
vate labour, which are carried on independently of each
other, and yet as spontaneously developed branches of
the social division of labour, are continually being re-
duced to the quantitative proportions in which society
requires them. And why? Because, in the midst of all
the accidental and ever fluctuating exchange relations be-
tween the products, the labour time socially necessary for
their production forcibly asserts itself like an over-riding
law of Nature. The law of gravity thus asserts itself when
a house falls about our earsF. The determination of the
magnitude of value by labour time is therefore a secret,
hidden under the apparent fluctuations in the relative val-
ues of commodities. Its discovery, while removing all
appearance of mere accidentality from the determination
of the magnitude of the values of products, yet in no way
alters the mode in which that determination takes place.

Man’s reflections on the forms of social life, and con-
sequently, also, his scientific analysis of those forms,
take a course directly opposite to that of their actual his-
torical development. He begins, post festumG, with the
results of the process of development ready to hand be-
fore him. The characters that stamp products as com-
modities, and whose establishment is a necessary pre-
liminary to the circulation of commodities, have already
acquired the stability of natural, self-understood forms
of social life, before man seeks to decipher, not their his-
torical character, for in his eyes they are immutable, but
their meaning. Consequently it was the analysis of the
prices of commodities that alone led to the determina-
tion of the magnitude of value, and it was the common
expression of all commodities in money that alone led
to the establishment of their characters as values. It is,
however, just this ultimate money form of the world of
commodities that actually conceals, instead of disclos-
ing, the social character of private labour, and the social
relations between the individual producers. When I state
that coats or boots stand in a relation to linen, because it
is the universal incarnation of abstract human labour, the
absurdity of the statement is self-evident. Nevertheless,
when the producers of coats and boots compare those ar-
ticles with linen, or, what is the same thing, with gold or
silver, as the universal equivalent, they express the rela-

tion between their own private labour and the collective
labour of society in the same absurd form.

The categories of bourgeois economy consist of such
like forms. They are forms of thought expressing with
social validity the conditions and relations of a definite,
historically determined mode of production, viz., the
production of commodities. The whole mystery of com-
modities, all the magic and necromancy that surrounds
the products of labour as long as they take the form of
commodities, vanishes therefore, so soon as we come to
other forms of production.

Since Robinson Crusoe’s experiences are a favourite
theme with political economistsH, let us take a look at
him on his island. Moderate though he be, yet some few
wants he has to satisfy, and must therefore do a little use-
ful work of various sorts, such as making tools and fur-
niture, taming goats, fishing and hunting. Of his prayers
and the like we take no account, since they are a source
of pleasure to him, and he looks upon them as so much
recreation. In spite of the variety of his work, he knows
that his labour, whatever its form, is but the activity of
one and the same Robinson, and consequently, that it
consists of nothing but different modes of human labour.
Necessity itself compels him to apportion his time accu-
rately between his different kinds of work. Whether one
kind occupies a greater space in his general activity than
another, depends on the difficulties, greater or less as the
case may be, to be overcome in attaining the useful effect
aimed at. This our friend Robinson soon learns by expe-
rience, and having rescued a watch, ledger, and pen and
ink from the wreck, commences, like a true-born Briton,
to keep a set of books. His stock-book contains a list of
the objects of utility that belong to him, of the operations
necessary for their production; and lastly, of the labour
time that definite quantities of those objects have, on an
average, cost him. All the relations between Robinson
and the objects that form this wealth of his own creation,
are here so simple and clear as to be intelligible without
exertion, even to Mr. Sedley Taylor. And yet those rela-
tions contain all that is essential to the determination of
value.

Let us now transport ourselves from Robinson’s island
bathed in light to the European middle ages shrouded
in darkness. Here, instead of the independent man, we
find everyone dependent, serfs and lords, vassals and
suzerains, laymen and clergy. Personal dependence here
characterises the social relations of production just as
much as it does the other spheres of life organised on
the basis of that production. But for the very reason that
personal dependence forms the ground-work of society,
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there is no necessity for labour and its products to assume
a fantastic form different from their reality. They take the
shape, in the transactions of society, of services in kind
and payments in kind. Here the particular and natural
form of labour, and not, as in a society based on produc-
tion of commodities, its general abstract form is the im-
mediate social form of labour. Compulsory labour is just
as properly measured by time, as commodity-producing
labour; but every serf knows that what he expends in the
service of his lord, is a definite quantity of his own per-
sonal labour power. The tithe to be rendered to the priest
is more matter of fact than his blessing. No matter, then,
what we may think of the parts played by the different
classes of people themselves in this society, the social
relations between individuals in the performance of their
labour, appear at all events as their own mutual personal
relations, and are not disguised under the shape of social
relations between the products of labour.

For an example of labour in common or directly asso-
ciated labour, we have no occasion to go back to that
spontaneously developed form which we find on the
threshold of the history of all civilised racesI. We have
one close at hand in the patriarchal industries of a peas-
ant family, that produces corn, cattle, yarn, linen, and
clothing for home use. These different articles are, as
regards the family, so many products of its labour, but
as between themselves, they are not commodities. The
different kinds of labour, such as tillage, cattle tending,
spinning, weaving and making clothes, which result in
the various products, are in themselves, and such as they
are, direct social functions, because functions of the fam-
ily, which, just as much as a society based on the produc-
tion of commodities, possesses a spontaneously devel-
oped system of division of labour. The distribution of the
work within the family, and the regulation of the labour
time of the several members, depend as well upon differ-
ences of age and sex as upon natural conditions varying
with the seasons. The labour power of each individual,
by its very nature, operates in this case merely as a defi-
nite portion of the whole labour power of the family, and
therefore, the measure of the expenditure of individual
labour power by its duration, appears here by its very na-
ture as a social character of their labour.

Let us now picture to ourselves, by way of change, a
community of free individuals, carrying on their work
with the means of production in common, in which
the labour power of all the different individuals is con-
sciously applied as the combined labour power of the
community. All the characteristics of Robinson’s labour
are here repeated, but with this difference, that they

are social, instead of individual. Everything produced
by him was exclusively the result of his own personal
labour, and therefore simply an object of use for himself.
The total product of our community is a social product.
One portion serves as fresh means of production and re-
mains social. But another portion is consumed by the
members as means of subsistence. A distribution of this
portion amongst them is consequently necessary. The
mode of this distribution will vary with the productive or-
ganisation of the community, and the degree of historical
development attained by the producers. We will assume,
but merely for the sake of a parallel with the production
of commodities, that the share of each individual pro-
ducer in the means of subsistence is determined by his
labour time. Labour time would, in that case, play a dou-
ble part. Its apportionment in accordance with a definite
social plan maintains the proper proportion between the
different kinds of work to be done and the various wants
of the community. On the other hand, it also serves as a
measure of the portion of the common labour borne by
each individual, and of his share in the part of the total
product destined for individual consumption. The social
relations of the individual producers, with regard both to
their labour and to its products, are in this case perfectly
simple and intelligible, and that with regard not only to
production but also to distribution.

The religious world is but the reflex of the real world.
And for a society based upon the production of com-
modities, in which the producers in general enter into so-
cial relations with one another by treating their products
as commodities and values, whereby they reduce their
individual private labour to the standard of homogeneous
human labour ? for such a society, Christianity with its
cultusJ of abstract man, more especially in its bourgeois
developments, Protestantism, Deism, etc., is the most fit-
ting form of religion. In the ancient Asiatic and other
ancient modes of production, we find that the conversion
of products into commodities, and therefore the conver-
sion of men into producers of commodities, holds a sub-
ordinate place, which, however, increases in importance
as the primitive communities approach nearer and nearer
to their dissolution. Trading nations, properly so called,
exist in the ancient world only in its interstices, like the
gods of Epicurus in the Intermundia, or like Jews in the
pores of Polish society. Those ancient social organisms
of production are, as compared with bourgeois society,
extremely simple and transparent. But they are founded
either on the immature development of man individually,
who has not yet severed the umbilical cord that unites
him with his fellowmen in a primitive tribal community,
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or upon direct relations of subjection. They can arise
and exist only when the development of the productive
power of labour has not risen beyond a low stage, and
when, therefore, the social relations within the sphere of
material life, between man and man, and between man
and Nature, are correspondingly narrow. This narrow-
ness is reflected in the ancient worship of Nature, and in
the other elements of the popular religions. The religious
reflex of the real world can, in any case, only then finally
vanish, when the practical relations of every-day life of-
fer to man none but perfectly intelligible and reasonable
relations with regard to his fellowmen and to Nature.

The life-process of society, which is based on the pro-
cess of material production, does not strip off its mystical
veil until it is treated as production by freely associated
men, and is consciously regulated by them in accordance
with a settled plan. This, however, demands for society a
certain material ground-work or set of conditions of ex-
istence which in their turn are the spontaneous product
of a long and painful process of development.

Political Economy has indeed analysed, however in-
completelyK, value and its magnitude, and has discov-
ered what lies beneath these forms. But it has never
once asked the question why labour is represented by the
value of its product and labour time by the magnitude
of that valueL. These formulæ, which bear it stamped
upon them in unmistakable letters that they belong to a
state of society, in which the process of production has
the mastery over man, instead of being controlled by
him, such formulæ appear to the bourgeois intellect to
be as much a self-evident necessity imposed by Nature
as productive labour itself. Hence forms of social pro-
duction that preceded the bourgeois form, are treated by
the bourgeoisie in much the same way as the Fathers of
the Church treated pre-Christian religionsM.

To what extent some economists are misled by the
Fetishism inherent in commodities, or by the objec-
tive appearance of the social characteristics of labour,
is shown, amongst other ways, by the dull and tedious
quarrel over the part played by Nature in the formation
of exchange value. Since exchange value is a definite so-
cial manner of expressing the amount of labour bestowed
upon an object, Nature has no more to do with it, than it
has in fixing the course of exchange.

The mode of production in which the product takes
the form of a commodity, or is produced directly for ex-
change, is the most general and most embryonic form
of bourgeois production. It therefore makes its ap-
pearance at an early date in history, though not in the
same predominating and characteristic manner as now-

a-days. Hence its Fetish character is comparatively easy
to be seen through. But when we come to more con-
crete forms, even this appearance of simplicity vanishes.
Whence arose the illusions of the monetary system? To
it gold and silver, when serving as money, did not repre-
sent a social relation between producers, but were natural
objects with strange social properties. And modern econ-
omy, which looks down with such disdain on the mone-
tary system, does not its superstition come out as clear
as noon-day, whenever it treats of capital? How long is
it since economy discarded the physiocratic illusion, that
rents grow out of the soil and not out of society?

But not to anticipate, we will content ourselves with
yet another example relating to the commodity form.
Could commodities themselves speak, they would say:
Our use value may be a thing that interests men. It is
no part of us as objects. What, however, does belong
to us as objects, is our value. Our natural intercourse
as commodities proves it. In the eyes of each other we
are nothing but exchange values. Now listen how those
commodities speak through the mouth of the economist.

“Value” — (i.e., exchange value) “is a property of
things, riches” — (i.e., use value) “of man. Value, in this
sense, necessarily implies exchanges, riches do not.”N

“Riches” (use value) “are the attribute of men, value is
the attribute of commodities. A man or a community is
rich, a pearl or a diamond is valuable . . . ” A pearl or a
diamond is valuable as a pearl or a diamondO.

So far no chemist has ever discovered exchange value
either in a pearl or a diamond. The economic discov-
erers of this chemical element, who by-the-bye lay spe-
cial claim to critical acumen, find however that the use
value of objects belongs to them independently of their
material properties, while their value, on the other hand,
forms a part of them as objects. What confirms them in
this view, is the peculiar circumstance that the use value
of objects is realised without exchange, by means of a di-
rect relation between the objects and man, while, on the
other hand, their value is realised only by exchange, that
is, by means of a social process. Who fails here to call to
mind our good friend, Dogberry, who informs neighbour
Seacoal, that, “To be a well-favoured man is the gift of
fortune; but reading and writing comes by Nature.”P

Notes
BIt is by no means self-evident that this character of direct and uni-

versal exchangeability is, so to speak, a polar one, and as intimately
connected with its opposite pole, the absence of direct exchangeabil-
ity, as the positive pole of the magnet is with its negative counterpart.
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It may therefore be imagined that all commodities can simultaneously
have this character impressed upon them, just as it can be imagined
that all Catholics can be popes together. It is, of course, highly de-
sirable in the eyes of the petit bourgeois, for whom the production
of commodities is the nec plus ultra of human freedom and individ-
ual independence, that the inconveniences resulting from this character
of commodities not being directly exchangeable, should be removed.
Proudhon’s socialism is a working out of this Philistine Utopia, a form
of socialism which, as I have elsewhere shown, does not possess even
the merit of originality. Long before his time, the task was attempted
with much better success by Gray, Bray, and others. But, for all that,
wisdom of this kind flourishes even now in certain circles under the
name of “science.” Never has any school played more tricks with the
word science, than that of Proudhon, for wo Begriffe fehlen, Da stellt
zur rechten Zeit ein Wort sich ein. [“Where thoughts are absent, Words
are brought in as convenient replacements,” Goethe’s Faust, See Proud-
hon’s Philosophy of Poverty.

CAmong the ancient Germans the unit for measuring land was what
could be harvested in a day, and was called Tagwerk, Tagwanne (ju-
rnale, or terra jurnalis, or diornalis), Mannsmaad, etc. (See G. L.
von Maurer, Einleitung zur Geschichte der Mark, etc. Verfassung,
Munchen, 1854, p. 129 sq.)

Dqua: in so far as; in the capacity of.
EWhen, therefore, Galiani says: Value is a relation between per-

sons — La Ricchezza e una ragione tra due persone — he ought to
have added: a relation between persons expressed as a relation between
things. (Galiani: Della Moneta, p. 221, V. III. of Custodi’s collection of
Scrittori Classici Italiani di Economia Politica. Parte Moderna, Milano
1803.)

FWhat are we to think of a law that asserts itself only by periodi-
cal revolutions? It is just nothing but a law of Nature, founded on the
want of knowledge of those whose action is the subject of it? (Friedrich
Engels: Umrisse zu einer Kritik der Nationalökonomie, in the Deutsch-
Französische Jahrbücher, edited by Arnold Ruge and Karl Marx. Paris.
1844.)

Gpost festum: after the festival.
HEven Ricardo has his stories la Robinson. “He makes the primitive

hunter and the primitive fisher straightway, as owners of commodities,
exchange fish and game in the proportion in which labour time is in-
corporated in these exchange values. On this occasion he commits the
anachronism of making these men apply to the calculation, so far as
their implements have to be taken into account, the annuity tables in
current use on the London Exchange in the year 1817. The parallel-
ograms of Mr. Owen appear to be the only form of society, besides
the bourgeois form, with which he was acquainted.” (Karl Marx: Zur
Kritik, etc. pp. 38, 39)

I“A ridiculous presumption has latterly got abroad that common
property in its primitive form is specifically a Slavonian, or even ex-
clusively Russian form. It is the primitive form that we can prove to
have existed amongst Romans, Teutons, and Celts, and even to this day
we find numerous examples, ruins though they be, in India. A more
exhaustive study of Asiatic, and especially of Indian forms of common
property, would show how from the different forms of primitive com-
mon property, different forms of its dissolution have been developed.
Thus, for instance, the various original types of Roman and Teutonic
private property are deducible from different forms of Indian common
property.” (Karl Marx, Zur Kritik, etc. p. 10.)

Jcultus: worship.
KThe insufficiency of Ricardo’s analysis of the magnitude of value,

and his analysis is by far the best, will appear from the 3rd and 4th
books of this work. As regards value in general, it is the weak point of

the classical school of Political Economy that it nowhere expressly and
with full consciousness, distinguishes between labour, as it appears in
the value of a product, and the same labour, as it appears in the use value
of that product. Of course the distinction is practically made, since this
school treats labour, at one time under its quantitative aspect, at another
under its qualitative aspect. But it has not the least idea, that when the
difference between various kinds of labour is treated as purely quantita-
tive, their qualitative unity or equality, and therefore their reduction to
abstract human labour, is implied. For instance, Ricardo declares that
he agrees with Destutt de Tracy in this proposition: “As it is certain that
our physical and moral faculties are alone our original riches, the em-
ployment of those faculties, labour of some kind, is our only original
treasure, and it is always from this employment that all those things are
created which we call riches . . . It is certain, too, that all those things
only represent the labour which has created them, and if they have a
value, or even two distinct values, they can only derive them from that
(the value) of the labour from which they emanate.” (Ricardo, The Prin-
ciples of Pol. Econ. 3 Ed. Lond. 1821, p. 334.) We would here only
point out, that Ricardo puts his own more profound interpretation upon
the words of Destutt. What the latter really says is, that on the one
hand all things which constitute wealth represent the labour that cre-
ates them, but that on the other hand, they acquire their “two different
values” (use value and exchange value) from “the value of labour.” He
thus falls into the commonplace error of the vulgar economists, who
assume the value of one commodity (in this case labour) in order to de-
termine the values of the rest. But Ricardo reads him as if he had said,
that labour (not the value of labour) is embodied both in use value and
exchange value. Nevertheless, Ricardo himself pays so little attention
to the twofold character of the labour which has a twofold embodiment,
that he devotes the whole of his chapter on “Value and Riches, Their
Distinctive Properties,” to a laborious examination of the trivialities of
a J.B. Say. And at the finish he is quite astonished to find that Destutt
on the one hand agrees with him as to labour being the source of value,
and on the other hand with J.B. Say as to the notion of value.

LIt is one of the chief failings of classical economy that it has never
succeeded, by means of its analysis of commodities, and, in particular,
of their value, in discovering that form under which value becomes ex-
change value. Even Adam Smith and Ricardo, the best representatives
of the school, treat the form of value as a thing of no importance, as
having no connection with the inherent nature of commodities. The
reason for this is not solely because their attention is entirely absorbed
in the analysis of the magnitude of value. It lies deeper. The value
form of the product of labour is not only the most abstract, but is also
the most universal form, taken by the product in bourgeois production
and stamps that production as a particular species of social production,
and thereby gives it its special historical character. If then we treat this
mode of production as one eternally fixed by Nature for every state of
society, we necessarily overlook that which is the differentia specifica
of the value form, and consequently of the commodity form, and of its
further developments, money orm, capital form, etc. We consequently
find that economists, who are thoroughly agreed as to labour time be-
ing the measure of the magnitude of value, have the most strange and
contradictory ideas of money, the perfected form of the general equiv-
alent. This is seen in a striking manner when they treat of banking,
where the commonplace definitions of money will no longer hold wa-
ter. This led to the rise of a restored mercantile system (Ganilh, etc.),
which sees in value nothing but a social form, or rather the unsubstan-
tial ghost of that form. Once for all I may here state, that by classical
Political Economy, I understand that economy which, since the time of
W. Petty, has investigated the real relations of production in bourgeois
society in contradistinction to vulgar economy, which deals with ap-
pearances only, ruminates without ceasing on the materials long since
provided by scientific economy, and there seeks plausible explanations
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of the most obtrusive phenomena, for bourgeois daily use, but for the
rest, confines itself to systematising in a pedantic way, and proclaiming
for everlasting truths, the trite ideas held by the self-complacent bour-
geoisie with regard to their own world, to them the best of all possible
worlds.

M“Economists have a singular method of procedure. There are only
two kinds of institutions for them, artificial and natural. The institu-
tions of feudalism are artificial institutions, those of the bourgeoisie are
natural institutions. In this they resemble the theologians, who like-
wise establish two kinds of religion. Every religion which is not theirs
is an invention of men, while their own is an emanation from God. . . .
Thus there has been history, but there is no longer any”] (Karl Marx.
The Poverty of Philosophy. A Response to the Philosophy of M. Proud-
hon. 1847, p. 113.) Truly comical is M. Bastiat, who imagines that
the ancient Greeks and Romans lived by plunder alone. But when peo-
ple plunder for centuries, there must always be something at hand for
them to seize; the objects of plunder must be continually reproduced. It
would thus appear that even Greeks and Romans had some process of
production, consequently, an economy, which just as much constituted
the material basis of their world, as bourgeois economy constitutes that
of our modern world. Or perhaps Bastiat means, that a mode of pro-
duction based on slavery is based on a system of plunder. In that case
he treads on dangerous ground. If a giant thinker like Aristotle erred
in his appreciation of slave labour, why should a dwarf economist like
Bastiat be right in his appreciation of wage labour? I seize this oppor-
tunity of shortly answering an objection taken by a German paper in
America, to my work, Zur Kritik der Pol. Oekonomie, 1859. In the es-
timation of that paper, my view that each special mode of production
and the social relations corresponding to it, in short, that the economic
structure of society, is the real basis on which the juridical and political
superstructure is raised and to which definite social forms of thought

correspond; that the mode of production determines the character of
the social, political, and intellectual life generally, all this is very true
for our own times, in which material interests preponderate, but not
for the middle ages, in which Catholicism, nor for Athens and Rome,
where politics, reigned supreme. In the first place it strikes one as an
odd thing for any one to suppose that these well-worn phrases about
the middle ages and the ancient world are unknown to anyone else.
This much, however, is clear, that the middle ages could not live on
Catholicism, nor the ancient world on politics. On the contrary, it is the
mode in which they gained a livelihood that explains why here politics,
and there Catholicism, played the chief part. For the rest, it requires
but a slight acquaintance with the history of the Roman republic, for
example, to be aware that its secret history is the history of its landed
property. On the other hand, Don Quixote long ago paid the penalty for
wrongly imagining that knight errantry was compatible with all eco-
nomic forms of society.

N“Observations on certain verbal disputes in Pol. Econ., particularly
relating to value and to demand and supply” Lond., 1821, p. 16.

OS. Bailey, l.c., p. 165.
PThe author of “Observations” and S. Bailey accuse Ricardo of con-

verting exchange value from something relative into something abso-
lute. The opposite is the fact. He has explained the apparent relation
between objects, such as diamonds and pearls, in which relation they
appear as exchange values, and disclosed the true relation hidden be-
hind the appearances, namely, their relation to each other as mere ex-
pressions of human labour. If the followers of Ricardo answer Bailey
somewhat rudely, and by no means convincingly, the reason is to be
sought in this, that they were unable to find in Ricardo’s own works
any key to the hidden relations existing between value and its form,
exchange value.

’mutatis mutandis 329’ by Herbert Brün
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On the Marionette Theater
Heinrich von Kleist

One evening in the winter of
1801 as I walked in the park,
I happened to meet Mr. C—
who was engaged as first
dancer in the opera, a man
very popular with the public.
I told him, in passing, that I
had seen him several times
at an outdoor marionette the-
ater that had been set up in
the market square to enter-
tain the common-folk with
songs and dances and short
dramatic burlesques. Figure 6: Heinrich von Kleist
He assured me that I need not be surprised at his delight
in the pantomime of these marionettes; and he hinted
that they could be very effective teachers of the dance.
Since he did not seem to be indulging a mere whim about
them, I sat down with him to discuss this strange theory
in which marionettes seemed to become teachers.
He asked me if I had not been impressed by the elegance
and gracefulness of the movements of these puppets,
particularly of the smaller ones.
I could not deny that I had been impressed. A group
of four peasants dancing a fast Rondo could not have
been portrayed with more beauty and charm by the most
famous Flemish painter of village scenes.

I inquired about the mechanical control of these fig-
ures. How was it possible to direct the small limbs in the
intricate rhythms of the dance? How did the puppeteer
manage without having his hands tied in a confusion of
strings?

He replied that I should not be deceived into thinking
that each limb was separately controlled in all the phases
of the dance. “Each marionette,” he said, “has a focal
point in movement, a center of gravity, and when the
center is moved, the limbs follow without any additional
handling. After all, the limbs are pendula1, echoing au-
tomatically the movement of the center.

“These movements of the center are very simple. Ev-
ery time the center of gravity is guided in a straight line,
the limbs describe curves that complement and extend
the basically simple movement. Many times when the
marionettes are merely shaken arbitrarily, they are trans-
formed into a kind of rhythmic movement that in itself is

very similar to the dance.”
These remarks seemed at first to throw light on his en-

joyment of the marionette theater, but I did not as yet
have any concept of the consequences of his ideas.

I asked him whether he thought that the puppeteer
should have some sense of the beauty in dance.

He replied: “Even if the manipulation is easy, it is not
necessarily performed without feeling. The line which
the center of gravity has to describe is, at any rate, very
simple and in most cases straight. In cases where the line
is curved, the curve remains simple, at the most com-
plicated, elliptic; and the ellipse (because of the joints)
seems to be the natural curve for movement of the hu-
man body. The drawing of an ellipse does not demand
any great artistry on the part of the puppeteer. On the
other hand there is something enigmatic about an ellipse.
It is actually the course that the soul of the dancer takes
when the dancer moves, and I doubt whether this course
can be traced if the puppeteer does not enter the center of
gravity of his marionette; in other words, the puppeteer
himself must dance.”

I replied that I had regarded the handling of mari-
onettes as something rather spiritless, approximate to the
turning of the crank that plays a hand organ.

“Not in the least,” he said, “the action of the pup-
peteer’s fingers is directly related to the movements of
his marionette, just as numbers relate to their logarithms;
but then it may be true that this last vestige of human
spirit can be eliminated from the marionettes; and then
their dance would be completely mechanized, performed
with a crank as you have suggested.”

I was surprised that he favored this minor variation of
a great art form, surprised not only that he thought it ca-
pable of development but also that he seemed to concern
himself with its development.

He smiled and said: “I will even dare to maintain that
if an artisan would follow the directions that I want to
give and build a marionette for me, I could have that
marionette perform a dance which neither I nor any other
capable dancer of this era could duplicate.”

I stared at the pavement between my feet. “Have you,”
he asked, “seen the artificial legs that British artisans are
manufacturing for amputees?”

I said no; I had never seen anything of the sort.
“I am sorry,” he answered, “because if I tell you that

1pendulum: a weight hung from a fixed point so that it can swing freely backward and forward.
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amputees dance with these legs, I rather fear you will not
believe me.”

“What,” I said, “dance?”
“Yes, their sphere of movement is limited, but the

movements that they command they perform with a
poise, ease and gracefulness that would astound you.”

I said jokingly that he had found his man. The arti-
san who was able to build such a remarkable leg should,
doubtless, be able to build a marionette to his specifica-
tions.

It was his turn to stare silently at the pavement.
“What,” I asked, “are the specific demands you want to
make for your marionette?”

“Nothing,” he said, “nothing that is unusual; simple
harmonious proportion, mobility, ease of manipulation;
but each of these qualities must be developed to a higher
degree; and most particularly the placement of the center
of gravity must be more true to nature than in the com-
mon marionette.”

“And what advantage would these marionettes of
yours have over the human dancer?”

“Advantage . . . at first only a negative one. The mar-
ionette would never slip into affectation (if we think of
affectation as appearing when the center of intention of a
movement is separated from the center of gravity of the
movement). Since the puppeteer has no control over any
point other than the center of gravity, and since this cen-
ter is his only means of starting an intended movement,
as the limbs follow the law of gravity and are what they
ought to be: dead, mere pendula. We look in vain for this
quality in the majority of our dancers.”

“Look at Miss P—” he continued, “when she plays
Daphne, persecuted by Apollo, she looks back at him; the
soul, the center of intention, is located in the lumbar ver-
tebra; she bends down as if she would break; and young
F— when, as Paris, he stands among the goddesses and
presents the apple to Venus, his soul is (oh painful to be-
hold!) in his elbow.

“Great blunders,” he added, “are inevitable. We have
eaten from the tree of knowledge; the paradise of Eden
is locked up; and the Cherubim is behind us. We must
wander about the world and see if, perhaps, we can find
an unguarded back door.”

I laughed. Certainly, I thought, the spirit cannot err
when it is non-existent. But I saw that he had more on
his mind and I asked him to continue.

“These marionettes,” he said, “have another advan-
tage. They haven’t discovered the law of gravity. They

know nothing about the inertia of matter. In other words
they know nothing of those qualities most opposed to the
dance. The force that pulls them into the air is more pow-
erful than that which shackles them to the earth. What
would not our dear G— give to be sixty pounds lighter
or to have a force that would lift her for her entrechats2

and pirouettes3. These marionettes, like fairies, use the
earth only as a point of departure; they return to it only to
renew the flight of their limbs with a momentary pause.
We, on the other hand, need the earth: for rest, for repose
from the effort of the dance; but this rest of ours is, in
itself, obviously not dance; and we can do no better than
disguise our moments of rest as much as possible.”

I said that however cleverly he managed his paradoxes
he would never make me believe that there was more
grace in a jointed mechanical doll than there is in the
structure of the human body.

He replied: “It is simply impossible for a human be-
ing to reach the grace of the jointed doll. Only a god can
duel with matter on this level, and it is at this point that
the two ends of the ring-formed world grasp each other.”

I was more surprised than before, and I did not know
how to reply to these strange statements.

“It would seem,” he said, “that you have not read the
third chapter of Genesis with sufficient attention; and if
one does not understand the first period of human culture,
it is difficult enough to talk about the periods that follow
but almost impossible to discuss the very last period.”

I said: “I know all too well the disorder that self-
consciousness imposes on the natural grace of the human
being. Before my very eyes, a young acquaintance of
mine ‘lost his innocence,’ and he has never recovered his
lost paradise despite his efforts. But what consequences
can you draw from that?”

He asked me what had happened.
“About three years ago,” I said, “I was bathing with a

young man who at that time had a wonderful quality of
physical grace. He was about sixteen years old; and since
he had only vaguely attracted the attention of women, the
first traces of vanity were barely discernible. It happened
that we had both just seen the statue of the youth remov-
ing a splinter from his foot; (the cast of this sculpture
is included in most German collections). As my young
friend was drying himself, he put his foot an a stool; a
glance at his reflection in a large mirror reminded him of
the statue. He smiled and told me his discovery. In fact
I had made the same discovery at that very moment, but
to counter his vanity I laughed and replied that he was

2entrechat: a vertical jump during which the dancer repeatedly crosses the feet and beats them together.
3pirouette: an act of spinning on one foot, typically with the raised foot touching the knee of the supporting leg.
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seeing ghosts. He blushed and lifted his foot a second
time to show me. Of course, the experiment failed. Con-
fused, he lifted his foot a third and fourth time; he lifted
it possibly ten times in all and in vain. He was incapable
of reproducing the gesture; in fact, the movement that he
made had such an element of oddity that it was hard for
me to repress my laughter.

“From that day on, practically from the very moment,
the young man was changed. Day after day he stood be-
fore a mirror, and one by one his charms fell away from
him. An invisible and inconceivable pressure (like an
iron net) seemed to confine the free flow of his gestures,
and after a year had passed there remained not a trace of
that loveliness that had so delighted everyone.”

Mr. C— began very gently: “On this occasion I must
tell you yet another story. You will understand easily
how it relates.

“On my journey to Russia I stayed at the estate of Herr
von G—, a Lithuanian nobleman, whose sons were at
that time intense in their practice of fencing. The older
one, just back from the university, styled himself a virtu-
oso and one morning offered me a rapier. We fenced, and
it happened that I was victorious. His passion had added
to his confusion; and almost every thrust that I made was
a hit until finally his rapier was knocked from his hand.

“As he picked it up, half in joke, half in irritation,
he said that he had found his master, indeed that every-
one in the world eventually found his master and that he
would show me mine. The brother laughed heartily and
shouted: ‘Let’s go to the woodshed.’ And with that they
took me by the arm and led me to a bear which their fa-
ther had had raised in the yard.

“As I approached, the bear stood erect with his back
against the pole to which he was chained. He looked me
in the eye, his right paw raised; he was in fencing posi-
tion. For a moment, confronted by this strange rival, I
thought I was dreaming. ‘Foil, foil,’ said Herr von G—,

‘see if you can strike him.’ When I had recovered from
my astonishment, I thrust at him with the rapier; the bear
flipped his paw; the thrust was parried. I tried to seduce
him with a feint; the bear did not budge. With a sud-
den lunge I thrust again; I would absolutely have hit a
human opponent; the bear flipped his paw, parried the
thrust. I was in the same spot that young Herr von G—
had been. The bear’s concentration added to my loss of
composure. I alternated thrusts and feints; I sweated, in
vain! Like the finest fencer in the world, the bear met
and parried each thrust, but he did not respond to feints;
(no fencer in the world could have matched him in that).
Eye to eye, as if he read my soul, he stood with his paw
lifted, ready to fight; and if I did not intend my thrust, he
remained immobile.

“Do you believe this story?”
“Absolutely!” I exclaimed, applauding him. “I would

believe it of anyone and how much more of you.”
“Now then,” said Mr. C—, “you have in your posses-

sion every means of understanding me. We see that in
the natural world, as the power of reflection darkens and
weakens, grace comes forward, more radiant, more dom-
inating . . . But that is not all; two lines intersect, separate
and pass through infinity and beyond, only to suddenly
reappear at the same point of intersection. As we look
in a concave mirror, the image vanishes into infinity and
appears again close before us. Just in this way, after self-
consciousness has, so to speak, passed through infinity,
the quality of grace will reappear; and this reborn quality
will appear in the greatest purity, a purity that has either
no consciousness or consciousness without limit: either
the jointed doll or the god.”

“Therefore,” I said, a little distracted, “we must eat
from the tree of knowledge again and fall back into a
state of innocence.”

“By all means,” he replied, “that is the last chapter in
the history of the world.”
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The Trial
Franz Kafka

(1925)

Chapter 1: Arrest—Conversation
with Mrs. Grubach—Then Miss
Bürstner
Someone must have been
telling lies about Josef K.,
he knew he had done noth-
ing wrong but, one morn-
ing, he was arrested. Every
day at eight in the morning
he was brought his break-
fast by Mrs. Grubach’s
cook—Mrs. Grubach was
his landlady—but today
she didn’t come. That had
never happened before. K.
waited a little while, looked
from his pillow at the old Figure 7: Franz Kafka
woman who lived opposite and who was watching him
with an inquisitiveness quite unusual for her, and finally,
both hungry and disconcerted, rang the bell. There was
immediately a knock at the door and a man entered. He
had never seen the man in this house before. He was
slim but firmly built, his clothes were black and close-
fitting, with many folds and pockets, buckles and buttons
and a belt, all of which gave the impression of being very
practical but without making it very clear what they were
actually for. “Who are you?” asked K., sitting half up-
right in his bed. The man, however, ignored the question
as if his arrival simply had to be accepted, and merely
replied, “You rang?” “Anna should have brought me my
breakfast,” said K. He tried to work out who the man
actually was, first in silence, just through observation
and by thinking about it, but the man didn’t stay still to
be looked at for very long. Instead he went over to the
door, opened it slightly, and said to someone who was
clearly standing immediately behind it, “He wants Anna
to bring him his breakfast.” There was a little laughter in
the neighbouring room, it was not clear from the sound
of it whether there were several people laughing. The
strange man could not have learned anything from it that
he hadn’t known already, but now he said to K., as if
making his report “It is not possible.” “It would be the

first time that’s happened,” said K., as he jumped out of
bed and quickly pulled on his trousers. “I want to see
who that is in the next room, and why it is that Mrs.
Grubach has let me be disturbed in this way.” It imme-
diately occurred to him that he needn’t have said this
out loud, and that he must to some extent have acknowl-
edged their authority by doing so, but that didn’t seem
important to him at the time. That, at least, is how the
stranger took it, as he said, “Don’t you think you’d better
stay where you are?” “I want neither to stay here nor to
be spoken to by you until you’ve introduced yourself.”
“I meant it for your own good,” said the stranger and
opened the door, this time without being asked. The
next room, which K. entered more slowly than he had
intended, looked at first glance exactly the same as it had
the previous evening. It was Mrs. Grubach’s living room,
over-filled with furniture, tablecloths, porcelain and pho-
tographs. Perhaps there was a little more space in there
than usual today, but if so it was not immediately obvi-
ous, especially as the main difference was the presence
of a man sitting by the open window with a book from
which he now looked up. “You should have stayed in
your room! Didn’t Franz tell you?” “And what is it you
want, then?” said K., looking back and forth between
this new acquaintance and the one named Franz, who
had remained in the doorway. Through the open window
he noticed the old woman again, who had come close to
the window opposite so that she could continue to see
everything. She was showing an inquisitiveness that re-
ally made it seem like she was going senile. “I want to
see Mrs. Grubach . . . ,” said K., making a movement as
if tearing himself away from the two men—even though
they were standing well away from him—and wanted to
go. “No,” said the man at the window, who threw his
book down on a coffee table and stood up. “You can’t go
away when you’re under arrest.” “That’s how it seems,”
said K. “And why am I under arrest?” he then asked.
“That’s something we’re not allowed to tell you. Go
into your room and wait there. Proceedings are under-
way and you’ll learn about everything all in good time.
It’s not really part of my job to be friendly towards you
like this, but I hope no-one, apart from Franz, will hear
about it, and he’s been more friendly towards you than he
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should have been, under the rules, himself. If you carry
on having as much good luck as you have been with
your arresting officers then you can reckon on things
going well with you.” K. wanted to sit down, but then
he saw that, apart from the chair by the window, there
was nowhere anywhere in the room where he could sit.
“You’ll get the chance to see for yourself how true all this
is,” said Franz and both men then walked up to K. They
were significantly bigger than him, especially the second
man, who frequently slapped him on the shoulder. The
two of them felt K.’s nightshirt, and said he would now
have to wear one that was of much lower quality, but that
they would keep the nightshirt along with his other un-
derclothes and return them to him if his case turned out
well. “It’s better for you if you give us the things than
if you leave them in the storeroom,” they said. “Things
have a tendency to go missing in the storeroom, and after
a certain amount of time they sell things off, whether the
case involved has come to an end or not. And cases like
this can last a long time, especially the ones that have
been coming up lately. They’d give you the money they
got for them, but it wouldn’t be very much as it’s not
what they’re offered for them when they sell them that
counts, it’s how much they get slipped on the side, and
things like that lose their value anyway when they get
passed on from hand to hand, year after year.” K. paid
hardly any attention to what they were saying, he did not
place much value on what he may have still possessed
or on who decided what happened to them. It was much
more important to him to get a clear understanding of
his position, but he could not think clearly while these
people were here, the second policeman’s belly—and
they could only be policemen—looked friendly enough,
sticking out towards him, but when K. looked up and saw
his dry, boney face it did not seem to fit with the body.
His strong nose twisted to one side as if ignoring K.
and sharing an understanding with the other policeman.
What sort of people were these? What were they talking
about? What office did they belong to? K. was living
in a free country, after all, everywhere was at peace,
all laws were decent and were upheld, who was it who
dared accost him in his own home? He was always in-
clined to take life as lightly as he could, to cross bridges
when he came to them, pay no heed for the future, even
when everything seemed under threat. But here that did
not seem the right thing to do. He could have taken it
all as a joke, a big joke set up by his colleagues at the
bank for some unknown reason, or also perhaps because
today was his thirtieth birthday, it was all possible of
course, maybe all he had to do was laugh in the police-

men’s face in some way and they would laugh with him,
maybe they were tradesmen from the corner of the street,
they looked like they might be—but he was nonetheless
determined, ever since he first caught sight of the one
called Franz, not to lose any slight advantage he might
have had over these people. There was a very slight
risk that people would later say he couldn’t understand
a joke, but—although he wasn’t normally in the habit of
learning from experience—he might also have had a few
unimportant occasions in mind when, unlike his more
cautious friends, he had acted with no thought at all for
what might follow and had been made to suffer for it. He
didn’t want that to happen again, not this time at least; if
they were play-acting he would act along with them.
He still had time. “Allow me,” he said, and hurried be-
tween the two policemen through into his room. “He
seems sensible enough,” he heard them say behind him.
Once in his room, he quickly pulled open the drawer of
his writing desk, everything in it was very tidy but in his
agitation he was unable to find the identification docu-
ments he was looking for straight away. He finally found
his bicycle permit and was about to go back to the police-
men with it when it seemed to him too petty, so he carried
on searching until he found his birth certificate. Just as he
got back in the adjoining room the door on the other side
opened and Mrs. Grubach was about to enter. He only
saw her for an instant, for as soon as she recognised K.
she was clearly embarrassed, asked for forgiveness and
disappeared, closing the door behind her very carefully.
“Do come in,” K. could have said just then. But now
he stood in the middle of the room with his papers in
his hand and still looking at the door which did not open
again. He stayed like that until he was startled out of it by
the shout of the policeman who sat at the little table at the
open window and, as K. now saw, was eating his break-
fast. “Why didn’t she come in?” he asked. “She’s not al-
lowed to,” said the big policeman. “You’re under arrest,
aren’t you.” “But how can I be under arrest? And how
come it’s like this?” “Now you’re starting again,” said
the policeman, dipping a piece of buttered bread in the
honeypot. “We don’t answer questions like that.” “You
will have to answer them,” said K. “Here are my identi-
fication papers, now show me yours and I certainly want
to see the arrest warrant.” “Oh, my God!” said the po-
liceman. “In a position like yours, and you think you can
start giving orders, do you? It won’t do you any good
to get us on the wrong side, even if you think it will—
we’re probably more on your side that anyone else you
know!” “That’s true, you know, you’d better believe it,”
said Franz, holding a cup of coffee in his hand which he
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did not lift to his mouth but looked at K. in a way that was
probably meant to be full of meaning but could not actu-
ally be understood. K. found himself, without intending
it, in a mute dialogue with Franz, but then slapped his
hand down on his papers and said, “Here are my identity
documents.” “And what do you want us to do about it?”
replied the big policeman, loudly. “The way you’re car-
rying on, it’s worse than a child. What is it you want? Do
you want to get this great, bloody trial of yours over with
quickly by talking about ID and arrest warrants with us?
We’re just coppers, that’s all we are. Junior officers like
us hardly know one end of an ID card from another, all
we’ve got to do with you is keep an eye on you for ten
hours a day and get paid for it. That’s all we are. Mind
you, what we can do is make sure that the high officials
we work for find out just what sort of person it is they’re
going to arrest, and why he should be arrested, before
they issue the warrant. There’s no mistake there. Our
authorities as far as I know, and I only know the lowest
grades, don’t go out looking for guilt among the public;
it’s the guilt that draws them out, like it says in the law,
and they have to send us police officers out. That’s the
law. Where d’you think there’d be any mistake there?”
“I don’t know this law,” said K. “So much the worse for
you, then,” said the policeman. “It’s probably exists only
in your heads,” said K., he wanted, in some way, to in-
sinuate his way into the thoughts of the policemen, to
re-shape those thoughts to his benefit or to make himself
at home there. But the policeman just said dismissively,
“You’ll find out when it affects you.” Franz joined in,
and said, “Look at this, Willem, he admits he doesn’t
know the law and at the same time insists he’s innocent.”
“You’re quite right, but we can’t get him to understand a
thing,” said the other. K. stopped talking with them; do
I, he thought to himself, do I really have to carry on get-
ting tangled up with the chattering of base functionaries
like this?—and they admit themselves that they are of the
lowest position. They’re talking about things of which
they don’t have the slightest understanding, anyway. It’s
only because of their stupidity that they’re able to be so
sure of themselves. I just need few words with some-
one of the same social standing as myself and everything
will be incomparably clearer, much clearer than a long
conversation with these two can make it. He walked up
and down the free space in the room a couple of times,
across the street he could see the old woman who, now,
had pulled an old man, much older than herself, up to
the window and had her arms around him. K. had to
put an end to this display, “Take me to your superior,”
he said. “As soon as he wants to see you. Not before,”

said the policeman, the one called Willem. “And now my
advice to you,” he added, “is to go into your room, stay
calm, and wait and see what’s to be done with you. If
you take our advice, you won’t tire yourself out think-
ing about things to no purpose, you need to pull yourself
together as there’s a lot that’s going to required of you.
You’ve not behaved towards us the way we deserve after
being so good to you, you forget that we, whatever we
are, we’re still free men and you’re not, and that’s quite
an advantage. But in spite of all that we’re still willing, if
you’ve got the money, to go and get you some breakfast
from the caf over the road.”

Without giving any answer to this offer, K. stood still
for some time. Perhaps, if he opened the door of the next
room or even the front door, the two of them would not
dare to stand in his way, perhaps that would be the sim-
plest way to settle the whole thing, by bringing it to a
head. But maybe they would grab him, and if he were
thrown down on the ground he would lose all the advan-
tage he, in a certain respect, had over them. So he de-
cided on the more certain solution, the way things would
go in the natural course of events, and went back in his
room without another word either from him or from the
policemen.

He threw himself down on his bed, and from the dress-
ing table he took the nice apple that he had put there the
previous evening for his breakfast. Now it was all the
breakfast he had and anyway, as he confirmed as soon
as he took his first, big bite of it, it was far better than a
breakfast he could have had through the good will of the
policemen from the dirty caf. He felt well and confident,
he had failed to go into work at the bank this morning
but that could easily be excused because of the relatively
high position he held there. Should he really send in his
explanation? He wondered about it. If nobody believed
him, and in this case that would be understandable, he
could bring Mrs. Grubach in as a witness, or even the old
pair from across the street, who probably even now were
on their way over to the window opposite. It puzzled
K., at least it puzzled him looking at it from the police-
men’s point of view, that they had made him go into the
room and left him alone there, where he had ten differ-
ent ways of killing himself. At the same time, though,
he asked himself, this time looking at it from his own
point of view, what reason he could have to do so. Be-
cause those two were sitting there in the next room and
had taken his breakfast, perhaps? It would have been so
pointless to kill himself that, even if he had wanted to, the
pointlessness would have made him unable. Maybe, if
the policemen had not been so obviously limited in their
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mental abilities, it could have been supposed that they
had come to the same conclusion and saw no danger in
leaving him alone because of it. They could watch now,
if they wanted, and see how he went over to the cupboard
in the wall where he kept a bottle of good schnapps, how
he first emptied a glass of it in place of his breakfast and
how he then took a second glassful in order to give him-
self courage, the last one just as a precaution for the un-
likely chance it would be needed.

Then he was so startled by a shout to him from the
other room that he struck his teeth against the glass.
“The supervisor wants to see you!” a voice said. It was
only the shout that startled him, this curt, abrupt, mili-
tary shout, that he would not have expected from the po-
liceman called Franz. In itself, he found the order very
welcome. “At last!” he called back, locked the cupboard
and, without delay, hurried into the next room. The two
policemen were standing there and chased him back into
his bedroom as if that were a matter of course. “What
d’you think you’re doing?” they cried. “Think you’re
going to see the supervisor dressed in just your shirt, do
you? He’d see to it you got a right thumping, and us and
all!” “Let go of me for God’s sake!” called K., who had
already been pushed back as far as his wardrobe, “if you
accost me when I’m still in bed you can’t expect to find
me in my evening dress.” “That won’t help you,” said the
policemen, who always became very quiet, almost sad,
when K. began to shout, and in that way confused him
or, to some extent, brought him to his senses. “Ridicu-
lous formalities!” he grumbled, as he lifted his coat from
the chair and kept it in both his hands for a little while,
as if holding it out for the policemen’s inspection. They
shook their heads. “It’s got to be a black coat,” they said.
At that, K. threw the coat to the floor and said—without
knowing even himself what he meant by it—“Well it’s
not going to be the main trial, after all.” The policemen
laughed, but continued to insist, “It’s got to be a black
coat.” “Well that’s alright by me if it makes things go any
faster,” said K. He opened the wardrobe himself, spent a
long time searching through all the clothes, and chose his
best black suit which had a short jacket that had greatly
surprised those who knew him, then he also pulled out
a fresh shirt and began, carefully, to get dressed. He
secretly told himself that he had succeeded in speeding
things up by letting the policemen forget to make him
have a bath. He watched them to see if they might re-
member after all, but of course it never occurred to them,
although Willem did not forget to send Franz up to the
supervisor with the message saying that K. was getting
dressed.

Once he was properly dressed, K. had to pass by
Willem as he went through the next room into the one
beyond, the door of which was already wide open. K.
knew very well that this room had recently been let to a
typist called ’Miss Bürstner’. She was in the habit of go-
ing out to work very early and coming back home very
late, and K. had never exchanged more than a few words
of greeting with her. Now, her bedside table had been
pulled into the middle of the room to be used as a desk
for these proceedings, and the supervisor sat behind it.
He had his legs crossed, and had thrown one arm over
the backrest of the chair.

In one corner of the room there were three young
people looking at the photographs belonging to Miss
Bürstner that had been put into a piece of fabric on the
wall. Hung up on the handle of the open window was
a white blouse. At the window across the street, there
was the old pair again, although now their number had
increased, as behind them, and far taller than they were,
stood a man with an open shirt that showed his chest and
a reddish goatee beard which he squeezed and twisted
with his fingers. “Josef K.?” asked the supervisor, per-
haps merely to attract K.’s attention as he looked round
the room. K. nodded. “I daresay you were quite sur-
prised by all that’s been taking place this morning,” said
the supervisor as, with both hands, he pushed away the
few items on the bedside table—the candle and box of
matches, a book and a pin cushion which lay there as
if they were things he would need for his own business.
“Certainly,” said K., and he began to feel relaxed now
that, at last, he stood in front of someone with some
sense, someone with whom he would be able to talk
about his situation. “Certainly I’m surprised, but I’m not
in any way very surprised.” “You’re not very surprised?”
asked the supervisor, as he positioned the candle in the
middle of the table and the other things in a group around
it. “Perhaps you don’t quite understand me,” K. hurriedly
pointed out. “What I mean is . . . “ here K. broke off what
he was saying and looked round for somewhere to sit. “I
may sit down, mayn’t I?” he asked. “That’s not usual,”
the supervisor answered. “What I mean is. . . ,” said K.
without delaying a second time, “that, yes, I am very
surprised but when you’ve been in the world for thirty
years already and had to make your own way through
everything yourself, which has been my lot, then you be-
come hardened to surprises and don’t take them too hard.
Especially not what’s happened today.” “Why especially
not what’s happened today?” “I wouldn’t want to say that
I see all of this as a joke, you seem to have gone to too
much trouble making all these arrangements for that. Ev-
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eryone in the house must be taking part in it as well as all
of you, that would be going beyond what could be a joke.
So I don’t want to say that this is a joke.” “Quite right,”
said the supervisor, looking to see how many matches
were left in the box. “But on the other hand,” K. went
on, looking round at everyone there and even wishing he
could get the attention of the three who were looking at
the photographs, “on the other hand this really can’t be
all that important. That follows from the fact that I’ve
been indicted, but can’t think of the slightest offence for
which I could be indicted. But even that is all beside the
point, the main question is: Who is issuing the indict-
ment? What office is conducting this affair? Are you
officials? None of you is wearing a uniform, unless what
you are wearing”—here he turned towards Franz—“is
meant to be a uniform, it’s actually more of a travelling
suit. I require a clear answer to all these questions, and
I’m quite sure that once things have been made clear we
can take our leave of each other on the best of terms.”
The supervisor slammed the box of matches down on the
table. “You’re making a big mistake,” he said. “These
gentlemen and I have got nothing to do with your busi-
ness, in fact we know almost nothing about you. We
could be wearing uniforms as proper and exact as you
like and your situation wouldn’t be any the worse for it.
As to whether you’re on a charge, I can’t give you any
sort of clear answer to that, I don’t even know whether
you are or not. You’re under arrest, you’re quite right
about that, but I don’t know any more than that. Maybe
these officers have been chit-chatting with you, well if
they have that’s all it is, chit-chat. I can’t give you an
answer to your questions, but I can give you a bit of ad-
vice: You’d better think less about us and what’s going to
happen to you, and think a bit more about yourself. And
stop making all this fuss about your sense of innocence;
you don’t make such a bad impression, but with all this
fuss you’re damaging it. And you ought to do a bit less
talking, too. Almost everything you’ve said so far has
been things we could have taken from your behaviour,
even if you’d said no more than a few words. And what
you have said has not exactly been in your favour.”

K. stared at the supervisor. Was this man, probably
younger than he was, lecturing him like a schoolmas-
ter? Was he being punished for his honesty with a telling
off? And was he to learn nothing about the reasons for
his arrest or those who were arresting him? He became
somewhat cross and began to walk up and down. No-
one stopped him doing this and he pushed his sleeves
back, felt his chest, straightened his hair, went over to
the three men, said, “It makes no sense,” at which these

three turned round to face him and came towards him
with serious expressions. He finally came again to a
halt in front of the supervisor’s desk. “State Attorney
Hasterer is a good friend of mine,” he said, “can I tele-
phone him?” “Certainly,” said the supervisor, “but I don’t
know what the point of that will be, I suppose you must
have some private matter you want to discuss with him.”
“What the point is?” shouted K., more disconcerted that
cross. “Who do you think you are? You want to see
some point in it while you’re carrying out something as
pointless as it could be? It’s enough to make you cry!
These gentlemen first accost me, and now they sit or
stand about in here and let me be hauled up in front of
you. What point there would be, in telephoning a state
attorney when I’m ostensibly under arrest? Very well, I
won’t make the telephone call.” “You can call him if you
want to,” said the supervisor, stretching his had out to-
wards the outer room where the telephone was, “please,
go on, do make your phone call.” “No, I don’t want to
any more,” said K., and went over to the window. Across
the street, the people were still there at the window, and
it was only now that K. had gone up to his window that
they seemed to become uneasy about quietly watching
what was going on. The old couple wanted to get up
but the man behind them calmed them down. “We’ve
got some kind of audience over there,” called K. to the
supervisor, quite loudly, as he pointed out with his fore-
finger. “Go away,” he then called across to them. And
the three of them did immediately retreat a few steps, the
old pair even found themselves behind the man who then
concealed them with the breadth of his body and seemed,
going by the movements of his mouth, to be saying some-
thing incomprehensible into the distance. They did not
disappear entirely, though, but seemed to be waiting for
the moment when they could come back to the window
without being noticed. “Intrusive, thoughtless people!”
said K. as he turned back into the room. The supervisor
may have agreed with him, at least K. thought that was
what he saw from the corner of his eye. But it was just
as possible that he had not even been listening as he had
his hand pressed firmly down on the table and seemed
to be comparing the length of his fingers. The two po-
licemen were sitting on a chest covered with a coloured
blanket, rubbing their knees. The three young people had
put their hands on their hips and were looking round aim-
lessly. Everything was still, like in some office that has
been forgotten about. “Now, gentlemen,” called out K.,
and for a moment it seemed as if he was carrying all of
them on his shoulders, “it looks like your business with
me is over with. In my opinion, it’s best now to stop won-
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dering about whether you’re proceeding correctly or in-
correctly, and to bring the matter to a peaceful close with
a mutual handshake. If you are of the same opinion, then
please. . . “ and he walked up to the supervisor’s desk and
held out his hand to him. The supervisor raised his eyes,
bit his lip and looked at K.’s outstretched hand; K still
believed the supervisor would do as he suggested. But
instead, he stood up, picked up a hard round hat that was
laying on Miss Bürstner’s bed and put it carefully onto
his head, using both hands as if trying on a new hat. “Ev-
erything seems so simple to you, doesn’t it,” he said to
K. as he did so, “so you think we should bring the matter
to a peaceful close, do you. No, no, that won’t do. Mind
you, on the other hand I certainly wouldn’t want you to
think there’s no hope for you. No, why should you think
that? You’re simply under arrest, nothing more than that.
That’s what I had to tell you, that’s what I’ve done and
now I’ve seen how you’ve taken it. That’s enough for
one day and we can take our leave of each other, for the
time being at least. I expect you’ll want to go in to the
bank now, won’t you.” “In to the bank?” asked K., “I
thought I was under arrest.” K. said this with a certain
amount of defiance as, although his handshake had not
been accepted, he was feeling more independent of all
these people, especially since the supervisor had stood
up. He was playing with them. If they left, he had de-
cided he would run after them and offer to let them arrest
him. That’s why he even repeated, “How can I go in to
the bank when I’m under arrest?” “I see you’ve misun-
derstood me,” said the supervisor who was already at the
door. “It’s true that you’re under arrest, but that shouldn’t
stop you from carrying out your job. And there shouldn’t
be anything to stop you carrying on with your usual life.”
“In that case it’s not too bad, being under arrest,” said K.,
and went up close to the supervisor. “I never meant it
should be anything else,” he replied. “It hardly seems to
have been necessary notify me of the arrest in that case,”
said K., and went even closer. The others had also come
closer. All of them had gathered together into a narrow
space by the door. “That was my duty,” said the super-
visor. “A silly duty,” said K., unyielding. “Maybe so,”
replied the supervisor, “only don’t let’s waste our time
talking on like this. I had assumed you’d be wanting to
go to the bank. As you’re paying close attention to every
word I’ll add this: I’m not forcing you to go to the bank,
I’d just assumed you wanted to. And to make things eas-
ier for you, and to let you get to the bank with as little fuss
as possible I’ve put these three gentlemen, colleagues of
yours, at your disposal.” “What’s that?” exclaimed K.,
and looked at the three in astonishment. He could only

remember seeing them in their group by the photographs,
but these characterless, anaemic young people were in-
deed officials from his bank, not colleagues of his, that
was putting it too high and it showed a gap in the omni-
science of the supervisor, but they were nonetheless ju-
nior members of staff at the bank. How could K. have
failed to see that? How occupied he must have been with
the supervisor and the policemen not to have recognised
these three! Rabensteiner, with his stiff demeanour and
swinging hands, Kullich, with his blonde hair and deep-
set eyes, and Kaminer, with his involuntary grin caused
by chronic muscle spasms. “Good morning,” said K. af-
ter a while, extending his hand to the gentlemen as they
bowed correctly to him. “I didn’t recognise you at all.
So, we’ll go into work now, shall we?” The gentlemen
laughed and nodded enthusiastically, as if that was what
they had been waiting for all the time, except that K. had
left his hat in his room so they all dashed, one after an-
other, into the room to fetch it, which caused a certain
amount of embarrassment. K. stood where he was and
watched them through the open double doorway, the last
to go, of course, was the apathetic Rabensteiner who had
broken into no more than an elegant trot. Kaminer got to
the hat and K., as he often had to do at the bank, forcibly
reminded himself that the grin was not deliberate, that he
in fact wasn’t able to grin deliberately. At that moment
Mrs. Grubach opened the door from the hallway into the
living room where all the people were. She did not seem
to feel guilty about anything at all, and K., as often be-
fore, looked down at the belt of her apron which, for no
reason, cut so deeply into her hefty body. Once down-
stairs, K., with his watch in his hand, decided to take
a taxi—he had already been delayed by half an hour and
there was no need to make the delay any longer. Kaminer
ran to the corner to summon it, and the two others were
making obvious efforts to keep K. diverted when Kullich
pointed to the doorway of the house on the other side
of the street where the large man with the blonde goatee
beard appeared and, a little embarrassed at first at letting
himself be seen in his full height, stepped back to the
wall and leant against it. The old couple were probably
still on the stairs. K. was cross with Kullich for pointing
out this man whom he had already seen himself, in fact
whom he had been expecting. “Don’t look at him!” he
snapped, without noticing how odd it was to speak to free
men in this way. But there was no explanation needed
anyway as just then the taxi arrived, they sat inside and
set off. Inside the taxi, K. remembered that he had not
noticed the supervisor and the policemen leaving—the
supervisor had stopped him noticing the three bank staff
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and now the three bank staff had stopped him noticing
the supervisor. This showed that K. was not very atten-
tive, and he resolved to watch himself more carefully in
this respect. Nonetheless, he gave it no thought as he
twisted himself round and leant over onto the rear shelf
of the car to catch sight of the supervisor and the police-
men if he could. But he turned back round straight away
and leant comfortably into the corner of the taxi with-
out even having made the effort to see anyone. Although
it did not seem like it, now was just the time when he
needed some encouragement, but the gentlemen seemed
tired just then, Rabensteiner looked out of the car to the
right, Kullich to the left and only Kaminer was there with
his grin at K.’s service. It would have been inhumane to
make fun of that.

That spring, whenever possible, K. usually spent his
evenings after work—he usually stayed in the office un-
til nine o’clock—with a short walk, either by himself or
in the company of some of the bank officials, and then
he would go into a pub where he would sit at the reg-
ulars’ table with mostly older men until eleven. There
were, however, also exceptions to this habit, times, for
instance, when K. was invited by the bank’s manager
(whom he greatly respected for his industry and trust-
worthiness) to go with him for a ride in his car or to eat
dinner with him at his large house. K. would also go,
once a week, to see a girl called Elsa who worked as a
waitress in a wine bar through the night until late in the
morning. During the daytime she only received visitors
while still in bed.

That evening, though,—the day had passed quickly
with a lot of hard work and many respectful and friendly
birthday greetings—K. wanted to go straight home. Each
time he had any small break from the day’s work he con-
sidered, without knowing exactly what he had in mind,
that Mrs. Grubach’s flat seemed to have been put into
great disarray by the events of that morning, and that
it was up to him to put it back into order. Once or-
der had been restored, every trace of those events would
have been erased and everything would take its previ-
ous course once more. In particular, there was nothing
to fear from the three bank officials, they had immersed
themselves back into their paperwork and there was no
alteration to be seen in them. K. had called each of them,
separately or all together, into his office that day for no
other reason than to observe them; he was always satis-
fied and had always been able to let them go again.

At half past nine that evening, when he arrived back in
front of the building where he lived, he met a young lad
in the doorway who was standing there, his legs apart and

smoking a pipe. “Who are you?” immediately asked K.,
bringing his face close to the lad’s, as it was hard to see
in the half light of the landing. “I’m the landlord’s son,
sir,” answered the lad, taking the pipe from his mouth and
stepping to one side. “The landlord’s son?” asked K., and
impatiently knocked on the ground with his stick. “Did
you want anything, sir? Would you like me to fetch my
father?” “No, no,” said K., there was something forgiving
in his voice, as if the boy had harmed him in some way
and he was excusing him. “It’s alright,” he said then, and
went on, but before going up the stairs he turned round
once more.

He could have gone directly to his room, but as he
wanted to speak with Mrs. Grubach he went straight to
her door and knocked. She was sat at the table with a
knitted stocking and a pile of old stockings in front of
her. K. apologised, a little embarrassed at coming so late,
but Mrs. Grubach was very friendly and did not want to
hear any apology, she was always ready to speak to him,
he knew very well that he was her best and her favourite
tenant. K. looked round the room, it looked exactly as
it usually did, the breakfast dishes, which had been on
the table by the window that morning, had already been
cleared away. “A woman’s hands will do many things
when no-one’s looking,” he thought, he might himself
have smashed all the dishes on the spot but certainly
would not have been able to carry it all out. He looked at
Mrs. Grubach with some gratitude. “Why are you work-
ing so late?” he asked. They were now both sitting at
the table, and K. now and then sank his hands into the
pile of stockings. “There’s a lot of work to do,” she said,
“during the day I belong to the tenants; if I’m to sort out
my own things there are only the evenings left to me.”
“I fear I may have caused you some exceptional work
today.” “How do you mean, Mr. K.?” she asked, becom-
ing more interested and leaving her work in her lap. “I
mean the men who were here this morning.” “Oh, I see,”
she said, and went peacefully back to what she was do-
ing, “that was no trouble, not especially.” K. looked on
in silence as she took up the knitted stocking once more.
She seems surprised at my mentioning it, he thought, she
seems to think it’s improper for me to mention it. All the
more important for me to do so. An old woman is the
only person I can speak about it with. “But it must have
caused some work for you,” he said then, “but it won’t
happen again.” “No, it can’t happen again,” she agreed,
and smiled at K. in a way that was almost pained. “Do
you mean that seriously?” asked K. “Yes,” she said, more
gently, “but the important thing is you mustn’t take it too
hard. There are so many awful things happening in the
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world! As you’re being so honest with me, Mr. K., I can
admit to you that I listened to a little of what was going
on from behind the door, and that those two policemen
told me one or two things as well. It’s all to do with your
happiness, and that’s something that’s quite close to my
heart, perhaps more than it should be as I am, after all,
only your landlady. Anyway, so I heard one or two things
but I can’t really say that it’s about anything very serious.
No. You have been arrested, but it’s not in the same way
as when they arrest a thief. If you’re arrested in the same
way as a thief, then it’s bad, but an arrest like this . . . .
It seems to me that it’s something very complicated—
forgive me if I’m saying something stupid—something
very complicated that I don’t understand, but something
that you don’t really need to understand anyway.”

“There’s nothing stupid about what you’ve said, Mrs.
Grubach, or at least I partly agree with you, only, the way
I judge the whole thing is harsher than yours, and think
it’s not only not something complicated but simply a fuss
about nothing. I was just caught unawares, that’s what
happened. If I had got up as soon as I was awake without
letting myself get confused because Anna wasn’t there,
if I’d got up and paid no regard to anyone who might
have been in my way and come straight to you, if I’d
done something like having my breakfast in the kitchen
as an exception, asked you to bring my clothes from my
room, in short, if I had behaved sensibly then nothing
more would have happened, everything that was waiting
to happen would have been stifled. People are so often
unprepared. In the bank, for example, I am well pre-
pared, nothing of this sort could possibly happen to me
there, I have my own assistant there, there are telephones
for internal and external calls in front of me on the desk,
I continually receive visits from people, representatives,
officials, but besides that, and most importantly, I’m al-
ways occupied with my work, that’s to say I’m always
alert, it would even be a pleasure for me to find myself
faced with something of that sort. But now it’s over with,
and I didn’t really even want to talk about it any more,
only I wanted to hear what you, as a sensible woman,
thought about it all, and I’m very glad to hear that we’re
in agreement. But now you must give me your hand, an
agreement of this sort needs to be confirmed with a hand-
shake. “

Will she shake hands with me? The supervisor didn’t
shake hands, he thought, and looked at the woman dif-
ferently from before, examining her. She stood up, as
he had also stood up, and was a little self-conscious, she
hadn’t been able to understand everything that that K.
said. As a result of this self consciousness she said some-

thing that she certainly did not intend and certainly was
not appropriate. “Don’t take it so hard, Mr. K.,” she said,
with tears in her voice and also, of course, forgetting the
handshake. “I didn’t know I was taking it hard,” said K.,
feeling suddenly tired and seeing that if this woman did
agree with him it was of very little value.

Before going out the door he asked, “Is Miss Bürstner
home?” “No,” said Mrs. Grubach, smiling as she gave
this simple piece of information, saying something sen-
sible at last. “She’s at the theatre. Did you want to see
her? Should I give her a message?” “I, er, I just wanted
to have a few words with her.” “I’m afraid I don’t know
when she’s coming in; she usually gets back late when
she’s been to the theatre.” “It really doesn’t matter,” said
K. his head hanging as he turned to the door to leave, “I
just wanted to give her my apology for taking over her
room today.” “There’s no need for that, Mr. K., you’re
too conscientious, the young lady doesn’t know anything
about it, she hasn’t been home since early this morning
and everything’s been tidied up again, you can see for
yourself.” And she opened the door to Miss Bürstner’s
room. “Thank you, I’ll take your word for it,” said K, but
went nonetheless over to the open door. The moon shone
quietly into the unlit room. As far as could be seen, ev-
erything was indeed in its place, not even the blouse was
hanging on the window handle. The pillows on the bed
looked remarkably plump as they lay half in the moon-
light. “Miss Bürstner often comes home late,” said K.,
looking at Mrs. Grubach as if that were her responsibil-
ity. “That’s how young people are!” said Mrs. Grubach in
to excuse herself. “Of course, of course,” said K., “but it
can be taken too far.” “Yes, it can be,” said Mrs. Grubach,
“you’re so right, Mr. K. Perhaps it is in this case. I cer-
tainly wouldn’t want to say anything nasty about Miss
Bürstner, she is a good, sweet girl, friendly, tidy, punc-
tual, works hard, I appreciate all that very much, but one
thing is true, she ought to have more pride, be a bit less
forthcoming. Twice this month already, in the street over
the way, I’ve seen her with a different gentleman. I re-
ally don’t like saying this, you’re the only one I’ve said
this to, Mr. K., I swear to God, but I’m going to have
no choice but to have a few words with Miss Bürstner
about it myself. And it’s not the only thing about her that
I’m worried about.” “Mrs. Grubach, you are on quite the
wrong track ,” said K., so angry that he was hardly able
to hide it, “and you have moreover misunderstood what I
was saying about Miss Bürstner, that is not what I meant.
In fact I warn you quite directly not to say anything to
her, you are quite mistaken, I know Miss Bürstner very
well and there is no truth at all in what you say. And
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what’s more, perhaps I’m going to far, I don’t want to
get in your way, say to her whatever you see fit. Good
night.” “Mr. K.,” said Mrs. Grubach as if asking him for
something and hurrying to his door which he had already
opened, “I don’t want to speak to Miss Bürstner at all,
not yet, of course I’ll continue to keep an eye on her but
you’re the only one I’ve told what I know. And it is,
after all something that everyone who lets rooms has to
do if she’s to keep the house decent, that’s all I’m trying
to do.” “Decent!” called out K. through the crack in the
door, “if you want to keep the house decent you’ll first
have to give me notice.” Then he slammed the door shut,
there was a gentle knocking to which he paid no more
attention.

He did not feel at all like going to bed, so he decided to
stay up, and this would also give him the chance to find
out when Miss Bürstner would arrive home. Perhaps it
would also still be possible, even if a little inappropriate,
to have a few words with her. As he lay there by the win-
dow, pressing his hands to his tired eyes, he even thought
for a moment that he might punish Mrs. Grubach by per-
suading Miss Bürstner to give in her notice at the same
time as he would. But he immediately realised that that
would be shockingly excessive, and there would even
be the suspicion that he was moving house because of
the incidents of that morning. Nothing would have been
more nonsensical and, above all, more pointless and con-
temptible.

When he had become tired of looking out onto the
empty street he slightly opened the door to the living
room so that he could see anyone who entered the flat
from where he was and lay down on the couch. He lay
there, quietly smoking a cigar, until about eleven o’clock.
He wasn’t able to hold out longer than that, and went a
little way into the hallway as if in that way he could make
Miss Bürstner arrive sooner. He had no particular desire
for her, he could not even remember what she looked
like, but now he wanted to speak to her and it irritated
him that her late arrival home meant this day would be
full of unease and disorder right to its very end. It was
also her fault that he had not had any dinner that evening
and that he had been unable to visit Elsa as he had in-
tended. He could still make up for both of those things,
though, if he went to the wine bar where Elsa worked.
He wanted to do so even later, after the discussion with
Miss Bürstner.

It was already gone half past eleven when someone
could be heard in the stairway. K., who had been lost
in his thoughts in the hallway, walking up and down
loudly as if it were his own room, fled behind his door.

Miss Bürstner had arrived. Shivering, she pulled a silk
shawl over her slender shoulders as she locked the door.
The next moment she would certainly go into her room,
where K. ought not to intrude in the middle of the night;
that meant he would have to speak to her now, but, un-
fortunately, he had not put the electric light on in his
room so that when he stepped out of the dark it would
give the impression of being an attack and would cer-
tainly, at the very least, have been quite alarming. There
was no time to lose, and in his helplessness he whis-
pered through the crack of the door, “Miss Bürstner.” It
sounded like he was pleading with her, not calling to her.
“Is there someone there?” asked Miss Bürstner, looking
round with her eyes wide open. “It’s me,” said K. and
came out. “Oh, Mr. K.!” said Miss Bürstner with a smile.
“Good Evening,” and offered him her hand. “I wanted to
have a word with you, if you would allow me?” “Now?”
asked Miss Bürstner, “does it have to be now? It is a lit-
tle odd, isn’t it?” “I’ve been waiting for you since nine
o’clock.” “Well, I was at the theatre, I didn’t know any-
thing about you waiting for me.” “The reason I need to
speak to you only came up today” “I see, well I don’t
see why not, I suppose, apart from being so tired I could
drop. Come into my room for a few minutes then. We
certainly can’t talk out here, we’d wake everyone up and
I think that would be more unpleasant for us than for
them. Wait here till I’ve put the light on in my room,
and then turn the light down out here.” K. did as he was
told, and then even waited until Miss Bürstner came out
of her room and quietly invited him, once more, to come
in. “Sit down,” she said, indicating the ottoman, while
she herself remained standing by the bedpost despite the
tiredness she had spoken of; she did not even take off her
hat, which was small but decorated with an abundance of
flowers. “What is it you wanted, then? I’m really quite
curious.” She gently crossed her legs. “I expect you’ll
say,” K. began, “that the matter really isn’t all that ur-
gent and we don’t need to talk about it right now, but
. . . “ “I never listen to introductions,” said Miss Bürstner.
“That makes my job so much easier,” said K. “This morn-
ing, to some extent through my fault, your room was
made a little untidy, this happened because of people I
did not know and against my will but, as I said, because
of my fault; I wanted to apologise for it.” “My room?”
asked Miss Bürstner, and instead of looking round the
room scrutinised K. “It is true,” said K., and now, for the
first time, they looked each other in the eyes, “there’s no
point in saying exactly how this came about.” “But that’s
the interesting thing about it,” said Miss Bürstner. “No,”
said K. “Well then,” said Miss Bürstner, “I don’t want
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to force my way into any secrets, if you insist that it’s
of no interest I won’t insist. I’m quite happy to forgive
you for it, as you ask, especially as I can’t see anything
at all that’s been left untidy.” With her hand laid flat on
her lower hip, she made a tour around the room. At the
mat where the photographs were she stopped. “Look at
this!” she cried. “My photographs really have been put
in the wrong places. Oh, that’s horrible. Someone really
has been in my room without permission.” K. nodded,
and quietly cursed Kaminer who worked at his bank and
who was always active doing things that had neither use
nor purpose. “It is odd,” said Miss Bürstner, “that I’m
forced to forbid you to do something that you ought to
have forbidden yourself to do, namely to come into my
room when I’m not here.” “But I did explain to you,” said
K., and went over to join her by the photographs, “that it
wasn’t me who interfered with your photographs; but as
you don’t believe me I’ll have to admit that the investigat-
ing committee brought along three bank employees with
them, one of them must have touched your photographs
and as soon as I get the chance I’ll ask to have him dis-
missed from the bank. Yes, there was an investigating
committee here,” added K., as the young lady was look-
ing at him enquiringly. “Because of you?” she asked.
“Yes,” answered K. “No!” the lady cried with a laugh.
“Yes, they were,” said K., “you believe that I’m innocent
then, do you?” “Well now, innocent . . . “ said the lady,
“I don’t want to start making any pronouncements that
might have serious consequences, I don’t really know
you after all, it means they’re dealing with a serious crim-
inal if they send an investigating committee straight out
to get him. But you’re not in custody now—at least I
take it you’ve not escaped from prison considering that
you seem quite calm—so you can’t have committed any
crime of that sort.” “Yes,” said K., “but it might be that
the investigating committee could see that I’m innocent,
or not so guilty as had been supposed.” “Yes, that’s cer-
tainly a possibility,” said Miss Bürstner, who seemed
very interested. “Listen,” said K., “you don’t have much
experience in legal matters.” “No, that’s true, I don’t,”
said Miss Brüstner, “and I’ve often regretted it, as I’d
like to know everything and I’m very interested in legal
matters. There’s something peculiarly attractive about
the law, isn’t there? But I’ll certainly be perfecting my
knowledge in this area, as next month I start work in a
legal office.” “That’s very good,” said K., “that means
you’ll be able to give me some help with my trial.” “That
could well be,” said Miss Brüstner, “why not? I like to
make use of what I know.” “I mean it quite seriously,”
said K., “or at least, half seriously, as you do. This affair

is too petty to call in a lawyer, but I could make good
use of someone who could give me advice.” “Yes, but
if I’m to give you advice I’ll have to know what it’s all
about,” said Miss Brüstner. “That’s exactly the problem,”
said K., “I don’t know that myself.” “So you have been
making fun of me, then,” said Miss Brüstner exceedingly
disappointed, “you really ought not to try something like
that on at this time of night.” And she stepped away from
the photographs where they had stood so long together.
“Miss Brüstner, no,” said K., “I’m not making fun of
you. Please believe me! I’ve already told you every-
thing I know. More than I know, in fact, as it actually
wasn’t even an investigating committee, that’s just what I
called them because I don’t know what else to call them.
There was no cross questioning at all, I was merely ar-
rested, but by a committee.” Miss Brüstner sat on the ot-
toman and laughed again. “What was it like then?” she
asked. “It was terrible” said K., although his mind was no
longer on the subject, he had become totally absorbed by
Miss Brüstner’s gaze who was supporting her chin on one
hand—the elbow rested on the cushion of the ottoman—
and slowly stroking her hip with the other. “That’s too
vague,” said Miss Brüstner. “What’s too vague?” asked
K. Then he remembered himself and asked, “Would you
like me to show you what it was like?” He wanted to
move in some way but did not want to leave. “I’m al-
ready tired,” said Miss Brüstner. “You arrived back so
late,” said K. “Now you’ve started telling me off. Well
I suppose I deserve it as I shouldn’t have let you in here
in the first place, and it turns out there wasn’t even any
point.” “Oh, there was a point, you’ll see now how im-
portant a point it was,” said K. “May I move this table
away from your bedside and put it here?” “What do you
think you’re doing?” said Miss Brüstner. “Of course you
can’t!” “In that case I can’t show you,” said K., quite up-
set, as if Miss Brüstner had committed some incompre-
hensible offence against him. “Alright then, if you need
it to show what you mean, just take the bedside table
then,” said Miss Brüstner, and after a short pause added
in a weak voice, “I’m so tired I’m allowing more than I
ought to.” K. put the little table in the middle of the room
and sat down behind it. “You have to get a proper idea of
where the people were situated, it is very interesting. I’m
the supervisor, sitting over there on the chest are two po-
licemen, standing next to the photographs there are three
young people. Hanging on the handle of the window is a
white blouse—I just mention that by the way. And now
it begins. Ah yes, I’m forgetting myself, the most impor-
tant person of all, so I’m standing here in front of the ta-
ble. the supervisor is sitting extremely comfortably with
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his legs crossed and his arm hanging over the backrest
here like some layabout. And now it really does begin.
the supervisor calls out as if he had to wake me up, in
fact he shouts at me, I’m afraid, if I’m to make it clear to
you, I’ll have to shout as well, and it’s nothing more than
my name that he shouts out.” Miss Brüstner, laughing as
she listened to him, laid her forefinger on her mouth so
that K. would not shout, but it was too late. K. was too
engrossed in his role and slowly called out, “Josef K.!”.
It was not as loud as he had threatened, but nonetheless,
once he had suddenly called it out, the cry seemed grad-
ually to spread itself all round the room.

There was a series of loud, curt and regular knocks at
the door of the adjoining room. Miss Brüstner went pale
and laid her hand on her heart. K. was especially startled,
as for a moment he had been quite unable to think of any-
thing other than the events of that morning and the girl
for whom he was performing them. He had hardly pulled
himself together when he jumped over to Miss Brüstner
and took her hand. “Don’t be afraid,” he whispered, “I’ll
put everything right. But who can it be? It’s only the liv-
ing room next door, nobody sleeps in there.” “Yes they
do,” whispered Miss Brüstner into K.’s ear, “a nephew of
Mrs. Grubach’s, an captain in the army, has been sleep-
ing there since yesterday. There’s no other room free. I’d
forgotten about it too. Why did you have to shout like
that? You’ve made me quite upset.” “There is no rea-
son for it,” said K., and, now as she sank back onto the
cushion, kissed her forehead. “Go away, go away,” she
said, hurriedly sitting back up, “get out of here, go, what
is it you want, he’s listening at the door he can hear ev-
erything. You’re causing me so much trouble!” “I won’t
go,” said K., “until you’ve calmed down a bit. Come
over into the other corner of the room, he won’t be able
to hear us there.” She let him lead her there. “Don’t for-
get,” he said, “although this might be unpleasant for you
you’re not in any real danger. You know how much es-
teem Mrs. Grubach has for me, she’s the one who will
make all the decisions in this, especially as the captain
is her nephew, but she believes everything I say without
question. What’s more, she has borrowed a large sum of
money from me and that makes her dependent on me. I
will confirm whatever you say to explain our being here
together, however inappropriate it might be, and I guar-
antee to make sure that Mrs. Grubach will not only say
she believes the explanation in public but will believe it
truly and sincerely. You will have no need to consider
me in any way. If you wish to let it be known that I
have attacked you then Mrs. Grubach will be informed of
such and she will believe it without even losing her trust

in me, that’s how much respect she has for me.” Miss
Brüstner looked at the floor in front of her, quiet and a
little sunk in on herself. “Why would Mrs. Grubach not
believe that I’ve attacked you?” added K. He looked at
her hair in front of him, parted, bunched down, reddish
and firmly held in place. He thought she would look up at
him, but without changing her manner she said, “Forgive
me, but it was the suddenness of the knocking that star-
tled me so much, not so much what the consequences of
the captain being here might be. It was all so quiet after
you’d shouted, and then there was the knocking, that’s
was made me so shocked, and I was sitting right by the
door, the knocking was right next to me. Thank you for
your suggestions, but I won’t accept them. I can bear
the responsibility for anything that happens in my room
myself, and I can do so with anyone. I’m surprised you
don’t realise just how insulting your suggestions are and
what they imply about me, although I certainly acknowl-
edge your good intentions. But now, please go, leave me
alone, I need you to go now even more than I did ear-
lier. The couple of minutes you asked for have grown
into half an hour, more than half an hour now.” K. took
hold of her hand, and then of her wrist, “You’re not cross
with me, though?” he said. She pulled her hand away
and answered, “No, no, I’m never cross with anyone.” He
grasped her wrist once more, she tolerated it now and, in
that way, lead him to the door. He had fully intended to
leave. But when he reached the door he came to a halt as
if he hadn’t expected to find a door there, Miss Brüstner
made use of that moment to get herself free, open the
door, slip out into the hallway and gently say to K. from
there, “Now, come along, please. Look,” she pointed to
the captain’s door, from under which there was a light
shining, “he’s put a light on and he’s laughing at us.” “Al-
right, I’m coming,” said K., moved forward, took hold of
her, kissed her on the mouth and then over her whole face
like a thirsty animal lapping with its tongue when it even-
tually finds water. He finally kissed her on her neck and
her throat and left his lips pressed there for a long time.
He did not look up until there was a noise from the cap-
tain’s room. “I’ll go now,” he said, he wanted to address
Miss Brüstner by her Christian name, but did not know
it. She gave him a tired nod, offered him her hand to kiss
as she turned away as if she did not know what she was
doing, and went back into her room with her head bowed.
A short while later, K. was lying in his bed. He very soon
went to sleep, but before he did he thought a little while
about his behaviour, he was satisfied with it but felt some
surprise that he was not more satisfied; he was seriously
worried about Miss Brüstner because of the captain.
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Chapter 2: First Cross-examination
K. was informed by telephone that there would be a small
hearing concerning his case the following Sunday. He
was made aware that these cross examinations would fol-
low one another regularly, perhaps not every week but
quite frequently. On the one hand it was in everyone’s
interest to bring proceedings quickly to their conclusion,
but on the other hand every aspect of the examinations
had to be carried out thoroughly without lasting too long
because of the associated stress. For these reasons, it
had been decided to hold a series of brief examinations
following on one after another. Sunday had been cho-
sen as the day for the hearings so that K. would not be
disturbed in his professional work. It was assumed that
he would be in agreement with this, but if he wished for
another date then, as far as possible, he would be accom-
modated. Cross-examinations could even be held in the
night, for instance, but K. would probably not be fresh
enough at that time. Anyway, as long as K. made no ob-
jection, the hearing would be left on Sundays. It was a
matter of course that he would have to appear without
fail, there was probably no need to point this out to him.
He would be given the number of the building where he
was to present himself, which was in a street in a suburb
well away from the city centre which K. had never been
to before.

Once he had received this notice, K. hung up the re-
ceiver without giving an answer; he had decided imme-
diately to go there that Sunday, it was certainly neces-
sary, proceedings had begun and he had to face up to it,
and this first examination would probably also be the last.
He was still standing in thought by the telephone when
he heard the voice of the deputy director behind him—he
wanted to use the telephone but K. stood in his way. “Bad
news?” asked the deputy director casually, not in order to
find anything out but just to get K. away from the device.
“No, no, “ said K., he stepped to one side but did not go
away entirely. The deputy director picked up the receiver
and, as he waited for his connection, turned away from
it and said to K., “One question, Mr. K.: Would you like
to give me the pleasure of joining me on my sailing boat
on Sunday morning? There’s quite a few people com-
ing, you’re bound to know some of them. One of them
is Hasterer, the state attorney. Would you like to come
along? Do come along!” K. tried to pay attention to what
the deputy director was saying. It was of no small im-
portance for him, as this invitation from the deputy di-
rector, with whom he had never got on very well, meant
that he was trying to improve his relations with him. It
showed how important K. had become in the bank and

how its second most important official seemed to value
his friendship, or at least his impartiality. He was only
speaking at the side of the telephone receiver while he
waited for his connection, but in giving this invitation
the deputy director was humbling himself. But K. would
have to humiliate him a second time as a result, he said,
“Thank you very much, but I’m afraid I will have no time
on Sunday, I have a previous obligation.” “Pity,” said the
deputy director, and turned to the telephone conversation
that had just been connected. It was not a short conver-
sation, but K., remained standing confused by the instru-
ment all the time it was going on. It was only when the
deputy director hung up that he was shocked into aware-
ness and said, in order to partially excuse his standing
there for no reason, “I’ve just received a telephone call,
there’s somewhere I need to go, but they forgot to tell
me what time.” “Ask them then,” said the deputy direc-
tor. “It’s not that important,” said K., although in that
way his earlier excuse, already weak enough, was made
even weaker. As he went, the deputy director continued
to speak about other things. K. forced himself to answer,
but his thoughts were mainly about that Sunday, how it
would be best to get there for nine o’clock in the morn-
ing as that was the time that courts always start work on
weekdays.

The weather was dull on Sunday. K. was very tired,
as he had stayed out drinking until late in the night cel-
ebrating with some of the regulars, and he had almost
overslept. He dressed hurriedly, without the time to think
and assemble the various plans he had worked out during
the week. With no breakfast, he rushed to the suburb he
had been told about. Oddly enough, although he had lit-
tle time to look around him, he came across the three
bank officials involved in his case, Rabensteiner, Kullich
and Kaminer. The first two were travelling in a tram that
went across K.’s route, but Kaminer sat on the terrace of a
caf and leant curiously over the wall as K. came over. All
of them seemed to be looking at him, surprised at seeing
their superior running; it was a kind of pride that made
K. want to go on foot, this was his affair and the idea of
any help from strangers, however slight, was repulsive to
him, he also wanted to avoid asking for anyone’s help be-
cause that would initiate them into the affair even if only
slightly. And after all, he had no wish at all to humili-
ate himself before the committee by being too punctual.
Anyway, now he was running so that he would get there
by nine o’clock if at all possible, even though he had no
appointment for this time.

He had thought that he would recognise the building
from a distance by some kind of sign, without knowing
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exactly what the sign would look like, or from some par-
ticular kind of activity outside the entrance. K. had been
told that the building was in Juliusstrasse, but when he
stood at the street’s entrance it consisted on each side
of almost nothing but monotonous, grey constructions,
tall blocks of flats occupied by poor people. Now, on a
Sunday morning, most of the windows were occupied,
men in their shirtsleeves leant out smoking, or carefully
and gently held small children on the sills. Other win-
dows were piled up with bedding, above which the di-
shevelled head of a woman would briefly appear. People
called out to each other across the street, one of the calls
provoked a loud laugh about K. himself. It was a long
street, and spaced evenly along it were small shops below
street level, selling various kinds of foodstuffs, which
you reached by going down a few steps. Women went
in and out of them or stood chatting on the steps. A fruit-
monger, taking his goods up to the windows, was just as
inattentive as K. and nearly knocked him down with his
cart. Just then, a gramophone, which in better parts of
town would have been seen as worn out, began to play
some murderous tune.

K. went further into the street, slowly, as if he had
plenty of time now, or as if the examining magistrate
were looking at him from one of the windows and there-
fore knew that K. had found his way there. It was shortly
after nine. The building was quite far down the street,
it covered so much area it was almost extraordinary, and
the gateway in particular was tall and long. It was clearly
intended for delivery wagons belonging to the various
warehouses all round the yard which were now locked
up and carried the names of companies some of which
K. knew from his work at the bank. In contrast with
his usual habits, he remained standing a while at the en-
trance to the yard taking in all these external details. Near
him, there was a bare-footed man sitting on a crate and
reading a newspaper. There were two lads swinging on
a hand cart. In front of a pump stood a weak, young
girl in a bedjacket who, as the water flowed into her can,
looked at K. There was a piece of rope stretched between
two windows in a corner of the yard, with some washing
hanging on it to dry. A man stood below it calling out
instructions to direct the work being done.

K. went over to the stairway to get to the room where
the hearing was to take place, but then stood still again
as besides these steps he could see three other stairway
entrances, and there also seemed to be a small passage-
way at the end of the yard leading into a second yard.
It irritated him that he had not been given more precise
directions to the room, it meant they were either being

especially neglectful with him or especially indifferent,
and he decided to make that clear to them very loudly
and very unambiguously. In the end he decided to climb
up the stairs, his thoughts playing on something that he
remembered the policeman, Willem, saying to him; that
the court is attracted by the guilt, from which it followed
that the courtroom must be on the stairway that K. se-
lected by chance.

As he went up he disturbed a large group of children
playing on the stairs who looked at him as he stepped
through their rows. “Next time I come here,” he said to
himself, “I must either bring sweets with me make them
like me or a stick to hit them with.” Just before he reached
the first landing he even had to wait a little while until a
ball had finished its movement, two small lads with sly
faces like grown-up scoundrels held him by his trouser-
legs until it had; if he were to shake them off he would
have to hurt them, and he was afraid of what noise they
would make by shouting.

On the first floor, his search began for real. He still
felt unable to ask for the investigating committee, and
so he invented a joiner called Lanz—that name occurred
to him because the captain, Mrs. Grubach’s nephew, was
called Lanz—so that he could ask at every flat whether
Lanz the joiner lived there and thus obtain a chance to
look into the rooms. It turned out, though, that that
was mostly possible without further ado, as almost all
the doors were left open and the children ran in and
out. Most of them were small, one-windowed rooms
where they also did the cooking. Many women held ba-
bies in one arm and worked at the stove with the other.
Half grown girls, who seemed to be dressed in just their
pinafores worked hardest running to and fro. In every
room, the beds were still in use by people who were ill,
or still asleep, or people stretched out on them in their
clothes. K. knocked at the flats where the doors were
closed and asked whether Lanz the joiner lived there. It
was usually a woman who opened the door, heard the
enquiry and turned to somebody in the room who would
raise himself from the bed. “The gentleman’s asking if a
joiner called Lanz, lives here.” “A joiner, called Lanz?”
he would ask from the bed.” “That’s right,” K. would
say, although it was clear that the investigating commit-
tee was not to be found there, and so his task was at an
end. There were many who thought it must be very im-
portant for K. to find Lanz the joiner and thought long
about it, naming a joiner who was not called Lanz or giv-
ing a name that had some vague similarity with Lanz,
or they asked neighbours or accompanied K. to a door
a long way away where they thought someone of that
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sort might live in the back part of the building or where
someone would be who could advise K. better than they
could themselves. K. eventually had to give up asking
if he did not want to be led all round from floor to floor
in this way. He regretted his initial plan, which had at
first seemed so practical to him. As he reached the fifth
floor, he decided to give up the search, took his leave of
a friendly, young worker who wanted to lead him on still
further and went down the stairs. But then the thought of
how much time he was wasting made him cross, he went
back again and knocked at the first door on the fifth floor.
The first thing he saw in the small room was a large clock
on the wall which already showed ten o’clock. “Is there
a joiner called Lanz who lives here?” he asked. “Par-
don?” said a young woman with black, shining eyes who
was, at that moment, washing children’s underclothes in
a bucket. She pointed her wet hand towards the open
door of the adjoining room.

K. thought he had stepped into a meeting. A medium
sized, two windowed room was filled with the most di-
verse crowd of people—nobody paid any attention to the
person who had just entered. Close under its ceiling it
was surrounded by a gallery which was also fully occu-
pied and where the people could only stand bent down
with their heads and their backs touching the ceiling. K.,
who found the air too stuffy, stepped out again and said
to the young woman, who had probably misunderstood
what he had said, “I asked for a joiner, someone by the
name of Lanz.” “Yes,” said the woman, “please go on in.”
K. would probably not have followed her if the woman
had not gone up to him, taken hold of the door handle
and said, “I’ll have to close the door after you, no-one
else will be allowed in.” “Very sensible,” said K., “but
it’s too full already.” But then he went back in anyway.
He passed through between two men who were talking
beside the door—one of them held both hands far out in
front of himself making the movements of counting out
money, the other looked him closely in the eyes—and
someone took him by the hand. It was a small, red-faced
youth. “Come in, come in,” he said. K. let himself be led
by him, and it turned out that there was—surprisingly in
a densely packed crowd of people moving to and fro—a
narrow passage which may have been the division be-
tween two factions; this idea was reinforced by the fact
that in the first few rows to the left and the right of him
there was hardly any face looking in his direction, he saw
nothing but the backs of people directing their speech
and their movements only towards members of their own
side. Most of them were dressed in black, in old, long,
formal frock coats that hung down loosely around them.

These clothes were the only thing that puzzled K., as he
would otherwise have taken the whole assembly for a lo-
cal political meeting.

At the other end of the hall where K. had been led there
was a little table set at an angle on a very low podium
which was as overcrowded as everywhere else, and be-
hind the table, near the edge of the podium, sat a small,
fat, wheezing man who was talking with someone be-
hind him. This second man was standing with his legs
crossed and his elbows on the backrest of the chair, pro-
voking much laughter. From time to time he threw his
arm in the air as if doing a caricature of someone. The
youth who was leading K. had some difficulty in report-
ing to the man. He had already tried twice to tell him
something, standing on tip-toe, but without getting the
man’s attention as he sat there above him. It was only
when one of the people up on the podium drew his at-
tention to the youth that the man turned to him and leant
down to hear what it was he quietly said. Then he pulled
out his watch and quickly looked over at K. “You should
have been here one hour and five minutes ago,” he said.
K. was going to give him a reply but had no time to do
so, as hardly had the man spoken than a general mutter-
ing arose all over the right hand side of the hall. “You
should have been here one hour and five minutes ago,”
the man now repeated, raising his voice this time, and
quickly looked round the hall beneath him. The mutter-
ing also became immediately louder and, as the man said
nothing more, died away only gradually. Now the hall
was much quieter than when K. had entered. Only the
people up in the gallery had not stopped passing remarks.
As far as could be distinguished, up in the half-darkness,
dust and haze, they seemed to be less well dressed than
those below. Many of them had brought pillows that they
had put between their heads and the ceiling so that they
would not hurt themselves pressed against it.

K. had decided he would do more watching than talk-
ing, so he did not defend himself for supposedly having
come late, and simply said, “Well maybe I have arrived
late, I’m here now.” There followed loud applause, once
more from the right hand side of the hall. Easy people to
get on your side, thought K., and was bothered only by
the quiet from the left hand side which was directly be-
hind him and from which there was applause from only
a few individuals. He wondered what he could say to
get all of them to support him together or, if that were
not possible, to at least get the support of the others for a
while.

“Yes,” said the man, “but I’m now no longer under
any obligation to hear your case”—there was once more
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a muttering, but this time it was misleading as the man
waved the people’s objections aside with his hand and
continued—“I will, however, as an exception, continue
with it today. But you should never arrive late like this
again. And now, step forward!” Someone jumped down
from the podium so that there would be a place free for
K., and K. stepped up onto it. He stood pressed closely
against the table, the press of the crowd behind him was
so great that he had to press back against it if he did not
want to push the judge’s desk down off the podium and
perhaps the judge along with it.

The judge, however, paid no attention to that but sat
very comfortably on his chair and, after saying a few
words to close his discussion with the man behind him,
reached for a little note book, the only item on his desk.
It was like an old school exercise book and had become
quite misshapen from much thumbing. “Now then,” said
the judge, thumbing through the book. He turned to K.
with the tone of someone who knows his facts and said,
“you are a house painter?” “No,” said K., “I am the chief
clerk in a large bank.” This reply was followed by laugh-
ter among the right hand faction down in the hall, it was
so hearty that K. couldn’t stop himself joining in with
it. The people supported themselves with their hands on
their knees and shook as if suffering a serious attack of
coughing. Even some of those in the gallery were laugh-
ing. The judge had become quite cross but seemed to
have no power over those below him in the hall, he tried
to reduce what harm had been done in the gallery and
jumped up threatening them, his eyebrows, until then
hardly remarkable, pushed themselves up and became
big, black and bushy over his eyes.

The left hand side of the hall was still quiet, though,
the people stood there in rows with their faces looking to-
wards the podium listening to what was being said there,
they observed the noise from the other side of the hall
with the same quietness and even allowed some individ-
uals from their own ranks, here and there, to go forward
into the other faction. The people in the left faction were
not only fewer in number than the right but probably
were no more important than them, although their be-
haviour was calmer and that made it seem like they were.
When K. now began to speak he was convinced he was
doing it in the same way as them.

“Your question, My Lord, as to whether I am a house
painter—in fact even more than that, you did not ask at
all but merely imposed it on me—is symptomatic of the
whole way these proceedings against me are being car-
ried out. Perhaps you will object that there are no pro-
ceedings against me. You will be quite right, as there are

proceedings only if I acknowledge that there are. But, for
the moment, I do acknowledge it, out of pity for your-
selves to a large extent. It’s impossible not to observe all
this business without feeling pity. I don’t say things are
being done without due care but I would like to make it
clear that it is I who make the acknowledgement.”

K. stopped speaking and looked down into the hall. He
had spoken sharply, more sharply than he had intended,
but he had been quite right. It should have been rewarded
with some applause here and there but everything was
quiet, they were all clearly waiting for what would fol-
low, perhaps the quietness was laying the ground for an
outbreak of activity that would bring this whole affair to
an end. It was somewhat disturbing that just then the
door at the end of the hall opened, the young washer-
woman, who seemed to have finished her work, came
in and, despite all her caution, attracted the attention of
some of the people there. It was only the judge who gave
K. any direct pleasure, as he seemed to have been imme-
diately struck by K.’s words. Until then, he had listened
to him standing, as K.’s speech had taken him by surprise
while he was directing his attention to the gallery. Now,
in the pause, he sat down very slowly, as if he did not
want anyone to notice. He took out the notebook again,
probably so that he could give the impression of being
calmer.

“That won’t help you, sir, “ continued K., “even your
little book will only confirm what I say.” K. was satisfied
to hear nothing but his own quiet words in this room full
of strangers, and he even dared casually to pick up the
examining judge’s notebook and, touching it only with
the tips of his fingers as if it were something revolting,
lifted it in the air, holding it just by one of the middle
pages so that the others on each side of it, closely writ-
ten, blotted and yellowing, flapped down. “Those are the
official notes of the examining judge,” he said, and let the
notebook fall down onto the desk. “You can read in your
book as much as you like, sir, I really don’t have anything
in this charge book to be afraid of, even though I don’t
have access to it as I wouldn’t want it in my hand, I can
only touch it with two fingers.” The judge grabbed the
notebook from where it had fallen on the desk—which
could only have been a sign of his deep humiliation, or
at least that is how it must have been perceived—tried to
tidy it up a little, and held it once more in front of himself
in order to read from it.

The people in the front row looked up at him, show-
ing such tension on their faces that he looked back down
at them for some time. Every one of them was an old
man, some of them with white beards. Could they per-
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haps be the crucial group who could turn the whole as-
sembly one way or the other? They had sunk into a state
of motionlessness while K. gave his oration, and it had
not been possible to raise them from this passivity even
when the judge was being humiliated. “What has hap-
pened to me,” continued K., with less of the vigour he
had had earlier, he continually scanned the faces in the
first row, and this gave his address a somewhat nervous
and distracted character, “what has happened to me is not
just an isolated case. If it were it would not be of much
importance as it’s not of much importance to me, but it is
a symptom of proceedings which are carried out against
many. It’s on behalf of them that I stand here now, not
for myself alone.”

Without having intended it, he had raised his voice.
Somewhere in the hall, someone raised his hands and
applauded him shouting, “Bravo! Why not then? Bravo!
Again I say, Bravo!” Some of the men in the first row
groped around in their beards, none of them looked round
to see who was shouting. Not even K. thought him of
any importance but it did raise his spirits; he no longer
thought it at all necessary that all of those in the hall
should applaud him, it was enough if the majority of
them began to think about the matter and if only one of
them, now and then, was persuaded.

“I’m not trying to be a successful orator,” said K. af-
ter this thought, “that’s probably more than I’m capable
of anyway. I’m sure the examining judge can speak far
better than I can, it is part of his job after all. All that
I want is a public discussion of a public wrong. Listen:
ten days ago I was placed under arrest, the arrest itself
is something I laugh about but that’s beside the point.
They came for me in the morning when I was still in bed.
Maybe the order had been given to arrest some house
painter—that seems possible after what the judge has
said—someone who is as innocent as I am, but it was me
they chose. There were two police thugs occupying the
next room. They could not have taken better precautions
if I had been a dangerous robber. And these policemen
were unprincipled riff-raff, they talked at me till I was
sick of it, they wanted bribes, they wanted to trick me
into giving them my clothes, they wanted money, sup-
posedly so that they could bring me my breakfast after
they had blatantly eaten my own breakfast in front of my
eyes. And even that was not enough. I was led in front
of the supervisor in another room. This was the room of
a lady who I have a lot of respect for, and I was forced
to look on while the supervisor and the policemen made
quite a mess of this room because of me, although not
through any fault of mine. It was not easy to stay calm,

but I managed to do so and was completely calm when
I asked the supervisor why it was that I was under ar-
rest. If he were here he would have to confirm what I
say. I can see him now, sitting on the chair belonging
to that lady I mentioned—a picture of dull-witted arro-
gance. What do you think he answered? What he told
me, gentlemen, was basically nothing at all; perhaps he
really did know nothing, he had placed me under arrest
and was satisfied. In fact he had done more than that
and brought three junior employees from the bank where
I work into the lady’s room; they had made themselves
busy interfering with some photographs that belonged to
the lady and causing a mess. There was, of course, an-
other reason for bringing these employees; they, just like
my landlady and her maid, were expected to spread the
news of my arrest and damage my public reputation and
in particular to remove me from my position at the bank.
Well they didn’t succeed in any of that, not in the slight-
est, even my landlady, who is quite a simple person—and
I will give you here her name in full respect, her name is
Mrs. Grubach—even Mrs. Grubach was understanding
enough to see that an arrest like this has no more signif-
icance than an attack carried out on the street by some
youths who are not kept under proper control. I repeat,
this whole affair has caused me nothing but unpleasant-
ness and temporary irritation, but could it not also have
had some far worse consequences?”

K. broke off here and looked at the judge, who said
nothing. As he did so he thought he saw the judge use
a movement of his eyes to give a sign to someone in the
crowd. K. smiled and said, “And now the judge, right
next to me, is giving a secret sign to someone among
you. There seems to be someone among you who is tak-
ing directions from above. I don’t know whether the sign
is meant to produce booing or applause, but I’ll resist
trying to guess what its meaning is too soon. It really
doesn’t matter to me, and I give his lordship the judge
my full and public permission to stop giving secret signs
to his paid subordinate down there and give his orders in
words instead; let him just say “Boo now!,” and then the
next time “Clap now!”.

Whether it was embarrassment or impatience, the
judge rocked backwards and forwards on his seat. The
man behind him, whom he had been talking with ear-
lier, leant forward again, either to give him a few gen-
eral words of encouragement or some specific piece of
advice. Below them in the hall the people talked to each
other quietly but animatedly. The two factions had earlier
seemed to hold views strongly opposed to each other but
now they began to intermingle, a few individuals pointed
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up at K., others pointed at the judge. The air in the room
was fuggy and extremely oppressive, those who were
standing furthest away could hardly even be seen through
it. It must have been especially troublesome for those
visitors who were in the gallery, as they were forced to
quietly ask the participants in the assembly what exactly
was happening, albeit with timid glances at the judge.
The replies they received were just as quiet, and given
behind the protection of a raised hand.

“I have nearly finished what I have to say,” said K.,
and as there was no bell available he struck the desk with
his fist in a way that startled the judge and his advisor
and made them look up from each other. “Non of this
concerns me, and I am therefore able to make a calm as-
sessment of it, and, assuming that this so-called court is
of any real importance, it will be very much to your ad-
vantage to listen to what I have to say. If you want to
discuss what I say, please don’t bother to write it down
until later on, I don’t have any time to waste and I’ll soon
be leaving.”

There was immediate silence, which showed how well
K. was in control of the crowd. There were no shouts
among them as there had been at the start, no-one even
applauded, but if they weren’t already persuaded they
seemed very close to it.

K was pleased at the tension among all the people
there as they listened to him, a rustling rose from the
silence which was more invigorating than the most ec-
static applause could have been. “There is no doubt,”
he said quietly, “that there is some enormous organisa-
tion determining what is said by this court. In my case
this includes my arrest and the examination taking place
here today, an organisation that employs policemen who
can be bribed, oafish supervisors and judges of whom
nothing better can be said than that they are not as arro-
gant as some others. This organisation even maintains a
high-level judiciary along with its train of countless ser-
vants, scribes, policemen and all the other assistance that
it needs, perhaps even executioners and torturers—I’m
not afraid of using those words. And what, gentlemen, is
the purpose of this enormous organisation? Its purpose
is to arrest innocent people and wage pointless prosecu-
tions against them which, as in my case, lead to no result.
How are we to avoid those in office becoming deeply
corrupt when everything is devoid of meaning? That is
impossible, not even the highest judge would be able to
achieve that for himself. That is why policemen try to
steal the clothes off the back of those they arrest, that
is why supervisors break into the homes of people they
do not know, that is why innocent people are humiliated

in front of crowds rather than being given a proper trial.
The policemen only talked about the warehouses where
they put the property of those they arrest, I would like
to see these warehouses where the hard won possessions
of people under arrest is left to decay, if, that is, it’s not
stolen by the thieving hands of the warehouse workers.”

K. was interrupted by a screeching from the far end of
the hall, he shaded his eyes to see that far, as the dull light
of day made the smoke whitish and hard to see through.
It was the washerwoman whom K. had recognised as a
likely source of disturbance as soon as she had entered.
It was hard to see now whether it was her fault or not. K.
could only see that a man had pulled her into a corner by
the door and was pressing himself against her. But it was
not her who was screaming, but the man, he had opened
his mouth wide and looked up at the ceiling. A small
circle had formed around the two of them, the visitors
near him in the gallery seemed delighted that the seri-
ous tone K. had introduced into the gathering had been
disturbed in this way. K.’s first thought was to run over
there, and he also thought that everyone would want to
bring things back into order there or at least to make the
pair leave the room, but the first row of people in from of
him stayed were they were, no-one moved and no-one let
K. through. On the contrary, they stood in his way, old
men held out their arms in front of him and a hand from
somewhere—he did not have the time to turn round—
took hold of his collar. K., by this time, had forgotten
about the pair, it seemed to him that his freedom was be-
ing limited as if his arrest was being taken seriously, and,
without any thought for what he was doing, he jumped
down from the podium. Now he stood face to face with
the crowd. Had he judged the people properly? Had he
put too much faith in the effect of his speech? Had they
been putting up a pretence all the time he had been speak-
ing, and now that he come to the end and to what must
follow, were they tired of pretending? What faces they
were, all around him! Dark, little eyes flickered here
and there, cheeks drooped down like on drunken men,
their long beards were thin and stiff, if they took hold of
them it was more like they were making their hands into
claws, not as if they were taking hold of their own beards.
But underneath those beards—and this was the real dis-
covery made by K.—there were badges of various sizes
and colours shining on the collars of their coats. As far
as he could see, every one of them was wearing one of
these badges. All of them belonged to the same group,
even though they seemed to be divided to the right and
the left of him, and when he suddenly turned round he
saw the same badge on the collar of the examining judge
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who calmly looked down at him with his hands in his
lap. “So,” called out K, throwing his arms in the air as if
this sudden realisation needed more room, “all of you are
working for this organisation, I see now that you are all
the very bunch of cheats and liars I’ve just been speaking
about, you’ve all pressed yourselves in here in order to
listen in and snoop on me, you gave the impression of
having formed into factions, one of you even applauded
me to test me out, and you wanted to learn how to trap an
innocent man! Well, I hope you haven’t come here for
nothing, I hope you’ve either had some fun from some-
one who expected you to defend his innocence or else—
let go of me or I’ll hit you,” shouted K. to a quivery old
man who had pressed himself especially close to him—
“or else that you’ve actually learned something. And so I
wish you good luck in your trade.” He briskly took his hat
from where it lay on the edge of the table and, surrounded
by a silence caused perhaps by the completeness of their
surprise, pushed his way to the exit. However, the ex-
amining judge seems to have moved even more quickly
than K., as he was waiting for him at the doorway. “One
moment,” he said. K. stood where he was, but looked at
the door with his hand already on its handle rather than
at the judge. “I merely wanted to draw your attention,
“ said the judge, “to something you seem not yet to be
aware of: today, you have robbed yourself of the advan-
tages that a hearing of this sort always gives to someone
who is under arrest.” K. laughed towards the door. “You
bunch of louts,” he called, “you can keep all your hear-
ings as a present from me,” then opened the door and
hurried down the steps. Behind him, the noise of the as-
sembly rose as it became lively once more and probably
began to discuss these events as if making a scientific
study of them.

Chapter 3: In the empty
Courtroom—The Student—The Of-
fices
Every day over the following week, K. expected another
summons to arrive, he could not believe that his rejection
of any more hearings had been taken literally, and when
the expected summons really had not come by Saturday
evening he took it to mean that he was expected, without
being told, to appear at the same place at the same time.
So on Sunday, he set out once more in the same direction,
going without hesitation up the steps and through the cor-
ridors; some of the people remembered him and greeted
him from their doorways, but he no longer needed to ask

anyone the way and soon arrived at the right door. It was
opened as soon as he knocked and, paying no attention to
the woman he had seen last time who was standing at the
doorway, he was about to go straight into the adjoining
room when she said to him “There’s no session today”.
“What do you mean; no session?” he asked, unable to
believe it. But the woman persuaded him by opening the
door to the next room. It was indeed empty, and looked
even more dismal empty than it had the previous Sunday.
On the podium stood the table exactly as it had been be-
fore with a few books laying on it. “Can I have a look
at those books?” asked K., not because he was especially
curious but so that he would not have come for noth-
ing. “No,” said the woman as she re-closed the door,
“that’s not allowed. Those books belong to the examin-
ing judge.” “I see,” said K., and nodded, “those books
must be law books, and that’s how this court does things,
not only to try people who are innocent but even to try
them without letting them know what’s going on.” “I ex-
pect you’re right,” said the woman, who had not under-
stood exactly what he meant. “I’d better go away again,
then,” said K. “Should I give a message to the examining
judge?” asked the woman. “Do you know him, then?”
asked K. “Of course I know him,” said the woman, “my
husband is the court usher.” It was only now that K. no-
ticed that the room, which before had held nothing but
a wash-tub, had been fitted out as a living room. The
woman saw how surprised he was and said, “Yes, we’re
allowed to live here as we like, only we have to clear the
room out when the court’s in session. There’s lots of dis-
advantages to my husband’s job.” “It’s not so much the
room that surprises me,” said K., looking at her crossly,
“it’s your being married that shocks me.” “Are you think-
ing about what happened last time the court was in ses-
sion, when I disturbed what you were saying?” asked the
woman. “Of course,” said K., “it’s in the past now and
I’ve nearly forgotten about it, but at the time it made me
furious. And now you tell me yourself that you are a
married woman.” “It wasn’t any disadvantage for you to
have your speech interrupted. The way they talked about
you after you’d gone was really bad.” “That could well
be,” said K., turning away, “but it does not excuse you.”
“There’s no-one I know who’d hold it against me,” said
the woman. “Him, who put his arms around me, he’s
been chasing after me for a long time. I might not be
very attractive for most people, but I am for him. I’ve
got no protection from him, even my husband has had
to get used to it; if he wants to keep his job he’s got to
put up with it as that man’s a student and he’ll almost
certainly be very powerful later on. He’s always after
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me, he’d only just left when you arrived.” “That fits in
with everything else,” said K., “I’m not surprised.” “Do
you want to make things a bit better here?” the woman
asked slowly, watching him as if she were saying some-
thing that could be as dangerous for K. as for herself.
“That’s what I thought when I heard you speak, I really
liked what you said. Mind you, I only heard part of it,
I missed the beginning of it and at the end I was lying
on the floor with the student.—it’s so horrible here,” she
said after a pause, and took hold of K.’s hand. “Do you
believe you really will be able to make things better?”
K. smiled and twisted his hand round a little in her soft
hands. “It’s really not my job to make things better here,
as you put it,” he said, “and if you said that to the exam-
ining judge he would laugh at you or punish you for it.
I really would not have become involved in this matter
if I could have helped it, and I would have lost no sleep
worrying about how this court needs to be made better.
But because I’m told that I have been arrested—and I am
under arrest—it forces me to take some action, and to do
so for my own sake. However, if I can be of some service
to you in the process I will, of course, be glad to do so.
And I will be glad to do so not only for the sake of charity
but also because you can be of some help to me.” “How
could I help you, then?” said the woman. “You could, for
example, show me the books on the table there.” “Yes,
certainly,” the woman cried, and pulled K. along behind
her as she rushed to them. The books were old and well
worn, the cover of one of them had nearly broken through
in its middle, and it was held together with a few threads.
“Everything is so dirty here,” said K., shaking his head,
and before he could pick the books up the woman wiped
some of the dust off with her apron. K. took hold of the
book that lay on top and threw it open, an indecent pic-
ture appeared. A man and a woman sat naked on a sofa,
the base intent of whoever drew it was easy to see but
he had been so grossly lacking in skill that all that any-
one could really make out were the man and the woman
who dominated the picture with their bodies, sitting in
overly upright postures that created a false perspective
and made it difficult for them to approach each other. K.
didn’t thumb through that book any more, but just threw
open the next one at its title page, it was a novel with
the title, What Grete Suffered from her Husband, Hans.
“So this is the sort of law book they study here,” said K.,
“this is the sort of person sitting in judgement over me.”
“I can help you,” said the woman, “would you like me
to?” “Could you really do that without placing yourself
in danger? You did say earlier on that your husband is
wholly dependent on his superiors.” “I still want to help

you,” said the woman, “come over here, we’ve got to talk
about it. Don’t say any more about what danger I’m in, I
only fear danger where I want to fear it. Come over here.”
She pointed to the podium and invited him to sit down
on the step with her. “You’ve got lovely dark eyes,” she
said after they had sat down, looking up into K.’s face,
“people say I’ve got nice eyes too, but yours are much
nicer. It was the first thing I noticed when you first came
here. That’s even why I came in here, into the assem-
bly room, afterwards, I’d never normally do that, I’m not
really even allowed to.” So that’s what all this is about,
thought K., she’s offering herself to me, she’s as degen-
erate as everything else around here, she’s had enough
of the court officials, which is understandable I suppose,
and so she approaches any stranger and makes compli-
ments about his eyes. With that, K. stood up in silence as
if he had spoken his thoughts out loud and thus explained
his action to the woman. “I don’t think you can be of any
assistance to me,” he said, “to be of any real assistance
you would need to be in contact with high officials. But
I’m sure you only know the lower employees, and there
are crowds of them milling about here. I’m sure you’re
very familiar with them and could achieve a great deal
through them, I’ve no doubt of that, but the most that
could be done through them would have no bearing at all
on the final outcome of the trial. You, on the other hand,
would lose some of your friends as a result, and I have
no wish of that. Carry on with these people in the same
way as you have been, as it does seem to me to be some-
thing you cannot do without. I have no regrets in saying
this as, in return for your compliment to me, I also find
you rather attractive, especially when you look at me as
sadly as you are now, although you really have no rea-
son to do so. You belong to the people I have to combat,
and you’re very comfortable among them, you’re even
in love with the student, or if you don’t love him you
do at least prefer him to your husband. It’s easy to see
that from what you’ve been saying.” “No!” she shouted,
remained sitting where she was and grasped K.’s hand,
which he failed to pull away fast enough. “You can’t go
away now, you can’t go away when you’ve misjudged
me like that! Are you really capable of going away now?
Am I really so worthless that you won’t even do me the
favour of staying a little bit longer?” “You misunderstand
me,” said K., sitting back down, “if it’s really important
to you for me to stay here then I’ll be glad to do so, I
have plenty of time, I came here thinking there would be
a trial taking place. All I meant with what I said just now
was to ask you not to do anything on my behalf in the
proceedings against me. But even that is nothing for you
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to worry about when you consider that there’s nothing
hanging on the outcome of this trial, and that, whatever
the verdict, I will just laugh at it. And that’s even presup-
posing it ever even reaches any conclusion, which I very
much doubt. I think it’s much more likely that the court
officials will be too lazy, too forgetful, or even to fear-
ful ever to continue with these proceedings and that they
will soon be abandoned if they haven’t been abandoned
already. It’s even possible that they will pretend to be
carrying on with the trial in the hope of receiving a large
bribe, although I can tell you now that that will be quite
in vain as I pay bribes to no-one. Perhaps one favour
you could do me would be to tell the examining judge,
or anyone else who likes to spread important news, that
I will never be induced to pay any sort of bribe through
any stratagem of theirs—and I’m sure they have many
stratagems at their disposal. There is no prospect of that,
you can tell them that quite openly. And what’s more, I
expect they have already noticed themselves, or even if
they haven’t, this affair is really not so important to me
as they think. Those gentlemen would only save some
work for themselves, or at least some unpleasantness for
me, which, however, I am glad to endure if I know that
each piece of unpleasantness for me is a blow against
them. And I will make quite sure it is a blow against
them. Do you actually know the judge?” “Course I do,”
said the woman, “he was the first one I thought of when
I offered to help you. I didn’t know he’s only a minor of-
ficial, but if you say so it must be true. Mind you, I still
think the report he gives to his superiors must have some
influence. And he writes so many reports. You say these
officials are lazy, but they’re certainly not all lazy, es-
pecially this examining judge, he writes ever such a lot.
Last Sunday, for instance, that session went on till the
evening. Everyone had gone, but the examining judge,
he stayed in the hall, I had to bring him a lamp in, all
I had was a little kitchen lamp but he was very satisfied
with it and started to write straight away. Meantime my
husband arrived, he always has the day off on Sundays,
we got the furniture back in and got our room sorted out
and then a few of the neighbours came, we sat and talked
for a bit by a candle, in short, we forgot all about the ex-
amining judge and went to bed. All of a sudden in the
night, it must have been quite late in the night, I wakes
up, next to the bed, there’s the examining judge shading
the lamp with his hand so that there’s no light from it
falls on my husband, he didn’t need to be as careful as
that, the way my husband sleeps the light wouldn’t have
woken him up anyway. I was quite shocked and nearly
screamed, but the judge was very friendly, warned me I

should be careful, he whispered to me he’s been writing
all this time, and now he’s brought me the lamp back,
and he’ll never forget how I looked when he found me
there asleep. What I mean, with all this, I just wanted to
tell you how the examining judge really does write lots of
reports, especially about you as questioning you was def-
initely one of the main things on the agenda that Sunday.
If he writes reports as long as that they must be of some
importance. And besides all that, you can see from what
happened that the examining judge is after me, and it’s
right now, when he’s first begun to notice me, that I can
have a lot of influence on him. And I’ve got other proof
I mean a lot to him, too. Yesterday, he sent that student
to me, the one he really trusts and who he works with, he
sent him with a present for me, silk stockings. He said it
was because I clear up in the courtroom but that’s only a
pretence, that job’s no more than what I’m supposed to
do, it’s what my husband gets paid for. Nice stockings,
they are, look,”—she stretched out her leg, drew her skirt
up to her knee and looked, herself, at the stocking—“they
are nice stockings, but they’re too good for me, really.”

She suddenly interrupted herself and lay her hand on
K.’s as if she wanted to calm him down, and whispered,
“Be quiet, Berthold is watching us.” K. slowly looked
up. In the doorway to the courtroom stood a young man,
he was short, his legs were not quite straight, and he
continually moved his finger round in a short, thin, red
beard with which he hoped to make himself look digni-
fied. K. looked at him with some curiosity, he was the
first student he had ever met of the unfamiliar discipline
of jurisprudence, face to face at least, a man who would
even most likely attain high office one day. The stu-
dent, in contrast, seemed to take no notice of K. at all, he
merely withdrew his finger from his beard long enough
to beckon to the woman and went over to the window, the
woman leant over to K. and whispered, “Don’t be cross
with me, please don’t, and please don’t think ill of me
either, I’ve got to go to him now, to this horrible man,
just look at his bent legs. But I’ll come straight back and
then I’ll go with you if you’ll take me, I’ll go wherever
you want, you can do whatever you like with me, I’ll be
happy if I can be away from here for as long as possible,
it’d be best if I could get away from here for good.” She
stroked K.’s hand once more, jumped up and ran over
to the window. Before he realised it, K. grasped for her
hand but failed to catch it. He really was attracted to the
woman, and even after thinking hard about it could find
no good reason why he should not give in to her allure.
It briefly crossed his mind that the woman meant to en-
trap him on behalf of the court, but that was an objection
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he had no difficulty in fending off. In what way could
she entrap him? Was he not still free, so free that he
could crush the entire court whenever he wanted, as least
where it concerned him? Could he not have that much
confidence in himself? And her offer of help sounded
sincere, and maybe it wasn’t quite worthless. And maybe
there was no better revenge against the examining judge
and his cronies than to take this woman from him and
have her for himself. Maybe then, after much hard work
writing dishonest reports about K., the judge would go to
the woman’s bed late one night and find it empty. And it
would be empty because she belonged to K., because this
woman at the window, this lush, supple, warm body in
its sombre clothes of rough, heavy material belonged to
him, totally to him and to him alone. Once he had settled
his thoughts towards the woman in this way, he began
to find the quiet conversation at the window was taking
too long, he rapped on the podium with his knuckles, and
then even with his fist. The student briefly looked away
from the woman to glance at K. over his shoulder but
did allow himself to be disturbed, in fact he even pressed
himself close to the woman and put his arms around her.
She dropped her head down low as if listening to him
carefully, as she did so he kissed her right on the neck,
hardly even interrupting what he was saying. K. saw this
as confirmation of the tyranny the student held over the
woman and which she had already complained about, he
stood up and walked up and down the room. Glancing
sideways at the student, he wondered what would be the
quickest possible way to get rid of him, and so it was not
unwelcome to him when the student, clearly disturbed by
K.’s to-ing and fro-ing which K. had now developed into
a stamping up and down, said to him, “You don’t have
to stay here, you know, if you’re getting impatient. You
could have gone earlier, no-one would have missed you.
In fact you should have gone, you should have left as
quickly as possible as soon as I got here.” This comment
could have caused all possible rage to break out between
them, but K. also bore in mind that this was a prospective
court official speaking to a disfavoured defendant, and
he might well have been taking pride in speaking in this
way. K. remained standing quite close to him and said
with a smile, “You’re quite right, I am impatient, but the
easiest way to settle this impatience would be if you left
us. On the other hand, if you’ve come here to study—
you are a student, I hear—I’ll be quite happy to leave
the room to you and go away with the woman. I’m sure
you’ll still have a lot of study to do before you’re made
into a judge. It’s true that I’m still not all that familiar
with your branch of jurisprudence but I take it it involves

a lot more than speaking roughly—and I see you have
no shame in doing that extremely well.” “He shouldn’t
have been allowed to move about so freely,” said the stu-
dent, as if he wanted to give the woman an explanation
for K.’s insults, “that was a mistake. I’ve told the exam-
ining judge so. He should at least have been detained in
his room between hearings. Sometimes it’s impossible
to understand what the judge thinks he’s doing.” “You’re
wasting your breath,” said K., then he reached his hand
out towards the woman and said, “come with me.” “So
that’s it,” said the student, “oh no, you’re not going to get
her,” and with a strength you would not have expected
from him, he glanced tenderly at her, lifted her up on one
arm and, his back bent under the weight, ran with her
to the door. In this way he showed, unmistakeably, that
he was to some extent afraid of K., but he nonetheless
dared to provoke him still further by stroking and squeez-
ing the woman’s arm with his free hand. K. ran the few
steps up to him, but when he had reached him and was
about to take hold of him and, if necessary, throttle him,
the woman said, “It’s no good, it’s the examining judge
who’s sent for me, I daren’t go with you, this little bas-
tard. . . “ and here she ran her hand over the student’s face,
“this little bastard won’t let me.” “And you don’t want to
be set free!” shouted K., laying his hand on the student’s
shoulder, who then snapped at it with his teeth. “No!”
shouted the woman, pushing K. away with both hands,
“no, no don’t do that, what d’you think you’re doing!?
That’d be the end of me. Let go of him, please just let go
of him. He’s only carrying out the judge’s orders, he’s
carrying me to him.” “Let him take you then, and I want
to see nothing more of you,” said K., enraged by his dis-
appointment and giving the student a thump in the back
so that he briefly stumbled and then, glad that he had
not fallen, immediately jumped up all the higher with his
burden. K. followed them slowly. He realised that this
was the first unambiguous setback he had suffered from
these people. It was of course nothing to worry about, he
accepted the setback only because he was looking for a
fight. If he stayed at home and carried on with his nor-
mal life he would be a thousand times superior to these
people and could get any of them out of his way just with
a kick. And he imagined the most laughable scene pos-
sible as an example of this, if this contemptible student,
this inflated child, this knock-kneed redbeard, if he were
kneeling at Elsa’s bed wringing his hands and begging
for forgiveness. K. so enjoyed imagining this scene that
he decided to take the student along to Elsa with him if
ever he should get the opportunity.

K. was curious to see where the woman would be
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taken and he hurried over to the door, the student was
not likely to carry her through the streets on his arm.
It turned out that the journey was far shorter. Directly
opposite the flat there was a narrow flight of wooden
steps which probably led up to the attic, they turned as
they went so that it was not possible to see where they
ended. The student carried the woman up these steps,
and after the exertions of running with her he was soon
groaning and moving very slowly. The woman waved
down at K. and by raising and lowering her shoulders
she tried to show that she was an innocent party in this
abduction, although the gesture did not show a lot of re-
gret. K. watched her without expression like a stranger,
he wanted to show neither that he was disappointed nor
that he would easily get over his disappointment.

The two of them had disappeared, but K. remained
standing in the doorway. He had to accept that the
woman had not only cheated him but that she had also
lied to him when she said she was being taken to the ex-
amining judge. The examining judge certainly wouldn’t
be sitting and waiting in the attic. The wooden stairs
would explain nothing to him however long he stared at
them. Then K. noticed a small piece of paper next to
them, went across to it and read, in a childish and un-
practised hand, “Entrance to the Court Offices”. Were the
court offices here, in the attic of this tenement, then? If
that was how they were accommodated it did not attract
much respect, and it was some comfort for the accused
to realise how little money this court had at its disposal
if it had to locate its offices in a place where the tenants
of the building, who were themselves among the poor-
est of people, would throw their unneeded junk. On the
other hand, it was possible that the officials had enough
money but that they squandered it on themselves rather
than use it for the court’s purposes. Going by K.’s ex-
perience of them so far, that even seemed probable, ex-
cept that if the court were allowed to decay in that way
it would not just humiliate the accused but also give him
more encouragement than if the court were simply in a
state of poverty. K. also now understood that the court
was ashamed to summon those it accused to the attic of
this building for the initial hearing, and why it preferred
to impose upon them in their own homes. What a posi-
tion it was that K. found himself in, compared with the
judge sitting up in the attic! K., at the bank, had a big
office with an ante-room, and had an enormous window
through which he could look down at the activity in the
square. It was true, though, that he had no secondary
income from bribes and fraud, and he couldn’t tell a ser-
vant to bring him a woman up to the office on his arm.

K., however, was quite willing to do without such things,
in this life at least. K. was still looking at the notice when
a man came up the stairs, looked through the open door
into the living room where it was also possible to see the
courtroom, and finally asked K. whether he had just seen
a woman there. “You’re the court usher, aren’t you?”
asked K. “That’s right,” said the man, “oh, yes, you’re
defendant K., I recognise you now as well. Nice to see
you here.” And he offered K. his hand, which was far
from what K. had expected. And when K. said nothing,
he added, “There’s no court session planned for today,
though.” “I know that,” said K. as he looked at the usher’s
civilian coat which, beside its ordinary buttons, displayed
two gilded ones as the only sign of his office and seemed
to have been taken from an old army officer’s coat. “I
was speaking with your wife a little while ago. She is
no longer here. The student has carried her off to the ex-
amining judge.” “Listen to this,” said the usher, “they’re
always carrying her away from me. It’s Sunday today,
and it’s not part of my job to do any work today, but they
send me off with some message which isn’t even neces-
sary just to get me away from here. What they do is they
send me off not too far away so that I can still hope to get
back on time if I really hurry. So off I go running as fast
as I can, shout the message through the crack in the door
of the office I’ve been sent to, so out of breath they’ll
hardly be able to understand it, run back here again, but
the student’s been even faster than I have—well he’s got
less far to go, he’s only got to run down the steps. If I
wasn’t so dependent on them I’d have squashed the stu-
dent against the wall here a long time ago. Right here,
next to the sign. I’m always dreaming of doing that. Just
here, just above the floor, that’s where he’s crushed onto
the wall, his arms stretched out, his fingers spread apart,
his crooked legs twisted round into a circle and blood
squirted out all around him. It’s only ever been a dream
so far, though.” “Is there nothing else you do?” asked K.
with a smile. “Nothing that I know of,” said the usher.
“And it’s going to get even worse now, up till now he’s
only been carrying her off for himself, now he’s started
carrying her off for the judge and all, just like I’d al-
ways said he would.” “Does your wife, then, not share
some of the responsibility?” asked K. He had to force
himself as he asked this question, as he, too, felt so jeal-
ous now. “Course she does,” said the usher, “it’s more
her fault than theirs. It was her who attached herself to
him. All he did, he just chases after any woman. There’s
five flats in this block alone where he’s been thrown out
after working his way in there. And my wife is the best
looking woman in the whole building, but it’s me who’s
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not even allowed to defend himself.” “If that’s how things
are, then there’s nothing that can be done,” said K. “Well
why not?” asked the usher. “He’s a coward that student,
if he wants to lay a finger on my wife all you’d have to
do is give him such a good hiding he’d never dare do
it again. But I’m not allowed to do that, and nobody
else is going to do me the favour as they’re all afraid of
his power. The only one who could do it is a man like
you.” “What, how could I do it?” asked K. in astonish-
ment. “Well you’re facing a charge, aren’t you,” said the
usher. “Yes, but that’s all the more reason for me to be
afraid. Even if he has no influence on the outcome of the
trial he probably has some on the initial examination.”
“Yes, exactly,” said the usher, as if K.’s view had been
just as correct as his own. “Only we don’t usually get
any trials heard here with no hope at all.” “I am not of
the same opinion”, said K., “although that ought not to
prevent me from dealing with the student if the opportu-
nity arises.” “I would be very grateful to you,” said the
usher of the court, somewhat formally, not really seem-
ing to believe that his highest wish could be fulfilled.
“Perhaps,” continued K., “perhaps there are some other
officials of yours here, perhaps all of them, who would
deserve the same.” “Oh yes, yes,” said the usher, as if this
was a matter of course. Then he looked at K. trustingly
which, despite all his friendliness, he had not done un-
til then, and added, “they’re always rebelling.” But the
conversation seemed to have become a little uncomfort-
able for him, as he broke it off by saying, “now I have to
report to the office. Would you like to come with me?”
“There’s nothing for me to do there,” said K. “You’d be
able to have a look at it. No-one will take any notice
of you.” “Is it worth seeing then?” asked K. hesitatingly,
although he felt very keen to go with him. “Well,” said
the usher, “I thought you’d be interested in it.” “Alright
then,” said K. finally, “I’ll come with you.” And, quicker
than the usher himself, he ran up the steps.

At the entrance he nearly fell over, as behind the door
there was another step. “They don’t show much concern
for the public,” he said. “They don’t show any concern at
all,” said the usher, “just look at the waiting room here.”
It consisted of a long corridor from which roughly made
doors led out to the separate departments of the attic.
There was no direct source of light but it was not entirely
dark as many of the departments, instead of solid walls,
had just wooden bars reaching up to the ceiling to sep-
arate them from the corridor. The light made its way in
through them, and it was also possible to see individual
officials through them as they sat writing at their desks or
stood up at the wooden frameworks and watched the peo-

ple on the corridor through the gaps. There were only a
few people in the corridor, probably because it was Sun-
day. They were not very impressive. They sat, equally
spaced, on two rows of long wooden benches which had
been placed along both sides of the corridor. All of them
were carelessly dressed although the expressions on their
faces, their bearing, the style of their beards and many
details which were hard to identify showed that they be-
longed to the upper classes. There were no coat hooks
for them to use, and so they had placed their hats un-
der the bench, each probably having followed the exam-
ple of the others. When those who were sitting nearest
the door saw K. and the usher of the court they stood
up to greet them, and when the others saw that, they
also thought they had to greet them, so that as the two
of them went by all the people there stood up. None
of them stood properly upright, their backs were bowed,
their knees bent, they stood like beggars on the street.
K. waited for the usher, who was following just behind
him. “They must all be very dispirited,” he said. “Yes,”
said the usher, “they are the accused, everyone you see
here has been accused.” “Really!” said K. “They’re col-
leagues of mine then.” And he turned to the nearest one,
a tall, thin man with hair that was nearly grey. “What is it
you are waiting for here?” asked K., politely, but the man
was startled at being spoken to unexpectedly, which was
all the more pitiful to see because the man clearly had
some experience of the world and elsewhere would cer-
tainly have been able to show his superiority and would
not have easily given up the advantage he had acquired.
Here, though, he did not know what answer to give to
such a simple question and looked round at the others
as if they were under some obligation to help him, and
as if no-one could expect any answer from him without
this help. Then the usher of the court stepped forward to
him and, in order to calm him down and raise his spirits,
said, “The gentleman here’s only asking what it is you’re
waiting for. You can give him an answer.” The voice of
the usher was probably familiar to him, and had a better
effect than K.’s. “I’m . . . I’m waiting . . . “ he began, and
then came to a halt. He had clearly chosen this beginning
so that he could give a precise answer to the question, but
now he didn’t know how to continue. Some of the oth-
ers waiting had come closer and stood round the group,
the usher of the court said to them, “Get out the way,
keep the gangway free.” They moved back slightly, but
not as far as where they had been sitting before. In the
meantime, the man whom K. had first approached had
pulled himself together and even answered him with a
smile. “A month ago I made some applications for evi-
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dence to be heard in my case, and I’m waiting for it to
be settled.” “You certainly seem to be going to a lot of
effort,” said K. “Yes,” said the man, “it is my affair after
all.” “Not everyone thinks the same way as you do,” said
K. “I’ve been indicted as well but I swear on my soul
that I’ve neither submitted evidence nor done anything
else of the sort. Do you really think that’s necessary?” “I
don’t really know, exactly,” said the man, once more to-
tally unsure of himself; he clearly thought K. was joking
with him and therefore probably thought it best to repeat
his earlier answer in order to avoid making any new mis-
takes. With K. looking at him impatiently, he just said,
“as far as I’m concerned, I’ve applied to have this evi-
dence heard.” “Perhaps you don’t believe I’ve been in-
dicted?” asked K. “Oh, please, I certainly do,” said the
man, stepping slightly to one side, but there was more
anxiety in his answer than belief. “You don’t believe
me then?” asked K., and took hold of his arm, uncon-
sciously prompted by the man’s humble demeanour, and
as if he wanted to force him to believe him. But he did
not want to hurt the man and had only taken hold of him
very lightly. Nonetheless, the man cried out as if K. had
grasped him not with two fingers but with red hot tongs.
Shouting in this ridiculous way finally made K. tired of
him, if he didn’t believe he was indicted then so much
the better; maybe he even thought K. was a judge. And
before leaving, he held him a lot harder, shoved him back
onto the bench and walked on. “These defendants are so
sensitive, most of them,” said the usher of the court. Al-
most all of those who had been waiting had now assem-
bled around the man who, by now, had stopped shouted
and they seemed to be asking him lots of precise ques-
tions about the incident. K. was approached by a secu-
rity guard, identifiable mainly by his sword, of which the
scabbard seemed to be made of aluminium. This greatly
surprised K., and he reached out for it with his hand. The
guard had come because of the shouting and asked what
had been happening. The usher of the court said a few
words to try and calm him down but the guard explained
that he had to look into it himself, saluted, and hurried
on, walking with very short steps, probably because of
gout.

K. didn’t concern himself long with the guard or these
people, especially as he saw a turning off the corridor,
about half way along it on the right hand side, where
there was no door to stop him going that way. He asked
the usher whether that was the right way to go, the usher
nodded, and that is the way that K. went. The usher
remained always one or two steps behind K, which he
found irritating as in a place like this it could give the

impression that he was being driven along by someone
who had arrested him, so he frequently waited for the
usher to catch up, but the usher always remained behind
him. In order to put an end to his discomfort, K. finally
said, “Now that I’ve seen what it looks like here, I’d like
to go.” “You haven’t seen everything yet,” said the usher
ingenuously. “I don’t want to see everything,” said K.,
who was also feeling very tired, “I want to go, what is
the way to the exit?” “You haven’t got lost, have you?”
asked the usher in amazement, “you go down this way to
the corner, then right down the corridor straight ahead as
far as the door.” “Come with me,” said K., “show me the
way, I’ll miss it, there are so many different ways here.”
“It’s the only way there is,” said the usher, who had now
started to sound quite reproachful, “I can’t go back with
you again, I’ve got to hand in my report, and I’ve already
lost a lot of time because of you as it is.” “Come with
me!” K. repeated, now somewhat sharper as if he had
finally caught the usher out in a lie. “Don’t shout like
that,” whispered the usher, “there’s offices all round us
here. If you don’t want to go back by yourself come on a
bit further with me or else wait here till I’ve sorted out my
report, then I’ll be glad to go back with you again.” “No,
no,” said K., “I will not wait and you must come with me
now.” K. had still not looked round at anything at all in
the room where he found himself, and it was only when
one of the many wooden doors all around him opened
that he noticed it. A young woman, probably summoned
by the loudness of K.’s voice, entered and asked, “What
is it the gentleman wants?” In the darkness behind her
there was also a man approaching. K. looked at the usher.
He had, after all, said that no-one would take any notice
of K., and now there were two people coming, it only
needed a few and everyone in the office would become
aware of him and asking for explanations as to why he
was there. The only understandable and acceptable thing
to say was that he was accused of something and wanted
to know the date of his next hearing, but this was an ex-
planation he did not want to give, especially as it was not
true—he had only come out of curiosity. Or else, an ex-
planation even less usable, he could say that he wanted
to ascertain that the court was as revolting on the inside
as it was on the outside. And it did seem that he had been
quite right in this supposition, he had no wish to intrude
any deeper, he was disturbed enough by what he had seen
already, he was not in the right frame of mind just then
to face a high official such as might appear from behind
any door, and he wanted to go, either with the usher of
the court or, if needs be, alone.

But he must have seemed very odd standing there in
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silence, and the young woman and the usher were in-
deed looking at him as if they thought he would go
through some major metamorphosis any second which
they didn’t want to miss seeing. And in the doorway
stood the man whom K. had noticed in the background
earlier, he held firmly on to the beam above the low door
swinging a little on the tips of his feet as if becoming
impatient as he watched. But the young woman was the
first to recognise that K.’s behaviour was caused by his
feeling slightly unwell, she brought a chair and asked,
“Would you not like to sit down?” K. sat down immedi-
ately and, in order to keep his place better, put his elbows
on the armrests. “You’re a little bit dizzy, aren’t you?”
she asked him. Her face was now close in front of him,
it bore the severe expression that many young women
have just when they’re in the bloom of their youth. “It’s
nothing for you to worry about,” she said, “that’s noth-
ing unusual here, almost everyone gets an attack like that
the first time they come here. This is your first time is
it? Yes, it’s nothing unusual then. The sun burns down
on the roof and the hot wood makes the air so thick and
heavy. It makes this place rather unsuitable for offices,
whatever other advantages it might offer. But the air is
almost impossible to breathe on days when there’s a lot
of business, and that’s almost every day. And when you
think that there’s a lot of washing put out to dry here as
well—and we can’t stop the tenants doing that—it’s not
surprising you started to feel unwell. But you get used
to the air alright in the end. When you’re here for the
second or third time you’ll hardly notice how oppressive
the air is. Are you feeling any better now?” K. made no
answer, he felt too embarrassed at being put at the mercy
of these people by his sudden weakness, and learning the
reason for feeling ill made him feel not better but a lit-
tle worse. The girl noticed it straight away, and to make
the air fresher for K., she took a window pole that was
leaning against the wall and pushed open a small hatch
directly above K.’s head that led to the outside. But so
much soot fell in that the girl had to immediately close
the hatch again and clean the soot off K.’s hands with
her handkerchief, as K. was too tired to do that for him-
self. He would have liked just to sit quietly where he
was until he had enough strength to leave, and the less
fuss people made about him the sooner that would be.
But then the girl said, “You can’t stay here, we’re in peo-
ple’s way here . . . “ K. looked at her as if to ask whose
way they were impeding. “If you like, I can take you
to the sick room,” and turning to the man in the door-
way said, “please help me”. The man immediately came
over to them, but K. did not want to go to the sick room,

that was just what he wanted to avoid, being led further
from place to place, the further he went the more diffi-
cult it must become. So he said, “I am able to walk now,”
and stood up, shaking after becoming used to sitting so
comfortably. But then he was unable to stay upright. “I
can’t manage it,” he said shaking his head, and sat down
again with a sigh. He remembered the usher who, de-
spite everything, would have been able to lead him out
of there but who seemed to have gone long before. K.
looked out between the man and the young woman who
were standing in front of him but was unable to find the
usher. “I think,” said the man, who was elegantly dressed
and whose appearance was made especially impressive
with a grey waistcoat that had two long, sharply tailored
points, “the gentleman is feeling unwell because of the
atmosphere here, so the best thing, and what he would
most prefer, would be not to take him to the sick room
but get him out of the offices altogether.” “That’s right,”
exclaimed K., with such joy that he nearly interrupted
what the man was saying, “I’m sure that’ll make me feel
better straight away, I’m really not that weak, all I need
is a little support under my arms, I won’t cause you much
trouble, it’s not such a long way anyway, lead me to the
door and then I’ll sit on the stairs for a while and soon
recover, as I don’t suffer from attacks like this at all, I’m
surprised at it myself. I also work in an office and I’m
quite used to office air, but here it seems to be too strong,
you’ve said so yourselves. So please, be so kind as to
help me on my way a little, I’m feeling dizzy, you see,
and it’ll make me ill if I stand up by myself.” And with
that he raised his shoulders to make it easier for the two
of them to take him by the arms.

The man, however, didn’t follow this suggestion but
just stood there with his hands in his trouser pockets and
laughed out loud. “There, you see,” he said to the girl,
“I was quite right. The gentleman is only unwell here,
and not in general.” The young woman smiled too, but
lightly tapped the man’s arm with the tips of her fingers
as if he had allowed himself too much fun with K. “So
what do you think, then?” said the man, still laughing, “I
really do want to lead the gentleman out of here.” “That’s
alright, then,” said the girl, briefly inclining her charm-
ing head. “Don’t worry too much about him laughing,”
said the girl to K., who had become unhappy once more
and stared quietly in front of himself as if needing no
further explanation. “This gentleman—may I introduce
you?”—(the man gave his permission with a wave of the
hand)—“so, this gentleman’s job is to give out informa-
tion. He gives all the information they need to people
who are waiting, as our court and its offices are not very
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well known among the public he gets asked for quite a
lot. He has an answer for every question, you can try
him out if you feel like it. But that’s not his only distinc-
tion, his other distinction is his elegance of dress. We,
that’s to say all of us who work in the offices here, we
decided that the information-giver would have to be ele-
gantly dressed as he continually has to deal with the liti-
gants and he’s the first one they meet, so he needs to give
a dignified first impression. The rest of us I’m afraid, as
you can see just by looking at me, dress very badly and
old-fashioned; and there’s not much point in spending
much on clothes anyway, as we hardly ever leave the of-
fices, we even sleep here. But, as I said, we decided that
the information-giver would have to have nice clothes.
As the management here is rather peculiar in this respect,
and they would get them for us, we had a collection—
some of the litigants contributed too—and bought him
these lovely clothes and some others besides. So every-
thing would be ready for him to give a good impression,
except that he spoils it again by laughing and frighten-
ing people.” “That’s how it is,” said the man, mocking
her, “but I don’t understand why it is that you’re explain-
ing all our intimate facts to the gentleman, or rather why
it is that you’re pressing them on him, as I’m sure he’s
not all interested. Just look at him sitting there, it’s clear
he’s occupied with his own affairs.” K. just did not feel
like contradicting him.. The girl’s intention may have
been good, perhaps she was under instructions to dis-
tract him or to give him the chance to collect himself,
but the attempt had not worked. “I had to explain to
him why you were laughing,” said the girl. “I suppose
it was insulting.” “I think he would forgive even worse
insults if I finally took him outside.” K. said nothing, did
not even look up, he tolerated the two of them negoti-
ating over him like an object, that was even what suited
him best. But suddenly he felt the information-giver’s
hand on one arm and the young woman’s hand on the
other. “Up you get then, weakling,” said the information-
giver. “Thank you both very much,” said K., pleasantly
surprised, as he slowly rose and personally guided these
unfamiliar hands to the places where he most needed
support. As they approached the corridor, the girl said
quietly into K.’s ear, “I must seem to think it’s very im-
portant to show the information-giver in a good light,
but you shouldn’t doubt what I say, I just want to say
the truth. He isn’t hard-hearted. It’s not really his job
to help litigants outside if they’re unwell but he’s doing
it anyway, as you can see. I don’t suppose any of us
is hard-hearted, perhaps we’d all like to be helpful, but
working for the court offices it’s easy for us to give the

impression we are hard-hearted and don’t want to help
anyone. It makes me quite sad.” “Would you not like
to sit down here a while?” asked the information-giver,
there were already in the corridor and just in front of the
defendant whom K. had spoken to earlier. K. felt almost
ashamed to be seen by him, earlier he had stood so up-
right in front of him and now he had to be supported by
two others, his hat was held up by the information-giver
balanced on outstretched fingers, his hair was dishevelled
and hung down onto the sweat on his forehead. But the
defendant seemed to notice nothing of what was going on
and just stood there humbly, as if wanting to apologise to
the information-giver for being there. The information-
giver looked past him. “I know,” he said, “that my case
can’t be settled today, not yet, but I’ve come in anyway,
I thought, I thought I could wait here anyway, it’s Sun-
day today, I’ve got plenty of time, and I’m not disturbing
anyone here.” “There’s no need to be so apologetic,” said
the information-giver, “it’s very commendable for you to
be so attentive. You are taking up space here when you
don’t need to but as long as you don’t get in my way I will
do nothing to stop you following the progress of your
case as closely as you like. When one has seen so many
people who shamefully neglect their cases one learns to
show patience with people like you. Do sit down.” “He’s
very good with the litigants,” whispered the girl. K. nod-
ded, but started to move off again when the information-
giver repeated, “Would you not like to sit down here a
while?” “No, “said K., “I don’t want to rest.” He had said
that with as decisively as he could, but in fact it would
have done him a lot of good to sit down. It was as if he
were suffering sea-sickness. He felt as if he were on a
ship in a rough sea, as if the water were hitting against
the wooden walls, a thundering from the depths of the
corridor as if the torrent were crashing over it, as if the
corridor were swaying and the waiting litigants on each
side of it rising and sinking. It made the calmness of
the girl and the man leading him all the more incompre-
hensible. He was at their mercy, if they let go of him he
would fall like a board. Their little eyes glanced here and
there, K. could feel the evenness of their steps but could
not do the same, as from step to step he was virtually be-
ing carried. He finally noticed they were speaking to him
but he did not understand them, all he heard was a noise
that filled all the space and through which there seemed
to be an unchanging higher note sounding, like a siren.
“Louder,” he whispered with his head sunk low, ashamed
at having to ask them to speak louder when he knew they
had spoken loudly enough, even if it had been, for him,
incomprehensible. At last, a draught of cool air blew in
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his face as if a gap had been torn out in the wall in front of
him, and next to him he heard someone say, “First he says
he wants to go, and then you can tell him a hundred times
that this is the way out and he doesn’t move.” K. became
aware that he was standing in front of the way out, and
that the young woman had opened the door. It seemed
to him that all his strength returned to him at once, and
to get a foretaste of freedom he stepped straight on to
one of the stairs and took his leave there of his compan-
ions, who bowed to him. “Thank you very much,” he
repeated, shook their hands once more and did not let go
until he thought he saw that they found it hard to bear the
comparatively fresh air from the stairway after being so
long used to the air in the offices. They were hardly able
to reply, and the young woman might even have fallen
over if K. had not shut the door extremely fast. K. then
stood still for a while, combed his hair with the help of a
pocket mirror, picked up his hat from the next stair—the
information-giver must have thrown it down there—and
then he ran down the steps so fresh and in such long leaps
that the contrast with his previous state nearly frightened
him. His normally sturdy state of health had never pre-
pared him for surprises such as this. Did his body want
to revolt and cause him a new trial as he was bearing the
old one with such little effort? He did not quite reject the
idea that he should see a doctor the next time he had the
chance, but whatever he did—and this was something on
which he could advise himself—he wanted to spend all
Sunday mornings in future better than he had spent this
one.

Chapter 4: Miss Brüstner’s Friend
For some time after this, K. found it impossible to ex-
change even just a few words with Miss Brüstner. He
tried to reach her in many and various ways but she al-
ways found a way to avoid it. He would come straight
home from the office, remain in her room without the
light on, and sit on the sofa with nothing more to dis-
tract him than keeping watch on the empty hallway. If
the maid went by and closed the door of the apparently
empty room he would get up after a while and open it
again. He got up an hour earlier than usual in the morn-
ing so that he might perhaps find Miss Brüstner alone as
she went to the office. But none of these efforts brought
any success. Then he wrote her a letter, both to the
office and the flat, attempting once more to justify his
behaviour, offered to make whatever amends he could,
promised never to cross whatever boundary she might
set him and begged merely to have the chance to speak

to her some time, especially as he was unable to do any-
thing with Mrs. Grubach either until he had spoken with
Miss Brüstner, he finally informed her that the following
Sunday he would stay in his room all day waiting for a
sign from her that there was some hope of his request
being fulfilled, or at least that she would explain to him
why she could not fulfil it even though he had promised
to observe whatever stipulations she might make. The
letters were not returned, but there was no answer either.
However, on the following Sunday there was a sign that
seemed clear enough. It was still early when K. noticed,
through the keyhole, that there was an unusual level of
activity in the hallway which soon abated. A French
teacher, although she was German and called Montag,
a pale and febrile girl with a slight limp who had previ-
ously occupied a room of her own, was moving into Miss
Brüstner’s room. She could be seen shuffling through the
hallway for several hours, there was always another piece
of clothing or a blanket or a book that she had forgotten
and had to be fetched specially and brought into the new
home.

When Mrs. Grubach brought K. his breakfast—ever
since the time when she had made K. so cross she didn’t
trust the maid to do the slightest job—he had no choice
but to speak to her, for the first time in five days. “Why
is there so much noise in the hallway today?” he asked
as she poured his coffee out, “Can’t something be done
about it? Does this clearing out have to be done on a
Sunday?” K. did not look up at Mrs. Grubach, but he
saw nonetheless that she seemed to feel some relief as
she breathed in. Even sharp questions like this from Mr.
K. she perceived as forgiveness, or as the beginning of
forgiveness. “We’re not clearing anything out, Mr. K.,”
she said, “it’s just that Miss Montag is moving in with
Miss Brüstner and is moving her things across.” She said
nothing more, but just waited to see how K. would take
it and whether he would allow her to carry on speaking.
But K. kept her in uncertainty, took the spoon and pen-
sively stirred his coffee while he remained silent. Then
he looked up at her and said, “What about the suspicions
you had earlier about Miss Brüstner, have you given them
up?” “Mr. K.,” called Mrs. Grubach, who had been wait-
ing for this very question, as she put her hands together
and held them out towards him. “I just made a chance re-
mark and you took it so badly. I didn’t have the slightest
intention of offending anyone, not you or anyone else.
You’ve known me for long enough, Mr. K., I’m sure
you’re convinced of that. You don’t know how I’ve been
suffering for the past few days! That I should tell lies
about my tenants! And you, Mr. K., you believed it! And
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said I should give you notice! Give you notice!” At this
last outcry, Mrs. Grubach was already choking back her
tears, she raised her apron to her face and blubbered out
loud.

“Oh, don’t cry Mrs. Grubach,” said K., looking out the
window, he was thinking only of Miss Brüstner and how
she was accepting an unknown girl into her room. “Now
don’t cry,” he said again as he turned his look back into
the room where Mrs. Grubach was still crying. “I meant
no harm either when I said that. It was simply a misun-
derstanding between us. That can happen even between
old friends sometimes.” Mrs. Grubach pulled her apron
down to below her eyes to see whether K. really was at-
tempting a reconciliation. “Well, yes, that’s how it is,”
said K., and as Mrs. Grubach’s behaviour indicated that
the captain had said nothing he dared to add, “Do you
really think, then, that I’d want to make an enemy of you
for the sake of a girl we hardly know?” “Yes, you’re quite
right, Mr. K.,” said Mrs. Grubach, and then, to her mis-
fortune, as soon as she felt just a little freer to speak,
she added something rather inept. “I kept asking my-
self why it was that Mr. K. took such an interest in Miss
Brüstner. Why does he quarrel with me over her when he
knows that any cross word from him and I can’t sleep that
night? And I didn’t say anything about Miss Brüstner
that I hadn’t seen with my own eyes.” K. said nothing in
reply, he should have chased her from the room as soon
as she had opened her mouth, and he didn’t want to do
that. He contented himself with merely drinking his cof-
fee and letting Mrs. Grubach feel that she was superflu-
ous. Outside, the dragging steps of Miss Montag could
still be heard as she went from one side of the hallway
to the other. “Do you hear that?” asked K. pointing his
hand at the door. “Yes,” said Mrs. Grubach with a sigh,
“I wanted to give her some help and I wanted the maid to
help her too but she’s stubborn, she wants to move every-
thing in herself. I wonder at Miss Brüstner. I often feel
it’s a burden for me to have Miss Montag as a tenant but
Miss Brüstner accepts her into her room with herself.”
“There’s nothing there for you to worry about” said K.,
crushing the remains of a sugar lump in his cup. “Does
she cause you any trouble?” “No,” said Mrs. Grubach,
“in itself it’s very good to have her there, it makes an-
other room free for me and I can let my nephew, the
captain, occupy it. I began to worry he might be dis-
turbing you when I had to let him live in the living room
next to you over the last few days. He’s not very con-
siderate.” “What an idea!” said K. standing up, “there’s
no question of that. You seem to think that because I
can’t stand this to-ing and fro-ing of Miss Montag that

I’m over-sensitive—and there she goes back again.” Mrs.
Grubach appeared quite powerless. “Should I tell her to
leave moving the rest of her things over till later, then,
Mr. K.? If that’s what you want I’ll do it immediately.”
“But she has to move in with Miss Brüstner!” said K.
“Yes,” said Mrs. Grubach, without quite understanding
what K. meant. “So she has to take her things over there.”
Mrs. Grubach just nodded. K. was irritated all the more
by this dumb helplessness which, seen from the outside,
could have seemed like a kind of defiance on her part.
He began to walk up and down the room between the
window and the door, thus depriving Mrs. Grubach of
the chance to leave, which she otherwise probably would
have done.

Just as K. once more reached the door, someone
knocked at it. It was the maid, to say that Miss Montag
would like to have a few words with Mr. K., and there-
fore requested that he come to the dining room where she
was waiting for him. K. heard the maid out thoughtfully,
and then looked back at the shocked Mrs. Grubach in
a way that was almost contemptuous. His look seemed
to be saying that K. had been expecting this invitation
for Miss Montag for a long time, and that it was con-
firmation of the suffering he had been made to endure
that Sunday morning from Mrs. Grubach’s tenants. He
sent the maid back with the reply that he was on his
way, then he went to the wardrobe to change his coat,
and in answer to Mrs. Grubach’s gentle whining about
the nuisance Miss Montag was causing merely asked her
to clear away the breakfast things. “But you’ve hardly
touched it,” said Mrs. Grubach. “Oh just take it away!”
shouted K. It seemed to him that Miss Montag was mixed
up in everything and made it repulsive to him.

As he went through the hallway he looked at the closed
door of Miss Brüstner’s room. But it wasn’t there that he
was invited, but the dining room, to which he yanked the
door open without knocking.

The room was long but narrow with one window.
There was only enough space available to put two cup-
boards at an angle in the corner by the door, and the rest
of the room was entirely taken up with the long dining
table which started by the door and reached all the way
to the great window, which was thus made almost inac-
cessible. The table was already laid for a large number
of people, as on Sundays almost all the tenants ate their
dinner here at midday.

When K. entered, Miss Montag came towards him
from the window along one side of the table. They
greeted each other in silence. Then Miss Montag, her
head unusually erect as always, said, “I’m not sure
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whether you know me.” K. looked at her with a frown.
“Of course I do,” he said, “you’ve been living here with
Mrs. Grubach for quite some time now.” “But I get the
impression you don’t pay much attention to what’s going
on in the lodging house,” said Miss Montag. “No,” said
K. “Would you not like to sit down?” said Miss Montag.
In silence, the two of them drew chairs out from the far-
thest end of the table and sat down facing each other. But
Miss Montag stood straight up again as she had left her
handbag on the window sill and went to fetch it; she shuf-
fled down the whole length of the room. When she came
back, the handbag lightly swinging, she said, “I’d like
just to have a few words with you on behalf of my friend.
She would have come herself, but she’s feeling a little un-
well today. Perhaps you’ll be kind enough to forgive her
and listen to me instead. There’s anyway nothing that
she could have said that I won’t. On the contrary, in fact,
I think I can say even more than her because I’m rela-
tively impartial. Would you not agree?” “What is there
to say, then?” answered K., who was tired of Miss Mon-
tag continuously watching his lips. In that way she took
control of what he wanted to say before he said it. “Miss
Brüstner clearly refuses to grant me the personal meeting
that I asked her for.” “That’s how it is,” said Miss Mon-
tag, “ or rather, that’s not at all how it is, the way you put
it is remarkably severe. Generally speaking, meetings
are neither granted nor the opposite. But it can be that
meetings are considered unnecessary, and that’s how it is
here. Now, after your comment, I can speak openly. You
asked my friend, verbally or in writing, for the chance
to speak with her. Now my friend is aware of your rea-
sons for asking for this meeting—or at least I suppose
she is—and so, for reasons I know nothing about, she
is quite sure that it would be of no benefit to anyone if
this meeting actually took place. Moreover, it was only
yesterday, and only very briefly, that she made it clear to
me that such a meeting could be of no benefit for your-
self either, she feels that it can only have been a matter
of chance that such an idea came to you, and that even
without any explanations from her, you will very soon
come to realise yourself, if you have not done so already,
the futility of your idea. My answer to that is that al-
though it may be quite right, I consider it advantageous,
if the matter is to be made perfectly clear, to give you
an explicit answer. I offered my services in taking on
the task, and after some hesitation my friend conceded.
I hope, however, also to have acted in your interests, as
even the slightest uncertainty in the least significant of
matters will always remain a cause of suffering and if, as
in this case, it can be removed without substantial effort,

then it is better if that is done without delay.” “I thank
you,” said K. as soon as Miss Montag had finished. He
stood slowly up, looked at her, then across the table, then
out the window—the house opposite stood there in the
sun—and went to the door. Miss Montag followed him a
few paces, as if she did not quite trust him. At the door,
however, both of them had to step back as it opened and
Captain Lanz entered. This was the first time that K. had
seen him close up. He was a large man of about forty
with a tanned, fleshy face. He bowed slightly, intending
it also for K., and then went over to Miss Montag and
deferentially kissed her hand. He was very elegant in the
way he moved. The courtesy he showed towards Miss
Montag made a striking contrast with the way she had
been treated by K. Nonetheless, Miss Montag did not
seem to be cross with K. as it even seemed to him that
she wanted to introduce the captain. K. however, did not
want to be introduced, he would not have been able to
show any sort of friendliness either to Miss Montag or to
the captain, the kiss on the hand had, for K., bound them
into a group which would keep him at a distance from
Miss Brüstner whilst at the same time seeming to be to-
tally harmless and unselfish. K. thought, however, that
he saw more than that, he thought he also saw that Miss
Montag had chosen a means of doing it that was good,
but two-edged. She exaggerated the importance of the
relationship between K. and Miss Brüstner, and above
all she exaggerated the importance of asking to speak
with her and she tried at the same time to make out that
K. was exaggerating everything. She would be disap-
pointed, K. did not want to exaggerate anything, he was
aware that Miss Brüstner was a little typist who would
not offer him much resistance for long. In doing so he
deliberately took no account of what Mrs. Grubach had
told him about Miss Brüstner. All these things were go-
ing through his mind as he left the room with hardly a
polite word. He wanted to go straight to his room, but
a little laugh from Miss Montag that he heard from the
dining room behind him brought him to the idea that he
might prepare a surprise for the two of them, the captain
and Miss Montag. He looked round and listened to find
out if there might be any disturbance from any of the sur-
rounding rooms, everywhere was quiet, the only thing
to be heard was the conversation from the dining room
and Mrs. Grubach’s voice from the passage leading to
the kitchen. This seemed an opportune time, K. went to
Miss Brüstner’s room and knocked gently. There was no
sound so he knocked again but there was still no answer
in reply. Was she asleep? Or was she really unwell? Or
was she just pretending as she realised it could only be K.
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knocking so gently? K. assumed she was pretending and
knocked harder, eventually, when the knocking brought
no result, he carefully opened the door with the sense
of doing something that was not only improper but also
pointless. In the room there was no-one. What’s more, it
looked hardly at all like the room K. had known before.
Against the wall there were now two beds behind one
another, there were clothes piled up on three chairs near
the door, a wardrobe stood open. Miss Brüstner must
have gone out while Miss Montag was speaking to him
in the dining room. K. was not greatly bothered by this,
he had hardly expected to be able to find Miss Brüstner
so easily and had made this attempt for little more rea-
son than to spite Miss Montag. But that made it all the
more embarrassing for him when, as he was closing the
door again, he saw Miss Montag and the captain talk-
ing in the open doorway of the dining room. They had
probably been standing there ever since K. had opened
the door, they avoided seeming to observe K. but chatted
lightly and followed his movements with glances, the ab-
sent minded glances to the side such as you make during
a conversation. But these glances were heavy for K., and
he rushed alongside the wall back into his own room.

Chapter 5: The whip-man
One evening, a few days later, K. was walking along one
of the corridors that separated his office from the main
stairway—he was nearly the last one to leave for home
that evening, there remained only a couple of workers in
the light of a single bulb in the dispatch department—
when he heard a sigh from behind a door which he had
himself never opened but which he had always thought
just led into a junk room. He stood in amazement and
listened again to establish whether he might not be mis-
taken. For a while there was silence, but then came
some more sighs. His first thought was to fetch one
of the servitors, it might well have been worth having
a witness present, but then he was taken by an uncon-
trollable curiosity that make him simply yank the door
open. It was, as he had thought, a junk room. Old, unus-
able forms, empty stone ink-bottles lay scattered behind
the entrance. But in the cupboard-like room itself stood
three men, crouching under the low ceiling. A candle
fixed on a shelf gave them light. “What are you doing
here?” asked K. quietly, but crossly and without think-
ing. One of the men was clearly in charge, and attracted
attention by being dressed in a kind of dark leather cos-
tume which left his neck and chest and his arms exposed.
He did not answer. But the other two called out, “Mr.

K.! We’re to be beaten because you made a complaint
about us to the examining judge.” And now, K. finally
realised that it was actually the two policemen, Franz
and Willem, and that the third man held a cane in his
hand with which to beat them. “Well,” said K., staring
at them, “I didn’t make any complaint, I only said what
took place in my home. And your behaviour was not en-
tirely unobjectionable, after all.” “Mr. K.,” said Willem,
while Franz clearly tried to shelter behind him as protec-
tion from the third man, “if you knew how badly we get
paid you wouldn’t think so badly of us. I’ve got a family
to feed, and Franz here wanted to get married, you just
have to get more money where you can, you can’t do it
just by working hard, not however hard you try. I was
sorely tempted by your fine clothes, policemen aren’t al-
lowed to do that sort of thing, course they aren’t, and it
wasn’t right of us, but it’s tradition that the clothes go to
the officers, that’s how it’s always been, believe me; and
it’s understandable too, isn’t it, what can things like that
mean for anyone unlucky enough to be arrested? But if
he starts talking about it openly then the punishment has
to follow.” “I didn’t know about any of this that you’ve
been telling me, and I made no sort of request that you
be punished, I was simply acting on principle.” “Franz,”
said Willem, turning to the other policeman, “didn’t I
tell you that the gentleman didn’t say he wanted us to
be punished? Now you can hear for yourself, he didn’t
even know we’d have to be punished.” “Don’t you let
them persuade you, talking like that,” said the third man
to K., “this punishment is both just and unavoidable.”
“Don’t listen to him,” said Willem, interrupting himself
only to quickly bring his hand to his mouth when it had
received a stroke of the cane, “we’re only being pun-
ished because you made a complaint against us. Noth-
ing would have happened to us otherwise, not even if
they’d found out what we’d done. Can you call that jus-
tice? Both of us, me especially, we’d proved our worth
as good police officers over a long period—you’ve got to
admit yourself that as far as official work was concerned
we did the job well—things looked good for us, we had
prospects, it’s quite certain that we would’ve been made
whip-men too, like this one, only he had the luck not
to have anyone make a complaint about him, as you re-
ally don’t get many complaints like that. Only that’s all
finished now, Mr. K., our careers are at an end, we’re go-
ing to have to do work now that’s far inferior to police
work and besides all this we’re going to get this terri-
ble, painful beating.” “Can the cane really cause so much
pain, then?” asked K., testing the cane that the whip-man
swang in front of him. “We’re going to have to strip off
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totally naked,” said Willem. “Oh, I see,” said K., looking
straight at the whip-man, his skin was burned brown like
a sailor’s, and his face showed health and vigorous. “Is
there then no possibility of sparing these two their beat-
ing?” he asked him. “No,” said the whip-man, shaking
his head with a laugh. “Get undressed!” he ordered the
policemen. And to K. he said, “You shouldn’t believe
everything they tell you, it’s the fear of being beaten, it’s
already made them a bit weak in the head. This one here,
for instance,” he pointed at Willem, “all that he told you
about his career prospects, it’s just ridiculous. Look at
him, look how fat he is—the first strokes of the cane will
just get lost in all that fat. Do you know what it is that’s
made him so fat? He’s in the habit of, everyone that gets
arrested by him, he eats their breakfast. Didn’t he eat
up your breakfast? Yeah, I thought as much. But a man
with a belly like that can’t be made into a whip-man and
never will be, that is quite out of the question.” “There
are whip-men like that,” Willem insisted, who had just
released the belt of this trousers. “No,” said the whip-
man, striking him such a blow with the cane on his neck
that it made him wince, “you shouldn’t be listening to
this, just get undressed.” “I would make it well worth
your while if you would let them go,” said K., and with-
out looking at the whip-man again—as such matters are
best carried on with both pairs of eyes turned down—
he pulled out his wallet. “And then you’d try and put in
a complaint against me, too,” said the whip-man, “and
get me flogged. No, no!” “Now, do be reasonable,” said
K., “if I had wanted to get these two punished I would
not now be trying to buy their freedom, would I. I could
simply close the door here behind me, go home and see
or hear nothing more of it. But that’s not what I’m do-
ing, it really is of much more importance to me to let
them go free; if I had realised they would be punished,
or even that they might be punished, I would never have
named them in the first place as they are not the ones I
hold responsible. It’s the organisation that’s to blame,
the high officials are the ones to blame.” “That’s how
it is!” shouted the policemen, who then immediately re-
ceived another blow on their backs, which were by now
exposed. “If you had a senior judge here beneath your
stick,” said K., pressing down the cane as he spoke to stop
it being raised once more, “I really would do nothing to
stop you, on the contrary, I would even pay you money
to give you all the more strength.” “Yeah, that’s all very
plausible, what you’re saying there,” said the whip-man
, “only I’m not the sort of person you can bribe. It’s my
job to flog people, so I flog them.” Franz, the policeman,
had been fairly quiet so far, probably in expectation of a

good result from K.’s intervention, but now he stepped
forward to the door wearing just his trousers, kneeled
down hanging on to K.’s arm and whispered, “Even if
you can’t get mercy shown for both of us, at least try and
get me set free. Willem is older than me, he’s less sen-
sitive than me in every way, he even got a light beating
a couple of years ago, but my record’s still clean, I only
did things the way I did because Willem led me on to
it, he’s been my teacher both for good and bad. Down
in front of the bank my poor bride is waiting for me at
the entrance, I’m so ashamed of myself, it’s pitiful.” His
face was flowing over with tears, and he wiped it dry on
K.’s coat. “I’m not going to wait any longer,” said the
whip- man, taking hold of the cane in both hands and
laying in to Franz while Willem cowered back in a cor-
ner and looked on secretly, not even daring to turn his
head. Then, the sudden scream that shot out from Franz
was long and irrevocable, it seemed to come not from
a human being but from an instrument that was being
tortured, the whole corridor rang with it, it must have
been heard by everyone in the building. “Don’t shout
like that!”, called out K., unable to prevent himself, and,
as he looked anxiously in the direction from which the
servitor would come, he gave Franz a shove, not hard,
but hard enough for him to fall down unconscious, claw-
ing at the ground with his hands by reflex; he still did
not avoid being hit; the rod still found him on the floor;
the tip of the rod swang regularly up and down while
he rolled to and fro under its blows. And now one of
the servitors appeared in the distance, with another a few
steps behind him. K. had quickly thrown the door shut,
gone over to one of the windows overlooking the yard
and opened it. The screams had completely stopped. So
that the servitor wouldn’t come in, he called out, “It’s
only me!” “Good evening, chief clerk,” somebody called
back. “Is there anything wrong?” “No, no,” answered K.,
“it’s only a dog yelping in the yard.” There was no sound
from the servitors so he added, “You can go back to what
you were doing.” He did not want to become involved
with a conversation with them, and so he leant out of the
window. A little while later, when he looked out in the
corridor, they had already gone. Now, K. remained at the
window, he did not dare go back into the junk room, and
he did not want to go home either. The yard he looked
down into was small and rectangular, all around it were
offices, all the windows were now dark and only those at
the very top caught a reflection of the moon. K tried hard
to see into the darkness of one corner of the yard, where
a few handcarts had been left behind one another. He felt
anguish at not having been able to prevent the flogging,
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but that was not his fault, if Franz had not screamed like
that—clearly it must have caused a great deal of pain but
it’s important to maintain control of oneself at important
moments—if Franz had not screamed then it was at least
highly probable that K. would have been able to dissuade
the whip-man. If all the junior officers were contemptible
why would the whip-man, whose position was the most
inhumane of all, be any exception, and K. had noticed
very clearly how his eyes had lit up when he saw the
banknotes, he had obviously only seemed serious about
the flogging to raise the level of the bribe a little. And K.
had not been ungenerous, he really had wanted to get the
policemen freed; if he really had now begun to do some-
thing against the degeneracy of the court then it was a
matter of course that he would have to do something here
as well. But of course, it became impossible for him to
do anything as soon as Franz started screaming. K. could
not possibly have let the junior bank staff, and perhaps
even all sorts of other people, come along and catch him
by surprise as he haggled with those people in the junk
room. Nobody could really expect that sort of sacrifice of
him. If that had been his intention then it would almost
have been easier, K. would have taken his own clothes off
and offered himself to the whip-man in the policemen’s
place. The whip-man would certainly not have accepted
this substitution anyway, as in that way he would have
seriously violated his duty without gaining any benefit.
He would most likely have violated his duty twice over,
as court employees were probably under orders not to
cause any harm to K. while he was facing charges, al-
though there may have been special conditions in force
here. However things stood, K. was able to do no more
than throw the door shut, even though that would still do
nothing to remove all the dangers he faced. It was regret-
table that he had given Franz a shove, and it could only
be excused by the heat of the moment.

In the distance, he heard the steps of the servitors; he
did not want them to be too aware of his presence, so he
closed the window and walked towards the main stair-
case. At the door of the junk room he stopped and lis-
tened for a little while. All was silent. The two police-
men were entirely at the whip-man’s mercy; he could
have beaten them to death. K. reached his hand out for
the door handle but drew it suddenly back. He was no
longer in any position to help anyone, and the servitors
would soon be back; he did, though, promise himself that
he would raise the matter again with somebody and see
that, as far as it was in his power, those who really were
guilty, the high officials whom nobody had so far dared
point out to him, received their due punishment. As he

went down the main stairway at the front of the bank, he
looked carefully round at everyone who was passing, but
there was no girl to be seen who might have been waiting
for somebody, not even within some distance from the
bank. Franz’s claim that his bride was waiting for him
was thus shown to be a lie, albeit one that was forgivable
and intended only to elicit more sympathy.

The policemen were still on K.’s mind all through the
following day; he was unable to concentrate on his work
and had to stay in his office a little longer than the previ-
ous day so that he could finish it. On the way home, as
he passed by the junk room again, he opened its door as
if that had been his habit. Instead of the darkness he ex-
pected, he saw everything unchanged from the previous
evening, and did not know how he should respond. Ev-
erything was exactly the same as he had seen it when he
had opened the door the previous evening. The forms and
bottles of ink just inside the doorway, the whip- man with
his cane, the two policemen, still undressed, the candle
on the shelf, and the two policemen began to wail and call
out “Mr. K.!” K. slammed the door immediately shut,
and even thumped on it with his fists as if that would shut
it all the firmer. Almost in tears, he ran to the servitors
working quietly at the copying machine. “Go and get that
junk room cleared out!” he shouted, and, in amazement,
they stopped what they were doing. “It should have been
done long ago, we’re sinking in dirt!” They would be able
to do the job the next day, K. nodded, it was too late in
the evening to make them do it there and then as he had
originally intended. He sat down briefly in order to keep
them near him for a little longer, looked through a few
of the copies to give the impression that he was check-
ing them and then, as he saw that they would not dare to
leave at the same time as himself, went home tired and
with his mind numb.

Chapter 6: K.’s uncle—Leni
One afternoon—K. was very busy at the time, getting
the post ready—K.’s Uncle Karl, a small country land
owner, came into the room, pushing his way between
two of the staff who were bringing in some papers. K.
had long expected his uncle to appear, but the sight of
him now shocked K. far less than the prospect of it had
done a long time before. His uncle was bound to come,
K. had been sure of that for about a month. He already
thought at the time he could see how his uncle would ar-
rive, slightly bowed, his battered panama hat in his left
hand, his right hand already stretched out over the desk
long before he was close enough as he rushed carelessly
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towards K. knocking over everything that was in his way.
K.’s uncle was always in a hurry, as he suffered from
the unfortunate belief that he had a number things to do
while he was in the big city and had to settle all of them
in one day—his visits were only ever for one day—and
at the same time thought he could not forgo any conver-
sation or piece of business or pleasure that might arise
by chance. Uncle Karl was K.’s former guardian, and so
K. was duty-bound to help him in all of this as well as
to offer him a bed for the night. ’I’m haunted by a ghost
from the country’, he would say.

As soon as they had greeted each other—K. had in-
vited him to sit in the armchair but Uncle Karl had no
time for that—he said he wanted to speak briefly with K.
in private. “It is necessary,” he said with a tired gulp, “it
is necessary for my peace of mind.” K. immediately sent
the junior staff from the room and told them to let no-one
in. “What’s this that I’ve been hearing, Josef?” cried K.’s
uncle when they were alone, as he sat on the table shov-
ing various papers under himself without looking at them
to make himself more comfortable. K. said nothing, he
knew what was coming, but, suddenly relieved from the
effort of the work he had been doing, he gave way to a
pleasant lassitude and looked out the window at the other
side of the street. From where he sat, he could see just a
small, triangular section of it, part of the empty walls of
houses between two shop windows. “You’re staring out
the window!” called out his uncle, raising his arms, “For
God’s sake, Josef, give me an answer! Is it true, can it re-
ally be true?” “Uncle Karl,” said K., wrenching himself
back from his daydreaming, “I really don’t know what it
is you want of me.” “Josef,” said his uncle in a warning
tone, “as far as I know, you’ve always told the truth. Am
I to take what you’ve just said as a bad sign?” “I think I
know what it is you want,” said K. obediently, “I expect
you’ve heard about my trial.” “That’s right,” answered
his uncle with a slow nod, “I’ve heard about your trial.”
“Who did you hear it from, then?” asked K. “Erna wrote
to me,” said his uncle, “she doesn’t have much contact
with you, it’s true, you don’t pay very much attention to
her, I’m afraid to say, but she learned about it nonethe-
less. I got her letter today and, of course, I came straight
here. And for no other reason, but it seems to me that
this is reason enough. I can read you out the part of the
letter that concerns you.” He drew the letter out from his
wallet. “Here it is. She writes; ’I have not seen Josef
for a long time, I was in the bank last week but Josef
was so busy that they would not let me through; I waited
there for nearly an hour but then I had to go home as I
had my piano lesson. I would have liked to have spoken

to him, maybe there will be a chance another time. He
sent me a big box of chocolates for my name-day, that
was very nice and attentive of him. I forgot to tell you
about it when I wrote, and I only remember now that you
ask me about it. Chocolate, as I am sure you are aware,
disappears straight away in this lodging house, almost as
soon as you know somebody has given you chocolate it
is gone. But there is something else I wanted to tell you
about Josef. Like I said, they would not let me through
to see him at the bank because he was negotiating with
some gentleman just then. After I had been waiting qui-
etly for quite a long time I asked one of the staff whether
his meeting would last much longer. He said it might
well do, as it was probably about the legal proceedings,
he said, that were being conducted against him. I asked
what sort of legal proceedings it was that were being con-
ducted against the chief clerk, and whether he was not
making some mistake, but he said he was not making
any mistake, there were legal proceedings underway and
even that they were about something quite serious, but
he did not know any more about it. He would have liked
to have been of some help to the chief clerk himself, as
the chief clerk was a gentleman, good and honest, but he
did not know what it was he could do and merely hoped
there would be some influential gentlemen who would
take his side. I’m sure that is what will happen and that
everything will turn out for the best in the end, but in the
mean time things do not look at all good, and you can
see that from the mood of the chief clerk himself. Of
course, I did not place too much importance on this con-
versation, and even did my best to put the bank clerk’s
mind at rest, he was quite a simple man. I told him he
was not to speak to anyone else about this, and I think it
is all just a rumour, but I still think it might be good if
you, Dear Father, if you looked into the matter the next
time you visit. It will be easy for you to find out more
detail and, if it is really necessary, to do something about
it through the great and influential people you know. But
if it is not necessary, and that is what seems most likely,
then at least your daughter will soon have the chance to
embrace you and I look forward to it.’—She’s a good
child,” said K.’s uncle when he had finished reading, and
wiped a few tears from his eyes. K. nodded. With all
the different disruptions he had had recently he had com-
pletely forgotten about Erna, even her birthday, and the
story of the chocolates had clearly just been invented so
that he wouldn’t get in trouble with his aunt and uncle.
It was very touching, and even the theatre tickets, which
he would regularly send her from then on, would not be
enough to repay her, but he really did not feel, now, that
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it was right for him to visit her in her lodgings and hold
conversations with a little, eighteen year old schoolgirl.
“And what do you have to say about that?” asked his un-
cle,who had forgotten all his rush and excitement as he
read the letter, and seemed to be about to read it again.
“Yes, Uncle,” said K., “it is true.” “True!” called out his
uncle. “What is true? How can this be true? What sort
of trial is it? Not a criminal trial, I hope?” “It’s a crim-
inal trial,” answered K. “And you sit quietly here while
you’ve got a criminal trial round your neck?” shouted his
uncle, getting ever louder. “The more calm I am, the bet-
ter it will be for the outcome,” said K. in a tired voice,
“don’t worry.” “How can I help worrying?!” shouted his
uncle, “Josef, my Dear Josef, think about yourself, about
your family, think about our good name! Up till now,
you’ve always been our pride, don’t now become our
disgrace. I don’t like the way you’re behaving,” he said,
looking at K. with his head at an angle, “that’s not how an
innocent man behaves when he’s accused of something,
not if he’s still got any strength in him. Just tell me what
it’s all about so that I can help you. It’s something to
do with the bank, I take it?” “No,” said K. as he stood
up, “and you’re speaking too loud, Uncle, I expect one
of the staff is listening at the door and I find that rather
unpleasant. It’s best if we go somewhere else, then I can
answer all your questions, as far as I can. And I know
very well that I have to account to the family for what I
do.” “You certainly do!” his uncle shouted, “Quite right,
you do. Now just get a move on, Josef, hurry up now!”
“I still have a few documents I need to prepare,” said K.,
and, using the intercom, he summoned his deputy who
entered a few moments later. K.’s uncle, still angry and
excited, gestured with his hand to show that K. had sum-
moned him, even though there was no need whatever to
do so. K. stood in front of the desk and explained to the
young man, who listened calm and attentive, what would
need to be done that day in his absence, speaking in a
calm voice and making use of various documents. The
presence of K.’s uncle while this was going on was quite
disturbing; he did not listen to what was being said, but
at first he stood there with eyes wide open and nervously
biting his lips. Then he began to walk up and down the
room, stopped now and then at the window, or stood in
front of a picture always making various exclamations
such as, “That is totally incomprehensible to me!” or
“Now just tell me, what are you supposed to make of
that?!” The young man pretended to notice nothing of
this and listened to K.’s instructions through to the end,
he made a few notes, bowed to both K. and his uncle
and then left the room. K.’s uncle had turned his back

to him and was looking out the window, bunching up
the curtains with his outstretched hands. The door had
hardly closed when he called out, “At last! Now that he’s
stopped jumping about we can go too!” Once they were
in the front hall of the bank, where several members of
staff were standing about and where, just then, the deputy
director was walking across, there was unfortunately no
way of stopping K.’s uncle from continually asking ques-
tions about the trial. “Now then, Josef,” he began, lightly
acknowledging the bows from those around them as they
passed, “tell me everything about this trial; what sort of
trial is it?” K. made a few comments which conveyed
little information, even laughed a little, and it was only
when they reached the front steps that he explained to
his uncle that he had not wanted to talk openly in front
of those people. “Quite right,” said his uncle, “but now
start talking.” With his head to one side, and smoking his
cigar in short, impatient draughts, he listened. “First of
all, Uncle,” said K., “it’s not a trial like you’d have in a
normal courtroom.” “So much the worse,” said his uncle.
“How’s that?” asked K., looking at him. “What I mean
is, that’s for the worse,” he repeated. They were standing
on the front steps of the bank; as the doorkeeper seemed
to be listening to what they were saying K. drew his uncle
down further, where they were absorbed into the bustle
of the street. His uncle took K.’s arm and stopped asking
questions with such urgency about the trial, they walked
on for a while in silence. “But how did all this come
about?” he eventually asked, stopping abruptly enough
to startle the people walking behind, who had to avoid
walking into him. “Things like this don’t come all of
a sudden, they start developing a long time beforehand,
there must have been warning signs of it, why didn’t
you write to me? You know I’d do anything for you,
to some extent I am still your guardian, and until today
that’s something I was proud of. I’ll still help you, of
course I will, only now, now that the trial is already un-
derway, it makes it very difficult. But whatever; the best
thing now is for you to take a short holiday staying with
us in the country. You’ve lost weight, I can see that now.
The country life will give you strength, that will be good,
there’s bound to be a lot of hard work ahead of you. But
besides that it’ll be a way of getting you away from the
court, to some extent. Here they’ve got every means of
showing the powers at their disposal and they’re auto-
matically bound to use them against you; in the country
they’ll either have to delegate authority to different bod-
ies or just have to try and bother you by letter, telegram
or telephone. And that’s bound to weaken the effect, it
won’t release you from them but it’ll give you room to
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breathe.” “You could forbid me to leave,” said K., who
had been drawn slightly into his uncle’s way of thinking
by what he had been saying. “I didn’t think you would
do it,” said his uncle thoughtfully, “you won’t suffer too
much loss of power by moving away.” K. grasped his un-
cle under the arm to prevent him stopping still and said,
“I thought you’d think all this is less important than I
do, and now you’re taking it so hard.” “Josef,” called his
uncle trying to disentangle himself from him so that he
could stop walking, but K. did not let go, “you’ve com-
pletely changed, you used to be so astute, are you losing
it now? Do you want to lose the trial? Do you realise
what that would mean? That would mean you would be
simply destroyed. And that everyone you know would
be pulled down with you or at the very least humiliated,
disgraced right down to the ground. Josef, pull yourself
together. The way you’re so indifferent about it, it’s driv-
ing me mad. Looking at you I can almost believe that
old saying: ’Having a trial like that means losing a trial
like that’.” “My dear Uncle,” said K., “it won’t do any
good to get excited, it’s no good for you to do it and it’d
be no good for me to do it. The case won’t be won by
getting excited, and please admit that my practical expe-
rience counts for something, just as I have always and
still do respect your experience, even when it surprises
me. You say that the family will also be affected by this
trial; I really can’t see how, but that’s beside the point
and I’m quite willing to follow your instructions in all
of this. Only, I don’t see any advantage in staying in the
country, not even for you, as that would indicate flight
and a sense of guilt. And besides, although I am more
subject to persecution if I stay in the city I can also press
the matter forward better here.” “You’re right,” said his
uncle in a tone that seemed to indicate they were finally
coming closer to each other, “I just made the suggestion
because, as I saw it, if you stay in the city the case will
be put in danger by your indifference to it, and I thought
it was better if I did the work for you. But will you push
things forward yourself with all your strength, if so, that
will naturally be far better.” “We’re agreed then,” said
K. “And do you have any suggestions for what I should
do next?” “Well, naturally I’ll have to think about it,”
said his uncle, “you must bear in mind that I’ve been liv-
ing in the country for twenty years now, almost without
a break, you lose your ability to deal with matters like
this. But I do have some important connections with sev-
eral people who, I expect, know their way around these
things better than I do, and to contact them is a matter
of course. Out there in the country I’ve been getting out
of condition, I’m sure you’re already aware of that. It’s

only at times like this that you notice it yourself. And
this affair of yours came largely unexpected, although,
oddly enough, I had expected something of the sort after
I’d read Erna’s letter, and today when I saw your face I
knew it with almost total certainty. But all that is by the
by, the important thing now is, we have no time to lose.”
Even while he was still speaking, K.’s uncle had stood
on tiptoe to summon a taxi and now he pulled K. into
the car behind himself as he called out an address to the
driver. “We’re going now to see Dr. Huld, the lawyer,”
he said, “we were at school together. I’m sure you know
the name, don’t you? No? Well that is odd. He’s got a
very good reputation as a defence barrister and for work-
ing with the poor. But I esteem him especially as some-
one you can trust.” “It’s alright with me, whatever you
do,” said K., although he was made uneasy by the rushed
and urgent way his uncle was dealing with the matter.
It was not very encouraging, as the accused, be to taken
to a lawyer for poor people. “I didn’t know,” he said,
“that you could take on a lawyer in matters like this.”
“Well of course you can,” said his uncle, “that goes with-
out saying. Why wouldn’t you take on a lawyer? And
now, so that I’m properly instructed in this matter, tell me
what’s been happening so far.” K. instantly began telling
his uncle about what had been happening, holding noth-
ing back—being completely open with him was the only
way that K. could protest at his uncle’s belief that the
trial was a great disgrace. He mentioned Miss Brüstner’s
name just once and in passing, but that did nothing to di-
minish his openness about the trial as Miss Brüstner had
no connection with it. As he spoke, he looked out the
window and saw how, just then, they were getting closer
to the suburb where the court offices were. He drew this
to his uncle’s attention, but he did not find the coinci-
dence especially remarkable. The taxi stopped in front
of a dark building. K.’s uncle knocked at the very first
door at ground level; while they waited he smiled, show-
ing his big teeth, and whispered, “Eight o’clock; not the
usual sort of time to be visiting a lawyer, but Huld won’t
mind it from me.” Two large, black eyes appeared in the
spy- hatch in the door, they stared at the two visitors for
a while and then disappeared; the door, however, did not
open. K. and his uncle confirmed to each other the fact
that they had seen the two eyes. “A new maid, afraid
of strangers,” said K.’s uncle, and knocked again. The
eyes appeared once more. This time they seemed almost
sad, but the open gas flame that burned with a hiss close
above their heads gave off little light and that may have
merely created an illusion. “Open the door,” called K.’s
uncle, raising his fist against it, “we are friends of Dr.
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Huld, the lawyer!” “Dr. Huld is ill,” whispered someone
behind them. In a doorway at the far end of a narrow
passage stood a man in his dressing gown, giving them
this information in an extremely quiet voice. K.’s un-
cle, who had already been made very angry by the long
wait, turned abruptly round and retorted, “Ill? You say
he’s ill?” and strode towards the gentleman in a way that
seemed almost threatening, as if he were the illness him-
self. “They’ve opened the door for you, now,” said the
gentleman, pointing at the door of the lawyer. He pulled
his dressing gown together and disappeared. The door
had indeed been opened, a young girl—K. recognised
the dark, slightly bulging eyes—stood in the hallway in
a long white apron, holding a candle in her hand. “Next
time, open up sooner!” said K.’s uncle instead of a greet-
ing, while the girl made a slight curtsey. “Come along,
Josef,” he then said to K. who was slowly moving over
towards the girl. “Dr. Huld is unwell,” said the girl as
K.’s uncle, without stopping, rushed towards one of the
doors. K. continued to look at the girl in amazement as
she turned round to block the way into the living room,
she had a round face like a puppy’s, not only the pale
cheeks and the chin were round but the temples and the
hairline were too. “Josef!” called his uncle once more,
and he asked the girl, “It’s trouble with his heart, is it?”
“I think it is, sir,” said the girl, who by now had found
time to go ahead with the candle and open the door into
the room. In one corner of the room, where the light of
the candle did not reach, a face with a long beard looked
up from the bed. “Leni, who’s this coming in?” asked
the lawyer, unable to recognise his guests because he was
dazzled by the candle. “It’s your old friend, Albert,” said
K.’s uncle. “Oh, Albert,” said the lawyer, falling back
onto his pillow as if this visit meant he would not need to
keep up appearances. “Is it really as bad as that?” asked
K.’s uncle, sitting on the edge of the bed. “I don’t be-
lieve it is. It’s a recurrence of your heart trouble and it’ll
pass over like the other times.” “Maybe,” said the lawyer
quietly, “but it’s just as much trouble as it’s ever been.
I can hardly breathe, I can’t sleep at all and I’m getting
weaker by the day.” “I see,” said K.’s uncle, pressing his
panama hat firmly against his knee with his big hand.
“That is bad news. But are you getting the right sort of
care? And it’s so depressing in here, it’s so dark. It’s
a long time since I was last here, but it seemed to me
friendlier then. Even your young lady here doesn’t seem
to have much life in her, unless she’s just pretending.”
The maid was still standing by the door with the candle;
as far as could be made out, she was watching K. more
than she was watching his uncle even while the latter was

still speaking about her. K. leant against a chair that he
had pushed near to the girl. “When you’re as ill as I
am,” said the lawyer, “you need to have peace. I don’t
find it depressing.” After a short pause he added, “and
Leni looks after me well, she’s a good girl.” But that was
not enough to persuade K.’s uncle, he had visibly taken
against his friend’s carer and, even though he did not con-
tradict the invalid, he persecuted her with his scowl as she
went over to the bed, put the candle on the bedside table
and, leaning over the bed, made a fuss of him by tidying
the pillows. K.’s uncle nearly forgot the need to show any
consideration for the man who lay ill in bed, he stood up,
walked up and down behind the carer, and K. would not
have been surprised if he had grabbed hold of her skirts
behind her and dragged her away from the bed. K. him-
self looked on calmly, he was not even disappointed at
finding the lawyer unwell, he had been able to do noth-
ing to oppose the enthusiasm his uncle had developed
for the matter, he was glad that this enthusiasm had now
been distracted without his having to do anything about
it. His uncle, probably simply wishing to be offensive
to the lawyer’s attendant, then said, “Young lady, now
please leave us alone for a while, I have some personal
matters to discuss with my friend.” Dr. Huld’s carer was
still leant far over the invalid’s bed and smoothing out the
cloth covering the wall next to it, she merely turned her
head and then, in striking contrast with the anger that first
stopped K.’s uncle from speaking and then let the words
out in a gush, she said very quietly, “You can see that
Dr. Huld is so ill that he can’t discuss any matters at all.”
It was probably just for the sake of convenience that she
had repeated the words spoken by K.’s uncle, but an on-
looker might even have perceived it as mocking him and
he, of course, jumped up as if he had just been stabbed.
“You damned . . . ,” in the first gurglings of his excitement
his words could hardly be understood, K. was startled
even though he had been expecting something of the sort
and ran to his uncle with the intention, no doubt, of clos-
ing his mouth with both his hands. Fortunately, though,
behind the girl, the invalid raised himself up, K.’s uncle
made an ugly face as if swallowing something disgust-
ing and then, somewhat calmer, said, “We have naturally
not lost our senses, not yet; if what I am asking for were
not possible I would not be asking for it. Now please,
go!” The carer stood up straight by the bed directly fac-
ing K.’s uncle, K. thought he noticed that with one hand
she was stroking the lawyer’s hand. “You can say any-
thing in front of Leni,” said the invalid, in a tone that was
unmistakably imploring. “It’s not my business,” said K.’s
uncle, “and it’s not my secrets.” And he twisted himself
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round as if wanting to go into no more negotiations but
giving himself a little more time to think. “Whose busi-
ness is it then?” asked the lawyer in an exhausted voice
as he leant back again. “My nephew’s,” said K.’s un-
cle, “and I’ve brought him along with me.” And he in-
troduced him, “Chief Clerk Josef K.” “Oh!” said the in-
valid, now with much more life in him, and reached out
his hand towards K. “Do forgive me, I didn’t notice you
there at all.” Then he then said to his carer, “Leni, go,”
stretching his hand out to her as if this were a farewell
that would have to last for a long time. This time the girl
offered no resistance. “So you,” he finally said to K.’s un-
cle, who had also calmed down and stepped closer, “you
haven’t come to visit me because I’m ill but you’ve come
on business.” The lawyer now looked so much stronger
that it seemed the idea of being visited because he was ill
had somehow made him weak, he remained supporting
himself of one elbow, which must have been rather tir-
ing, and continually pulled at a lock of hair in the middle
of his beard. “You already look much better,” said K.’s
uncle, “now that that witch has gone outside.” He inter-
rupted himself, whispered, “I bet you she’s listening!”
and sprang over to the door. But behind the door there
was no-one, K.’s uncle came back not disappointed, as
her not listening seemed to him worse than if she had
been, but probably somewhat embittered. “You’re mis-
taken about her,” said the lawyer, but did nothing more
to defend her; perhaps that was his way of indicating that
she did not need defending. But in a tone that was much
more committed he went on, “As far as your nephew’s
affairs are concerned, this will be an extremely difficult
undertaking and I’d count myself lucky if my strength
lasted out long enough for it; I’m greatly afraid it won’t
do, but anyway I don’t want to leave anything untried; if
I don’t last out you can always get somebody else. To
be honest, this matters interests me too much, and I can’t
bring myself to give up the chance of taking some part in
it. If my heart does totally give out then at least it will
have found a worthy affair to fail in.” K. believed he un-
derstood not a word of this entire speech, he looked at his
uncle for an explanation but his uncle sat on the bedside
table with the candle in his hand, a medicine bottle had
rolled off the table onto the floor, he nodded to everything
the lawyer said, agreed to everything, and now and then
looked at K. urging him to show the same compliance.
Maybe K.’s uncle had already told the lawyer about the
trial. But that was impossible, everything that had hap-
pened so far spoke against it. So he said, “I don’t under-
stand . . . “ “Well, maybe I’ve misunderstood what you’ve
been saying,” said the lawyer, just as astonished and em-

barrassed as K. “Perhaps I’ve been going too fast. What
was it you wanted to speak to me about? I thought it
was to do with your trial.” “Of course it is,” said K.’s un-
cle, who then asked K., “So what is it you want?” “Yes,
but how is it that you know anything about me and my
case?” asked K. “Oh, I see,” said the lawyer with a smile.
“I am a lawyer, I move in court circles, people talk about
various different cases and the more interesting ones stay
in your mind, especially when they concern the nephew
of a friend. There’s nothing very remarkable about that.”
“What is it you want, then?” asked K.’s uncle once more,
“You seem so uneasy about it” “You move in this court’s
circles?” asked K. “Yes,” said the lawyer. “You’re ask-
ing questions like a child,” said K.’s uncle. “What circles
should I move in, then, if not with members of my own
discipline?” the lawyer added. It sounded so indisputable
that K. gave no answer at all. “But you work in the High
Court, not that court in the attic,” he had wanted to say
but could not bring himself to actually utter it. “You have
to realise,” the lawyer continued, in a tone as if he were
explaining something obvious, unnecessary and inciden-
tal, “you have to realise that I also derive great advantage
for my clients from mixing with those people, and do so
in many different ways, it’s not something you can keep
talking about all the time. I’m at a bit of a disadvan-
tage now, of course, because of my illness, but I still get
visits from some good friends of mine at the court and
I learn one or two things. It might even be that I learn
more than many of those who are in the best of health
and spend all day in court. And I’m receiving a very
welcome visit right now, for instance.” And he pointed
into a dark corner of the room. “Where?” asked K., al-
most uncouth in his surprise. He looked round uneasily;
the little candle gave off far too little light to reach as far
as the wall opposite. And then, something did indeed be-
gin to move there in the corner. In the light of the candle
held up by K.’s uncle an elderly gentleman could be seen
sitting beside a small table. He had been sitting there
for so long without being noticed that he could hardly
have been breathing. Now he stood up with a great deal
of fuss, clearly unhappy that attention had been drawn
to him. It was as if, by flapping his hands about like
short wings, he hoped to deflect any introductions and
greetings, as if he wanted on no account to disturb the
others by his presence and seemed to be exhorting them
to leave him back in the dark and forget about his be-
ing there. That, however, was something that could no
longer be granted him. “You took us by surprise, you
see,” said the lawyer in explanation, cheerfully indicat-
ing to the gentleman that he should come closer, which,
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slowly, hesitatingly, looking all around him, but with a
certain dignity, he did. “The office director—oh, yes,
forgive me, I haven’t introduced you—this is my friend
Albert K., this is his nephew, the chief clerk Josef K., and
this is the office director—so, the office director was kind
enough to pay me a visit. It’s only possible to appreciate
just how valuable a visit like this is if you’ve been let into
the secret of what a pile of work the office director has
heaped over him. Well, he came anyway, we were having
a peaceful chat, as far as I was able when I’m so weak,
and although we hadn’t told Leni she mustn’t let anyone
in as we weren’t expecting anyone, we still would rather
have remained alone, but then along came you, Albert,
thumping your fists on the door, the office director moved
over into the corner pulling his table and chair with him,
but now it turns out we might have, that is, if that’s what
you wish, we might have something to discuss with each
other and it would be good if we can all come back to-
gether again. —Office director . . . , “ he said with his
head on one side, pointing with a humble smile to an
armchair near the bed. “I’m afraid I’ll only be able to
stay a few minutes more,” smiled the office director as
he spread himself out in the armchair and looked at the
clock. “Business calls. But I wouldn’t want to miss the
chance of meeting a friend of my friend.” He inclined his
head slightly toward K.’s uncle, who seemed very happy
with his new acquaintance, but he was not the sort of per-
son to express his feelings of deference and responded to
the office director’s words with embarrassed, but loud,
laughter. A horrible sight! K. was able to quietly watch
everything as nobody paid any attention to him, the of-
fice director took over as leader of the conversation as
seemed to be his habit once he had been called forward,
the lawyer listened attentively with his hand to his ear,
his initial weakness having perhaps only had the func-
tion of driving away his new visitors, K.’s uncle served as
candle-bearer—balancing the candle on his thigh while
the office director frequently glanced nervously at it—
and was soon free of his embarrassment and was quickly
enchanted not only by the office director’s speaking man-
ner but also by the gentle, waving hand-movements with
which he accompanied it. K., leaning against the bed-
post, was totally ignored by the office director, perhaps
deliberately, and served the old man only as audience.
And besides, he had hardly any idea what the conversa-
tion was about and his thoughts soon turned to the care
assistant and the ill treatment she had suffered from his
uncle. Soon after, he began to wonder whether he had
not seen the office director somewhere before, perhaps
among the people who were at his first hearing. He may

have been mistaken, but thought the office director might
well have been among the old gentlemen with the thin
beards in the first row.

There was then a noise that everyone heard from the
hallway as if something of porcelain were being broken.
“I’ll go and see what’s happened,” said K., who slowly
left the room as if giving the others the chance to stop
him. He had hardly stepped into the hallway, finding his
bearings in the darkness with his hand still firmly holding
the door, when another small hand, much smaller than
K.’s own, placed itself on his and gently shut the door. It
was the carer who had been waiting there. “Nothing has
happened,” she whispered to him, “I just threw a plate
against the wall to get you out of there.” “I was think-
ing about you, as well,” replied K. uneasily. “So much
the better,” said the carer. “Come with me”. A few steps
along, they came to a frosted glass door which the carer
opened for him. “Come in here,” she said. It was clearly
the lawyer’s office, fitted out with old, heavy furniture,
as far as could be seen in the moonlight which now il-
luminated just a small, rectangular section of the floor
by each of the three big windows. “This way,” said the
carer, pointing to a dark trunk with a carved, wooden
backrest. When he had sat down, K. continued to look
round the room, it was a large room with a high ceiling,
the clients of this lawyer for the poor must have felt quite
lost in it. K. thought he could see the little steps with
which visitors would approach the massive desk. But
then he forgot about all of this and had eyes only for the
carer who sat very close beside him, almost pressing him
against the armrest. “I did think,” she said “you would
come out here to me by yourself with me having to call
you first. It was odd. First you stare at me as soon as
you come in, and then you keep me waiting. And you
ought to call me Leni, too,” she added quickly and sud-
denly, as if no moment of this conversation should be
lost. “Gladly,” said K. “But as for its being odd, Leni,
that’s easy to explain. Firstly, I had to listen to what the
old men were saying and couldn’t leave without a good
reason, but secondly I’m not a bold person, if anything
I’m quite shy, and you, Leni, you didn’t really look like
you could be won over in one stroke, either.” “That’s not
it,” said Leni, laying one arm on the armrest and looking
at K., “you didn’t like me, and I don’t suppose you like
me now, either.” “Liking wouldn’t be very much,” said
K., evasively. “Oh!” she exclaimed with a smile, thus
making use of K.’s comment to gain an advantage over
him. So K. remained silent for a while. By now, he had
become used to the darkness in the room and was able to
make out various fixtures and fittings. He was especially
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impressed by a large picture hanging to the right of the
door, he leant forward in order to see it better. It depicted
a man wearing a judge’s robes; he was sitting on a lofty
throne gilded in a way that shone forth from the picture.
The odd thing about the picture was that this judge was
not sitting there in dignified calm but had his left arm
pressed against the back and armrest, his right arm, how-
ever, was completely free and only grasped the armrest
with his hand, as if about to jump up any moment in vig-
orous outrage and make some decisive comment or even
to pass sentence. The accused was probably meant to be
imagined at the foot of the steps, the top one of which
could be seen in the picture, covered with a yellow car-
pet. “That might be my judge,” said K., pointing to the
picture with one finger. “I know him,” said Leni look-
ing up at the picture, “he comes here quite often. That
picture is from when he was young, but he can never
have looked anything like it, as he’s tiny, minute almost.
But despite that, he had himself made to look bigger in
the picture as he’s madly vain, just like everyone round
here. But even I’m vain and that makes me very unhappy
that you don’t like me.” K. replied to that last comment
merely by embracing Leni and drawing her towards him,
she lay her head quietly on his shoulder. To the rest of
it, though, he said, “What rank is he?” “He’s an examin-
ing judge,” she said, taking hold of the hand with which
K. held her and playing with his fingers. “Just an ex-
amining judge once again,” said K. in disappointment,
“the senior officials keep themselves hidden. But here
he is sitting on a throne.” “That’s all just made up,” said
Leni with her face bent over K.’s hand, “really he’s sit-
ting on a kitchen chair with an old horse blanket folded
over it. But do you have to be always thinking about
your trial?” she added slowly. “No, not at all,” said K.,
“I probably even think too little about it.” “That’s not the
mistake you’re making,” said Leni, “you’re too unyield-
ing, that’s what I’ve heard.” “Who said that?” asked K.,
he felt her body against his chest and looked down on her
rich, dark, tightly-bound hair. “I’d be saying too much if
I told you that,” answered Leni. “Please don’t ask for
names, but do stop making these mistakes of yours, stop
being so unyielding, there’s nothing you can do to de-
fend yourself from this court, you have to confess. So
confess to them as soon as you get the chance. It’s only
then that they give you the chance to get away, not till
then. Only, without help from outside even that’s impos-
sible, but you needn’t worry about getting this help as I
want to help you myself.” “You understand a lot about
this court and what sort of tricks are needed,” said K. as
he lifted her, since she was pressing in much too close

to him, onto his lap. “That’s alright, then,” she said, and
made herself comfortable on his lap by smoothing out
her skirt and adjusting her blouse. Then she hung both
her arms around his neck, leant back and took a long
look at him. “And what if I don’t confess, could you not
help me then?” asked K. to test her out. I’m accumu-
lating women to help me, he thought to himself almost
in amazement, first Miss Brüstner, then the court usher’s
wife, and now this little care assistant who seems to have
some incomprehensible need for me. The way she sits
on my lap as if it were her proper place! “No,” answered
Leni, slowly shaking her head, “I couldn’t help you then.
But you don’t want my help anyway, it means nothing to
you, you’re too stubborn and won’t be persuaded.” Then,
after a while she asked, “Do you have a lover?” “No,”
said K. “Oh, you must have,” she said. “Well, I have re-
ally,” said K. “Just think, I’ve even betrayed her while
I’m carrying her photograph with me.” Leni insisted he
show her a photograph of Elsa, and then, hunched on his
lap, studied the picture closely. The photograph was not
one that had been taken while Elsa was posing for it, it
showed her just after she had been in a wild dance such
as she liked to do in wine bars, her skirt was still flung
out as she span round, she had placed her hands on her
firm hips and, with her neck held taut, looked to one side
with a laugh; you could not see from the picture whom
her laugh was intended for. “She’s very tightly laced,”
said Leni, pointing to the place where she thought this
could be seen. “I don’t like her, she’s clumsy and crude.
But maybe she’s gentle and friendly towards you, that’s
the impression you get from the picture. Big, strong girls
like that often don’t know how to be anything but gentle
and friendly. Would she be capable of sacrificing her-
self for you, though?” “No,” said K., “she isn’t gentle or
friendly, and nor would she be capable of sacrificing her-
self for me. But I’ve never yet asked any of those things
of her. I’ve never looked at this picture as closely as you.”
“You can’t think much of her, then,” said Leni. “She
can’t be your lover after all.” “Yes she is,” said K., “I’m
not going to take my word back on that.” “Well she might
be your lover now, then,” said Leni, “but you wouldn’t
miss her much if you lost her or if you exchanged her
for somebody else, me for instance.” “That is certainly
conceivable,” said K. with a smile, “but she does have
one major advantage over you, she knows nothing about
my trial, and even if she did she wouldn’t think about
it. She wouldn’t try to persuade me to be les unyield-
ing.” “Well that’s no advantage,” said Leni. “If she’s got
no advantage other than that, I can keep on hoping. Has
she got any bodily defects?” “’Bodily defects’?” asked
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K. “Yeah,” said Leni, “as I do have a bodily defect, just
a little one. Look.” She spread the middle and ring fin-
gers of her right hand apart from each other. Between
those fingers the flap of skin connecting them reached up
almost as far as the top joint of the little finger. In the
darkness, K. did not see at first what it was she wanted
to show him, so she led his hand to it so that he could
feel. “What a freak of nature,” said K., and when he had
taken a look at the whole hand he added, “What a pretty
claw!” Leni looked on with a kind of pride as K. repeat-
edly opened and closed her two fingers in amazement,
until, finally, he briefly kissed them and let go. “Oh!” she
immediately exclaimed, “you kissed me!” Hurriedly, and
with her mouth open, she clambered up K.’s lap with her
knees. He was almost aghast as he looked up at her, now
that she was so close to him there was a bitter, irritating
smell from her, like pepper, she grasped his head, leant
out over him, and bit and kissed his neck, even biting
into his hair. “I’ve taken her place!” she exclaimed from
time to time. “Just look, now you’ve taken me instead
of her!” Just then, her knee slipped out and, with a little
cry, she nearly fell down onto the carpet, K. tried to hold
her by putting his arms around her and was pulled down
with her. “Now you’re mine,” she said. Her last words
to him as he left were, “Here’s the key to the door, come
whenever you want”, and she planted an undirected kiss
on his back. When he stepped out the front door there
was a light rain falling, he was about to go to the mid-
dle of the street to see if he could still glimpse Leni at
the window when K.’s uncle leapt out of a car that K.,
thinking of other things, had not seen waiting outside the
building. He took hold of K. by both arms and shoved
him against the door as if he wanted to nail him to it.
“Young man,” he shouted, “how could you do a thing
like that?! Things were going well with this business of
yours, now you’ve caused it terrible damage. You slope
of with some dirty, little thing who, moreover, is obvi-
ously the lawyer’s beloved, and stay away for hours. You
don’t even try to find an excuse, don’t try to hide any-
thing, no, you’re quite open about it, you run off with
her and stay there. And meanwhile we’re sitting there,
your uncle who’s going to such effort for you, the lawyer
who needs to be won over to your side, and above all
the office director, a very important gentleman who is in
direct command of your affair in its present stage. We
wanted to discuss how best to help you, I had to han-
dle the lawyer very carefully, he had to handle the office
director carefully, and you had most reason of all to at
least give me some support. Instead of which you stay
away. Eventually we couldn’t keep up the pretence any

longer, but these are polite and highly capable men, they
didn’t say anything about it so as to spare my feelings but
in the end not even they could continue to force them-
selves and, as they couldn’t speak about the matter in
hand, they became silent. We sat there for several min-
utes, listening to see whether you wouldn’t finally come
back. All in vain. In the end the office director stood
up, as he had stayed far longer than he had originally
intended, made his farewell, looked at me in sympathy
without being able to help, he waited at the door for a
long time although it’s more than I can understand why
he was being so good, and then he went. I, of course,
was glad he’d gone, I’d been holding my breath all this
time. All this had even more affect on the lawyer lying
there ill, when I took my leave of him, the good man,
he was quite unable to speak. You have probably con-
tributed to his total collapse and so brought the very man
who you are dependent on closer to his death. And me,
your own uncle, you leave me here in the rain—just feel
this, I’m wet right through—waiting here for hours, sick
with worry.”

Chapter 7: Lawyer—Manufacturer—
Painter
One winter morning—snow was falling in the dull light
outside—K. was sitting in his office, already extremely
tired despite the early hour. He had told the servitor he
was engaged in a major piece of work and none of the
junior staff should be allowed in to see him, so he would
not be disturbed by them at least. But instead of working
he turned round in his chair, slowly moved various items
around his desk, but then, without being aware of it, he
lay his arm stretched out on the desk top and sat there
immobile with his head sunk down on his chest.

He was no longer able to get the thought of the trial
out of his head. He had often wondered whether it might
not be a good idea to work out a written defence and
hand it in to the court. It would contain a short descrip-
tion of his life and explain why he had acted the way he
had at each event that was in any way important, whether
he now considered he had acted well or ill, and his rea-
sons for each. There was no doubt of the advantages a
written defence of this sort would have over relying on
the lawyer, who was anyway not without his shortcom-
ings. K. had no idea what actions the lawyer was tak-
ing; it was certainly not a lot, it was more than a month
since the lawyer had summoned him, and none of the
previous discussions had given K. the impression that
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this man would be able to do much for him. Most im-
portantly, he had asked him hardly any questions. And
there were so many questions here to be asked. Ask-
ing questions were the most important thing. K. had
the feeling that he would be able to ask all the questions
needed here himself. The lawyer, in contrast, did not ask
questions but did all the talking himself or sat silently
facing him, leant forward slightly over the desk, proba-
bly because he was hard of hearing, pulled on a strand
of hair in the middle of his beard and looked down at
the carpet, perhaps at the very spot where K. had lain
with Leni. Now and then he would give K. some vague
warning of the sort you give to children. His speeches
were as pointless as they were boring, and K. decided
that when the final bill came he would pay not a penny
for them. Once the lawyer thought he had humiliated K.
sufficiently, he usually started something that would raise
his spirits again. He had already, he would then say, won
many such cases, partly or in whole, cases which may not
really have been as difficult as this one but which, on the
face of it, had even less hope of success. He had a list of
these cases here in the drawer—here he would tap on one
or other of the drawers in his desk—but could, unfortu-
nately, not show them to K. as they dealt with official se-
crets. Nonetheless, the great experience he had acquired
through all these cases would, of course, be of benefit to
K. He had, of course, begun work straight away and was
nearly ready to submit the first documents. They would
be very important because the first impression made by
the defence will often determine the whole course of the
proceedings. Unfortunately, though, he would still have
to make it clear to K. that the first documents submitted
are sometimes not even read by the court. They sim-
ply put them with the other documents and point out
that, for the time being, questioning and observing the
accused are much more important than anything writ-
ten. If the applicant becomes insistent, then they add
that before they come to any decision, as soon as all the
material has been brought together, with due regard, of
course, to all the documents, then these first documents
to have been submitted will also be checked over. But
unfortunately, even this is not usually true, the first doc-
uments submitted are usually mislaid or lost completely,
and even if they do keep them right to the end they are
hardly read, although the lawyer only knew about this
from rumour. This is all very regrettable, but not en-
tirely without its justifications. But K. should not forget
that the trial would not be public, if the court deems it
necessary it can be made public but there is no law that
says it has to be. As a result, the accused and his de-

fence don’t have access even to the court records, and
especially not to the indictment, and that means we gen-
erally don’t know—or at least not precisely—what the
first documents need to be about, which means that if
they do contain anything of relevance to the case it’s only
by a lucky coincidence. If anything about the individual
charges and the reasons for them comes out clearly or
can be guessed at while the accused is being questioned,
then it’s possible to work out and submit documents that
really direct the issue and present proof, but not before.
Conditions like this, of course, place the defence in a
very unfavourable and difficult position. But that is what
they intend. In fact, defence is not really allowed under
the law, it’s only tolerated, and there is even some dis-
pute about whether the relevant parts of the law imply
even that. So strictly speaking, there is no such thing as
a counsel acknowledged by the court, and anyone who
comes before this court as counsel is basically no more
than a barrack room lawyer. The effect of all this, of
course, is to remove the dignity of the whole procedure,
the next time K. is in the court offices he might like to
have a look in at the lawyers’ room, just so that he’s seen
it. He might well be quite shocked by the people he sees
assembled there. The room they’ve been allocated, with
its narrow space and low ceiling, will be enough to show
what contempt the court has for these people. The only
light in the room comes through a little window that is so
high up that, if you want to look out of it, you first have
to get one of your colleagues to support you on his back,
and even then the smoke from the chimney just in front
of it will go up your nose and make your face black. In
the floor of this room—to give yet another example of
the conditions there—there is a hole that’s been there for
more than a year, it’s not so big that a man could fall
through, but it is big enough for your foot to disappear
through it. The lawyers’ room is on the second floor of
the attic; if your foot does go through it will hang down
into the first floor of the attic underneath it, and right in
the corridor where the litigants are waiting. It’s no ex-
aggeration when lawyers say that conditions like that are
a disgrace. Complaints to the management don’t have
the slightest effect, but the lawyers are strictly forbid-
den to alter anything in the room at their own expense.
But even treating the lawyers in this way has its reasons.
They want, as far as possible, to prevent any kind of de-
fence, everything should be made the responsibility of
the accused. No a bad point of view, basically, but noth-
ing could be more mistaken than to think from that that
lawyers are not necessary for the accused in this court.
On the contrary, there is no court where they are less
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needed than here. This is because proceedings are gen-
erally kept secret not only from the public but also from
the accused. Only as far as that is possible, of course,
but it is possible to a very large extent. And the accused
doesn’t get to see the court records either, and it’s very
difficult to infer what’s in the court records from what’s
been said during questioning based on them, especially
for the accused who is in a difficult situation and is faced
with every possible worry to distract him. This is when
the defence begins. Counsel for the defence are not nor-
mally allowed to be present while the accused is being
questioned, so afterwards, and if possible still at the door
of the interview room, he has to learn what he can about
it from him and extract whatever he can that might be
of use, even though what the accused has to report is of-
ten very confused. But that is not the most important
thing, as there’s really not a lot that can be learned in
this way, although in this, as with anything else, a com-
petent man will learn more than another. Nonetheless,
the most important thing is the lawyer’s personal connec-
tions, that’s where the real value of taking counsel lies.
Now K. will most likely have already learned from his
own experience that, among its very lowest orders, the
court organisation does have its imperfections, the court
is strictly closed to the public, but staff who forget their
duty or who take bribes do, to some extent, show where
the gaps are. This is where most lawyers will push their
way in, this is where bribes are paid and information ex-
tracted, there have even, in earlier times at least, been
incidents where documents have been stolen. There’s no
denying that some surprisingly favourable results have
been attained for the accused in this way, for a limited
time, and these petty advocates then strut to and fro on
the basis of them and attract new clients, but for the fur-
ther course of the proceedings it signifies either nothing
or nothing good. The only things of real value are honest
personal contacts, contacts with higher officials, albeit
higher officials of the lower grades, you understand. That
is the only way the progress of the trial can be influenced,
hardly noticeable at first, it’s true, but from then on it be-
comes more and more visible. There are, of course, not
many lawyers who can do this, and K. has made a very
good choice in this matter. There were probably no more
than one or two who had as many contacts as Dr. Huld,
but they don’t bother with the company of the lawyers’
room and have nothing to do with it. This means they
have all the less contact with the court officials. It is not
at all necessary for Dr. Huld to go to the court, wait in the
ante-rooms for the examining judges to turn up, if they
turn up, and try to achieve something which, according

to the judges’ mood is usually more apparent than real
and most often not even that. No, K. has seen for himself
that the court officials, including some who are quite high
up, come forward without being asked, are glad to give
information which is fully open or at least easy to under-
stand, they discuss the next stages in the proceedings, in
fact in some cases they can be won over and are quite
willing to adopt the other person’s point of view. How-
ever, when this happens, you should never trust them too
far, as however firmly they may have declared this new
point of view in favour of the defendant they might well
go straight back to their offices and write a report for the
court that says just the opposite, and might well be even
harder on the defendant than the original view, the one
they insist they’ve been fully dissuaded from. And, of
course, there’s no way of defending yourself from this,
something said in private is indeed in private and cannot
then be used in public, it’s not something that makes it
easy for the defence to keep those gentlemen’s favour.
On the other hand, it’s also true that the gentlemen don’t
become involved with the defence—which will of course
be done with great expertise—just for philanthropic rea-
sons or in order to be friendly, in some respects it would
be truer to say that they, too, have it allocated to them.
This is where the disadvantages of a court structure that,
right from the start, stipulates that all proceedings take
place in private, come into force. In normal, mediocre
trials its officials have contact with the public, and they’re
very well equipped for it, but here they don’t; normal tri-
als run their course all by themselves, almost, and just
need a nudge here and there; but when they’re faced with
cases that are especially difficult they’re as lost as they
often are with ones that are very simple; they’re forced
to spend all their time, day and night, with their laws, and
so they don’t have the right feel for human relationships,
and that’s a serious shortcoming in cases like this. That’s
when they come for advice to the lawyer, with a servant
behind them carrying the documents which normally are
kept so secret. You could have seen many gentlemen at
this window, gentlemen of whom you would least expect
it, staring out this window in despair on the street below
while the lawyer is at his desk studying the documents
so that he can give them good advice. And at times like
that it’s also possible to see how exceptionally seriously
these gentlemen take their professions and how they are
thrown into great confusion by difficulties which it’s just
not in their natures to overcome. But they’re not in an
easy position, to regard their positions as easy would be
to do them an injustice. The different ranks and hierar-
chies of the court are endless, and even someone who
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knows his way around them cannot always tell what’s
going to happen. But even for the junior officials, the
proceedings in the courtrooms are usually kept secret,
so they are hardly able to see how the cases they work
with proceed, court affairs appear in their range of vision
often without their knowing where they come from and
they move on further without their learning where they
go. So civil servants like this are not able to learn the
things you can learn from studying the successive stages
that individual trials go through, the final verdict or the
reasons for it. They’re only allowed to deal with that
part of the trial which the law allocates them, and they
usually know less about the results of their work after
it’s left them than the defence does, even though the de-
fence will usually stay in contact with the accused until
the trial is nearly at its end, so that the court officials
can learn many useful things from the defence. Bear-
ing all this in mind, does it still surprise K. that the of-
ficials are irritated and often express themselves about
the litigants in unflattering ways—which is an experi-
ence shared by everyone. All the officials are irritated,
even when they appear calm. This causes many difficul-
ties for the junior advocates, of course. There is a story,
for instance, that has very much the ring of truth about
it. It goes like this: One of the older officials, a good
and peaceful man, was dealing with a difficult matter for
the court which had become very confused, especially
thanks to the contributions from the lawyers. He had
been studying it for a day and a night without a break—
as these officials are indeed hard working, no-one works
as hard as they do. When it was nearly morning, and he
had been working for twenty-four hours with probably
very little result, he went to the front entrance, waited
there in ambush, and every time a lawyer tried to enter
the building he would throw him down the steps. The
lawyers gathered together down in front of the steps and
discussed with each other what they should do; on the
one hand they had actually no right to be allowed into
the building so that there was hardly anything that they
could legally do to the official and, as I’ve already men-
tioned, they would have to be careful not to set all the
officials against them. On the other hand, any day not
spent in court is a day lost for them and it was a mat-
ter of some importance to force their way inside. In the
end, they agreed that they would try to tire the old man
out. One lawyer after another was sent out to run up
the steps and let himself be thrown down again, offering
what resistance he could as long as it was passive resis-
tance, and his colleagues would catch him at the bottom
of the steps. That went on for about an hour until the

old gentleman, who was already exhausted from work-
ing all night, was very tired and went back to his office.
Those who were at the bottom of the steps could not be-
lieve it at first, so they sent somebody out to go and look
behind the door to see if there really was no-one there,
and only then did they all gather together and probably
didn’t even dare to complain, as it’s far from being the
lawyers’ job to introduce any improvements in the court
system, or even to want to. Even the most junior lawyer
can understand the relationship there to some extent, but
one significant point is that almost every defendant, even
very simple people, begins to think of suggestions for
improving the court as soon as his proceedings have be-
gun, many of them often even spend time and energy on
the matter that could be spent far better elsewhere. The
only right thing to do is to learn how to deal with the sit-
uation as it is. Even if it were possible to improve any
detail of it—which is anyway no more than superstitious
nonsense—the best that they could achieve, although do-
ing themselves incalculable harm in the process, is that
they will have attracted the special attention of the offi-
cials for any case that comes up in the future, and the
officials are always ready to seek revenge. Never attract
attention to yourself! Stay calm, however much it goes
against your character! Try to gain some insight into the
size of the court organism and how, to some extent, it re-
mains in a state of suspension, and that even if you alter
something in one place you’ll draw the ground out from
under your feet and might fall, whereas if an enormous
organism like the court is disrupted in any one place it
finds it easy to provide a substitute for itself somewhere
else. Everything is connected with everything else and
will continue without any change or else, which is quite
probable, even more closed, more attentive, more strict,
more malevolent. So it’s best to leave the work to the
lawyers and not to keep disturbing them. It doesn’t do
much good to make accusations, especially if you can’t
make it clear what they’re based on and their full signif-
icance, but it must be said that K. caused a great deal of
harm to his own case by his behaviour towards the office
director, he was a very influential man but now he might
as well be struck off the list of those who might do any-
thing for K. If the trial is mentioned, even just in passing,
it’s quite obvious that he’s ignoring it. These officials
are in many ways just like children. Often, something
quite harmless—although K.’s behaviour could unfortu-
nately not be called harmless—will leave them feeling
so offended that they will even stop talking with good
friends of theirs, they turn away when they see them
and do everything they can to oppose them. But then,
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with no particular reason, surprisingly enough, some lit-
tle joke that was only ever attempted because everything
seemed so hopeless will make them laugh and they’ll be
reconciled. It’s both difficult and hard at the same time
to deal with them, and there’s hardly any reason for it.
It’s sometimes quite astonishing that a single, average
life is enough to encompass so much that it’s at all pos-
sible ever to have any success in one’s work here. On
the other hand, there are also dark moments, such as ev-
eryone has, when you think you’ve achieved nothing at
all, when it seems that the only trials to come to a good
end are those that were determined to have a good end
from the start and would do so without any help, while
all the others are lost despite all the running to and fro,
all the effort, all the little, apparent successes that gave
such joy. Then you no longer feel very sure of anything
and, if asked about a trial that was doing well by its own
nature but which was turned for the worse because you
assisted in it, would not even dare deny that. And even
that is a kind of self-confidence, but then it’s the only
one that’s left. Lawyers are especially vulnerable to fits
of depression of that sort—and they are no more than fits
of depression of course—when a case is suddenly taken
out of their hands after they’ve been conducting it satis-
factorily for some time. That’s probably the worst that
can happen to a lawyer. It’s not that the accused takes
the case away from him, that hardly ever happens, once
a defendant has taken on a certain lawyer he has to stay
with him whatever happens. How could he ever carry on
by himself after he’s taken on help from a lawyer? No,
that just doesn’t happen, but what does sometimes hap-
pen is that the trial takes on a course where the lawyer
may not go along with it. Client and trial are both simply
taken away from the lawyer; and then even contact with
the court officials won’t help, however good they are, as
they don’t know anything themselves. The trial will have
entered a stage where no more help can be given, where
it’s being processed in courts to which no-one has any
access, where the defendant cannot even be contacted by
his lawyer. You come home one day and find all the doc-
uments you’ve submitted, which you’ve worked hard to
create and which you had the best hopes for, lying on
the desk, they’ve been sent back as they can’t be carried
through to the next stage in the trial, they’re just worth-
less scraps of paper. It doesn’t meant that the case has
been lost, not at all, or at least there is no decisive rea-
son for supposing so, it’s just that you don’t know any-
thing more about the case and won’t be told anything of
what’s happening. Well, cases like that are the excep-
tions, I’m glad to say, and even if K.’s trial is one of

them, it’s still, for the time being, a long way off. But
there was still plenty of opportunity for lawyers to get to
work, and K. could be sure they would be made use of.
As he had said, the time for submitting documents was
still in the future and there was no rush to prepare them, it
was much more important to start the initial discussions
with the appropriate officials, and they had already taken
place. With varying degrees of success, it must be said.
It was much better not to give away any details before
their time, as in that way K. could only be influenced un-
favourably and his hopes might be raised or he might be
made too anxious, better just to say that some individu-
als have spoken very favourably and shown themselves
very willing to help, although others have spoken less
favourably, but even they have not in any way refused
to help. So all in all, the results are very encouraging,
only you should certainly not draw any particular con-
clusions as all preliminary proceedings begin in the same
way and it was only the way they developed further that
would show what the value of these preliminary proceed-
ings has been. Anyway, nothing has been lost yet, and if
we can succeed in getting the office director, despite ev-
erything, on our side—and several actions have been un-
dertaken to this end—then everything is a clean wound,
as a surgeon would say, and we can wait for the results
with some comfort.

When he started talking on in this way the lawyer was
quite tireless. He went through it all again every time
K. went to see him. There was always some progress,
but he could never be told what sort of progress it was.
The first set of documents to be submitted were being
worked on but still not ready, which usually turned out
to be a great advantage the next time K. went to see him
as the earlier occasion would have been a very bad time
to put them in, which they could not then have known.
If K., stupefied from all this talking, ever pointed out
that even considering all these difficulties progress was
very slow, the lawyer would object that progress was not
slow at all, but that they might have progressed far fur-
ther if K. had come to him at the right time. But he had
come to him late and that lateness would bring still fur-
ther difficulties, and not only where time was concerned.
The only welcome interruption during these visits was
always when Leni contrived to bring the lawyer his tea
while K. was there. Then she would stand behind K.—
pretending to watch the lawyer as he bent greedily over
his cup, poured the tea in and drank—and secretly let K.
hold her hand. There was always complete silence. The
lawyer drank. K. squeezed Leni’s hand and Leni would
sometimes dare to gently stroke K.’s hair. “Still here,
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are you?” the lawyer would ask when he was ready. “I
wanted to take the dishes away,” said Leni, they would
give each other’s hands a final squeeze, the lawyer would
wipe his mouth and then start talking at K. again with re-
newed energy.

Was the lawyer trying to comfort K. or to confuse
him? K. could not tell, but it seemed clear to him that
his defence was not in good hands. Maybe everything
the lawyer said was quite right, even though he obvi-
ously wanted to make himself as conspicuous as possible
and probably had never even taken on a case as impor-
tant as he said K.’s was. But it was still suspicious how
he continually mentioned his personal contacts with the
civil servants. Were they to be exploited solely for K.’s
benefit? The lawyer never forgot to mention that they
were dealing only with junior officials, which meant of-
ficials who were dependent on others, and the direction
taken in each trial could be important for their own fur-
therment. Could it be that they were making use of the
lawyer to turn trials in a certain direction, which would,
of course, always be at the cost of the defendant? It cer-
tain did not mean that they would do that in every trial,
that was not likely at all, and there were probably also
trials where they gave the lawyer advantages and all the
room he needed to turn it in the direction he wanted, as
it would also be to their advantage to keep his reputation
intact. If that really was their relationship, how would
they direct K.’s trial which, as the lawyer had explained,
was especially difficult and therefore important enough
to attract great attention from the very first time it came
to court? There could not be much doubt about what they
would do. The first signs of it could already be seen in the
fact that the first documents still had not been submitted
even though the trial had already lasted several months,
and that, according to the lawyer, everything was still in
its initial stages, which was very effective, of course, in
making the defendant passive and keeping him helpless.
Then he could be suddenly surprised with the verdict, or
at least with a notification that the hearing had not de-
cided in his favour and the matter would be passed on to
a higher office.

It was essential that K. take a hand in it himself. On
winter’s mornings such as this, when he was very tired
and everything dragged itself lethargically through his
head, this belief of his seemed irrefutable. He no longer
felt the contempt for the trial that he had had earlier. If
he had been alone in the world it would have been easy
for him to ignore it, although it was also certain that, in
that case, the trial would never have arisen in the first
place. But now, his uncle had already dragged him to

see the lawyer, he had to take account of his family; his
job was no longer totally separate from the progress of
the trial, he himself had carelessly—with a certain, in-
explicable complacency—mentioned it to acquaintances
and others had learned about it in ways he did not know,
his relationship with Miss Brüstner seemed to be in trou-
ble because of it. In short, he no longer had any choice
whether he would accept the trial or turn it down, he was
in the middle of it and had to defend himself. If he was
tired, then that was bad.

But there was no reason to worry too much before he
needed to. He had been capable of working himself up to
his high position in the bank in a relatively short time and
to retain it with respect from everyone, now he simply
had to apply some of the talents that had made that possi-
ble for him to the trial, and there was no doubt that it had
to turn out well. The most important thing, if something
was to be achieved, was to reject in advance any idea that
he might be in any way guilty. There was no guilt. The
trial was nothing but a big piece of business, just like he
had already concluded to the benefit of the bank many
times, a piece of business that concealed many lurking
dangers waiting in ambush for him, as they usually did,
and these dangers would need to be defended against.
If that was to be achieved then he must not entertain any
idea of guilt, whatever he did, he would need to look after
his own interests as closely as he could. Seen in this way,
there was no choice but to take his representation away
from the lawyer very soon, at best that very evening. The
lawyer had told him, as he talked to him, that that was
something unheard of and would probably do him a great
deal of harm, but K. could not tolerate any impediment to
his efforts where his trial was concerned, and these im-
pediments were probably caused by the lawyer himself.
But once he had shaken off the lawyer the documents
would need to be submitted straight away and, if possi-
ble, he would need to see to it that they were being dealt
with every day. It would of course not be enough, if that
was to be done, for K. to sit in the corridor with his hat
under the bench like the others. Day after day, he him-
self, or one of the women or somebody else on his behalf,
would have to run after the officials and force them to sit
at their desks and study K.’s documents instead of look-
ing out on the corridor through the grating. There could
be no let-up in these efforts, everything would need to
be organised and supervised, it was about time that the
court came up against a defendant who knew how to de-
fend and make use of his rights.

But when K. had the confidence to try and do all this
the difficulty of composing the documents was too much
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for him. Earlier, just a week or so before, he could only
have felt shame at the thought of being made to write out
such documents himself; it had never entered his head
that the task could also be difficult. He remembered one
morning when, already piled up with work, he suddenly
shoved everything to one side and took a pad of paper on
which he sketched out some of his thoughts on how doc-
uments of this sort should proceed. Perhaps he would of-
fer them to that slow-witted lawyer, but just then the door
of the manager’s office opened and the deputy-director
entered the room with a loud laugh. K. was very em-
barrassed, although the deputy-director, of course, was
not laughing at K.’s documents, which he knew nothing
about, but at a joke he had just heard about the stock-
exchange, a joke which needed an illustration if it was
to be understood, and now the deputy-director leant over
K.’s desk, took his pencil from his hand, and drew the il-
lustration on the writing pad that K. had intended for his
ideas about his case.

K. now had no more thoughts of shame, the documents
had to be prepared and submitted. If, as was very likely,
he could find no time to do it in the office he would have
to do it at home at night. If the nights weren’t enough
he would have to take a holiday. Above he could not
stop half way, that was nonsense not only in business
but always and everywhere. Needless to say, the docu-
ments would mean an almost endless amount of work.
It was easy to come to the belief, not only for those of
an anxious disposition, that it was impossible ever to fin-
ish it. This was not because of laziness or deceit, which
were the only things that might have hindered the lawyer
in preparing it, but because he did not know what the
charge was or even what consequences it might bring,
so that he had to remember every tiny action and event
from the whole of his life, looking at them from all sides
and checking and reconsidering them. It was also a very
disheartening job. It would have been more suitable as
a way of passing the long days after he had retired and
become senile. But now, just when K. needed to apply
all his thoughts to his work, when he was still rising and
already posed a threat to the deputy- director, when every
hour passed so quickly and he wanted to enjoy the brief
evenings and nights as a young man, this was the time he
had to start working out these documents. Once more, he
began to feel resentment. Almost involuntarily, only to
put an end to it, his finger felt for the button of the electric
bell in the ante-room. As he pressed it he glanced up to
the clock. It was eleven o’clock, two hours, he had spent
a great deal of his costly time just dreaming and his wits
were, of course, even more dulled than they had been

before. But the time had, nonetheless, not been wasted,
he had come to some decisions that could be of value.
As well as various pieces of mail, the servitors brought
two visiting cards from gentlemen who had already been
waiting for K. for some time. They were actually very
important clients of the bank who should not really have
been kept waiting under any circumstances. Why had
they come at such an awkward time, and why, the gen-
tlemen on the other side of the closed door seemed to be
asking, was the industrious K. using up the best business
time for his private affairs? Tired from what had gone
before, and tired in anticipation of what was to follow,
K. stood up to receive the first of them.

He was a short, jolly man, a manufacturer who K.
knew well. He apologised for disturbing K. at some im-
portant work, and K., for his part, apologised for hav-
ing kept the manufacturer waiting for so long. But even
this apology was spoken in such a mechanical way and
with such false intonation that the manufacturer would
certainly have noticed if he had not been fully preoc-
cupied with his business affairs. Instead, he hurriedly
pulled calculations and tables out from all his pockets,
spread them out in front of K., explained several items,
corrected a little mistake in the arithmetic that he noticed
as he quickly glanced over it all, and reminded K. of a
similar piece of business he’d concluded with him about
a year before, mentioning in passing that this time there
was another bank spending great effort to get his busi-
ness, and finally stopped speaking in order to learn K.’s
opinion on the matter. And K. had indeed, at first, been
closely following what the manufacturer was saying, he
too was aware of how important the deal was, but unfor-
tunately it did not last, he soon stopped listening, nodded
at each of the manufacturer’s louder exclamations for a
short while, but eventually he stopped doing even that
and did no more than stare at the bald head bent over the
papers, asking himself when the manufacturer would fi-
nally realise that everything he was saying was useless.
When he did stop talking, K. really thought at first that
this was so that he would have the chance to confess
that he was incapable of listening. Instead, seeing the
anticipation on the manufacturer’s face, obviously ready
to counter any objections made, he was sorry to realise
that the business discussion had to be continued. So he
bent his head as if he’d been given an order and began
slowly to move his pencil over the papers, now and then
he would stop and stare at one of the figures. The manu-
facturer thought there must be some objection, perhaps
his figures weren’t really sound, perhaps they weren’t
the decisive issue, whatever he thought, the manufacturer
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covered the papers with his hand and began once again,
moving very close to K., to explain what the deal was all
about. “It is difficult,” said K., pursing his lips. The only
thing that could offer him any guidance were the papers,
and the manufacturer had covered them from his view, so
he just sank back against the arm of the chair. Even when
the door of the manager’s office opened and revealed not
very clearly, as if through a veil, the deputy director, he
did no more than look up weakly. K. thought no more
about the matter, he merely watched the immediate ef-
fect of the deputy director’s appearance and, for him, the
effect was very pleasing; the manufacturer immediately
jumped up from his seat and hurried over to meet the
deputy director, although K. would have liked to make
him ten times livelier as he feared the deputy director
might disappear again. He need not have worried, the
two gentlemen met each other, shook each other’s hand
and went together over to K.’s desk. The manufacturer
said he was sorry to find the chief clerk so little inclined
to do business, pointing to K. who, under the view of the
deputy director, had bent back down over the papers. As
the two men leant over the desk and the manufacturer
made some effort to gain and keep the deputy director’s
attention, K. felt as if they were much bigger than they
really were and that their negotiations were about him.
Carefully and slowly turning his eyes upwards, he tried
to learn what was taking place above him, took one of
the papers from his desk without looking to see what it
was, lay it on the flat of his hand and raised it slowly up
as he rose up to the level of the two men himself. He had
no particular plan in mind as he did this, but merely felt
this was how he would act if only he had finished prepar-
ing that great document that was to remove his burden
entirely. The deputy director had been paying all his at-
tention to the conversation and did no more than glance at
the paper, he did not read what was written on it at all as
what was important for the chief clerk was not important
for him, he took it from K.’s hand saying, “Thank you,
I’m already familiar with everything”, and lay it calmly
back on the desk. K. gave him a bitter, sideways look.
But the deputy director did not notice this at all, or if
he did notice it it only raised his spirits, he frequently
laughed out loud, one time he clearly embarrassed the
manufacturer when he raised an objection in a witty way
but drew him immediately back out of his embarrassment
by commenting adversely on himself, and finally invited
him into his office where they could bring the matter to
its conclusion. “It’s a very important matter,” said the
manufacturer. “I understand that completely. And I’m
sure the chief clerk . . . “—even as he said this he was ac-

tually speaking only to the manufacturer—“will be very
glad to have us take it off his hands. This is something
that needs calm consideration. But he seems to be over-
burdened today, there are even some people in the room
outside who’ve been waiting there for hours for him.”
K. still had enough control of himself to turn away from
the deputy director and direct his friendly, albeit stiff,
smile only at the manufacturer, he made no other retalia-
tion, bent down slightly and supported himself with both
hands on his desk like a clerk, and watched as the two
gentlemen, still talking, took the papers from his desk
and disappeared into the manager’s office. In the door-
way, the manufacturer turned and said he wouldn’t make
his farewell with K. just yet, he would of course let the
chief clerk know about the success of his discussions but
he also had a little something to tell him about.

At last, K. was by himself. It did not enter his head
to show anyone else into his office and only became
vaguely aware of how nice it was that the people outside
thought he was still negotiating with the manufacturer
and, for this reason, he could not let anyone in to see
him, not even the servitor. He went over to the window,
sat down on the ledge beside it, held firmly on to the han-
dle and looked down onto the square outside. The snow
was still falling, the weather still had not brightened up
at all.

He remained a long time sitting in this way, not know-
ing what it actually was that made him so anxious, only
occasionally did he glance, slightly startled, over his
shoulder at the door to the outer room where, mistak-
enly, he thought he’d heard some noise. No- one came,
and that made him feel calmer, he went over to the wash
stand, rinsed his face with cold water and, his head some-
what clearer, went back to his place by the window. The
decision to take his defence into his own hands now
seemed more of a burden than he had originally assumed.
All the while he had left his defence up to the lawyer
his trial had had little basic affect on him, he had ob-
served it from afar as something that was scarcely able
to reach him directly, when it suited him he looked to
see how things stood but he was also able to draw his
head back again whenever he wanted. Now, in contrast,
if he was to conduct his defence himself, he would have
to devote himself entirely to the court—for the time be-
ing, at least—success would mean, later on, his complete
and conclusive liberation, but if he was to achieve this he
would have to place himself, to start with, in far greater
danger than he had been in so far. If he ever felt tempted
to doubt this, then his experience with the deputy direc-
tor and the manufacturer that day would be quite enough
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to convince him of it. How could he have sat there to-
tally convinced of the need to do his own defence? How
would it be later? What would his life be like in the days
ahead? Would he find the way through it all to a happy
conclusion? Did a carefully worked out defence—and
any other sort would have made no sense—did a care-
fully worked out defence not also mean he would need
to shut himself off from everything else as much as he
could? Would he survive that? And how was he to suc-
ceed in conducting all this at the bank? It involved much
more than just submitting some documents that he could
probably prepare in a few days’ leave, although it would
have been great temerity to ask for time off from the bank
just at that time, it was a whole trial and there was no way
of seeing how long it might last. This was an enormous
difficulty that had suddenly been thrown into K.’s life!

And was he supposed to be doing the bank’s work at a
time like this? He looked down at his desk. Was he sup-
posed to let people in to see him and go into negotiations
with them at a time like this? While his trial trundled
on, while the court officials upstairs in the attic room sat
looking at the papers for this trial, should he be worrying
about the business of the bank? Did this not seem like
a kind of torture, acknowledged by the court, connected
with the trial and which followed him around? And is it
likely that anyone in the bank, when judging his work,
would take any account of his peculiar situation? No-
one and never. There were those who knew about his
trial, although it was not quite clear who knew about it
or how much. But he hoped rumours had not reached
as far as the deputy director, otherwise he would obvi-
ously soon find a way of making use of it to harm K., he
would show neither comradeship nor humaneness. And
what about the director? It was true that he was well
disposed towards K., and as soon as he heard about the
trial he would probably try to do everything he could to
make it easier for him, but he would certainly not devote
himself to it. K. at one time had provided the counter-
balance to what the deputy director said but the direc-
tor was now coming more and more under his influence,
and the deputy director would also exploit the weakened
condition of the director to strengthen his own power. So
what could K. hope for? Maybe considerations of this
sort weakened his power of resistance, but it was still
necessary not to deceive oneself and to see everything as
clearly as it could be seen at that moment.

For no particular reason, just to avoiding returning to
his desk for a while, he opened the window. It was dif-
ficult to open and he had to turn the handle with both
his hands. Then, through the whole height and breadth

of the window, the mixture of fog and smoke was drawn
into the room, filling it with a slight smell of burning. A
few flakes of snow were blown in with it. “It’s a horri-
ble autumn,” said the manufacturer, who had come into
the room unnoticed after seeing the deputy director and
now stood behind K. K. nodded and looked uneasily at
the manufacturer’s briefcase, from which he would now
probably take the papers and inform K. of the result of
his negotiations with the deputy director. However, the
manufacturer saw where K. was looking, knocked on his
briefcase and without opening it said, “You’ll be want-
ing to hear how things turned out. I’ve already got the
contract in my pocket, almost. He’s a charming man,
your deputy director—he’s got his dangers, though.” He
laughed as he shook K.’s hand and wanted to make him
laugh with him. But to K., it once more seemed sus-
picious that the manufacturer did not want to show him
the papers and saw nothing about his comments to laugh
at. “Chief clerk,” said the manufacturer, “I expect the
weather’s been affecting your mood, has it? You’re look-
ing so worried today.” “Yes,” said K., raising his hand
and holding the temple of his head, “headaches, worries
in the family.” “Quite right,” said the manufacturer, who
was always in a hurry and could never listen to anyone
for very long, “everyone has his cross to bear.” K. had
unconsciously made a step towards the door as if want-
ing to show the manufacturer out, but the manufacturer
said, “Chief clerk, there’s something else I’d like to men-
tion to you. I’m very sorry if it’s something that’ll be a
burden to you today of all days but I’ve been to see you
twice already, lately, and each time I forgot all about it.
If I delay it any longer it might well lose its point alto-
gether. That would be a pity, as I think what I’ve got to
say does have some value.” Before K. had had the time to
answer, the manufacturer came up close to him, tapped
his knuckle lightly on his chest and said quietly, “You’ve
got a trial going on, haven’t you?” K. stepped back and
immediately exclaimed, “That’s what the deputy direc-
tor’s been telling you!” “No, no,” said the manufacturer,
“how would the deputy director know about it?” “And
what about you?” asked K., already more in control of
himself. “I hear things about the court here and there,”
said the manufacturer, “and that even applies to what it
is that I wanted to tell you about.” “There are so many
people who have connections with the court!” said K.
with lowered head, and he led the manufacturer over to
his desk. They sat down where they had been before,
and the manufacturer said, “I’m afraid it’s not very much
that I’ve got to tell you about. Only, in matters like this,
it’s best not to overlook the tiniest details. Besides, I
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really want to help you in some way, however modest
my help might be. We’ve been good business partners
up till now, haven’t we? Well then.” K. wanted to apol-
ogise for his behaviour in the conversation earlier that
day, but the manufacturer would tolerate no interruption,
shoved his briefcase up high in his armpit to show that he
was in a hurry, and carried on. “I know about your case
through a certain Titorelli. He’s a painter, Titorelli’s just
his artistic name, I don’t even know what his real name
is. He’s been coming to me in my office for years from
time to time, and brings little pictures with him which
I buy more or less just for the sake of charity as he’s
hardly more than a beggar. And they’re nice pictures,
too, moorland landscapes and that sort of thing. We’d
both got used to doing business in this way and it always
went smoothly. Only, one time these visits became a bit
too frequent, I began to tell him off for it, we started
talking and I became interested how it was that he could
earn a living just by painting, and then I learned to my
amazement that his main source of income was painting
portraits. ’I work for the court,’ he said, ’what court?’
said I. And that’s when he told me about the court. I’m
sure you can imagine how amazed I was at being told
all this. Ever since then I learn something new about the
court every time he comes to visit, and so little by little
I get to understand something of how it works. Anyway,
Titorelli talks a lot and I often have to push him away,
not only because he’s bound to be lying but also, most of
all, because a businessman like me who’s already close
to breaking point under the weight of his own business
worries can’t pay too much attention to other people’s.
But all that’s just by the by. Perhaps—this is what I’ve
been thinking—perhaps Titorelli might be able to help
you in some small way, he knows lots of judges and even
if he can’t have much influence himself he can give you
some advice about how to get some influential people on
your side. And even if this advice doesn’t turn out to
make all the difference I still think it’ll be very impor-
tant once you’ve got it. You’re nearly a lawyer yourself.
That’s what I always say, Mr. K. the chief clerk is nearly
a lawyer. Oh I’m sure this trial of yours will turn out all
right. So do you want to go and see Titorelli, then? If I
ask him to he’ll certainly do everything he possibly can.
I really do think you ought to go. It needn’t be today, of
course, just some time, when you get the chance. And
anyway—I want to tell you this too— you don’t actually
have to go and see Titorelli, this advice from me doesn’t
place you under any obligation at all. No, if you think
you can get by without Titorelli it’ll certainly be better
to leave him completely out of it. Maybe you’ve already

got a clear idea of what you’re doing and Titorelli could
upset your plans. No, if that’s the case then of course you
shouldn’t go there under any circumstances! And it cer-
tainly won’t be easy to take advice from a lad like that.
Still, it’s up to you. Here’s the letter of recommendation
and here’s the address.”

Disappointed, K. took the letter and put it in his
pocket. Even at best, the advantage he might derive from
this recommendation was incomparably smaller than the
damage that lay in the fact of the manufacturer know-
ing about his trial, and that the painter was spreading the
news about. It was all he could mange to give the man-
ufacturer, who was already on his way to the door, a few
words of thanks. “I’ll go there,” he said as he took his
leave of the manufacturer at the door, “or, as I’m very
busy at present, I’ll write to him, perhaps he would like
to come to me in my office some time.” “I was sure you’d
find the best solution,” said the manufacturer. “Although
I had thought you’d prefer to avoid inviting people like
this Titorelli to the bank and talking about the trial here.
And it’s not always a good idea to send letters to peo-
ple like Titorelli, you don’t know what might happen
to them. But you’re bound to have thought everything
through and you know what you can and can’t do.” K.
nodded and accompanied the manufacturer on through
the ante-room. But despite seeming calm on the outside
he was actually very shocked; he had told the manufac-
turer he would write to Titorelli only to show him in some
way that he valued his recommendations and would con-
sider the opportunity to speak with Titorelli without de-
lay, but if he had thought Titorelli could offer any worth-
while assistance he would not have delayed. But it was
only the manufacturer’s comment that made K. realise
what dangers that could lead to. Was he really able to
rely on his own understanding so little? If it was possi-
ble that he might invite a questionable character into the
bank with a clear letter, and ask advice from him about
his trial, separated from the deputy director by no more
than a door, was it not possible or even very likely that
there were also other dangers he had failed to see or that
he was even running towards? There was not always
someone beside him to warn him. And just now, just
when he would have to act with all the strength he could
muster, now a number of doubts of a sort he had never
before known had presented themselves and affected his
own vigilance! The difficulties he had been feeling in
carrying out his office work; were they now going to af-
fect the trial too? Now, at least, he found himself quite
unable to understand how he could have intended to write
to Titorelli and invite him into the bank.
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He shook his head at the thought of it once more as
the servitor came up beside him and drew his attention
to the three gentlemen who were waiting on a bench in
the ante-room. They had already been waiting to see K.
for a long time. Now that the servitor was speaking with
K. they had stood up and each of them wanted to make
use of the opportunity to see K. before the others. It had
been negligent of the bank to let them waste their time
here in the waiting room, but none of them wanted to
draw attention to this. “Mr. K., . . . “ one of them was say-
ing, but K. had told the servitor to fetch his winter coat
and said to the three of them, as the servitor helped him
to put it on, “Please forgive me, gentlemen, I’m afraid
I have no time to see you at present. Please do forgive
me but I have some urgent business to settle and have
to leave straight away. You’ve already seen yourselves
how long I’ve been delayed. Would you be so kind as
to come back tomorrow or some time? Or perhaps we
could settle your affairs by telephone? Or perhaps you
would like to tell me now, briefly, what it’s about and I
can then give you a full answer in writing. Whatever,
the best thing will be for you to come here again.” The
gentlemen now saw that their wait had been totally point-
less, and these suggestions of K.’s left them so astounded
that they looked at each other without a word. “That’s
agreed then, is it?” asked K., who had turned toward the
servitor bringing him his hat. Through the open door
of K.’s office they could see that the snowfall outside
had become much heavier. So K. turned the collar of
his coat up and buttoned it up high under his chin. Just
then the deputy director came out of the adjoining room,
smiled as he saw K. negotiating with the gentlemen in
his winter coat, and asked, “Are you about to go out?”
“Yes,” said K., standing more upright, “I have to go out
on some business.” But the deputy director had already
turned towards the gentlemen. “And what about these
gentlemen?” he asked. “I think they’ve already been
waiting quite a long time.” “We’ve already come to an
understanding,” said K. But now the gentlemen could be
held back no longer, they surrounded K. and explained
that they would not have been waiting for hours if it had
not been about something important that had to be dis-
cussed now, at length and in private. The deputy direc-
tor listened to them for a short while, he also looked at
K. as he held his hat in his hand cleaning the dust off
it here and there, and then he said, “Gentlemen, there is
a very simple way to solve this. If you would prefer it,
I’ll be very glad to take over these negotiations instead
of the chief clerk. Your business does, of course, need
to be discussed without delay. We are businessmen like

yourselves and know the value of a businessman’s time.
Would you like to come this way?” And he opened the
door leading to the ante-room of his own office.

The deputy director seemed very good at appropriat-
ing everything that K. was now forced to give up! But
was K. not giving up more than he absolutely had to?
By running off to some unknown painter, with, as he
had to admit, very little hope of any vague benefit, his
renown was suffering damage that could not me repaired.
It would probably be much better to take off his winter
coat again and, at the very least, try to win back the two
gentlemen who were certainly still waiting in the next
room. If K. had not then glimpsed the deputy director in
his office, looking for something from his bookshelves
as if they were his own, he would probably even have
made the attempt. As K., somewhat agitated, approached
the door the deputy director called out, “Oh, you’ve still
not left!” He turned his face toward him—its many deep
folds seemed to show strength rather than age—and im-
mediately began once more to search. “I’m looking for
a copy of a contract,” he said, “which this gentleman in-
sists you must have. Could you help me look for it, do
you think?” K. made a step forward, but the deputy di-
rector said, “thank you, I’ve already found it,” and with
a big package of papers, which certainly must have in-
cluded many more documents than just the copy of the
contract, he turned and went back into his own office.

“I can’t deal with him right now,” K. said to himself,
“but once my personal difficulties have been settled, then
he’ll certainly be the first to get the effect of it, and he cer-
tainly won’t like it.” Slightly calmed by these thoughts,
K. gave the servitor, who had already long been holding
the door to the corridor open for him, the task of telling
the director, when he was able, that K. was going out of
the bank on a business matter. As he left the bank he felt
almost happy at the thought of being able to devote more
of himself to his own business for a while.

He went straight to the painter, who lived in an out-
lying part of town which was very near to the court
offices, although this area was even poorer, the houses
were darker, the streets were full of dirt that slowly blew
about over the half-melted snow. In the great gateway
to the building where the painter lived only one of the
two doors was open, a hole had been broken open in the
wall by the other door, and as K. approached it a repul-
sive, yellow, steaming liquid shot out causing some rats
to scurry away into the nearby canal. Down by the stair-
case there was a small child lying on its belly crying,
but it could hardly be heard because of the noise from
a metal-workshop on the other side of the entrance hall,
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drowning out any other sound. The door to the work-
shop was open, three workers stood in a circle around
some piece of work that they were beating with ham-
mers. A large tin plate hung on the wall, casting a pale
light that pushed its way in between two of the workers,
lighting up their faces and their work-aprons. K. did no
more that glance at any of these things, he wanted to get
things over with here as soon as possible, to exchange
just a few words to find out how things stood with the
painter and go straight back to the bank. Even if he had
just some tiny success here it would still have a good ef-
fect on his work at the bank for that day. On the third
floor he had to slow down his pace, he was quite out of
breath—the steps, just like the height of each floor, were
much higher than they needed to be and he’d been told
that the painter lived right up in the attic. The air was
also quite oppressive, there was no proper stairwell and
the narrow steps were closed in by walls on both sides
with no more than a small, high window here and there.
Just as K. paused for a while some young girls ran out
of one of the flats and rushed higher up the stairs, laugh-
ing. K. followed them slowly, caught up with one of the
girls who had stumbled and been left behind by the oth-
ers, and asked her as they went up side by side, “Is there
a painter, Titorelli, who lives here?” The girl, hardly thir-
teen years old and somewhat hunchbacked, jabbed him
with her elbow and looked at him sideways. Her youth
and her bodily defects had done nothing to stop her be-
ing already quite depraved. She did not smile once, but
looked at K. earnestly, with sharp, acquisitive eyes. K.
pretended not to notice her behaviour and asked, “Do
you know Titorelli, the painter?” She nodded and asked
in reply, “What d’you want to see him for?” K. thought
it would be to his advantage quickly to find out some-
thing more about Titorelli. “I want to have him paint
my portrait,” he said. “Paint your portrait?” she asked,
opening her mouth too wide and lightly hitting K. with
her hand as if he had said something extraordinarily sur-
prising or clumsy, with both hands she lifted her skirt,
which was already very short, and, as fast as she could,
she ran off after the other girls whose indistinct shouts
lost themselves in the heights. At the next turn of the
stairs, however, K. encountered all the girls once more.
The hunchbacked girl had clearly told them about K.’s
intentions and they were waiting for him. They stood
on both sides of the stairs, pressing themselves against
the wall so that K. could get through between them, and
smoothed their aprons down with their hands. All their
faces, even in this guard of honour, showed a mixture of
childishness and depravity. Up at the head of the line of

girls, who now, laughing, began to close in around K.,
was the hunchback who had taken on the role of leader.
It was thanks to her that K. found the right direction with-
out delay—he would have continued up the stairs straight
in front of him, but she showed him that to reach Titorelli
he would need to need to turn off to one side. The steps
that led up to the painter were especially narrow, very
long without any turning, the whole length could be seen
in one glance and, at the top, at Titorelli’s closed door, it
came to its end. This door was much better illuminated
than the rest of the stairway by the light from a small
skylight set obliquely above it, it had been put together
from unpainted planks of wood and the name ’Titorelli’
was painted on it in broad, red brushstrokes. K. was no
more than half way up the steps, accompanied by his ret-
inue of girls, when, clearly the result of the noise of all
those footsteps, the door opened slightly and in the crack
a man who seemed to be dressed in just his nightshirt
appeared. “Oh!” he cried, when he saw the approaching
crowd, and vanished. The hunchbacked girl clapped her
hands in glee and the other girls crowded in behind K. to
push him faster forward.

They still had not arrived at the top, however, when
the painter up above them suddenly pulled the door wide
open and, with a deep bow, invited K. to enter. The girls,
on the other hand, he tried to keep away, he did not want
to let any of them in however much they begged him
and however much they tried to get in—if they could not
get in with his permission they would try to force their
way in against his will. The only one to succeed was
the hunchback when she slipped through under his out-
stretched arm, but the painter chased after her, grabbed
her by the skirt, span her once round and set her down
again by the door with the other girls who, unlike the
first, had not dared to cross the doorstep while the painter
had left his post. K. did not know what he was to make of
all this, as they all seemed to be having fun. One behind
the other, the girls by the door stretched their necks up
high and called out various words to the painter which
were meant in jest but which K. did not understand, and
even the painter laughed as the hunchback whirled round
in his hand. Then he shut the door, bowed once more
to K., offered him his hand and introduced himself, say-
ing, “Titorelli, painter”. K. pointed to the door, behind
which the girls were whispering, and said, “You seem
to be very popular in this building.” “Ach, those brats!”
said the painter, trying in vain to fasten his nightshirt at
the neck. He was also bare-footed and, apart from that,
was wearing nothing more than a loose pair of yellowish
linen trousers held up with a belt whose free end whipped
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to and fro. “Those kids are a real burden for me,” he con-
tinued. The top button of his nightshirt came off and
he gave up trying to fasten it, fetched a chair for K. and
made him sit down on it. “I painted one of them once—
she’s not here today—and ever since then they’ve been
following me about. If I’m here they only come in when
I allow it, but as soon as I’ve gone out there’s always at
least one of them in here. They had a key made to my
door and lend it round to each other. It’s hard to imag-
ine what a pain that is. Suppose I come back home with a
lady I’m going to paint, I open the door with my own key
and find the hunchback there or something, by the table
painting her lips red with my paintbrush, and meanwhile
her little sisters will be keeping guard for her, moving
about and causing chaos in every corner of the room. Or
else, like happened yesterday, I might come back home
late in the evening—please forgive my appearance and
the room being in a mess, it is to do with them—so, I
might come home late in the evening and want to go to
bed, then I feel something pinching my leg, look under
the bed and pull another of them out from under it. I
don’t know why it is they bother me like this, I expect
you’ve just seen that I do nothing to encourage them to
come near me. And they make it hard for me to do my
work too, of course. If I didn’t get this studio for noth-
ing I’d have moved out a long time ago.” Just then, a lit-
tle voice, tender and anxious, called out from under the
door, “Titorelli, can we come in now?” “No,” answered
the painter. “Not even just me, by myself?” the voice
asked again. “Not even just you,” said the painter, as he
went to the door and locked it.

Meanwhile, K. had been looking round the room, if it
had not been pointed out it would never have occurred to
him that this wretched little room could be called a stu-
dio. It was hardly long enough or broad enough to make
two steps. Everything, floor, walls and ceiling, was made
of wood, between the planks narrow gaps could be seen.
Across from where K. was, the bed stood against the wall
under a covering of many different colours. In the mid-
dle of the room a picture stood on an easel, covered over
with a shirt whose arms dangled down to the ground. Be-
hind K. was the window through which the fog made it
impossible to see further than the snow covered roof of
the neighbouring building.

The turning of the key in the lock reminded K. that he
had not wanted to stay too long. So he drew the man-
ufacturer’s letter out from his pocket, held it out to the
painter and said, “I learned about you from this gentle-
man, an acquaintance of yours, and it’s on his advice that
I’ve come here”. The painter glanced through the letter

and threw it down onto the bed. If the manufacturer had
not said very clearly that Titorelli was an acquaintance
of his, a poor man who was dependent on his charity,
then it would really have been quite possible to believe
that Titorelli did not know him or at least that he could
not remember him. This impression was augmented by
the painter’s asking, “Were you wanting to buy some
pictures or did you want to have yourself painted?” K.
looked at the painter in astonishment. What did the letter
actually say? K. had taken it as a matter of course that
the manufacturer had explained to the painter in his let-
ter that K. wanted nothing more with him than to find out
more about his trial. He had been far too rash in coming
here! But now he had to give the painter some sort of
answer and, glancing at the easel, said, “Are you work-
ing on a picture currently?” “Yes,” said the painter, and
he took the shirt hanging over the easel and threw it onto
the bed after the letter. “It’s a portrait. Quite a good piece
of work, although it’s not quite finished yet.” This was a
convenient coincidence for K., it gave him a good oppor-
tunity to talk about the court as the picture showed, very
clearly, a judge. What’s more, it was remarkably simi-
lar to the picture in the lawyer’s office, although this one
showed a quite different judge, a heavy man with a full
beard which was black and bushy and extended to the
sides far up the man’s cheeks. The lawyer’s picture was
also an oil painting, whereas this one had been made with
pastel colours and was pale and unclear. But everything
else about the picture was similar, as this judge, too, was
holding tightly to the arm of his throne and seemed omi-
nously about to rise from it. At first K. was about to say,
“He certainly is a judge,” but he held himself back for the
time being and went closer to the picture as if he wanted
to study it in detail. There was a large figure shown
in middle of the throne’s back rest which K. could not
understand and asked the painter about it. That’ll need
some more work done on it, the painter told him, and
taking a pastel crayon from a small table he added a few
strokes to the edges of the figure but without making it
any clearer as far as K. could make out. “That’s the figure
of justice,” said the painter, finally. “Now I see,” said K.,
“here’s the blindfold and here are the scales. But aren’t
those wings on her heels, and isn’t she moving?” “Yes,”
said the painter, “I had to paint it like that according to
the contract. It’s actually the figure of justice and the
goddess of victory all in one.” “That is not a good com-
bination,” said K. with a smile. “Justice needs to remain
still, otherwise the scales will move about and it won’t
be possible to make a just verdict.” “I’m just doing what
the client wanted,” said the painter. “Yes, certainly,” said
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K., who had not meant to criticise anyone by that com-
ment. “You’ve painted the figure as it actually appears on
the throne.” “No,” said the painter, “I’ve never seen that
figure or that throne, it’s all just invention, but they told
me what it was I had to paint.” “How’s that?” asked K.
pretending not fully to understand what the painter said.
“That is a judge sitting on the judge’s chair, isn’t it?”
“Yes, “ said the painter, “but that judge isn’t very high up
and he’s never sat on any throne like that.” “And he has
himself painted in such a grand pose? He’s sitting there
just like the president of the court.” “Yeah, gentlemen
like this are very vain,” said the painter. “But they have
permission from higher up to get themselves painted like
this. It’s laid down quite strictly just what sort of portrait
each of them can get for himself. Only it’s a pity that
you can’t make out the details of his costume and pose
in this picture, pastel colours aren’t really suitable for
showing people like this.” “Yes,” said K., “it does seem
odd that it’s in pastel colours.” “That’s what the judge
wanted,” said the painter, “it’s meant to be for a woman.”
The sight of the picture seemed to make him feel like
working, he rolled up his shirtsleeves, picked up a few
of the crayons, and K. watched as a reddish shadow built
up around the head of the judge under their quivering tips
and radiated out the to edges of the picture. This shadow
play slowly surrounded the head like a decoration or lofty
distinction. But around the figure of Justice, apart from
some coloration that was barely noticeable, it remained
light, and in this brightness the figure seemed to shine
forward so that it now looked like neither the God of Jus-
tice nor the God of Victory, it seemed now, rather, to be
a perfect depiction of the God of the Hunt. K. found the
painter’s work more engrossing than he had wanted; but
finally he reproached himself for staying so long without
having done anything relevant to his own affair. “What’s
the name of this judge?” he asked suddenly. “I’m not
allowed to tell you that,” the painter answered. He was
bent deeply over the picture and clearly neglecting his
guest who, at first, he had received with such care. K.
took this to be just a foible of the painter’s, and it irri-
tated him as it made him lose time. “I take it you must be
a trustee of the court,” he said. The painter immediately
put his crayons down, stood upright, rubbed his hands
together and looked at K. with a smile. “Always straight
out with the truth,” he said. “You want to learn something
about the court, like it says in your letter of recommen-
dation, but then you start talking about my pictures to get
me on your side. Still, I won’t hold it against you, you
weren’t to know that that was entirely the wrong thing
to try with me. Oh, please!” he said sharply, repelling

K.’s attempt to make some objection. He then continued,
“And besides, you’re quite right in your comment that
I’m a trustee of the court.” He made a pause, as if want-
ing to give K. the time to come to terms with this fact.
The girls could once more be heard from behind the door.
They were probably pressed around the keyhole, perhaps
they could even see into the room through the gaps in the
planks. K. forewent the opportunity to excuse himself in
some way as he did not wish to distract the painter from
what he was saying, or else perhaps he didn’t want him to
get too far above himself and in this way make himself to
some extent unattainable, so he asked, “Is that a publicly
acknowledged position?” “No,” was the painter’s curt re-
ply, as if the question prevented him saying any more.
But K. wanted him to continue speaking and said, “Well,
positions like that, that aren’t officially acknowledged,
can often have more influence than those that are.” “And
that’s how it is with me,” said the painter, and nodded
with a frown. “I was talking about your case with the
manufacturer yesterday, and he asked me if I wouldn’t
like to help you, and I answered: ’He can come and see
me if he likes’, and now I’m pleased to see you here
so soon. This business seems to be quite important to
you, and, of course, I’m not surprised at that. Would you
not like to take your coat off now?” K. had intended to
stay for only a very short time, but the painter’s invita-
tion was nonetheless very welcome. The air in the room
had slowly become quite oppressive for him, he had sev-
eral times looked in amazement at a small, iron stove in
the corner that certainly could not have been lit, the heat
of the room was inexplicable. As he took off his winter
overcoat and also unbuttoned his frock coat the painter
said to him in apology, “I must have warmth. And it is
very cosy here, isn’t it. This room’s very good in that
respect.” K. made no reply, but it was actually not the
heat that made him uncomfortable but, much more, the
stuffiness, the air that almost made it more difficult to
breathe, the room had probably not been ventilated for a
long time. The unpleasantness of this was made all the
stronger for K. when the painter invited him to sit on the
bed while he himself sat down on the only chair in the
room in front of the easel. The painter even seemed to
misunderstand why K. remained at the edge of the bed
and urged K. to make himself comfortable, and as he
hesitated he went over to the bed himself and pressed
K. deep down into the bedclothes and pillows. Then he
went back to his seat and at last he asked his first ob-
jective question, which made K. forget everything else.
“You’re innocent, are you?” he asked. “Yes,” said K. He
felt a simple joy at answering this question, especially as
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the answer was given to a private individual and there-
fore would have no consequences. Up till then no-one
had asked him this question so openly. To make the most
of his pleasure he added, “I am totally innocent.” “So,”
said the painter, and he lowered his head and seemed
to be thinking. Suddenly he raised his head again and
said, “Well if you’re innocent it’s all very simple.” K.
began to scowl, this supposed trustee of the court was
talking like an ignorant child. “My being innocent does
not make things simple,” said K. Despite everything, he
couldn’t help smiling and slowly shook his head. “There
are many fine details in which the court gets lost, but in
the end it reaches into some place where originally there
was nothing and pulls enormous guilt out of it.” “Yeah,
yeah, sure,” said the painter, as if K. had been disturbing
his train of thought for no reason. “But you are inno-
cent, aren’t you?” “Well of course I am,” said K. “That’s
the main thing,” said the painter. There was no counter-
argument that could influence him, but although he had
made up his mind it was not clear whether he was talking
this way because of conviction or indifference. K., then,
wanted to find out and said therefore, “I’m sure you’re
more familiar with the court than I am, I know hardly
more about it than what I’ve heard, and that’s been from
many very different people. But they were all agreed on
one thing, and that was that when ill thought-out accu-
sations are made they are not ignored, and that once the
court has made an accusation it is convinced of the guilt
of the defendant and it’s very hard to make it think other-
wise.” “Very hard?” the painter asked, throwing one hand
up in the air. “It’s impossible to make it think otherwise.
If I painted all the judges next to each other here on can-
vas, and you were trying to defend yourself in front of it,
you’d have more success with them than you’d ever have
with the real court.” “Yes,” said K. to himself, forgetting
that he had only gone there to investigate the painter.

One of the girls behind the door started up again,
and asked, “Titorelli, is he going to go soon?” “Quiet!”
shouted the painter at the door, “Can’t you see I’m
talking with the gentleman?” But this was not enough
to satisfy the girl and she asked, “You going to paint
his picture?” And when the painter didn’t answer she
added, “Please don’t paint him, he’s an ’orrible bloke.”
There followed an incomprehensible, interwoven babble
of shouts and replies and calls of agreement. The painter
leapt over to the door, opened it very slightly—the girls’
clasped hands could be seen stretching through the crack
as if they wanted something—and said, “If you’re not
quiet I’ll throw you all down the stairs. Sit down here on
the steps and be quiet.” They probably did not obey him

immediately, so that he had to command, “Down on the
steps!” Only then it became quiet.

“I’m sorry about that,” said the painter as he returned
to K. K. had hardly turned towards the door, he had left it
completely up to the painter whether and how he would
place him under his protection if he wanted to. Even now,
he made hardly any movement as the painter bent over
him and, whispering into his ear in order not to be heard
outside, said, “These girls belong to the court as well.”
“How’s that?” asked K., as he leant his head to one side
and looked at the painter. But the painter sat back down
on his chair and, half in jest, half in explanation, “Well,
everything belongs to the court.” “That is something I
had never noticed until now,” said K. curtly, this gen-
eral comment of the painter’s made his comment about
the girls far less disturbing. Nonetheless, K. looked for a
while at the door, behind which the girls were now sitting
quietly on the steps. Except, that one of them had pushed
a drinking straw through a crack between the planks and
was moving it slowly up and down. “You still don’t seem
to have much general idea of what the court’s about”,
said the painter, who had stretched his legs wide apart
and was tapping loudly on the floor with the tip of his
foot. “But as you’re innocent you won’t need it anyway.
I’ll get you out of this by myself.” “How do you intend
to do that?” asked K. “You did say yourself not long ago
that it’s quite impossible to go to the court with reasons
and proofs.” “Only impossible for reasons and proofs you
take to the court yourself “ said the painter, raising his
forefinger as if K. had failed to notice a fine distinction.
“It goes differently if you try to do something behind the
public court, that’s to say in the consultation rooms, in
the corridors or here, for instance, in my studio.” K. now
began to find it far easier to believe what the painter was
saying, or rather it was largely in agreement with what
he had also been told by others. In fact it was even quite
promising. If it really was so easy to influence the judges
through personal contacts as the lawyer had said then the
painter’s contacts with these vain judges was especially
important, and at the very least should not be underval-
ued. And the painter would fit in very well in the circle of
assistants that K. was slowly gathering around himself.
He had been noted at the bank for his talent in organising,
here, where he was placed entirely on his own resources,
would be a good opportunity to test that talent to its lim-
its. The painter observed the effect his explanation had
had on K. and then, with a certain unease, said, “Does it
not occur to you that the way I’m speaking is almost like
a lawyer? It’s the incessant contact with the gentlemen
of the court has that influence on me. I gain a lot by it, of
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course, but I lose a lot, artistically speaking.” “How did
you first come into contact with the judges, then?” asked
K., he wanted first to gain the painter’s trust before he
took him into his service. “That was very easy,” said the
painter, “I inherited these contacts. My father was court
painter before me. It’s a position that’s always inherited.
The can’t use new people for it, the rules governing how
the various grades of officials are painted are so many
and varied, and, above all, so secret that no-one outside
of certain families even knows them. In the drawer there,
for instance, I’ve got my father’s notes, which I don’t
show to anyone. But you’re only able to paint judges if
you know what they say. Although, even if I lost them
no-one could ever dispute my position because of all the
rules I just carry round in my head. All the judges want
to be painted like the old, great judges were, and I’m the
only one who can do that.” “You are to be envied,” said
K., thinking of his position at the bank. “Your position is
quite unassailable, then?” “Yes, quite unassailable,” said
the painter, and he raised his shoulders in pride. “That’s
how I can even afford to help some poor man facing trial
now and then.” “And how do you do that?” asked K., as
if the painter had not just described him as a poor man.
The painter did not let himself be distracted, but said, “In
your case, for instance, as you’re totally innocent, this
is what I’ll do.” The repeated mention of K.’s innocence
was becoming irksome to him. It sometimes seemed to
him as if the painter was using these comments to make
a favourable outcome to the trial a precondition for his
help, which of course would make the help itself unnec-
essary. But despite these doubts K. forced himself not
to interrupt the painter. He did not want to do without
the painter’s help, that was what he had decided, and
this help did not seem in any way less questionable than
that of the lawyer. K. valued the painter’s help far more
highly because it was offered in a way that was more
harmless and open.

The painter had pulled his seat closer to the bed and
continued in a subdued voice: “I forgot to ask you; what
sort of acquittal is it you want? There are three pos-
sibilities; absolute acquittal, apparent acquittal and de-
ferment. Absolute acquittal is the best, of course, only
there’s nothing I could do to get that sort of outcome. I
don’t think there’s anyone at all who could do anything
to get an absolute acquittal. Probably the only thing that
could do that is if the accused is innocent. As you are
innocent it could actually be possible and you could de-
pend on your innocence alone. In that case you won’t
need me or any other kind of help.”

At first, K. was astonished at this orderly explanation,

but then, just as quietly as the painter, he said, “I think
you’re contradicting yourself.” “How’s that?” asked the
painter patiently, leaning back with a smile. This smile
made K. feel as if he were examining not the words of
the painter but seeking out inconsistencies in the proce-
dures of the court itself. Nonetheless, he continued un-
abashed and said, “You remarked earlier that the court
cannot be approached with reasoned proofs, you later re-
stricted this to the open court, and now you go so far
as to say that an innocent man needs no assistance in
court. That entails a contradiction. Moreover, you said
earlier that the judges can be influenced personally but
now you insist that an absolute acquittal, as you call it,
can never be attained through personal influence. That
entails a second contradiction.” “It’s quite easy to clear
up these contradictions,” said the painter. “We’re talk-
ing about two different things here, there’s what it says
in the law and there’s what I know from my own expe-
rience, you shouldn’t get the two confused. I’ve never
seen it in writing, but the law does, of course, say on
the one hand that the innocent will be set free, but on
the other hand it doesn’t say that the judges can be influ-
enced. But in my experience it’s the other way round. I
don’t know of any absolute acquittals but I do know of
many times when a judge has been influenced. It’s pos-
sible, of course, that there was no innocence in any of
the cases I know about. But is that likely? Not a sin-
gle innocent defendant in so many cases? When I was
a boy I used to listen closely to my father when he told
us about court cases at home, and the judges that came
to his studio talked about the court, in our circles nobody
talks about anything else; I hardly ever got the chance
to go to court myself but always made use of it when I
could, I’ve listened to countless trials at important stages
in their development, I’ve followed them closely as far as
they could be followed, and I have to say that I’ve never
seen a single acquittal.” “So. Not a single acquittal,” said
K., as if talking to himself and his hopes. “That confirms
the impression I already have of the court. So there’s
no point in it from this side either. They could replace
the whole court with a single hangman.” “You shouldn’t
generalise,” said the painter, dissatisfied, “I’ve only been
talking about my own experience.” “Well that’s enough,”
said K., “or have you heard of any acquittals that hap-
pened earlier?” “They say there have been some acquit-
tals earlier,” the painter answered, “but it’s very hard to
be sure about it. The courts don’t make their final con-
clusions public, not even the judges are allowed to know
about them, so that all we know about these earlier cases
are just legends. But most of them did involve absolute
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acquittals, you can believe that, but they can’t be proved.
On the other hand, you shouldn’t forget all about them
either, I’m sure there is some truth to them, and they are
very beautiful, I’ve painted a few pictures myself depict-
ing these legends.” “My assessment will not be altered
by mere legends,” said K. “I don’t suppose it’s possible
to cite these legends in court, is it?” The painter laughed.
“No, you can’t cite them in court,” he said. “Then there’s
no point in talking about them,” said K., he wanted, for
the time being, to accept anything the painter told him,
even if he thought it unlikely or contradicted what he had
been told by others. He did not now have the time to
examine the truth of everything the painter said or even
to disprove it, he would have achieved as much as he
could if the painter would help him in any way even if
his help would not be decisive. As a result, he said, “So
let’s pay no more attention to absolute acquittal, but you
mentioned two other possibilities.” “Apparent acquittal
and deferment. They’re the only possibilities,” said the
painter. “But before we talk about them, would you not
like to take your coat off? You must be hot.” “Yes,” said
K., who until then had paid attention to nothing but the
painter’s explanations, but now that he had had the heat
pointed out to him his brow began to sweat heavily. “It’s
almost unbearable.” The painter nodded as if he under-
stood K.’s discomfort very well. “Could we not open
the window?” asked K. “No,” said the painter. “It’s only
a fixed pane of glass, it can’t be opened.” K. now re-
alised that all this time he had been hoping the painter
would suddenly go over to the window and pull it open.
He had prepared himself even for the fog that he would
breathe in through his open mouth. The thought that here
he was entirely cut off from the air made him feel dizzy.
He tapped lightly on the bedspread beside him and, with
a weak voice, said, “That is very inconvenient and un-
healthy.” “Oh no,” said the painter in defence of his win-
dow, “as it can’t be opened this room retains the heat bet-
ter than if the window were double glazed, even though
it’s only a single pane. There’s not much need to air the
room as there’s so much ventilation through the gaps in
the wood, but when I do want to I can open one of my
doors, or even both of them.” K. was slightly consoled by
this explanation and looked around to see where the sec-
ond door was. The painter saw him do so and said, “It’s
behind you, I had to hide it behind the bed.” Only then
was K. able to see the little door in the wall. “It’s really
much too small for a studio here,” said the painter, as if
he wanted to anticipate an objection K. would make. “I
had to arrange things as well as I could. That’s obviously
a very bad place for the bed, in front of the door. For

instance when the judge I’m painting at present comes
he always comes through the door by the bed, and I’ve
even given him a key to this door so that he can wait
for me here in the studio when I’m not home. Although
nowadays he usually comes early in the morning when
I’m still asleep. And of course, it always wakes me up
when I hear the door opened beside the bed, however fast
asleep I am. If you could hear the way I curse him as he
climbs over my bed in the morning you’d lose all respect
for judges. I suppose I could take the key away from him
but that’d only make things worse. It only takes a tiny
effort to break any of the doors here off their hinges.”
All the time the painter was speaking, K. was consider-
ing whether he should take off his coat, but he finally
realised that, if he didn’t do so, he would be quite unable
to stay here any longer, so he took off his frock coat and
lay it on his knee so that he could put it back on again as
soon as the conversation was over. He had hardly done
this when one of the girls called out, “Now he’s taken his
coat off!” and they could all be heard pressing around the
gaps in the planks to see the spectacle for themselves.
“The girls think I’m going to paint your portrait,” said
the painter, “and that’s why you’re taking your coat off.”
“I see,” said K., only slightly amused by this, as he felt
little better than he had before even though he now sat
in his shirtsleeves. With some irritation he asked, “What
did you say the two other possibilities were?” He had al-
ready forgotten the terms used. “Apparent acquittal and
deferment,” said the painter. “It’s up to you which one
you choose. You can get either of them if I help you, but
it’ll take some effort of course, the difference between
them is that apparent acquittal needs concentrated effort
for a while and that deferment takes much less effort but
it has to be sustained. Now then, apparent acquittal. If
that’s what you want I’ll write down an assertion of your
innocence on a piece of paper. The text for an assertion
of this sort was passed down to me from my father and
it’s quite unassailable. I take this assertion round to the
judges I know. So I’ll start off with the one I’m currently
painting, and put the assertion to him when he comes for
his sitting this evening. I’ll lay the assertion in front of
him, explain that you’re innocent and give him my per-
sonal guarantee of it. And that’s not just a superficial
guarantee, it’s a real one and it’s binding.” The painter’s
eyes seemed to show some reproach of K. for wanting to
impose that sort of responsibility on him. “That would
be very kind of you”, said K. “And would the judge then
believe you and nonetheless not pass an absolute acquit-
tal?” “It’s like I just said,” answered the painter. “And
anyway, it’s not entirely sure that all the judges would
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believe me, many of them, for instance, might want me
to bring you to see them personally. So then you’d have
to come along too. But at least then, if that happens,
the matter is half way won, especially as I’d teach you
in advance exactly how you’d need to act with the judge
concerned, of course. What also happens, though, is that
there are some judges who’ll turn me down in advance,
and that’s worse. I’ll certainly make several attempts,
but still, we’ll have to forget about them, but at least we
can afford to do that as no one judge can pass the deci-
sive verdict. Then when I’ve got enough judges’ signa-
tures on this document I take it to the judge who’s con-
cerned with your case. I might even have his signature
already, in which case things develop a bit quicker than
they would do otherwise. But there aren’t usually many
hold ups from then on, and that’s the time that the de-
fendant can feel most confident. It’s odd, but true, that
people feel more confidence in this time than they do af-
ter they’ve been acquitted. There’s no particular exertion
needed now. When he has the document asserting the
defendant’s innocence, guaranteed by a number of other
judges, the judge can acquit you without any worries,
and although there are still several formalities to be gone
through there’s no doubt that that’s what he’ll do as a
favour to me and several other acquaintances. You, how-
ever, walk out the court and you’re free.” “So, then I’ll be
free,” said K., hesitantly. “That’s right,” said the painter,
“but only apparently free or, to put it a better way, tem-
porarily free, as the most junior judges, the ones I know,
they don’t have the right to give the final acquittal. Only
the highest judge can do that, in the court that’s quite of
reach for you, for me and for all of us. We don’t know
how things look there and, incidentally, we don’t want
to know. The right to acquit people is a major privi-
lege and our judges don’t have it, but they do have the
right to free people from the indictment. That’s to say,
if they’re freed in this way then for the time being the
charge is withdrawn but it’s still hanging over their heads
and it only takes an order from higher up to bring it back
into force. And as I’m in such good contact with the
court I can also tell you how the difference between ab-
solute and apparent acquittal is described, just in a super-
ficial way, in the directives to the court offices. If there’s
an absolute acquittal all proceedings should stop, every-
thing disappears from the process, not just the indictment
but the trial and even the acquittal disappears, everything
just disappears. With an apparent acquittal it’s differ-
ent. When that happens, nothing has changed except that
the case for your innocence, for your acquittal and the
grounds for the acquittal have been made stronger. Apart

from that, proceedings go on as before, the court offices
continue their business and the case gets passed to higher
courts, gets passed back down to the lower courts and
so on, backwards and forwards, sometimes faster, some-
times slower, to and fro. It’s impossible to know exactly
what’s happening while this is going on. Seen from out-
side it can sometimes seem that everything has been long
since forgotten, the documents have been lost and the ac-
quittal is complete. No-one familiar with the court would
believe it. No documents ever get lost, the court forgets
nothing. One day—no-one expects it—some judge or
other picks up the documents and looks more closely
at them, he notices that this particular case is still ac-
tive, and orders the defendant’s immediate arrest. I’ve
been talking here as if there’s a long delay between ap-
parent acquittal and re-arrest, that is quite possible and
I do know of cases like that, but it’s just as likely that
the defendant goes home after he’s been acquitted and
finds somebody there waiting to re-arrest him. Then, of
course, his life as a free man is at an end.” “And does
the trial start over again?” asked K., finding it hard to be-
lieve. “The trial will always start over again,” said the
painter, “but there is, once again as before, the possi-
bility of getting an apparent acquittal. Once again, the
accused has to muster all his strength and mustn’t give
up.” The painter said that last phrase possibly as a result
of the impression that K., whose shoulders had dropped
somewhat, gave on him. “But to get a second acquit-
tal,” asked K., as if in anticipation of further revelations
by the painter, “is that not harder to get than the first
time?” “As far as that’s concerned,” answered the painter,
“there’s nothing you can say for certain. You mean, do
you, that the second arrest would have an adverse influ-
ence on the judge and the verdict he passes on the de-
fendant? That’s not how it happens. When the acquittal
is passed the judges are already aware that re-arrest is
likely. So when it happens it has hardly any effect. But
there are countless other reasons why the judges’ mood
and their legal acumen in the case can be altered, and
efforts to obtain the second acquittal must therefore be
suited to the new conditions, and generally just as vig-
orous as the first.” “But this second acquittal will once
again not be final,” said K., shaking his head. “Of course
not,” said the painter, “the second acquittal is followed
by the third arrest, the third acquittal by the fourth arrest
and so on. That’s what is meant by the term apparent
acquittal.” K. was silent. “You clearly don’t think an ap-
parent acquittal offers much advantage,” said the painter,
“perhaps deferment would suit you better. Would you
like me to explain what deferment is about?” K. nod-
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ded. The painter had leant back and spread himself out
in his chair, his nightshirt was wide open, he had pushed
his hand inside and was stroking his breast and his sides.
“Deferment,” said the painter, looking vaguely in front of
himself for a while as if trying to find a perfectly appro-
priate explanation, “deferment consists of keeping pro-
ceedings permanently in their earliest stages. To do that,
the accused and those helping him need to keep in con-
tinuous personal contact with the court, especially those
helping him. I repeat, this doesn’t require so much ef-
fort as getting an apparent acquittal, but it probably re-
quires a lot more attention. You must never let the trial
out of your sight, you have to go and see the appropriate
judge at regular intervals as well as when something in
particular comes up and, whatever you do, you have to
try and remain friendly with him; if you don’t know the
judge personally you have to influence him through the
judges you do know, and you have to do it without giv-
ing up on the direct discussions. As long as you don’t
fail to do any of these things you can be reasonably sure
the trial won’t get past its first stages. The trial doesn’t
stop, but the defendant is almost as certain of avoiding
conviction as if he’d been acquitted. Compared with an
apparent acquittal, deferment has the advantage that the
defendant’s future is less uncertain, he’s safe from the
shock of being suddenly re-arrested and doesn’t need to
fear the exertions and stress involved in getting an appar-
ent acquittal just when everything else in his life would
make it most difficult. Deferment does have certain dis-
advantages of its own though, too, and they shouldn’t
be under-estimated. I don’t mean by this that the defen-
dant is never free, he’s never free in the proper sense of
the word with an apparent acquittal either. There’s an-
other disadvantage. Proceedings can’t be prevented from
moving forward unless there are some at least ostensible
reasons given. So something needs to seem to be hap-
pening when looked at from the outside. This means that
from time to time various injunctions have to be obeyed,
the accused has to be questioned, investigations have to
take place and so on. The trial’s been artificially con-
strained inside a tiny circle, and it has to be continuously
spun round within it. And that, of course, brings with
it certain unpleasantnesses for the accused, although you
shouldn’t imagine they’re all that bad. All of this is just
for show, the interrogations, for instance, they’re only
very short, if you ever don’t have the time or don’t feel
like going to them you can offer an excuse, with some
judges you can even arrange the injunctions together a
long time in advance, in essence all it means is that, as
the accused, you have to report to the judge from time

to time.” Even while the painter was speaking those last
words K. had laid his coat over his arm and had stood
up. Immediately, from outside the door, there was a cry
of ’He’s standing up now!’. “Are you leaving already?”
asked the painter, who had also stood up. “It must be
the air that’s driving you out. I’m very sorry about that.
There’s still a lot I need to tell you. I had to put every-
thing very briefly but I hope at least it was all clear.” “Oh
yes,” said K., whose head was aching from the effort of
listening. Despite this affirmation the painter summed it
all up once more, as if he wanted to give K. something
to console him on his way home. “Both have in com-
mon that they prevent the defendant being convicted,”
he said. “But they also prevent his being properly ac-
quitted,” said K. quietly, as if ashamed to acknowledge
it. “You’ve got it, in essence,” said the painter quickly.
K. placed his hand on his winter overcoat but could not
bring himself to put it on. Most of all he would have liked
to pack everything together and run out to the fresh air.
Not even the girls could induce him to put his coat on,
even though they were already loudly telling each other
that he was doing so. The painter still had to interpret
K.’s mood in some way, so he said, “I expect you’ve de-
liberately avoided deciding between my suggestions yet.
That’s good. I would even have advised against making
a decision straight away. There’s no more than a hair’s
breadth of difference between the advantages and disad-
vantages. Everything has to be carefully weighed up. But
the most important thing is you shouldn’t lose too much
time.” “I’ll come back here again soon,” said K., who
had suddenly decided to put his frock coat on, threw his
overcoat over his shoulder and hurried over to the door
behind which the girls now began to scream. K. thought
he could even see the screaming girls through the door.
“Well, you’ll have to keep your word,” said the painter,
who had not followed him, “otherwise I’ll to the bank to
ask about it myself.” “Will you open this door for me,”
said K. pulling at the handle which, as he noticed from
the resistance, was being held tightly by the girls on the
other side. “Do you want to be bothered by the girls?”
asked the painter. “It’s better if you use the other way
out,” he said, pointing to the door behind the bed. K.
agreed to this and jumped back to the bed. But instead
of opening that door the painter crawled under the bed
and from underneath it asked K., “Just a moment more,
would you not like to see a picture I could sell to you?” K.
did not want to be impolite, the painter really had taken
his side and promised to help him more in the future, and
because of K.’s forgetfulness there had been no mention
of any payment for the painter’s help, so K. could not turn
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him down now and allowed him to show him the picture,
even though he was quivering with impatience to get out
of the studio. From under the bed, the painter withdrew
a pile of unframed paintings. They were so covered in
dust that when the painter tried to blow it off the one on
top the dust swirled around in front of K.’s eyes, robbing
him of breath for some time. “Moorland landscape,” said
the painter passing the picture to K. It showed two sickly
trees, well separated from each other in dark grass. In the
background there was a multi-coloured sunset. “That’s
nice,” said K. “I’ll buy it.” K. expressed himself in this
curt way without any thought, so he was glad when the
painter did not take this amiss and picked up a second
painting from the floor. “This is a counterpart to the first
picture,” said the painter. Perhaps it had been intended
as a counterpart, but there was not the slightest differ-
ence to be seen between it and the first picture, there
were the trees, there the grass and there the sunset. But
this was of little importance to K. “They are beautiful
landscapes,” he said, “I’ll buy them both and hang them
in my office.” “You seem to like this subject,” said the
painter, picking up a third painting, “good job I’ve still
got another, similar picture here.” The picture though,
was not similar, rather it was exactly the same moorland
landscape. The painter was fully exploiting this opportu-
nity to sell off his old pictures. “I’ll take this one too,”
said K. “How much do the three paintings cost?” “We
can talk about that next time,” said the painter. “You’re
in a hurry now, and we’ll still be in contact. And be-
sides, I’m glad you like the paintings, I’ll give you all
the paintings I’ve got down here. They’re all moorland
landscapes, I’ve painted a lot of moorland landscapes.
A lot of people don’t like that sort of picture because
they’re too gloomy, but there are others, and you’re one
of them, who love gloomy themes.” But K. was not in
the mood to hear about the professional experiences of
this painter cum beggar. “Wrap them all up!” he called
out, interrupting the painter as he was speaking, “my ser-
vant will come to fetch them in the morning.” “There’s
no need for that,” said the painter. “I expect I can find a
porter for you who can go with you now.” And, at last, he
leant over the bed and unlocked the door. “Just step on
the bed, don’t worry about that,” said the painter, “that’s
what everyone does who comes in here.” Even without
this invitation, K. had shown no compunction in already
placing his foot in the middle of the bed covers, then
he looked out through the open door and drew his foot
back again. “What is that?” he asked the painter. “What
are you so surprised at?” he asked, surprised in his turn.
“Those are court offices. Didn’t you know there are court

offices here? There are court offices in almost every at-
tic, why should this building be any different? Even my
studio is actually one of the court offices but the court put
it at my disposal.” It was not so much finding court of-
fices even here that shocked K., he was mainly shocked
at himself, at his own navety in court matters. It seemed
to him that one of the most basic rules governing how
a defendant should behave was always to be prepared,
never allow surprises, never to look, unsuspecting, to the
right when the judge stood beside him to his left—and
this was the very basic rule that he was continually vio-
lating. A long corridor extended in from of him, air blew
in from it which, compared with the air in the studio, was
refreshing. There were benches set along each side of the
corridor just as in the waiting area for the office he went
to himself. There seemed to be precise rules governing
how offices should be equipped. There did not seem to
be many people visiting the offices that day. There was
a man there, half sitting, half laying, his face was buried
in his arm on the bench and he seemed to be sleeping;
another man was standing in the half-dark at the end of
the corridor. K. now climbed over the bed, the painter
followed him with the pictures. They soon came across
a servant of the court—K. was now able to recognise all
the servants of the court from the gold buttons they wore
on their civilian clothes below the normal buttons—and
the painter instructed him to go with K. carrying the pic-
tures. K. staggered more than he walked, his handker-
chief pressed over his mouth. They had nearly reached
the exit when the girls stormed in on them, so K. had not
been able to avoid them. They had clearly seen that the
second door of the studio had been opened and had gone
around to impose themselves on him from this side. “I
can’t come with you any further!” called out the painter
with a laugh as the girls pressed in. “Goodbye, and don’t
hesitate too long!” K. did not even look round at him.
Once on the street he took the first cab he came across.
He now had to get rid of the servant, whose gold but-
ton continually caught his eye even if it caught no-one
else’s. As a servant, the servant of the court was going
to sit on the coach-box. But K. chased him down from
there. It was already well into the afternoon when K. ar-
rived in front of the bank. He would have liked to leave
the pictures in the cab but feared there might be some oc-
casion when he would have to let the painter see he still
had them. So he had the pictures taken to his office and
locked them in the lowest drawer of his desk so that he
could at least keep them safe from the deputy director’s
view for the next few days.
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Chapter 8: Block, the businessman—
Dismissing the lawyer
K. had at last made the decision to withdraw his defence
from the lawyer. It was impossible to remove his doubts
as to whether this was the right decision, but this was
outweighed by his belief in its necessity. This decision,
on the day he intended to go to see the lawyer, took a
lot of the strength he needed for his work, he worked ex-
ceptionally slowly, he had to remain in his office a long
time, and it was already past ten o’clock when he finally
stood in front of the lawyer’s front door. Even before he
rang he considered whether it might not be better to give
the lawyer notice by letter or telephone, a personal con-
versation would certainly be very difficult. Nonetheless,
K. did not actually want to do without it, if he gave no-
tice by any other means it would be received in silence
or with a few formulated words, and unless Leni could
discover anything K. would never learn how the lawyer
had taken his dismissal and what its consequences might
be, in the lawyer’s not unimportant opinion. But sitting
in front of him and taken by surprise by his dismissal,
K. would be able easily to infer everything he wanted
from the lawyer’s face and behaviour, even if he could
not be induced to say very much. It was not even out
of the question that K. might, after all, be persuaded that
it would be best to leave his defence to the lawyer and
withdraw his dismissal.

As usual, there was at first no response to K.’s ring at
the door. “Leni could be a bit quicker,” thought K. But
he could at least be glad there was nobody else interfer-
ing as usually happened, be it the man in his nightshirt
or anyone else who might bother him. As K. pressed on
the button for the second time he looked back at the other
door, but this time it, too, remained closed. At last, two
eyes appeared at the spy-hatch in the lawyer’s door, al-
though they weren’t Leni’s eyes. Someone unlocked the
door, but kept himself pressed against it as he called back
inside, “It’s him!”, and only then did he open the door
properly. K. pushed against the door, as behind him he
could already hear the key being hurriedly turned in the
lock of the door to the other flat. When the door in front
of him finally opened, he stormed straight into the hall-
way. Through the corridor which led between the rooms
he saw Leni, to whom the warning cry of the door opener
had been directed, still running away in her nightshirt .
He looked at her for a moment and then looked round
at the person who had opened the door. It was a small,
wizened man with a full beard, he held a candle in his
hand. “Do you work here?” asked K. “No,” answered the

man, “I don’t belong here at all, the lawyer is only rep-
resenting me, I’m here on legal business.” “Without your
coat?” asked K., indicating the man’s deficiency of dress
with a gesture of his hand. “Oh, do forgive me!” said the
man, and he looked at himself in the light of the candle
he was holding as if he had not known about his appear-
ance until then. “Is Leni your lover?” asked K. curtly. He
had set his legs slightly apart, his hands, in which he held
his hat, were behind his back. Merely by being in pos-
session of a thick overcoat he felt his advantage over this
thin little man. “Oh God,” he said and, shocked, raised
one hand in front of his face as if in defence, “no, no,
what can you be thinking?” “You look honest enough,”
said K. with a smile, “but come along anyway.” K. indi-
cated with his hat which way the man was to go and let
him go ahead of him. “What is you name then?” asked
K. on the way. “Block. I’m a businessman,” said the
small man, twisting himself round as he thus introduced
himself, although K. did not allow him to stop moving.
“Is that your real name?” asked K. “Of course it is,” was
the man’s reply, “why do you doubt it?” “I thought you
might have some reason to keep your name secret,” said
K. He felt himself as much at liberty as is normally only
felt in foreign parts when speaking with people of lower
standing, keeping everything about himself to himself,
speaking only casually about the interests of the other,
able to raise him to a level above one’s own, but also able,
at will, to let him drop again. K. stopped at the door of
the lawyer’s office, opened it and, to the businessman
who had obediently gone ahead, called, “Not so fast!
Bring some light here!” K. thought Leni might have hid-
den in here, he let the businessman search in every cor-
ner, but the room was empty. In front of the picture of the
judge K. took hold of the businessman’s braces to stop
him moving on. “Do you know him?” he asked, point-
ing upwards with his finger. The businessman lifted the
candle, blinked as he looked up and said, “It’s a judge.”
“An important judge?” asked K., and stood to the side
and in front of the businessman so that he could observe
what impression the picture had on him. The business-
man was looking up in admiration. “He’s an important
judge.” “You don’t have much insight,” said K. “He is
the lowest of the lowest examining judges.” “I remem-
ber now,” said the businessman as he lowered the candle,
“that’s what I’ve already been told.” “Well of course you
have,” called out K., “I’d forgotten about it, of course you
would already have been told.” “But why, why?” asked
the businessman as he moved forwards towards the door,
propelled by the hands of K. Outside in the corridor K.
said, “You know where Leni’s hidden, do you?” “Hid-
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den?” said the businessman, “No, but she might be in the
kitchen cooking soup for the lawyer.” “Why didn’t you
say that immediately?” asked K. “I was going to take you
there, but you called me back again,” answered the busi-
nessman, as if confused by the contradictory commands.
“You think you’re very clever, don’t you,” said K, “now
take me there!” K. had never been in the kitchen, it was
surprisingly big and very well equipped. The stove alone
was three times bigger than normal stoves, but it was not
possible to see any detail beyond this as the kitchen was
at the time illuminated by no more than a small lamp
hanging by the entrance. At the stove stood Leni, in a
white apron as always, breaking eggs into a pot standing
on a spirit lamp. “Good evening, Josef,” she said with
a glance sideways. “Good evening,” said K., pointing
with one hand to a chair in a corner which the business-
man was to sit on, and he did indeed sit down on it. K.
however went very close behind Leni’s back, leant over
her shoulder and asked, “Who is this man?” Leni put one
hand around K. as she stirred the soup with the other, she
drew him forward toward herself and said, “He’s a piti-
ful character, a poor businessman by the name of Block.
Just look at him.” The two of them looked back over their
shoulders. The businessman was sitting on the chair that
K. had directed him to, he had extinguished the candle
whose light was no longer needed and pressed on the
wick with his fingers to stop the smoke. “You were in
your nightshirt,” said K., putting his hand on her head
and turning it back towards the stove. She was silent. “Is
he your lover?” asked K. She was about to take hold of
the pot of soup, but K. took both her hands and said, “An-
swer me!” She said, “Come into the office, I’ll explain
everything to you.” “No,” said K., “I want you to explain
it here.” She put her arms around him and wanted to kiss
him. K., though, pushed her away and said, “I don’t want
you to kiss me now.” “Josef,” said Leni, looking at K. im-
ploringly but frankly in the eyes, “you’re not going to be
jealous of Mr. Block now, are you? Rudi,” she then said,
turning to the businessman, “help me out will you, I’m
being suspected of something, you can see that, leave the
candle alone.” It had looked as though Mr. Block had not
been paying attention but he had been following closely.
“I don’t even know why you might be jealous,” he said
ingenuously. “Nor do I, actually,” said K., looking at
the businessman with a smile. Leni laughed out loud and
while K. was not paying attention took the opportunity of
embracing him and whispering, “Leave him alone, now,
you can see what sort of person he is. I’ve been help-
ing him a little bit because he’s an important client of the
lawyer’s, and no other reason. And what about you? Do

you want to speak to the lawyer at this time of day? He’s
very unwell today, but if you want I’ll tell him you’re
here. But you can certainly spend the night with me. It’s
so long since you were last here, even the lawyer has
been asking about you. Don’t neglect your case! And
I’ve got some things to tell you that I’ve learned about.
But now, before anything else, take your coat off!” She
helped him off with his coat, took the hat off his head,
ran with the things into the hallway to hang them up,
then she ran back and saw to the soup. “Do you want me
to tell him you’re here straight away or take him his soup
first?” “Tell him I’m here first,” said K. He was in a bad
mood, he had originally intended a detailed discussion
of his business with Leni, especially the question of his
giving the lawyer notice, but now he no longer wanted
to because of the presence of the businessman. Now he
considered his affair too important to let this little busi-
nessman take part in it and perhaps change some of his
decisions, and so he called Leni back even though she
was already on her way to the lawyer. “Bring him his
soup first,” he said, “I want him to get his strength up for
the discussion with me, he’ll need it.” “You’re a client of
the lawyer’s too, aren’t you,” said the businessman qui-
etly from his corner as if he were trying to find this out.
It was not, however, taken well. “What business is that
of yours?” said K., and Leni said, “Will you be quiet.—
I’ll take him his soup first then, shall I?” And she poured
the soup into a dish. “The only worry then is that he
might go to sleep soon after he’s eaten.” “What I’ve got
to say to him will keep him awake,” said K., who still
wanted to intimate that he intended some important ne-
gotiations with the lawyer, he wanted Leni to ask him
what it was and only then to ask her advice. But instead,
she just promptly carried out the order he had given her.
When she went over to him with the dish she deliberately
brushed against him and whispered, “I’ll tell him you’re
here as soon as he’s eaten the soup so that I can get you
back as soon as possible.” “Just go,” said K., “just go.”
“Be a bit more friendly,” she said and, still holding the
dish, turned completely round once more in the doorway.

K. watched her as she went; the decision had finally
been made that the lawyer was to be dismissed, it was
probably better that he had not been able to discuss the
matter any more with Leni beforehand; she hardly under-
stood the complexity of the matter, she would certainly
have advised him against it and perhaps would even have
prevented him from dismissing the lawyer this time, he
would have remained in doubt and unease and eventually
have carried out his decision after a while anyway as this
decision was something he could not avoid. The sooner
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it was carried out the more harm would be avoided. And
moreover, perhaps the businessman had something to say
on the matter.

K. turned round, the businessman hardly noticed it as
he was about to stand up. “Stay where you are,” said K.
and pulled up a chair beside him. “Have you been a client
of the lawyer’s for a long time?” asked K. “Yes,” said the
businessman, “a very long time.” “How many years has
he been representing you so far, then?” asked K. “I don’t
know how you mean,” said the businessman, “he’s been
my business lawyer—I buy and sell cereals—he’s been
my business lawyer since I took the business over, and
that’s about twenty years now, but perhaps you mean my
own trial and he’s been representing me in that since it
started, and that’s been more than five years. Yes, well
over five years,” he then added, pulling out an old brief-
case, “I’ve got everything written down; I can tell you the
exact dates if you like. It’s so hard to remember every-
thing. Probably, my trial’s been going on much longer
than that, it started soon after the death of my wife, and
that’s been more than five and a half years now.” K.
moved in closer to him. “So the lawyer takes on ordinary
legal business, does he?” he asked. This combination of
criminal and commercial business seemed surprisingly
reassuring for K. “Oh yes,” said the businessman, and
then he whispered, “They even say he’s more efficient
in jurisprudence than he is in other matters.” But then
he seemed to regret saying this, and he laid a hand on
K.’s shoulder and said, “Please don’t betray me to him,
will you.” K. patted his thigh to reassure him and said,
“No, I don’t betray people.” “He can be so vindictive,
you see,” said the businessman. “I’m sure he won’t do
anything against such a faithful client as you,” said K.
“Oh, he might do,” said the businessman, “when he gets
cross it doesn’t matter who it is, and anyway, I’m not re-
ally faithful to him.” “How’s that then?” asked K. “I’m
not sure I should tell you about it,” said the businessman
hesitantly. “I think it’ll be alright,” said K. “Well then,”
said the businessman, “I’ll tell you about some of it, but
you’ll have to tell me a secret too, then we can support
each other with the lawyer.” “You are very careful,” said
K., “but I’ll tell you a secret that will set your mind com-
pletely at ease. Now tell me, in what way have you been
unfaithful to the lawyer?” “I’ve . . . “ said the business-
man hesitantly, and in a tone as if he were confessing
something dishonourable, “I’ve taken on other lawyers
besides him.” “That’s not so serious,” said K., a little dis-
appointed. “It is, here,” said the businessman, who had
had some difficulty breathing since making his confes-
sion but who now, after hearing K.’s comment, began to

feel more trust for him. “That’s not allowed. And it’s
allowed least of all to take on petty lawyers when you’ve
already got a proper one. And that’s just what I have
done, besides him I’ve got five petty lawyers.” “Five!”
exclaimed K., astonished at this number, “Five lawyers
besides this one?” The businessman nodded. “I’m even
negotiating with a sixth one.” “But why do you need so
many lawyers?” asked K. “I need all of them,” said the
businessman. “Would you mind explaining that to me?”
asked K. “I’d be glad to,” said the businessman. “Most
of all, I don’t want to lose my case, well that’s obvious.
So that means I mustn’t neglect anything that might be of
use to me; even if there’s very little hope of a particular
thing being of any use I can’t just throw it away. So ev-
erything I have I’ve put to use in my case. I’ve taken all
the money out of my business, for example, the offices
for my business used to occupy nearly a whole floor, but
now all I need is a little room at the back where I work
with one apprentice. It wasn’t just using up the money
that caused the difficulty, of course, it was much more
to do with me not working at the business as much as
I used to. If you want to do something about your trial
you don’t have much time for anything else.” “So you’re
also working at the court yourself?” asked K. “That’s just
what I want to learn more about.” “I can’t tell you very
much about that,” said the businessman, “at first I tried
to do that too but I soon had to give it up again. It wears
you out too much, and it’s really not much use. And it
turned out to be quite impossible to work there yourself
and to negotiate, at least for me it was. It’s a heavy strain
there just sitting and waiting. You know yourself what
the air is like in those offices.” “How do you know I’ve
been there, then?” asked K. “I was in the waiting room
myself when you went through.” “What a coincidence
that is!” exclaimed K., totally engrossed and forgetting
how ridiculous the businessman had seemed to him ear-
lier. “So you saw me! You were in the waiting room
when I went through. Yes, I did go through it one time.”
“It isn’t such a big coincidence,” said the businessman,
“I’m there nearly every day.” “I expect I’ll have to go
there quite often myself now,” said K., “although I can
hardly expect to be shown the same respect as I was then.
They all stood up for me. They must have thought I was
a judge.” “No,” said the businessman, “we were greeting
the servant of the court. We knew you were a defendant.
That sort of news spreads very quickly.” “So you already
knew about that,” said K., “the way I behaved must have
seemed very arrogant to you. Did you criticise me for
it afterwards?” “No,” said the businessman, “quite the
opposite. That was just stupidity.” “What do you mean,
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’stupidity’?” asked K. “Why are you asking about it?”
said the businessman in some irritation. “You still don’t
seem to know the people there and you might take it
wrong. Don’t forget in proceedings like this there are
always lots of different things coming up to talk about,
things that you just can’t understand with reason alone,
you just get too tired and distracted for most things and
so, instead, people rely on superstition. I’m talking about
the others, but I’m no better myself. One of these super-
stitions, for example, is that you can learn a lot about
the outcome of a defendant’s case by looking at his face,
especially the shape of his lips. There are lots who be-
lieve that, and they said they could see from the shape of
your lips that you’d definitely be found guilty very soon.
I repeat that all this is just a ridiculous superstition, and
in most cases it’s completely disproved by the facts, but
when you live in that society it’s hard to hold yourself
back from beliefs like that. Just think how much effect
that superstition can have. You spoke to one of them
there, didn’t you? He was hardly able to give you an an-
swer. There are lots of things there that can make you
confused, of course, but one of them, for him, was the
appearance of your lips. He told us all later he thought
he could see something in your lips that meant he’d be
convicted himself.” “On my lips?” asked K., pulling out
a pocket mirror and examining himself. “I can see noth-
ing special about my lips. Can you?” “Nor can I,” said
the businessman, “nothing at all.” “These people are so
superstitious!” exclaimed K. “Isn’t that what I just told
you?” asked the businessman. “Do you then have that
much contact with each other, exchanging each other’s
opinions?” said K. “I’ve kept myself completely apart so
far.” “They don’t normally have much contact with each
other,” said the businessman, “that would be impossible,
there are so many of them. And they don’t have much
in common either. If a group of them ever thinks they
have found something in common it soon turns out they
were mistaken. There’s nothing you can do as a group
where the court’s concerned. Each case is examined sep-
arately, the court is very painstaking. So there’s nothing
to be achieved by forming into a group, only sometimes
an individual will achieve something in secret; and it’s
only when that’s been done the others learn about it; no-
body knows how it was done. So there’s no sense of to-
getherness, you meet people now and then in the waiting
rooms, but we don’t talk much there. The superstitious
beliefs were established a long time ago and they spread
all by themselves.” “I saw those gentlemen in the wait-
ing room,” said K., “it seemed so pointless for them to
be waiting in that way.” “Waiting is not pointless,” said

the businessman, “it’s only pointless if you try and inter-
fere yourself. I told you just now I’ve got five lawyers
besides this one. You might think—I thought it myself
at first—you might think I could leave the whole thing
entirely up to them now. That would be entirely wrong. I
can leave it up to them less than when I had just the one.
Maybe you don’t understand that, do you?” “No,” said
K., and to slow the businessman down, who had been
speaking too fast, he laid his hand on the businessman’s
to reassure him, “but I’d like just to ask you to speak a
little more slowly, these are many very important things
for me, and I can’t follow exactly what you’re saying.”
“You’re quite right to remind me of that,” said the busi-
nessman, “you’re new to all this, a junior. Your trial is six
months old, isn’t it? Yes, I’ve heard about it. Such a new
case! But I’ve already thought all these things through
countless times, to me they’re the most obvious things
in the world.” “You must be glad your trial has already
progressed so far, are you?” asked K., he did not wish
to ask directly how the businessman’s affairs stood, but
received no clear answer anyway. “Yes, I’ve been work-
ing at my trial for five years now,” said the businessman
as his head sank, “that’s no small achievement.” Then he
was silent for a while. K. listened to hear whether Leni
was on her way back. On the one hand he did not want
her to come back too soon as he still had many questions
to ask and did not want her to find him in this intimate
discussion with the businessman, but on the other hand
it irritated him that she stayed so long with the lawyer
when K. was there, much longer than she needed to give
him his soup. “I still remember it exactly,” the business-
man began again, and K. immediately gave him his full
attention, “when my case was as old as yours is now. I
only had this one lawyer at that time but I wasn’t very
satisfied with him.” Now I’ll find out everything, thought
K., nodding vigorously as if he could thereby encourage
the businessman to say everything worth knowing. “My
case,” the businessman continued, “didn’t move on at all,
there were some hearings that took place and I went to
every one of them, collected materials, handed all my
business books to the court—which I later found was en-
tirely unnecessary—I ran back and forth to the lawyer,
and he submitted various documents to the court too . . . “
“Various documents?” asked K. “Yes, that’s right,” said
the businessman. “That’s very important for me,” said
K., “in my case he’s still working on the first set of docu-
ments. He still hasn’t done anything. I see now that he’s
been neglecting me quite disgracefully.” “There can be
lots of good reasons why the first documents still aren’t
ready,” said the businessman, “and anyway, it turned out
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later on that the ones he submitted for me were entirely
worthless. I even read one of them myself, one of the of-
ficials at the court was very helpful. It was very learned,
but it didn’t actually say anything. Most of all, there was
lots of Latin, which I can’t understand, then pages and
pages of general appeals to the court, then lots of flattery
for particular officials, they weren’t named, these offi-
cials, but anyone familiar with the court must have been
able to guess who they were, then there was self-praise
by the lawyer where he humiliated himself to the court in
a way that was downright dog-like, and then endless in-
vestigations of cases from the past which were supposed
to be similar to mine. Although, as far as I was able
to follow them, these investigations had been carried out
very carefully. Now, I don’t mean to criticise the lawyer’s
work with all of this, and the document I read was only
one of many, but even so, and this is something I will
say, at that time I couldn’t see any progress in my trial
at all.” “And what sort of progress had you been hop-
ing for?” asked K. “That’s a very sensible question,” said
the businessman with a smile, “it’s only very rare that
you see any progress in these proceedings at all. But I
didn’t know that then. I’m a businessman, much more
in those days than now, I wanted to see some tangible
progress, it should have all been moving to some con-
clusion or at least should have been moving on in some
way according to the rules. Instead of which there were
just more hearings, and most of them went through the
same things anyway; I had all the answers off pat like in
a church service; there were messengers from the court
coming to me at work several times a week, or they came
to me at home or anywhere else they could find me; and
that was very disturbing of course (but at least now things
are better in that respect, it’s much less disturbing when
they contact you by telephone), and rumours about my
trial even started to spread among some of the people I
do business with, and especially my relations, so I was
being made to suffer in many different ways but there
was still not the slightest sign that even the first hearing
would take place soon. So I went to the lawyer and com-
plained about it. He explained it all to me at length, but
refused to do anything I asked for, no-one has any influ-
ence on the way the trial proceeds, he said, to try and in-
sist on it in any of the documents submitted—like I was
asking—was simply unheard of and would do harm to
both him and me. I thought to myself: What this lawyer
can’t or won’t do another lawyer will. So I looked round
for other lawyers. And before you say anything: none
of them asked for a definite date for the main trial and
none of them got one, and anyway, apart form one ex-

ception which I’ll talk about in a minute, it really is im-
possible, that’s one thing this lawyer didn’t mislead me
about; but besides, I had no reason to regret turning to
other lawyers. Perhaps you’ve already heard how Dr.
Huld talks about the petty lawyers, he probably made
them sound very contemptible to you, and he’s right,
they are contemptible. But when he talks about them and
compares them with himself and his colleagues there’s a
small error running through what he says, and, just for
your interest, I’ll tell you about it. When he talks about
the lawyers he mixes with he sets them apart by calling
them the ’great lawyers’. That’s wrong, anyone can call
himself ’great’ if he wants to, of course, but in this case
only the usage of the court can make that distinction. You
see, the court says that besides the petty lawyers there
are also minor lawyers and great lawyers. This one and
his colleagues are only minor lawyers, and the difference
in rank between them and the great lawyers, who I’ve
only ever heard about and never seen, is incomparably
greater than between the minor lawyers and the despised
petty lawyers.” “The great lawyers?” asked K. “Who are
they then? How do you contact them?” “You’ve never
heard about them, then?” said the businessman. “There’s
hardly anyone who’s been accused who doesn’t spend a
lot of time dreaming about the great lawyers once he’s
heard about them. It’s best if you don’t let yourself be
misled in that way. I don’t know who the great lawyers
are, and there’s probably no way of contacting them. I
don’t know of any case I can talk about with certainty
where they’ve taken any part. They do defend a lot of
people, but you can’t get hold of them by your own ef-
forts, they only defend those who they want to defend.
And I don’t suppose they ever take on cases that haven’t
already got past the lower courts. Anyway, it’s best not
to think about them, as if you do it makes the discussions
with the other lawyers, all their advice and all that they
do manage to achieve, seem so unpleasant and useless,
I had that experience myself, just wanted to throw ev-
erything away and lay at home in bed and hear nothing
more about it. But that, of course, would be the stupidest
thing you could do, and you wouldn’t be left in peace
in bed for very long either.” “So you weren’t thinking
about the great lawyers at that time?” asked K. “Not for
very long,” said the businessman, and smiled again, “you
can’t forget about them entirely, I’m afraid, especially
in the night when these thoughts come so easily. But I
wanted immediate results in those days, so I went to the
petty lawyers.”

“Well look at you two sat huddled together!” called
Leni as she came back with the dish and stood in the
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doorway. They were indeed sat close together, if ei-
ther of them turned his head even slightly it would have
knocked against the other’s, the businessman was not
only very small but also sat hunched down, so that K.
was also forced to bend down low if he wanted to hear
everything. “Not quite yet!” called out K., to turn Leni
away, his hand, still resting on the businessman’s hand,
twitching with impatience. “He wanted me to tell him
about my trial,” said the businessman to Leni. “Carry on,
then, carry on,” she said. She spoke to the businessman
with affection but, at the same time, with condescension.
K. did not like that, he had begun to learn that the man
was of some value after all, he had experience at least,
and he was willing to share it. Leni was probably wrong
about him. He watched her in irritation as Leni now took
the candle from the businessman’s hand—which he had
been holding on to all this time—wiped his hand with
her apron and then knelt beside him to scratch off some
wax that had dripped from the candle onto his trousers.
“You were about to tell me about the petty lawyers,” said
K., shoving Leni’s hand away with no further comment.
“What’s wrong with you today?” asked Leni, tapped him
gently and carried on with what she had been doing.
“Yes, the petty lawyers,” said the businessman, putting
his hand to his brow as if thinking hard. K. wanted to
help him and said, “You wanted immediate results and
so went to the petty lawyers.” “Yes, that’s right,” said the
businessman, but did not continue with what he’d been
saying. “Maybe he doesn’t want to speak about it in front
of Leni,” thought K., suppressing his impatience to hear
the rest straight away, and stopped trying to press him.

“Have you told him I’m here?” he asked Leni. “Course
I have,” she said, “he’s waiting for you. Leave Block
alone now, you can talk to Block later, he’ll still be here.”
K. still hesitated. “You’ll still be here?” he asked the
businessman, wanting to hear the answer from him and
not wanting Leni to speak about the businessman as if he
weren’t there, he was full of secret resentment towards
Leni today. And once more it was only Leni who an-
swered. “He often sleeps here.” “He sleeps here?” ex-
claimed K., he had thought the businessman would just
wait there for him while he quickly settled his business
with the lawyer, and then they would leave together to
discuss everything thoroughly and undisturbed. “Yes,”
said Leni, “not everyone’s like you, Josef, allowed to see
the lawyer at any time you like. Do don’t even seem sur-
prised that the lawyer, despite being ill, still receives you
at eleven o’clock at night. You take it far too much for
granted, what your friends do for you. Well, your friends,
or at least I do, we like to do things for you. I don’t want

or need any more thanks than that you’re fond of me.”
“Fond of you?” thought K. at first, and only then it oc-
curred to him, “Well, yes, I am fond of her.” Nonetheless,
what he said, forgetting all the rest, was, “He receives me
because I am his client. If I needed anyone else’s help I’d
have to beg and show gratitude whenever I do anything.”
“He’s really nasty today, isn’t he?” Leni asked the busi-
nessman. “Now it’s me who’s not here,” thought K., and
nearly lost his temper with the businessman when, with
the same rudeness as Leni, he said, “The lawyer also has
other reasons to receive him. His case is much more in-
teresting than mine. And it’s only in its early stages too,
it probably hasn’t progressed very far so the lawyer still
likes to deal with him. That’ll all change later on.” “Yeah,
yeah,” said Leni, looking at the businessman and laugh-
ing. “He doesn’t half talk!” she said, turning to face K.
“You can’t believe a word he says. He’s as talkative as he
is sweet. Maybe that’s why the lawyer can’t stand him.
At least, he only sees him when he’s in the right mood.
I’ve already tried hard to change that but it’s impossible.
Just think, there are times when I tell him Block’s here
and he doesn’t receive him until three days later. And if
Block isn’t on the spot when he’s called then everything’s
lost and it all has to start all over again. That’s why I let
Block sleep here, it wouldn’t be the first time Dr. Huld
has wanted to see him in the night. So now Block is ready
for that. Sometimes, when he knows Block is still here,
he’ll even change his mind about letting him in to see
him.” K. looked questioningly at the businessman. The
latter nodded and, although he had spoken quite openly
with K. earlier, seemed to be confused with shame as
he said, “Yes, later on you become very dependent on
your lawyer.” “He’s only pretending to mind,” said Leni.
“He likes to sleep here really, he’s often said so.” She
went over to a little door and shoved it open. “Do you
want to see his bedroom?” she asked. K. went over to
the low, windowless room and looked in from the door-
way. The room contained a narrow bed which filled it
completely, so that to get into the bed you would need
to climb over the bedpost. At the head of the bed there
was a niche in the wall where, fastidiously tidy, stood a
candle, a bottle of ink, and a pen with a bundle of papers
which were probably to do with the trial. “You sleep
in the maid’s room?” asked K., as he went back to the
businessman. “Leni’s let me have it,” answered the busi-
nessman, “it has many advantages.” K. looked long at
him; his first impression of the businessman had perhaps
not been right; he had experience as his trial had already
lasted a long time, but he had paid a heavy price for this
experience. K. was suddenly unable to bear the sight of
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the businessman any longer. “Bring him to bed, then!” he
called out to Leni, who seemed to understand him. For
himself, he wanted to go to the lawyer and, by dismissing
him, free himself from not only the lawyer but also from
Leni and the businessman. But before he had reached the
door the businessman spoke to him gently. “Excuse me,
sir,” he said, and K. looked round crossly. “You’ve for-
gotten your promise,” said the businessman, stretching
his hand out to K. imploringly from where he sat. “You
were going to tell me a secret.” “That is true,” said K.,
as he glanced at Leni, who was watching him carefully,
to check on her. “So listen; it’s hardly a secret now any-
way. I’m going to see the lawyer now to sack him.” “He’s
sacking him!” yelled the businessman, and he jumped up
from his chair and ran around the kitchen with his arms in
the air. He kept on shouting, “He’s sacking his lawyer!”
Leni tried to rush at K. but the businessman got in her
way so that she shoved him away with her fists. Then,
still with her hands balled into fists, she ran after K. who,
however, had been given a long start. He was already in-
side the lawyer’s room by the time Leni caught up with
him. He had almost closed the door behind himself, but
Leni held the door open with her foot, grabbed his arm
and tried to pull him back. But he put such pressure on
her wrist that, with a sigh, she was forced to release him.
She did not dare go into the room straight away, and K.
locked the door with the key.

“I’ve been waiting for you a very long time,” said the
lawyer from his bed. He had been reading something
by the light of a candle but now he laid it onto the bed-
side table and put his glasses on, looking at K. sharply
through them. Instead of apologising K. said, “I’ll be
leaving again soon.” As he had not apologised the lawyer
ignored what K. said, and replied, “I won’t let you in this
late again next time.” “I find that quite acceptable,” said
K. The lawyer looked at him quizzically. “Sit down,” he
said. “As you wish,” said K., drawing a chair up to the
bedside table and sitting down. “It seemed to me that you
locked the door,” said the lawyer. “Yes,” said K., “it was
because of Leni.” He had no intention of letting anyone
off lightly. But the lawyer asked him, “Was she being im-
portunate again?” “Importunate?” asked K. “Yes,” said
the lawyer, laughing as he did so, had a fit of coughing
and then, once it had passed, began to laugh again. “I’m
sure you must have noticed how importunate she can be
sometimes,” he said, and patted K.’s hand which K. had
rested on the bedside table and which he now snatched
back. “You don’t attach much importance to it, then,”
said the lawyer when K. was silent, “so much the better.
Otherwise I might have needed to apologise to you. It is

a peculiarity of Leni’s. I’ve long since forgiven her for it,
and I wouldn’t be talking of it now, if you hadn’t locked
the door just now. Anyway, perhaps I should at least ex-
plain this peculiarity of hers to you, but you seem rather
disturbed, the way you’re looking at me, and so that’s
why I’ll do it, this peculiarity of hers consists in this; Leni
finds most of the accused attractive. She attaches herself
to each of them, loves each of them, even seems to be
loved by each of them; then she sometimes entertains me
by telling me about them when I allow her to. I am not
so astonished by all of this as you seem to be. If you look
at them in the right way the accused really can be attrac-
tive, quite often. But that is a remarkable and to some
extent scientific phenomenon. Being indicted does not
cause any clear, precisely definable change in a person’s
appearance, of course. But it’s not like with other legal
matters, most of them remain in their usual way of life
and, if they have a good lawyer looking after them, the
trial doesn’t get in their way. But there are nonetheless
those who have experience in these matters who can look
at a crowd, however big, and tell you which among them
is facing a charge. How can they do that, you will ask.
My answer will not please you. It is simply that those
who are facing a charge are the most attractive. It can-
not be their guilt that makes them attractive as not all of
them are guilty—at least that’s what I, as a lawyer, have
to say—and nor can it be the proper punishment that has
made them attractive as not all of them are punished, so
it can only be that the proceedings levelled against them
take some kind of hold on them. Whatever the reason,
some of these attractive people are indeed very attrac-
tive. But all of them are attractive, even Block, pitiful
worm that he is.” As the lawyer finished what he was
saying, K. was fully in control of himself, he had even
nodded conspicuously at his last few words in order to
confirm to himself the view he had already formed; that
the lawyer was trying to confuse him, as he always did,
by making general and irrelevant observations, and thus
distract him from the main question of what he was ac-
tually doing for K.’s trial. The lawyer must have noticed
that K. was offering him more resistance than before, as
he became silent, giving K. the chance to speak himself,
and then, as K. also remained silent, he asked, “Did you
have a particular reason for coming to see me today?”
“Yes,” said K., putting his hand up to slightly shade his
eyes from the light of the candle so that he could see the
lawyer better, “I wanted to tell you that I’m withdraw-
ing my representation from you, with immediate effect.”
“Do I understand you rightly?” asked the lawyer as he
half raised himself in his bed and supported himself with
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one hand on the pillow. “I think you do,” said K., sitting
stiffly upright as if waiting in ambush. “Well we can cer-
tainly discuss this plan of yours,” said the lawyer after a
pause. “It’s not a plan any more,” said K. “That may be,”
said the lawyer, “but we still mustn’t rush anything.” He
used the word ’we’, as if he had no intention of letting
K. go free, and as if, even if he could no longer repre-
sent him, he could still at least continue as his adviser.
“Nothing is being rushed,” said K., standing slowly up
and going behind his chair, “everything has been well
thought out and probably even for too long. The deci-
sion is final.” “Then allow me to say a few words,” said
the lawyer, throwing the bed cover to one side and sit-
ting on the edge of the bed. His naked, white-haired legs
shivered in the cold. He asked K. to pass him a blanket
from the couch. K. passed him the blanket and said, “You
are running the risk of catching cold for no reason.” “The
circumstances are important enough,” said the lawyer as
he wrapped the bed cover around the top half of his body
and then the blanket around his legs. “Your uncle is my
friend and in the course of time I’ve become fond of you
as well. I admit that quite openly. There’s nothing in
that for me to be ashamed of.” It was very unwelcome
for K. to hear the old man speak in this touching way,
as it forced him to explain himself more fully, which he
would rather have avoided, and he was aware that it also
confused him even though it could never make him re-
verse his decision. “Thank you for feeling so friendly
toward me,” he said, “and I also realise how deeply in-
volved you’ve been in my case, as deeply as possible for
yourself and to bring as much advantage as possible to
me. Nonetheless, I have recently come to the conviction
that it is not enough. I would naturally never attempt,
considering that you are so much older and more experi-
enced than I am, to convince you of my opinion; if I have
ever unintentionally done so then I beg your forgiveness,
but, as you have just said yourself, the circumstances are
important enough and it is my belief that my trial needs
to be approached with much more vigour than has so far
been the case.” “I see,” said the lawyer, “you’ve become
impatient.” “I am not impatient,” said K., with some ir-
ritation and he stopped paying so much attention to his
choice of words. “When I first came here with my uncle
you probably noticed I wasn’t greatly concerned about
my case, and if I wasn’t reminded of it by force, as it
were, I would forget about it completely. But my un-
cle insisted I should allow you to represent me and I did
so as a favour to him. I could have expected the case
to be less of a burden than it had been, as the point of
taking on a lawyer is that he should take on some of its

weight. But what actually happened was the opposite.
Before, the trial was never such a worry for me as it has
been since you’ve been representing me. When I was by
myself I never did anything about my case, I was hardly
aware of it, but then, once there was someone represent-
ing me, everything was set for something to happen, I
was always, without cease, waiting for you to do some-
thing, getting more and more tense, but you did noth-
ing. I did get some information about the court from you
that I probably could not have got anywhere else, but
that can’t be enough when the trial, supposedly in secret,
is getting closer and closer to me.” K. had pushed the
chair away and stood erect, his hands in the pockets of
his frock coat. “After a certain point in the proceedings,”
said the lawyer quietly and calmly, “nothing new of any
importance ever happens. So many litigants, at the same
stage in their trials, have stood before me just like you
are now and spoken in the same way.” “Then these other
litigants,” said K., “have all been right, just as I am. That
does not show that I’m not.” “I wasn’t trying to show that
you were mistaken,” said the lawyer, “but I wanted to add
that I expected better judgement from you than from the
others, especially as I’ve given you more insight into the
workings of the court and my own activities than I nor-
mally do. And now I’m forced to accept that, despite
everything, you have too little trust in me. You don’t
make it easy for me.” How the lawyer was humiliating
himself to K.! He was showing no regard for the dignity
of his position, which on this point, must have been at its
most sensitive. And why did he do that? He did seem to
be very busy as a lawyer as well a rich man, neither the
loss of income nor the loss of a client could have been
of much importance to him in themselves. He was more-
over unwell and should have been thinking of passing
work on to others. And despite all that he held on tightly
to K. Why? Was it something personal for his uncle’s
sake, or did he really see K.’s case as one that was excep-
tional and hoped to be able to distinguish himself with it,
either for K.’s sake or—and this possibility could never
be excluded—for his friends at the court? It was not pos-
sible to learn anything by looking at him, even though K.
was scrutinizing him quite brazenly. It could almost be
supposed he was deliberately hiding his thoughts as he
waited to see what effect his words would have. But he
clearly deemed K.’s silence to be favourable for himself
and he continued, “You will have noticed the size of my
office, but that I don’t employ any staff to help me. That
used to be quite different, there was a time when sev-
eral young lawyers were working for me but now I work
alone. This is partly to do with changes in the way I do
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business, in that I concentrate nowadays more and more
on matters such as your own case, and partly to do with
the ever deeper understanding that I acquire from these
legal matters. I found that I could never let anyone else
deal with this sort of work unless I wanted to harm both
the client and the job I had taken on. But the decision
to do all the work myself had its obvious result: I was
forced to turn almost everyone away who asked me to
represent them and could only accept those I was espe-
cially interested in—well there are enough creatures who
leap at every crumb I throw down, and they’re not so very
far away. Most importantly, I became ill from over-work.
But despite that I don’t regret my decision, quite possi-
bly I should have turned more cases away than I did, but
it did turn out to be entirely necessary for me to devote
myself fully to the cases I did take on, and the successful
results showed that it was worth it. I once read a descrip-
tion of the difference between representing someone in
ordinary legal matters and in legal matters of this sort,
and the writer expressed it very well. This is what he
said: some lawyers lead their clients on a thread until
judgement is passed, but there are others who immedi-
ately lift their clients onto their shoulders and carry them
all the way to the judgement and beyond. That’s just
how it is. But it was quite true when I said I never regret
all this work. But if, as in your case, they are so fully
misunderstood, well, then I come very close to regretting
it.” All this talking did more to make K. impatient than
to persuade him. From the way the lawyer was speak-
ing, K. thought he could hear what he could expect if he
gave in, the delays and excuses would begin again, re-
ports of how the documents were progressing, how the
mood of the court officials had improved, as well as all
the enormous difficulties—in short all that he had heard
so many times before would be brought out again even
more fully, he would try to mislead K. with hopes that
were never specified and to make him suffer with threats
that were never clear. He had to put a stop to that, so he
said, “What will you undertake on my behalf if you con-
tinue to represent me?” The lawyer quietly accepted even
this insulting question, and answered, “I should continue
with what I’ve already been doing for you.” “That’s just
what I thought,” said K., “and now you don’t need to say
another word.” “I will make one more attempt,” said the
lawyer as if whatever had been making K. so annoyed
was affecting him too. “You see, I have the impression
that you have not only misjudged the legal assistance I
have given you but also that that misjudgement has led
you to behave in this way, you seem, although you are
the accused, to have been treated too well or, to put it a

better way, handled with neglect, with apparent neglect.
Even that has its reason; it is often better to be in chains
than to be free. But I would like to show you how other
defendants are treated, perhaps you will succeed in learn-
ing something from it. What I will do is I will call Block
in, unlock the door and sit down here beside the bedside
table.” “Be glad to,” said K., and did as the lawyer sug-
gested; he was always ready to learn something new. But
to make sure of himself for any event he added, “but you
do realise that you are no longer to be my lawyer, don’t
you?” “Yes,” said the lawyer. “But you can still change
your mind today if you want to.” He lay back down in the
bed, pulled the quilt up to his chin and turned to face the
wall. Then he rang.

Leni appeared almost the moment he had done so. She
looked hurriedly at K. and the lawyer to try and find out
what had happened; she seemed to be reassured by the
sight of K. sitting calmly at the lawyer’s bed. She smiled
and nodded to K., K. looked blankly back at her. “Fetch
Block,” said the lawyer. But instead of going to fetch
him, Leni just went to the door and called out, “Block!
To the lawyer!” Then, probably because the lawyer had
turned his face to the wall and was paying no attention,
she slipped in behind K.’s chair. From then on, she both-
ered him by leaning forward over the back of the chair
or, albeit very tenderly and carefully, she would run her
hands through his hair and over his cheeks. K. eventu-
ally tried to stop her by taking hold of one hand, and
after some resistance Leni let him keep hold of it. Block
came as soon as he was called, but he remained stand-
ing in the doorway and seemed to be wondering whether
he should enter or not. He raised his eyebrows and low-
ered his head as if listening to find out whether the order
to attend the lawyer would be repeated. K. could have
encouraged to enter, but he had decided to make a final
break not only with the lawyer but with everything in
his home, so he kept himself motionless. Leni was also
silent. Block noticed that at least no-one was chasing
him away, and, on tiptoe, he entered the room, his face
was tense, his hands were clenched behind his back. He
left the door open in case he needed to go back again. K.
did not even glance at him, he looked instead only at the
thick quilt under which the lawyer could not be seen as
he had squeezed up very close to the wall. Then his voice
was heard: “Block here?” he asked. Block had already
crept some way into the room but this question seemed
to give him first a shove in the breast and then another in
the back, he seemed about to fall but remained standing,
deeply bowed, and said, “At your service, sir.” “What
do you want?” asked the lawyer, “you’ve come at a bad
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time.” “Wasn’t I summoned?” asked Block, more to him-
self than the lawyer. He held his hands in front of himself
as protection and would have been ready to run away any
moment. “You were summoned,” said the lawyer, “but
you have still come at a bad time.” Then, after a pause
he added, “You always come at a bad time.” When the
lawyer started speaking Block had stopped looking at the
bed but stared rather into one of the corners, just listen-
ing, as if the light from the speaker were brighter than
Block could bear to look at. But it was also difficult for
him to listen, as the lawyer was speaking into the wall
and speaking quickly and quietly. “Would you like me
to go away again, sir?” asked Block. “Well you’re here
now,” said the lawyer. “Stay!” It was as if the lawyer
had not done as Block had wanted but instead threatened
him with a stick, as now Block really began to shake. “I
went to see,” said the lawyer, “the third judge yesterday,
a friend of mine, and slowly brought the conversation
round to the subject of you. Do you want to know what
he said?” “Oh, yes please,” said Block. The lawyer did
not answer immediately, so Block repeated his request
and lowered his head as if about to kneel down. But then
K. spoke to him: “What do you think you’re doing?” he
shouted. Leni had wanted to stop him from calling out
and so he took hold of her other hand. It was not love
that made him squeeze it and hold on to it so tightly, she
sighed frequently and tried to disengage her hands from
him. But Block was punished for K.’s outburst, as the
lawyer asked him, “Who is your lawyer?” “You are, sir,”
said Block. “And who besides me?” the lawyer asked.
“No-one besides you, sir,” said Block. “And let there be
no-one besides me,” said the lawyer. Block fully under-
stood what that meant, he glowered at K., shaking his
head violently. If these actions had been translated into
words they would have been coarse insults. K. had been
friendly and willing to discuss his own case with some-
one like this! “I won’t disturb you any more,” said K.,
leaning back in his chair. “You can kneel down or creep
on all fours, whatever you like. I won’t bother with you
any more.” But Block still had some sense of pride, at
least where K. was concerned, and he went towards him
waving his fists, shouting as loudly as he dared while
the lawyer was there. “You shouldn’t speak to me like
that, that’s not allowed. Why are you insulting me? Es-
pecially here in front of the lawyer, where both of us,
you and me, we’re only tolerated because of his charity.
You not a better person than me, you’ve been accused of
something too, you’re facing a charge too. If, in spite
of that, you’re still a gentleman then I’m just as much a
gentleman as you are, if not even more so. And I want

to be spoken to as a gentleman, especially by you. If you
think being allowed to sit there and quietly listen while I
creep on all fours as you put it makes you something bet-
ter than me, then there’s an old legal saying you ought
to bear in mind: If you’re under suspicion it better to be
moving than still, as if you’re still you can be in the pan
of the scales without knowing it and be weighed along
with your sins.” K. said nothing. He merely looked in
amazement at this distracted being, his eyes completely
still. He had gone through such changes in just the last
few hours! Was it the trial that was throwing him from
side to side in this way and stopped him knowing who
was friend and who was foe? Could he not see the lawyer
was deliberately humiliating him and had no other pur-
pose today than to show off his power to K., and perhaps
even thereby subjugate K.? But if Block was incapable
of seeing that, or if he so feared the lawyer that no such
insight would even be of any use to him, how was it that
he was either so sly or so bold as to lie to the lawyer and
conceal from him the fact that he had other lawyers work-
ing on his behalf? And how did he dare to attack K., who
could betray his secret any time he liked? But he dared
even more than this, he went to the lawyer’s bed and be-
gan there to make complaints about K. “Dr. Huld, sir,” he
said, “did you hear the way this man spoke to me? You
can count the length of his trial in hours, and he wants
to tell me what to do when I’ve been involved in a legal
case for five years. He even insults me. He doesn’t know
anything, but he insults me, when I, as far as my weak
ability allows, when I’ve made a close study of how to
behave with the court, what we ought to do and what the
court practices are.” “Don’t let anyone bother you,” said
the lawyer, “and do what seems to you to be right.” “I
will,” said Block, as if speaking to himself to give himself
courage, and with a quick glance to the side he kneeled
down close beside the bed. “I’m kneeling now Dr. Huld,
sir,” he said. But the lawyer remained silent. With one
hand, Block carefully stroked the bed cover. In the si-
lence while he did so, Leni, as she freed herself from K.’s
hands, said, “You’re hurting me. Let go of me. I’m going
over to Block.” She went over to him and sat on the edge
of the bed. Block was very pleased at this and with lively,
but silent, gestures he immediately urged her to intercede
for him with the lawyer. It was clear that he desperately
needed to be told something by the lawyer, although per-
haps only so that he could make use of the information
with his other lawyers. Leni probably knew very well
how the lawyer could be brought round, pointed to his
hand and pursed her lips as if making a kiss. Block im-
mediately performed the hand-kiss and, at further urging
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from Leni, repeated it twice more. But the lawyer con-
tinued to be silent. Then Leni leant over the lawyer, as
she stretched out, the attractive shape of her body could
be seen, and, bent over close to his face, she stroked his
long white hair. That now forced him to give an answer.
“I’m rather wary of telling him,” said the lawyer, and his
head could be seen shaking slightly, perhaps so that he
would feel the pressure of Leni’s hand better. Block lis-
tened closely with his head lowered, as if by listening he
were breaking an order. “What makes you so wary about
it?” asked Leni. K. had the feeling he was listening to
a contrived dialogue that had been repeated many times,
that would be repeated many times more, and that for
Block alone it would never lose its freshness. “What has
his behaviour been like today?” asked the lawyer instead
of an answer. Before Leni said anything she looked down
at Block and watched him a short while as he raised his
hands towards her and rubbed them together imploringly.
Finally she gave a serious nod, turned back to the lawyer
and said, “He’s been quiet and industrious.” This was an
elderly businessman, a man whose beard was long, and
he was begging a young girl to speak on his behalf. Even
if there was some plan behind what he did, there was
nothing that could reinstate him in the eyes of his fellow
man. K. could not understand how the lawyer could have
thought this performance would win him over. Even if he
had done nothing earlier to make him want to leave then
this scene would have done so. It was almost humiliat-
ing even for the onlooker. So these were the lawyer’s
methods, which K. fortunately had not been exposed to
for long, to let the client forget about the whole world
and leave him with nothing but the hope of reaching the
end of his trial by this deluded means. He was no longer
a client, he was the lawyer’s dog. If the lawyer had or-
dered him to crawl under the bed as if it were a kennel
and to bark out from under it, then he would have done so
with enthusiasm. K. listened to all of this, testing it and
thinking it over as if he had been given the task of closely
observing everything spoken here, inform a higher office
about it and write a report. “And what has he been do-
ing all day?” asked the lawyer. “I kept him locked in
the maid’s room all day,” said Leni, “so that he wouldn’t
stop me doing my work. That’s where he usually stays.
From time to time I looked in through the spyhole to see
was he was doing, and each time he was kneeling on the
bed and reading the papers you gave him, propped up on
the window sill. That made a good impression on me; as
the window only opens onto an air shaft and gives hardly
any light. It showed how obedient he is that he was even
reading in those conditions.” “I’m pleased to hear it,” said

the lawyer. “But did he understand what he was read-
ing?” While this conversation was going on, Block con-
tinually moved his lips and was clearly formulating the
answers he hoped Leni would give. “Well I can’t give
you any certain answer to that of course,” said Leni, “but
I could see that he was reading thoroughly. He spent all
day reading the same page, running his finger along the
lines. Whenever I looked in on him he sighed as if this
reading was a lot of work for him. I expect the papers
you gave him were very hard to understand.” “Yes,” said
the lawyer, “they certainly are that. And I really don’t
think he understood anything of them. But they should
at least give him some inkling of just how hard a strug-
gle it is and how much work it is for me to defend him.
And who am I doing all this hard work for? I’m doing
it—it’s laughable even to say it—I’m doing it for Block.
He ought to realise what that means, too. Did he study
without a pause?” “Almost without a pause,” answered
Leni. “Just the once he asked me for a drink of water, so
I gave him a glassful through the window. Then at eight
o’clock I let him out and gave him something to eat.”
Block glanced sideways at K., as if he were being praised
and had to impress K. as well. He now seemed more
optimistic, he moved more freely and rocked back and
forth on his knees. This made his astonishment all the
more obvious when he heard the following words from
the lawyer: “You speak well of him,” said the lawyer,
“but that’s just what makes it difficult for me. You see,
the judge did not speak well of him at all, neither about
Block nor about his case.” “Didn’t speak well of him?”
asked Leni. “How is that possible?” Block looked at her
with such tension he seemed to think that although the
judge’s words had been spoken so long before she would
be able to change them in his favour. “Not at all,” said the
lawyer. “In fact he became quite cross when I started to
talk about Block to him. ’Don’t talk to me about Block,’
he said. ’He is my client,’ said I. ’You’re letting him
abuse you,’ he said. ’I don’t think his case is lost yet,’
said I. ’You’re letting him abuse you,’ he repeated. ’I
don’t think so,’ said I. ’Block works hard in his case and
always knows where it stands. He practically lives with
me so that he always knows what’s happening. You don’t
always find such enthusiasm as that. He’s not very pleas-
ant personally, I grant you, his manners are terrible and
he’s dirty, but as far as the trial’s concerned he’s quite
immaculate.’ I said immaculate, but I was deliberately
exaggerating. Then he said, ’Block is sly, that’s all. He’s
accumulated plenty of experience and knows how to de-
lay proceedings. But there’s more that he doesn’t know
than he does. What do you think he’d say if he learned
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his trial still hasn’t begun, if you told him they haven’t
even rung the bell to announce the start of proceedings?’
Alright Block, alright,” said the lawyer, as at these words
Block had begun to raise himself on his trembling knees
and clearly wanted to plead for some explanation. It was
the first time the lawyer had spoken any clear words di-
rectly to Block. He looked down with his tired eyes, half
blankly and half at Block, who slowly sank back down
on his knees under this gaze. “What the judge said has
no meaning for you,” said the lawyer. “You needn’t be
frightened at every word. If you do it again I won’t tell
you anything else at all. It’s impossible to start a sen-
tence without you looking at me as if you were receiving
your final judgement. You should be ashamed of your-
self here in front of my client! And you’re destroying
the trust he has for me. Just what is it you want? You’re
still alive, you’re still under my protection. There’s no
point in worrying! Somewhere you’ve read that the final
judgement can often come without warning, from any-
one at any time. And, in the right circumstances, that’s
basically true, but it’s also true that I dislike your anxi-
ety and fear and see that you don’t have the trust in me
you should have. Now what have I just said? I repeated
something said by one of the judges. You know that there
are so many various opinions about the procedure that
they form into a great big pile and nobody can make any
sense of them. This judge, for instance, sees proceed-
ings as starting at a different point from where I do. A
difference of opinion, nothing more. At a certain stage
in the proceedings tradition has it that a sign is given by
ringing a bell. This judge sees that as the point at which
proceedings begin. I can’t set out all the opinions op-
posed to that view here, and you wouldn’t understand it
anyway, suffice it to say that there are many reasons to
disagree with him.” Embarrassed, Block ran his fingers
through the pile of the carpet, his anxiety about what the
judge had said had let him forget his inferior status to-
wards the lawyer for a while, he thought only about him-
self and turned the judges words round to examine them
from all sides. “Block,” said Leni, as if reprimanding
him, and, taking hold of the collar of his coat, pulled him
up slightly higher. “Leave the carpet alone and listen to
what the lawyer is saying.”

This chapter was left unfinished.

Chapter 9: In the Cathedral
A very important Italian business contact of the bank had
come to visit the city for the first time and K. was given
the task of showing him some of its cultural sights. At

any other time he would have seen this job as an hon-
our but now, when he was finding it hard even to main-
tain his current position in the bank, he accepted it only
with reluctance. Every hour that he could not be in
the office was a cause of concern for him, he was no
longer able to make use of his time in the office any-
thing like as well as he had previously, he spent many
hours merely pretending to do important work, but that
only increased his anxiety about not being in the office.
Then he sometimes thought he saw the deputy director,
who was always watching, come into K.’s office, sit at his
desk, look through his papers, receive clients who had al-
most become old friends of K., and lure them away from
him, perhaps he even discovered mistakes, mistakes that
seemed to threaten K. from a thousand directions when
he was at work now, and which he could no longer avoid.
So now, if he was ever asked to leave the office on busi-
ness or even needed to make a short business trip, how-
ever much an honour it seemed—and tasks of this sort
happened to have increased substantially recently—there
was always the suspicion that they wanted to get him out
of his office for a while and check his work, or at least the
idea that they thought he was dispensable. It would not
have been difficult for him to turn down most of these
jobs, but he did not dare to do so because, if his fears
had the slightest foundation, turning the jobs down would
have been an acknowledgement of them. For this reason,
he never demurred from accepting them, and even when
he was asked to go on a tiring business trip lasting two
days he said nothing about having to go out in the rainy
autumn weather when he had a severe chill, just in or-
der to avoid the risk of not being asked to go. When,
with a raging headache, he arrived back from this trip he
learned that he had been chosen to accompany the Italian
business contact the following day. The temptation for
once to turn the job down was very great, especially as
it had no direct connection with business, but there was
no denying that social obligations towards this business
contact were in themselves important enough, only not
for K., who knew quite well that he needed some suc-
cesses at work if he was to maintain his position there
and that, if he failed in that, it would not help him even
if this Italian somehow found him quite charming; he did
not want to be removed from his workplace for even one
day, as the fear of not being allowed back in was too
great, he knew full well that the fear was exaggerated but
it still made him anxious. However, in this case it was
almost impossible to think of an acceptable excuse, his
knowledge of Italian was not great but still good enough;
the deciding factor was that K. had earlier known a lit-
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tle about art history and this had become widely known
around the bank in extremely exaggerated form, and that
K. had been a member of the Society for the Preservation
of City Monuments, albeit only for business reasons. It
was said that this Italian was an art lover, so the choice
of K. to accompany him was a matter of course.

It was a very rainy and stormy morning when K., in a
foul temper at the thought of the day ahead of him, ar-
rived early at seven o’clock in the office so that he could
at least do some work before his visitor would prevent
him. He had spent half the night studying a book of Ital-
ian grammar so that he would be somewhat prepared and
was very tired; his desk was less attractive to him than
the window where he had spent far too much time sit-
ting of late, but he resisted the temptation and sat down
to his work. Unfortunately, just then the servitor came in
and reported that the director had sent him to see whether
the chief clerk was already in his office; if he was, then
would he please be so kind as to come to his reception
room as the gentleman from Italy was already there. “I’ll
come straight away,” said K. He put a small dictionary
in his pocket, took a guide to the city’s tourist sites un-
der his arm that he had compiled for strangers, and went
through the deputy director’s office into that of the direc-
tor. He was glad he had come into the office so early and
was able to be of service immediately, nobody could se-
riously have expected that of him. The deputy director’s
office was, of course, still as empty as the middle of the
night, the servitor had probably been asked to summon
him too but without success. As K. entered the reception
room two men stood up from the deep armchairs where
they had been sitting. The director gave him a friendly
smile, he was clearly very glad that K. was there, he im-
mediately introduced him to the Italian who shook K.’s
hand vigorously and joked that somebody was an early
riser. K. did not quite understand whom he had in mind,
it was moreover an odd expression to use and it took K.
a little while to guess its meaning. He replied with a few
bland phrases which the Italian received once more with
a laugh, passing his hand nervously and repeatedly over
his blue-grey, bushy moustache. This moustache was ob-
viously perfumed, it was almost tempting to come close
to it and sniff. When they had all sat down and begun
a light preliminary conversation, K. was disconcerted
to notice that he understood no more than fragments of
what the Italian said. When he spoke very calmly he
understood almost everything, but that was very infre-
quent, mostly the words gushed from his mouth and he
seemed to be enjoying himself so much his head shook.
When he was talking in this way his speech was usually

wrapped up in some kind of dialect which seemed to K.
to have nothing to do with Italian but which the director
not only understood but also spoke, although K. ought
to have foreseen this as the Italian came from the south
of his country where the director had also spent several
years. Whatever the cause, K. realised that the possibil-
ity of communicating with the Italian had been largely
taken from him, even his French was difficult to under-
stand, and his moustache concealed the movements of
his lips which might have offered some help in under-
standing what he said. K. began to anticipate many diffi-
culties, he gave up trying to understand what the Italian
said—with the director there, who could understand him
so easily, it would have been pointless effort—and for
the time being did no more than scowl at the Italian as he
relaxed sitting deep but comfortable in the armchair, as
he frequently pulled at his short, sharply tailored jacket
and at one time lifted his arms in the air and moved his
hands freely to try and depict something that K. could
not grasp, even though he was leaning forward and did
not let the hands out of his sight. K. had nothing to oc-
cupy himself but mechanically watch the exchange be-
tween the two men and his tiredness finally made itself
felt, to his alarm, although fortunately in good time, he
once caught himself nearly getting up, turning round and
leaving. Eventually the Italian looked at the clock and
jumped up. After taking his leave from the director he
turned to K., pressing himself so close to him that K. had
to push his chair back just so that he could move. The di-
rector had, no doubt, seen the anxiety in K.’s eyes as he
tried to cope with this dialect of Italian, he joined in with
this conversation in a way that was so adroit and unob-
trusive that he seemed to be adding no more than minor
comments, whereas in fact he was swiftly and patiently
breaking into what the Italian said so that K. could un-
derstand. K. learned in this way that the Italian first had
a few business matters to settle, that he unfortunately had
only a little time at his disposal, that he certainly did not
intend to rush round to see every monument in the city,
that he would much rather—at least as long as K. would
agree, it was entirely his decision —just see the cathe-
dral and to do so thoroughly. He was extremely pleased
to be accompanied by someone who was so learned and
so pleasant—by this he meant K., who was occupied not
with listening to the Italian but the director—and asked if
he would be so kind, if the time was suitable, to meet him
in the cathedral in two hours’ time at about ten o’clock.
He hoped he would certainly be able to be there at that
time. K. made an appropriate reply, the Italian shook
first the director’s hand and then K.’s, then the direc-
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tor’s again and went to the door, half turned to the two
men who followed him and continuing to talk without
a break. K. remained together with the director for a
short while, although the director looked especially un-
happy today. He thought he needed to apologise to K. for
something and told him—they were standing intimately
close together—he had thought at first he would accom-
pany the Italian himself, but then—he gave no more pre-
cise reason than this—then he decided it would be better
to send K. with him. He should not be surprised if he
could not understand the Italian at first, he would be able
to very soon, and even if he really could not understand
very much he said it was not so bad, as it was really not so
important for the Italian to be understood. And anyway,
K.’s knowledge of Italian was surprisingly good, the di-
rector was sure he would get by very well. And with that,
it was time for K. to go. He spent the time still remain-
ing to him with a dictionary, copying out obscure words
he would need to guide the Italian round the cathedral.
It was an extremely irksome task, servitors brought him
the mail, bank staff came with various queries and, when
they saw that K. was busy, stood by the door and did not
go away until he had listened to them, the deputy direc-
tor did not miss the opportunity to disturb K. and came in
frequently, took the dictionary from his hand and flicked
through its pages, clearly for no purpose, when the door
to the ante-room opened even clients would appear from
the half darkness and bow timidly to him—they wanted
to attract his attention but were not sure whether he had
seen them—all this activity was circling around K. with
him at its centre while he compiled the list of words he
would need, then looked them up in the dictionary, then
wrote them out, then practised their pronunciation and
finally tried to learn them by heart. The good intentions
he had had earlier, though, seemed to have left him com-
pletely, it was the Italian who had caused him all this ef-
fort and sometimes he became so angry with him that he
buried the dictionary under some papers firmly intending
to do no more preparation, but then he realised he could
not walk up and down in the cathedral with the Italian
without saying a word, so, with in an even greater rage,
he pulled the dictionary back out again.

At exactly half past nine, just when he was about to
leave, there was a telephone call for him, Leni wished
him good morning and asked how he was, K. thanked
her hurriedly and told her it was impossible for him to
talk now as he had to go to the cathedral. “To the cathe-
dral?” asked Leni. “Yes, to the cathedral.” “What do you
have to go to the cathedral for?” said Leni. K. tried to
explain it to her briefly, but he had hardly begun when

Leni suddenly said, “They’re harassing you.” One thing
that K. could not bear was pity that he had not wanted or
expected, he took his leave of her with two words, but as
he put the receiver back in its place he said, half to him-
self and half to the girl on the other end of the line who
could no longer hear him, “Yes, they’re harassing me.”

By now the time was late and there was almost a dan-
ger he would not be on time. He took a taxi to the cathe-
dral, at the last moment he had remembered the album
that he had had no opportunity to give to the Italian ear-
lier and so took it with him now. He held it on his knees
and drummed impatiently on it during the whole jour-
ney. The rain had eased off slightly but it was still damp
chilly and dark, it would be difficult to see anything in
the cathedral but standing about on cold flagstones might
well make K.’s chill much worse. The square in front of
the cathedral was quite empty, K. remembered how even
as a small child he had noticed that nearly all the houses
in this narrow square had the curtains at their windows
closed most of the time, although today, with the weather
like this, it was more understandable. The cathedral also
seemed quite empty, of course no-one would think of go-
ing there on a day like this. K. hurried along both the side
naves but saw no-one but an old woman who, wrapped up
in a warm shawl, was kneeling at a picture of the Virgin
Mary and staring up at it. Then, in the distance, he saw
a church official who limped away through a doorway in
the wall. K. had arrived on time, it had struck ten just as
he was entering the building, but the Italian still was not
there. K. went back to the main entrance, stood there in-
decisively for a while, and then walked round the cathe-
dral in the rain in case the Italian was waiting at another
entrance. He was nowhere to be found. Could the direc-
tor have misunderstood what time they had agreed on?
How could anyone understand someone like that prop-
erly anyway? Whatever had happened, K. would have to
wait for him for at least half an hour. As he was tired he
wanted to sit down, he went back inside the cathedral, he
found something like a small carpet on one of the steps,
he moved it with his foot to a nearby pew, wrapped him-
self up tighter in his coat, put the collar up and sat down.
To pass the time he opened the album and flicked through
the pages a little but soon had to give up as it became so
dark that when he looked up he could hardly make out
anything in the side nave next to him.

In the distance there was a large triangle of candles
flickering on the main altar, K. was not certain whether
he had seen them earlier. Perhaps they had only just been
lit. Church staff creep silently as part of their job, you
don’t notice them. When K. happened to turn round he
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also saw a tall, stout candle attached to a column not
far behind him. It was all very pretty, but totally inad-
equate to illuminate the pictures which were usually left
in the darkness of the side altars, and seemed to make
the darkness all the deeper. It was discourteous of the
Italian not to come but it was also sensible of him, there
would have been nothing to see, they would have had to
content themselves with seeking out a few pictures with
K.’s electric pocket torch and looking at them one small
part at a time. K. went over to a nearby side chapel to see
what they could have hoped for, he went up a few steps
to a low marble railing and leant over it to look at the
altar picture by the light of his torch. The eternal light
hung disturbingly in front of it. The first thing that K.
partly saw and partly guessed at was a large knight in
armour who was shown at the far edge of the painting.
He was leaning on his sword that he had stuck into the
naked ground in front of him where only a few blades
of grass grew here and there. He seemed to be paying
close attention to something that was being played out in
front of him. It was astonishing to see how he stood there
without going any closer. Perhaps it was his job to stand
guard. It was a long time since K. had looked at any
pictures and he studied the knight for a long time even
though he had continually to blink as he found it difficult
to bear the green light of his torch. Then when he moved
the light to the other parts of the picture he found an in-
terment of Christ shown in the usual way, it was also a
comparatively new painting. He put his torch away and
went back to his place.

There seemed to be no point in waiting for the Italian
any longer, but outside it was certainly raining heavily,
and as it was not so cold in the cathedral as K. had ex-
pected he decided to stay there for the time being. Close
by him was the great pulpit, there were two plain golden
crosses attached to its little round roof which were lying
almost flat and whose tips crossed over each other. The
outside of the pulpit’s balustrade was covered in green
foliage which continued down to the column support-
ing it, little angels could be seen among the leaves, some
of them lively and some of them still. K. walked up to
the pulpit and examined it from all sides, its stonework
had been sculpted with great care, it seemed as if the fo-
liage had trapped a deep darkness between and behind its
leaves and held it there prisoner, K. lay his hand in one
of these gaps and cautiously felt the stone, until then he
had been totally unaware of this pulpit’s existence. Then
K. happened to notice one of the church staff standing
behind the next row of pews, he wore a loose, creased,
black cassock, he held a snuff box in his left hand and

he was watching K. Now what does he want? thought
K. Do I seem suspicious to him? Does he want a tip?
But when the man in the cassock saw that K. had noticed
him he raised his right hand, a pinch of snuff still held
between two fingers, and pointed in some vague direc-
tion. It was almost impossible to understand what this
behaviour meant, K. waited a while longer but the man
in the cassock did not stop gesturing with his hand and
even augmented it by nodding his head. “Now what does
he want?” asked K. quietly, he did not dare call out loud
here; but then he drew out his purse and pushed his way
through the nearest pews to reach the man. He, however,
immediately gestured to turn down this offer, shrugged
his shoulders and limped away. As a child K. had imi-
tated riding on a horse with the same sort of movement
as this limp. “This old man is like a child,” thought K.,
“he doesn’t have the sense for anything more than serv-
ing in a church. Look at the way he stops when I stop,
and how he waits to see whether I’ll continue.” With a
smile, K. followed the old man all the way up the side
nave and almost as far as the main altar, all this time the
old man continued to point at something but K. delib-
erately avoided looking round, he was only pointing in
order to make it harder for K. to follow him. Eventually,
K. did stop following, he did not want to worry the old
man too much, and he also did not want to frighten him
away completely in case the Italian turned up after all.

When he entered the central nave to go back to where
he had left the album, he noticed a small secondary pulpit
on a column almost next to the stalls by the altar where
the choir sat. It was very simple, made of plain white
stone, and so small that from a distance it looked like
an empty niche where the statue of a saint ought to have
been. It certainly would have been impossible for the
priest to take a full step back from the balustrade, and,
although there was no decoration on it, the top of the
pulpit curved in exceptionally low so that a man of av-
erage height would not be able stand upright and would
have to remain bent forward over the balustrade. In all, it
looked as if it had been intended to make the priest suffer,
it was impossible to understand why this pulpit would be
needed as there were also the other ones available which
were large and so artistically decorated.

And K. would certainly not have noticed this little pul-
pit if there had not been a lamp fastened above it, which
usually meant there was a sermon about to be given. So
was a sermon to be given now? In this empty church? K.
looked down at the steps which, pressed close against the
column, led up to the pulpit. They were so narrow they
seemed to be there as decoration on the column rather
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than for anyone to use. But under the pulpit—K. grinned
in astonishment—there really was a priest standing with
his hand on the handrail ready to climb the steps and
looking at K. Then he nodded very slightly, so that K.
crossed himself and genuflected as he should have done
earlier. With a little swing, the priest went up into the
pulpit with short fast steps. Was there really a sermon
about to begin? Maybe the man in the cassock had not
been really so demented, and had meant to lead K.’s way
to the preacher, which in this empty church would have
been very necessary. And there was also, somewhere in
front of a picture of the Virgin Mary, an old woman who
should have come to hear the sermon. And if there was
to be a sermon why had it not been introduced on the
organ? But the organ remained quiet and merely looked
out weakly from the darkness of its great height.

K. now considered whether he should leave as quickly
as possible, if he did not do it now there would be no
chance of doing so during the sermon and he would have
to stay there for as long as it lasted, he had lost so much
time when he should have been in his office, there had
long been no need for him to wait for the Italian any
longer, he looked at his watch, it was eleven. But could
there really be a sermon given? Could K. constitute the
entire congregation? How could he when he was just a
stranger who wanted to look at the church? That, ba-
sically, was all he was. The idea of a sermon, now, at
eleven o’clock, on a workday, in hideous weather, was
nonsense. The priest—there was no doubt that he was
a priest, a young man with a smooth, dark face—was
clearly going up there just to put the lamp out after some-
body had lit it by mistake.

But there had been no mistake, the priest seemed
rather to check that the lamp was lit and turned it a lit-
tle higher, then he slowly turned to face the front and
leant down on the balustrade gripping its angular rail
with both hands. He stood there like that for a while
and, without turning his head, looked around. K. had
moved back a long way and leant his elbows on the front
pew. Somewhere in the church—he could not have said
exactly where—he could make out the man in the cas-
sock hunched under his bent back and at peace, as if his
work were completed. In the cathedral it was now very
quiet! But K. would have to disturb that silence, he had
no intention of staying there; if it was the priest’s duty to
preach at a certain time regardless of the circumstances
then he could, and he could do it without K.’s taking part,
and K.’s presence would do nothing to augment the effect
of it. So K. began slowly to move, felt his way on tiptoe
along the pew, arrived at the broad aisle and went along

it without being disturbed, except for the sound of his
steps, however light, which rang out on the stone floor
and resounded from the vaulting, quiet but continuous at
a repeating, regular pace. K. felt slightly abandoned as,
probably observed by the priest, he walked by himself
between the empty pews, and the size of the cathedral
seemed to be just at the limit of what a man could bear.
When he arrived back at where he had been sitting he did
not hesitate but simply reached out for the album he had
left there and took it with him. He had nearly left the
area covered by pews and was close to the empty space
between himself and the exit when, for the first time, he
heard the voice of the priest. A powerful and experi-
enced voice. It pierced through the reaches of the cathe-
dral ready waiting for it! But the priest was not calling
out to the congregation, his cry was quite unambiguous
and there was no escape from it, he called “Josef K.!”

K. stood still and looked down at the floor. In theory he
was still free, he could have carried on walking, through
one of three dark little wooden doors not far in front of
him and away from there. It would simply mean he had
not understood, or that he had understood but chose not
to pay attention to it. But if he once turned round he
would be trapped, then he would have acknowledged that
he had understood perfectly well, that he really was the
Josef K. the priest had called to and that he was willing
to follow. If the priest had called out again K. would cer-
tainly have carried on out the door, but everything was
silent as K. also waited, he turned his head slightly as
he wanted to see what the priest was doing now. He was
merely standing in the pulpit as before, but it was obvious
that he had seen K. turn his head. If K. did not now turn
round completely it would have been like a child playing
hide and seek. He did so, and the priest beckoned him
with his finger. As everything could now be done openly
he ran—because of curiosity and the wish to get it over
with—with long flying leaps towards the pulpit. At the
front pews he stopped, but to the priest he still seemed
too far away, he reached out his hand and pointed sharply
down with his finger to a place immediately in front of
the pulpit. And K. did as he was told, standing in that
place he had to bend his head a long way back just to see
the priest. “You are Josef K.,” said the priest, and raised
his hand from the balustrade to make a gesture whose
meaning was unclear. “Yes,” said K., he considered how
freely he had always given his name in the past, for some
time now it had been a burden to him, now there were
people who knew his name whom he had never seen be-
fore, it had been so nice first to introduce yourself and
only then for people to know who you were. “You have
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been accused,” said the priest, especially gently. “Yes,”
said K., “so I have been informed.” “Then you are the one
I am looking for,” said the priest. “I am the prison chap-
lain.” “I see,” said K. “I had you summoned here,” said
the priest, “because I wanted to speak to you.” “I knew
nothing of that,” said K. “I came here to show the cathe-
dral to a gentleman from Italy.” “That is beside the point,”
said the priest. “What are you holding in your hand? Is
it a prayer book?” “No,” answered K., “it’s an album of
the city’s tourist sights.” “Put it down,” said the priest.
K. threw it away with such force that it flapped open and
rolled across the floor, tearing its pages. “Do you know
your case is going badly?” asked the priest. “That’s how
it seems to me too,” said K. “I’ve expended a lot of ef-
fort on it, but so far with no result. Although I do still
have some documents to submit.” “How do you imagine
it will end?” asked the priest. “At first I thought it was
bound to end well,” said K., “but now I have my doubts
about it. I don’t know how it will end. Do you know?”
“I don’t,” said the priest, “but I fear it will end badly.
You are considered guilty. Your case will probably not
even go beyond a minor court. Provisionally at least,
your guilt is seen as proven.” “But I’m not guilty,” said
K., “there’s been a mistake. How is it even possible for
someone to be guilty. We’re all human beings here, one
like the other.” “That is true,” said the priest, “but that is
how the guilty speak.” “Do you presume I’m guilty too?”
asked K. “I make no presumptions about you,” said the
priest. “I thank you for that,” said K. “but everyone else
involved in these proceedings has something against me
and presumes I’m guilty. They even influence those who
aren’t involved. My position gets harder all the time.”
“You don’t understand the facts,” said the priest, “the ver-
dict does not come suddenly, proceedings continue until
a verdict is reached gradually.” “I see,” said K., lower-
ing his head. “What do you intend to do about your
case next?” asked the priest. “I still need to find help,”
said K., raising his head to see what the priest thought
of this. “There are still certain possibilities I haven’t yet
made use of.” “You look for too much help from peo-
ple you don’t know,” said the priest disapprovingly, “and
especially from women. Can you really not see that’s
not the help you need?” “Sometimes, in fact quite often,
I could believe you’re right,” said K., “but not always.
Women have a lot of power. If I could persuade some
of the women I know to work together with me then I
would be certain to succeed. Especially in a court like
this that seems to consist of nothing but woman-chasers.
Show the examining judge a woman in the distance and
he’ll run right over the desk, and the accused, just to get

to her as soon as he can.” The priest lowered his head
down to the balustrade, only now did the roof over the
pulpit seem to press him down. What sort of dreadful
weather could it be outside? It was no longer just a dull
day, it was deepest night. None of the stained glass in
the main window shed even a flicker of light on the dark-
ness of the walls. And this was the moment when the
man in the cassock chose to put out the candles on the
main altar, one by one. “Are you cross with me?” asked
K. “Maybe you don’t know what sort of court it is you
serve.” He received no answer. “Well, it’s just my own
experience,” said K. Above him there was still silence.
“I didn’t mean to insult you,” said K. At that, the priest
screamed down at K.: “Can you not see two steps in front
of you?” He shouted in anger, but it was also the scream
of one who sees another fall and, shocked and without
thinking, screams against his own will.

The two men, then, remained silent for a long time. In
the darkness beneath him, the priest could not possibly
have seen K. distinctly, although K. was able to see him
clearly by the light of the little lamp. Why did the priest
not come down? He had not given a sermon, he had only
told K. a few things which, if he followed them closely,
would probably cause him more harm than good. But
the priest certainly seemed to mean well, it might even
be possible, if he would come down and cooperate with
him, it might even be possible for him to obtain some
acceptable piece of advice that could make all the dif-
ference, it might, for instance, be able to show him not
so much to influence the proceedings but how to break
free of them, how to evade them, how to live away from
them. K. had to admit that this was something he had
had on his mind quite a lot of late. If the priest knew
of such a possibility he might, if K. asked him, let him
know about it, even though he was part of the court him-
self and even though, when K. had criticised the court,
he had held down his gentle nature and actually shouted
at K.

“Would you not like to come down here?” asked K. “If
you’re not going to give a sermon come down here with
me.” “Now I can come down,” said the priest, perhaps he
regretted having shouted at K. As he took down the lamp
from its hook he said, “to start off with I had to speak to
you from a distance. Otherwise I’m too easily influenced
and forget my duty.”

K. waited for him at the foot of the steps. While he was
still on one of the higher steps as he came down them the
priest reached out his hand for K. to shake. “Can you
spare me a little of your time?” asked K. “As much time
as you need,” said the priest, and passed him the little
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lamp for him to carry. Even at close distance the priest
did not lose a certain solemnity that seemed to be part of
his character. “You are very friendly towards me,” said
K., as they walked up and down beside each other in the
darkness of one of the side naves. “That makes you an
exception among all those who belong to the court. I can
trust you more than any of the others I’ve seen. I can
speak openly with you.” “Don’t fool yourself,” said the
priest. “How would I be fooling myself?” asked K. “You
fool yourself in the court,” said the priest, “it talks about
this self-deceit in the opening paragraphs to the law. In
front of the law there is a doorkeeper. A man from the
countryside comes up to the door and asks for entry. But
the doorkeeper says he can’t let him in to the law right
now. The man thinks about this, and then he asks if he’ll
be able to go in later on. ’That’s possible,’ says the door-
keeper, ’but not now’. The gateway to the law is open
as it always is, and the doorkeeper has stepped to one
side, so the man bends over to try and see in. When
the doorkeeper notices this he laughs and says, ’If you’re
tempted give it a try, try and go in even though I say you
can’t. Careful though: I’m powerful. And I’m only the
lowliest of all the doormen. But there’s a doorkeeper for
each of the rooms and each of them is more powerful
than the last. It’s more than I can stand just to look at
the third one.’ The man from the country had not ex-
pected difficulties like this, the law was supposed to be
accessible for anyone at any time, he thinks, but now he
looks more closely at the doorkeeper in his fur coat, sees
his big hooked nose, his long thin tartar-beard, and he
decides it’s better to wait until he has permission to en-
ter. The doorkeeper gives him a stool and lets him sit
down to one side of the gate. He sits there for days and
years. He tries to be allowed in time and again and tires
the doorkeeper with his requests. The doorkeeper often
questions him, asking about where he’s from and many
other things, but these are disinterested questions such as
great men ask, and he always ends up by telling him he
still can’t let him in. The man had come well equipped
for his journey, and uses everything, however valuable,
to bribe the doorkeeper. He accepts everything, but as he
does so he says, ’I’ll only accept this so that you don’t
think there’s anything you’ve failed to do’. Over many
years, the man watches the doorkeeper almost without a
break. He forgets about the other doormen, and begins to
think this one is the only thing stopping him from gain-
ing access to the law. Over the first few years he curses
his unhappy condition out loud, but later, as he becomes
old, he just grumbles to himself. He becomes senile, and
as he has come to know even the fleas in the doorkeeper’s

fur collar over the years that he has been studying him he
even asks them to help him and change the doorkeeper’s
mind. Finally his eyes grow dim, and he no longer knows
whether it’s really getting darker or just his eyes that are
deceiving him. But he seems now to see an inextinguish-
able light begin to shine from the darkness behind the
door. He doesn’t have long to live now. Just before he
dies, he brings together all his experience from all this
time into one question which he has still never put to the
doorkeeper. He beckons to him, as he’s no longer able
to raise his stiff body. The doorkeeper has to bend over
deeply as the difference in their sizes has changed very
much to the disadvantage of the man. ’What is it you
want to know now?’ asks the doorkeeper, ’You’re insa-
tiable.’ ’Everyone wants access to the law,’ says the man,
’how come, over all these years, no-one but me has asked
to be let in?’ The doorkeeper can see the man’s come to
his end, his hearing has faded, and so, so that he can be
heard, he shouts to him: ’Nobody else could have got in
this way, as this entrance was meant only for you. Now
I’ll go and close it’.”

“So the doorkeeper cheated the man,” said K. imme-
diately, who had been captivated by the story. “Don’t be
too quick,” said the priest, “don’t take somebody else’s
opinion without checking it. I told you the story exactly
as it was written. There’s nothing in there about cheat-
ing.” “But it’s quite clear,” said K., “and your first inter-
pretation of it was quite correct. The doorkeeper gave
him the information that would release him only when
it could be of no more use.” “He didn’t ask him before
that,” said the priest, “and don’t forget he was only a
doorkeeper, and as doorkeeper he did his duty.” “What
makes you think he did his duty?” asked K., “He didn’t.
It might have been his duty to keep everyone else away,
but this man is who the door was intended for and he
ought to have let him in.” “You’re not paying enough
attention to what was written and you’re changing the
story,” said the priest. “According to the story, there are
two important things that the doorkeeper explains about
access to the law, one at the beginning, one at the end.
At one place he says he can’t allow him in now, and
at the other he says this entrance was intended for him
alone. If one of the statements contradicted the other you
would be right and the doorkeeper would have cheated
the man from the country. But there is no contradiction.
On the contrary, the first statement even hints at the sec-
ond. You could almost say the doorkeeper went beyond
his duty in that he offered the man some prospect of be-
ing admitted in the future. Throughout the story, his duty
seems to have been merely to turn the man away, and
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there are many commentators who are surprised that the
doorkeeper offered this hint at all, as he seems to love ex-
actitude and keeps strict guard over his position. He stays
at his post for many years and doesn’t close the gate until
the very end, he’s very conscious of the importance of his
service, as he says, ’I’m powerful,’ he has respect for his
superiors, as he says, ’I’m only the lowliest of the door-
men’, he’s not talkative, as through all these years the
only questions he asks are ’disinterested’, he’s not cor-
ruptible, as when he’s offered a gift he says, ’I’ll only ac-
cept this so that you don’t think there’s anything you’ve
failed to do,’ as far as fulfilling his duty goes he can be
neither ruffled nor begged, as it says about the man that,
’he tires the doorkeeper with his requests’, even his ex-
ternal appearance suggests a pedantic character, the big
hooked nose and the long, thin, black tartar-beard. How
could any doorkeeper be more faithful to his duty? But
in the doorkeeper’s character there are also other features
which might be very useful for those who seek entry to
the law, and when he hinted at some possibility in the fu-
ture it always seemed to make it clear that he might even
go beyond his duty. There’s no denying he’s a little sim-
ple minded, and that makes him a little conceited. Even
if all he said about his power and the power of the other
doorkeepers and how not even he could bear the sight of
them—I say even if all these assertions are right, the way
he makes them shows that he’s too simple and arrogant
to understand properly. The commentators say about this
that, ’correct understanding of a matter and a misunder-
standing of the same matter are not mutually exclusive’.
Whether they’re right or not, you have to concede that
his simplicity and arrogance, however little they show,
do weaken his function of guarding the entrance, they
are defects in the doorkeeper’s character. You also have
to consider that the doorkeeper seems to be friendly by
nature, he isn’t always just an official. He makes a joke
right at the beginning, in that he invites the man to enter
at the same time as maintaining the ban on his entering,
and then he doesn’t send him away but gives him, as it
says in the text, a stool to sit on and lets him stay by
the side of the door. The patience with which he puts
up with the man’s requests through all these years, the
little questioning sessions, accepting the gifts, his polite-
ness when he puts up with the man cursing his fate even
though it was the doorkeeper who caused that fate—all
these things seem to want to arouse our sympathy. Not
every doorkeeper would have behaved in the same way.
And finally, he lets the man beckon him and he bends
deep down to him so that he can put his last question.
There’s no more than some slight impatience—the door-

keeper knows everything’s come to its end—shown in
the words, ’You’re insatiable’. There are many commen-
tators who go even further in explaining it in this way
and think the words, ’you’re insatiable’ are an expres-
sion of friendly admiration, albeit with some condescen-
sion. However you look at it the figure of the doorkeeper
comes out differently from how you might think.” “You
know the story better than I do and you’ve known it for
longer,” said K. They were silent for a while. And then
K. said, “So you think the man was not cheated, do you?”
“Don’t get me wrong,” said the priest, “I’m just pointing
out the different opinions about it. You shouldn’t pay too
much attention to people’s opinions. The text cannot be
altered, and the various opinions are often no more than
an expression of despair over it. There’s even one opin-
ion which says it’s the doorkeeper who’s been cheated.”
“That does seem to take things too far,” said K. “How
can they argue the doorkeeper has been cheated?” “Their
argument,” answered the priest, “is based on the simplic-
ity of the doorkeeper. They say the doorkeeper doesn’t
know the inside of the law, only the way into it where
he just walks up and down. They see his ideas of what’s
inside the law as rather childish, and suppose he’s afraid
himself of what he wants to make the man frightened of.
Yes, he’s more afraid of it than the man, as the man wants
nothing but to go inside the law, even after he’s heard
about the terrible doormen there, in contrast to the door-
keeper who doesn’t want to go in, or at least we don’t
hear anything about it. On the other hand, there are those
who say he must have already been inside the law as he
has been taken on into its service and that could only
have been done inside. That can be countered by sup-
posing he could have been given the job of doorkeeper by
somebody calling out from inside, and that he can’t have
gone very far inside as he couldn’t bear the sight of the
third doorkeeper. Nor, through all those years, does the
story say the doorkeeper told the man anything about the
inside, other than his comment about the other doorkeep-
ers. He could have been forbidden to do so, but he hasn’t
said anything about that either. All this seems to show
he doesn’t know anything about what the inside looks
like or what it means, and that that’s why he’s being de-
ceived. But he’s also being deceived by the man from the
country as he’s this man’s subordinate and doesn’t know
it. There’s a lot to indicate that he treats the man as his
subordinate, I expect you remember, but those who hold
this view would say it’s very clear that he really is his
subordinate. Above all, the free man is superior to the
man who has to serve another. Now, the man really is
free, he can go wherever he wants, the only thing forbid-
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den to him is entry into the law and, what’s more, there’s
only one man forbidding him to do so—the doorkeeper.
If he takes the stool and sits down beside the door and
stays there all his life he does this of his own free will,
there’s nothing in the story to say he was forced to do
it. On the other hand, the doorkeeper is kept to his post
by his employment, he’s not allowed to go away from
it and it seems he’s not allowed to go inside either, not
even if he wanted to. Also, although he’s in the service
of the law he’s only there for this one entrance, therefore
he’s there only in the service of this one man who the
door’s intended for. This is another way in which he’s
his subordinate. We can take it that he’s been performing
this somewhat empty service for many years, through the
whole of a man’s life, as it says that a man will come, that
means someone old enough to be a man. That means the
doorkeeper will have to wait a long time before his func-
tion is fulfilled, he will have to wait for as long as the
man liked, who came to the door of his own free will.
Even the end of the doorkeeper’s service is determined
by when the man’s life ends, so the doorkeeper remains
his subordinate right to the end. And it’s pointed out re-
peatedly that the doorkeeper seems to know nothing of
any of this, although this is not seen as anything remark-
able, as those who hold this view see the doorkeeper as
deluded in a way that’s far worse, a way that’s to do with
his service. At the end, speaking about the entrance he
says, ’Now I’ll go and close it’, although at the begin-
ning of the story it says the door to the law is open as it
always is, but if it’s always open—always—that means
it’s open independently of the lifespan of the man it’s in-
tended for, and not even the doorkeeper will be able to
close it. There are various opinions about this, some say
the doorkeeper was only answering a question or show-
ing his devotion to duty or, just when the man was in his
last moments, the doorkeeper wanted to cause him regret
and sorrow. There are many who agree that he wouldn’t
be able to close the door. They even believe, at the end at
least, the doorkeeper is aware, deep down, that he’s the
man’s subordinate, as the man sees the light that shines
out of the entry to the law whereas the doorkeeper would
probably have his back to it and says nothing at all to
show there’s been any change.” “That is well substanti-
ated,” said K., who had been repeating some parts of the
priest’s explanation to himself in a whisper. “It is well
substantiated, and now I too think the doorkeeper must
have been deceived. Although that does not mean I’ve
abandoned what I thought earlier as the two versions are,
to some extent, not incompatible. It’s not clear whether
the doorkeeper sees clearly or is deceived. I said the man

had been cheated. If the doorkeeper understands clearly,
then there could be some doubt about it, but if the door-
keeper has been deceived then the man is bound to be-
lieve the same thing. That would mean the doorkeeper
is not a cheat but so simple-minded that he ought to be
dismissed from his job immediately; if the doorkeeper
is mistaken it will do him no harm but the man will be
harmed immensely.” “There you’ve found another opin-
ion,” said the priest, “as there are many who say the story
doesn’t give anyone the right to judge the doorkeeper.
However he might seem to us he is still in the service of
the law, so he belongs to the law, so he’s beyond what
man has a right to judge. In this case we can’t believe
the doorkeeper is the man’s subordinate. Even if he has
to stay at the entrance into the law his service makes him
incomparably more than if he lived freely in the world.
The man has come to the law for the first time and the
doorkeeper is already there. He’s been given his position
by the law, to doubt his worth would be to doubt the law.”
“I can’t say I’m in complete agreement with this view,”
said K. shaking his head, “as if you accept it you’ll have
to accept that everything said by the doorkeeper is true.
But you’ve already explained very fully that that’s not
possible.” “No,” said the priest, “you don’t need to ac-
cept everything as true, you only have to accept it as nec-
essary.” “Depressing view,” said K. “The lie made into
the rule of the world.”

K. said that as if it were his final word but it was not his
conclusion. He was too tired to think about all the ramifi-
cations of the story, and the sort of thoughts they led him
into were not familiar to him, unrealistic things, things
better suited for officials of the court to discuss than for
him. The simple story had lost its shape, he wanted to
shake it off, and the priest who now felt quite compas-
sionate allowed this and accepted K.’s remarks without
comment, even though his view was certainly very dif-
ferent from K.’s.

In silence, they carried on walking for some time, K.
stayed close beside the priest without knowing where he
was. The lamp in his hand had long since gone out.
Once, just in front of him, he thought he could see the
statue of a saint by the glitter of the silver on it, although
it quickly disappeared back into the darkness. So that
he would not remain entirely dependent on the priest, K.
asked him, “We’re now near the main entrance, are we?”
“No,” said the priest, “we’re a long way from it. Do you
already want to go?” K. had not thought of going un-
til then, but he immediately said, “Yes, certainly, I have
to go. I’m the chief clerk in a bank and there are peo-
ple waiting for me, I only came here to show a foreign
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business contact round the cathedral.” “Alright,” said the
priest offering him his hand, “go then.” “But I can’t find
my way round in this darkness by myself,” said K. “Go to
your left as far as the wall,” said the priest, “then continue
alongside the wall without leaving it and you’ll find a
way out.” The priest had only gone a few paces from him,
but K. was already shouting loudly, “Please, wait!” “I’m
waiting,” said the priest. “Is there anything else you want
from me?” asked K. “No,” said the priest. “You were so
friendly to me earlier on,” said K., “and you explained
everything, but now you abandon me as if I were nothing
to you.” “You have to go,” said the priest. “Well, yes,”
said K., “you need to understand that.” “First, you need
to understand who I am,” said the priest. “You’re the
prison chaplain,” said K., and went closer to the priest, it
was not so important for him to go straight back to the
bank as he had made out, he could very well stay where
he was. “So that means I belong to the court,” said the
priest. “So why would I want anything from you? the
court doesn’t want anything from you. It accepts you
when you come and it lets you go when you leave.”

Chapter 10: End
The evening before K.’s thirty-first birthday—it was
about nine o’clock in the evening, the time when the
streets were quiet—two men came to where he lived. In
frock coats, pale and fat, wearing top hats that looked like
they could not be taken off their heads. After some brief
formalities at the door of the flat when they first arrived,
the same formalities were repeated at greater length at
K.’s door. He had not been notified they would be com-
ing, but K. sat in a chair near the door, dressed in black as
they were, and slowly put on new gloves which stretched
tightly over his fingers and behaved as if he were expect-
ing visitors. He immediately stood up and looked at the
gentlemen inquisitively. “You’ve come for me then, have
you?” he asked. The gentlemen nodded, one of them in-
dicated the other with the top hand now in his hand. K.
told them he had been expecting a different visitor. He
went to the window and looked once more down at the
dark street. Most of the windows on the other side of
the street were also dark already, many of them had the
curtains closed. In one of the windows on the same floor
where there was a light on, two small children could be
seen playing with each other inside a playpen, unable
to move from where they were, reaching out for each
other with their little hands. “Some ancient, unimpor-
tant actors—that’s what they’ve sent for me,” said K. to
himself, and looked round once again to confirm this to

himself. “They want to sort me out as cheaply as they
can.” K. suddenly turned round to face the two men and
asked, “What theatre do you play in?” “Theatre?” asked
one of the gentlemen, turning to the other for assistance
and pulling in the corners of his mouth. The other made a
gesture like someone who was dumb, as if he were strug-
gling with some organism causing him trouble. “You’re
not properly prepared to answer questions,” said K. and
went to fetch his hat.

As soon as they were on the stairs the gentlemen
wanted to take K.’s arms, but K. said “Wait till we’re
in the street, I’m not ill.” But they waited only until the
front door before they took his arms in a way that K.
had never experienced before. They kept their shoulders
close behind his, did not turn their arms in but twisted
them around the entire length of K.’s arms and took hold
of his hands with a grasp that was formal, experienced
and could not be resisted. K. was held stiff and upright
between them, they formed now a single unit so that if
any one of them had been knocked down all of them must
have fallen. They formed a unit of the sort that normally
can be formed only by matter that is lifeless.

Whenever they passed under a lamp K. tried to see his
companions more clearly, as far as was possible when
they were pressed so close together, as in the dim light of
his room this had been hardly possible. “Maybe they’re
tenors,” he thought as he saw their big double chins. The
cleanliness of their faces disgusted him. He could see
the hands that cleaned them, passing over the corners of
their eyes, rubbing at their upper lips, scratching out the
creases on those chins.

When K. noticed that, he stopped, which meant the
others had to stop too; they were at the edge of an open
square, devoid of people but decorated with flower beds.
“Why did they send you, of all people!” he cried out,
more a shout than a question. The two gentleman clearly
knew no answer to give, they waited, their free arms
hanging down, like nurses when the patient needs to rest.
“I will go no further,” said K. as if to see what would hap-
pen. The gentlemen did not need to make any answer, it
was enough that they did not loosen their grip on K. and
tried to move him on, but K. resisted them. “I’ll soon
have no need of much strength, I’ll use all of it now,” he
thought. He thought of the flies that tear their legs off
struggling to get free of the flypaper. “These gentleman
will have some hard work to do”.

Just then, Miss Brüstner came up into the square in
front of them from the steps leading from a small street
at a lower level. It was not certain that it was her, al-
though the similarity was, of course, great. But it did
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not matter to K. whether it was certainly her anyway, he
just became suddenly aware that there was no point in
his resistance. There would be nothing heroic about it
if he resisted, if he now caused trouble for these gentle-
men, if in defending himself he sought to enjoy his last
glimmer of life. He started walking, which pleased the
gentlemen and some of their pleasure conveyed itself to
him. Now they permitted him to decided which direc-
tion they took, and he decided to take the direction that
followed the young woman in front of them, not so much
because he wanted to catch up with her, nor even because
he wanted to keep her in sight for as long as possible, but
only so that he would not forget the reproach she repre-
sented for him. “The only thing I can do now,” he said
to himself, and his thought was confirmed by the equal
length of his own steps with the steps of the two others,
“the only thing I can do now is keep my common sense
and do what’s needed right till the end. I always wanted
to go at the world and try and do too much, and even
to do it for something that was not too cheap. That was
wrong of me. Should I now show them I learned nothing
from facing trial for a year? Should I go out like some-
one stupid? Should I let anyone say, after I’m gone, that
at the start of the proceedings I wanted to end them, and
that now that they’ve ended I want to start them again?
I don’t want anyone to say that. I’m grateful they sent
these unspeaking, uncomprehending men to go with me
on this journey, and that it’s been left up to me to say
what’s necessary”.

Meanwhile, the young woman had turned off into a
side street, but K. could do without her now and let his
companions lead him. All three of them now, in com-
plete agreement, went over a bridge in the light of the
moon, the two gentlemen were willing to yield to each
little movement made by K. as he moved slightly towards
the edge and directed the group in that direction as a sin-
gle unit. The moonlight glittered and quivered in the wa-
ter, which divided itself around a small island covered in
a densely-piled mass of foliage and trees and bushes. Be-
neath them, now invisible, there were gravel paths with
comfortable benches where K. had stretched himself out
on many summer’s days. “I didn’t actually want to stop
here,” he said to his companions, shamed by their com-
pliance with his wishes. Behind K.’s back one of them
seemed to quietly criticise the other for the misunder-
standing about stopping, and then they went on. The
went on up through several streets where policemen were
walking or standing here and there; some in the distance
and then some very close. One of them with a bushy
moustache, his hand on the grip of his sword, seemed

to have some purpose in approaching the group, which
was hardly unsuspicious. The two gentlemen stopped,
the policeman seemed about to open his mouth, and then
K. drove his group forcefully forward. Several times he
looked back cautiously to see if the policeman was fol-
lowing; but when they had a corner between themselves
and the policeman K. began to run, and the two gentle-
men, despite being seriously short of breath, had to run
with him.

In this way they quickly left the built up area and found
themselves in the fields which, in this part of town, began
almost without any transition zone. There was a quarry,
empty and abandoned, near a building which was still
like those in the city. Here the men stopped, perhaps be-
cause this had always been their destination or perhaps
because they were too exhausted to run any further. Here
they released their hold on K., who just waited in silence,
and took their top hats off while they looked round the
quarry and wiped the sweat off their brows with their
handkerchiefs. The moonlight lay everywhere with the
natural peace that is granted to no other light.

After exchanging a few courtesies about who was to
carry out the next tasks—the gentlemen did not seem
to have been allocated specific functions—one of them
went to K. and took his coat, his waistcoat, and finally his
shirt off him. K. made an involuntary shiver, at which the
gentleman gave him a gentle, reassuring tap on the back.
Then he carefully folded the things up as if they would
still be needed, even if not in the near future. He did not
want to expose K. to the chilly night air without mov-
ing though, so he took him under the arm and walked up
and down with him a little way while the other gentle-
man looked round the quarry for a suitable place. When
he had found it he made a sign and the other gentleman
escorted him there. It was near the rockface, there was a
stone lying there that had broken loose. The gentlemen
sat K. down on the ground, leant him against the stone
and settled his head down on the top of it. Despite all
the effort they went to, and despite all the co-operation
shown by K., his demeanour seemed very forced and
hard to believe. So one of the gentlemen asked the other
to grant him a short time while he put K. in position by
himself, but even that did nothing to make it better. In the
end they left K. in a position that was far from the best
of the ones they had tried so far. Then one of the gentle-
men opened his frock coat and from a sheath hanging on
a belt stretched across his waistcoat he withdrew a long,
thin, double-edged butcher’s knife which he held up in
the light to test its sharpness. The repulsive courtesies
began once again, one of them passed the knife over K.
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to the other, who then passed it back over K. to the first.
K. now knew it would be his duty to take the knife as it
passed from hand to hand above him and thrust it into
himself. But he did not do it, instead he twisted his neck,
which was still free, and looked around. He was not able
to show his full worth, was not able to take all the work
from the official bodies, he lacked the rest of the strength
he needed and this final shortcoming was the fault of
whoever had denied it to him. As he looked round, he
saw the top floor of the building next to the quarry. He
saw how a light flickered on and the two halves of a win-
dow opened out, somebody, made weak and thin by the
height and the distance, leant suddenly far out from it
and stretched his arms out even further. Who was that? A

friend? A good person? Somebody who was taking part?
Somebody who wanted to help? Was he alone? Was it
everyone? Would anyone help? Were there objections
that had been forgotten? There must have been some.
The logic cannot be refuted, but someone who wants to
live will not resist it. Where was the judge he’d never
seen? Where was the high court he had never reached?
He raised both hands and spread out all his fingers.

But the hands of one of the gentleman were laid on
K.’s throat, while the other pushed the knife deep into his
heart and twisted it there, twice. As his eyesight failed,
K. saw the two gentlemen cheek by cheek, close in front
of his face, watching the result. “Like a dog!” he said. It
was as if the shame of it should outlive him.

Computer graphic by Herbert Brün
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The Street Scene
Bertolt Brecht

(1938)

In the decade and a half
that followed the World
War [WWI] a compara-
tively new way of acting
was tried out in a number
of German theatres. Its
qualities of clear descrip-
tion and reporting and its
use of choruses and pro-
jections as a means of
commentary earned it the
name of ’epic’. The actor
used a somewhat complex
technique to detach him- Figure 8: Bertolt Brecht
self from the character portrayed; he forced the spectator
to look at the play’s situations from such an angle that
they necessarily became subject to his criticism. Sup-
porters of this epic theatre argued that the new subject-
matter, the highly involved incidents of the class war in
its acutest and most terrible stage, would be mastered
more easily by such a method, since it would thereby be-
come possible to portray social processes as seen in their
causal relationships. But the result of these experiments
was that aesthetics found itself up against a whole series
of substantial difficulties.
It is comparatively easy to set up a basic model for epic
theatre. For practical experiments I usually picked as
my example of completely simple, ’natural’ epic theatre
an incident such as can be seen at any street corner: an
eyewitness demonstrating to a collection of people how a
traffic accident took place. The bystanders may not have
observed what happened, or they may simply not agree
with him, may ‘see things a different way’; the point
is that the demonstrator acts the behaviour of driver or
victim or both in such a way that the bystanders are able
to form an opinion about the accident.

Such an example of the most primitive type of epic
theatre seems easy to understand. Yet experience has
shown that it presents astounding difficulties to the reader
or listener as soon as he is asked to see the implications
of treating this kind of street corner demonstration as a
basic form of major theatre, theatre for a scientific age.
What this means of course is that the epic theatre may

appear richer, more intricate and complex in every par-
ticular, yet to be major theatre it need at bottom only con-
tain the same elements as a street-corner demonstration
of this sort; nor could it any longer be termed epic theatre
if any of the main elements of the streetcorner demon-
stration were lacking. Until this is understood it is im-
possible really to understand what follows. Until one un-
derstands the novelty, unfamiliarity and direct challenge
to the critical faculties of the suggestion that street-corner
demonstration of this sort can serve as a satisfactory ba-
sic model of major theatre one cannot really understand
what follows.

Consider: the incident is clearly very far from what
we mean by an artistic one. The demonstrator need not
be an artist. The capacities he needs to achieve his aim
are in effect universal. Suppose he cannot carry out some
particular movement as quickly as the victim he is imi-
tating; all he need do is to explain that he moves three
times as fast, and the demonstration neither suffers in es-
sentials nor loses its point. On the contrary it is impor-
tant that he should not be too perfect. His demonstration
would be spoilt if the bystanders’ attention were drawn
to his powers of transformation. He has to avoid present-
ing himself in such a way that someone calls out ’What
a lifelike portrayal of a chauffeur!’ He must not ’cast a
spell’ over anyone. He should not transport people from
normality to ’higher realms’. He need not dispose of any
special powers of suggestion.

It is most important that one of the main features of
the ordinary theatre should be excluded from our street
scene: the engendering of illusion. The street demon-
strator’s performance is essentially repetitive. The event
has taken place; what you are seeing now is a repeat. If
the scene in the theatre follows the street scene in this
respect then the theatre will stop pretending not to be
theatre, just as the street-corner demonstration admits it
is a demonstration (and does not pretend to be the ac-
tual event). The element of rehearsal in the acting and
of learning by heart in the text, the whole machinery and
the whole process of preparation: it all becomes plainly
apparent. What room is left for experience? Is the reality
portrayed still experienced in any sense?

The street scene determines what kind of experience
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is to be prepared for the spectator. There is no question
but that the street-corner demonstrator has been through
an ’experience’, but he is not out to make his demonstra-
tion serve as an ’experience’ for the audience. Even the
experience of the driver and the victim is only partially
communicated by him, and he by no means tries to turn
it into an enjoyable experience for the spectator, however
lifelike he may make his demonstration. The demonstra-
tion would become no less valid if he did not reproduce
the fear caused by the accident; on the contrary it would
lose validity if he did. He is not interested in creating
pure emotions. It is important to understand that a the-
atre which follows his lead in this respect undergoes a
positive change of function.

One essential element of the street scene must also
be present in the theatrical scene if this is to qualify as
epic, namely that the demonstration should have a so-
cially practical significance. Whether our street demon-
strator is out to show that one attitude on the part of driver
or pedestrian makes an accident inevitable where another
would not, or whether he is demonstrating with a view to
fixing the responsibility, his demonstration has a practi-
cal purpose, intervenes socially.

The demonstrator’s purpose determines how thor-
oughly he has to imitate. Our demonstrator need not imi-
tate every aspect of his characters’ behaviour, but only so
much as gives a picture. Generally the theatre scene will
give much fuller pictures, corresponding to its more ex-
tensive range of interest. How do street scene and theatre
scene link up here? To take a point of detail, the victim’s
voice may have played no immediate part in the acci-
dent. Eye-witnesses may disagree as to whether a cry
they heard (Look out!’) came from the victim or from
someone else, and this may give our demonstrator a mo-
tive for imitating the voice. The question can be settled
by demonstrating whether the voice was an old man’s or
a woman’s, or merely whether it was high or low. Again,
the answer may depend on whether it was that of an edu-
cated person or not. Loud or soft may play a great part, as

the driver could be correspondingly more or less guilty.
A whole series of characteristics of the victim ask to be
ortrayed. Was he absent-minded? Was his attention dis-
tracted? If so, by what? What, on the evidence of his
behaviour, could have made him liable to be distracted
by just that circumstance and no other? Etc., etc. It can
be seen that our streetcorner demonstration provides op-
portunities for a pretty rich and varied portrayal of human
types. Yet a theatre which tries to restrict its essential el-
ements to those provided by our street scene will have to
acknowledge certain limits to imitation It must be able to
justify any outlay in terms of its purpose.2

The demonstration may for instance be dominated by
the question of compensation for the victim, etc. The
driver risks being sacked from his job, losing his licence,
going to prison; the victim risks a heavy hospital bill,
loss of job, permanent disfigurement, possibly unfitness
for work. This is the area within which the demonstrator
builds up his characters. The victim may have had a com-
panion; the driver may have had his girl sitting alongside
him. That would bring out the social element better and
allow the characters to be more fully drawn.

Another essential element in the street scene is that the
demonstrator should derive his characters entirely from
their actions. He imitates their actions and so allows
conclusions to be drawn about them. A theatre that fol-
lows him in this will be largely breaking with the ortho-
dox theatre’s habit of basing the actions on the characters
and having the former exempted from criticism by pre-
senting them as an unavoidable consequence deriving by
natural law from the characters who perform them. To
the street demonstrator the character of the man being
demonstrated remains a quantity that need not be com-
pletely defined. Within certain limits he may be like this
or like that; it doesn’t matter. What the demonstrator
is concerned with are his accident-prone and accident-
proof qualities.3 The theatrical scene may show more
fully-defined individuals. But it must then be in a posi-
tion to treat their individuality as a special case and out-

2We often come across demonstrations of an everyday sort which are more thorough imitations than our street-corner accident demands. Gen-
erally they are comic ones. Our nextdoor neighbour may decide to ’take off’ the rapacious behaviour of our common landlord. Such an imitation is
often rich and full of variety. Closer examination will show however that even so apparently complex an imitation concentrates on one specific side
of the landlord’s behaviour. The imitation is summary or selective, deliberately leaving out those occasions where the landlord strikes our neighbour
as ’perfectly sensible’, though such occasions of course occur. He is far from giving a rounded picture; for that would have no comic impact at all.
The street scene, perforce adopting a wider angle of vision, at this point lands in difficulties which must not be underestimated. It has to be just as
successful in promoting criticism, but the incidents in question are far more complex. It must promote positive as well as negative criticism, and as
part of a single process. You have to understand what is involved in winning the audience’s approval by means of a critical approach. Here again we
have a precedent in our street scene, i.e. in any demonstration of an everyday sort. Next-door neighbour and street demonstrator can reproduce their
subject’s ’sensible’ or his ’senseless’ behaviour alike, by submitting it for an opinion. When it crops up in the course of events, however (when a
man switches from being sensible to being senseless, or the other way round), then they usually need some form of commentary in order to change
the angle of their portrayal. Hence, as already mentioned, certain difficulties for the theatre scene. These cannot be dealt with here.

3The same situation will be produced by all those people whose characters fulfil the conditions laid down by him and show the features that he
imitates.
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line the field within which, once more, its most socially
relevant effects are produced. Our street demonstrator’s
possibilities of demonstration are narrowly restricted (in-
deed, we chose this model so that the limits should be
as narrow as possible). If the essential elements of the
theatrical scene are limited to those of the street scene
then its greater richness must be an enrichment only. The
question of border-line cases becomes acute.

Let us take a specific detail. Can our street demon-
strator, say, ever become entitled to use an excited tone
of voice in repeating the driver’s statement that he has
been exhausted by too long a spell of work? (In theory
this is no more possible than for a returning messenger
to start telling his fellow countrymen of his talk with the
king with the words ’I saw the bearded king’.) It can
only be possible, let alone unavoidable, if one imagines
a street-corner situation where such excitement, specif-
ically about this aspect of the affair, plays a particular
part. (In the instance above this would be so if the king
had sworn never to cut his beard off until . . . etc.) We
have to find a point of view for our demonstrator that al-
lows him to submit this excitement to criticism. Only if
he adopts a quite definite point of view can he be entitled
to imitate the driver’s excited voice; e.g. if he blames
drivers as such for doing too little to reduce their hours
of work. (’Look at him. Doesn’t even belong to a union,
but gets worked up soon enough when an accident hap-
pens. ”Ten hours I’ve been at the wheel.” ’)

Before it can get as far as this, i.e. be able to suggest a
point of view to the actor, the theatre needs to take a num-
ber of steps. By widening its field of vision and showing
the driver in other situations besides that of the accident
the theatre in no way exceeds its model; it merely creates
a further situation on the same pattern. One can imag-
ine a scene of the same kind as the street scene which
provides a well-argued demonstration showing how such
emotions as the driver’s develop, or another which in-
volves making comparisons between tones of voice. In
order not to exceed the model scene the theatre only
has to develop a technique for submitting emotions to
the spectator’s criticism. Of course this does not mean
that the spectator must be barred on principle from shar-
ing certain emotions that are put before him; none the
less to communicate emotions is only one particular form
(phase, consequence) of criticism. The theatre’s demon-
strator, the actor, must apply a technique which will let
him reproduce the tone of the subject demonstrated with
a certain reserve, with detachment (so that the spectator
can say: ’He’s getting excited—in vain, too late, at last.

. . . ’ etc.). In short, the actor must remain a demonstrator;
he must present the person demonstrated as a stranger, he
must not suppress the ’he did that, he said that’ element
in his performance. He must not go so far as to be wholly
transformed into the person demonstrated.

One essential element of the street scene lies in the nat-
ural attitude adopted by the demonstrator, which is two-
fold; he is always taking two situations into account. He
behaves naturally as a demonstrator, and he lets the sub-
ject of the demonstration behave naturally too. He never
forgets nor does he allow it to be forgotten, that he is
not the subject but the demonstrator. That is to say, what
the audience sees is not a fusion betwee demonstrator
and subject, not some third, independent, uncontradictor
entity with isolated features of (a) demonstrator and (b)
subject, such as the orthodox theatre puts before us in its
productions.4 The feelings and opinions of demonstrator
and demonstrated are not merged into one.

We now come to one of those elements that are pecu-
liar to the epic theatre, the so-called A-effect (alienation
effect). What is involved here is, briefly, a technique of
taking the human social incidents to be portrayed and la-
belling them as something striking, something that calls
for explanation, is not to be taken for granted, not just
natural. The object of this ’effect’ is to allow the specta-
tor to criticize constructively from a social point of view.
Can we show that this A-effect is significant for our street
demonstrator?

We can picture what happens if he fails to make use
of it. The following situation could occur. One of the
spectators might say: ’But if the victim stepped off the
kerb with his right foot, as you showed him doing. . . ’
The demonstrator might interrupt saying: ’I showed him
stepping off with his left foot.’ By arguing which foot he
really stepped off with in his demonstration, and, even
more, how the victim himself acted, the demonstration
can be so transformed that the A-effect occurs. The
demonstrator achieves it by paying exact attention this
time to his movements, executing them carefully, prob-
ably in slow motion; in this way he alienates the little
subincident, emphasizes its importance, makes it wor-
thy of notice. And so the epic theatre’s alienation effect
proves to have its uses for our street demonstrator too;
in other words it is also to be found in this small every-
day scene of natural street-corner theatre, which has little
to do with art. The direct changeover from representa-
tion to commentary that is so characteristic of the epic
theatre is still more easily recognized as one element of
any street demonstration. Wherever he feels he can the

4Most clearly worked out by Stanislavsky.
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demonstrator breaks off his imitation in order to give ex-
planations. The epic theatre’s choruses and documentary
projections, the direct addressing of the audience by its
actors, are at bottom just this.

It will have been observed, not without astonishment I
hope, that I have not named any strictly artistic elements
as characterizing our street scene and, with it, that of the
epic theatre. The street demonstrator can carry out a suc-
cessful demonstration with no greater abilities than, in
effect, anybody has. What about the epic theatre’s value
as art?

The epic theatre wants to establish its basic model at
the street corner, i.e. to return to the very simplest ’natu-
ral’ theatre, a social enterprise whose origins, means and
ends are practical and earthly. The model works with-
out any need of programmatic theatrical phrases like ’the
urge to self-expression’, ’making a part one’s own’, ’spir-
itual experience’, ’the play instinct’, ’the story-teller’s
art’, etc. Does that mean that the epic theatre isn’t con-
cerned with art?

It might be as well to begin by putting the question
differently, thus: can we make use of artistic abilities
for the purposes of our street scene? Obviously yes.
Even the street-corner demonstration includes artistic el-
ements. Artistic abilities in some small degree are to
be found in any man. It does no harm to remember
this when one is confronted with great art. Undoubt-
edly what we call artistic abilities can be exercised at any
time within the limits imposed by our street scene model.
They will function as artistic abilities even though they
do not exceed these limits (for instance, when there is
meant to be no complete transformation of demonstra-
tor into subject). And true enough, the epic theatre is an
extremely artistic affair, hardly thinkable without artists
and virtuosity, imagination, humour and fellow-feeling;
it cannot be practised without all these and much else too.
It has got to be entertaining, it has got to be instructive.
How then can art be developed out of the elements of
the street scene, without adding any or leaving any out?
How does it evolve into the theatrical scene with its fab-
ricated story, its trained actors, its lofty style of speaking,
its make-up, its team performance by a number of play-
ers? Do we need to add to our elements in order to move
on from the ’natural’ demonstration to the ’artificial’?

Is it not true that the additions which we must make
to our model in order to arrive at epic theatre are of a
fundamental kind? A brief examination will show that
they are not. Take the story. There was nothing fabri-
cated about our street accident. Nor does the orthodox
theatre deal only in fabrications; think for instance of the

historical play. None the less a story can be performed
at the street corner too. Our demonstrator may at any
time be in a position to say: ’The driver was guilty, be-
cause it all happened the way I showed you. He wouldn’t
be guilty if it had happened the way I’m going to show
you now.’ And he can fabricate an incident and demon-
strate it. Or take the fact that the text is learnt by heart.
As a witness in a court case the demonstrator may have
written down the subject’s exact words, learnt them by
heart and rehearsed them; in that case he too is perform-
ing a text he has learned. Or take a rehearsed programme
by several players: it doesn’t always have to be artistic
purposes that bring about a demonstration of this sort;
one need only think of the French police technique of
making the chief figures in any criminal case re-enact
certain crucial situations before a police audience. Or
take making-up. Minor changes in appearance—ruffling
one’s hair, for instance—can occur at any time within
the framework of the non-artistic type of demonstration.
Nor is make-up itself used solely for theatrical purposes.
In the street scene the driver’s moustache may be par-
ticularly significant. It may have influenced the testi-
mony of the possible girl companion suggested earlier.
This can be represented by our demonstrator making the
driver stroke an imaginary moustache when prompting
his companion’s evidence. In this way the demonstrator
can do a good deal to discredit her as a witness. Moving
on to the use of a real moustache in the theatre, however,
is not an entirely easy transition, and the same difficulty
occurs with respect to costume. Our demonstrator may
under given circumstances put on the driver’s cap—for
instance if he wants to show that he was drunk: (he had
it on crooked)—but he can only do so conditionally, un-
der these circumstances; (see what was said about bor-
derline cases earlier). However, where there is a demon-
stration by several demonstrators of the kind referred to
above we can have costume so that the various characters
can be distinguished. This again is only a limited use of
costume. There must be no question of creating an illu-
sion that the demonstrators really are these characters.
(The epic theatre can counteract this illusion by espe-
cially exaggerated costume or by garments that are some-
how marked out as objects for display.) Moreover we
can suggest another model as a substitute for ours on this
point: the kind of street demonstration given by hawkers.
To sell their neckties these people will portray a badly-
dressed and a well-dressed man; with a few props and
technical tricks they can perform significant little scenes
where they submit essentially to the same restrictions as
apply to the demonstrator in our street scene: (they will
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pick up tie, hat, stick, gloves and give certain significant
imitations of a man of the world, and the whole time they
will refer to him as ’he’!) With hawkers we also find
verse being used within the same framework as that of
our basic model. They use firm irregular rhythms to sell
braces and newspapers alike.

Reflecting along these lines we see that our basic
model will work. The elements of natural and of artifi-
cial epic theatre are the same. Our streetcorner theatre is
primitive; origins, aims and methods of its performance
are close to home. But there is no doubt that it is a mean-
ingful phenomenon with a clear social function that dom-
inates all its elements. The performance’s origins lie in
an incident that can be judged one way or another, that
may repeat itself in different forms and is not finished

but is bound to have consequences, so that this judgment
has some significance. The object of the performance is
to make it easier to give an opinion on the incident. Its
means correspond to that. The epic theatre is a highly
skilled theatre with complex contents and far-reaching
social objectives. In setting up the street scene as a basic
model for it we pass on the clear social function and give
the epic theatre criteria by which to decide whether an in-
cident is meaningful or not. The basic model has a prac-
tical significance. As producer and actors work to build
up a performance involving many difficult questions—
technical problems, social ones—it allows them to check
whether the social function of the whole apparatus is still
clearly intact.

On Everyday Theatre

Bertolt Brecht

(1929)

Your artists who perform plays
In great houses under electric suns
Before the hushed crowd, pay a visit some time
To that theatre whose setting is the street.
The everyday, thousandfold, fameless
But vivid, earthy theatre fed by the daily human contact
Which takes place in the street.
Here the woman from next door imitates the landlord:
Demonstrating his flood of talk she makes it clear
How he tried to turn the conversation
From the burst water pipe. In the parks at night
Young fellows show giggling girls
The way they resist, and in resisting
Slyly flaunt their breasts. A drunk
Gives us the preacher at his sermon, refering the poor
To the rich pastures of paradise. How useful
Such theatre is though, serious and funny
And how dignified! They do not, like parrot or ape
Imitate just for the sake of imitation, unconcerned
What they imitate, just to show that they
Can imitate; no, they
Have a point to put across. You
Great artists, masterly imitators, in this regard
Do not fall short of them! Do not become too remote
However much you perfect your art
From that theatre of daily life
Whose setting is the street.

Take that man on the corner: he is showing how
An accident took place. This very moment
He is delivering the driver to the verdict of the crowd. The way he
Sat behind the steering wheel, and now
He imitates the man who was run over, apparently

An old man. Of both he gives
Only so much as to make the accident intelligible, and yet
Enough to make you see them. But he shows neither
As if the accident had been unavoidable. The accident
Becomes in this way intelligible, yet not intelligible, for both of them
Could have moved quite otherwise; now he is showing what
They might have done so that no accident
Would have occurred. There is no superstition
About this eyewitness, he
Shows mortals as victims not of the stars, but
Only of their errors.

Note also
His earnestness and the accuracy of his imitation. He
Knows that much depends on his exactness: whether the innocent man
Escapes ruin, whether the injured man
Is compensated. Watch him
Repeat now what he did just before. Hesitantly
Calling on his memory for help, uncertain
Whether his demonstration is good, interrupting himself
And asking someone else to
Correct him on detail. This
Observe with reverence!
And with surprise
Observe, if you will, one thing: that this imitator
Never loses himself in his imitation. He never entirely
Transforms himself into the man he is imitating. He always
Remains the demonstrator, the one not involved. The man
Did not open his heart to him, he
Does not share his feelings
Or his opinions. He knows hardly anything
About him. In his imitation
No third thing rises out of him and the other
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Somehow consisting of both, in which supposedly
One heart beats and
One brain thinks. Himself all there
The demonstrator stands and gives us
The stranger next door.

The mysterious transformation
That allegedly goes on in your theatres
Between dressing room and stage — an actor
Leaves the dressing room, a king
Appears on the stage: that magic
Which I have often seen reduce the stagehands, beerbottles in hand,
To laughter —
Does not occur here.
Our demonstrator at the street corner
Is no sleepwalker who must not be addressed. He is
No high priest holding divine service. At any moment
You can interrupt him; he will answer you
Quite calmly and when you have spoken with him
Go on with his performance.

But you, do not say: that man
Is not an artist. By setting up such a barrier
Between yourselves and the world, you simply
Expel yourselves from the world. If you thought him
No artist he might think you
No human, and that
Would be a worse reproach. Say rather:
He is an artist because he is human. We
May do what he does more perfectly and
Be honoured for it, but what we do
Is something universal, human, something hourly

Practised in the busy street, almost
As much a part of life as eating and breathing.

Thus your playacting
Harks back to practical matters. Our masks, you should say
Are nothing special insofar as they are only masks:
There the scarf peddler
Puts on a derby like a masher’s
Hooks a cane over his arm, even pastes a moustache
Under his nose and struts a step or two
Behind his stand, thus
Pointing out what wonders
Men can work with scarves, moustaches and hats. And our verses, you
should say
In themselves are not extraordinary — the newsboys
Shout the headlines in cadences, thereby
Intensifying the effect and making their frequent repetition
Easier. We
Speak other men’s lines, but lovers
And salesmen also learn other men’s lines, and how often
All of you quote sayings! In short
Mask, verse and quotation are common, but uncommon
The grandly conceived mask, the beautifully spoken verse
And apt quotation.

But to make matters clear: even if you improved upon
What the man at the corner did, you would be doing less
Than him if you
Made your theatre less meaningfull — with lesser provocation
Less intense in its effect on the audience — and
Less useful

’eyes’ by Herbert Brün
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